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A significant portion of G. N. Watson’s research was influenced by Ramanujan. No less than thirty of Watson’s published papers were motivated by
assertions made by Ramanujan in his letters to G. H. Hardy and in his
notebooks. Beginning in about 1928, Watson invested at least ten years to the
editing of Ramanujan’s notebooks. He never completed the task, but fortunately his efforts have been preserved. Through the suggestion of R. A.
Rankin and the generosity of Mrs. Watson, all material pertaining to the
notebooks compiled by Watson was donated to the library of Trinity College,
Cambridge. These notes were invaluable to the author in the preparation of
this book. In particular, many proofs in Chapters 19-21 are due to Watson.
We are grateful to the Master and Fellows of Trinity College, Cambridge for
providing us a copy of Watson’s notes. For an engaging biography of Watson,
seeRankin’s paper [l].

G. N. Watson
Reprinted with courtesy of the London Mathematical Society.

Preface

During the years 1903-1914, Ramanujan recorded most of his mathematical
discoveries without proofs in notebooks. Although many of his results were
already in the literature, more were not. Almost a decade after Ramanujan’s
death in 1920, G. N. Watson and B. M. Wilson began to edit his notebooks
but never completed the task. A photostat edition, with no editing, was
published by the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in Bombay in 1957.
This book is the third of live volumes devoted to the editing of Ramanujan’s
notebooks. Part I, published in 1985, contains an account of Chapters l-9 in
the second notebook as well as a description of Ramanujan’s quarterly reports. Part II, published in 1989, comprises accounts of Chapters lo-15 in
Ramanujan’s second notebook. In this volume, we examine Chapters 16-21
in the second notebook. For many of the results that are known, we provide
references in the literature where proofs may be found. Otherwise, we give
complete proofs. Most of the theorems in these six chapters have not previously been proved in print. Parts IV and V will contain accounts of the 100 pages
of unorganized material at the end of the second notebook, the thirty-three
pages of unorganized results comprising the third notebook, and those results
in the first notebook not recorded by Ramanujan in the second or third
notebooks. The second notebook is chiefly a much enlarged and somewhat
more organized edition of the first notebook.
Urbana, Illinois
May, 1990

Bruce C. Berndt
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Introduction

In der Theorie der Thetafunctionen ist esleicht, eine beliebig grosseMenge von
Relationen aufzustellen,aber die Schwierigkeit beginnt da, wo es sich darum
handelt, ausdiesemLabyrinth von Formeln einen Auswegzu tinden.
G. Frobenius
The content of this volume is more unified than those of the first two volumes
of our attempts to provide proofs of the many beautiful theorems bequeathed
to us by Ramanujan in his notebooks. Theta-functions provide the binding
glue that blends Chapters 16-21 together. Although we provide proofs here
for all of Ramanujan’s formulas, in many cases,we have been unable to find the
roads that led Ramanujan to his discoveries. It is hoped that others will attempt to discover the pathways that Ramanujan took on his journey through
his luxuriant labyrinthine forest of enchanting and alluring formulas.
We first briefly review the content of Chapters 16-21. Although thetafunctions play the leading role, several other topics make appearances as well.
Some of Ramanujan’s most famous theorems are found in Chapter 16. The
chapter begins with basic hypergeometric series and some q-continued fractions. In particular, a generalization of the Rogers-Ramanujan continued
fraction and a linite version of the Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction are
found. Entry 7 offers an identity from which the Rogers-Ramanujan identities
(found in Section 38) can be deduced as limiting cases, a fact that evidently
Ramanujan failed to notice. The material on q-series ends with Ramanujan’s
celebrated 1$1 summation. After stating the Jacobi triple product identity,
which is a corollary of Ramanujan’s i+i summation, Ramanujan commences
his work on theta-functions. Several of his results are classical and well known,
but Ramanujan offers many interesting new results, especially in Sections
33-35. For an enlightening discussion of Ramanujan’s contributions to basic
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hypergeometric series, as well as to hypergeometric series, see R. Askey’s
survey paper [S].
Chapter 17 begins with Ramanujan’s development of some of the basic
theory of elliptic functions highlighted by Entry 6, which provides the basic
inversion formula relating theta-functions with elliptic integrals and hypergeometric functions. Section 7 offers many beautiful theorems on elliptic
integrals. The following sections are devoted to a catalogue of formulas for
the most well-known theta-functions and for Ramanujan’s Eisenstein series,
L, M, and N, evaluated at different powers of the argument. These formulas
are of central importance in proving modular equations in Chapters 19-21.
Several topics are examined in Chapter 18, although most attention is given
to the Jacobian elliptic functions. Approximations to rc and the perimeter of
an ellipse are found. More problems in geometry are discussed in this chapter
than in any other chapter. The chapter ends with Ramanujan’s initial findings
about modular equations.
Chapters 19 and 20 are devoted to modular equations and associated
theta-function identities. Most of the results in these two chapters are new and
show Ramanujan at his very best. It is here that our proofs undoubtedly often
stray from the paths followed by Ramanujan.
Chapter 21 occupies only 4 pages and is the shortest chapter in the second
notebook. The content is not unlike that of the previous two chapters, but
here the emphasis is on formulas for the series L, M, and N.
Since Ramanujan’s death in 1920, there has been much speculation on the
sources from which Ramanujan first learned about elliptic functions. In commenting on Ramanujan’s paper [2] in Ramanujan’s Collected Papers [lo],
L. J. Mordell writes “It would be extremely interesting to know if and how
much Ramanujan is indebted to other writers.” Mordell then conjectures that
Ramanujan might have studied either Greenhill’s [l] or Cayley’s [l] books
on elliptic functions. Greenhill’s book can be found in the library at the
Government College of Kumbakonam, but we have been unable to ascertain
for certain if this book was in the library when Ramanujan lived in Kumbakonam. Hardy [3, p. 2121 remarks that these two books were in the library
at the University of Madras, where Ramanujan held a scholarship for nine
months before departing for England. Hardy then quotes Littlewood’s
thoughts: “a sufficient, and I think necessary, explanation would be that
Greenhill’s very odd and individual Elliptic Functions was his text-book.”
Mordell, Hardy, and Littlewood surmised that Greenhill’s book served as
Ramanujan’s source of knowledge partly because Greenhill’s development
avoids the theory of functions of a complex variable, a subject thought to have
been never learned by Ramanujan. In particular, the double periodicity of
elliptic functions is not mentioned by Greenhill until page 254. In the unorganized portions of the second notebook and in the third notebook, there
is some evidence that Ramanujan knew a few facts about complex function
theory. (See Berndt’s book [ll].) However, Ramanujan’s development of the
theory of elliptic functions did not need or depend on complex function theory.
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Ramanujan also never mentions double periodicity. Because Cayley’s book
contains several sections on modular equations, it is reasonable to conjecture
that this book might have been one of Ramanujan’s sources of learning.
The origins of Ramanujan’s knowledge of elliptic functions are probably
not very important, since Ramanujan’s development of the subject is uniquely and characteristically his own without a trace of influence by any other
author. Ramanujan does not even use the standard notations for elliptic
integrals and any of the classical elliptic functions. The content of Ramanujan’s initial efforts overlaps with some of Jacobi’s findings in his famous
Fundamenta Nova Cl], [2]. However, it is unlikely that Ramanujan had access
to this work. Moreover, while the Jacobian elliptic functions were central in
Jacobi’s development, they play a far more minor role in Ramanujan’s theory.
(Our proofs in the pages that follow undoubtedly employ the Jacobian elliptic
functions more than Ramanujan did.) Both Jacobi and Ramanujan extensively utilized theta-functions, but the evolution of Ramanujan’s theory is
quite different from that of Jacobi. The classical, general theta-function 9,(z, q)
may be defined by
9,(z, q) =

f
q”*f?*y
II=-03

(11)

where 14) -K 1 and z is any complex number. Ramanujan’s general thetafunction f(a, b) is given by
f@,

b)

=

f
II=-a3

un(n+l,/2@r1)/2
7

(12)

where labI < 1. The generalities of (11) and (12) are the same. To see this, set
a = q exp(2iz) and b = q exp(2iz). For many purposes, the definition (11) is
superior. However, for Ramanujan’s interests and theory, (12) is definitely the
preferred definition and was strongly instrumental in helping Ramanujan
discover many new theorems in the subject.
Upon studying Ramanujan’s development of the theory of modular equations in Chapters 18-21, we now are able to understand more clearly the
rationale for Ramanujan’s introduction of “modular equations” in Sections
15 and 16 of Chapter 15 of his second notebook [9], which we have previously
described in Part II [9]. Before returning to this material, we need to define
the generalized hypergeometric function p+lFp by

where p is a nonnegative integer, a,, a,, . . . , ap+l, &, b2,. . . , &, are complex
numbers, IzI < 1, and

for each nonnegative integer n.
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Ramanujan begins his study of “modular equatons” in Chapter 15 by
defining
F(x) := (1 - x)-l’2 = “ZO$xn

= lFo(;; x),

1x1< 1.

(13)

He then states the trivial identity
= (1 + t)F(t2).

(14)

After setting a = 2t/(l + t) and fl = t2, Ramanujan offers the “modular equation of degree 2,”
p(2 - a)’ = a2,
(15)
which is readily verified. The factor (1 + t) in (14) is called the multiplier. He
then derives some modular equations of higher degree and offers some general
remarks. We emphasize that this definition of modular equation has no
connection with any of the standard definitions, but we shall draw some
parallels shortly.
There are many definitions of a modular equation in the literature. See
Ramanathan’s paper [lo] or our expository introduction to Ramanujan’s
modular equations [7] for discussions of some of these alternative definitions.
We now give the definition of a modular equation that Ramanujan employed
and the one that we shall use in the sequel. First, the complete elliptic integral
of the first kind K(k) is defined by
K(k) =

s

a
o J&

= ; $. $k2”

= ;

2Fd5,

i;1;
k2),
(16)

where 0 < k < 1 and where the series representation in (16) is found by
expanding the integrand in a binomial series and integrating termwise. The
number k is called the modulus of K, and k’ := J1-kz
is called the complementary modulus. Let K, K’, L, and L’ denote complete elliptic integrals of
the first kind associated with the moduli k, k’, e, and /‘, respectively. Suppose
that the equality
K’
n-=K

L
L

(17)

holds for some positive integer n. Then a modular equation of degree n is a
relation between the moduli k and e which is implied by (17). Ramanujan
writes his modular equations in terms of a and fi, where a = k2 and fi = e2.
We shall often say that p has degree n. As we shall seein Section 6 of Chapter
17, modular equations can alternatively be expressed as identities involving
theta-functions. In fact, often one first proves a theta-function identity and
then transcribes it into an equivalent modular equation by using the formulas
in Entries lo-12 in Chapter 17. Ramanujan undoubtedly used this procedure
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in proving most of his modular equations, and we shall proceed in the same
fashion. The multiplier m for a modular equation of degree n is defined by
m=--.

K
L

Ramanujan also established many “mixed” modular equations in which
four distinct moduli appear. See the introduction of Chapter 20 for the
definition of “mixed” modular equation.
For those not familiar with modular equations, these definitions may
appear to be arbitrary and unmotivated. The raison d‘etre can be found in
the first six sections of Chapter 17. In particular, we note that the base 4 in
the classical theory of elliptic functions is defined by 4 = exp( - ?rK’/K). Often
one seeksrelations among theta-functions where the arguments appearing are
q and q”, for some interger n. Further motivation can be found in two survey
articles (Berndt [7], [8]).
Before offering some historical remarks about modular equations, we point
out the analogies between Ramanujan’s definition of a “modular equation”
in Chapter 15 and the standard definition arising from (17) that we have given
above. The function F(x) in (13) is an analogue of K(k) in (16). Note that if one
of the parameters 3 of ,F,(i, 3; 1; k2) in (16) is replaced by 1, then this hypergeometric function reduces to 1F,,(& k2), which appears in (16) with x = k2.
Observe that (15) is a relation between the “moduli” CIand /I. Furthermore,
note that the multiplier 1 + fi in (14) is analogous to the multiplier defined
in (18).
One could argue, as we did in [73, that the theory of modular equations
began in 1771 and 1775 with the appearance of J. Landen’s two papers Cl],
[2] in which Landen’s transformation was introduced. Strictly speaking, the
theory commenced when A. M. Legendre [2] derived a modular equation of
degree 3 in 1825 and C. G. J. Jacobi established modular equations of degrees
3 and 5 in his Fundamenta Nova [l], [2] in 1829. Subsequently, in the century
that followed, contributions were made by many mathematicians including
C. Guetzlaff, L. A. Sohncke, H. Schroter, L. Schlafli, F. Klein, A. Hurwitz,
E. Fiedler, A. Cayley, R. Fricke, R. Russell, and H. Weber. Classical texts
containing much material on modular equations include those of Enneper Cl],
Weber [2], [3], Klein [2], [3], and Fricke [3]. Enneper’s book [l] and
Hanna’s paper [l] contain many references to the literature. As we shall see
in the remainder of this book, Ramanujan’s contributions in the area of
modular equations are immense. He discovered many of the classical modular
equations found by the aforementioned authors, but he derived many more
new ones as well. With little or no exaggeration, we suggest that perhaps
Ramanujan found more modular equations than all of his predecessors discovered together. After approximately a half century of dormancy, modular
equations have become prominent once again. They arise in the theory of
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elliptic curves, in the hard hexagon models of lattice gases(Joyce Cl]), and in
algorithms for the rapid calculation of 7r(J. M. Borwein Cl]; J. M. and P. B.
Borwein Cl]-[6]; J. M. Borwein, P. B. Borwein, and D. H. Bailey Cl]).
H. Cohn Cl]-[8] and Cohn and J. Deutsch [l] have returned to the classical
viewpoints but with a more modern approach and with computer algebra.
Further references and applications of modular equations are discussed in our
expository survey paper [7]. A briefer and more elementary introduction to
modular equations has been given by us in [8]. T. Kondo and T. Tasaka Cl],
[2], G. Kiihler [l], [Z], and I. J. Zucker [3] have recently discovered some
new beautiful theta-function identities in the spirit of those arising in the
theory of modular equations.
Many algebraic, analytic, and elementary methods have been devised to
prove modular equations. Except for H. Schroter, we have not found the
methods of others helpful in proving Ramanujan’s modular equations. Watson (Hardy [3, p. 2201) has declared that “when dealing with Ramanujan’s
modular equations generally, it has always seemed to me that knowledge of
other people’s work is a positive disadvantage in that it tends to put one off
the shortest track.”
In attempting to establish Ramanujan’s modular equations, we have utilized three approaches. The first relies on the theory of theta-functions and
frequently employs Schriiter’s formulas, first established in his dissertation [l]
in 1854. Schroter’s primary theorem is a formula representing a product of
theta-functions as a linear combination of products of other theta-functions.
Schriiter’s formulas can be found in the books of Hardy [3, p. 2191, Tannery
and Molk [l, pp. 163-1671, Enneper [l, p. 1421, and J. M. and P. B. Borwein
[2, p. 1111, as well as in a recent paper by Kondo and Tasaka [l]. In our
applications, we need to slightly modify Schroter’s formulas and obtain related
representations for f(a, b)f(c, d) f f( - a, - b)f( - c, -d). All of the requisite
formulas are proved in detail in Section 36 of Chapter 16. Schriiter Cl]-[4]
utilized his formulas to find several modular equations, although, except for
his thesis Cl], he never published complete proofs of his results. Ramanujan,
to our knowledge, has not explicitly stated Schriiter’s formulas in any of his
published papers, notebooks, or unpublished manuscripts. However, it seems
clear, from the theory of theta-functions and modular equations that he did
develop, that Ramanujan must have been aware of these formulas or at least
of the principles that yield the many special casesthat Ramanujan doubtless
used. However, Schroter’s formulas are applicable in only a small minority of
instances. We conjecture that Ramanujan possessed other general formulas
or procedures involving theta-functions that are unknown to us. In particular,
we think that he had derived a formula involving quotients of theta-functions
that he did not record in his notebooks and that we have been unable to find
elsewhere in the literature as well. Watson [S, p. 1501 asserted that “a prolonged study of his modular equations has convinced me that he was in
possession of a general formula by means of which modular equations can be
constructed in almost terrifying numbers.” Watson then intimates that Rama-
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nujan’s “general formula” is, in fact, Schrbter’s most general formula. However, as pointed out above, Schroter’s formulas cannot be used in most
instances. Further efforts should be made in attempting to discover Ramanujan’s analytical methods.
The second method exploits previously derived modular equations and
may involve a heavy dosage of elementary algebra. The primary idea is to find
parametric representations for c1and p which are then employed along with
elementary algebra to verify a given modular equation. Ramanujan probably
used such methods, especially for small values of the degree II. The algebraic
difficulties normally increase very rapidly with n. Some of our algebraic proofs
are very tedious, and it is doubtful that Ramanujan would have employed
such drudgery. Ramanujan, with his great skills in spotting algebraic relationships, could undoubtedly discover modular equations using algebraic manipulation, but, particularly in Chapters 19 and 20, the reader will seethat some
of the proofs presented here could not have been accomplished without
knowing the modular equation in advance.
Our third method employs the theory of modular forms. In some ways, this
represents the best approach. First, the theory of modular forms provides the
theoretical basis which explains why certain identities among theta-functions
exist. Second, this approach usually does not become too much more complicated with increasing n, and so proofs remain comparatively short, after the
requisite theory has been developed. The primary disadvantage to this method
is that the modular equation must be known in advance, and so, as in the
second approach, the proofs are more properly called verifications. The principal idea is to show that the multiplier systems of certain modular forms agree
and that the coefficients in the expansion of a certain modular form are equal
to zero up to a certain prescribed point. We then can conclude that the
modular form must identically be equal to zero. This approach has been used
by A. J. Biagioli [l], S. Raghavan [l], [a], Raghavan and S. S. Rangachari
[l], and R. J. Evans [l] in establishing several of Ramanujan’s theta-function
identities. It might be argued that Ramanujan used a variant of this method
by comparing coefficients in the expansions of theta-functions. This is extremely doubtful, however, because Ramanujan would not have discovered
the identities by this procedure.
An earlier version of Chapter 16, coauthored with C. Adiga, S. Bhargava,
and G. N. Watson, was published in “Chapter 16 of Ramanujan’s second
notebook: Theta-functions and q-series,” Memoirs of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 53, no. 315, 1985. The revised version appears here by
permission of the American Mathematical Society. A substantial majority of
the theorems and proofs appearing in Chapters 17-21 have not heretofore
appeared in print. B. C. Berndt, A. J. Biagioli, and J. M. Purtilo Cl]-[3] have
proved some of Ramanujan’s modular equations in journals commemorating
the centenary of Ramanujan’s birth. A brief description of Ramanujan’s work
on Eisenstein series in Chapter 21 was given by us in [lo]. Some of Ramanujan’s work on modular equations has also been examined by K. G. Rama-
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nathan [9], [lo], V. R. Thiruvenkatachar and K. Venkatachaliengar [ 11,and
K. Venkatachaliengar [ 11.
To help readers find modular equations of certain degrees, we offer a table
indicating the chapter and sections where the desired modular equations may
be found.

Degree

Chapter

Sections

3
5
7

19
19
19
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
19
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

537
11,13
18,19
21
7
8
21
12
16
15
22
23
23
3
15
11
13
5
14
19,21
20
24
18,19
19,21
20
24
19,21
20
24
20
24
20
24
24
24

11
13
15
17
19
23
31
47
71
399
5, 25
3, 5, 15
3, 7, 21
3, 9, 27
3, 11, 33
3, 13, 39
3,21,63
3, 29, 87
5, 7, 35
5, 11, 55
5, 19,95
5, 27, 135
7, 9, 63
7, 17, 119
7, 25, 175
9, 15, 135
9, 23, 207
11,13,143
l&21,231
13,19,247
15,17,255

Each of Chapters 16-20 in the second notebook contains 12 pages, while
Chapter 21 has only 4 pages. The number of theorems, corollaries, and
examples found in each chapter is listed in the following table.
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Chapter

Number of Results

16
17
18
19
20
21

134
162
135
185
173
45

Total

834

Many of the theorems that Ramanujan communicated in his letters of
January 16, 1913 and February 27, 1913 to G. H. Hardy may be found in
Chapters 16-21. We list these results in the following table.
Location in Collected Papers
p. xxviii, (1)
p. xxviii, (6)
p. xxix, (15)
p. xxix, (20) (i), (v)
p. xxix, (21)
P. 350, (3)
p. 353, (20) (ii), (iii), (iv), (vi)
p. 353, (21)
p. 353, (22)

Location in Notebooks
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter

16, Entry 15 and corollary, Entry 39 (i)
20, Entry 20 (i)
18, Corollary in Section 12
20, Entries 11 (i), (ii), (xiv)
20, Entry 19 (iii)
18, Entry 12 (ii)
20, Entries 11 (iii), (iv), (v), (xv)
20, Entry 19 (iii)
20, Entry 24 (i)

A few of Ramanujan‘s published papers and questions posed to readers of
the Journal of the Indian Mathematical Society have their origins in Chapters
16-21 of the second notebook. In some cases,only a small portion of the paper
actually arises from material in the notebooks. The following table lists those
papers and the corresponding locations in the notebooks.

Paper
Squaring the circle
Modular equations and
approximations to 51
Question 584
Some definite integrals
Question 662
On certain arithmetical
functions
Question 755
Proof of certain identities in
combinatory analysis

Location in Notebooks
Chaper 18, Entry 20 (i)
Chapter 18, Entry 3, Corollary in
Section 3; Chapter 21
Chapter 16, Entries 38 (i), (ii)
Chapter 16, Entry 14
Chapter 19, Entry 7 (iv) (first part)
Chapter 16, Section 35; Chapter
17, Entry 13
Chapter 18, Corollary (ii) of
Section 19
Chapter 16, Entries 38 (i), (ii)
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In the sequel, equation numbers refer to equations in the same chapter,
unless another chapter is indicated. Unless otherwise stated, page numbers
refer to pages in the pagination of the Tata Institute’s publication of Ramanujan’s second notebook [9]. Page numbers unattended by any reference number always refer to Ramanujan’s second notebook. Parts I and II refer to the
author’s accounts [S] and [9], respectively, of Ramanujan’s notebooks.
We mention some standard notations that will be used in the sequel. The
rational integers, the rational numbers, the real numbers, and the complex
numbers are denoted by 0, Q, R, and %,respectively. The residue of a meromorphic function f at a pole u is denoted by R,, if the identity of the function
f is understood.
I am very grateful to many mathematicians for the proofs and suggestions
that they have supplied. I am most indebted to G. N. Watson for the notes
that he compiled on Chapters 16-21. In particular, many of the proofs in
Chapters 19-21 are due to Watson. F. J. Dyson [l, p. 71 has affirmed that
“Watson was chief gardener in the 1930’s and worked hard to develop and
elucidate Ramanujan’s ideas.” Evidently, Watson was very careful about
whom he would permit to stroll through this garden. However, through the
extensive notes that he left behind, he has allowed me to view many of the
flowers in the garden, and I am very appreciative.
I owe special thanks to the following mathematicians. C. Adiga and S.
Bhargava made many contributions in their coauthoring an earlier version of
Chapter 16 with me. The quality of Chapter 16 has greatly been enhanced by
the many suggestions offered by R. A. Askey. A. J. Biagioli and J. M. Purtilo
provided invaluable and necessary help in the theory of modular forms and
MACSYMA, respectively. R. J. Evans [l] furnished beautiful proofs of some
of Ramanujan’s most intractable theta-function identities, and we have reproduced in the sequel much of his paper. L. Jacobsen has contributed several
helpful remarks and suggestions on continued fractions.
For their comments and suggestions, I am also obliged to G. Almkvist,
G. E. Andrews, J. M. and P. B. Borwein, J. Brillhart, R. L. Lamphere,
R. Miiller, C. Rama Murthy, K. G. Ramanathan, K. Stolarsky, M. Villarino,
H. Waadeland, J. Wetzel, and I. J. Zucker.
The author bears the responsibility for all errors and wishes to be notified
of such, whether they be minor or serious.
Most of the manuscript for this book was typed by Dee Wrather, and I
thank her for her very accurate and rapid typing.
The figures in Chapters 19 and 20 were drawn by Jonathan Manton using
the graphics of Mathematics.
A perusal of the references at the conclusion of this book indicates that
several are obscure. Nancy Anderson, the mathematics librarian at the University of Illinois, helped to unearth many of these, and I owe her special
thanks.
Lastly, I express my deep gratitude to James Vaughn and the Vaughn
Foundation, and to the National Science Foundation for their financial
support during several summers.

CHAPTER

16

q-Series and Theta-Functions

In Chapter 16, Ramanujan develops two closely related topics, q-series and
theta-functions. The first 17 sections are devoted primarily to q-series, while
the latter 22 sections constitute a very thorough development of the theory of
theta-functions.
Ramanujan begins by stating some mostly familiar theorems in the theory
of q-series. In particular, Ramanujan rediscovered some of Heine’s famous
theorems including his q-analogue of Gauss’ theorem. However, several results appear to be new. Perhaps most noteworthy in this respect are the
continued fractions in Sections 10-13. (Entry 10 is not a q-continued fraction and is more properly placed in Chapter 12 among other theorems of this
type.) Entry 13 was later generalized by Ramanujan in his “lost notebook”
[ll]. Entry 16 is a “finite” form of what is now generally known as the
“Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction” and was first established in print
by Hirschhorn [l] in 1972 while being unaware that the result is found in
Ramanujan’s notebooks.
As is to be expected, Ramanujan’s findings in the theory of theta-functions
contain many of their classical properties. In particular, he rediscovered
several theorems found in Jacobi’s epic Fundamenta Nova [l], [2]. In Entry
27, Ramanujan records transformation formulas for the modular transformation: T(r) = - l/r. He did not discover more general transformation formulas.
In Entry 19, Ramanujan gives the famous Jacobi triple product identity of
which he made numerous applications. Because several of our proofs employ
Watson’s quintuple product identity, it would seem that Ramanujan had
discovered it. Indeed, the quintuple product identity can be found in Ramanujan’s “lost notebook” [ll]. Results in the last part of Chapter 16 indicate that
Ramanujan had found Schrbter’s formulas [l]. Although Ramanujan does
not give these formulas in their most general form, he does offer several special
casesand deductions from them.
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But more importantly, Ramanujan discovered several new and deep theorems in the theory of theta-functions. For example, the beautiful theorems in
Sections 33-35 appear to be new, as well as Entry 38(iv) and the corollaries
in Section 31.
In closing our brief survey of the content of Chapter 16, we would like to
mention that this chapter contains four results that are due originally to
Ramanujan and for which he is justly famous. Entry 14 offers Ramanujan’s
q-analogue of the beta-function. The evaluation of this integral was first
recorded by Ramanujan in [4], [ 10, p. 571. There are now at least four distinct
verifications. In Entry 17 we find “Ramanujan’s rIc/r summation.” Several
proofs, including a new one offered here, now exist. Ramanujan found many
applications for his iti1 summation, including a proof of Jacobi’s triple product identity. The remarkable Rogers-Ramanujan identities are found in
Entries 38(i), (ii), and the “Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction” in Entry
38(iii). It might be remarked that this continued fraction is the only continued
fraction proved in Ramanujan’s published papers. However, he did submit
several formulas containing continued fractions to the problems section of the
Journal of the Indian Mathematical
Society. Also, Ramanujan’s letters to
Hardy contain many beautiful theorems on continued fractions.
We conclude our introduction with several remarks on notation. For those
reading this book in conjunction with the notebooks, it seems best to retain
Ramanujan’s notation f(a, b) for the theta-functions (see (18.1)). We remark
that f(a, b) = $,(z, r), where ab = e2nir, a/b = e4iz, and $,(z, r) denotes the
classical theta-function in the notation of Whittaker and Watson [l]. Most
of the results in the sequel are, in fact, more easily stated in the notation f (a, b)
rather than in the notation 9,(z, r). Ramanujan uses x to denote his primary
variable. Since q is almost universally used today instead of x, we have adopted
the more standard designation. It is assumed throughout the sequel that
141< 1. As usual, for any complex number a, we write
(a)k := (a; q)k := (1 - a)(1 - aq)(l - aq2)...(1 - aqk-‘)

and

(a), := (a; 4h := kflo(1 - aqk).
Ramanujan writes n (-a, x) for (a),, where x = q. The basic hypergeometric
series s+l(psis defined by

a,, a,, . . . . a,+,
‘+‘%

b,, b,, . . . . b,

;’

1

(O-

where 1x1< 1 and a,, a2, . . . , a,,,, b,, b,, . . . , b, are arbitrary, except that,
of course, (bj), # 0, 1 I j I s, 0 I k < co. If s is “small,” we shall write
b,; x) in place of the notation at the left side of
s+l;bl,...,
(a 1, ***,
s+1%
(0.1). Finally: to denote the dependence on the base q, we may write
s+1(Ps (a 1, . . . .

aS+lP
-b l,...,bs;q;x).
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Entry 1. Let q be real with 141< 1, and suppose that a and x are any complex
numbers. Let the principal branches of (1 - ay and (1 - q)x be chosen. Then

(4,
y-y(1_ q)“(qx+‘)a,
= w + l),

(ii)

n-1

(iii)
and
(iv)

PROOF.First assume that Ial < 1. Apply (2.1) below with a and t replaced by
aq” and q-“, respectively. Hence,
1+

~(-~)(-~+l)“‘(-x+k-l)ak=(~-a)~

k!

k=l

,

by the binomial theorem. The general result follows by analytic continuation.
The following proof of (ii) is due to R. W. Gosper, Write

Identity (iii) follows easily by regrouping the factors on the left side. To prove
(iv), let n = 2 in (iii) and replace q by &.
The q-gamma function F,(x) is defined by

(da,
rqc4 = (q”),(l - 4Y.

(1.1)

Thus, Entry l(ii) may be rewritten in the form
lim F&x + 1) =

r(x + 1).

q-1-

Gosper’s proof of Entry 1(ii) may also be found in Andrews’ monograph [ 18,
p. 1093. Our proofs of Entries l(i), (ii) are not completely rigorous, because
limits were taken without justification under the summation and product
signs, respectively. T. H. Koornwinder [l] has indeed justified these formal
processesand provided rigorous proofs.
Ramanujan’s proof of Entry 2 below can be found in his paper [4] [lo,
pp. 57-581.
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Entry 2. If 141,Ial < 1, then
(-@cm _ 2 (- W4,ak
(4,
k=O (4k
*
The earliest known reference for Entry 2, the q-binomial theorem, is the
work of Rothe [ 11. Entry 2 was also discovered by Cauchy Cl], [2, pp. 42-501
and has been attributed to him, Euler, Gauss, and Heine. If we put -b = at,
Entry 2 may be written in the form
(2.1)

Entry 3. Zf a is arbitrary

and 141c 1, then
(3.1)

Entry 3 is normally attributed to Cauchy Cl], [2, pp. 42-501. However,
(3.1) can be found in Jacobi’s Fundumentu Nova Cl], [2, p. 2321 published 14
years earlier. We defer a proof of Entry 3 until Section 9 where a generalization
will be proved.
Entry 4. If lubcl < 1, then

Entry 4 is a famous result of Heine [l] and is the q-analogue of Gauss’
summation of the ordinary hypergeometric series. For a proof of Entry 4, see
Andrews’ text [9, p. 203.
Observe that if we replace b by l/t, c by l/c, and then a by utc and lastly
put c = 0, we obtain (2.1). Letting b and c tend to 0 and replacing a by uq in
Entry 4, we deduce Entry 3.
As Askey [8, p. 691 has observed, Ramanujan formulates his discoveries
on basic hypergeometric series to emphasize the symmetry of the value of the
sum, of which the statements of Entries 4 and 5, for example, attest.
Entry 5. Zf 141, lab&l c 1, then
.f
k=O

(u/q)k(l/b)k(l/c)k(l/d),(l
(~b),(d,(~~)dd,(

-

aq2k-‘)(abcd)k
1 -

u/q)

= (u),(ubc),(ubd),(ucd),
(ub),(uc),(ud),(ubcd),
Entry 5 was first found by L. J. Rogers [2, p. 291 (where u - & should be
replaced by 1 - V& in one factor). It is a limiting case of a more general
identity found by F. H. Jackson [ 11.Another proof of Jackson’s theorem has
been given by Andrews and Askey [l].
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The aforementioned identity of Jackson is the q-analogue of Dougall’s
theorem and is given by (Bailey [4, p. 671)

PROOF.

a, q,h
@’

4,

-q,h

- 4,

b, c, 4 e, qeN

aq/b, aq/c, aq/d, aq/e, aqN+” ’

1

(aq)N(aq/cd)N(aq/bd)N(aq/bc)N
= (aq/b)N(aq/c)N(aq/d)N(aq/bcd),’

(5.1)

where N is a positive integer and a2qN+’ = bcde. Observe that
&hk(-q&lk

1 - aq2k
==*

(5.2)

(Jhk( - &)k
We now let N tend to co and e tend to 0 in (5.1). Since

lim
e-0

(4k(q-N)k = lirn (4k(a2q/bWk =
tade)ktaqN+‘)k

e-to

~aql4khw4k

we find that

(5.3)
Replacing a by a/q, b by l/b, c by l/c, and d by l/d in (5.3), we deduce Entry
5 at once.
Entry 6. Zf laj, IcJ, 141 c 1, then
2cpl(b/a, c; d; a) = ____
(b)m(c)m 2cpl(d/c, a; b; 4
64,(4,

This beautiful theorem is due to Heine [1], and a simple proof based on
Entry 2 may be found in Andrews’ book [9, p. 191. In the other direction,
setting c = d in Entry 6, we obtain Entry 2.
Applying Entry 6 three times, we find that
f

b)k@)k
~

tk

=

k=O @)k(dk

W.&~),
____
(C)d%

_

@Mat),
(c),(t),

2

(C/b)k(h

k=O

tat)k(dk

WM%
(4,(b),

),k

co”

@)&bt/C)k

C

k=O

(bthkdk

0 6

’

(6.1)

which we use below.
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F (u)k(d/b)k(d/c)k(d/q)k(1- dq2k-1)(bC/~)kqk(k-1)
k=O

@)k(C)k(d/u)k(q)k(l

-

@d

PROOF.By a theorem of Watson [2] (Bailey [4, p. 69]),
a”

a,q,h -q&, c,4 e,f,qpN

u2qNt2

,/$

cdef

1
(~q),(~qN+‘/f),(~qN+‘le)
1
-A,

uqfc, uq/d, uqle, uq/f, uqNt”

sW, e,f, qeN

= (uq/e),(uq/f),(uqNt’),(uqNt’/ef),

4(p3 efqeN/u, uq/c, uq/d’ ’ ’

(7’1)

where N is a positive integer. Short calculations show that
i2

;l;;;-$

= (- l)kqWW2
k

and

Letting N tend to COin (7.1) and using the calculations above as well as (5.2),
we find that
f

(“)k(c)k(d)k(e)k(f)k(l

k=O

-

aq2k)(

-

~21&f)kqk(kt3)‘2

(“q/c)k(uq/d)k(uq/e)k(uq/f)k(q)k(l

-

a)

(7.2)

We next let d tend to co in (7.2). Since
lim

(dhd-k

-

(_ l)kqW-l)/2,

d +m (d&c

we find that

(7.3)

Replacing a, c, e, and f by dfq, a, d/b, and d/c, respectively, in (73, we find that
-f (u),(d/b),(d/C),(d/q),(l
k=O

@)k(‘dk(d/~hc(qh(l

- dq2k-‘)(bc/u)kqk(k-1)
-

d/q)
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where we have applied (6.1). This completes the proof of Entry 7.
An important application of Entry 7 will be made in Section 38.
We now prove a lemma from which Entries 8 and 9 will follow as limiting
cases.
Lemma. For Ide/abcl, le/al, 141< 1,
3(Pz(a, b, c; d, e; delabc) = ~~e~~~~

em

gpz(a, d/b, d/c; d, de/be; e/a).

(8.1)

ccl

PROOF.Using Entry 2 and (6.1), we find that, for Ial, le/aj, Ide/abcI < 1,

_ (4, f (&)mam kt”/&
g (d/b)k(d/Ch
(4, m=~ Mm
(deqmW4, k=O (dhhh

by Entry 2 again. The restriction Ial < 1 may now be removed by analytic
continuation, and the lemma easily follows.
Entry 8. Zf Ial, 141 < 1, then

PROOF.Let b tend to cc in (8.1). Then replace a, c, and e by b/a, d/c, and b,
respectively, to achieve the desired result.
Observe that Entry 8 is a q-extension of Pfaff’s transformation (Bailey
c4, P. 101)
*Fl (a, b; c; x) = (1 - x)-“,F, (a, c - b; c; - x/( 1 - x)).
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Entry 9. If 141 < 1, then

FIRST PROOF.Letting a and b tend to co in (8.1), we deduce that
1
=

(e),

F

(-

l)k(d/C)kekqk’k-“‘2.

k=O

(dhkh

Next, let d = be/a and e = aq. Letting c tend to 0, we complete the proof of
Entry 9.
SECOND PROOF.Using Entry 6 twice, we find that
2cpl(a, b; c; x) = (;T’$)=’
X,CCCl

2q1(c/b, x; ax; b)

Now replace x by x/ah and let a and b tend to co. This yields

Replacing x by bq and c by aq, we obtain Entry 9.
V. Ramamani [l] has given a proof of Entry 9 by obtaining two functional
relations for the right side. Andrews [lo] has shown that Entry 9 is a limiting
case of an identity due to Rogers. V. Ramamani and K. Venkatachaliengar
[l] have established Entry 9 by showing that it is a limiting case of Heine’s
transformation, Entry 6. A generalization of Entry 9 has been discovered by
Bhargava and Adiga [3]. H. M. Srivastava [l] subsequently established an
equivalent form of their result. The particular case a = - 1 of Entry 9 was
posed as a problem by Carl&z [2].
Observe that if we let a = b, then Entry 9 reduces to Entry 3.
Corollary (i). If 1q) < 1, then
= kzo (- l)kqk(k+‘)‘?

(q), kzo $&)

PROOF. Put a = 1 and b = q in Entry 9.

Corollary (ii). If Iq I c 1, then
k(Zk+l)
(4;

q2),

kgo

k

=

kzo

(-

lrqk’.
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PROOF.

Replace q by q2 in Entry 9 and then set a = l/q and b = q.

Entry 10. Let x, 8, m, and n denote complex numbers. Define

Then, if either t!, m, or n is an integer or if Re x > 0,
1-P
1+p

2emx
4(x2 - 12)(e2 - 12)(m2 - 12)
= x2 + f2 + m2 - n2 - 1 + 3(x2 + e2 + m2 - n2 - 5)
4(x2 - 2”)(/’ - 22)(m2 - 22)
+ 5(x2 + tf2 + m2 - n2 - 13)
4(x2 - (k - 1)2)(82 - (k - 1)2)(m2 - (k - 1)2)
+ ... + (2k - 1)(x2 + 8’ + m2 - n2 - 2k2 + 2k - 1) + ***’

PROOF.We apply Entry 40 from Chapter 12 in Ramanujan’s second notebook
[9, p. 1631 (Part II [9, pp. Ml-152]), which was initially proved by Watson
[6]. Let
R = l-Ir(+(a + fi f y f 6 f E + l)),
where the product contains eight gamma functions and where the argument
of each gamma function contains an even number of minus signs. Let
Q = I-II-($

f /I?f y f 6 f E + l)),

where the product contains eight gamma functions and where the argument
of each gamma function contains an odd number of minus signs. Suppose that
at least one of the parameters B, y, 6, Eis equal to a nonzero integer. Then
1 - QIR
1 + QIR

64(a2 - 12)(fi2 - 12)(y2 - 12)(S2 - 12)(c2 - 12)
+ 3{2(a4 + fl” + y4 + a4 + c4 + 1) - (a2 + /32 + y2 + h2 + E’ - 5)2 - 62}
64(a2 - 22)(fi2 - 22)(y2 - 22)(S2 - 22)(~2 - 22)
+5{2(a4+~4+y4+64+~4+1)-(a2+~2+y2+82+~2-13)2-142}+~~~’

(10.1)
In (lO.l), let a = x, B = n - E, y = /, and 6 = m, where s is a positive integer.
In the quotient Q/R of 16 gamma functions, we observe that eight are independent of E and eight depend on a. The quotient that is independent of a
is precisely equal to P, while the quotient that depends on Eis equal to
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By Stirling’s formula, the quotient above tends to 1 as Etends to co. Hence,
lim 1 - Q/R
E-ccl+Q/R

1- P
m+

(10.2)

We next examine the right side of (10.1) as E tends to co. An elementary
calculation shows that
2(x4 + (n - &)4 + e4 + m4 + E4+ 1) - (x2 + (n - &)2 + 82 + m2 + &2

- (2j2 + 2j + 1))2
= 4(n2 - x2 - l2 - m2 + 2j2 + 2j + 1)s2 + O(s),
as Etends to co, where 0 I j < co. Hence, the continued fraction on the right
side of (10.1) is equal to
-8xhe2 + O(E)
1{4(n2 - x2 - c!’ - m2 + 1)s’ + O(E)}
64(x2 - 12)(k2 - 12)(m2 - 12)s4 + O(.s3)
+ 3{4(n2 -x2 - t2 - m2 + 5)~~ + O(E)}
64(x2 - 22)(e2 - 22)(m2 - 22)~4 + O(.c3)
+ 5{4(n2 - x2 - l2 - m2 + 13)~~ + O(E)} + a..’
as Etends to co. Successively dividing the numerators and denominators above
by - 4s2 and letting Etend to co, we find that the foregoing continued fraction
tends termwise to
4(x2 - 12)(e2 - 12)(m2 - 12)
2x&m
x2 + ff2 + mz - n2 - 1 + 3(x2 + /’ + m2 - n2 - 5)
4(x2 - 22)(e2 - 22)(m2 - 22)
+ 5(~~+~~+rn~---n~-13)
+..a’

(10.3)

Combining this with (10.2), we complete the proof of Entry 10, except for an
examination of the convergence of (10.3).
If either L’,m, or n is an integer, then the continued fraction terminates, and
the limiting process is easily justified. If none of these parameters is an integer,
then the convergence for Re x > 0 follows from an application of the uniform
parabola theorem. The details are similar to those in proving Entry 35 of
Chapter 12 [9, p. 1351 (Part II [9, pp. 156-1581). We refer the reader to
Jacobsen’s paper [l, pp. 427-4291 for all of these necessary details.
The following beautiful theorem has some resemblance to Entry 33 in
Chapter 12 [9, p. 1493 (Part II [9, p. 1551). Our first proof below has also been
given by Ramanathan [6].
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Entry 11. Suppose that either q, a, and b are complex numbers with )q) < 1, or
q, a, and b are complex numbers with a = bq” for some integer m. Then
(-4,(Wm
( -4&L

- k&H&,
+ (a),( - b),

_ a- b

(a - W(aq

l-q+

- b)

da - bq2)(aq2 - b)

l-q3

lmq5

+

+ ..:

We give two proofs for the case a # bq” for all integers m.
FIRST PROOF.We employ Heine’s [l] continued fraction for a quotient of two
contiguous basic hypergeometric series, namely, for 1q( < 1 and Izl < 1,
2vl(4Bq;w;

4i.4

2cPlh

B;

Yi

4;

1

al

=i+

4

a2

1+

a3

(11.1)

1 +T+**.’

where
aZk = -

zaqk-‘(1 - fiqk)(l - yqk/Cr)
(1 - yqZk-l)(l - yqy
’

a2k+l

-

k>

1,

and
=

zBq’(l - aqk)U- rqk/B)
(1 - yqZk)(l - yq2k+‘)

’

k 2 0.

Now replace a, j?, y, q, and z by bq/a, bfa, q, q2, and a’, respectively. Then
a2k = - q2k-1

(a - bq2k)(b - aq2’)
(1 _ q4k-‘)(1 - q4k+‘)’

k 2 1,

and
2k(a - bq2k+‘)(b - aq2k+1)
a2k+l

=

-4

=

qk-’

(1

-

q4k+‘)(l

-

q4k+3)

’

k 2 0.

In summary,
(a - bqk)(aqk - b)
‘k

(1

_

q2k-l)(1

_

q2k+l)’

k 2 1.

It follows from (11.1) that, for la( < 1,
a - b 2cpl(Wa, bq2/a; q3; q2; a’)
1 - q 2vlWa, b/a; 4; q2; a2)
_ a- b
l-q+

(a - Waq - b) da - bq2)(aq2 - b)
***- (11.2)
1 -q5
l-q3
+
+
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Letting
a-b
B = -1 _ q 2vl(Wa,

and

A = zcpl(bq/a, b/a; q; q*; a*)

bq*/a; q3; q*; a*),

we observe that, for Ial < 1,
a - b (a - b)(a - bq)
(a - b)(a - bq)(a - bq*)
1 - q + (1 - q)(l - 42) * (1 - q)(l - q2)(1 - q3) + ..*

A+B=l+-

by Entry 2. It follows that
@M4,
Vk,/(4,

- ( - 6.A - 4, = A + B - (-4 - B) = B
+ ( - &A - 4,
A + B + (A - B) A ’
Combining (11.2) and (11.3), we complete the proof for Ial < 1.

(11.3)

If )ql < 1, the given continued fraction is easily seen to be equivalent to a
continued fraction of the form K(c&), where ck tends to 0 locally uniformly
with respect to either a, b, or q, and where we have used a familiar notation
K(a,/b,) for a continued fraction with kth partial numerator a, and kth partial
denominator bk, k 2 1. By analytic continuation, equality holds for all a, b,
and q such that a # bq” for all integers m (Jacobsen [l, pp. 418,435]).
SECOND

For Iql c 1 and 0 < Ial c 1, define the sequence {P,,,} by

PROOF.

(11.4)
and
l
pm

=

f

(d*m-1

@4mla)*n(q2”+2;

n=O

q2)m-la2n,

*

>

(11.5)

1.

k2”)2.

Then {P,,,} satisfies the recurrence relation
P,,, = (1 - q2m+1)Pm+, + q’“(a - bqm+l)(aq*+l

- b)P,+,,

sinceby(11.4)and(11.5),Po

bq)(aq-

Pm - (1 - q*m+l)Pm+l =

-(l

-q)P,

=(a-

bl*; 4*)*-l
(9)2*-l

(4) *m+l
x

1
(4)2*

M*m-1

2

-

m
c (bqmf1142n

(q)2m+l
n=l

(4 *“+*i

92)ma2a

.f

(b9”+%)2”-1

n=1

4*hPl

q2)mn-la2n

(9*“)2n

1 _ q**+l
t4*;

(92m+2)2n-2

(11.6)

b)P,and,form>

@9”ia)2.(q2”+2;

n=l

1 - q**+l

-

_

1
+

m 2 0,

(q2”+2;

q2)*-l

(q2m+2)2”

1,
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1 - bqm+2n/a
1 _

_

1
M2,

q2m+l

=f

(bqm+2/a)2n

a=0

(q2m+2)2”

-

qm(a

-

q2m+2n+l

(q2”+4;

(1

=

1 _

-

q2)mn-l

q2m+l)(1

bqm+l)(aqm+l

_

_

q2m+2n+3)

b)&

f
2m+3

(bqri:{;r),n

~0

(4

2n

x (q2”+2; q2)m+l a2n
= q”(a - bqm+‘)(aqm+’

- b)P,+,.

Hence, by (11.6),
_ = 1 _ q + (a - bq)(aq - b)
PO
Pl

Pl
=

1 _

q

+

(a

-

lP2

W(aq

l-q3

-

b)

da

+

-

bqZ)(aq2
p2/p3

-

b)
’

and so on. The continued fraction thus generated is limit periodic. Indeed, the
kth partial numerator approaches 0 and the kth partial denominator approaches 1 as k tends to co. Hence, the continued fraction converges to PO/PI
if lim m+a,PmlPm+l# -1. From the definition (11.5) of P,,,, we observe that
limm+m Pm/Pm+1 = 1. Thus, for 141 < 1 and 0 c Ial < 1, we conclude that
_PO= 1 _ q + (a - bq)(aq - 4 da - bq2)(aq2 - b)
1 -q5
+ ....
l-q3
+
Pl
Therefore the continued fraction in this entry converges to
a-b
POP1

2 W42n+l a2n+l
_ n=O (4)2n+l
= @Ma),
g @l42n a2n
n=o (4)2.

@Ll(aL

- ( - &A
+ ( - &A

- 4,
- 4, ’

where the last equality follows from Entry 2. Multiplying the numerator and
denominator of this last expression by (a),( - a)m, we complete the second
proof of Entry 11 for 141 c 1,O < Ial c 1, and a # bq”. The result follows for
all complex a by analytic continuation.
It remains to prove Entry 11 for a = bq”, when the continued fraction
terminates. In such a case, both sides are rational functions of q and b. We
refer the reader to L. Jacobsen’s paper [l, p. 4351 for complete details.
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q-Series

The second proof we have given is a simplification, due to Jacobsen, of that
given in the monograph by Adiga, Berndt, Bhargava, and Watson [ 11.
Entry 12. Suppose that a, b, and q are complex numbers with Iab I < 1 and Iq I < 1
or that a = bzm+l for some integer m. Then

(a2q3;q4Mb2q3;q4L
(a2q;q4Mb2q;q4),

1

(a - W(b - 4
(1 - ab)(q’ + 1)

= m+
+

(a - bq3)(b - aq3)
(1 - ab)(q4 + 1) + ...’

(12.1)

The following proof is due to L. Jacobsen [l]. It supplants the more
complicated original proof found in the monograph by Adiga, Berndt, Bhargava, and Watson [ 11.Jacobsen’s proof, although it has some time-consuming
calculations, has two advantages. First, by using Vitali’s theorem, she [l,
p. 4241 shows that it is sufficient to establish (12.1) for a certain discrete set of
values of a as well as for a limit point of this set. In fact, the continued fractions
on this set are terminating. Second, the proof uses three other entries from
this chapter, Entries 2,8, and 15.
Lemma 12.1. For any complex numbers a and q and nonnegative
(a), = k$o (- l)k pqCk’-kj”,k.

integer n,

(12.2)

k

PROOF.Since
(4“+l+yk = (_ l)k(q-n)kqnk+(k-k2)/2,

k 2 0,

the right side of (12.2) may be written in the form
t

(q-“)k(aq”)k

k=O

(dk

.

Applying (2.1) with t = q-” and a replaced by aq”, we complete the proof.
PROOFOF ENTRY 12. Following Jacobsen [l, p. 4251, we first establish
(12.1) for a = bq’““l, where m is any fixed nonnegative integer and labI =
lb2q2”+1 I < 1. Since (12.1) is trivial when bq = 0, we assume that bq # 0 in
the sequel. Observe that the left side of (12.1) equals

@2q4m+s;
q4Mb2q3;
q4)m (b2q3;
q4),
q4Mb2q;q4L = (b2q;q4),+1
(b2q4m+3;
k$o

(-

1)k

=
(-

llk(’

(12.3)

q4)

tq4.

q4;
9

by Lemma 12.1.

q2k2(b2q)k

4(m+Zyk).

m+l
k&o

(q4’;e;;Jq4)k

k
k

kq2k’-2k(b2q)L’
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When a = bq2m+t, the right side of (12.1) is the terminating continued
fraction
1

b2q(l - q2”)(1 - q2m+2) b2q3(1 - q2m-2)(1 - q2m+4)
1 - b2q2m+1 - (1 - b2q2”+‘)(1 + q2) (1 - b2q2m+1)(1+ q4)
- . .. -

b2q2m-1 (1 - q2)(l - q4*)
(1 - b2q2m+‘)(l + q2”)

1
4 b2q
dd2q
dmb2q
= 1 _ b2q2m+l + 1 _ b2qh+l + 1 _ b2q2*+l + . . . + 1 _ b2q2*+l’
(12.4)
where
d = _ (1 - q2”)(l - q2m+2)
1
1 + q2
and
2n-2(1

_

d,= -’

q2m-2n+2)(1

_

q2m+2n)

(1 + q2”)(1 + q2”-2)

’

for 2 I n I m.
Let
F, = -f (-$4

4(m+2-k);

k=O

(q4;

q4)k

q2k’-2k(b2q)k

q4)k

and
F, = g (-l)k(q
k=O

4(m+2-n-k);

q4)k(

-q2;

q2)k(-q2m-2k+2;

(q4; q4)k( - q2”; q2)k( - qZm+-2k+4;

q2)kq2k(k-l+,,)(b2q)k

q2)k

3

where 1 I n I m + 1. By a somewhat tedious calculation, it can be shown
that, for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , m - 1, F, satisfies the recurrence relation
F,,=(l

-q 2m+1b2)Fn+, + d,+,b2qFn+,.

(12.5)

It should be pointed out that the verification for n = 0 must be accomplished
separately from the cases 1 I n I m - 1, because for n = 0 the definitions of
F, and dn+l are different from those when n > 0. From (12.5),

4b2q
-Fo = 1 - bZq2*+l + ~
Fl
FI IF2
= 1 - bzq2*+’ +
= 1 - bZq2*+l +
= 1 - b2$*+1

+

W2q
dzb’q
1 - b2q2m+1 + F2/F3
4b2q

dmb2q

1 - b2q2”+’ + +.a + F,IF,,,,,
4 b2q
dmb2q
1 _ bzq2*+’ + . . . + 1 _ bzq2m+’ ’
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since F, = 1 - b2qZm” and F,,,,, = 1. Hence, the continued fraction in (12.4)
equals Fl /F,, . But this is exactly the expression that we found in (12.3) for the
left side of (12.1). Hence, we have proved (12.1) for the set {u = bq2m+1: 0 I
m<co}.

This set has a limit point a = 0. Next, we must establish (12.1) for a = 0.
In this case, (12.1) reduces to the equality
(b2q3; q4)m
(b2q; q4),

1
b2q
b2q3
=i-1+q2-1+q4-l+qL..*

b2qs

(12.6)

However, by applying Entry 15 below with a = - 1, q replaced by q2, and b
replaced by - b2/q, we find, after some simplification, that

k$o(-ljk

(b2q3)k(q4)(+W/2
(q4;

q4)k

1

(b2q)k(q4)U+W/2
kf#o

b2q3
iT&

b2q

=i-l+q2-

b2qs
jq
_ ..:

(12.7)

(-lJk
(q4;

q4)k

By letting n tend to co in Lemma 12.1 with q replaced by q4 and a = b2q3 and
b2q, respectively, we find that the left side of (12.7) equals

(b2q3;
q4L
(b2q;q4L
(Alternatively, we may draw the same conclusion by applying Entry 8 with q
replaced by q4, b = 0, c = 1, d = 0, and a replaced by b2q3 and b2q, respectively.) Hence, we have shown that (12.7) reduces to (12.6), as desired.
Next, if we write the continued fraction of (12.1) in the form

where ck = ak.bk...l bk, k 2 1, and b. = 1, we must show, for k > m + 1 and m
sufficiently large, that the elements c~+~lie in the parabolic region
{z: IzI - Re z I $}

(12.8)

(Jacobsen [l, pp. 417,424]). A brief calculation yields

b2q2m+1

(1

ck+l

=

(1

_

b2qh,+l)2

_

q2k-2m-2)(1
(1

+

q2k)(l

_
+

q2m+2k)

q2k-2)

*

Clearly, for k > m + 1 and m sufkiently large, ck+r lies in the region (12.8).
Lastly, we must examine the convergence of the continued fraction in (12.1).
Now, as k tends to co,
(a - bq2k-1)(b - uq2k-1)

ck+l = (1 - ab)2(q2k + l)(q2k-2 + 1)
tends to ab/(l - ab)2 locally uniformly with respect to a, b, and q. For convergence, we need that ab/(l - ab)2 4 (- co, -a], and this is so if and only if

(ab( < 1. This completes the proof.
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We have not described here the entire theoretical background for the proof
above; we refer to Jacobsen’s paper [l] for the remainder of the theory.
If labi > 1, the continued fraction in (12.1) is equivalent to
- w4
(l/a - dW/b - q/4
u/a - c?/W/b - q3/4
1 - l/(ub) + (1 - l/(ub))(qZ + 1) + (1 - l/(ub))(q4 + 1) + . ..’
which, by Entry 12, converges to
1 (q3/a2; 44)mwb2; q4L
ab (q/a’; q4)mW2; q4), ’
which, in general, does not equal the left side of (12.1). Since the continued
fraction diverges for (ub( = 1, the hypotheses on a and b in Entry 12 cannot
be relaxed.
If labi < 1 and 141 > 1, the continued fraction in (12.1) converges to
(a2/q3; llq4Mb2/q3; l/q4),
(a2/q; 1/q4Mb2/q; 1/q4),
which furthermore evinces the beautiful symmetry in this wonderful entry.
Entry 13. If 14) c 1, then
z. (-u)kqk(k+l)/2

PROOF.

= ; + T + u(q21- q, + f$

+ u(q4 ; q2) + . . . .

(13.1)

Let
(13.2)

Then it is easy to verify that
f@, 4 = f(b, 4 - aqf(bq, 4

(13.3)

and
f(b, 4 = f(bq> 4 + bqf(bq2, 4.
From (13.3) and (13.4),
f&q, 4 = f(bq2, 4 + bq2f(bq3, 4
= f@q2, 4

+ (bq2 - w)f@q3, 4.

Using (13.4), the equality above, and iteration, we find that

.f(k 4 _
fh

4

bq
’ + f(bq, 4
f (bq2, 4

bq2 - uq

cl+%

l+

bq2 - uq

bq
= ’ + ;

1

+ f(bq2v 4
f (bq3, 4
bq3

bq4 - uq2

+ 1 + f(bq4, aq2)
f (bq5, aq2)

(13.4)
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= 1+ 3

bq2 - aq

l+

bq3 bq4 - aq2
+l+

1

1

(13.5)

+.*.’

This continued fraction is of the form
ac, + bd,

l+K

1

(

>

9

where c, and d, tend to 0 as n tends to co. The continued fraction therefore
converges. Furthermore, since alsof(bq2”, aqn)/f(bq2”+l, aq”) = 1 + O(q’“+‘)
as n tends to co, the continued fraction converges to f(b, a)/f(bq, a).
Now set b = a in (13.5) and employ Entry 9. Observe that, by Entry 9,
f(a, a) = 1. Taking the reciprocal of both sides of (13.5) we deduce (13.1).
Entry 13 is originally due to Eisenstein [l], [2, pp. 35-391. However, the
special case a = 1 can be found in an entry of Gauss’ diary [l, p. 681, dated
February 16, 1797. See also J. J. Gray’s paper [l, p. 1141, which provides a
translation of Gauss’ diary. A generalization of Entry 13 appears in Ramanujan’s “lost notebook” [ 11). For proofs of this more general theorem, seepapers
of Andrews [lo, Eq. (1.4)], Hirschhorn [3], and Ramanathan [4]. Bhargava
and Adiga [l] have established, with a unified approach, some continued
fraction expansions in Ramanujan’s “lost notebook,” including those mentioned above as well as a related continued fraction of Hirschhorn [2]. R. Y.
Denis [S] and N. A. Bhagirathi [l] have proved some very general continued
fractions for certain basic bilateral hypergeometric series which include Entry
13 as special cases.
After stating Entry 13, Ramanujan gives formulas for the denominator 0.
of the nth convergent of (13.1), namely,
k

nk

D,, = k=O
t (q)k
a ’

k

(13.6)

,Q (1 - qn+l-j)P

and
n

D 2n+l

=

akq(n+lW

c ~
k=O

k

n (1 - q”+l-j),
(q)k

(13.7)

n 2 0.

j=l

To prove (13.6) and (13.7), we employ a familiar recursion formula for denominators (Wall [l, p. 151) along with induction on n.
First, from (13.1), it is obvious that D, = 1 and D, = 1 + aq, which are in
agreement with (13.7) and (13.6), respectively. Proceeding by induction and
using the aforementioned recursion formula, we find that
D,, = D2n-1 + aq2n-1D2n-2

= i$ f$

fi (1 - q”-j) + aq2n-1 z$ F

fJ (1 - q”-j)
n

= 1 + kgl z

,I (1 - q”-j) + aq2”-l

ak-l

(n-l)(k-1)

1
k=l

k-l
,a

tdk-1

(1

-

4”-9
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k-l

= 1 + kil g

((1 - crk) + Wk - q”)) ,- (1 - cl”-‘)

=tog jj (1- q”-‘).
Replacingj by j - 1, we complete the proof of (13.6).
The proof of (13.7), which begins with the recursion formula
D 2n+1

--

D,,

+

4q2”

-

q”)h,-1,

is very similar to the proof of (13.6), and so we omit the details.
Entry 14. lf n < 1 and 0 < a < ql-“, then

(14.1)
This beautiful integral formula was stated by Ramanujan in his paper [4],
[lo, p. 573. Acknowledging that he did not possessa rigorous proof, Ramanujan confessed: “My own proofs of the above results make use of a general
formula, the truth of which depends on conditions which I have not yet
investigated completely. A direct proof depending on Cauchy’s theorem will
be found in Mr. Hardy’s note which follows this paper.” (That paper is [l],
[2, pp. 594-5971.) The special case a = 0 of (14.1) is found in Ramanujan’s
quarterly reports. To see how Ramanujan “proved” (14.1), consult Hardy’s
book [3, p. 1943 or Berndt’s account of the quarterly reports [S].
Askey [2] has found a simple proof of Entry 14 and has demonstrated why
(14.1) is a q-analogue of the beta function. Recalling the definition of the
q-gamma function in (l.l), we may rewrite (14.1) in the form

mta-l
(-W+%
dt=WW(l
- a)r,(B)
s
0

(-am

r,Cl

-

W&

+

BY

where a, B > 0 (Askey [2], [8]). It is thus clear that (14.2) is an extension of
the beta function
m p-1
dt = w)W)
r(a + 8’
s 0 (1 + ty+p
R. L. Lamphere Cl] has found a very elementary proof of (14.1).
For further q-beta integrals, seepapers by Askey [1], [3], [5], [6], Andrews
and Askey [3], Askey and Roy Cl], and Rahman [l] as well as Andrews’
monograph [18]. An asymptotic expansion for T,(x), uniform in q as q tends
to 1- , that is, an analogue of Stirling’s formula, has been proved by N. Koblitz
[l J and by D. S. Moak [2], who [l] has also studied orthogonal polynomials
with respect to weight functions akin to the integrand in (14.1). More general
work in this direction has been accomplished by Askey and Wilson Cl], where
a plethora of references may be found.
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Entry 15. If \q\ -c 1, then
m bkqk’
c--k=O

bdk(dk

00

bkqW+l)

c--k=O

=

1

+

bq

bq3

bq2

l-aq+~+.-+

bdk(dk

Let f(b, a) be defined by (13.2). Replacing a by uq in (13.4) and adding
the result to (13.3), we find that

PROOF.

f(b, 4 = (1 - adf@q, ~4 + bqfh2,

a~‘).

Replacing a by aq”-’ and b by bq”, we may rewrite the previous equality in
the form
f@f, w-l)
bqn+1
n 2 1.
(15.1)
f(bq”+l,

uq”) = ’ - ‘q” + f(bg”+‘, us”) ’
f(bqc+‘, aq”“‘)

Using (13.4), (15.l), and iteration, we deduce that

f(b, 4

bq

f___
(bq,4

bq

bq2

= 1 + f(bq, a) = ’ + 1 - aq + f(bq’,

uq)

f(bq3,aq2)

f (bq2, 4

=l+&+&+&+

....

That this continued fraction converges and that it converges, indeed, to
f (b, u)/f (bq, a) follow as in the proof of Entry 13. If b # 0 and uq” = 1 for some
positive integer n, then equality holds with the convention that we take the
limit of both sides as u tends to l/q”. If b = 0 and uq” = 1, we interpret both
sides as equaling 1. This completes the proof.
Corollary. If Iq1 < 1, then
m uk k(k+l)
c--k=O

1 uq uq2
hk
m ukqk 2 =i+T+T+T+...’
c-k=O (dk

uq3

PROOF. Set a = 0 in Entry 15 and then replace b by a. The corollary now
readily follows.

The continued fractions of both Entry 15 and its corollary were mentioned
by Ramanujan [lo, p. xxviii] in his second letter to Hardy. The corollary was
established earlier by Rogers [l, p. 328, Eq. (4)] and then later by Watson [3].
The special case a = 1 is Entry 38(iii) and is discussed in detail in Section 38.
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Ramamani [l] has given a similar proof of Entry 15 by obtaining functional
relations for the function
2 (- l)k(b/u)kukqk(k+l)‘2
k=O

(dk

and using Entry 9. Entry 9 is not used in our proof. Entry 16 below provides
a finite version of Entry 15. Thus, an alternative proof of Entry 15 is obtained
by letting n tend to co in Entry 16. Hirschhorn [l], [4] has given a proof of
Entry 16; perhaps our proof is somewhat simpler.
Entry 16. For each positive integer n, let
~

=

pn(a,

q)

=

‘(“y’

ukqk2(&k+l
k=O

(dk(&2k+l

and
v = %I(4 4) =

WI akq’(‘+‘)(q),-k
c
k=O

(dk(&2k

*

Then

PROOF.

For each nonnegative integer r, define

k=O

(dkb?)n-r-2k+l

*

Observe that F, = p, Fl = v, F, = 1, and F,,-, = 1 + aq”. A straightforward
calculation shows that
F, - F,+, = aqr+1F,+2,

r 2 0.

(16.1)

Using (16.1), iteration, and the special casespointed out above, we find that
P
-=-= Fo
v FI

l+aq=
FI l4

I+!!!

aq2
1 + WF,

..a+

1

+

1

which is the required result.
Entry 17 offers another famous discovery of Ramanujan known as “Ramanujan’s summation of the 1$1.” It was first brought before the mathematical
world by Hardy [3, pp. 222,223] who described it as “a remarkable formula
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with many parameters.” Hardy did not supply a proof but indicated that a
proof could be constructed from the q-binomial theorem. The first published
proofs appear to be by W. Hahn [l] and M. Jackson [l] in 1949 and 1950,
respectively. Other proofs have been given by Andrews [2], [3], Andrews and
Askey [2], Askey [2], Ismail Cl], Fine [l, pp. 19-201, and Mimachi [l]. The
short proof of Entry 17 that we offer below has been motivated by Askey’s
paper [2] and has been discovered independently by K. Venkatachaliengar
[l]. See also his monograph with V. R. Thiruvenkatachar [l]. Askey [4] has
discussed our proof along with a “proof” of a “false theorm” to illustrate
certain pitfalls in formally manipulating Laurent series.
We emphasize that Entry 17 is an extremely useful result, and several
applications of it will be made in the sequel. Fine [l] and Bhargava and Adiga
[S] have employed Entry 17 in their work on sums of squares. For a connection between Entries 14 and 17, see Askey’s paper [2]. Further applications
of Entry 17 have been made by Andrews [lo], [18, Chap. 51, Askey [3], [YJ,
and Moak [l]. A generalization of Entry 17 has been found by Andrews [12,
Theorem 63.
As we shall seein Section 19, the Jacobi triple product identity is a special
case of Ramanujan’s i+i summation. In 1972, I. Macdonald [l] found multidimensional analogues of the Jacobi triple product identity, which can also
be considered as analogues of Entry 17, and which are now called the Macdonald identities. One of the Macdonald identities is, in fact, the quintuple
product identity, discussed in detail in Section 38. More elementary proofs of
some of Macdonald’s identities have been found by S. Milne [l]. These
considerations partly motivated Milne [2]-[4] to develop multiple sum generalizations of Ramanujan’s 1$1 sum. R. Gustafson Cl] has found further
analogues of the 1$1 summation. Lastly, we mention that D. Stanton [l] has
developed an elementary approach to the Macdonald identities.
Entry 17. Suppose that lj?q[ < IzI < l/laqI. Then
1 +

2

tlla;

q2)k(-aclq)lkzk

k=l

(8q2;

(-qz;
=

+

q2M-q/z;

(-up;

i

(l/pi

k=l

q2)k

q2)k(-bdkz-k
(aq2;

q2)k

q2Lo

q2)m(-BqIz;

(17.1)

q2),

’

PROOF. Let f(z) denote the former expression in curly brackets on the right
side of (17.1). Since f(z) is analytic in the annulus, lbql < IzI c l/laql, we may
set
ftz)

=

ki,

CkZk,

l&I < I4 < l/lad.

From the definition off, it is easy to seethat
(P + 44f(q24 = (1 + w)f(49
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provided

that also l/k71< 1q2z1. Thus, in the sequel we assume that

l/v41 < I.4 < llbd

Equating coefficients of zk, - co c k < co, on both sides, we find that
,?q2kC,+ q2k-’ ck-1 = ck + aqc,-1.

(17.2)

Hence,

c = _ aq(1- q2k-2/a)ck-1
k

c_k

1 - /?q=

=

_

bq(l

-

’

llk<co,

q*‘-*/b-k+1

1 - ctq=

lsk<co,

’

where, to get the latter equality, we replaced k by 1 - k in (17.2). Iterating the
last two equalities, we deduce that, respectively,
ck

=

(-

adk(l/a;

q2)kc0

(h*;

l<k<cO,

q*)k

(17.3)

’

and
c-k

=

(-

bdk(l/b

q2)kc0

@q*;

llk<co.

q*)k

’

Examining (17.1), we see that, to complete the proof, it s&ices to show that

(%I*;
q2M8q2;
q2L
co=b?*;
Qume/-%*;
q2Lo.

(17.4)

Now let q(z) and +(z) denote, respectively, the two infinite series on the left
side of (17.1). Now f(z) has a simple pole at z = - l/orq, and since G(z) is
analytic for IzI > I/?ql, we find that
lim (1 + crqz)f(z) =
Z+-l/Uq

lim

(1 + aqz)cp(z) = lim (-, wn

z-t-l/q

“+To

(WY

(17 5)
.

by Abel’s theorem. Using the definition off(z) and (17.3), we may rewrite (17.5)
in the form

(l/K4*L&q*;q2),= u/a;q2Lco
@I*;
q2)&Bq2;
q2L uQ*;q*km
’
Equality (17.4) obviously follows, and so the proof of Entry 17 is complete for
l/?/q1 < IzI < l/laql. By analytic continuation, (17.1) is valid for IpqI < IzI <
1/lwl.

Entry 17 can be reformulated in a more compact setting. We first extend
the definition of (c; q)k by defining
@)k

=

@;

dk

=

&Y
9

m
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for every integer k. In Entry 17, now replace a, 8, and z by l/a, b/q2, and - az/q,
respectively. Lastly, replace q2 by q. Then (17.1) can be written in the form

(az),(q/az),(q),(b/a),
(z),(blaz),(b),(q/a),
’

(17.6)

where /b/al < IzI < 1.
For another proof of (17.4), seethe monograph of Thiruvenkatachar
Venkatachaliengar [ 11.

and

Corollary. Zf lnql < IzI < l/l nql, then
1 + g (k

q2)k(-nq)k(zk

k=l

tnq2i

=

(-Pi

q2)k

42M-4/z;
(-

nqz;

+ z-k)

42M42;
42),(-n4/z;

42L(n242;
42L(n42;

q2)m
q2)i

.

PROOF.Set c1= /I = it in Entry 17.
The remainder of Chapter 16 is devoted to the theta-function
f(a, b) = 1 + kzl (ab)k(k-l)p(ak

+ b’) =

g
k=

ak(k+1)/2bk(k-1)‘2,

(18.1)

-m

where labI < 1. If we set a = qe2iz, b = qe-2iz, and q = eni’, where z is complex
and Im(r) > 0, then f(a, b) = 9,(z, r), where $,(z, r) denotes one of the classical theta-functions in its standard notation (Whittaker and Watson [l,
p. 4641). Thus, all of Ramanujan’s theorems on f(a, b) may be reformulated
in terms of 9,(z, r). It seems preferable, however, to retain Ramanujan’s
notation. Not only will the reader find it easier to follow our presentation in
conjunction with Ramanujan’s, but Ramanujan’s theorems are more simply
and elegantly stated in his notation.
Entry 18. We have
(i)

f(a, b) = f(b, 4,

(ii)

f(L 4 = 2f(a, a3),

(iii)

f(-&a)=%

and, if n is an integer,
(iv)

Qab)-").
f(a, b) = an(a+l)/2ba(n-1)/2f(a(ab)a,

Ramanujan remarks that (iv) is approximately true when n is not an integer.
We have not been able to give a mathematically precise formulation of this
statement. Repeated use of (iv) will be made in the sequel.
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PROOF.First, (i) is obvious.
Second,
j-(1, a) = 2 + 2 aW+‘)/2 + f
k=l

aW-l)/2

k=2

= 2 1 + 2 aW+W
( k=l
>
=+

+

{g*

+

&gak(k+1)i2)

1 + -f aWk+l)+ F aW2k-1)
k=l

=2

(

l+f

k=l

>

ak(k-1,/2(a3)k(k+lY2

+ ktl

akCk+lV2(a3)kuljn)

k=l

= 2f(a, a3).

Third,
f(- 1, a) = kz2 (_ l)W+l)PaW-1)/2 + 2 (_ l)W-WaW+l)/2 = 0,
k=l

upon the replacement of k by k + 1 in the first sum on the right side.
Fourth, replacing k by k + n on the far right side of (18.1), we find that
a(k+n)(k+n+l)/2b(k+n)(k+n-1)/2
= an(n+l)/2p(n-1)/2

ak(k+2n+l)/2bk(k+2n-1)/2
k=-m

=a n(a+1)/2p-1)/2

,zm

{a(ab)“)k(k+l)/2{b(ab)-n}k(k-1)‘2,

which completes the proof of (iv).
Entry 19. We have
f(a, b) = (-a;

ab),( - b; ab),(ab;

ab),.

PROOF.In Entry 17, let qz = a, q/z = b, and a = /I = 0.
In the notebooks [9, Vol. 2, p. 1971, Ramanujan informs us how he proved
Entry 19 by remarking: “This result can be got like XVI. 17 Cor. or as follows.
We see from iv. that if a(ab)” or b(ab)” be equal to - 1 then f(a, b) = 0 and
also if (ab)” = 1, f(a, b){ 1 - (a/b)““} = 0 and hence f(a, b) = 0. Therefore
(-a; ab),, (- b; ab),, and (ab; ab), are the factors off(a, b).” (We have slightly
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altered Ramanujan’s notation.) The product and series in Entry 19 converge
only when labI c 1, but there is even a more serious objection to Ramanujan’s
argument. It is not clear that the only factors of f(a, b) are (-a; ab),, (-b; ab),,
and (ub; ab),.
Entry 19 is Jacobi’s famous triple product identity, established in his
Fundumentu Nova [l], [2] but, in fact, first proved by Gauss [3, p. 4641. See
the texts of Andrews [9, pp. 21,223 and Hardy and Wright [l, pp. 282,283]
for other proofs.
Entry 20. Zf c$ = 71,Re(cr’) > 0, and n is any complex number, then

&f(e-a2+na, e-az-na)=

en2/4af(e-fJ2+in/?,

e-@2-inb)e

Entry 20 is a formulation of the classical transformation formula for the
theta-function 9,(z, z) (Whittaker and Watson [l, p. 4751). This entry is also
recorded in Chapter 14 [9, Vol. 2, p. 169, Entry 71. A proof via the Poisson
summation formula is sketched in our book [9, p. 2531.
Entry 21.

Zf

141, lul, Ibl < 1, then

(21.1)
and

L%f(4
PROOF.

m (- l)k-l(uk + bk)

b) = Lo&b; Wx + &

k(l _

ukbk)

.

For 141, Ial < 1,
Log( --a; q) = nfO Log(1 + uq”) = f

2 (- l)k;(uq”)k

n=O

k=l

Equality (21.2) follows immediately from Entry 19 and (21.1).
Entry 22. If 141 < 1, then

(i)

(p(4) :=f(q, 4) = 1 + 2 k$l qk2= 1,---$I”‘g

(ii)

(qi.q2Y
11/(q):=f(q, q3) = kzo qk(k+1)‘2= MY

(iii)

9

f(-q):=f(-q,

-q2)=

k~o(-l)kqk”L”‘2
= (4; 4)m

4q:b,
7 m

m
+ kzl (-l)kqk(3k+1)/2

(21.2)
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x(4):= t-4; dw

Observe that (p(q) = J&(0, z), where q = eair. If q = e2nir, then f( - q) =
e-nir’12~(r), where q(r) denotes the classical Dedekind eta-function. Equality
(iii) is a statement of Euler’s famous pentagonal number theorem Cl], [S]. See
Andrews’ book [9, pp. 9-12, 141 for an elementary proof and further references. Note that (iv) is only a definition of x(q).
(i). The first equality follows immediately from the definition (18.1)
0f.m w.
From Entry 19,
(22.1)
J-(4,4) = C-4; q2mq2; q2L.
Now,

PROOF OF

t--4; 4% = no1(1+ qZ”-‘)= j’jl gg
1 - q2”
1
“=l (1 - q”)(l + P) = (4; 42)m(--42; qZ),’

=fi

(22.2)

which is a famous identity of Euler. Substituting (22.2) into (22.1), we complete
the proof of(i).
Observe that (22.2) may be rewritten in the form
(22.3)
The equality (22.3) is the analytic equivalent of Euler’s famous theorem: the
number of partitions of a positive integer n into distinct parts is equal to the
number of partitions of n into odd parts.
Using (22.3) in Entry 22(i), we derive the useful representations
(4; 4L
= (4; da&; q2L = (-q; q)m’

44-d
PROOF OF

(ii). For 141< 1,
j-tq, q3) = 1 + kzl qWW2

k(k+l)/?
=

$I q
k odd

= z.

which proves the first equality.

qMk+lW,

+ kzl qWk+W2

+

5
k=O

keven

qk(k+l)/2
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By Entry 19,
j-(4, q3) = (-4; q4M-q3;

q4Mq4; q4),

= (-4; q2)m(-q2; 42Lk2;

q2)m

(q2;q2)m
=(4;’
by (22.2).
PROOF

OF

(iii). The first equality follows immediately from the definition (18.1)

of.@, b).
By Entry 19,
“o-q,

-q2) = (4; 43Lw;

q3Mq3; q3L = (4; dw

Entry 23. For (q( < 1,

6)
(ii)

Log(P(q)= 2 kf$ (2k
Log

(iii)

Logf(-d

b%d

=

=

kzl

-ktl

/q

_

$

1;;;~;

q2k--l)’

qk)’

k(l””

qk)T

(iv)
and
t&l)
~
= (-q2; q2L
(PM
c--4; q2)m .

w

Equalities (i)-(iv) follow easily from (i)-(iv), respectively, of Entry 22.
Since the proofs are very similar, we prove only (i). Thus, by Entry 22(i), for

PROOF.

141
< 1,

Log (P(4) = nlfl Log 1 + q2n-l
1 _ q2a-1

C”El (-1)“-’

- 2 Log1 +
n=l

q2”

1_,2.

Logs

= 2 ,zl (- 1)n-l g1 g
= 2 krl &

“Cl (- l)“-1(q2k-‘)

= 2 ktl (2k - g;-;

q=1)’

Finally, (v) is an immediate consequence of Entries 22(i), (ii).
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Example.
11 1111 111111
p...
101110111110

= 1.1010010001oooo1 . . . .

PROOF.Put q = $ in Entry 22(ii), and the desired result readily follows.
Entry 24. We have
“f(q)
f-(-q)

0)

n-4

(ii)

vwl)
e-41

z-z x(4)
xc-4

= (P2(-cMq) = kro(-

VkW

+ l)qk(k+1)‘2,

f(4) = 3 PM PM .0-q*)
x(4)= jj-q
J---&%=fo=11/0’

(iii)

(iv)

-

f3(-q2) = cp(-4)+*(4),ad x(4)x(--4)=x(-q*).

PROOFOF (i). Using Entries 22(iii), (ii), (iv), and (i), respectively, we find that
each of the given ratios is equal to (-4; q*),/(q; q*), .
PROOFOF(ii). By Entries 22(i) and (ii),
(p2(-q)$(q)

= G?*;
4*)%&q2)m
C-4;4):
=@I*;q*Ea cf)i
=(4;4): = f3(-qh

by Entry 22(iii), where in the penultimate line we used (22.3).
The second equality in (ii) is another famous theorem of Jacobi [l], [2]
and is a limiting case of his triple product identity. We refer to the well-known
book of Hardy and Wright [l, p. 2851 for a proof. An elegant generalization
of Jacobi’s identity has been discovered by Bhargava, Adiga, and Somashekara [4].
PROOFOF (iii). Each of the five displayed expressions is equal to (-4; q*),.
For the first, second, and fifth, this claim follows immediately from Entry 22.
For the third, (22.2) must also be used. Lastly, by Entry 22,

t--4; 4*L(4*;cl*),
(PM
f(4) = (4;4*hxhl*; q2M-4; -4L
t-4; 4*M4*;q2),
= (q; q*),( - q2; q*)m(q*; q*),( - q; q2), = (-4;

by (22.2).

q*)Q,
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PROOFOF(iv). By Entry 22,

(q2;q2E
P(-qW(d = (-q;q2)m(-q2;q2)m(q;q2)m

= (q2; q2E

=fY-q")Y

where we have used (22.2) again.
Lastly, by Entry 22(iv),

x(4)x(--4) = t--4; q2M4; q2), = (q2;q4L = x(-q2).
Entry 25. We have
6)

(ii)

(P(4) + (PC-d

= 2v(q4),

(P(4) - (P(-4) = a4q8)~

(iii)

dd(P(--4)

(iv)

&Mq2)

= (P2(-q2),

bwH--4)

= 11/(q2h(-q2),

= $2MY

(4

v2M - v2(--4) = 8qvQ2(q4),

(vi)

v2(4) + v2(-4)

= 2q2(q2),

and

(vii) (P4(d- q4(-d = 16q11/4(q2).
PROOFOF(i). By Entry 22(i),
(P(4) + d--4)

= 2 + 2 $I (qk’ + (-4)k2)
= 2 + 4 =f q‘+k2= 2cp(q‘y.
k=l

PROOFOF(ii). By Entries 22(i) and (ii),
4-Q) - (P(-4)

= 4 kzl d2k-1)2
= dq f

(q8)k’k-“/2

= 4q,,qq8).

k=l
PROOF OF (iii). The first equality is a ready consequence of Entry 22(i). By
Entries 22(i) and (ii) and (22.2),

(q4;q4E(q2;q4L
t4q2)(P(-q2)= (q2;44M--42;44L(--44;q4)m
= (q4;q4)%12;
q4)m
= (q4;q4Lk2;q2L.
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On the other hand, by Entry 22(ii) and (22.2),

(q2;q2E
(4;42L(-q; q2L
=(q2;q2E-&q2;q2), = (q2;42L(44;q4)w

bwt4--4) =

Hence, the second equality in (iii) follows.
PROOFOF (iv). By Entries 22(i) and (ii),
(p(q)11/(q2)

PROOFOF (v). Multiply

= t--4; q2Mq2;q2Mq4;q4)co
(4;q2M-q2; q2M2; 44L
= t-4; q2Lk2;42);(-q2;q2L3= $2(q)
(4;q2E(-q2;42Lkl; q2L
’
equalities (i) and (ii) and then employ equality (iv).

PROOFOF (vi). By Entry 22(i),
(p2(q) + rp2(-q) =
=

F qm2+n2+ i
(-l)m+nqm2+n2
nl,n=-al
In,“=-*
2

f

qm2+n2

In,“=-00
m+n even

Wz+W
= ~2(~2),
where we set m + n = 2j and m - n = 2k.
PROOFOF (vii). Multiply

equalities (v) and (vi) together and use (iv).

Corollary. Zf
(25.1)
then
1_

t2

= (P4(-q2)
(P4(q2) .

PROOF.Let 1 denote the right side of (25.1). By Entries 25(iii) and (vi),

c.p4(-q2J
= %4dcp(-q) 2 4A = 1_
’
(P4(q2) I (P2(4
+ (P2(-q)
I =(n
t2

after an elementary algebraic computation.
We have given above a slightly more explicit version of the corollary than
did Ramanujan.
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In the next section, we write, for brevity,
qq) = q(m-n)*/8(m+n)
f WY 4”h

m, n > 0.

In Entry 26 and its two corollaries, we quote from the notebooks [9, Vol. 2,
p. 1983.
Entry 26. G(q) is a perfect, complete, pure, double series of 3 a degree.

Corollary(3.dq), $&%d, and*fifM
Corollary

(ii). x(q)/*%

are complete series of 3 a degree.

is a complete series of 0 degree.

26. The definitions of “perfect,” “complete,” “pure,” “double,”
and “degree” are found in Section 10 of Chapter 15 (pp. 186, 187) (Part II [9,
pp. 320-321-J).
Apply the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula (Whittaker and Watson
[l, p. 1281) to the function
g(x) := q(m-n)2/8(m+n)+mx(x+1)/2+nx(x-1)/2
PROOF OF ENTRY

= q {2(m+n)x+(m-n)]*/E(m+n)
on the interval - co < x < co. The series
-gW-l)(

_ Co)h*k,

where Bj denotes the jth Bernoulli number, terminates and, in fact, is identically equal to zero. Thus, according to Ramanujan, G(q) = ~~z-m g(k) is
perfect and complete, respectively.
Next, G(q) is pure because the coefficients (which are = 1) are homogeneous.
As with Example 6, Section 10 of Chapter 15, which is the special case
m = n = 1 here, Ramanujan evidently intends “double” series to mean “bilateral” series in this example.
Lastly, M. E. H. Ismail has suggested to us that the degree of a series should
be equal to the order of an appropriate singularity on the boundary of convergence of the series. This does not seem to be the definition given rather
hazily by Ramanujan. But Ismail’s interpretation is more feasible for some
of Ramanujan’s examples. By the Poisson summation formula (Knopp [l,
P. 401)-

G(q) = f

e-Xf(k+(m-n)/2(m+n))2

k=-cc

rrk*/t+nik(m-n)/(m+n)
,

where e-“’ = q (m+n)/2
. Thus, G(q) has a singularity at t = 0 of degree f.
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PROOF OF COROLLARY (i). The results follow immediately from Entries 22 and

26.
PROOF OF COROLLARY (ii). This claim follows at once from Corollary (i) and
the fact x(q) = (p(q)/f(q) from Entry 24(iii).
Entry 27. It is assumed that a and j3 are such that the modulus of each exponential
argument below is less than 1. Zf a/I = 7t, then
Jicp(e-a2)

(9

= JBcp(e-B2)

and

(ii)

2Ji$(e-2a2)

= Jjea2/4q( - e-8’).

If up = x2, then
(iii)

e-a112fif(-ee-2a) = e-8P2fif(-e-2B),

04

e-m/24$f(e-a) = e-B/24$Qjf(e-p),

and

PROOFOF(i). Set n = 0 in Entry 20.
PROOFOF (ii). Set n = a in Entry 20 and observe that f(1, e-2u2) = 21//(ee2”‘)
by Entries 18(ii) and 22(ii).
PROOFOF(iii). By Entries 27(i), 27(ii), and 25(iii),
2acp(e-“2)+(e-2”2)

= fie”2’4cp(e-B2)cp( - e-@*)
= fiea2/4qz( - em2D2),

where up = rr. Multiplying
find that

both sides by $(ee2@‘) and using Entry 24(ii), we

Interchanging a and /I, we deduce that

2B~(e-B2)ICl(e-2"2)~(e-282)
= aefi2/4f3(-e-2u2)e
Divide the former equality by the latter and use Entry 27(i) to conclude that

a /jea2/4f3(-e-2P2)
\i -B = aeS2/4fy-e-2a*)'
Taking the cube root of both sides and replacing a2 and b” by a and 8,
respectively, we complete the proof.
PRC~OF
OF (iv). Replace a2 and b2 by a and j?, respectively, in Entry 27(i) and
multiply the resulting equality by Entry 27(iii) to get
J&-“~‘2q(ema)f(

-ee20r) = JrSe-fi’12q(e-fl)f(

-ee2fl).

(27.1)
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Using the equality f2(q) = (p(q)f( - q2) from Entry 24(iii) and then taking the
square root of both sides of (27.1), we complete the proof.
(v). In Entry 27(i) replace a2 and b” by a and /I, respectively, and
then divide that equality by the equality of Entry 27(iv) to obtain

PROOF OF

qfe-“)
f(e-“)=e

&24

p124vtemB)

where a/3 = rr2. Using the equality x(q) = (p(q)/f(q)
complete the proof.

from Entry 24(iii), we

Of course, Entry 27(i) is the transformation formula for $,(O, r) = Q3(r), and
Entry 27(iii) gives the transformation formula for q(r). Several proofs exist for
each of these transformation formulas. Moreover, Entries 27(i) and (iii) are
only special cases of more general transformation formulas under modular
transformations. See Knopp’s book [ 1, Chap. 31 for a full discussion of these
transformation formulas. A unified approach to the transformation formulas
of V(T),&(r), the other classical theta-functions, and many generalizations has
been presented by Berndt [l], [2], [4].
Entry 28. If p = ab and n is any natural number, then

PROOF.Using Entries 19, 22(iii), and 1(iii), we find that
f(a’~~~~Pn’

= (-a;

p),(-b;

p),(p”;

= fJ (--apk-‘;
1
=fi

(-apk-‘;

p”)“,

f’L}{fi

(-bpk-‘;

pnLWbp”-k;

P”),(P”;

P”),}W’;

p”E

P”),

= kn f(apk-', bpnmk).
Corollary.

We have

f(-q2,

--43)f(-4v

-q4) =f(-4)f(-c?)

and

f(--4, -46)f(-q2>-q5)f(-q3,

-q4) =f(-4)f2(-q').

After the last equality, Ramanujan [9, p. 1993 remarks “and so on.” By
these words, he implies that
fif(-Yk9

-4

2-k)

= f( - q)f”-’

(- q2”+l),

(28.1)
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where n is any positive integer. The corollary records the cases n = 2, 3 of
(28.1).
We shall now establish (28.1). Employing Entries 19, l(iii), and 22(iii), we
find that

--4

Zn+l-k)

=

ka

&k;

q2n+l)m(q2n+l-k;

=(q),(q2”+‘;

q2n+l)a(q2”+‘;

q2n+l)m}

p+‘)“,-

=j-(-q)f”-‘(-42”“).
Entry 29. If ab = cd, then
0)

f(a, Wlc,

4 + f( - a, - WI-c,

- 4 = 2fW, Wf(a4

f@, Wk

-WI-c,

bc)

and

(ii)

4 -A-a,

= 2af(i,

iabcd)f(i,

-4
gabed).

Many of the identities of Entry 25 above and Entry 30 below are instances
of Entry 29. Formula (ii) was discussed by Hardy [3, p. 2231 who also briefly
sketched a proof. Since the proofs of(i) and (ii) are similar, we give only the
proof of(i). Less elementary proofs of Entries 29(i), (ii) may be found in the
treatise of Tannery and Molk [I].
PROOFOF(i). Letting p = ab = cd, we see that

Thus, setting m - n = 2j and m + n = 2k, we find that
f(a, MC, 4 + A-a,
=

2

P

-W-c,

-4

(m2+n2)/2-(m+n)/2amCn

P&n=-CC
m+n even

=

2j

,z-,

f+k2-kaj+kCk-j

=2jkfJJ k(k-l)(aC)kpiCi+l)(bC)-j
= 2f(ac, bd)f(ad,

bc).

Several of the identities of Entry 25 are special cases of the formulas in
Entry 30.
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Entry 30. We have
0)

f(a, abV(b,

a24 = f(a, b)vWb),

(ii)

f(a, b) + f( -a,

-b)

= 2f(a3b, ab3),

(iii)

f(a, b) -f(-a,

-b)

= 2af

(iv)
09

,

i, Ea4b4
(

>

f(a, W(-a,

-b)

= A-a’,

-b2)(p(-ab),

f2(a, b) + f2(-a,

-b)

= 2f(a2, b2)cp(ab),

f2(a, b) - f2(-a,

-b)

= 4af

and
(vi)

In the proofs below, we set p = ab.
PROOFOF(i). Using in turn Entries 28,24(iv), and 24(iii), we deduce that
f(a, ab2)f(b,

a2b) = j(”
Jay

F:i,“”
bM-dti2(p)
A-PM-P2)

= f(a

b)ll/(p)
’

PROOFOF(ii). Using the definition (18.1) of f(a, b), we find that
f(a, b) + f( - a, -b)

= 2 ,zm pk(k-1)‘2ak
k even

= 2 ,=z, (p4)k(k-1)‘2(u3b)k
= 2f(a3b, ab3).

PROF OF(iii). Proceeding as in the proof above, we have
f(a, b) - f( - a, - b) = 2 ,z,

pk’k-‘)/2ak

k odd

= 2a ,=z, (p4)k’k”“2(a/b)k
= 2af

$,4p4
(

.
>

.
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PROOFOF (iv). By Entries 19 and 22(i) and (22.3),

= f(-a2, -b2)$ ;t
P

= j-(-u2,

00

-b%(-P).

Alternatively, if we set c = -a and d = - b in Entry 29(i), we easily obtain
the desired result.
PROOF OF (v). Putting c = a and d = b in Entry 29(i), we easily achieve the
sought result.
PROOF OF

(vi). Set c = a and d = b in Entry 29(ii) and use Entries lS(ii) and

22(ii).
Corollary. If ab = cd, then

f(a, Wk d)f(m WMcn, 44
- f( - a, - b)f( - c, - d)f( - an, - b/n)f( - cn, -d/n)
= 2af(c/a, ad)f(d/an,
PROOF.

acn)f(n,

ab/n)J/(ab).

For brevity, set
a = f(a, blf(c, 4,

a’ =f(-a,

P = f&n,

fi’ = f( - an, - b/n)f( - cn, - d/n),

WnUlcn, d/n),

-b)f(-c,

-d),

and
L = a/l - a’j3’.

By Entries 29(i) and (ii), we readily find that
a + a’ = 2f(ac, bd)f(ad,
a - a’ = Zaf(E,

bc),

iabcd)f(i,

tabed),

and
j? - j?’ = Zanf(-$,

$a,,,>,(;,

gabed).

Substituting these in the obvious identity
2(@ - a’/?) = (a + a’)(/? - j?‘) + (a - a’)(/3 + 8’)
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and using Entries 29(i) and (ii), we find that
L = af(ad, bc)f (”d, bd abed ) bnf(ac,
+ 2f(:,

+ I(

iabcd)f(acn’,

-n,

-z)f(

bd)f (-$,

$abcd)

F)]

-acn,

-:)I}

If we apply Entry 30(i) and use the hypothesis ab = cd, we find that the
equality above may be written
L = 2af(c/a, ad)$(ab)f

(n,G)f(i,acn),

which is what we wanted to prove.

and Jr’,= a”(“-l)/2bn(“+l)/z for each integer
Entry 31. Let U,, = a n(n+l)/Zbn(n-l)f?n. Then
fvJ1~

v,)

=

n-l Gf (5p).

(31.1)

rzo

Ramanujan writes Entry 31 in the form
fW1,

5)

=fW.v

VI) +

Ulf

+ U2f($,oj:,)+

(“y
F'

SC)+

vlf(!k,!k)

V2f(+,+)+-,

(31.2)

where the sum on the right side evidently contains n terms. However, by Entry
18(iv), for r 2 1,

Kf(~,!+n-*f(~,&)
= Lf(@$).

(31.3)

This shows that the sums on the right sides of (31.1) and (31.2) are equal.
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PROOF.

We have

Bhargava and Adiga [4] have given a slightly different proof of Entry 31.
Corollary.
(9

We have

(P(4)= (Pk9) + 24f(q39415)
=(P(q25) + 2qfW5, cl37 + 2q4fw,q45)

and

(ii)

v%d =f(q3,@)

+ 4t419)

=fk6Tq10) + 4fk2> d4)
=fklOY d5) + 4fwP420) + c13ti(q25)
=f(P,

q21) + Mq9) + 43f(43Y433).

PROOF.The two equalities of part (i) follow from Entry 31 and (3 1.3) by setting
a = b = q and n = 3,5, respectively.
The four equalities in part (ii) follow from Entry 31 by setting (a, b, n) =
(1,s 3), (4, q3, 9, (La 3, and (4, q3, 3), respectively.
Parts (i) and (ii) above are, in fact, special cases of the following general
formulas:
n-1

CPM= (PW2) + rzl qr2f(qn(n-2r),q"(n+2r))
and

n-l

rwl)f(q

n(Zn-4r+l)

74

n(Zn+4r-1)

)9

where n is any positive integer. These three formulas are obtained from Entry
31 by setting (a, b) = (q, q), (1, q), and (q, q3), respectively.
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Example (i). We have
(P%)
(P2(-q)

v2(d
+ v2(-r)

= 4

(P2w
+ cp2(-4

cp2h)cp2(dcp2(s)
+ cp2(-dcp2(-+P2(-4

v2(q2)v2(r2h2(s2)

+ 256qrs

~2(-qh2er)~2(-s)

IC12(q4)IC12(r4)$2(s4)

~2(-dv2(-r)4J2(-4.

(31.4)

PROOF.By Entries 25(vi) and (v), the right side of (31.4) can be written

Upon simplification, the expression above yields the left side of (31.4).
Example (ii). We have
1
1
(PO = 444) + (P(q2) + d-4)

1
* (P(q2)

(31.5)

1
f d-q)’

(31.6)

and

1
(PO
PROOF.

1
= (P(-q2) f (P(4) + d-q2)

It is easy to seethat the equation
(31.7)

is satisfied if
2A = C + D

and

2A2 - B2 = CD.

(31.8)

Take A = (p(q4), B = (p(q2), C = (p(q), and D = cp(-q). By Entries 25(i), (iii),
and (vi), equalities (31.8) are seen to be satisfied for these choices of A, B, C,
and D. Hence, (31.5) follows at once from (31.7).
Second, the equality
(31.9)
is seento be satisfied if CD = E2. Now by Entry 25(iii), this equality is satisfied
when C = (p(q), D = cp(-q), and E = cp(-q2). Hence, (31.6) follows from (31.9).
Example (iii). For each natural number n, the coefficient of q” in the expansion
of [q/(1 - q)]1c/(q2) is the integer nearest to $.

16.

q-Series

and Theta-Functions
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PROOF.By Entry 22(ii),

&

W2) = ,g 4jk$ qktk-l).

Thus, the coefficient of q” is equal to the number of powers qkckml) such that
k(k - 1) < n. In other words, the coefficient of q” is the unique integer k such
that
(k - 3)” < k(k - 1) + 1 I n I k(k + 1) < (k + 3)“.

Clearly, from the inequalities above, k is the nearest integer to A.
Example (iv). We have

(PC-q) + (P(q2)= 2

f 2(43Y47
$(q)

and

d-d
PROOF.

- (P(q2)= -2q

f 2(q, 4’)
11/(q) .

Putting a = q, b = q3, and c = d = q2 in Entries 29(i) and (ii), we find

that
$(4M42)

+ $(--4M-q2)

= zf2(q3, 47

and
bw(P(42) - IcI(-dd-q2)
= 2qf2(q, 4’).
These equalities reduce to the desired identities on using the fact
b+-4M-q2)

= d-4Md

which is deducible from Entries 25(iii) and (iv).
Example (v). We have f(q, q5) = $( - q3)x(q).

PROOF.By Entries 19, 22(ii), and 22(iv),
fkh q5) = C-4; 46M-q5;

46M46; q%

k6; q6L
=(--4; q2)yq3; q6), = idd$(-q3)’
Entry 32. We have
6)

(P’(4) F(4) _ 1 - cp”(-4
dd
$(d
8q
’

(31.10)
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VW)

(ii)

2q V(q2) = 1 - cp”(- 4)
m
8q
’

11/(q)

(P’(4)+ (plo = (P4(4)- (P4(-q)
(P(4) %4-q)
4q
’
and
(P’(4)
(P(4)

04

#C--4)
d-d

_ -4qcp’(-q2)
(PO’

PROOFOF (i), (ii). Using first Entry 25(iv) and then Entry 23(ii), we find that

(P’(4) 4%) _ W4) _ 2q 1c1’(q2)
(P(4) bed
!&I)
i&i?
=

A

dq

f?
k=l

k(l

qk
+

-

qk)

2$

m (-l)k-lqk-’
= kzl

,j$

2$rq’*)

1 - cp4(-q)

(1 + qk)2

=

8q

’

by (33.5).
PRCXIF OF (iii).

Proceeding in the same manner as above, with the help of Entry
23(i) and (33.9, we find that
2k-1

q2k-‘) + (2k - $1

- q2k-‘)

qk
41

+

(-cdk)

=2 .f (-l)k-‘qk-’
k=l

=

1 -

(1

+

qkJ2

(P4(-q)

+

(P4M

-

4q

1

4q

’

which concludes the proof of (iii).
PROOF OF (iv). The

desired equality is an obvious consequence of Entry 25(iii).

Entry 33(i). If 141< 1 and 8 is real, then

Log
PROOF.

1 + 2 C&

qk* cos(k0)

“f--q2)

1=
2

-f (- lJk-lqkcos(ke)

k=l k(1 - q2k)

’

In (21.2), set a = qe” and b = qe-“, and then employ Entry 22(iii).
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Entry 33(ii). If 141< 1 and n is real, then

F (- l)k-1qk(k-1)‘2 sin(2k - 1)n
sin n
$ Log k=la
k&

(-

l)k-l(2k

_

co qk sin2V4

qqk(k-1)/2

=

kz

k(l

-

qk)

(33.1)
’

I

PROOF.Letting z = eZinand using Entry 19, we find that
(zq;

dm

t;
(

4

(4;

4)m

=

j+pq,

-l/z)

> co

(- l)kqk”+l)‘2Zk
co

= ;I

(- l)k-1qkCk;;~(2k

- l)n.

By letting n tend to 0 in (33.2) or by employing Entry 24(ii) along with Entry
22(iii), we see that
(q; q); = kzl (- l)k-‘(2k

- l)qk(k-1)‘2.

Thus, if Q is the quotient in large parentheses on the left side of (33.1), we have
shown that
Q = (e2’“q; qMe-2inq; 4b
(4; 41;
.
Taking the logarithm of Q above and using (21.1), we find that
$LogQ=I

4 k=l
5 k(l “” qk)(-e2’“*

- e-2ink + 2)

which completes the proof.
Entry 33(iii). If 141 < 1 and n is real, then
~0 qk cos(kn)

1 + 4 kzl

1 + 2 f qk2 cos(kn)
k=l

1 + q2k = (P2(-q2)

1 + 2 f (- l)kqk2 cos(kn)
k=l

.

(33.3)
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Observe that the right side of (33.3) can be written
@(-

f (% 414
q2)f( -zq, -q/z)

=

(--zq; 42M-c?/z; 42Lw;
(zq; q2),(q/z; q2),( -42;

4%
4”); ’

(33-4)

where we have employed Entry 19 and (22.4). If we now replace n by - 1 and
z by ei” in the corollary to Entry 17, we find that the right side of (33.4) is equal
to
1 + 2 2 (- 1; q2kk cW4 = 1 + 4 f qk cos(kn)
k=l

(-q2;

k=l

q2)k

1 +

q2k

’

and this completes the proof.
Corollary. Zf Ial, lb1 < 1, then

#( - &)

‘@’ b,

*

j-(-&-b)=1+2k&l

ak + bk
l+akbk’

PROOF.Put qei” = a and qeVin = b in Entry 33(iii).
Entry 33(iii) essentially gives the Fourier series of the elliptic function dn u,
where u = Kn/n, and where K denotes the complete elliptic integral of the
first kind.
We now derive a useful consequence of Entry 33(iii). Replacing n by n - n
in (33.3) and multiplying the two results together, we find that
k
1
q=
1 + 4 kzl y;;sq(;;)
1 + 4 2 (-q) + cos(kn)
>.
Form the product of the two series on the right side and then integrate both
sides with respect to n over the interval [ - rc,n]. Since the set of functions
(cos(kn)}, 0 < k < co, is orthogonal on [ - rr, n], we deduce that
k=l

(33.5)
a result due to Jacobi Cl], [a].
Formulas for (p2”(q), 1 I IZI 12, similar to that found above, have been
derived by Ramamani [l].
Entry 34(i). If 141c 1 and n is real, then
(P2M
l + 4 cos n .f (- 1)L-1~12~‘qc$

Log
i

- W

k=l

(34.1)

16. q-Series and Theta-Functions
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PROOF.Letting u = p = q in Entry 17, we see that
t--z% q2M-dz;
42)mk2; q2Lk4; q2),
(--zq2; q2L(-q2/z; q2M3; q2)i
= 1f

(l/q; q2)k(- 1)kq2k(Zk + z-k)

k=l

(q3;

q2)k

(z

+

z-‘)

+

$

(l

-

‘/d(’

-

d(-l)kqz’(zk

kc2 (1 - q2k-‘)(l
= 1 + (1 - 414
1-z

- 4)(--l)kq2k

(1 1 -_

414
q3

f

1-q

(z

(_

+

z-‘)

1 +

q

k=3

1 _

;

’

-

q

f

1

+

q

k=2

q2

q2k-’

(-

-

1 _

1)k-‘q2k-’
1 -

q2k+l

(zk

+

z-k)

q2k-’

l)k-lq2k-1

+-

=l+-

1

1 -q2

k=2

1 +

z-“)

+ z-7

+ fy (1 - lld(l

=

+

- q2k+‘)

1 -

q2k-’

(zk-l

+

z-k+l)

1-q
i (- 1)k-‘q2k-’ (z” + z-k)
1 + q k=l 1 - q2k-’

O” (- 1)k-‘q2k-’ (Zk-l + Z-k+l
+ck=2 1 - q2k-’
(_ l)k-lq2k-1(Zk-‘/2
1 Zk-1/2

+
1 -

+ z-k+W)(zU2 + z-1/2)
q2k-’

Z-k+1/2)(z1/2

+

z-l/2)

q2k-’

With z = e2in and the use of Entry 22(i), we may rewrite the foregoing
conclusion in the form
m (- l)k-‘q2k-’ cos(2k - 1)n
qJ2(q)$$ = 1 + 4 cos n 1
k=l
1 - q2k-’
’
where
(--zq; q2)ckqk

q2L

F(n) = ( - zq2; q2),( - q2/z; q2), .

Comparing (34.1) and (34.2), we seethat it suffices to show that
Log&4

o” (- l)kqk sin2(kn)
1
k(1 + qk)
’
k=l

(34.2)
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To show the equality above, it suffices to show that
co (- l)&-‘qk cos(2kn)
Log F(n) = 2 1
k(1 + qk)

k=l

’

The proof of this is quite straightforward and much like the proofs of Entries
21 and 23, and so we omit it.

(34.3)

PROOF.Putting a = b = - 1 and z = e2inin Entry 17, we find that
1+4x

m qk co4W
k=l

1 +

= (--zq; q2M-q/z;

qzk

@I;

q2M/z;

q2M2;
q2M-q2;

q2)i
q2)&

(34.4)

=v2k)$$

where we have used Entry 22(i) and where

G(n)= (-zq; q2M-q/z; q2)m
6% q2Ml/z; q2)m ’
Comparing (34.3) and (34.4), we seethat it suffices to show that
2k-1 cos(2(2k - l)n}
Log

G(n)

=

4

kifl

‘(2k

_

1)(1

_

q4k-2)

’

Like the calculation of Log F(n) in the previous proof, the proof of the equality
above is quite straightforward.
Ramanujan now states two “corollaries.” We have not been able to discern
why the appellation “corollary” has been given to these two results. Moreover,
the “corollaries” are incorrect. (We give two corrected versions of each corollary. First, we prove versions where the “right sides” are corrected; second,
we establish reformulations when the “left sides” are corrected. Most likely,
the first versions are what Ramanujan had in mind. Our first proof below uses
Watson’s quintuple product identity, which has been rediscovered several
times and which appears in the literature in several guises. We provide a
thorough discussion of this identity at the end of Section 38, after giving a
proof based on one of Schroter’s formulas which we develop in Section 36.
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Corollary

Zf 141< 1 and z = e”“, where n is real, then

(i) (First Version).

k(3k-2) sin{2(3k - l)n}

ILI

k=-a,

t Log

sin(2n) f

(3k - l)qk’3k-2’

k=-m

!

(34.5)

PROOF.By Watson’s quintuple product identity (38.9),

_

Z-3k-lq3k+l)

_

= 2iz 2

,z,

q3k2-2kz-3k+l}

q3k2-2k sin{2(3k - l)n},

k=-m

where we obtained the penultimate equality by replacing k by k - 1 in the
previous latter summands. Thus, upon dividing both sides above by 1 - z2,
we find that

J’(n) 24

~

=

J’(O)

3kz-2ksin{2(3k - l)n}

k=-m

(34.6)

sin(2n) f

(3k - l)q3k’-2k ’

k=-cc

where
J’(n) = (qz; q2Mq/z; q2Mq4z2; q4Mq4/z2; q4h
Now a straightforward calculation yields
m
Log

F(n)

=

-2

kzl

qk

cos(2kn)

k(l

_

_

2

kzl

q;‘$T;y,

q2k)

so that
qk(l - cos(2kn))
k(1 - q2k)

1 a, q4k(l - cos(4kn))
k(1 - q4’)
’

+ 3 kzl

Combining (34.6) and (34.7), we readily arrive at (34.5).

(34.7)
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Corollary (i) (Second Version). Zf )ql < 1 and z = e”“, where n is real, then
$

a Log

( -q)k(k-1)‘2 cos(2k - 1)n

H-dcos

n

1
(34.8)

PROOF. Let

Then a straightforward, but rather lengthy, calculation shows that
Log P(z) = 4 kzI ;(f’:‘Tk;)

+ 4 kzI q;;:2($;).

(34.9)

Using the factorization
(z2q4; q4L = (zq2; q2M-zq2;

q2)m,

a similar factorization for (q4/z2; q4)m, and Entry 19, we find that
p(z) = @I; 42Lwz;

42Loo(--z42~42L-q2/z;
(4; 42)s14; q4E

q2M2;

q2)z3

f( - z4>- wf(z~ q2/4
= (1 + a& q2)%z4;q4E

(34.10)

4+&--q/z,4
=u + m; q2Ek4;
q4E
where we have used Entry 30(i) with a = -q/z and b = z.
Set
F(n) = .!I - 4/z, 4
l-z
’

(34.11)

and observe that, by Entry 22(ii) and (22.2),

H-4)
G12;
42L
(4;q2)3q4;q4EJ= t-4; 42M4;q2E(-q2; q2E(q2;q2)i
= t-4; q2L
1
G12;
42L = iFiir
Hence, (34.10) may be written

F(n)
w = $(-q)’

(34.12)
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By (34.Q (34.9), and (34.12), it suffices to show that
F(n) = set n $l (- q)k(k-1)‘2 cos(2k - 1)n.

(34.13)

But, by (34.1 l),
z-v
F(n) =

-f (_ q)W-“/2zk
k=-m

zl” + 2-l”

1
= z1/2 + z-1/2

z
k=l

( -q)Wk-W(ZW2

+

Z-k+W)

from which (34.13) is apparent. This completes the proof.
Corollary

(ii) (First Version). Zf 141 < 1 and z = ezin, where n is real, then

PROOF.Applying Watson’s quintuple product identity (38.9), we find that
(4; 4MP;

daAl/Z~ 4M4z2; 42Lt4/z2; q2L

= ,zm qW2+JO/2(z3k
_ Z-3k-1)
=&.-1/Z

F

q(3k2+k)/2 sin(6k + l)n.

k=-m

Dividing both sides by (1 - l/z), we deduce that
F

G(n)_
G(O)

q(3k2+k)/2

sin(6k + 1)n

k=-m

(34.15)

sin n F

(6k + l)q(3k2+k)/2’

k=-oo

where
G(n) = tw dAq/z; dmtqz2; q2Ltdz2; q2L.
Proceeding in the same fashion as in the first proof of Corollary(i), we find that
m qk sin’(2kn)
+Ck=l k(1 - qzk) ’
Taking (34.15) and (34.16) together, we deduce (34.14).

(34.16)
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Corollary (ii) (Second Version). If

141 <

1 and z = e’““, where n is real, then

(- l)kqk cos(2k + l)n
>

(34.17)
PROOF.

Let

Q(z) = (zq; &k/z; 4Mz2q; 42Lw2; 42Lo(42;q2E
.
(z2q2;q2Mq2/z2; q2M4; qE(4; q2)i
Then an elementary calculation yields
* qk sin2(2kn)
m qk sin2(kn)
Log Q(z) = 4 kzl k(l - 4’) + 4 kzl k(1 + qk) .

(34.18)

Put
G(n) = (4; d:(q; q2);Q(4
Using the factorization
(z2q2; q2), = (.%I;4M--242;

92LJ(--24; q2),

and a similar factorization for (q2/z2; q’),, we find that

(z2q;q2LWz2;42L(42;q2E
G(n)= (-zq2; q2),J-z4; q2Li-q2/z; q2M-q/z; q2Lo’
Employing Entry 17 with z, CL,and /I replaced by -z2, - l/z, and -z,
respectively, we deduce that
G(n) = 1 + 2 ‘-l~;(;q;k”zk

+ f

= 1 + (9
x

f

‘l’k;yq;k;;)z-k

k=l

k=l

+ 2-1/2)
(_

qkqk{(zk+U2

+ Z-J-W)

+ q2k(zk-‘/2

(1 + zqZk)(l + q”“/z)

k=l
m

= (z1’2 + z-“2) kc,

(_

l)kqk(Zk+V

+

+ z-k+l/2)}

(34.19)

Z-W2)

(1 + zqZk)(l + q2k/z)

(- l)kqk cos(2k + 1)n
= 4~0s n f
k=-m 1 + 2qZk cos(h) + q4”
Next, by (22.4),

G(n)
G(n)
Q(z)= (4;qE(4;q2E= 0’

(34.20)
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Putting (34.19) into (34.20) and combining the result with (34.18), we complete
the proof.
For other results in the spirit of those in Section 34, see two papers by
Rogers Cl], [2].
Recall that the Bernoulli numbers B,, 0 5 n < co, are defined by (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [l, p. 1076))

Recall also that the Euler numbers Ezn, 0 5 n < co, are given by (Gradshteyn
and Ryzhik [1, p. 10783)

m (- l)“-L x2”
setx = “ZO (24
’

1x1< 71/2.

(35.1)

These conventions for the Bernoulli and Euler numbers are different from
those used by Ramanujan.
Entry 35(i). For each positive integer n, let
P” = -2
where B,, denotes the nth Bernoulli

m k”-lqk
+ ,gl jqxnumber. If n is any nonnegative

integer, let

1 & (- l)k+‘@k - l)n+lqk(k-1)/2

Qn= __
n+l

k;lm (- l)k+‘(2k - l)qk”-“‘*

*

Then for each positive integer n,

(35.2)
PROOF.

We shall write Entry 33(ii) in the form
l)k-‘qk(k-‘)‘2(sin(2k

- 1)0)/e

qk(l - cos(2kO)) _. R
k(l - qk)
-* ’

I

(35.3)

and equate coefficients of like powers of 6. Expanding sin(2k - I)6 in its
Maclaurin series and then inverting the order of summation, we readily find
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that
L = 4 Log “ZO $$Q,.e2n .
(35.4)
(
>
On the other hand, using a familiar expansion for Log((sin 6)/e), which, in fact,
Ramanujan derived in Chapter 5 (p. 52) (Part I [S, p. 122, Entry 16]), we find
that, for If31< rc,

(35.5)

Using (35.4) and (35.5) in (35.3), we deduce that, for 101< rr,
“z. $J$Q2”e2n

= exp 5 (-1~2~f2’+1 pzjP
(

j=l

.
)

Differentiating both sides with respect to 8, we find that
2

(-

1)nQZn

p-1

n=l (2n - l)!
= zl (- l)n+l 2
j=l

2*i+1p2jQ2n-2j

p-1.

(5 - 1)!(2n - 2j)!

Equating coefficients of e2”-l , n 2 1, on both sides, we readily deduce (35.2).
In particular, if n = 1 in (35.2), we deduce that
+Q, = -4P,.

If, as usual, o(k) denotes the sum of the positive divisors of k, we find, by
equating coefficients of qrn, that the foregoing equality is equivalent to the
arithmetical identities
24

kcl(-,),-k+l(,,
- Qa!?i!?$?
_v >= (2rt -

l)j,

if m = n(n - 1)/2, n 2 1, and
k& (- Uk(2k - l.(m-!5!$2!)=(),
1
Wk-1)/2yn
otherwise. Here, a(0) = -&. These last two identities were first established
by Halphen [l] in 1877. Otherwise, Entry 35(i) and its general associated
arithmetical identity appear to be new.
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Entry 35(ii). For each positive integer n, let

p = (1 - 2”)B, + f
n
2n
k=l
where B, denotes the nth Bernoulli
define

(- l)k+lk”-lqk
l+qk
’

number. For each nonnegative

F (- I)‘-‘(2k
%

+
~0
;

- 1)2”q2k-’

1 -

k=l

Q2n =

+

q2k-’

(-l)k-lq2k-1
1 -

kgl

integer n,

’
q2k-’

where E,, denotes the 2nth Euler number. Zf n is any positive integer, then

(35.6)

3Q2. = & (;; 1 ;)22kp,,Q,.,.
PROOF.Write Entry 34(i) in the form
set

e

+

4

f

I)L-1q12~‘q~~!2k

-

k=l

-Log

L:=

(-

(P2M

m (- l)k-‘qk(l
= - Log(sec 0) + 2 C
k=l

41

110

1

- cos(2kO)) =: R.
+

(35.7)

qk)

As in the previous proof, we expand both sides in powers of 8 and equate
coefficients.
Using (35.1), we find that, for 101< n/2,
a (- l)k-1q2k-’ cos(2k - 1)0
set e + 4 C
1 q2k-’
k=l

= z. ((:!;2n

e2n

+ 4 il

(1

yzz@ml

z.

(-

1~~~~j~

‘j2”fj2n

(35.8)
Putting n = 0 in Entry 34(i), we find that
(p2(q) = 1 + 4 kzI (I lTq::I-l.

(35.9)

Combining (35.7)-(35.9), we conclude that
.

(35.10)

On the other hand, using a well-known expansion for Log(sec 0), which,
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in fact, Ramanujan found in Chapter 5 (p. 52) (Part I [S, p. 64, Entry 17]), we
find that

+ F (- 1y’22j+i F ( - l)kk2j-‘qk 82j
j=l
(2j)!
k=l
1 +qk
(35.11)

= R (- 1~~~j~~+1p2j
02'.
Hence, putting (35.10) and (35.11) in (35.7), we deduce that

Differentiating both sides with respect to 8, we find that
m (-1)“Q2,g2n-r

(-l)i22jf1~2j~2j-1
(2j - l)!

“Zl (2n - l)!

m (-'IkQ2k~2k
&,

(2k)!

Equating coefficients of 62n-1, n 2 1, on both sides, we easily deduce (35.6).
Ramanujan (p. 202) has an erroneous factor of (- l)nek in the sum on the
right side of (35.6).
In order to state some arithmetical deductions from (35.6), we need to define
the divisor sums
o,*(r) =

1

(- l)k-‘(2k - 1)’

(2k-l)lr

and
&v(r) = C (- l)k+r’kkv.
W
The casen = 1 of (35.6) gives the equality Q2 = 8P2from which we may deduce
the curious formula
cr$(n) = 8 t

a,*(k)d,(n

- k),

(35.12)

k=O

where n is any nonnegative integer, cr,$(0) = d = - a,* (0), and b, (0) = - &. Not
only is (35.6) new, but even the arithmetically equivalent special case (35.12)
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does not appear to have been given in the literature before we mentioned it
in [6].
Define
~ kqk
k=l 1-q”

L=l-24F
M=1+240xp

m k3qk
kc1 1-q”

N=l-504f

k5qk
k=l 1-q”

Ramanujan remarks that
s, :=

g

(-

1)‘+‘(2k

_ 1)2n+lqW-W,

n 2 1,

k=l

can always be expressed in terms of L, M, and N. Now by Entry 35(i), S,,can
be written as a polynomial in Pz, P4,. . . , Pz,, n 2 1. In an epic paper, Ramanujan [6], [lo, pp. 136-1621 proved that Pzf, k 2 1, can be expressed as a
polynomial in L, M, and N. (In [6], L, M, and N are denoted by P, Q, and R,
respectively.) Hence, S, can be represented as a polynomial in L, M, and N.
Examples. Let Q,, n 2 2, be defined as in Entry 35(i). Let L, M, and N be defined
as above. Then

3Qz =L,

0)

5Q4 =

(iii)

7Q,=

5L2 - 2M

3

35L3-42ML+
9

3

16N

PROOF.The three desired equalities follow by putting n = 1,2, and 3, respectively, in Entry 35(i). The calculations are straightforward.
Note that Entries 36(i), (ii) below reduce to Entries 29(i), (ii), respectively,
ifp = 1.
Entry 36. Zf p = ablcd, then
(9

S := 3{f(a,
= ,z,

Wk

4 + B-a,

-WI-c,

(ad)k’k+“‘2(bc)k’k-1)/Zf(acpk,

-4)
bd/pk)
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and

(ii)

D := ${f(a, blf(c, 4 -A-a,

-W-c,

-4)

aZk+’ (ad)k(k-‘)/2(bC)k(k+1)/2 /($,

= ,$,

.plabcd).

We prove just (i), since the proof of (ii) is similar. Putting n - m = 2k
andn+m=2j,
--co <j,k<
co,wefindthat
PROOF.

s=

$ (Cd)(~z+~2-m-n)/2amcnpm(m-1)/2
lll,n=--a)
m+n even

WY

2+kZ-jaj-kCj+k

=

kzm

(jz+kz-j+k)/Z-jk
P

(ad)k(k-l)/2(bC)k(k+l)/2

m

;

j=-coc()

P

j’+1)‘2

(bdpky‘“-l’/2,

which, upon the replacement of k by -k, is seen to equal the desired result.
We now state and prove some very general and useful formulas originally
due to H. Schrijter in his dissertation [l]. These formulas will be employed
in Sections 37 and 38. But even more importantly, Schriiter’s formulas will be
utilized in proving many of Ramanujan’s modular equations, especially in
Chapter 20. Ramanujan evidently never stated these general formulas in his
writings. However, from the many special cases that he clearly had proved,
he at least possessedthe ideas needed to prove the general formulas.
Put
a = Aqfl+v,

b = q’+‘/A,

c = BqpmV, and

d = qwwV/B,

where h and v are integers such that p > v 2 0. Then
P = q4v,

ad

abed = q4p,

and bc = A2fB2.

Entry 36(i) now takes the form
S = ,z,

Nowletk=pn+m,

(;)“q’“‘f(ABq’VI’YL,

--co <n<

G).

co,O<m<p-l.Thus,
/(

,
2p+4vm+4~vn
A&

Next, apply Entry 18(iv) with
a = ABq2~+4vm,

and n replaced by vn. Hence,

b = 4 2P-4-lAB,

q’~-;;‘WJ.
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s

p-1
1

=

m
1

g

m=O n=-co

x f

~“+mq2~~lm+m,‘(AB)-vnq-2ry2.2-4ylm.

0

ABq2fi+4-,

4

2p-4vm

AB

(

w-1

A m

00

>

A”(‘-v)

2pm=

=

2p(~=-v=)n+4mn(p=-v=)
c-“=-US

c(>

z

x f

ABq2’+4Ym, 4

m=o
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q

B”(B+V,

q

2p-4vm

AB

(

.
>

In summary, we have shown that
S = $( f(Aq’+“,

q’+“/A)f(BqP-:

+ f(-Aq’+“,
=

lg

(3”

-q”+“/A)f(-Bq’-“,
q2~+-$

x f

q’-‘18)
-q’-‘/B)}

qt2~+4m)fu2-v2),

ABq%+4vm, q2;;

g

q12r-4~lirz-u2~)

.

(

(36.1)

>

We now examine Entry 36(ii) under the same substitutions as above. Thus,
lettingk=pn+m,-oo<n<co,OImIp-1,wefindthat
D= 2

(Aq”+y2’+’ (;y

q2”k2f ( zq-4.k-2v,

;

q4vk+2v+4p)

k=-oo
p-1
= A

c
In=0

x f
(

co
1
"=-al

pn+m

W)

q

(r+v)(2lm+2m+l)+2a(Cn+nt)z

$ q4~~w+~~+2~+4~,fl
A4

-4v(p+m)-2v

>*

Apply Entry 18(iv) with
a = _A
B

and with

n

b = ;q-“‘-4’“,

q4p+2v+4vm,

replaced vn. Therefore,
p-1

D=A

m

c
1
m=O n=-m

x4

(AB)

pn+m

m=O

A

(p+v)(2pn+2m+l)+2r(an+m)2

-2~v2”2-(2/1+2v+4vm,““f

p-1
= A c (AB)mq(2m+l)(p+v)+2Cm2

xq

q

0B
(iq4fl+2”+4wa,

F

;q-2v-4~m)

A(P-v)~B(P+v)fI

n=-*

28(1r2-~2)~2+2(~m+l)(C2-v2)nf ;q4’+2v+4~m,

;q-2v-4vn).

-Y"
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In summary, we have shown that
D = +{f(Aqfl+‘,

q’+V/A)f(Bq’-“,

q”-‘/B)

- f( -Aq’+“, - q’+“/A)f( - Bqp-V, - q’-V/B)}
p-1
= A mzo(AB)mq(2m+l)(p+v)+2~m2
q(Z~-4m-2)(p2-v2)

x f ~p-vgp+v~(Zp+4m+2)(p’-v*),

Afl-vBP+v

4~+2v+4vm

(36.2)

We now record a couple of special cases of (36.1). Letting A = B = 1 in
(36.1) we find that
3bP(4”+74+?“-‘) + 44-q4’+‘M-4’-‘)~
p-1
= Lo q2~m2f(q(21r+4m)(~2-.2),
q(2p-4m)(~2-v2))f(q2C+4Vm,
q.Q-4vm)e

(36.3)

Next, putting A = qp+” and B = qpmvin (36.1) and using Entries 18(ii), (iii), we
find that
W(4 2r+2v)$(q2’-2’)
p-1
2rm2+2vmf(q(2a+4m)(rZ-v*),
q(2~-4m)(p2--v2))f(q4~+4vm,
q-4vm)e (36.4)
=/x04
Adding Entries 3O(ii) and (iii) yields
f(a, b) = f(a3b, ab3) + uf ;, ;a4b4 .
(
>
Putting a = q2vm+p’2and b = q-2vm+p’2,we seethat
j-t4 2vm+p/2 , q-2vm+r/2)
=

flq4vm+2p,

q-4vm+2p)

+

q2vm+p/2f(q-4vm,

q4vm+4fl).

(36.5)

Multiplying (36.4) by qpj2, adding the resulting equality to (36.3), and using
(36.Q we deduce that
q{(p(q”+‘)(p(q’-‘) + (p(-q’+‘)(p(-@-‘)}
p-1
q(2r-4m)(p2-v2)
= z. 42”m2f(4(2fl+4m)(f12-v*),
x

{f(q2p+4vm,

q2p-4vm)

+

+ 2q”‘2~(q2”“‘)~(q2c-Zv)

q2vm+~/2f(q4p+4vm,

)
q-4vm)}

p-1
(2p+4m)(p2-v*)
=

z.

42’m2f(4

(2p-4m)(lr2-v2))f(q2vm+p/2
74

74

-2vm+P’2). (36.6)

Looking back at the proofs of (36.1) and (36.2), we observe that we can
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replace m by m + jp for any integerj and not alter the summands on the right
sides of (36.1) and (36.2). Note that (36.3) and (36.6) also remain unchanged if
m is replaced my --m. Finally, observe that, with the use of Entry 18(iv), we
may replace m by -m on the right side of (36.4) as well. These observations
are useful in simplifying these formulas somewhat.
To illustrate the remarks above, consider (36.4). Replacing q2 by q, we
deduce that

+ mzl qpm2--vmf(q(r+2m)(r2-v2),
q(lr-2m)(p2-v2))f(q2vm,
q21r-2vm), (36.7)
if p is odd, and
11/(q”+“)+(q”-“)

= (p(q”‘“‘-““)+(qz”)
a-1

+ mzl qpm2-vmf(q(p+2m)(p2-v2),
q(P-2m)(p2-v2))f(q2vm,
q2c-2vm)
+4 ~3/4-lrv/2~(q28(82-.2))f(q~v,

q2~-~v),

(36.8)

if p is even.
As a second illustration, set A = qr+’ and B = q-(r-v) in the “difference”
formula (36.2). Replacing q2 by q, employing Entries 18(ii)-(iv), and using the
remarks above, we deduce that
ll/(q~+“),j(q~-“) = qlr3/4-~/4~(q2~(~2-,2))~(qc+lrv, q~-~“)
b-3)/2
(p+2m+l)(p2-v2),
+

mzo

p+v+zvm)
x

q(p-2m-l)(p2-v2)

qPm(m+l)f(q

1
p-v-2m

f(4

74

(36.9)

)T

if p is odd, while
vw+‘M(@-‘)
P/2-1
=

Lo

qpm(m+l)f(q(p+2m+l)(p2-v2),

q(~-2m-l)(lr2-v2))f(q~+v+2vm,

q~-v-2mn),

(36.10)
if p is even.
The next formula will be particularly useful in Chapter 20. Let p be an even
positive integer and suppose that o is an odd positive integer such that
(,u, o) = 1 and 2~ - o2 > 0. Then
R := ){f(q2~-W2A,
+ A-4

)(

q2’-m2/A)f(qB,

2P-W2A, eq2V2

f(A~OqZr-4Wm,

q/B)
/

A-1B-mq2P+4-m).

A

u-(-d%

-4/m

(36.11)
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The restriction (p, w) = 1 is not strictly necessary. However, its removal
would cause complicated modifications in the formula (36.11). For brevity,
the expression qZr-“‘* will be replaced by Q when convenient.
To prove (36.1l), first let a = qB, b = q/B, and n = o in Entry 31. Then
apply Entry 18(iv) with n = r. Accordingly,
w-l

f(qB, q/B) = ,& qr2B’f(qo2+2roBu,

qo2-2’mB-o)

o-l

Now substitute this sum and the corresponding sum for f( - qB, -q/B) into
the left side of (36.11). Recall that o is odd so that (w - 1)r is even. We then
apply the “sum” formula (36.1). In this application, A and p remain unchanged,
but B is replaced by B”q-20(0-1)r and v is replaced by p - 0’. Now (36.1) was
derived under the assumption that 0 I v < p. However, by a similar argument, we can conclude that (36.1) is valid for all integers v such that Iv1 < p.
Thus, our application is valid provided that 2~ - cu2> 0. Hence,
0 = ; Ozl q(~-1)2r2B-(~-l)r{f(QA,

qm2+2d+rB-9

Q/A)f(qo2-20(o-l)rBo,

r 0
+

f(

-

QA,

-

Q/A)f(

-q~*-2+“-l)rB~,

-q~2+2d”-l)rB~)}

o-l w-1(w-1)2r2B-(m-l)rq2gm2
(Aq2;I-1”)
=&zoq
A Ii=
B+=*)

xf

BO(2P-02)

(2p+4m)02+20(o-1)r

(Zp-4m)w2-Zw(w-l)r

Q

&,pq2p+4mp-4w=m-2w(w-l)r,

,

~

A

1

Q

2~-4m~+4~2m+2w(w-1)r

AB”’
w-l

p-l
4{wm+(w-l)r/2}2g-2(om+(o-l)r/2]

=L

zoq

xf

Aa2
2p02+4w(om+(o-l)r/Z]
BW(zP-O*) Q

x

AgWq2~-4W(Wm+(w-l)r/2},

f

Bd21r-~2)

'

A"'

2jm2-40{om+(w-l)r/Z}

Q

>

~q2p+4m{mm+(~-l)r/2)

,
>

where in this last step we applied Entry 18(iv) with n = m.
In each expression on the right side above, m and r occur only in the
expression om + +(a - 1)r. For each pair (m, I), apply the division algorithm
to deduce that
cm + +(a - 1)r = qp + n,

OInIp-1,

for a certain nonnegative integer q. Suppose I is fixed and m varies from 0 to
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p - 1. We claim that n then assumesall values from 0 to p - 1 in some order.
To that end, let n and n’ correspond to the distinct values m and m’. Then
n - n’ = w(m - m’)(mod p).
But Im - m’l < p and (w, p) = 1. Thus, pj(n - n’); that is, n # n’, and our
claim is established.
On the other hand, suppose we consider two different values of I, say I and
r’, and select values of m which yield the same n. This is possible by the
conclusion of the preceding paragraph. Let q and q’ be the corresponding
quotients. Then
f(o - l)(r - r’) = p(q - q’)(mod 0).
Now +(o - 1) and w cannot have a factor in common, and 0 < II- r’l < w.
Thus, o/(q - q’). In other words, q and q’ cannot differ by a multiple of o.
Hence, as I assumesthe values from 0 to o - 1, the o values of q differ from
multiples of o by the numbers 0, 1,2, . . . , o - 1 in some order.
Now each term of the last double sum above remains unaltered if a
multiple of PLo,say l,uw, is added to the argument corn+ $(o - 1)~.To seethis,
apply Entry 18(iv) with n = 1and n = ~‘1, respectively, to the pair of thetafunctions in each summand. Consequently, when we effect the substitution
corn+ $(w - 1)r = n + qp, n runs from 0 to p - 1, and it can be assumed that
q runs from 0 to w - 1. Thus, replacing the index q by s, to avoid a conflict
in notation, we have proved that
Q

=

o-l
C

p-l
C

q4(n+w)2~-2(n+w)

s=o n=O

x f ABQq2P-4dn+W),__
p-1 qh2B-hf

x

CO-1
szo

xf
(

&qc2~-~9t2~~+4~b

A”’
@b-d

Q 2poG+4&+sp)

B&C-d
,

A”Z

Q~w+~&+w)

,
>

where we have applied Entry 18(iv) with n = OS. Lastly, apply Entry 31 with
n = co,
a=

A”
B2p-d

~2p+4m,
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and
B&-CO*

b=

Q2P-4m.

A”

We find that the inner sum above reduces to

This then completes the proof of (36.11).
We now record some special instances of (36.11) that will be useful in
establishing certain modular equations in Chapter 20. In each case, of course,
p is even, o is odd, and (CL,o) = 1.
First, if A = B = 1, then
3Mq2”-“‘Mq)
+ cp(-42”-“2kP(-d)
p-1
(2p-02)(2p+4m),q(21r-u2)(2~-4m)
= mIo q4”‘.fk

)f(q2“-4”m,

q2p+4wm).

(36.12)

Second, let A = q2p-w2 and B = q”. By Entry 18(iv) with n = (w - 1)/2,
f(qmfl, q-0+1) = q- (~2-1Wf(q2, 1) = 2q-‘“‘-“/4$(q2).
Hence,
2q~/2-(~2-1)/4 11/(q4”-‘“‘Mq2)

(36.13)
Adding (36.12) and (36.13), we find that
3((p(q2fl-o* )(p(q) + cp(-qzr-m2)(p(

-4))

+ 2q~‘~-(~2-1wj(q4~-~~2)~(q2)

p-1
= mzo q4m2f(q(2~-02)(2r+4m), qW-~2)(2~-4N)

+4
=

c-1
mzo

p/2-20mf(q4p-40m,

q4m2f(q(2p-02)(2p+4m),

{ f(q2~-4wm, q2~+4mt)

q4wm)}

q(21r-02)(2p-4m))f(qC/2-20m,

qd2+2my,

(36.14)
where we have utilized Entry 31 with a = qp’2-2wm, b = qp’2+2wm, and n = 2.
An indicated above, (36.1) and (36.2) are due to Schrijter [l] who did not
publish his proofs outside his thesis. However, he did write three short papers
[2], [3], [4] in which he took special casesof his general formulas to establish
certain modular equations. Proofs of Schriiter’s formulas may be found in the
books of Tannery and Molk [l, pp. 163-1671 and Enneper [l, pp. 470ff]. A
more recent proof has been given by T. Kondo and T. Tasaka [l].
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An elegant generalization of Schriiter’s work has been discovered by
R. Blecksmith, J. Brillhart, and I. Gerst [2, Theorem 21. We translate their
formula into Ramanujan’s notation. It will be convenient, however, to put
fo(a, b) = .f(a, b) and fl (a, b) = .f( - a, - 4.
Theorem. Let a, b, c, and d denote complex numbers such that lab/, lcdl < 1.
Suppose that there exist positive integers a, /?, and m such that
(ab)p = (cd)+-=‘?
Let q, z2 E (0, l}. Then
A,@, blf,,(cv 4

x fd

(a/b)8/2(cd)(m-aS)(m+l
+2r)/2 (b/a)B/2(ed)(m-uS)(m+l-2r)/2, (36 15)
d”-“8
)
p-4
>
where R is a complete residue system (mod m),
2

6 =
1

0,

if El + ae2 is even,
+ aE2 is odd,

1, ifs

and
ij~1/?+~2(m-a~)iseuen,

if&i p + E2(m - a/?) is odd.
Letting a = /J = 1 and m = 2 in (36.15), we obtain an equality that is also
achieved by adding Entries 29(i) and (ii).
Blecksmith, Brillhart, and Gerst [l], [2] have employed theta-functions in
proving theorems on the parity of partition functions while also obtaining
some elegant new identities for theta-functions. Using Ramanujan’s theory of
theta-functions, Bhargava, Adiga, and Somashekara [3] and Blecksmith,
Brillhart, and Gerst [3] have given alternate proofs of these theta-function
identities.
Entry 37. We have
(9

i{cpbMb)

+

d-4d-41

=

cp(4

+

2 k$l

W”f

abp,
(

(ii)
and

3{cp(a)q(b)

- q(-a)cp(-b)}

= 2 kzI ~kzb(k-1)z~(,b2~,~),

abp
a2k

v
““)
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PROOFOF (i). In Entry 36(i), put b = a and d = c, and then replace c by b.
PROOF
OF (ii). In Entry 36(ii), put b = a and d = c, and then replace c by 5.
Replacing k by k - 1, we find that

3{cpWdb) - cp(--aM--b)l
(37.1)
In the first sum on the right side, replace k by 1 - k and apply Entry 18(iv)
with n = 1. Hence,
,im

ak2b(k-1)2f(z,

a’b’s)

= ‘f a(‘-k)2bk2f
&,

azb2k?$)

(37.2)

k=l
=

-f

a(l-k)2bkz

a2k-1
Ff

(a2b2$,

g).

k=l

Simplifying the right side of (37.2) and then substituting it into (37.1), we
complete the proof.
OF (iii). In Entry 36(i), let a = c = 1 and then replace d by a. Using
Entries 18(ii), 18(iii), and 22(ii), we deduce that

PROOF

ak(k+lV2bk(k-lY2f (!?, ab!!)
lC=-CC

= 2$(ab) + (.X,

+ ~~ak’k+%k~k-l~nf

($,

ab$).

Replacing k by -k in the former sum on the right side above and employing
Entry 18(iv) with n = 1, we readily complete the proof in the same fashion as
in the proof of Entry 37(ii).
Corollary. We have
(9

r1/(q3hW3)

- $(-s3M(-q’3)

= 43{11/(4)$(q3g)

+ 4Q(-qM-q3g)19

(ii)

$(q5Ms”)

- 44-q5M(-q11)

= q5~4&7MW5)

+ Jl(-sM(-qs5)19

= ~“wklMw3)

- JI(-dJ/(-P)).

and

(iii)

$(q7hm9) - Ws7M-q9)

PROOF OF (i). In (36.8), set p = 8 and v = 5 to obtain the equality

J/(s’3)th3)

= (P(q3’2vk’6)

+ q108~(q624)f(q40~ crZ4)
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Replace q by - 4 and subtract the two formulas to get
Y%?3)11/(s’3)- d4-43M(-413)
= 2q3f(qy

q2341f(q’o,

47 + 2q57f(q546, q7*1f(q30, P4).

(37.3)

Now apply Entry 18(iv) with a = q14, b = $, and n = 1 to find that
f(q14, cl21= 414f(430, C4).
Employing this in (37.3) yields
11/khfw3)

- rc/(-43M-413)

= 2q3f (q234, 43901f(46,q10)+2q43f(q78,q5461f(q2,q14). (37.4)

Now from Corollary (ii) in Section 31, we seethat

Qw+-4)=fwYqlO)

* 4fk12d4)

and

wq39)

=f(q234, q3Qo)+ 439f(478,qs47.

Using these equalities in (37.4), we conclude that
W3hw3)

- J/(-43M-q13)

= t43(Md

+ !4-4)){w39)

+ 11/k?3Q)l

+ W(4) - id-411 (ti(q39) - d4-s39)l),
from which the desired result readily follows.
PROOFOF(ii). Letting p = 8 and v = 3 in (36.8), we find that

Yw'M45)

= (PG1440MP) + q"6Jl(q8801f(q24,q-8)
+

m'lq8m2-3mf(q440+l10m,q440-110m)f(q6m,q16-6n)~

Changing the sign of q and subtracting the two equations, we find that
4wM(d’)

- ~(-45)~(-4”)

= 2q5f (q-O, 43301fwd110) + 2q63f(q770,q1101f(q18,q-2)
= 2q5f(cp0, 45501f(96~qiO) + 2461f(q"0,q7701f(q2, ce4),

(37.5)

where we have applied Entry 18(iv) with a = q2, b = q14, and n = 1. By
Corollary (ii) in Section 31,

tit+41 = fW> 410) * 4fk2, 414)
and
J/( * qy

= f (4330, q-y

& qS5f (qllO, q”O).

Using these equalities in (37.5), we arrive at the desired result.
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(iii). In (36.Q let p = 8 and v = 1. Replacing
the two equalities, we find that

PR~~FOF

q

by -q and subtracting

bw17Mq9) - v+q7M-q9)
= 2qTf(q3’S,

46301f(42,

414) + 2q69f(q’26,

48821f(46,

(37.6)

410).

By Corollary (ii) in Section 31,
IcI(f 4) = .I-(@, 41°) f 4f(42Y 414)
and
II/( f 463) = “l-(4378, qy

f q63f(q126,

qy.

Using these equalities in (37.6), we readily complete the proof.
Example.

We have
~mw)

- +(-4M-45)

_zq(P(_46)rp(-q120)
+ wti(q6)1c1(q120).
x(-42M-44o)
PROOF.

In (36.7), let p = 3 and v = 2 to find that
ve14h44) = (PW5)wT + d-(q2”? 451f(44~q2).
by -q and subtracting the two formulas, we deduce that

Replacing

q

Ywfw)

- t4--4M--45)

= 11/h6H(P(q”) - rp(-P)l
+ q.f(q2, q4Hf(q5? cl27 + A-q53
Applying Entries 25(ii), 19, and 3O(ii), we obtain
NlMq5)

-q27

- 11/(-qM-q5)

= w~(q6)~(q120)

+ 2q(-q2; 46M-q4;

=4d”~(d?~k’20)

+ 2d-q2;

w;

4%W;
@)m

q2hO(-q6; q6),

(_

d9mf(q40~ q80)
q40;

q40)m

(37.7)

BY (22.4),
9(-q)

(4; 4)m
= (-q;
q)m’

and by Entry 22(iv) and (22.3),

x(--4) = (4;q2L = t-4;l 4L.
Using each of these equalities twice in (37.7), we achieve the desired result.
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Entries 38(i), (ii). For )q[ -C 1,

and

f(-47
= f Pkfl)
f(-q2, -q3)
k=O
x’
Entries 38(i) and (ii) constitute the famous Rogers-Ramanujan identities.
For the early history of these fascinating identities, consult Ramanujan’s
Collected Papers [lo, pp. 344-3461, Hardy’s book [3, pp. 90-991, or Andrews’
book [9, Chap. 71. Briefly, for several years after Ramanujan initially discovered these identities, he was unable to supply proofs. In fact, he [3]
submitted the identities to the problem section of the Journal of the Indian
Mathematical
Society. In 1916, while browsing through past issues of the
Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, Ramanujan discovered a
proof of the identities in a paper by Rogers [l]. Stimulated by the renewed
interest in his work, Rogers [4] published another proof. Ramanujan soon
found his own proof, and Rogers devised still another proof. Hardy thereupon
arranged for these two proofs to be published together (Ramanujan [8], [lo,
pp. 214-2151; Rogers [S]). At about the same time that Ramanujan unearthed
Rogers’ work, I. J. Schur also independently discovered Entries 38(i), (ii) and
published two proofs [l], [3, Vol. 2, pp. 117-1361 as well as proofs of similar
results [2], [3, Vol. 3, pp. 43-501. Watson’s paper [2] gave still another proof
of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities.
We would now like to point out that although Ramanujan discovered the
Rogers-Ramanujan identities in India and it took several years before he
found a proof, these identities are limiting cases of Entry 7. In fact, the proof
is not much different from Watson’s proof. We are grateful to R. A. Askey
for informing us that the Rogers-Ramanujan identities are deducible from
Entry 7.
If we let c, e, and f tend to co in (7.3), we find that
f

(- l)k(a),(l

_ aq2k)a2kqSk2P-W
=

k=O

h)k(l

-

(aq),

kzo

g.

a)

k

Letting a = 1 yields
(q)m kzo &

= 1 + kf$ (- l)k(l + qk)q5k2’2-k’2

=f(-cl23

-q3).

If we now apply the Jacobi triple product identity (Entry 19) to f( - q2, -q3),
we obtain the first Rogers-Ramanujan identity, Entry 38(i). Similarly, letting
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= q above, we deduce that
(-

l)k(l

-

q2k+l)qW2+W2

= A--4, -q4)s
To obtain this last equality, apply the distributive law in the penultimate line
and replace k by k - 1 in the second sum. Applying Entry 19 to f( - q, - q4),
we obtain the second Rogers-Ramanujan identity, Entry 38(ii).
Today, there exist many proofs of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities as well
as considerable generalizations. It would be impossible here to list all of these
proofs and generalizations, and so we describe only a selected sampling of
papers and conclude with a description of sources where more complete
bibliographies may be found.
After the work of Rogers and Ramanujan, some of the most important
earlier papers were written by Slater Cl], Alder Cl], and Gordon [l]. Other
generalizations have been found by Andrews [S], [15], Bressoud [l], Denis
[4], Mime [S], Paule Cl], Verma [l], and Verma and Jain Cl], [2]. Using
primarily the q-binomial theorem, Bressoud [2] has developed an especially
elegant and simple proof of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities, which has been
reproduced by J. and P. Borwein in their book [2]. Emphasizing operators
and explicit solutions of functional equations, Ehrenpreis [l] has developed
a new approach to Rogers-Ramanujan identities. His paper also contains a
discussion of several other proofs. For an enlightening exposition of Rogers’
tirst proof of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities and their connections with
certain q-orthogonal polynomials, see Askey’s paper [7]. Andrews [14] has
also discussed the importance of Rogers’ work and has reproduced two
fascinating letters of Rogers. To see how computer algebra can be an aid in
proving the Rogers-Ramanujan identities, see Andrews’ paper [20]. Proofs
of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities employ the Jacobi triple product identity
at some stage, except for one proof found by Andrews [19]. In the 198Os,
R. J. Baxter discovered the Rogers-Ramanujan identities and several beautiful analogues in his work on the hard hexagon model. For descriptions of this
work, see Baxter’s book [l] as well as papers by Baxter [2], Andrews [ll],
and Andrews, Baxter, and Forrester [ 11. An interesting proof of the RogersRamanujan identities motivated by their discovery and occurrence in the
solution of the hard hexagon model has been given by Andrews and Baxter
[l]. A. K. Agarwal and Andrews [l] have proved some Rogers-Ramanujan
identities for certain partitions with “n copies of n,” which also have applications to the hard hexagon model. For many years a purely combinatorial
proof of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities was sought. Finally, in 1981, a
bijective proof of the identities was devised by Garsia and Milne [l]. Relying
heavily on the work of Garsia and Milne, Bressoud and Zeilberger [l] found
a simpler bijective proof. Lepowsky and Wilson [l] have proved the RogersRamanujan identities within the setting of Euclidean Lie algebras.
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We have listed only a minority of the proofs and generalizations of the
Rogers-Ramanujan identities found by Andrews. His survery papers [4]-[S],
[S], [21], book [9], and monograph [18] provide references for many original
papers on this subject, including his own important contributions. Particularly recommended is Andrews’ paper [21], which provides a classification
and discussion of almost all of the known proofs of the Rogers-Ramanujan
identities. Askey’s paper [7] also offers many references. Another survey paper
has been written by Verma [2].
Entry 38(iii). For (q( -c 1,

A-4, -q4) 1 4 2 q3
f(-$9 -q3) = T+T+T+T+...PROOF. Set a = 1 in the corollary to Entry 15. Using Entries 38(i), (ii), we
complete the proof.

Entry 38(iii) is another famous theorem of Ramanujan and is generally
known as “Ramanujan’s continued fraction” or as the “Rogers-Ramanujan
continued fraction.” As pointed out in Section 15, the first proof of Entry 38(iii)
was given by Rogers [l]. Ramanujan’s proof is found in his paper [8], [lo,
pp. 214-215). Shortly thereafter, Rogers [6] gave another proof. Although
the continued fraction was mentioned in Ramanujan’s [lo, p. xxviii] first letter
to Hardy, the equality of Entry 38(iii) was not. Ramanujan eventually found
several generalizations and ramifications of his continued fraction which he
recorded in his “lost notebook” [l 11, in the unorganized pages of his second
notebook, and in his third notebook. For an account of some of these developments, seetwo papers by Andrews [lo], [13], several papers by Ramanathan
[l], [2], [4]-[6], [9], and a paper by Andrews, Berndt, Jacobsen, and Lamphere Cl]. After the work of Rogers and Ramanujan, no significant generalizations were found until Selberg Cl], [2, pp. l-231 published his first paper in
1936. In addition to papers cited in Sections 15 and 16 and in our discussion
of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities above, further generalizations and related work may be found in papers by Carlitz Cl], Carlitz and Scoville Cl],
Gordon [2], Hirschhorn [S], [6], Al-Salam and Ismail Cl], Bhargava and
Adiga [l], [2], Bhargava, Adiga, and Somashekara Cl], [2], Bhargava Cl],
Churchhouse [ 11, Denis [ l]-[3], Verma, Denis, and Rao [ 11, Singh [ 11, and
Hovstad [ 11.
The Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction has combinatorial interpretations, a fact first recognized by G. Szekeres [ 11.We mention one such combinatorial interpretation, discussed by A. M. Odlyzko and H. S. Wilf [l].
An (n, k) fountain is an arrangement of n coins in rows such that there are
exactly k coins in the bottom row, and such that each coin in a higher
row touches exactly two coins in the next lower row. Let f(n, k) denote
the number of (n, k) fountains, and put f(n) = c;=if(n, k). Thus, f(1) = 1,
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f(2) = 1, f(3) = 2, f(4) = 3, f(5) = 5, f(6) = 9, f(7) = 15, and so on. Then
{f(n)} has the generating function
l+

FJ(++-;-;-;

_....

n=l

Similar interpretations have been examined by Glasser, Privman, and SvrakiC
[l] and Privman and SvrakiC [l].
For further combinatorial interpretations of the Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction, seepapers by Flajolet [l] and Andrews [ 131.
Entry 38(iv). For 141< 1,
f2(-q2,

-q3) - q2’5f2(-4,

-cl41 = f(-du-(4’7

+ d’X-$1).

(38.1)

We establish the following formulation of the quintuple product identity
from which we deduce Entry 38(iv).
Theorem (Quintuple Product Identity). For 141 < 1,

.W3%q’/B3)- B2f(qlB3,B3q5)= f(-q2) f’;i;q;;;~2’.3

(38.2)

In (36.1), set p = 3 and v = 1 and replace q2 by q. Recalling also the
remarks made after (36.6), we find that

PROOF.

3u-(42~ 42/4fmP

q/B) + J-t- Aq2, - q2/w-(-

&Y - q/B)1

= mil (~)1q3m2f(Kq24+16m,
~q24~16m)f(aBq3+2m,
G).
(38.3)

Make the same substitutions in (36.2) but also replace A by l/A. Accordingly,

=A--’

c

,=‘,

(3”q3.2+4.t2f($q32+16.,

gq16-16.)

7+2m
Xf

4
T’

ABq-‘-2”

.

(38.4)

>

Note that

when A = B2q2. Giving A this value and subtracting (38.4) from (38.3), we
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deduce that
“0 - B2q4, - l/B21f( - Bq, -q/B)
= f(q2*Y q20) ulB3d

q/B3) - W2)fWB3~

B3q)l

+ f(4449 44MpY-(B3q7? l/B34 - u/B31f(q71B3~ B3/q)l.
n

(38.5)

We now apply Entry 18(iv) twice. First, letting a = l/qB3, b = B3q7, and
= 1, we deduce that
f(B3q7, l/B3q) = &fW/S3,

Second, putting

a

B3q).

= B3/q, b = q7/B3, and n = 1 yields
f(q7/B3, B3/q) = ;ftB’d

q/B3).

Using the two foregoing equalities in (38.5), we find that
f( - B2q4, - l/B21f( - Bq, -q/B)
= {f(q3”, q2’) - q4f(q44, q4)) Lf(B3d

q/B31 - W21f(qs/B3,

B3q)}

(38.6)
= f(-C4> -q8){f(B3qS, q/B3) - W21f(qslB3, B3q)),
where we have applied Entry 31 with a = -q4, b = -q*, and n = 2.
Next, replace B by l/B in (38.6) and successively employ Entries 3O(iv),
30(i), and 24(iii) to conclude that

f(qs/B3, B3q) - B2f(dB3, B3qs)
= A-B23

-q4/B2M-Bq,
A-q41

= f(-B2,

-q4/B21f(-B2q2,
-q2/B2M-q2)
f( - q41fUh 0)

= A-B29

-q/B)

-q2/B2Mq2h(-q2)
f( - q41fOQ q/B)

= f(-q21f(-B2,
-q2/B2)
f(&, 0)
’
which completes the proof.
PROOF OF ENTRY 38(iv). In Entry 31, let a = -4, b = -q2, and n = 5. Using
also Entry 18(iv) three times, we find that

A-4)

= -4f(-42s)
-42u-(-q20Y

+ u-(-43s,
-P)

-q40) - 41s”fbl-10,

- qSf(-$9

-4’O)).

-P)}
(38.7)
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We now apply (38.2) twice. In each case, replace q by q2s’2, and then let
B = -q15/2 and -q5/2, respectively. Hence, (38.7) becomes

Replace q by q115and multiply both sides by f( - q). Using the corollary to
Entry 28, we deduce that
f(--4HfhP5)

f 41’5f(-q5)l

f(-4,-q4)
=f(-alf(-q5)I-y(yyg))
-q3)I
> - qw5f(-q2,
= f”(-cl27 4) - 42’5f2(-4,-4%
which is precisely (38.1).
As Ramanathan [8] has pointed out, the quintuple product identity can
be found in Ramanujan’s “lost notebook” [ 11) in the form

f(-x2, -Ax)f(Ax3)
f(-x,

= f(-1*x3,

-Rx2)

-1x6) + xf( - I, - A2xg). (38.8)

To seethat (38.2) and (38.8) are equivalent, set ilx3 = q* and x = -q/B. Then
(38.8) takes the form

f(-4*/B’,
-B*)f(-q2)
f(q/B, qB)

= f(B3q, q5/B3) - ;f(B”/‘q, q7/B3)
= f(B3q, q5/B3) - B2f(B3q5, q/B3),

by an application of Entry 18(iv).
Next, we put (38.8) in a form that is perhaps more common and that
legitimizes the designation “quintuple product identity.” Let Izx3 = q. By
Entry 22(iii) and the Jacobi triple product identity, Entry 19, the left side of
(38.8) equals

= (4; 4L(x2q; A&/x*;

q2M-x; 4M-q/x; 4L.

On the other hand, from the definition of f(a, b), the right side of (38.8) is
readily seen to equal
“E,

(- l)nq”(3”-1)‘2x3n(l

+ xq”).

Lastly, replacing x by - l/z, we summarize our calculations above with a more
familiar form of the quintuple product identity,
f

q(3n2+n)/2

n=-03

(z3”- z-3n-1)= (4; qL(zq; qLW; qM2q; q2LW2; q2)m.
(38.9)
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The quintuple product identity has a long history, and it is difficult to assign
priority to it. In one form, it was probably known to Weierstrass, for in H. A.
Schwarz’s book [l, p. 473, published in 1893, the quintuple product identity
is written in terms of Weierstrass sigma functions. In R. Fricke’s book [2,
pp. 432-4331, the quintuple product identity is presented in terms of thetafunctions. Watson’s name is associated with the quintuple product identity
because in 1929 he [3] proved it en route to establishing (39.1) below. W. N.
Bailey [l], who was familiar with Watson’s work, found a proof in 1951.
Shortly thereafter in 1952, D. B. Sears [l] showed that the quintuple product
identity followed easily from some work he had done a year earlier. In the
course of proving a conjecture of Dyson, A. 0. L. Atkin and P. SwinnertonDyer [l] established the quintuple product identity in 1954 without realizing
its prior occurrence in the literature. The identity was rediscovered in 1961 by
B. Gordon [l]. L. J. Mordell [2], attributing the result to Gordon, gave
another proof shortly thereafter. In 1970, M. V. Subbarao and M. Vidyasagar
Cl] found a proof. In 1972, L. Carlitz [3] discovered two proofs and, in the
same year, in collaboration with Subbarao, published still another proof [ 11.
Andrews [7] showed that the quintuple product identity is a consequence of
Bailey’s summation of a well poised &6. In 1988, employing the Jacobi triple
product identity, M. Hirschhorn [S] established a significant generalization
of the quintuple product identity. A year later, Blecksmith, Brillhart, and Gerst
[2, p. 3071 pointed out that the quintuple product identity is a special case of
their theorem, which we related in Section 36. Lastly, in 1990, R. J. Evens [l]
used complex function theory to give a short, elegant proof of the quintuple
product identity that is completely unlike previous proofs.
Entry 39. If a, /I > 0 and u/l = 1r2, then

IJ

52+ 1 +

1 +
+ 1

e-21r/5

i

x Js 2

e-2a

1 + -e-4a1 +... I

e-2m

+

e-2B

1

+

1 +

and

(ii)

Js - 1 + e-d5 e-a e-2a
__-~
2
1 - 1 + 1 -...

=-.

545
2

e-48

1 +.** I
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Jacobsen [ 1, p. 4351 has shown that, in fact, Entries 39(i), (ii) are valid for
all complex numbers a and B with c@= r?, Re a > 0, and Re /I > 0.
Formula (i) was communicated by Ramanujan [lo, p. xxviii] in his first
letter to Hardy and was first proved in print by Watson [4]. Ramanathan [l],
[4] has proved both (i) and (ii) and has established additional theorems of this
type. We shall give below a proof of (ii) which is different from the proofs of
both Watson and Ramanathan but which possessesfeatures of both proofs.
It seemslikely that our proof is close to that found by Ramanujan. Our proof
of(i) is very similar, and we give only a brief sketch of it.
PROOF OF (ii). Let

F(e-a) _ e-u/S 5
ee2’ em3’
1 - 1 + 1 - 1 + a...
Then employing Entries 38(iii), (iv) and the corollary to Entry 28, we find that
~

1

F(e-“)

- F(e-“) + 1

= ea15f(- eC2’, ee3@) e-“Pf(e-a, - ed4=)
f(e-=, -e-4=)
- f( -e-2a,
e-3=)
+ l
= c=15f 2( -em2”, e-3=)

- e-=/5f qe-=,
f(e-=,

-ee4”)f(-ep2=,

= e=15f(em=) {f (e-a’5) - e-a’5f(e-5a)}
f W”)f

+ f(e-=,

-e-4=)

-e-4”)f(

-e-2=,

e3=)

ee3’)

+ f(e-=)f(ee5”)

(em5=)

= ea’5f(e-=‘5)
f(eA5=) ’

(39.1)

Thus,
1
i F(e-“)
=

+ 1
’
11 F(e-O)
e(=+s,15f(e-=/5)f(e-8/5)
F(e-“)

f(e-5”)f(e-5B)

F(em8) + 1

.

(39.2)

In Entry 27(iv), replace a by a/5 and /I by 5/I to deduce that
e-=/120(a/5)wf(e-=/5)

= e-58/2”(5g)‘/“f(e-5B),

where a/l = rc’. Using this equality and a similar equality with the roles of a
and /I reversed, we find from (39.2) that
1
’
(39.3)
~
- F(e-“) + 1
- F(e-O) + 1 = 5.
F(e-“)

F(e-8)

For brevity, set A = F(e-“) and B = F(ev8). Then (39.3) takes the form
(A2 - A - l)(B’ - B - 1) = 5AB,
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or, after a brief calculation,
{AB - &I + B) - l}’ = $4 + B)2.

(39.4)

AB - $4 + B) - 1 > 0.

(39.5)

Suppose that
Then, from (39.4),
Js

AB-&4+B)-1=+4+B),

since A, B > 0. After some elementary manipulation, we find that
(2A - Js - 1)(2B - Js - 1) = 10 + 2JJ.
By (39.1), A, B < (3
greater than

+ 1)/2, and so, since A, B > 0, the left side above is no
(,/+1)2=6+2fi<10+2,/?.

Since this is an obvious contradiction, our assumption (39.5) is incorrect, and
we must conclude that
Js
AB - $4 + B) - 1 = -+A

+ B).

After some elementary algebraic manipulation, the foregoing equality may be
written in the form
5-G
*(2/t + Js - 1)(2B + Js - 1) = 2’
which is equality (ii).
PROOF OF (i). Define

p/5
F(e-“)

= ~

e-a

e-2a

e-3a

-

~

__

1 + 1 +

1 +

1 + a..*

Then, proceeding as above, we can show that

Putting A = F(ew2”) and B = F(e-2p), we find, with the use of Entry 27(iii),
that
(A2 + A - l)(B2 + I3 - 1) = 5AB,
which is equivalent to
(Al3 + $4 + B) - l}” = &I + B)2.
The remainder of the proof is parallel to that of (ii).
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Corollary. We have
6)

e-n/s

e-”

e-2n

T-1+1-...=

and
e-2n/5

(ii)

e-2”

e-4n

-i-+1+1+-=

Let x denote the continued fraction on the left side of (i). Putting
a = /I = n in Entry 39(ii), we observe, after simplification, that x satisfies the
equation
PROOF.

x2 + (Js - 1)x - 1 = 0.
Solving this equation and observing that x > 0, we easily obtain the desired
result.
In a similar fashion, Corollary (ii) follows from Entry 39(i).
Corollaries (i) and (ii) are both found in Ramanujan’s [lo, p. xxvii] first
letter to Hardy. Ramanathan [l], [2], [4], [S], [P] has not only proved
Corollaries (i) and (ii) but has established several additional beautiful results
of this sort.
Some of the proofs in this chapter appear in the doctoral dissertation of
C. Adiga [ 1] at the University of Mysore.

CHAPTER

Fundamental

17

Properties of Elliptic Functions

Chapter 17 is almost entirely devoted to the theory of elliptic functions. The
groundwork was prepared in the sections on theta-functions in Chapter 16.
In the present chapter, Ramanujan introduces Jacobian elliptic functions and
elliptic integrals. It is interesting that Ramanujan does not use the classical
notation and terminology from the theory of elliptic functions and integrals.
In Section 6, we identify the functions and parameters employed by Ramanujan with the more familiar notations in the theory of elliptic functions.
Much of Chapter 17 concentrates on various types of infinite series that
can be evaluated in terms of parameters that arise frequently and naturally in
the theory of elliptic functions and integrals. Many of Ramanujan’s identities
involving infinite series may be derived from theorems found in Jacobi’s
Fundamenta Nova [l], [2]. In particular, the Fourier series of the Jacobian
elliptic functions can be utilized to establish many of Ramanujan’s findings.
Generally, however, we prefer to employ theta-functions, as did Ramanujan.
It is difficult to assesshow many results in this chapter are original with
Ramanujan. Perhaps a majority of the formulas in Chapter 17 cannot be found
in print. However, if they are not in the literature, most can be derived without
too much difficulty from published results. In particular, as indicated above,
many of the results in Chapter 17 can be deduced from Jacobi’s Fundamenta
Nova Cl], [a].
We conclude this introduction with a few remarks about notation. As usual,
Put
(4

r(u + k)
= T(a)’

(O-1)

where a is any complex number and k is a nonnegative integer. The generalized
hypergeometric series pFq is defined by
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1

a,,a,,...,ap.
pFq

Properties

[ P1J2,...,Bq9x

(0.2)

where p and 4 are nonnegative integers and a,, a2,. . . , up, b1,/12,. . .,/I, are
complex numbers. If the number of parameters is “small,” we use the notation
fiq; X) instead of that on the left side of (0.2). If
pFq(al,a2,...,ap;B1,82,...,
x = 1, we omit the argument. In this chapter, p = 4 + 1, and so pFq converges
for 1x1< 1 always, and if Re(a, + a2 + ... + aq+l) < Re(& + /I2 + .** + B,),
q+lFq converges for x = 1 as well.
As is customary in the theory of q-series, we also utilize the notations
n-l
a

:=

(a; 4).

:=

kgo (1 -

(0.3)

wk)

and
(4, := 6%da, := kflo (1 - aqk),
where 141 < 1 here and throughout the sequel. The notations (0.1) and (0.3)
evidently conflict. However, the context will immediately make it clear whether (0.1) or (0.3) is being used.
Finally, if e(z) = I’(z)/I(z), recall that (e.g., see Whittaker and Watson’s
text [l, p. 2471)

W)= -Yfkgo(&-A

>9

(0.4)

where y denotes Euler’s constant. Formula (0.4) will frequently be used in the
sequel, often without comment.
Entry 1. Let n and x be real numbers with 0 5 x < 1. Then

- 24
sin-’
(JIE
sin
d>dq
=TF(1_nn.1.x)
s4’cos{(l
0

JlT

22

1

)“’

PROOF.By Entry 35(iii) in Chapter 11 of Ramanujan’s second notebook (Part
11 c9, P. 991),
(1 - x’)-“~ cos(2n sin-’ x) = 2Fl(i + n, i - n; 3; x2),
where n is arbitrary and 0 I x < 1. Replace 2n by 1 - 2n and x by & sin cp
and then integrate both sides over 0 I cpI n/2. Accordingly, upon inverting
the order of integration and summation, we find that
n/2cos{(l - 2n) sin-’ (&
JTYGq
s0

sin cp)} do
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= ; z. (1- 4k(ww(k

+ iJx,,

I-(k + 1)

(&k!

from which the desired conclusion readily follows.
We now transcribe Entry 1 into perhaps more familiar forms. Put
sin 0 = & sin cp.Then a brief calculation gives
sin-’

J;

s 0

cos(2n - 1)e
dfl= 5,F,(l
Jczia

- n, n; 1; x).

(1.1)

By a result of Murphy, which can be found in Whittaker and Watson’s
treatise [l, p. 3121, zF1(l - n, n; 1; x) = P-,(1 - 2x), where P, denotes the nth
Legendre function. Thus, (1.1) may be written in the form

s

sin-‘J; cos(2n - 1)e
de = &(I
0
&ziGi

- 2x).

(1.2)

In particular, setting n = 3, we deduce that
sin-l

s0

J;
g&

=

;Lu

24.

-

Thus, we have a representation of the Legendre function P-,,z in terms of an
elliptic integral of the first kind. This result is due to Kleiber Cl, p. lo]. Lastly,
if we replace 1 - 2x by cos ~1,n by - n, and 8 by (p/2 in (1.2), we further find that
dq = P,(cos LX),
cos cp - cos a

which is known as the Mehler-Dirichlet
CL P. 3151).

integral (Whittaker and Watson

Corollary (i). For any real number n,
sin cp
n,2COS (1 - 2n) sin-’ ~
(Al
i
dp = 2q1
JW
2
s0

_

ge

+

in)’

(1.3)

PROOF.Letting x = ) in Entry 1, we find that the left side of (1.3) is equal to
(7c/2),F,(l - n, n; 1; f). Recall now the following theorem of Gauss, which
may be found in Bailey’s tract [4, p. 111 and which was rediscovered by
Ramanujan in Chapter 10, Entry 34 (Part II [9, p. 421). If a and b are arbitrary,
then
$,(a,

b; $(a + b + 1); +) =

r())r($(a

+ b + I))
+ *b).

r(+ + $qr(;

(1.4)
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In particular,
zF1(l - n, n; 1; 4) =

w
r(1 - $)I-($ + in)’

and so the result follows.
Corollary (ii). For 0 I x < 1, let
‘I2

u, =

1 - 24 sin-’ (&
J-m

COS((

s 0

Then, for 0 < x < 1 and nonintegral

7c

sin cp)} do

n,

Ul-X

exp -~~
= x exp($(n) + t&l - n) + 27)
sin(7rn) u, >

(

x (1 + (2n2 - 2n + 1)x + (1 - $(n - n”) + y(n - n2)2)x2 + .a.},
where, as usual, t&x) = T’(x)/T(x)

and y denotes Euler’s constant.

PROOF.We turn to Corollary 1 of Entry 25 in Chapter 11 (Part II [9, p. 771).
In that corollary, let n = 0 and then replace a and b by n - 1 and -n,
respectively. Using Entry 1 as well, we find that, for 0 < x < 1,
2
U-

sin(7cn) ’ X

= j. ‘““;:!; 4 {Il/(n
= iu,{Log
+

F
k=l

+ k) + 11/(1- n + k) - 2$(k + 1) + Log x}xI’

x + +(n) + @(l - n) - 21/1(l)}
tn)kfl

-

n)k

{$(n + k) - $(n) + $(l - n + k) - $(l - n)

(W2

- 2$(k + 1) + 24k(1)}xk.

Since 11/(l)= -7, this may be written in the form
71
--“1-“=Logx+$(n)++(l-n)+2g
sin(7rn) a,
+

L

2u,

f

tn)ktl

-

tk!12

n)k

{Nn + 4 - ICl(n)+ W - n + 4

k=l

- tj(1 - n) - 2+(k + 1) - 2y}xk.
Exponentiating the equality above, we find that

(1.5)
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= x exp(W)

+ J/(1 - n) + 2y)e”,

91
(1.6)

where, with the use of (0.4)
q-q

~+~“-*}X+“(n+1)(1q”)(*-n){~+~+~+~”--3}x’+~.~
i

w=

1 + n(1 - n)x + .”

= (2n2 - 2n + 1)x - $(3n4 - 6n3 + n2 + 2n - 2)x2 + .*a
1 + (n - n2)x + .a.

=(2n2-2n+l)x+(&4-+r3++r2-$r+*)x2+.*.,
Expanding exp w and putting the result in (1.6), we complete the proof.
For 0 < x < 1, let
F(x)

=

--7t

exp

24(3~

3;
24(4,3;

(

1;

1 1;

x)

4

(2.1)
> *

We can extend this definition to x = 0 and x = 1, because it is easily seen that
lim F(x) = 0
x-o+

(2.2)

lim F(x) = 1.

(2.3)

and
x+1-

The function F(x) was briefly examined in Section 27 of Chapter 11.
Entry 2(i). If0 < x < 1, then

F(x)

=

2

exp

16
Entry 2(i) was stated as a corollary and proved in Section 26 of Chapter
11 (Part II [9, pp. 78-791).
The next result is very characteristic of Ramanujan, and we quote him
exactly. (We need to assume that x 2 0 below.)
Entry 2(ii).
F(1 - e-*) =

X

10+$6X

very nearly.

(2.4)

PROOF.By (2.2) and (2.3) it is readily seen that the left- and right-hand sides
of (2.4) agree at x = 0 and x = co.
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Calculating the Maclaurin series of the right side of (2.4), we find that, for
1x1< 8,
X3
280x’
x
X
+
(2.5)
lo+Jm=16
3072+2l’~3~.5
“”
On the other hand, replacing x by x/8 in Entry 2(vii) below, we deduce that,
for x 2 0,
x3 + 279x5 +
3072 21g.33.5
‘-”

F(1 - e-x) = 2 - ~

16

Comparing (2.5) and (2.6), we complete the proof of Ramanujan’s excellent
approximation for x 2 0 and x small.
Observe, from (2.5) and (2.6), that the coefficients of x5 differ by only
1/(21g. 33. 5). Thus, Ramanujan’s approximation is uncannily accurate.
H. Waadeland has communicated to us a very plausible explanation for
Ramaunjan’s approximation. Replacing x2 by t in (2.6), we arrive at
t2

xF(1 - eeX) = k - 3072 + ,,:#3::
t

t

5 + ...

53t

16 192 2’.3.5
1 + 1 +
1

+...’

Now,
53
2’. 3 * 5

1
144.905660. . . ’

Ramanujan liked highly composite numbers. Thus, replacing 144.905660 by
144 and replacing all subsequent numerators in the continued fraction above
by t/144, we find that
t

t

t

t

t

xF(1 - e-y z -16 _192 _144 _144 _144
1+ 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 +**.
t/16
t/192

=
l+

)(l + Jl+t/36)
t

=lo+J36+t*
Entry Z(iii). For 0 < x c 1,
Log F(x) Log F(l - x) = 7c2.
PROOF.This result follows at once from the definition of P in (2.1).
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Entry 2(iv). We haoe
F(1 - x) + F(1 - l/x) = 0.
PROOF.Using Entries 30 and 32(ii) in Chapter 11 (Part II [9, pp. 87,92]), we
find that
&Log

F(l - x) - Log F(1 - l/x))

=- d --A 2W& 4; 1;x)
dx (
*F&, ); 1; 1 - x) +

*F,(S,3; 1;l/x)

XZF1(*, 3; 1; 1 - l/x) >
1
1
=-- *F,*(f, f; 1; 1 - x)x(x - 1) + ,42(), f; 1; 1 - l/x)(x - 1)

1
=-- ,F,*(& 4; 1; 1 - x)x(x - 1) + ,ly($,
= 0.

1
3; 1; 1 - x)x(x - 1)

Thus, for some constant c,
F(1 - x)
F(1 - l/x) = c.
By using Entry 2(i), we easily seethat
.
::

F(l -x)
F(1 - l/x) = --l.

Hence, c = - 1, and the proof is complete.
Entry 2(v). We have

PROOF.In our proof of Entry 32(iii) in Chapter 11 [9, p. 933, we showed that
2Fl

4x
fk
k(1
(
>= (1 + x) 2F,(), $; 1; x2).

(2.7)

Replacing x by (1 - x)/(1 + x), we find that
*F&, ); 1; 1 - x2) = &*F,
Dividing (2.8) by (2.7), we arrive at
,F&, f; 1; 1 - x’)
2
2Fl(+, f; 1; x2) =

$, 3; 1; 1 -

4x
(1.

>

(2.8)
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Multiplying the equality above by --7t and exponentiating, we deduce the
desired result.
In a note following Entry 2(v), Ramanujan describes a very ingenious
algorithm for calculating the power series expansion of F(2x/(l + x)), which
we now relate in detail.
First, by Entry 2(iv),

F(pj+F(l-fi-_:)=-F(l-:-+f)=-F(&).
Thus, since F(2x/( 1 + x)) is an odd function of X, we can write
F-

( >
2x

= s1 akX*k-l

1+X

(2.9)

+ o(x*n+l)

in a neighborhood of the origin (in fact, for 1x1< 3). Setting Y2 = 2x/(1 + x),
we find that, in a neighborhood of y = 0,
F(Y*)

=

k$

ak(2

;;i):k-l

+

O(y4n+2)

= ktl bkyzk+ o(y4”+*),
where b2,-1 and b,, are expressible in terms of a,, a,, . . . , a,,, for each m,
1 I m < n. Hence, by Entry 2(v), in some neighborhood of y = 0,

F(A) =(fl hYzk + o(Y4”‘“))‘1
= k$lCkyzk-’+ o(y4”+l),

(2.10)

where c, is expressible in terms of b,, . . . , b,, 1 I m I 2n. Hence, cZrnel and
c2,,, are expressible in terms of a,, . . . , a,,, for each m, 1 s m I n. Next, set
x = 2y/(l + y*). Then
X
2x
and = ___4Y
1+x
(l+y)“’
y=l+J1--xz
Hence, for )xJ sufficiently small, (2.10) becomes

“(&) =kglck(l-;zrk-l
= gl d,x2k-’ + 0(X4”+‘),

+o(X4n+1)
(2.11)

where each d,,,, 1 < m I 2n, is expressible in terms of cl, . . . , c,. Thus, since
d2m-1 is expressible in terms of cl, . . . , c~,,,-~and dzm is expressible in terms of
we deduce that d2m-1 and d2,,, are expressible in terms of a,, . . . ,
Cl,
. . . > C*m,
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a,. But, comparing (2.9) and (2.11), we seethat uk = dk, k 2 1. In conclusion,
we have therefore shown that a2,,-i and u2,,,can be determined from a,, . . . , a,.
Entry 2(vi) illustrates the algorithm described above.
Entry 2(vi). 1f 1x1c 3, then
4097
--x7
218

+

1594895
227

-x9

+ ... .

PROOF.From Entry 2(i), it is clear that a, = $, in the notation (2.9). Thus, we
write, for 1x1< $,
;x + 0(x3).
Setting y2 = 2x/(1 + x), we find that
F(y’)

= ;y2

+ &y4

+ O(y6).

Hence, by Entry 2(v),
F(&)={;~‘-t&~+O(Y’?jln
= ;y + hY3

+ O(y5).

Setting x = 2y/(l + y”), we find from the equality above that
F2x
1
x
~1+x
=41+~~+~(l+&J+Ow~
(
>

cw

for 1x1c 3. Now, by Corollary 1, Section 14 of Chapter 3 (Part I [S, p. 71]),

where n is any real number and Ia I < a. Hence, for Ix I < 1,
2

(2.14)

l+Ji-Z
and
8
(1 + J1_x2)3

3x2 9x4
=1+4+16+16+-.

7x6

Putting (2.14) and (2.15) in (2.12), we arrive at
fx +&x3

+ 0(x5).

(2.15)
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Repeating the procedure above, but with n = 2 in the algorithm, we have

F(yZ) = AY2

+ &Y4

+

&y6+

&YE

+ o(Y’“)

and

( >

~ 4Y
=
F (1 + Yj2
BY (2.13~

&Y7

;y+;y3+gy5+

32
(1 + JC?)”

+ O(Y9).

=l+?g+?g+...

(2.16)

and
128
(1 + JC?,’

= 1 +?g+....

(2.17)

Thus, from (2.14)-(2.17),
4097
TX7

+ 0(x9).

We repeat this procedure once more, but with n = 3. Accordingly,
that
6257
F(y2)
= 116yz + &y4 + $y6 + $y8 + Fy’”
+ o(Y’2),

we find

from which we deduce that
;Y

+

+

;y3

fY5

+ $7

4239
+ Fyg

+ O(y”).

Finally, using (2.14)-(2.17), we find that the coefficient of x9 in the power series
expansion of F(2x/(l + x)) is 1594895/227. This completes the proof.
Entry Z(vii). For x 2 0,

F(1 - e-8x)= kx PROOF.

ix3

+ gx5

- -661

219677
5040x7 + 1451520”

+ ‘.’ ’

We shall apply Entry 2(vi) with x replaced by tanh(4x). Since
2 tanh(4x)
= 1 - e-‘3”,
1 + tanh(4x)

we find that
F(1 - eTEX)= i tanh(4x) + &

tanh3 (4x) + $

tanh5 (4x)

4097
1594895
+ -218 tanh7 (4x) + ___227 tanhg (4x) + ... .

(2.18)
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Now, for 1x1< 7c/2(Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [l, p. 35]),
m 2y2=

tanh(4x) = 1

- l)B,,

(4x)2’-’

(2k)!

k=l

(2.19)
where B,,, 0 5 n < 00, denotes the nth Bernoulli
(2.19) into (2.18), we achieve the desired expansion
computation.

number. Substituting
after

a rather

tedious

Example 1. We have
F(0) = 0,

F(1) = 1,

F(3) = e-“,

F((JZ - 1)2) = e-“Jz,

and

F((Jjl

- 1)4) = e-2rr.

PROOF.The values for F(0) and F(1) were previously observed in (2.2) and
(2.3), respectively. The value for F(3) follows immediately from (2.1).
In (2.7) put x = ,/? - 1 to find that
2Fl(4, f; 1; 1 - (Jz - 1)2) = 2Fl(+, 3; 1; 2(Jz - 1))

= ,/?,F,(3,

4; 1; (,/2 - 1)2).

The proposed value for F((fi
- 1)2) fo11ows immediately from (2.1) and the
extremal equality above.
Lastly, set x = (fi - 1)2 in Entry 2(v) to get

e-” = F(i) = F

- 1)2
= F((,/?
(1 + (Jz - 1)2)2>
4(fi

- 1)4)1’2.

Squaring the extremal equality above finishes the proof.
Example 2. Zf 0 I x < 1, then

PROOF.In Entry 2(vii), replace x by x/(1 - x2) to find that, for 0 I x c 1,

661

x7
219677
x9
5040 (1 - x2)7 + 1451520 (1 - x2)’ + *” ’
Expanding (1 - x’)-~“-~ , 0 I n I 4, in Maclaurin series and collecting coeflicients of like powers, we complete the proof.
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For 141< 1, let
(3.1)
one of the classical theta-functions studied by Ramanujan in Chapter 16.
Lemma.

For 141 <

1,

PROOF.By Entry 32(iii) in Chapter 11 (Part II [9, p. 93]),
(3.2)
Now if
1 -x
l+x=-9

(PZ(-4
4%)

(3.3)

then
(3.4)
by the corollary in Section 25 of Chapter 16. An elementary calculation now
shows that
1 + x = (P2(-q”bPW
(P2(q2k4-d
By Entry 25(iii) in Chapter 16,
&)d-d

= (P2(-q2)*

Hence,
1+x

(P2(q)
=(p20.

Substituting (3.3), (3.4), and (3.6) into (3.2), we complete the proof.
Entry 3. If 1q(-c 1, then
q?(q) = 2Fl +, 3; 1; 1 - $0).
PROOF.

Iterate the identity of the foregoing lemma a total of m times. If n = 2”,
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we then find that
2Fl 3, $; 1; 1 - S)
(

(3.7)
($,$; 1; 1 - ‘pl(q”)).
(P4k”)
and (p(q”) tend to 1, the desired result

= $.@&F1
cp (4 1

Now let n tend to co. Since (p(-q”)
follows.

The proof of the lemma and Entry 3 are very briefly sketched by Ramanujan (p. 206). Proofs in the latter half of the second notebook are very rare
indeed.
In his sketch, Ramanujan seemsto claim that

Since the right side is analytic at x = 0 while the left side is not, the proposed
identity is false. Fortunately, there is no evidence that Ramanujan actually
used this claim.
Lemma. For 141c 1,

2Fl +,+;1;!!&3) = rp202Fl (4,*; 1;rp’(q’)).
(
2v (4 1
(P4(q2)
PROOF.We shall employ (2.7) with x = cp2(-q)/rp2(q).
Chapter 16,
(P2M + (P2(-q) = 2v2(q2).
Using (3.5) and (4.1), we readily find that
4x
(1=

By Entry 25(vi) in

cp4(-q2)
(P4(q2)

(4.1)

(4.2)

and
(4.3)
Substituting (4.2) and (4.3) into (2.7), we complete the proof.
Entry 4(i). If m is a nonnegative integer and n = 2”, then

PROOF.

Iterate the identity in the previous lemma m times to obtain the

equality
24

(P4(-q) (P2(q) f,i; 1;(P4(-q”)
;, i; 1;rp40
rp4k”)
>
>.
=nrp2024
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Combine this equality with (3.7) to deduce that

Multiplying

both sides by - rc and exponentiating, we complete the proof.

Entry 4(ii). Zf n = 2”, as above, then

PROOF. This follows immediately from (4.4).

The proofs of the results in Section 4 were also sketched by Ramanujan. It
was doubtless the importance of the inversion formula in Section 5 below
which led Ramanujan to include sketches of the results in Sections 3 and 4 in
his notebooks.
Entry 5 (Inversion Formula). For 141< 1,

F(l-$$)=q.
PROOF. We shall let n tend to cc in Entry 4(ii).

As x tends to 0, by Entry 2(i), F(x) - x/16. Thus, if 5, = (p4(-#‘)/(p4(@‘),
lim dm
n-02

= lim /R.
n-m

Let
$(4) = kro qk(k+1)‘2,
another classical theta-function
Entry 25(vii) in Chapter 16,

141-= 1,

(5.1)

studied by Ramanujan in Chapter 16. By

lim 1 Log(1 - 5,) = lim 1 Log
- n
- n
(

(P4W) - v4(-q”)
(P4w
>

= lim !Log(16~~~~n’)
n+m n
= Log q + !ii? ; Log +4(42”)
(0
>
= Log q.
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Thus,
lim dm

=

q,

“*CC

and applying Entry 4(ii), we complete the proof.
Entry 6. In the notations (2.1) and (3.1),

(P2(w)) = ,Fl;,(4, t; 1; 4.

(6.1)

z = zFl($, f; 1; x)

(6.2)

If furthermore
and

y=7t

,F,(&, 3; 1; 1 - x)

,m5,3;

1; 4

’

(6.3)

then
cp(e-“) = &.

(6.4)

We remark that the notations (6.2)-(6.4) will be used extensively in the
sequel.
PROOF.By Entries 3 and 5, respectively,
#(F(x))

= zFl($, +; 1; 1 - u)

(6.5)

and
F(l - u) = F(x),
where u = u(x) = cp”(-F(x))/q4(F(x)).

Thus,

From (6.6) we would like to deduce that
,F,(+, 4; 1; 1 - u) = zFI(&, 4; 1; x)

(6.7)

and thus deduce (6.1) from (6.5) and (6.7).
Suppose that (6.7) is not true. Then there are values x0 and u0 = u(xO) such
that
,F,(l - u,,) := zFl($, 3; 1; 1 - uO) # zF,($, 4; 1; x0) =: zFl(xO). (6.8)
Assume, without loss of generality, that ,F,(l - uO) < zFl(x,). Then, by (6.6),
2FI(u0) < zFI(l - x0). Now zFl(x) is increasing on (0, 1). Thus, 1 - u0 < x0
and u0 < 1 - x0. These two inequalities are incompatible. Hence, (6.8) is
invalid, and so (6.7) is established to complete the proof of (6.1).
From the definitions (2.1) and (6.3), F(x) = e-y. Using this fact, we easily
seethat (6.1) and (6.4) are equivalent.
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At this juncture, we should identify the quantities x, y, and z with the
customary parameters in the theory of elliptic functions. The complete elliptic
integral of the first kind is defined by (Whittaker and Watson [l, pp. 499,500])
n/2
dp
K := K(k) :=
= 4 2F1(+, 4; 1; k’) = &p*(q).
(6.9)
s 0 Jm
Here k, 0 < k < 1, is the modulus of K. To obtain the second representation
for K, expand the integrand in a binomial series and integrate termwise. (See
Part II [9, p. 791.) The last equality is one of the most fundamental results in
the theory of elliptic functions and follows from (6.2) and (6.4). Ramanujan
does not use the universal notation k and sets x = k*. Later, when deriving
modular equations, Ramanujan puts a = k2. The complementary modulus k’
is defined by k’ = ,/D.
From Entry 3, (6.9), and the monotonicity of (p*(q)
forO<qcl,weseethat

Jir;=&$$

(6.10)

From (6.2) and (6.9),
z=- 2K .
7r
Also from (6.3) (Whittaker and Watson [l, p. 486]),
q = e-Y = e-nX’IK

(6.11)

(6.12)

Ramanujan uses the notation x instead of 4, which is universally employed
today, and so we use q as well.
The following corollary is the famous inversion formula for the thetafunction cp.This formula is also found in Section 7 of Chapter 14, p. 169, and
in Entry 27(i) of Chapter 16, p. 199. The following, perhaps new and novel,
proof is obviously the one which Ramanujan found at this point and is
different from either of his two previous proofs.
Corollary. Let a, /? > 0 with a/3 = A. Then
&q(e+)

= JBrp(e+).

PRooF. Let y = a*. Since F(x) = emy,
F(l

- x) = e-+/Y

= e-*2/a2 = e-82e

(6.13)

From (6.1) and (6.3),

v2Vll - 4) = y = a
(P2(fw) 71 8’
Using (6.13) in (6.14), we complete the proof.

(6.14)
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Example (i).
PROOF.

de-“1

= m.

By Example 1 in Section 2, F(i) = e-“. Therefore by Entry 6,
(p2(e-“) = 2Fl(+, ); 1; 4).

But, by (1.4),
2m3,

A
f; 1;a,=r’(t)’

(6.15)

and the desired result follows.
Example (ii).

PROOF.Recall from Example 1 in Section 2 that F(($
by Entry 6,

- 1)2) = e-“a.

(p2(e-“JZ) = 2Fl(3, 4; 1; (J2 - 1)2).
In order to evaluate ,F,(i, 3; 1; (fi
11 (Part II [9, p. 95]),
2Fl

(6.16)

- 1)2),we invoke Entry 33(iv) of Chapter

$9a;1;(14x >=

1; x).

,/%,F,(3,~;

Letting x = (Jz - 1)2 and using (1.4), the duplication
reflection principle, we find that
&-3,F,(;,

Thus,

3; 1; (&

- 1)2)

= ,F,($, 3; 1; ;)

fi
= I-($-(i)

rZ(g$iFQr(t)
=p@
21’47r
Substituting this into (6.16), we complete the proof.

theorem, and the
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omitted the factor Jm

in his

cp(e-‘“)= J2 + Jz 7+4f

Example (iii).

2

PROOF. By Example 1 in Section 2, F((,/2

w3
- 1)4) = em2’. Thus, by Entry 6,

(p2(eC2”)= 2Fl(3, 3; 1; (Jz - 1)4).

(6.17)

To evaluate zF,(& 3; 1; (,/2 - 1)4), we shall employ (3.2) in which we set
x = (fi - 1)2. Thus,
2Fl($, 4; 1; (J2 - 1)4) =

l
4-2$
2+*
4

2F1(3,3;

1; 3,

&
yzo’

by (1.4). Substituting this in (6.17), we complete the proof.
I1 (k2n - b)eenk2= $.

Example (iv).
PROOF.

In the corollary above, differentiate both sides with respect to LXto get
1
cp(e-“‘) + 2&
2&
=--

Letting c1= /I = fi

kzl (- 2ak2)e-a2k2

~(p(e+)
+ 2J8 kzl ( -2/t?k2)e+k2 .
: (0
>
and simplifying, we obtain the desired result.

Section 7 consists of a large collection of results on elliptic integrals. As we
shall see, some are quite elementary, others are less elementary but known,
and perhaps a couple may be new. Throughout Section 7, we tacitly assume
that the parameter x is chosen so that the integrals exist, and that all upper
limits on integrals do not exceed n/2 so that all changes of variables are valid.
Proofs of some of the results in Section 7 have also been given by Thiruvenkatachar and Venkatachaliengar [ 11.
Entry 7(i). If sin c1= &

sin /I, then

s :Jg&q=

s oBJ&g*

PROOF. In the former integral, make the change of variable sin rp = &

sin 8.
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Since

the desired result follows at once.
Entry 7(ii). 1f tan a = fi

tan /I, then

In the former integral, make the change of variable tan 40=
tan 8. Then elementary calculations give

PROOF.

J1-x

1 - x cos2 cp = 1 ‘,f2

and

8

f&

dtl

J1-x

1 -xsin28’

The result now follows.
Entry 7(iii). Zf tan 0: = Jl

L

I--J

PROOF.

dv
- a sin’ cp)(l - b sin2 cp)’

dv

-

s0

- b tan /I, then

a-b
l-b

sin2 cp

In the former integral, put tan cp= J1-b
1-p

tan 8. Then

1 - a sin2 8 and 9 = J1-b
sin2 ’ = 1 _ b sin2 0
d0
1 - b sin2 8’

a-b

l-b

The sought result now follows.
Entry 7(iv).

If tan CI= m

tan B, then

s O.&q=

s o”&z-i2y

In the former integral, put tan q = m
calculations give

PROOF.

1 + x cos zq

= (1 + x)(1

-

x sin2

1 + x sin’ 13

0)

and

tan 8. Then elementary
&P =

d8

&G

1 +xsin28’

The desired result immediately follows.
The next result is a degenerate form of the addition theorem.
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Functions

then

PROOF.Noting (6.1l), we seethat the proposed formula may be written

In the former integral, make the change of variable cot cp= G
tan 0.
The equality above follows very easily from calculations similar to those in
the foregoing entries.
Entry 7(vi). If cot c(tan(j3/2) = dz,

then

PROOF.Although a proof may be given along the same lines as the previous
proofs, we alternatively observe that Entry 7(vi) is a special case of the
converse of Entry 7(viii), (a) below. (In fact, the conditions (a)-(d) in Entry
7(viii) are both necessary and sufficient.) To seethis, replace /I and y by a and
/?,respectively, in this converse theorem.
In fact, Entry 7(vi) is the classical duplication formula. The next result is
known as Jacobi’s imaginary transformation. SeeCayley’s text [l, p. 681.
Entry 7(vii). If a = Log(tan(n/4 + o/2)), then
1 -(l

-x)sin’cp’

PROOF.On the left side, let sin cp= i tan 8, or cp= -i Log((1 - sin B&OS 0).
Elementary calculations give
1 - x sin’ cp= 1 -I- x tan’ 0 and

dv - i set 8.
dB-

Upon substitution in the integral on the left side, we see that it remains to
show that the given hypothesis is equivalent to a = Log(cos j?/(l - sin j?)).
This is an elementary exercise with trigonometric identities.
Entry 7(viii) offers the addition theorem under four different sets of hypotheses. Let
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lA=
s&g&y v=s:&kqp
and
w=s:J&*
Then the addition theorem’states that
u+v=w.

(7.1)

In Entry 7(viii), Ramanujan assumes (7.1) and derives four implications. As
intimated in the proof of Entry 7(vi), the steps in the proofs are reversible.
Thus, each of the four conditions below implies (7.1). We remark that formulation (c) below is Legendre’s canonical form of the addition theorem.
It will be convenient to use the theory of the Jacobian elliptic functions as
set forth, for example, in the texts of Whittaker and Watson [l, Chap. 221 or
Cayley Cl, Chap. 41. In particular, heavy use will be made of the many
identities connecting the Jacobian functions sn, cn, and dn.
Entry 7(viii). If (7.1) holds, then
(4

(‘3
(4

tan $J =

sin aJ1-xsin’B

+ sin &/iYGi&
cos a + cos fl

y = tan-’ (tan aJ1-xsin’B)
cot a cot /J =

3

+ tan-’ (tan &/KG&),
cos y

sin a sin /3

+ JcF-z-yJ

and
.

(4

.

^

r

Jsm s sm(s - a) sin@ - p) sin@ - y)
sin a sin B sin y

Jx

2 ’

where 2s = a + j3 + y.

PROOFOF(a). From the theory of elliptic functions, it suffices to show that
sn w
l+cnw=

snudnv+snvdnu
cnu + cn v

.

Setting w = u + v, employing the addition theorems for sn(u + v) and cn(u + v)
(seeCayley [ 1, p. 63]), cross-multiplying, and simplifying, we can establish the
required identity.
PROOFOF(b). The proposed identity may be put in the form
tan y =

tan aJCGZj
1 - tan a tan &/(l

+ tan &/~~
- x sin’ a)(1 - x sin’ /I)’
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Thus, in terms of elliptic functions, we must show that
sn(u + u)
‘=
cn(u + u)

Ednu+Ednu
1-?!??!?dnudnu
cn u cn v

This identity is an immediate consequence of the addition theorems for
sn(u + u) and cn(u + u).
PROOF OF

(c). The third equality is equivalent to
cn u cn u cn(u + u)
- sn u sn u + Mu + 4.
sn u sn 0

Using the addition theorems for cn(u + u) and dn(u + u) (Cayley [l, p. 63]),
we easily complete the proof.
PROOFOF (d). To the identity of part (c),
cos 0:cos fl = cos y + sin tl sin j!IJl - x sin2 y,
add f sin a sin p to both sides to obtain, after some manipulation,
-2sin*(aTj+y)sin$(af/?-y)=sinasinj?(&l

+JiFZ&).

Multiply these two equalities together and use the definition of s. The proposed identity readily follows.
Entry 7(ix). If 1x1 < 1, then

s

n/2cos-‘(x sin’ cp)dcp

0

JciG&i’

We shall provide two proofs, neither of which is completely satisfactory,
because they are in the nature of verifications.
FIRST

PROOF.

Expanding (1 + x sin cp)-‘12in a binomial series, we find that

;s:”~&=~~o
k! osinkcp
n’2

7c m (- l)k(+)kXk

s

(7.2)

Next, set
cos-l u
y=JD.
We want to find the Maclaurin series for y. An elementary calculation shows
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that y satisfies the initial value problem
(1 - u2)y’ - uy + 1 = 0,

y(0) = n/2.

Solving this problem by customary power series methods, we find that
(7.3)

where lul < 1. Hence,

= f so $$$
= f IO Wk

jr

sin4k cpdcp - z. “;::!~;;1”

+ #-($)x~~
22k(k!)2

1:

sin4k+2 cp dq

_ z. 22k-‘(k!);~~+:~~r(f)x2k+1.

(7.4)

Comparing (7.2) with (7.4), we seethat it suffices to show that
r(k + 3)
r(i)
=pj$ .
(2k)!

k2

0,

and
lc

4r(k

+ ;) =

2Zk-’ k!r(*)
(2k + l)!

’

k 2 0.

Both equalities are immediate consequences of the duplication theorem, and
the proof is complete.
SECONDPROOF.Expanding (1 + x sin 8 sin’ cp)-’ in a geometric series, we
readily find that
n/2 n/2

ss
0

0

Thus, from (7.2), we have shown that
d8 dcp

1 +xsin8sin2cp’
Comparing this with Entry 7(ix), we observe that it suffices to show that

s
42

de

cos-’ u

o l+usinBzJ1-T;S’

(u( < 1.

(7.5)

By expanding the left side of (7.5) in powers of u and comparing the result
with (7.3), we may deduce the evaluation (7.5).
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Glasser [l] has constructed tables of elliptic integrals from which Entry
7(ix) can be deduced from Table 1, formula (10).
Entry 7(x). If 1x1< 1, then
n/2 42
di3 dcp
s0

=

J (1 - x sin’ @)(l - x sin’ ~9sin’ cp)

s0

PROOF. Expanding the integrand in a binomial series and integrating termwise,

we find that
(7.6)

Proceeding in a similar manner and using the calculation above, we further
find that
w2

nl2

dt’ dcp

s 0 s 0 J (1 - x sin2 0)(1 - x sin2 8 sin2 cp)

(7.7)

In the same fashion,

Hence,
(3,,(3>2k(f,.-k(~>,,-,,

k!(2k)!(n - k)!(2n - 2k)! ZC”’

(7.8)

Comparing (7.7) and (7.8), we seethat it remains to show that
t

(~)k(~)2,(3)“-,(3>2.-2k

k=O k!(2k)!(n - k)!(2n - 2k)!
(7.9)

Using the elementary relations
(b)n-k

=

(--a--n+

Uk(4”

and

(&

= 22k(+a)k(+a + &,

(7.10)

l)k

we find, after some calculation and simplification, that (7.9) is equivalent to
the identity
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1 (3)“(1)2”
Pi
1:+1
=-

(~)*n(l)n3F2

’ -n

*

(7.11)

In order to prove (7.11), we shall combine some results from Chapter 11
with a formula connecting two terminating 4F3’s, one of which is Saalschtitzian. First, from our book (Berndt [9, p. 98, lines 13, 17]), we deduce that
3F2

-n1=o.(l).4F3
[11
y,;-n
(3,” 11 1
--f-n,
$,t-n,t-n

-n

.

49 47

(7.12)

From Bailey’s tract [4, p. 561,

whereu+u+w=x+y+z-n+l.Letx=
-$-n,y=z=&u=w=
a - n, and u = $. Th en, from (7.12) and (7.13), we find that
(7.14)
Using (7.10), we can easily show that (7.11) and (7.14) are equivalent, and so
the proof is complete.
Entry 7(xi). Zf 1x1 < 1, then

x sin cpde dcp
- x2 sin’ cp)(l - x2 sin’ e sin2 VP)
=

n/2

ss0

sin-‘x
0

de dcp

J 1 - x2 sin’ cp- sin2 e cos2 cp

&

dv

2

1 - $(l - x) sin2 cp ’

1 - $(l + x) sin’ cp

PROOF.The first equality is elementary, while the second is somewhat more
recondite.
On the right side of the first equality, let sin 8 = x cos $/,/l - x2 sin’ $.
The limits 0 = 0, sin-’ x are sent into $ = n/2, 0, respectively. Elementary
calculations show that
de

@=-

xJC?
sin *
1 - x2 sin’ ij

and
1 - x2 sin2 cp- sin’ e cos2 cp=

(1 - x2)(1 - x2 sin’ cpsin2 $)
1 - x2 sin’ *
’
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Using these equalities in the integral on the right side of the first equality in
Entry 7(xi), we complete the proof.
To prove the second equality in Entry 7(xi), we first expand by using (7.6)
and then expand again via the binomial series to find that
nl2

I :=

nl2

x sin fp de dp
s 0 s 0 J (1 - x2 sin’ cp)(l - x2 sin’ e sin2 cp)

where we have used (7.10). Employing two results from Chapter 11 of our
book (Berndt [9, p. 98, line 17; p. 97, Entry 34(iii)]), we deduce that

I=; c T13F2
“+,”
n

0

2n

= ;{,F,“(t,

[ 1
X2n+l

9

3; 1; &l + x)) - ,F,2(&, 4; 1; i(l - x))}.

Using (6.1l), we finish the proof.
Our proofs of Entries 7(x) and 7(xi) are undoubtedly not those found by
Ramanujan. However, our proofs do depend on results from Chapter 11, and
so possibly Ramanujan might have started with these theorems on hypergeometric series and then was led to elliptic integrals.
Entry 7(xii). Zf (1 + x sin2 ~1)sin /I = (1 + x) sin ~1,then

PROOF. In the integrand on the right side, make the substitution

(1 + x) sin e/(1 + x sin2 0). Then elementary calculations yield
(1 + x)(1 - x sin’ e)
dq
23 = Ji5iGFG
(1 + x sin2 e)
and

sin cp=
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The desired result now follows.
Entry 7(xii) is known as Gauss’ transformation, while Entry 7(xiii), which
is very similar in appearance, is called Landen’s transformation Cl], [2].
Entry 7(xiii). If x sin tl = sin(2,!l - cd, then

PROOF. In

f(sin-‘(x

the latter integral,
sin f3) + 0). Then

let x sin 8 = sin(2cp - e),

or

cp =

2~~x~0se+J~

Jr7zi
and
J,,

x2

x cos 8 + &TFGiG
1+x

sin’ cp=

3

and the proof is complete.
In his “lost notebook” [ 111, Ramanujan recorded many deep results on
elliptic integrals. See a paper by S. Raghavan and S. S. Rangachari [l] for
proofs of several of the these beautiful theorems.
Much, of course, has been written about elliptic integrals. The most complete tables have been compiled by Byrd and Friedman [l]. Other sources are
tables of Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [l] and Glasser [l].
In the sequel, we shall be rearranging the terms of absolutely convergent
double series. To describe the different rearrangements, we employ the terminology of MacMahon [l, pp. 26-321. Let us set forth the terms of a double
series C&i umnin an array
a11

al2

a13

a14

*.*

azl

az2

a23

az4

...

a31

a32

a33

a34

...

a41

a42

a43

a44

+..

.
.
.

.
.
.

,
.
.

.
.
.

.

The two most common methods of summation are by rows and by columns.
It sometimes will be convenient firstly to sum the first row, secondly to sum
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the remainder of the first column, thirdly to sum the remainder of the second
row, then to sum the remainder of the second column, and so on. This is called
the row-column method of summation. Similarly, we may want first to sum
the first column, then the remainder of the first row, then the remainder of the
second column, and so on. This is called the column-row method of summation. It is occasionally convenient, especially when a,,,” = a,,,,,, 1 I m, n < CO,
to sum first all elements in the first row and first column, next to sum the
remaining elements in the second row and second column, and so on. We
designate this procedure the Clausen transformation.
In Chapter 16, Ramanujan studied the general theta-function
ak(k+1)f2bk(k-1)/2

f(a, b) = f

labi < 1.

7

k=-m

Recall from Entry 22 of Chapter 16 that q(q) = f(q, q), $(q) = f(q, q3), and
J-(--4) = f(--43 -q2).
We shall quote extensively from Chapter 16 in the sequel.

(8.1)

Entry 8. We have
k

0)

$(q)

= 1 + 4 F (-l)

(ii)

#(q)

= 1+ 8 2

2k+l

q
k=O 1 - q2k+’ ’
kqk

k=l

1

+

(-q)k’
k(k+l)/2

(iii)
q(q)q(q2)

= 1 - 2 k=lf

(-l)

1 -

2k-1

q2k-’

q

’

(iv)
where (k/3) denotes the Legendre symbol,
(py-q)

(9

= 1 + 4 2 (-I)

k(k+l)l2

’

J1kb(q2) = kco (- l)kqk(k+1)‘2: T g:,
Z&+1

(vii)

$2(q)

=

cm k kqk

(viii)

k=l

64

q

l+qk

k=l

(vi)

k

v2(-df(-q)

1 -

&ZO

(-

l)kqk(k+l)

:

T

q42k+1,

= kzl (- l)k+lqk(k+W (; +$12,

q

=

,=$,

W

+

l)q(3k2+k)‘2,
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(x)

t4q21f2(-d = ,=f, W + l)q3k2+2k,

(xi)

f(-slf(-q2)

115

= 4$-M(4),

and

(xii)
PROOF OF (i). In Entry 33(iii) of Chapter 16, let II = 7c/2and replace q2 by -4.

We immediately find that
q?(q)=

1 +4 f
qk
k=l 1.

Expand l/(1 + q2’), 1 I k < co, in a geometric series so that we obtain a
double series above. Summing this double series by columns, we find that
=

2

(-

l)k-lq2k-l

k=l

1 - q2k-’

.

This completes the proof of(i), which is due to Jacobi [l], [2].
Bhargava and Adiga [S] have used Entry 17 in Chapter 16 to give simple
proofs of Entries 8(i), (ii).
PROOF OF (ii). In (33.5) of Chapter 16, replace q2 by -q to find that
(p4(q) = i + 8 f
k=l

qk
(1

+

(-q)k)2’

Writing the series on the right side as a double series and summing by columns,
we complete the proof of Entry S(ii), which again is due to Jacobi [l], [2].
PROOF OF (iii). Applying the corollary in Section 33, Chapter 16 with a = q
and b = q3, we find that

.f(q, q3)
3 (p2(-q4) = 1 + 2 k$ *.
J-(--4, -4 1

(8.3)

Using Entries 25(iii) and 24(i) in Chapter 16, we deduce that
“fh q3)
f(-q > -q3)(P2(--44)

=

g$f-P(q2kd-q2)

=(P(q2)
J
$$

Jm

= cp(q2hM.

(8.4)

Writing the series on the right side of (8.3) as a double series, we find that it
is represented by the array
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q

q3

-45

-q7

q2

$5

pq’O

-$4

q3

qg

-q’5

-q21

.
.
.

.
.
.

q9

q’l

...

q’8

@2

. ..

$7

q33

.. . .

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

Summing by columns and using (8.4) also in (8.3), we complete the proof
PROOFOF (iv). Putting a = q and b = -q2 in the corollary of Section 33 of
Chapter 16, we find that
02(q3)f(q~

-q2)
J-(-s,

=

1

+

2

.f

qk

k=l

q2)

+

1 +

(-q2Jk
(-q)3k

’

Using (8.1) and Entries 3O(iv) and 24(iii) in Chapter 16, we have

q2(q3)f(qY
-q2) = f2Mv2(q3)
f( -4, q2)

f( -q2)(p(q3)

= dq)dq3)*

Summing by columns, we deduce that
m qk+(-q2)k
c
k=l 1 + (-q)3k

=

The desired result now follows.
PROOFOF(v). From (8.2)
f$(-q)

= 1+ 4 f
(-q)k
f=l 1’

Summing by the column-row method, we complete the proof of this result,
originally discovered by Jacobi Cl], [2, p. 1871.
PROOFSOF(vi), (vii). From the same corollary in Section 33 of Chapter 16,
(p2(ab)f(-a’

b,
f@,

-

-b)

Reversing the roles of a and b and subtracting the two equalities yields
(p2(ab)

J-k-b) A-a,b)
G
(-a,

-

f(a,

-b)

cc,
=

4 kz

a2k-l

_

1 -

b2k-1

(#k-l

’

Applying Entries 3O(iv) and (vi) in Chapter 16, we deduce that

&b/a,
j-(-u’,

-a3b)
-b2)

&W(a2b2)

= kzl u;k;lf;b;::;l
akbk-l
=

where we have summed by columns.

1 _

a2kb2k-2

ak-lbk
-

1 _

a2k-2b2k

’

(8.5)
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Letting b = a3 in (8.5) and employing Entry 25(iv) of Chapter 16, we arrive
at

V(a4)= v(a4)W8)= kzo1-a;:k+, - kEo1a4;:+e.

(8.6)

Replacing a by ia, we get

V(a4)= cp(a4)W8)
= kro1+a;I,k+*
+ kzo1;4y:+6.
Adding the latter two equalities and replacing a4 by 4, we arrive at
(8.7)

Applying Clausen’s transformation to each series on the right side, we conclude that
J/2(4

=

kzo

q2k’2k+U

:

T

;::::

_

‘f

q(2k+1N2k+2)

;

T

;;;I:

k=O

= kfo (- l)kqk’k+l) ; 1;;:::)
which is Entry 8(vii).
Next, replace q by k&in
25(i),

k+1/2

qk

1
=5

(8.7) and add the two equalities to get, by Entry

1 -

q4k+112
4 3k+l
1 _

k+1/2

qk

q4k+3/2

+

1 +

4

q4k+‘/2

+

1 _

q4k+512

4 3k+l
1 +

= kzo (- l)kqk(k+l)jZ ; ; 4,::::)

q4k+3/2

q3k+5/2
1

_

q4k+7/2

-

1 +
-

q4f+5/2
q3k+5/2
1 +

q4k+V2
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where, in the penultimate equality, we transformed the series by Clausen’s
method. Thus, (vi) is established.
PROOF OF (viii). Consider the series
2k-1
%

(2k - l)q=’

(1 _ q2k-‘)2 -

1 _ q2k-l

where we have transformed the series on the left side by the row-column
method. On the other hand, summing by columns, we get

Hence, combining these equalities, we deduce that

_ .f (2k - l)q2k-’
k=l

1 -

q2k-’

which completes the proof.
PRWF OF (ix). From the proof of the first version of Corollary (ii), Section 34

of Chapter 16,
(4; 4MP;
=

,zm

4M4/z; 4M4z2; q2M/z2;
q(3k2+k),2

sin{(f;;

q2L

‘h>,

where z = exp(2in). Letting n tend to 0, we find that
,=z, (6k + l)q(3k2+k)‘2 = (4; 4Ek

q2E = ul’~-4M-d

by Entry 22(iii) and (22.4) in Chapter 16.
PROOF OF (x). From the proof of the first version of Corollary (i), Section 34

of Chapter 16,
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sin(2(3k + l)rr}

= ,jlm q3k2+2k

sin (2n)

’

where z = exp(2in). Letting n tend to 0 yields
(3k + l)q3k2+2k = (q2; 42L(4; q2Ek4; q4)z3

,$,

= t4q21f2(-d
by Entries 22(ii), (iii) in Chapter 16.
PROOFOF (xi). This result is contained in Entry 24(iii) of Chapter 16.
PROOFOF (xii). Using first Entry 8(xi) above and then Entries 25(iii), (iv) in
Chapter 16, we find that

d--4Ml)
(P2(-q2)
A-4
f(= (P(-q2)Ic1(q2)
= ddt4-4
= rp2(-q2Mq2)_ d-q2).
VW
*2(qM-d
Example.
t4q21f2(-q)

+ hwv-2e-q4)

= (P2bm-(-4*).

We give two proofs. The first and shorter proof is probably the one that
Ramanujan had. The second proof shows that the result is not as deep as the
first proof indicates.
FIRST PROOF.By Entry 8(x),
W21f2(-q)

+ 2Mq81f2(-q4)

= ,=zm (3k + l)q3kZ+2k + 2q f
k=

= ,zm
+ 2q

(6k + l)q’2k2+4k + ,=z, (-6k
2

(3k + l)q’2k2+8k

k=-m

= ,=E, (6k + l)q’2k2+4k

= (P2(-q8ul-q8)9
by Entry 8(ix).

(3k + l)q’2k2+8k
-m

- 2)q’2k2+8k+’
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SECOND PROOF. By (3.1) and (5.1), we first observe that

(PC-4 + &P&P) = 1 + 2 kzl (- l)kqk2 + 2 kzOq(zk+1)2
= 1 + 2 kzl q4k2 = (P(q4)*
Multiplying

both sides by f2( -q4) then gives us

cP(-4)f2(-q4)
+ &P?wv-2(-q4)
= d441”f2(--44).
G3.8)
By using the product formulas from Entry 22 of Chapter 16, we can easily
show that
d-df2(-q4)
= 4w12)f2(-q)
and
dq41f2(-q4)
= (P2hm-(-q8).
Substituting these equalities into (8.Q we finish the second proof.
Entry 9. Recall that x, y, and z are related by (2.1) and (6.2)-(6.4). Then

dy
-=-

0)

dx

dz

(ii)

1
x(1 - x)22’
j”o z dx

z = 4x(1 - x)’

where n > 0, and

(iv)

1- 24kfYl
p& = (1 -

2x)z’ + 6x(1 - x)z 2.

PROOFOF (i). This formula is the special case n = 3 of the corollary in Section
30 of Chapter 11 (Part II [9, p. 881).
PROOFOF(ii). By L’Hospital’s rule,
lirn

S”oZdx

1

x+o 4x(1 - x) = 4’
Also, z’(0) = $ Thus, in order to prove that (ii) holds, it suffices to show that
the derivatives of both sides of (ii) are equal. Multiplying both sides of (ii) by
4x(1 - x) and then differentiating the resulting equality, we find that
4(1 - x)z’ - 4xz’ + 4x(1 - x)zll = z.

(9.1)
But (seeBailey’s tract [4, p. l]), this is precisely the hypergeometric differential
equation satisfied by z = 2F, (3,s; 1; x), and so the proof is complete. (In Entry
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31(i) of Chapter 11, Ramanujan states an equivalent form of the hypergeometric differential equation.)
PROOF OF (iii). This result is a special case of Entry 31(ii) in Chapter 11 (Part

II [9, p. 881). In particular, set a = B = 3 and y = 6 = 1 and replace n by n + 1
to obtain the present result.
PROOF OF (iv). In the derivation below, we employ the following results from
Chapter 16: Entry 22(iii), namely, f( - q) = (q; q)oo, Entry 24(iv), Entry 25(iv),

and Entry 25(vii). We also use (6.10) and (6.4). Accordingly, we find that
1 - 12;

l-24&&=
k=l

kzl Log(1 - e-=y)

f?

= 1 - 12;

Log fi (1 - e-2ky)
k=l

= -4;

Log{e-y~~3(-e-2y)}

= -4:

Log{e-y~4cp(--e-Y)~z(e-y)}

= -4;

Log(e-Y~4~(-e-Y)cp(e-Y)$(e-Zy)}

= -4;

Log{)cp(-e-Y)cp(e-y)(cp4(e-Y)

= -4;

Log{~cp(-e-y)cp2(e-y)x’/4)

= -4;

Log{$(l

=--

d

- cp4(-e-y))“4}

- x)1’4z%“4)

Log((1 - x)x6}

dy

= x(1 - .)z$

Log{(l - x)xz”}

= -xz2 + (1 - x)z2 + 6x(1 - x)z ;,
which completes the proof. Note that in the penultimate line we employed
Entry 9(i).
In the notation of Section 9 of Chapter 15,
L(edZY) = 1 - 24 krl A.

(9.2)
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Thus, we have shown that
L(eeZy) = (1 - 2x)z’ + 6x(1 - x)z $.

(9.3)

Example. For y > 0,
1611e-11Y

= x11(1 + yx +

+

wx’

+ . ..).

#+&”

This example is more properly placed in Section 2. It is not clear why
Ramanujan was led to examine exp( - 11~).
PROOF.Replacing x by x/(2 - x) in Entry 2(vi), we find that, for 1x1c 1,

F(x)
=x8(2 -

5
x3
(-)
x) + 128 2 - x

+ 0(x5)

or
16F(x) = x + $x2 + $+x3 + &x4

+ 0(x5).

Using (2.1) and raising each side to the 1lth power, we arrive at the desired
formula after a moderate amount of calculation.
Although the results in Entries lo-12 are easy to prove, their importance
cannot be overestimated, for we shall utilize them many times in proving
Ramanujan’s modular equations in Chapters 19-21.
Entry 10. Zf x, y, and z are related by (6.2)-(6.4), then
0)

de-‘)

= &,

(ii)

cp(-emY) = A(1

(iii)

cp(-em2’) = &(l

- x)‘14,
- x)“*,

(iv)

cp(e-2Y)= J&(1

+ JlG))‘“,

(4

cp(e-4Y)= +&(l

+ (1 - x)I’~),

(vi)
(vii)

cp(e-y’2) = &(l

+ &)1’2,

cp(-epy/‘) = A(1

- J$12,

(viii)

cp(eey’“) = &(l

+ XI/~),

cp(-eey14) = &(l

- x”~).

and
04

PROOF.Part (i) repeats (6.4).
Part (ii) follows from (6.10) and part (i).
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For (iii)-(v), we employ the identities
(PmPP(--4) = (P2(-q2)

(10.1)

and
(10.2)
(P2M + (P2(-d = 2q2(q2)7
found in Chapter 16, Entries 25(iii) and (vi), respectively. (These identities were
also established by Jacobi [l, 2, Section 373.)
Part (iii) follows at once from (10.1) and parts (i) and (ii).
Part (iv) is an immediate consequence of (10.2) and parts (i) and (ii).
Part (v) arises from (10.2) and parts (iii) and (iv).
Using (10.1) and (10.2), we readily can show that
(P(4) + d-d

= Jzb2(q2)

f (P2(-q2)Y2.

Hence,
(10.3)
(P(f4) = L(bP2(q2) + ‘p2(-42)11’2 f {(P2(q2) - (P2(-q2))“2)P
*
which will be used to establish parts (vi)-(ix).
To prove both (vi) and (vii), we use (10.3) along with parts (i) and (ii).
Lastly, parts (viii) and (ix) follow from (10.3) with the help of parts (vi) and
(vii).
Entry 11. Recall that $(q) is defined by (5.1). Then

0)
(ii)

IC/(e-‘) = J&(xey)“*,
$(-ewy) = &(x(1

- x)eY}“*,

(iii)

$(ee2’) = +Ji(xey)“4,

(3

t+b(em4’)= $a{(1

(4

IC/(e-*‘) = a&{1

- (1 - x)1’4}ey,

(vi)
(vii)

i+b(e-y’2)= &{$(l

+ &)}1’4(xey)“16,

(viii)

04

$(-e-y’2)

= &{$(l

- *)ey}“2,

- &)}1’4(xey)1/16,

tj (eey14)= &( 1 + ~“~)‘/~(+(l + &)}1’6(Xey)“32,
+(-eeyj4) = &(I

- ~“~)‘/~()(l

+ &)}1’8(xey)“32.

PROOF. Our proofs depend on employing the following formulas from Entry
25 of Chapter 16:
(11.1)
W2) = 5q-“4((P4(d - (P4(- q)P4,

t4q8) = &P(4)

- 44-d),

(11.2)
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and
(11.3)

*bd = JmY

in conjunction with Entry 10.
Part (i) follows from (11.1) and Entries lO(vi), (vii).
To prove (iii), employ (11.1) along with Entries 10(i), (ii).
Part (ii) follows on using (11.3), Entry lO(ii), and Entry 1l(iii).
Using (11.2) along with Entries lO(vi), (vii), we may deduce (iv).
Use (11.2) and Entries 10(i), (ii) to easily deduce (v).
To establish (vi), use (11.3), Entry lO(vi), and Entry 1l(i).
The proof of (vii) is identical with that of (vi), except that Entry lO(vii) is
used instead of Entry lO(vi).
To prove (viii), employ (11.3) along with Entry lO(viii) and Entry 1l(vi).
The proof of (ix) is identical with that of (viii), except that Entry lO(ix) is
used instead of Entry lO(viii).
Entry 12. Let f be defined by (8.1) and recall from Entry 22 in Chapter 16 the
definition

(12.1)

x(4) = t--4; q%
Then
= &2-“6{x(1

(9

f(e-‘)

(ii)

f( -e-Y)

= &2-‘/6(1

- x)ey}“24,
- X)‘/6(Xey)‘/24,

(iii)

f(-em*‘)

= $2-“3{x(1

- x)ey}“12,

(iv)

f(-ee4Y)

= &4-‘13(l

- X)‘/24(XeY)1/6,

x(eCy) = 21’6{x(1 - x)ey}-1’24,

w
(vi)

x(-e-Y)

= 2W(1 - X)lll*(XeY)-‘/*4,

and

(vii)

X(-e-*Y)

=

21/3(1

- x)1124(xeY)-1/120

PROOF. We employ the relations
f 3(-cl)

= (P*(-&m)>

(12.2)

f 3(-cl2)

= (P(-d11/*(4),

(12.3)

and
x(q) = (PO
f(4) ’

which are contained in Entries 24(ii), (iv), and (iii), respectively, in Chapter 16.
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The proof of (i) uses (12.2) and Entries 10(i) and 11(ii).
To prove (ii), use (12.2) and Entries lO(ii) nad 11(i).
Employ (12.3) and Entries lO(ii) and 1l(i) to prove (iii).
To prove (iv), use (12.3) and Entries lO(iii) and 1l(iii).
Use (12.4) and Entries 10(i) and 12(i) to establish (v).
Part (vi) follows from (12.4) and Entries lO(ii) and 12(ii).
To prove (vii), employ (12.4) and Entries lO(iii) and 12(iii).
Before proceeding further, we describe three procedures in the theory of
elliptic functions by which “new” formulas can be produced from “old”
formulas.
Consider a formula of the form
Q(x, e-y, z) = 0,

(13.1)

and suppose that x’, y’, and z’ is another set of parameters such that
Q(x’, e-y’, z’) = 0
and
4Jx’

x = (1 + fi)“’
Solving for x’, we find that

x’=

(13.2)

From Entry 2(v),

that is, y’ = 2y. From (2.7),

(

z = 2F,(+, ); 1; x) = 2F, +, 3; 1;

4Jx’

(1 + fi)’

= (1 + J?) 2F,(), +; 1; x’) = (1 + &jz!.
Solving for z’, with the aid of (13.2), we find that
z’ = )z(l + Ji-L).
Hence, given the formula (13. l), we can deduce the formula

This process is called obtaining a formula by duplication.

>
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By reversing the transformation, we obtain the formula

(

4JJE-y/z, (1 + &)z

R (1 +&)2’e

>

= 0.

We designate this process as obtaining a formula by dimidiation.
processes are equivalent to Landen’s transformation.
Next, let
x’=-

X

x-l

or

x=-,

These two

X’

x’ - 1

Replacing x by 1 - x in Entry 2(iv), we may deduce that
F(x) + F(x’) = 0.
Hence,
e-y = F(x) = -F(x’)

= -e-Y’.

By Entry 32(ii) in Chapter 11 (Part II [9, p. 92]),

3; 1; x) = d=

= J1-x,Fl($,

z.

In conclusion, given (13.1), we can deduce the formula
-Y

,z

This process is called obtaining a formula by change of sign and is due to Jacobi.
We have previously defined the function L in (9.2). Now define M and N by
M(q) = 1 + 240 $r s

and
N(q) = 1 - 504 2 ksq’

k=l 1 - qk’

where 141 < 1. These two Eisenstein series along with L were extensively
studied by Ramanujan in Chapter 15 and in his paper [6], [lo, pp. 136-1621.
Results akin to those in the next few sections have been used by Ramanathan [3] in proving some results of Ramanujan in his first notebook, “lost
notebook” [ 111, and letters to Hardy.
Entry 13. Let L, M, and N be defined as above. Then
6)

M(em2’) = z4(1 - x + x2),

(ii)

N(e-2y) = z6(1 + x)(1 - +x)(1 - 2x),
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(iii)

M(evY) = z4(1 + 14x + x2),

(iv)

N(e-y) = z6(1 + x)(1 - 34x + x2),

(4

M(e-4y) = z4(1 - x + &x2),

(4

N(e-4y) = z6(1 - 3x)(1 - x - &x2),

(vii) “if x is changed to ((1 - JG)/(l
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+ JiL))’

then y is changed to

2Y,”

(viii)

2L(e-2Y) - L(eeY) = 1 + 24 k’1 &

(ix)

2L(e-4Y) - L(emZY)= 1 + 24 F &
k=l
e

= z2(1 + x),
= z2(1 - ix),

(x) 2M(eeZY) - M(emY) = 1 - 240 kzl &

= z4(1 - 16x + x2),

(xi)

= z6(1 + x)(1 + 29x + x2),

2N(eKZY) - N(eey) = 1 + 504 kzl &

(xii) 2M(e-4Y) - M(eW2Y)= 1 - 240 f ___k3 = z4(1 - x - 4x2),
k=l eZky+ 1
and

(xiii)

2N(e-4Y) - N(ewZY) = 1 + 504 kzl &
= z6(1 - $x)(1 - x + %x2).

PROOF OF (i). From Section 13 in Chapter 15 (Part II [9, p. 330]),

/L(t)
dt

_ L’(t) - M(t)
12
.

Thus, by the chain rule,
dL(emZY)
-=
dy

M(emZY) - L2(emZY)

6

*

Moreover, by Entry 9(i),
1

dL(e-2Y)
dx

dL(e-2Y)

x(1 - x)z” dy’

Hence,
dL(ep2J’)
M(e-2y)
=
dx

-x(1 - x)z2-

- L2(ep2Y)

6

’

Thus we see that we can determine M(emZY) from (9.3) and (13.3).

(13.3)
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Using (9.3) and the hypergeometric differential equation (9.l), we find, upon
a direct calculation, that
dL(e-‘Y)
p=
dx

-2x(1

-x){z$3@]

(13.4)

‘.

Thus, from (9.3), (13.3), and (13.4),
M(emZy)= 12x2(1 -x)2z2{z$-3(gy}
2

+ (1 - 2x)2’ + 6x(1 - x),:

.

Upon simplifying with the use of the hypergeometric equation (9.1), we reach
the desired conclusion.
PROOF OF (ii). The proof is similar to that of(i). From Section 13 of Chapter

15 (Part II [9, p. 330]),
dM
%=

LM(t)

- N(t)
3
*

By the chain rule and Entry 9(i), this equality may be written in the form
-3x(1 - x)z”

dM(e-2Y)

dx

= 2N(eCZY) - 2LM(e-‘y).

Solving for N(e-2y) and using (9.3) and Entry 13(i), we readily deduce part (ii).
PROOF OF (iii). Apply the process of dimidiation

to Entry 13(i).

PROOF OF (iv). Apply the process of dimidiation

to Entry 13(ii).

PROOF OF (v). Apply the process of duplication to Entry 13(i).
PROOF OF (vi). Apply the process of duplication to Entry 13(ii).
PROOF OF (vii). This is just Ramanujan’s statement of the principle of duplica-

tion.
PROOF OF (viii). An elementary calculation shows that
2L(emZY) - L(emy) = 1 + 24 $r A.

Since we know the value of L(e- 2y)from (9.3), it remains to determine L(e-y).
Our proof is similar to that of Entry 9(iv).
Using Entries 24(ii), 25(iv), and 25(vii) from Chapter 16 and (6.4) and (6.10),
or Entries 10(i), (ii), we find that
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Log{e-y’8f3(-e-Y)}

= -8;

Log{e-y~8cpZ(-e-Y)ll/(e-Y)}
- ~~y)cp’~2(~~Y)~1~2(~~ZY)}

= - 8 $ Log{e-Y/*qZ(
= - 8 $ Log

L cp2(- e-Y)cp’/2(e-Y)((p4(e-Y) - (p4(- e-Y))‘/*
i Jz
t

= -8:

Log{cp2( -e-y)cp(e-y)x”“}

= - 8;

Log((1 - x)1’zz3’zx”s}

= x(1 - .),2&

Log{(l

- x)4z12x}

= (1 - 5x)22 + 12x(1 - .,,$.
Using this last equality along with (9.3) in (13.5), we complete the proof.
PROOF OF (ix). Apply the principle of duplication to Entry 13(viii).

PROOFOF (x). An elementary calculation shows that
k3

l - 240 kg eky

= 2M(emZY) - M(emY).

(13.6)

Using parts (i) and (iii), we finish the proof.
PROOFOF(xi). An elementary calculation gives
k5

l + 504 kzl eky

= 2N(e-2Y) - N(eCY).

(13.7)

Now use parts (ii) and (iv).
PRCXIFOF(xii). Use (13.6) with y replaced by 2y and then useparts (i) and (v).
PRCI~FOF (xiii). Employ (13.7) with y replaced by 2y and then use parts (ii) and
(vi).
Entry 14. We have

(4

1 - 8 F (- lJk-lk = z2(1 - x) ,
k=l eky+ 1
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1 + 16 $, (,~)~~’
1_ * f
k=l

= z4(l _ x2) 3

(-l)k-‘k5
= z6(1 - x)(1 - x + x2),
eky + 1

(iv)

17 + 32 $I (,~)~‘~’

(v)

1 - 16 f (i;)“‘:’

= ~‘(1 - x2)(17 - 32x + 17x2),
= z4(l _ +,

k=l

64

(vii)

1 + * 2 (-l)k-‘k5
= z6(1 - x)(1 - x2),
eky- 1
k=l

17 - 32 2 (ikt)‘-lk7

= z8(1 - x)2(17 - 2x + 17x9,

k=l

(viii)

31 + 8 2 (,L)f1!9

= ~“(1 - x)(1 - x2)(31 - 46x + 31x2),

k=l

(ix)
(x)
(xi)

1 - 16 $I (,~~~~’

= z4(1 - x),

1 + 8 2 (- l)k-‘k5
kc1 e2ky- 1 = z6(1 - x)(1 - ix),
17 - 32 2 (-lJk-lk7 = zy1 - x)(17 - 17x + 2x9,
k=l e2” - 1

and

(xii)

“if x is changed to -x/(1

PROOF OF (i). An elementary

3 1 - 8 ;I
(

- x), then eey is changed to -e-y.”

calculation

gives

(;;r;)

k
= 4 I+ 2dkEl pi&
- 1+24g
(
k=l m
> (
Apply Entries 13(viii), (ix) to complete the proof.
PROOF OF (ii). By an elementary calculation,

15 1 + 16zI (;;):I:)
(
= 16 1 - 240 f 2

> (
Now use Entries 13(x), (xii) to complete the proof.
k=l

eZky

+

1

>’
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(iii). An elementary calculation yields

63 1 - 8 I1 (--;);iy)
(
k5

1+504klfle2ky

m

k5
l+ 504 & eky + 1> .

Using Entries 13(xi), (xiii), we finish the proof.
PROOF OF

(iv). From Entry 12(ii) in Chapter 15 (Part II [9, p. 326]),
M2(e-Zy) = 1 + 480 kzl -&&.

(14.1)

An easy calculation gives
2M2(ewzy) - M2(edy) = 1 - 480 $i A.
Thus,

= 256{2M2(e-4y) - M2(e-2y)) - {2M2(e-2y) - M2(eey)).
Employing Entries 13(i), (iii), and (v), we complete the proof.
Ramanujan (p. 212) inadvertently wrote 17 - 32x + x2 instead of
17 - 32x + 17x2 on the right side of (iv).
PROOF OF

(v). A routine calculation yields
.

16M(e-‘Y) - M(emy) = 15 1 - 16 f (ii)y1:3
k=l

>

Using Entries 13(i), (iii), we reach the desired conclusion.
hooF

OF

(vi). A simple calculation gives
64N(e-*Y) - N(eMy) = 63 1 + 8 2 (,;)I’:’
k=l

.
>

Now use Entries 13(ii), (iv).
PROOF OF

(vii). By (14.l),
256M2(e-2y) - M*(e-Y) = 15 17 - 32 2 (ii):‘:’
k=l

I
>

Applying Entries 13(i), (iii), we finish the proof.
PFWOF OF

(viii). By Entry 12(iii) of Chapter 15 (Part II [9, p. 326]),
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A4(e-2y)N(e-2y) = 1 - 264 $I A,
and so
1024M(e-2Y)N(e-2Y) - M(e-y)N(e-Y)
= 33 31 + 8 2 ‘,tt’~‘:’
k=l

.
>

Using Entries 13(i)-(iv), we complete the proof.
PROOFS OF (ix), (x), (xi). Apply the principle of duplication

to Entries (v), (vi),

and (vii) to deduce (ix), (x), and (xi), respectively.
PROOF OF (xii). This is an enunciation of the principle of change of sign.
Entry 15. We have

(0
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
w
(vi)
(vii)

= &z*x2(1

(viii)

= &z1°x2( 1 - 4x)( 1 - x + $&x2),

- x + Ex2),

(ix)
(4
(xi)

.f
(2k + 1)’
= $26x(1 - x + x2),
k=Osinh(2k + 1)y
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(2k + 1)’
f sinh(2k + 1)y = $2*x(1 - $x)(1 - x + 7x2),
WJ

(xii)
(xiii)

2k + 1
= $2 J;n,
k=Osinh(i(2k + 1)~)

(xiv)

(2k + 1)3
= $4(1 + X)&,
k=~ sinh{$(2k + 1)~)

(xv)
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I2

5

(2k + 1)5
f sinh{&2k + 1)~) = $z6(1 + 14x + x2)&,
k=O

and

(xvi)

(2k + 1)’
f sinh(i(2k + 1)~) = ;z*(l + x)(1 + 134x + x2,&.
k=O

PRGOF OF

(i). Observe that
t?
kzl

e

ky

k3
-e

-ky

=

&{M(emY)

-

M(e-2y)}.

Now use Entries 13(i), (iii).
PROOF OF (ii). The sum to be evaluated is equal to -&{N(eWY)

- N(e-2Y)}.

Employ Entries 13(ii), (iv) to complete the proof.
PROOF OF (iii). The sum to be determined is equal to &{M2(e-y)
Now use Entries 13(i), (iii).

- M2(eVZY)}.

PROOF OF (iv).

The sum to be evaluated is equal to -&{A4(e-‘)iV(e-‘)
k4(e-2Y)IV(e-2Y)}. Apply Entries 13(i)-(iv) to complete the proof.

-

(v)-(viii). Apply the process of duplication to (i)-(iv) to obtain
(v)-(viii), respectively.

PROOFS OF

PROOF OF (ix).

By a straightforward calculation,

2k + 1
5 e(2k+‘)y_ e-(2k+‘b
k=O

= &{L(emZy) - L(eey)} - &(L(e-4Y) - L(emZy)}
= &{2L(e-2Y) - L(eCY)} - &{2L(e-4Y) - L(eC2y)}.
Use Entries 13(viii), (ix) to complete the proof.
PROOFS OF

(x)-(xii). Trivially,
(2k + 1)3
k=Osinh(i(2k + 1)~)

If

k=l sinh(ky)

Use Entries 15(ii), (vi) to complete the proof of(x).
The proofs of (xi) and (xii) are similar.

F
CW
f=l sinh(2ky)’
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Proofs OF (xii)-(xvi). Apply the principle of dimidiation to (ix)-(xii) in order
to obtain (xiii)-(xvi), respectively.
Entry 16. We have

(9
(ii)

(-1)‘(2k
+ 1)
k=o cosh(t(2k + 1)~) = +z’&jczj,

2

m (- 1)‘(2k + 1)3
c cosh(i(2k + 1)~) = $Z4(1 - 2x) &o,
k=O

(iii)

cr, (- l)k(2k + 1)5
c cosh{+(2k + 1)~) = $z”{l - 16x(1 - x)} ,/m,
k=O

69

2 (- l)k(2k + 1)’
k=(, cosh(i(2k + 1)~) = fz*(l - 2x)(1 - 136x(1 - x)] ,/m,

(4

co (- l)k(2k + l)g
c cosh(i(2k + 1)~) = )z”{l
kc0

- 1232x(1 - x)

+ 7936x2(1 - x)“} ,/m,
(4

f (- 1)‘(2k + 1)”
f=,, cosh()(2k + 1)~) = )z12(1 -2x)(1

- 11072x(1 -x)

+ 176896x2(1 - x)“> ,/m,
(vii) kzo (- l)k tan-’ e-(2k+1)y’2= a sin-’ fi,
(viii) kzo (- l)k tan-’ e--(2k+1)y/4= 4 tan-’ x1/4,
6x1

f cosh{+(2kl + 1)~) = )z J x,
k=,j

04

(2k + 1)’
if
= )z3Ji,
kc0 cosh(f(2k + 1)~)

(xi)

(xii)

(2k + 1)4
f
kc,-,cosh(i(2k + l)y} = )z5(1 + 4x)&,
(2k + Q6
g
k=Ocosh{+(2k + 1)~) = iz’(l

+ 11(4x) + (4x)2} A,

and

(xiii)

(2k + 1)8
fkq, cosh{&2k + l)y} = $z’{ 1 + 102(4x) + 57(4~)~ + (4~)~) &.

The appearance here of formulas 16(v) and (vi) is rather mysterious, because
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the intermediate results needed to prove (v) and (vi) are not given by Ramanujan. In particular, series with summands involving eleventh powers in them
have not heretofore been considered by Ramanujan in this chapter. Of course,
we could establish (v) and (vi) by first deriving the aforementioned ancillary
formulas. However, we proceed in an entirely different fashion and use the
Fourier series of the Jacobian elliptic function sn. In fact, most of the results
in Sections 13-17 could similarly be established by employing the Fourier
series of the appropriate elliptic function.
Entry 16(vii) is originally due to Jacobi [l], [2, p. 1641 who remarked “quae
inter formulas elegantissimas censeri debet.” Likewise, Entry 16(viii) is an
elegant, beautiful formula.
(i)-(iv). We obtain the sought formulas by the process of change of
sign in Entries 15(xiii)-(xvi), respectively. Observe that, under this procedure,

PROOFS OF

g e(2k+l$f+e%+l)YiZ

+ i i.

,,2:+;~~(:k,_:2:!“,i,iz

9

(16.1)

where, here, n = 1,3, $7. The four desired formulas follow without difficulty
from (16.1).
(v), (vi). We use the notations (6.9) and (6.10).
By a theorem of Hermite, which may be found in Cayley’s book [ 1, p. 561,
for It.41< K’,
PROOFS OF

sn u = u - (1 + k’)$

+ (1 + 14k2 + k4)$

- (1 + 135k’ + 135k4 + k”)$
+ (1 + 1228k2 + 5478k4 + 1228k6 + k8)f
- (1 + 11069k2 + 165826k4 + 165826k6 + 11069k8 + k’O)$

+ . .. .

(16.2)
On the other hand, by a result of Jacobi [ 11, [2, p. 1651, which may be found
in Whittaker and Watson’s treatise [l, p. 5101, for u = 2Kt/n: and IuI < K’,

(zn + 1)2j+lp+W
=- 2rr c* (- 1Y’t2j+1 2
1 - $n+l
Kk j=o (2j + l)! n=c
_ L F ( - 1y‘WW2j”
Kk j=o
(2j + l)!

z. sin(h2;~~~~;;y,~

(16.3)
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Equating coefficients of u9 and uii in (16.2) and (16.3), we deduce that,
respectively,
(2n + 1)9
f“=o sinh{)(2n + 1)~)

= &i”&(l

+ 1228x + 5478x* + 1228x3 + x4)

(16.4)

and
(2n + 1)”
2
,,=o sinh{4(2n + 1)~)

= $zl*&(l

+ 11069x + 165826x2 + 165826x3 + 11069x4 + x”).
(16.5)

Formulas (v) and (vi) are now obtained from (16.4) and (16.5), respectively, by
the process of change of sign.
(vii). Integrate Entry 16(i) over [0, y]. On the left side, we find that
Y
e-W+l)y/*
y 2 (- l)k(2k + 1)
dy = 2 f (- 1)‘(2k + 1)
-(2k+l)y
+
o k=O
cosh(i(2k + 1)~)
k=O
s ,l+e

PROOF OF

s

= 4 F (- l)k+’ tan-’ e-(*k+lWm

(16.6)

k=O

Using Entry 9(i) and making two changes of variables, we find that on the
right side we get
3

‘z*,/mdy=-2.
s0

’
s o &-$idy
= -3

i-6

du

=-Jo Jr2

._

= -sm ’ &.

(16.7)

Combining (16.6) and (16.7), we complete the proof.
OF (viii). Apply the principle of dimidiation to Entry 16(vii). Examining
the right side of (viii), we see that we are required to show that

PROOF

3 sin-’

( >
~ 2x Y4
l+&

= tan-’ ~‘1~.

We leave the verification of this equality as a straightforward exercise for the
reader.
PROOF OF

(ix). Apply the process of duplication to Entry 17(i) to find that
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l
= &l + J1-x)z.
f=t cosh(2ky)

Subtract this formula from Entry 17(i) to get

2

l

kc,, cosh(2k + 1)y =

iz(l - JiS).

Applying the principle of dimidiation, we obtain the desired formula.
PROOFOF (x). Apply the process of duplication to Entry 17(ii) to deduce that
4 kizl cos:;2ky)

= &z%(l

- JY),

Subtract this formula from Entry 17(ii) and find that

T (2k
+lJ2= &23x(1

~r=ocosh(2k + 1)y

+ JG).

Employing the principle of dimidiation, we complete the proof of(x).
PROOFOF (xi). Applying the process of duplication to Entry 17(iii), we find that
k4

16 f
= &zS(l + J1-x)($2
,‘=I cosh(2ky)

- 2x + 2 - J1-x

- (1 - x)V2).

Subtract the formula above from Entry 17(iii) and obtain
F
(2k + 1)4
= $z”
Ir=ocosh(2k + 1)y

- &zS(l + JG)

x ($x2 - 2x + 2 - JcY

- (1 - x)3/2).

Using the principle of dimidiation, we achieve the proposed formula.
PROOFOF (xii). The proof is similar to the foregoing proofs. We first apply the
principle of duplication to Entry 17(iv). The formula so obtained and Entry
17(iv) then give
(2k + 1)6
=iz7(;+
fi
,c=ocosh(2k + 1)y

-&l

11(3’+(3’)
+ J1_x)z7{16x2(1

+ 44x2(1 - Ji-q”

+ JG)”

+ (1 - JG)“}.

The proposed formula now follows by dimidiation.
PROOFOF (xiii). The proof is like previous proofs. Applying the principle of
duplication to Entry 17(v) and combining the result with Entry 17(v), we
deduce that
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2 (2k+lJ8

k=o cosh(2k + 1)y

- &(l

+ J1-x)z9(64x2(1

+ 408x2(1 - Jr-i)”

+ d=)”

+ 912x4

+ (1 - fi)“).

Using dimidiation, we obtain the desired formula.
Entry 17. We have

(0

fL=

(ii)

k=~cosh(ky)

(iii)

f-c=
,‘=I cosh(ky)

(3

p!YL
,‘=I cosh(ky)

(4

gc=
,c=i cosh(ky)

$z3x,

(vii)
(viii)

5 + 4 2 ‘-$g

_’ y4 = z5(5 - x)(1 - x),

k=O

and

(ix) 61 - 4 g ‘,$~~~

T :’ = z7(1 - x)(61 - 46x + x2).

k=O

PROOFS
OF (i)-(v). From Cayley’s book [l, p. 571, for IuI < K’,
dn u = 1 - k2% + k2(4 + k2)f

- k2(16 + 44k2 + k4)g

+ k2(64 + 912k2 + 408k4 + k”)f

+ .a..

(17.1)

(We have corrected a slight misprint; Cayley has written CJinstead of 1 for the
first term on the right side.) Also, from Whittaker and Watson’s text [l,
p. 5111, for u = 2Kt/n and JuJ< K’,
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cODqk cos(2kt)

&2+2n

2K

K k=1 1 + q**

O3(-ly’

=t+&&jz+
=;+zc--

m (- ly’

zu */ 2
-

2ku *j
( z >

-

p

(17.2)
2 j=O (2j)! 0 Z
k=l cosh(ky)’
where the notations (6.9)-(6.12) have been utilized. (In fact, this Fourier series
was essentially derived by Ramanujan in Entry 33(iii) of Chapter 16.) Equating coefficients of u*“, 0 I n 5 4, in (17.1) and (17.2), we arrive at (i)-(v),
respectively.
l%oo~ OF (vi). This result is identical with Entry 8(i), since z = cp2(eMY).
PROOFS OF (vii)-(ix). These results are obtained from Entry 35(ii) in Chapter
16 by setting n = 1,2, and 3 there in turn. In the notation of that theorem, we
need to determine P2, Pa, and P6. But these are constant multiples of the series

in Entries 14(i)-(iii), respectively.
Examples. Recall that (p(q) and J/(q) are defined by (3.1) and (5.1), respectively.
Then

v%d = 1 + 16 kzl 1 “;“,)k,
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

q$“(q2)
= $lo12f: ;:rl ¶
e*(q*)= k$o1+;*k+l.
(P2(q)ti4(q)
= kzo‘::‘,:g*Y

PROOFOF (i). From Entry lO(ii),
$(-q)

= z4(1 - $2.

The desired result now follows from Entry 14(v) after replacing q by -4.
PR~~F OF (ii). From Entry 11(i),
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(17.3)

e-yt+P(e-y) = &z4x.

Using Entry 15(i), we complete the proof.
PROOF OF (iii). By Entry 11(iii),

e-y$4(e-2y) = &z’x.
The desired result now follows from Entry 15(ix).
PROOF OF (iv). The proposed formula follows from the equality immediately

above and Entry 16(ix).
PROOF OF

(v). By Entry 16(x), (6.4), (6.10), (ll.l), and (11.3),

F (2k + lJzqk =
kc,, 1 + q”+’

$4-‘/2q4(4)

{(p4(q)

-

rp4(

-

4)}

112

= (P4W2(q2)
= (P2W4(q).
PROOF OF (vi). The desired formula follows at once from Entries 13(xi) and

15(iv) along with (17.3).
Entry 18. If n is a positioe integer, then

6)
(ii)

2

72

t-1)’

k=O (2k + 1) cosh(f(2k + l)nfi}

(- uk
f=O (2k + 1) cosh(i(2k + l)@}
2

= 24’
5n
= 24’

and

(iii)

m (- 1)‘(2k + 1)6”-’
c
k=Ocosh{&2k + lb+}

=’

Formula(i) and the first part of (iii) were, in fact, tirst established by Cauchy
[3, p. 3171. Rao and Ayyar [l] and Riesel [l] each rediscovered the tirst part
of (iii). Proofs of(i) and the first part of (iii) can also be found in Bemdt’s paper
[4, Corollaries 7.2, 7.61. Zucker [2] has derived both (i) and (ii), while Ling
[3] has proved both parts of (iii). Zucker [l] has also established the first part
of (iii) for n = 1.
Ramanujan probably established Entry 18 via partial fractions. For example, if o is a primitive cube root of unity, then, for each nonnegative integer n,
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cos u cos(wu) COS(W2U)
(- l)“{ (k + $)7c}6”+S
k=O {(k + ;)%r6 - u”} cosh{(k + f)xa}

=12 g

’

(18.1)

after a somewhat lengthy, but routine, calculation. Letting u tend to 0, we
deduce (i) for n = 0 and the first part of (iii) for n > 0.
Entry 18 may seem a bit out of place in relation to the remainder of this
chapter. However, Ramanujan probably chose to place these formulas at this
juncture because of their obvious connection with Entry 16(iii). Ramanujan
returns to these sums in Chapter 18; in particular, seeSection 10.
In Chapter 14, Ramanujan established several additional results in the
same spirit as Entry 18. For many other results of this type and for numerous
references to the literature, seeBerndt’s papers [3], [4] and book [9].
Examples. Recall that x(q) is defined by (12.1).

6) If
z

(-l)k(2k

k=O

1

+ lJ7qk
+

= o

q2k+’

’

then
x(q) = 21’4q1’24

or

2l’4(34q)“?

(ii) Zf
m (- l)k(2k + 1)9qk = o
c
k=O
1 +

q2k+’

’

then
x(q) = 2”4{(154 f 6J645)q}“24.

(iii) Zf

cm (-

k=O

Qk(2k + 1)’ ‘qk = o
1 +

q2k+’

’

then
x(q) = 21’4q1’24

or

21’4(4q)“24

or

21’4(2764q)“24.

PROOFOF (i). Consider Entry 16(iv). If the left-hand side is equal to 0, then,
since 0 < x < 1, either x = 3 or x(1 - x) = &. The offered conclusion now
follows from Entry 12(v).
PROOFOF (ii). Turn to Entry 16(v). We see that the left side vanishes when
(x(1 - x)}-’ = 616 f 24J645. By Entry 12(v), we may complete the proof.
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(iii). The left side of Entry 16(vi) vanishes if and only if x = 3 or
(x(1 - x)}-’ = 16 or 11056. The desired results now follow from Entry 12(v).

PROOF

OF

We do not know Ramanujan’s motivation in deriving the previous
examples.
In conclusion, we remark that Ling Cl]-[3], Zucker [l], [2], and Schoissengeier [l] have evaluated several series like those found in the latter sections
of Chapter 17 in terms of parameters in the theory of elliptic functions.
Many of the results in Chapter 17 were independently proved by S. Bhargava and C. Adiga and can be found in Adiga’s thesis [l].

CHAPTER

18

The Jacobian Elliptic Functions

In Chapter 18, Ramanujan continues his development of the theory of elliptic
functions begun in Chapter 16 with the theory of theta-functions and continued in Chapter 17 with an introduction to elliptic integrals and the compilation of a large catalog of series that can be evaluated in terms of elliptic
function parameters. This chapter contains further series identities depending
on the theory of elliptic functions. Such results are considerably fewer in
number here than in Chapter 17 and generally are more difftcult to prove. In
particular, seeSections 4-7.
Chapter 18 also contains Ramanujan’s introduction to the Jacobian elliptic
functions sn, cn, and dn, although we have already used knowledge of these
functions to prove some of Ramanujan’s results on elliptic integrals in Chapter
17. In contrast to Jacobi Cl], [2] and other writers, Ramanujan introduces
these functions in Section 14 via their Fourier series. He derives only a handful
of the basic facts about Jacobian elliptic functions and terminates his development rather early, but he also obtains some results apparently not in the
literature. One of Ramanujan’s most interesting results is the very unusual
identity

which, at first appearance, does not seem to have any connection with Jacobian elliptic functions. However, this highly intriguing formula arises from
elementary Jacobian elliptic function identities. As in other aspects of his
development of the theory of elliptic functions, Ramanujan does not use any
of the historical or standard notations for Jacobian elliptic functions.
Three sections (12,13, and 22) are concerned with continued fractions that
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arise in the theory of elliptic functions. Most of these results are connected
with the work of T. J. Stieltjes and L. J. Rogers. Undoubtedly, the most
interesting result is a corollary in Section 12. If F(a, fi) is a certain continued
fraction, then
@(a + 13, J$)

= 3{fla, B) + WA a)},

or, in words, F determined at the arithmetic and geometric means of a and /3
is equal to the arithmetic mean of F(a, /3) and F(/?, a).
Two sections, 23 and 24, contain beautiful new theorems on theta-functions.
As in Chapter 17, the parameters x, y, and z designate the principal
parameters in Ramanujan’s study. SeeEntry 6 of Chapter 17 for the meanings
of x, y, and z and the latter part of Section 6 for the relationships of x, y, and
z with the more standard notations in the theory of elliptic functions. Because
Chapter 18 also contains material not particularly related to elliptic functions,
we list here those sections that are entirely devoted to elliptic functions: 1,2,
4-7, 11-18, and 22. In these sections, x, y, and z always have the meanings
indicated above. In other sections, x, y, and z denote generic variables. There
should be no cause for confusion.
Evidently, Ramanujan was greatly intrigued with the problem of approximating the perimeter of an ellipse. Two long sections, 3 and 19, are primarily
devoted to this topic. Ramanujan’s approximations are very accurate, and
those in Section 19 have a rather unusual character. Ramanujan also linds
several approximations to 71,some arising out of geometrical considerations.
Approximations to n and some geometrical problems are considered in Sections 3,20, and 24.
Sections 8-10 and 21 are devoted to partial fraction expansions that
superficially resemble seriesconnected with elliptic functions found in Chapter
17 and elsewhere in Chapter 18. In these sections, we proceed in the standard
manner via the residue calculus. We calculate the principal parts of a certain
meromorphic function f and conclude by the Mittag-Lefller theorem that f
is equal to the sum of its principal parts plus an entire function g. In every
instance in this chapter, it is easily shown that g(z) = 0 by letting z tend to co.
This aspect of the proof is always tacitly assumed in the sequel. Lastly, RzO
denotes the residue off at a pole zO.
Entry 1. Recall from Section 9 of Chapter 15 the definition
L(eCY) = 1 - 24 $I &.
Then

,F,(-$,

-$; 1; x) = z(1 - x) +

x
z dx
s0

= i(l + x) + iL(emzy).
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Recall from Entry 6 of Chapter 17 that
2 = ,F,(& 3; 1; x).

(1.1)

Elementary calculations then show that

O” M-1 (’ _ n)x”
41 - 4 = 1 + .F; 0’
4
and

x
s

zdx=

(3>.‘-I
x”*

2

“=I n!(n - l)!

0

(1.2)

(1.3)

Adding (1.2) and (1.3), we readily deduce the first equality of Entry 1.
By Entries 9(ii) and 9(iv) in Chapter 17,
x

z dx = z(1 - x) + 4x(1 - x);

z(1 - x) +

(l-4)

s 0

and
;L(e-2’)

= 3(1 - 2x)z + 4x(1 - x);.

Substituting (1.5) in (1.4) and simplifying, we easily achieve the second equality
in Entry 1.
Entry 2. In the same notation as Entry 1,

x
*F,( -4, +; 1; x) = z(1 - x) + ;

= $2 -x)+

f0

z dx

;L(K2y).

The proofs of these two equalities follow precisely along the same lines
as the proofs of the corresponding two equalities in Entry 1.

PROOF.

The formulas in Entries 1 and 2 were presumably suggested by the formulas
for the perimeter of an ellipse in Entry 3.
Entry 3. Consider the ellipse
X2

-$+$=l
with eccentricity e = (l/a) dn.
this ellipse, then

Zf L = L(a, b) denotes the perimeter of
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L = 2na,F,($,

-f;

1; e2)

= A@ + b),F,(-+,

(3.1)

-3; 1; t)

= n(3(a + b) - J(a

(3.2)

+ 3b)(3a + b)}
3t

nearly

very nearly,

lO+$i-=X

(3.3)
(3.4)

where, in (3.2) and (3.4), t = ((a - b)/(a + b))‘.

The appendants “nearly” and “very nearly” are quoted from the second
notebook (p. 217).
Formula (3.1) is due to Maclaurin [l] in 1742.
The second formula, (3.2), is obtainable from (3.1) by using Landen’s
transformation. We have not been able to find (3.2) explicitly in the work of
Landen. In fact, it appears that (3.2) is originally due to J. Ivory [l] in 1796.
Ivory’s paper is rather unusual in that it begins with a letter to the editor, John
Playfair. Ivory informs us in his letter that he was led to this theorem by the
study of mutual disturbances of planets. Evidently then the editor considered
it fair play to print Ivory’s letter. Ivory’s proof of (3.2) is quite ingenious and
since it is unlikely to be known to many, we give it below.
The approximation (3.3) is due to Ramanujan and was rediscovered by
Fergestad in 1951. (Seepapers by Selmer [l] and Stubban Cl].) Both (3.3) and
(3.4) are stated without proof in even more precise forms near the end of
Ramanujan’s paper [2], [lo, p. 391, where he indicates that the formulas were
discovered empirically.
However, Jacobsen and Waadeland [l], [2] have offered a very plausible
explanation of Ramanujan’s approximation (3.4). Wirte
*F&q,

t

-+; 1; t) = 1 + p.
4(1 + w)

(3.5)

Then
WE-

1 -&t
__
3i 1

-St
-is 3t __
-is 3t __
__
+ 1 + 1 + 1

+*a* I *

If each numerator is replaced by - 3t/16, then we obtain the approximation
which immediately yields the approximation (3.4). Since Ramanujan’s ability
to represent analytic functions as continued fractions is unparalleled in mathematical history, it seemslikely that Ramanujan’s formula (3.4) had its source
here. Jacobsen and Waadeland Cl], [2] have found a similar argument for
(3.3).

Many approximations
approximations

to L(a, b) have appeared in the literature. The
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L(a, b) x 71(u+ b)
and
L(a, b) x 2n,/&

given by Kepler [l, pp. 401, 4021 in 1609, are perhaps the first to appear in
the literature. As might be expected, the relative sizesof a and b determine the
nature of the estimates. Most approximations, including Ramanujan’s, are
best when a and b are somewhat close in size. Almkvist [l] and Almkvist and
Berndt [l] have described several such approximations when t is “small” and
discussed their accuracy. Two of the approximations that combine simplicity
and accuracy are
La2n(.3’z;b3’*)‘“,

given by Muir [l] in 1883, and

published by Nyvoll [l] in 1978. Other approximations of this sort have been
found by Euler [3], [6, pp. 357-3701, Peano Cl], Sipos (see a paper by
Woyciechowsky Cl]), and Selmer Cl].
The perimeter of an ellipse is intimately connected with the arithmeticgeometric mean. Seethe papers by Almkvist [l] and Almkvist and Berndt [l]
for this relationship. These authors also describe some of Gauss’ beautiful
contributions and how they relate to the modern day calculation of rr.
PROOFOF(3.1). Parameterizing the given ellipse by x = a cos cp,y = b sin cp,
0 I cpI 2x, we find from elementary calculus that
42
L=4
(a2 sin2 cp + b2 cos2 (P)“~ dq
s0
42
= 4u

(1 - e2 cos2 (p)l12dfp

s0
= 4u F C$L!e2n
n=O .
= 2na,F,(3,

1”

cosZn cp &

0

-3; 1; e’).

(3.7)

FIRSTPRCXIFOF(3.2). Take a special case
,F,(-$,$;

1; 4u(l + u)-2) = (1 + u)-‘,F,(-4,

-4; 1; u”)

of Landen’s transformation (seeErdelyi’s compendium [ 1,p. 111,formula (5)])
and set u = (a - b)/(u + b). After simplification, we deduce (3.2).
IVORY’S PROOFOF (3.2). Using (3.7), we find that
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f$f(l
=

PROOF OF

- cos(2cp))

112
dcp

n {2(a2 + b2) + 2(a2 - b2) cos(2~p))‘~~ dcp
s0

(3.3). For brevity, define the coefficients a,, n 2 0, by

= j.

%t”-

(3.8)

Next, after some rearrangement, define the coefficients /I., n 2 0, by
3(a + b) - J(a

+ 3b)(3a + b) = (a + b) 3 I
(

(a + 3b)(3a + b) 1’2
(a + b)’
)I

=(a+b){3-(4-(s)i)lp}
= (a + b){3 - fi}
=(a+b)

l+it+$t2+&t3
(

(3.9)

where ItI < 4. Comparing (3.8) and (3.9), we see that a, = /?., 0 I n I 2,
a3 = 2b3, and u4 = Sj?,.Thus, the approximation (3.3)differs from L/(a(a + b)}
by only about t3/29. It furthermore appears that a, > & for n 2 3. We prove
this in the next theorem.
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Theorem 1. For n 2 3, /I. I ~,,/2”-~.

PROOF.From (3.8) and (3.9), for n 2 1,
u n+l

(2n - II2

8n+1

1 2n -

-=an

(2n + 2)2 and

B.=ii

( n+l

1

>.

Thus,
1
B.+1/B, n+l
~a,+ds = 2(2n - 1) I2’
if n 2 2. Proceeding by induction, we deduce that
B
2z<l!h<L
cin+l -

2 a, - 2n-’ ’

for n 2 2, and the proof is completed.
PROOF OF (3.4). Define the coefficients yny.,
n 2 0, by

(3.10)
where 1tl < $. Comparing (3.8) and (3.10), we find that tl, = ‘y.for n I 4, while
y5 = gas. Thus, Ramanujan’s approximation is amazingly accurate, with the
error being about 3t5/217.
We are very grateful to G. Almkvist and R. A. Askey who each provided
the following proof of an analogue of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. Let a, and y”, n 2 0, be defined by (3.8) and (3.10), respectively.

for n 2 5, y” < a,.
PROOF. We have, for 1t ( < 4,

2 y”t” = 1 +
n=O

t{ 10 - 2&=%7i}
32 + t

=1+~~o(~~{5-~o(3(~~)
= I + ;

z
n0

‘(5 - d,),

where, for n 2 0,
d,=

i
k=O

0f
k

(24)k.

Then
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The terms comprising d, alternate in sign for k 2 1 and are increasing in
absolute value as k increases. For n 2 3, it is easily seen that

It follows that for n 2 4,
(24)“~?
Since

tl, = C-9.”
-(g-=

1

2n ’

- l)* 0 n

24”(2n

n 2 0,

’

it follows that

.- yn<

24,.- - _
%

n(2n - 1)3”

,

for n 2 4. It is easily seen that u, is a decreasing function of n for n 2 4. A
short calculation shows that u6 = $$. Hence, since we have already shown
that y5 < q, the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
Suppose that we let A(t) be an approximation for L(a, b)/{n(a + b)], where
t = ((a - b)/(a + b))‘. By (3.2),

Lb, 4
A(t) - ___
~(a + b) = A@)- ,F,(-$,

-4; I; t).

The first nonzero term in the power series of the right side of (3.11) gives an
indication of the accuracy of the approximation A(t). Let us say that A(t) is
of order n if the leading power in (3.11) is the nth. Thus, (3.8) and (3.9) show
that, for (3.3), A(t) is of order 3, while for (3.4), we see, from (3.8) and (3.10),
that A(t) is of order 5. The aforementioned approximations of Kepler, Euler,
Sipos, Peano, and Muir are of orders 1, 1,2,2, and 2, respectively. Selmer [l]
found an approximation of order 3 and two of order 4. See the paper by
Almkvist and Berndt Cl] for more details.
M. B. Villarino [l] has examined Ramanujan’s second approximation in
closer detail and has proved that
-(0.000512272..

.)t5 = -

(

; - ;

>

t5

Lb, b)

< A(t) - ___
< - $, t5 = -(0.000022888..
n(u + b)

if a # b.

.)t’,
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Example.
(9

n = 3.14159 26535 89793 2384626434,

(ii)

Log 10 = 2.30258 50929 94045 684018,

(iii)

een = 0.0432139182 63772 25,

(iv)

enl2 = 4.81047 73809 6535165547 3.

It is not clear whether Ramanujan recorded these values on finding them
in books or calculated the values himself. Ramanujan was acquainted with
few books in India. We have examined those of which we know he had
knowledge, and we are unable to find any of these decimal expansions, which,
indeed, are correct.
Gauss [2, p. 4271 recorded n to 100 decimal places and Log 10to 50 decimal
places but doubtless took his values from Wolfram’s tables [l]. However,
Gauss himself calculated e-” to 50 decimal places [2, p. 428) and enI2 to 34
places [2, p. 4311. Abramowitz and Stegun [l, pp. 2,3] give these four decimal
expansions, although they record less digits than Ramanujan for (i) and (iv).
The calculations of Gauss, Ramanujan, and Abramowitz and Stegun are in
agreement.
Corollary. According to Ramanujan,
n=g(l

-g)

verynearly.

and
7c= (973 - &)“4

nearly.

In fact,

F&-g)=

3.14159 26535 89794 32.

A comparison of this expansion with that of rr given above shows that this
approximation is greater than K by about 10-l’. Ramanujan also gives this
approximation in his paper [2] and says that he found it by taking the
reciprocal of 1 - 113n/355 [lo, p. 351.
The second approximation
(97) - h)‘/” = 3.14159 26526 2
is less than II by about lo-‘. Ramanujan [2], [lo, p. 35) informs us that he
empirically discovered this approximation. However, N. D. Mermin [l] has
suggestedhow Ramanujan might have discovered this approximation and why
it is so accurate. The simple continued fraction expansion for x4 is given by
1111
11
n4 = 97 + 2+2+3+1+16,539+i+*.*’
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If we truncate the continued fraction after the fourth partial quotient, we
obtain the approximation rr4 x 97&.
Entry 4. Let x and y be as in Section 6 of Chapter 17. Then

PROOF.

First observe that
1
S

:=

=

2
n=O

s

(--

ym

z.

1Wn

+

1)

Log

+

1 _

e-(Zn+l)Y/2
e-(2n+ljy,2

dY

e(2r!+~,;ye_:21.!z)y,2

=SC
*
Y

The second series on the far right side is evaluated in Entry 17(vii) of Chapter
17, while the determination of the first series can be gotten from the second
by the process of dimidiation. Thus,

s

m (1 - z3(1 - x)(1 - fi)

+ z3(1 - x) - 1) dy

Y

=- 1 m z3(1 - x) &
4 sY

dy.

Employing Entry 9(i) in Chapter 17 to make a change of variable and then
using (l.l), we deduce that

1 1co01.’ xx”-1,2 dx
?dx=- 4.=o(n!)Z
’
f4
so
and the desired result follows.
Entry 5. Let x and y be as given in Entry 4. Then

: .” xn
Log G - f (-) - = y - 4 f
“=I (n!)’

F’ROOF.

n

n=O

(- 1)“(2n + 1) Log(1 - e-(2n+1)y).

First we observe that
T := 4 f

(- 1)“(2n + 1) Log(1 - e-(2n+1)Y)

n=O
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Just as in the last proof, we employ Entries 17(vii) and 9(i) in Chapter 17 and
(1.1) to find that
OD
(23(1 - x) - 1) dy

T=

sY

= ,‘ %(y + Log x) dx +
s

= Y + Log x - liy+

“z-1
~

s0

dx

x

(Y + Log 4 +

Now from Entry 2(i) in Chapter 17, we may easily deduce that
y + Log x = Log 16 + o(l)
as x tends to 0 + . Using this in (5.1), we readily deduce the desired formula.
Entry 6. With x, y, and z as in Section 6 of Chapter 17,

go +
t2n

PROOF.

1)2

+qyj=

cos;(f(2n

g

3F2(1,

‘,‘;iv3;x)*

An elementary calculation yields
1

d2
dy2

+

e(2n+l)Y/2

= (2n + 1)2
e-(2n+l)Y/2

4

>

e(2n+l)Y

+

e-(2n+l)Y

+

te(2n+l)y12

_

6

e-(2n+l)~12)3*

Thus,
u:=

1
a=o (2n + 1)2 cosh{+(2n + 1)~)
2

+
_
=-1 ymymm
4 dy. (6-l)
n=O
+
ss =,
If u = exp( - $y), the series in the integrand above can be written in the form
cx,
_
+
c
.
n=O (1 + lP”+2)3
e(2n+l)Y

2

e(2n+l)~/2

U211+1

e-(2n+l)Y

6

e-(2n+l)~/2)3

&3(2n+1)

$(2n+l)

We now expand (1 + u~“+‘)-~ in a binomial series.The resulting double series
can be represented by the array
u - 6u3 + u5

-3u2(u

u3 - 6u9 + d5

-3u6(u3

~5 - 6~15 + ~25 -.3u’O(u5

- 6u3 + u”)
- 6u9 + d5)
- 6~15 + ~25)

6u4(u - 6u3 + us)

...

6u12(u3 - 6u9 + d5)

e-.

6$0($

. .. .

- 6~15 + ~25)
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Arranging this array in ascending powers yields
-9u3

25u5 -49u’

.. .

113 -9u9

25~‘~ e-4@’

.. .

u5 -9u’5

25u25

.. . .

u

.
..

-49u35

.
..

Summing the new array by columns, we obtain the sum
~-

u

1 - U2

32u3
52u5
+~-u’o+-“‘4
1 - u6

T2U7

= z. .,2:+3y:2!!:)y,2.
Hence, using this in (6.1), we find that

The sum in the integrand appeared in our proof of Entry 4, and so using our
calculations therefrom, we find that
z3(1 - x) ,,& dy dy.
Now Entry 9(iii) in Chapter 17 can be written in the form
Co m
z
~“(1 - x)z3 dy dy = g 3F2(n + a, n + 4, 1; n + 1, n + 1; x),
/.IY Y
where n > 0. Setting n = $ and substituting the result in (6.2), we complete the
proof.
Before stating Entry 7, we offer a remark about transforming a formula of
the sort
WG

Y,

4 =0

into a “new” formula. Suppose that we replace x by 1 - x. Then by (6.3) and
(6.2) in Chapter 17, y and z are transformed into n2/y and yz/x, respectively.
We therefore obtain a new formula
0(1 - x, 7?/y, yz/7L)= 0.
This process is equivalent to Jacobi’s imaginary transformation.
Entry 7. Recall that Catalan’s constant C is defined by
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c=z.(2(-+y)2.
n
Then

(-1)
$0 (2n + l)z(e(2n+1)Y+ 1)

= fc-‘Y+d!gZ
16

PROOF.

,F,(l, 1, 1; $4; 1 - x).

Apply Jacobi’s imaginary transformation to Entry 6 to discover that
$-X71
2YZ
=f

,F,(l, 1, 1; 3,s; 1 - x)
1
“=o (2n + 1)2cosh(i(2n + 1)x2/y} ’

(74

Next, we expand
tan w

f(w) = w cosh(nw/y)
into partial fractions. The function f has simple poles at 0, iy(n + $), and
(n + i)rc, -cc < n < co. First, we find that
&n+ljZ)

=

i( - l)“+’ tanh(n + $)y
a(n + 4)
’

for each integer n. An elementary calculation then shows that the sum of
the two principal parts corresponding to the poles w = iy(n + 3) and
w= -iy(n++),OIncco,isequalto
2( - 1)“~ tanh(n + $y
a(y2(n + 3,” + w2) .

(7.2)

Next,
&+1,2,n

=

-

1
(n + $)n cosh{z2(n + 3)/y}’

for each integer n. Another brief calculation shows that the sum of the two
principal parts associated with the poles (n + 3)~ and -(n + &)n, 0 I n < co,
is equal to
2
cosh(n2(n + 3)/y} ((n + +)‘r~’ - w2)’
Hence, from (7.2) and (7.3), we deduce that

(7.3)
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+2?

1
n=o cosh{rr2(n + +)/y}((n + $)“rr” - w’)’

Letting w tend to 0, we find that
$. (2n + 1)2 co&(n

+

IT271*
c (8

t,/y>

1)” tanh(n + &y
(n + 3)”

4yn=o

x2

2
pn+w

8
?c2
-8 - nc
Y +

+1

(- 1)
+

;n$o(zn

1)2@(2"+')Y

+ 1)’

(7.4)

Substituting (7.4) into (7.1), we complete the proof.
Although the following example appears in Section 7, it does not appear
to be closely connected with Entry 7.
Example. Let x and y be as above. Then

$0 (2n + 1) sini{$nn

+ 1)~) = ’ Log (*$)’

PROOF.By an elementary calculation,

v:=“=oc (2n + 1) sinh;i(2n
m

1

+ 1)~)

=

(7.5)

We wish to transform the seriesin the integrand. If u = exp( - iy), this series
can be written
a,

,,Zn+l

+

U6n+3

m

m

n&o (1 _ U4n+2)2 = n&OJo (m + 1){u(2n+1)(2m+1) + U(2n+1)(2m+3)l

=$ou-~2m~~~1u2~+l

= so 2 sinhF$n’+

+

$oU-(2m+l?U2m+l

1)~).

Putting this representation into (7.5) and utilizing Entries 15(xiii) and 9(i) in
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Chapter 17, we find that
2n + 1
sinh{$(2n + 1)~) dY

=- 1 OD
z’&
4fY

dy

This completes the proof.
Entry 8. L.et 6 be real. Zf 101< a, then

6) fJo(- 1)

cos(2n + l)O + 2 cos{&2n + l)O} cosh{$(%n + 1)fiO)
(2n + 1) cash { +(2n + l)rcfi}

rr
= -,
8

and ly 101c 42, then

(ii) f (- 1),,cos@n + l)e(cos@n + l)O + cosh((2n + 1)&I})
n=O
(2n + 1) cosh(i(2n + 1)x,/?}

=5
12’

(iii)

= _ rt
12e3,

2 (- 1),,sin(2n + l)O(cos@ + l)O - cosh((2n + l)$O})
a=0
(2n + 1)4 cash { f(2n + l)rr$}

and
04

“ZO (- 1)

cos(2n + 1)8(cos(2n + l)e + cosh((2n + l)fie}
(2n + 1)’ cosh(i(2n + l)n,/?}
8’

xe6

=11520-m
These beautiful series evaluations apparently have not been given previously in the literature. As the proofs below make clear, even more general
theorems undoubtedly exist.
Ikoo~

OF

(i). Let o = exp(2ni/3) and define

f(z) =

+ c0s(20ez)
+ c0s(202ez)
cos(az) COS(ROZ)
cos(nw2z)

cos(2ez)

We expand f(z) into partial fractions.

.
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First, f(z) has simple poles at z = n + 3, - co < n < co. After an elementary calculation and simplification, we find that

R “+I,2 = 2(-

l)“+‘fh

6,

where
f(n

e)

7

=

cos(2n + 1)0 + 2 cos{3(2n + 1)0} cosh{+(2n + l)@}

TCcosh(i(2n + l)rcfi}

The sum of the two principal parts corresponding to the poles n + 3 and
-(n + i), 0 I n < co, is thus equal to
4(- iy+yn + +)f(n, e)
zz - (n + 5)’
.

(f3.1)

Second, f has simple poles at z = o(n + 3), - co < n < co, with
R mD(n+l12)
= a - l)n+ld-h

0

The sum of the two principal parts corresponding to the poles w(n + 3) and
-o(n + $), 0 I n < co, is equal to
4( - iy+l(n + &df(n,
zz - w2(n + 3)’

e)

(8.2)

.

Lastly, f has simple poles at z = 02(n + $), - co < n < co, with
=

&,*~n+1,2~

2(

-

I)“+’ 02f(% 0

The sum of the two principal parts associated with the simple poles 02(n + 4)
and -02(n + $), 0 I n < co, is equal to
4( - l)n+l (n + $of(n,
Z2 - o(n + f)’

e)

(8.3)

’

Hence, from (8.1)-(8.3), we deduce that
m (-l)“+‘(n+f)s(cos(2n+1)fI+2cos{~(2n+1)~}
cosh{f(2n+

1)+}(z6

cosh{+(2n+l),/%})
-@I+$)~)

Letting z = 0 above, we deduce Entry 8(i).
(ii). Since the proofs of (ii) and (iii) are similar to the proof of(i), we
are brief in our details.
Consider

PROOF OF

g(z) :=

i +

+ cos(403ez) + c0s(402ez)
cos(7rz)cos(7tm) cos(m2z)

cos(4ez)

.
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Of course, g has the same simple poles as f in the proof of (i). Thus, by
calculations similar to those above, we deduce the partial fraction expansion

g(z)=; to (-l)“+‘(n+T)l ’ cos(2n + l)B(cos(2n + 1)0 + cash{ (2n -t 1),/e})
n

cosh{$(2n+ l)nfi}(~~-((n+$)~)
(8.4)

Putting z = 0 yields the desired result.
(iii). We calculate the partial fraction decomposition of

PROOF OF

h(z) :=

sin(48z) + sin(4cAIz) + sin(4&Iz)
z3 cos(7rz)cos(7mz) cos(7T02z) +

The function h has the same simple poles as f and g in the proofs above. By
calculations like those above, we find that

Qz)=z 2 (-‘)“+‘b+d l 2 sin(2n+
n n=O

i)e(c0s(2n+

l)e-c0sh{(2n+

l)fiej)

cosh{+(2n+l)rc$}(~‘++$)~)

Letting z tend to 0 above, we deduce Entry 8(iii).
PROOF OF

(iv). Expanding both sides of (8.4) in powers of z, we find that, for

I4 < 4,

(

4 _ py

; . ..)(I

=- 24 .f (n n=O

1)”

+g

+ . ..)

cos(2n + l)B(cos(2n + l)e + cosh((2n + l)@})
(n + f) cosh(S(2n + l)n$}

Z6

’

1+(n+f)6+-*

Equating coefficients of z6 on both sides, we deduce the desired result.
Entry 9.
then

If

z #

+oj(2n

+ l),

0I j

5

2, 0 I n < co, where co = exp(2ni/3),

(- 1)“(2n +
T
n=ocosh{)(2n + l)a$}((2n
71

1y

+ 1)6 - z6)
1

= 3 cos(~xz)(cos(f~~z) + cosh(fn$z))’
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PROOF. In (18.1) of Chapter 17, let n = 0 and u = &rz. After some elementary
manipulation we achieve the desired result.

Example. For each complex number z,
nZ6n

(9

9 cos(~z)(cos(~z) + cosh(&/3z)) = 1 + ; “$I $&

4

= O” ln=O

(ii)

3 sin(fz)(cos($z) - cosh(+$z))

Z6

(2n + l)%? >

= - a “zO (ii’+‘“;,:’
Z6

=

’ - (2n7@ .

PROOF.First we verify the elementary identity
3 cos(~z)(cos(~z) + cosh()$z))
= a(1 + cos z + cos(oz) + cos(oZz)).
The first equality in (i) now easily follows. To prove the second equality of(i),
use the elementary identity
$ cos(~z)(cos(~z) + cosh($fiz))
= cos($z) cos(&Dz) cos(&02z)
along with the familiar infinite product representation for cos z.
Similarly, part (ii) follows easily from the elementary identities
$(sin z + sin(wz) + sin(02z))
= 3 sin(+z)(cos()z) - cosh(ifiz))
Entry 10. If z # fo’(2n
then

= -sin($z) sin($oz) sin(3w2z).

+ l), 0 I j I 2, 0 I n < CO, where o = exp(2ai/3),

(- 1)“(2n + 1)5
T

n=ocosh(i(2n + l)n/$}((2n
71
12
PROOF.

+ 1)6 - z6)
-3

cos(~~z)(cos(~nz) + cosh($r$z))

For each nonnegative integer m, we expand

’
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z6”(cosh($

+ cosh(g

+ cosh(g

- +)

f(z) :=
cos($Tz)

cos($Toz)

cos($m2z)

z.-(4cosh(~)(cos(~~z)
+cash($))- 3)
=
cos(~nz)(cos&z) + cosh(@z))
into partial fractions. The function f(z) has simple poles at z = oj(2n + l),
j = 0, 1,2, - cc < n < co. After a somewhat lengthy but elementary calculation, we find that
f(z)

(- 1)“(2n + 1)6m+5
7~n=ocosh{+(2n + 1)&?}((2n
+ 1)6 - z6j

= 12 2

(10.1)

Setting m = 0, we complete the proof.
Clearly, (10.1) is an analogue of (18.1) in Chapter 17.
Example. Under the same hypotheses as Entry 10,
z3 f
(2n + 1Y
“=O(2n + 1)6 - 26
= _~f_cosh(+rfiz)
12 cosh(&&z)
PROOF.

- cos()xz)
tan&z).
+ cos($rz)

In a more symmetric form, this example may be written
R tan(&z) tan&wz)
12z3

tan&w2z)
=

z.

(2;;

;:r

z6’

(10.2)

We expand the left side of (10.2) into partial fractions. We first find that
R (2n+l)oJ

d
=

-

6(2n + 1)3

tan(i(2n + 1)7ro) tan(i(2n + l)aw2),

where j = 0, 1,2, - cc < n c co. Straightforward calculations then give (10.2).
Example.

(- 1r
n=o (2n + 1)’ cosh{&2n + l)rrfi}
2

8’
= 23040’

PROOF.From (18.1) of Chapter 17,
1
(-1)“(2n+1)5
= 24~ f
cos z cos(oz) cos(w2z)
n=ocosh{$(2n+ 1)7@)((2n+

l)V-(2~)~)’
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where o = exp(2rri/3). Expand both sides in powers of z and equate coefficients of z6 on both sides to achieve the proposed formula. (The calculations
are very similar to those needed in the proof of Entry 8(iv).)
The last example is found in Ramanujan’s [lo, p. 3501 first letter to Hardy
and was first established in print by Watson [l] who employed contour
integration in his proof.
Entry 11.

(ii) Let x’, y’, and z’ denote the parameters associated with the complementary
modulus k’. Zf IIm 81 < y/2, then
cos(2n + i)e
cosh(2n + 1)6
f cosh(i(2n + 1)~) ,,=o
2 cosh(i(2n + 1)~‘) = ~ZZfJz
n=O
PROOF OF (i). Using the Fourier series of the Jacobian elliptic function dn
(Whittaker and Watson [l, p. 511]),

dnc)=&(l+2%=),

IIm81<n,

(11.1)

we may rewrite Entry 1l(i) in the form

where y = rr, x = 3, and by (6.15) in Chapter 17, K = &r3’2/12(i). Thus, by
(11.2), it sulIices to prove that

Using Jacobi’s imaginary transformation (Whittaker and Watson [ 1,p. 5053)
Mu, k)
cn(u, 4

dn(iu, k) = dc(u, k’) = -,
since k’

= k = l/,/2

here, we find that

= 2 - sn2 (KQ)
dn2 (K+)

= 2 dn2 (MI/n) = 2
dn2 (KQ)
’

where we have employed elementary identities for the Jacobian elliptic func-
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tions (Whittaker and Watson [l, p. 4931). (See also Section 14 below.) Thus,
(11.3) is established to complete the proof of Entry 11(i).
Entry 1l(i) is a fascinating identity even though it is not particularly deep,
as the proof shows. One wonders how Ramanujan ever discovered this most
unusual and beautiful formula.
PROOF OF

(ii). Using the Fourier series for cn,
cos(2n + 1)8
cosh(+(2n + 1)~)’

Vm 4 <

+Y,

(11.4)

and Jacobi’s imaginary transformation (Whittaker and Watson [l, pp. 511,
505]), we find that the left side of Entry 1l(ii) may be written

Entry 12. Zf n > 0, then
(9

m sech(jy)
(~z)~x (2t1z.)~ (3nz)‘x (4n.~)~
5+
1 + (jn)’ = i + 2
+ 2
+ - 2 + - 2 +***
jZ1

and

z&
=---

l+l+

(nz)2
__

(2nz)2x
___

1

+

(3n~)~
-

1

(4nz)2x

$

1

+*a.’

PROOFOF (i). Using (11.1) and integrating termwise, we find that
co
1 O3
e-240’z) cos 2ju d,,
em2”(“‘) dn u du = k + i z sech(jy)
Z
i 1
-In o
s0
(12.1)
On the other hand, by a theorem of Stieltjes [l], [2, pp. 184-2001 that was
rediscovered by Rogers [3],
1 *
(r~z)~x (2nz)2
(3nz)2x
(4nz)2
e-2ul(nz)dn u du = ? __
__
___
__
2 + 2 +-a.’
2+
2 + 2 +
n s0

(12.2)

Combining (12.1) and (12.2), we complete the proof.
The continued fraction (ii) appears in Ramanujan’s [ 10, p. 3501 first letter
to Hardy and was first established in print by Preece [l]. The following
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corollary is found in Ramanujan’s [lo, pp. xxix] second letter to Hardy and
was proved by Preece [2]. The proof that we give is much different from that
of Preece and is undoubtedly similar to the one Ramanujan must have found.
Corollary.

For n > 0, Re a > 0, and Re /I > 0, define
(3R2
F(a,/j)
=an+ B”-n + (24’
__
~ (W2
__
n + n + n +*..’

Then

(12.3)
What a marvelous theorem! In words, the continued fraction F evaluated
at the arithmetic and geometric means of a and /I is equal to the arithmetic
mean of F(a, /?) and F(/?, a).
PROOF.First, let /I > 1 and choose a such that 0 < a < /I and
j? = 2Fl(& 3; 1; a2/p2).

Thus, in Entry 12(ii), we set x = a2/g2 and z = /?. Also replace n by l/n. We
then find that

In Entry 12(i), make the same substitutions for a and fl, but replace n by 2/n.
Accordingly, we discover that
(12.4)
Hence,
= i{W,

B) + f’(B, a>>.

(12.5)

Now the left side above appears, by (12.4), to be F(/l, a), except that y is
replaced by iy and n by 2n. Thus, we apply the process of dimidiation
described in Section 13 of Chapter 17. Since x is transformed into
4&u
+ &I29 we see that a’/#?’ is replaced by 4a/?/(a + /3)2. Also, z is
transformed into (1 + &)z, and so /I is replaced by a + fi. Combining these
two changes, we seethat a is replaced by 2fi.
Thus, from (12.4), after a little
manipulation,

Combining this with (12.5), we complete the proof for 0 < a c /I < 1.
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By symmetry, we seethat (12.3) also holds for 0 < fl < a < 1. Now each of
the three continued fractions in (12.3) converges to an analytic function of a
and /I for Re a > 0 and Re B > 0. Thus, by analytic continuation, (12.3) is valid
forRecr>OandRe/?>O.
Entry 13. Zf n > 0, then

0)

2 .f (- ly’csch(i(2j + 1)~)
1 + (2j + 1)V
j=O
=-

ZJi
l+

(1 - x)(nz)2 x(2nz)Z
1
-l+

(1 - x)(3nz)2
_ . ..9
1

2 F (- ly’(2j + 1) sech(i(2j + 1)~)
1 + (2j + 1)2n2
j=O

(ii)

z”&izj
= 1 + (nz)“(l - 2x) +
+

22(22 - 1)x(1 - x)(nz)”
1 + (3nz)2(1 - 2x)

42(42 - 1)x(1 - x)(nz)”
1 + (5nz)2(1 - 2x) + . . . ’

and
(iii)

2 F (3 + 1) cschM2j

+ 1)~)

1 + (2j + l)‘n’

j=O

22(22 - l)x(nz)4
42(42 - l)~(nz)~
= 1 + (nz)‘(l + x) - 1 + (3nz)‘(l + x) - 1 + (Snz)2(1 + x) - a..’
Z’Ji

where, in (i) and (ii), 0 < x < l/,/2.
PROOF OF (i). Recall the Fourier series of the Jacobian elliptic function cd u
(Whittaker and Watson [l, p. 5111)

m (- ly’ cos(2j + 1)~
+z& cd(zu) = 1
j=o sinh(i(2j + 1)~) ’

/Imu

<+y.

It follows that
e-“‘” cd(zu) du

= sinhtiiic
l)ylsOD
em”‘”
cos@j
+1)udu
=2nF(-lYcsch{Mj
1 + (2j + 1)2n2 *
2 jzo

P~)Y)

j=O

Next, from Jacobi’s Fundamenta Nova Cl], [2, p. 1473,
cd u = cn(k’u, ik’/k).

(13.1)
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Thus,

m
co
z x
e-“‘(nrk’) cn(u, ik/k’) du.
ewulncd(zu) du = ;
(13.2)
Js 0
s0
Now Stieltjes Cl], [2] and Rogers [3] have shown that (seealso Perron’s book

CLP.2201)

e-“‘(nzk’) cn(u, ik/k’) du
=- k -nzk’
k’ ( l+

(nzk’)2

1

(3nzk’)2

(2nzk’)2(ik/k’)2

1

+

(4nzk’)2(ik/k’)2

+

1

+

1

nzk

(nzk’)2

(2nzk)’

+ . . .>
(3nzk’)2

(4nzk)’

(13.3)
1 + 1 1 +
1 1 +*.*’
To ensure the convergence of this continued fraction, by a theorem in Perron’s
book [l, p. 53, Satz 2.161, we must require that k/k’ < 1 or x < l/G. Taking
(13.1)-(13.3) together, we complete the proof.
hmoF
OF (ii). We employ the Fourier expansion of the Jacobian elliptic
function sd u (Whittaker and Watson [ 1, p. 51l]),
* (- ly’ sin(2j + 1)u
sd(zu) = 2 1
j=o cosh(i(2j + 1)~) ’

zdm

1Im uI c +y.

Differentiating with respect to u, we find that
m (- ly’(2j + 1) cos(2j + 1)u
; sd(zu) = 2 1
cosh(i(2j + 1)~)
’
j=O

zJx(l--x)

Hence, integrating by parts and integrating termwise, we arrive at
‘-

m e-“I” sd(zu) du = z,/m

n

f

= 2 2

m em”/”$ sd(zu) du
s0

0

(- QVj

+ 1)

O”

j=o cosh{&2j + 1)~) s 0 e

-“‘” cos(2j + 1) u du

= 2n 2 (- lY’(2j + 1) sech{Nj + 1)~)
1 + (2j + 1)2n2
*
j=O

(13.4)

From Jacobi’s work [l], [2, p. 1471,
sd u = sn(k’u, ik/k’).
Thus,

‘m

n

me-u/n
sd(zu)
du=
s0

e4hWsn(u
due
9ik/k’)
(13.5)
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By another result of Stieltjes Cl], [2], and Rogers [3],
m
e-“‘(nzk’) sn(u, ik/k’) du

s0
1
= (nzk’)-2 + (1 + (ik/k’)‘)

22(22 - l)(ik/k’)2
- (nzk’)-2 + 32(1 + (ik/k’)2)

42(42 - l)(ik/k’)2
- (nzk’)’ + 52(1 + (ik/k’)2) - a.*

nzzz(1 - x)
22(22 - l)n4z%(l - x)
= 1 + (nz)2(1 - 2x) + 1 + (3nz)2(1 - 2x)
42(42 - 1)&4x(1

+

- x)
1 + (5nz)2(1 - 2x) + *‘. *

(13.6)

The assurance that this continued fraction converges is guaranteed by a
theorem in Perron’s text [l, p. 47, Satz 2.113. Equalities (13.4)-(13.6) now
imply the sought result.
(iii). Using the Fourier series (Whittaker and Watson [l, p. 5111)

PROOF OF

sin(2j + 1)~
z&i sn(zu) = 2 5
J=Osinh(i(2j + 1)~)’

IIm 4 <

(13.7)

iv,

we find upon an integration by parts and integrating termwise that
a,
gj

m

n

s

(?-n/n

o

sn(zu) du = z&

e-“ln i

sn(zu) du

s 0

= 2 jzo

sinhi~t~

:

l)yj

*
s 0

e-l”

cos(Y

+

= 2n f (2 + 1) cschO(2j + 1)~)
1 + (2j + 1)2n2
’
j=O

1)~

du

(13.8)

On the other hand, by the same result of Stieltjes and Rogers that we used
in (13.6),
co

e-“l(‘@ sn u du =
s 0

1
2722 - 1)x
(nz)-2 + 1 + x - (nz)-2 + 32(1 + x)
4742 - 1)x
- (nz)-2 + 52(1 + x) - -9.

22(22 - l)x(nz)4
W2
= 1 + (nz)2(1 + x) - 1 f (3nz)2(1 + x)
42(42 - l)x(nz)4

- 1 + (5nz)2(1 + x) - * *. ’
The desired result now follows from (13.8) and (13.9).

(13.9)
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For additional proofs of the continued fractions of Stieltjes and Rogers
employed in the proofs above, see the paper by Flajolet and Francon Cl],
where combinatorial applications are given. Further work on combinatorial
implications of continued fractions of the Jacobian elliptic functions can be
found in Flajolet’s paper [l]. Generalizations of some of the Stieltjes-Rogers
continued fractions have been discovered by D. V. and G. V. Chudnovsky [ 1,
pp. 30-311.
Corollary. Zf n > 0, then
2 (- ly’(2j + 1) sech(i(2j + l)rc}
1 + (2j + l)%’
j=O
6. 10(np)4 15.21(np)4
1 P2 1 * 3(np)4
=4-(- 1+
1
+
1
+
1
where p = &r2(3/4).

Set y = n in Entry 13(ii). Then x = 4 and, by (6.15) in Chapter 17,
z = p. The corollary now easily follows.

PROOF.

In Section 14, Ramanujan defines three functions S, C, and C, , for real 8, by

and

c, = c,(e)= ; + ,zl 3.
Now, in fact, Ramanujan has replaced 13by 28 on each right side above. But
in all subsequent work after Section 14, Ramanujan employs the definitions
that we have given. We have actually already encountered these functions in
(13.7), (11.4), and (11.l), respectively. More precisely,
S=

*z&

sn(z@, C =

$z&

cn(zf?), and

C, =

$Z

dn(z8). (14.1)

Entry 14. Zf C, S, and C, are defined as above, then

c2 + s2 = +cz2,

(14.2)

c: + s2 = $z2,

(14.3)
(14.4)
(14.5)
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(14.6)

2C,S+~=O,
and
2cc
Furthermore,

’

2 de’

(14.7)

define cp,0 I q < 271, by

c = &,/i

cos cp and

S = &&

sin cp.

(14.8)

Then

(14.9)

Cl = &/Tzizp,

zcosrpJiYGq=-=

d sin cp
de

dv

co.5 ‘P-j@

e=:
s:J&-

(14.10)

(14.11)

The formulas (14.2) and (14.3) are simply translations of the fundamental
formulas (Whittaker and Watson [l, p. 4931)
cn2 u + sn2 u = 1 and

dn2 u + k2 sn2 u = 1,

respectively. These formulas are generally proved by utilizing representations
for cn u, sn u, and dn u in terms of theta-functions. However, Ramanujan
probably used Fourier series. Thus, we proceed by finding the Fourier series
for C2, S2, and Cf. In fact, Jacobi Cl], [2, p. 1961 found the Fourier series for
C2 and S2 but not for Cf. More elegant derivations of these Fourier series as
well as the Fourier series for C: have been found by Glaisher [2], and since
Glaisher’s work is not particularly well known, we present it.
Kiper Cl] has derived the Fourier series for higher powers of the Jacobian
elliptic functions, while Langebartel [l] has developed Fourier expansions for
several rational functions of Jacobian elliptic functions.
It should be remarked that the two formulas in (14.8) are compatible
because of (14.2).
Equality (14.11) represents Ramanujan’s form of the inversion of the elliptic
integral of the first kind.
PROOFS.

From the definition of S, we seethat
e2i(m+n+l)0

-4S2

=

2

2

,,,=-m n=-oDsinh((m + $y) sinh((n + 3)~)’

The coefficient of exp(2inO), 1 I n < co, in this double series is seen to be
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1
-f sinh((m + 3)~) sinh((n - m - 3)~)
,,,=-m

=& z {coW(m
+
3)~)

m

=-

-

CothUm

-

n

+

+)Y))

m

1
lim
sinh(ny) M-+a)

f

{coth((m + 4)~) - coth((m - n + 3)~))

m=-M-l
-M-2

coth((m + &y) -

c

coth((m + 3)~)

m=-M-n-l

2n
=sinh(ny)*
A similar calculation shows that the coefficient of exp( -2intQ 1 I n < co, is
equal to the coefficient of exp(2inO). Hence,
s2 = i

4) n cos(2ne)
z csch2((m + 4)Y) - “gl sinh(ny) .
m co

(14.12)

The derivation for C2 is similar. From the definition of C,
e2i(m+n+l)B

4c2 =

2
F
,,,=--con=--cocosh((m + 3)~) cosh((n +

3)~)’

The coefficient of exp(2inO), 1 5 n < co, in this double series is equal to
1
:
m=-m cosh((m + $)y) cosh((n - m - 3)~)
=&

mz al {tanh((m +

4)~)

- tanh((m - n +

3)~))

2n
=sinh(ny)’
by the same type of reasoning as that used above. The coefficient of
exp( - 2inO), 1 I n < co, is the same as that for exp(2inO). Hence,
C2 = i

E sech2((m + 3)~) + “zI ns~~s~y~).
nl m

(14.13)

Third,
e2i(m+n)8

4c: =

g
g
m=-* “z-m cosh(my) cosh(ny)’

The coefficient of exp(2inO), 1 I n < co, in this double series is found to be
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1
f
m=-m
cosh(my) cosh(n - m)y

=& .zaWWv)
- tan&
- 4~)
2n
=sinh(ny)*

The coefficient of exp( - 2inO) is the same as that for exp(2inQ 1 5 n < co.
Therefore,

Cl”
=i +i z sech2(w4
+“zlsinh(ny)
.
m n cos(2nO)

m1

(14.14)

It is evident from (14.12)-(14.14) that C2 + S2and C: + S2are independent
of 6. Now S(0) = 0, and by Entries 16(ix) and 17(i) in Chapter 17, respectively,
C(0) = $.z& and C,(O) = iz. The formulas (14.2) and (14.3) now follow
immediately.
We next prove (14.4). First, observe that
e2i(m+n+l)0

4iCS =

f

fJ

,,,=--co,,=-cocosh((m + $)y) sinh((n + &Y)’
The coefficient of exp(2inQ 1 I n < co, in this double series is equal to
1
2 cosh((m + 4)~) sinh((n - m - 4)~)
,,,=-co

=&

ln

z @W(n
- m-

3)~)

+ tanhUm

+ 3)~)

m

1
“-“, m=$m, {Cowan - m - $1~) + tanh((m + &Y)).
cosh(ny) M
In the last sum, all of the hyperbolic tangent terms cancel as well as all but
2n of the hyperbolic cotangent terms. Each of these 2n surviving terms tends
to 1 as M tends to co. Hence, the coefficient ofexp(2in8) is equal to 2n sech(ny).
It is now not difficult to see that the coefficient of exp(-2in0) is equal to
-2n sech(ny). The Fourier series (14.4) is now immediately evident.
Equality (14.5) is a direct consequence of (14.4) and the definition of C, .
Upon differentiating (14.2) and (14.3) with respect to 0, we deduce that
=-

cE=cdC1

de

l de.

Thus, (14.6) follows from (14.5) and the equality above.
Again, from (14.2),
dS
a=

CdC

s de’

Using the equality above and (14.6), we deduce (14.7).
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Equality (14.9) follows immediately from (14.3) and the representation for
S in (14.8).
From (14.7)-( 14.9),

The equalities in (14.10) are now obvious.
The important result (14.11) follows readily from (14.10) and the fact that
8 and cpvanish together.
Since S(0) = 0, we may deduce from (14.12) that
? csch2{$(2n
II=-*

+ 11~1 = 4 jl

&

(14.15)

and
s=2

O” n sin2 (no)
c
“=I sinh(ny) ’

Equality (14.15) is rather curious. In this connection, we record the following
result found in Berndt’s paper [3, Proposition 2.251. If a, /I > 0 with L$ = x2,
then
a+B
u g csch2 (an) + /? 2 csch’ (Bn) = 6
- 1.
n=1

n=l

Entry 15. Let cpbe defined by (14.8). Then

0)
(ii)
(iii)

cos(2n + 1)e

cosh{)(2n + 1)~)

= +zJ x cos q,

sin(2n + l)f3
= *z xf x sin cp,
“=o sinh(t(2n + 1)~)

sin(2n + i)e
(‘1 “to (zn + 1) cosh{$(2n + l)y} = + sin-’ (fi

sin cp)y

PROOF.Parts (i)-(iii) are merely reiterations of (14.8) and (14.9).
To prove (iv), we integrate (i) and use (14.10). Accordingly,
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Similarly, to prove (v), we integrate (ii) and use (14.10). Thus,

=

&,/kos(pdtI
s0

OJTTGiq

2

= 3 sin-’ (&

sin cp).

Lastly, we integrate (iii) and use (14.10) to establish (vi). Observe from
(14.11) that 8 = n/2 if and only if cp= x/2. Hence,

=s
s

n’2&z& sin cpde

=-

;Ix

2

xl2

0

= -$Log

sin cp
dv

~cziiq7

J.

(

- &
JI-X

cos cp
)*

Formula (iv) is due to Jacobi [l], [2, p. 158). Ramanujan (p. 222) omits the
minus sign on the right side of (vi).
Entry 16 (First Part). Suppose that 8 and cp are related as in (14.8). Z’ we replace
8 by 3~ - 8 in any formula involving 0, then we have the following table for
converting certain functions of cp:
Old Formula

New Formula

cot cp

Jl

- x tan cp
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PROOF.From (14.1) and (14.8),

Replacing 19by&t - 8, using the identities (Whittaker and Watson [l, p. SOO])
cn u
sn(u + K) = cd u = -,
dn u
and employing (14.8) and (14.9), we find that
Kk cn( - 2Ke/n)

Kk cn(z0)

~sn(?(~-s))=?dn(-2KO/rr)=~dn(zB)

Hence, the second entry in the table follows.
By (14.1) and (14.8),
;z J- x cos q.

Replacing 0 by $r - 8, using the identities (Whittaker and Watson [l, p. 5001)
cn(u+K)=

-k’sdu=

-ktSnU
dn’

and employing (14.8) and (14.9) once again, we see that
Kk
-cn
71

K-(

2K8
Kkk’ sn(ze)
C--C
71 >
71 dn(z8)

wG4y&.

Hence, the third line of our table has been verified.
The first line of the table is now an immediate consequence of the second
and third lines, and the fourth line follows readily from the second line.
Entry 16 (Second Part). With 8 and cp related by (14.8),

cos cp

F 6 1~ cos(2n + w = 3zJ;E
n=O sinh{ $(2n + 1)~)
(ii)

&-G-sq’

* (- 1)” sin(2n + i)e
n=o cosh{$(2n + 1)~)

c

m sin(2n + i)e
csc

(9

set

8+

0

+

4

Ilo

4 2 (- ‘$zyfF:
n=O

e(2n+l)y

_

1

=

z csc

43

Oe = z set cp Jz,
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and

OF (i). Replace 8 by $r - 8 in Entry 15(iii) and employ the first part of
Entry 16 to deduce the desired result.

Fkoo~

PROOFOF (ii). Replace 8 by &r - 8 in Entry 15(ii) and use the table in the first
part of Entry 16.
PROOFS
OF (iii), (iv). We employ the Fourier expansion (Whittaker and Watson
cl, P. 5121)
dn(ze)
set 8
= dc(z0) = + 4 fJ ‘-‘)J~~f,‘;‘~~
lJe,
(Im 01 < fy.
Z
cn(z8)
z n=O
Utilizing (14.1), (14.8), and (14.9), we find that

set 0 + 4 f (- l~;yff~:
n=O

w = zJ1 - x sin2 9,
cos cp

which is (iv). Replacing 8 by frr - 0 and using the table from above, we
complete the proof of (iii).
PROOF OF

(v), Integrating Entry 16(iv) over [0, 01 and noting that
$ Log tan % + i = set
(
>

8,

we find that
m (- 1)” sin(2n + qe
Log tan $ + i + 4 C
n=o
(2n + l)(e@“+l)Y - 1)
(
>
e
=

z set ‘pJlFGi&i
s0

Q
de =

s0

set p&p = Log tan i + g ,
(
>

by (14.10).
Entries 16(G)-(v) are somewhat mysterious in that Ramanujan had not
recorded the Fourier series of dc u, which we used in our proofs, or the Fourier
series of ns u, which could have similarly been employed.
Entry 17. Let 8 and cp be related by (14.8). Define L, as in Section 9 of Chapter
15, by
L(e-2y) = 1 - 24 $I &.
Then
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m sin(2n0)
cot 0 + 4 El e2ny

(iii)

We are not sure how Ramanujan deduced these formulas, of which (ii) and
(iv), according to Whittaker and Watson [l, p. 5201, are due to Jacobi. In our
proofs below, we rely on formulas from the theory of elliptic functions not
recorded by Ramanujan but which are all found in Whittaker and Watson’s
book [l].
PROOFOF(ii). From Whittaker and Watson’s treatise [l, p. 535, Exercise 573,
m n cos(2nB)
- 8 1 eznY - 1 ’

(17.1)

n=l

where
E=

s0

‘I2 ,/m

dq,

(17.2)

the complete elliptic integral of the second kind. Using (14.1), (149, and the
definition of ns u, we may rewrite (17.1) in the equivalent form
csc28 - 8 ca

n cos(2ne)

e2ny_ 1

n=l

=

z2

-z2+-.
7
sin q

2zE
71

(17.3)

It therefore remains to show that

L(ep2Y)= 6zE - 2z2 + xz2.
71
Now (Whittaker and Watson [l, p. 521]),
dK
E
dk=kk”--’

K
k

(17.4)
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If we convert this equality into Ramanujan’s notation and solve for E, we find
that
E = ax(1 - x);

+ +az(l - x).

Putting this expression for E into (17.4), we find that it suffices to prove that
L(epzY) = 6x(1 - x)z $ + ~‘(1 - 2x).
But this equality is precisely Entry 9(iv) in Chapter 17, and so Entry 17(ii) is
established.
PROOFOF (i). Differentiating (ii) with respect to 8, we obtain the equality

But by (14.10), dcp/dtl = zJ=,

and so (i) is immediate.

PROOFOF (iii). We first show that the derivatives of the left and right sides of
(iii) are equal. Differentiating (iii) with respect to 8 and using (14.lo), we deduce,
after some simplification, that
m n cos(2nO)
1 e2ny-1
=z2-z2csc2cp-;E,

-csc28+8

n=l

where E is defined by (17.2). But this equality is precisely (17.3), which we have
seen is another form of (ii). Thus, it remains to show only that (iii) is valid for
just one particular value of 0. Recalling that 8 = 7r/2 if and only if cp = n/2,
we readily see that (iii) holds when 8 = n/2.
PROOFOF(iv). We first write (iv) in a more traditional form
m sin(2ne)
-------=--“=I sinh(ny)

c

ICE(p)

rr

28KE

n2 ’

(17.5)

where

the incomplete elliptic integral of the second kind. We now seefrom Whittaker
and Watson’s text [l, pp. 518,520] that (17.5) may easily be translated into a
result of Jacobi, and so appealing to Jacobi, we complete the proof.
In Section 18, Ramanujan considers equations of the form
f2(x, eey, Z,

8,

cp)= 0.

(18.1)

He transforms certain parameters and determines the effect of these changes
on the remaining variables. The procedures he establishes are therefore analo-
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gous to the processesof duplication, dimidiation, and change of sign described
in Section 13 of Chapter 17.
Entry 18(i). If 8 is replaced by $0 and y by $y in (l&l), then

(

4&

e-Y’2, (1 + J&r,

$0, *(cp + sin-’ (&

* (1 + JX)Z’

sin q)) = 0.
>

Changing y to $y yields the process of dimidiation described in Section
13 of Chapter 17. Thus, we only need to examine the effect on q.
Consider Entry 15(iv). Replacing y by $y and 8 by 30, we find that the left
side of Entry 15(iv) becomes

PROOF.

sin(&)
to+ “=I
fy n cosh(fny)’

(18.2)

On the other hand, by Entries 15(iv) and (v),
j((p + sin-’ (&

sin q))

=

sin(2n + l)f3
sin(2nQ
@ ’ $1 2n cosh(32ny) ’ ,,=o
’ (2n -k 1) cosh(i(2n + 1)~)

=

sin(n0)
+e+n=l
2 n cosh($ny)’

(18.3)

It follows from (X2), (18,3), and Entry (iv) that rp is transformed into
i(cp + sin-i (& sin rp)), as desired.
Entry 18(ii). If 0 is replaced by $z - 6 and eey by -e-y, then
-emy, z.JTZ,

)z -

8, in

- fp) = 0.

PROOF.Changing e-y to -e-J’ means that we are “obtaining a formula by a
change of sign,” which is discussed in Section 13 of Chapter 17. Thus, we need
only examine the effect on cp.
If we replace 8 by fn - 8 and e-y by - eey in Entry 15(iv), we find that the
left side is transformed into
03 (- l)n+l sin(2nB)
” - ’ + nzl (- 1)” cosh(ny)
+-e-

41 sin(2nB)
c-----z
,,=I cosh(ny)

3n - 4%

by Entry 15(iv) once again. Thus, cpis converted into fz - q, and this completes the proof.
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Entry 18(iii). If emyis replaced by - eey, then

R(-,X-lx

-emy,

Z&G,

8,cot-l s
(

>>

= 0.

PROOF.
As in the proof

of Entry 18(ii), we need only determine the transformation on q.
From Whittaker and Watson’s text [l, p. 5121, (14.1), and (14.8),
3

(

cote =

m eCznysin(2ne)
n=l 1 + e-2”y >

4 1

cs(ze)= ~cn(ztl) = cot
sn(ze)

cp.

(18.4)

Replacing emyby - ewy,we find that the left side of (18.4) is transformed into

.J:-;(cote -

m e-2ny sin(2ne)
cot cp
n=l 1 + e-2ny > = G’

4 C

by (18.4) again. Hence, cot cp is converted into (cot cp)/G,
completes the proof.
Ramanujan (p. 223) incorrectly
J1-x
cot cpabove.

and this

asserted that cot cp is changed into

Entry 18(iv). Let
z’ = 2Fl(+, +; 1; 1 - x) and

y’ = z;.

Z

(Thus, y’ and z’ arise when x is replaced by 1 - x or k2 is replaced by k”.) Zf
0 is replaced by i&/z’ and y by y’, then

Furthermore,

0 1 - x, eey’, z’, iBz/z’, i Log tan i+f
=o.
(
(
>>
sin cp is converted to i tan cp and cos cp to set cp.

PROOF.It is clear that it suffices to examine the effect on cp.
By (14.1) and (14.8), sn(z0) = sin cp. Applying the indicated transformations, we find that sn(z0) is converted into (Whittaker and Watson [l, pp. 505,
4941)
sn(i&) = i

sc(ez’)=

sn(8.q

i-

en(W)

= i tan q;

that is, sin cpis transformed into i tan cp.
By (14.1) and (14.8), cn(z0) = cos cp.Applying the given transformations,
we see that cn(z0) is transformed into (Whittaker and Watson [l, pp. 505,
4941)
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1
1
cn(8z) = = -;
cn(8z’) cos rp
that is, cos q is sent into set cp,
Lastly, cpis transformed into
sin-’ (i tan cp)= i Log (l~~i~q)=iLogtan(~+~),
after an elementary calculation. This completes the proof.
Entry 19(i). Let an ellipse of eccentricity e be given by x = a cos cp,y = b sin cp,
0 I q I 27r.Let P = (a cos cp, b sin cp)and A = (a, 0). Then L(AP), the length
of the arc AP, is given by
L(AP)

= a

’ &=-&i&i
s0

dq.

Of course, this formula for L(AP) follows from elementary calculus just as
in Section 3. This formula for arc length is apparently due to Legendre [l,
p. 6171.
Entry 19(ii). Let a hyperbola of eccentricity e be given by x = a set cp, y =
b tan cp,0 s cp 5 2a. Let P = (a set cp,b tan cp) and A = (a, 0). Then the arc
length L(AP) is given by
L(AP)

= a tan (PJ~

- a

‘Jzdq
f

0

Using the standard formula for arc length, we find, after some simplification, that

PROOF.

Q

L(AP) = a

set’ ‘p,/w

where e = (l/a)dm.

L(AP) = a tan q&w

- a

a tan q&w

- a

=

dq,

s0
Integrating by parts, we arrive at

‘,/zdq
f

0

+a

Upon simplifying the last integral above, we complete the proof.
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Entry 19(ii) is due to Legendre [l, p. 6521, although it is closely connected
with Landen’s [Z] earlier work in 1775 on the expression for a hyperbolic arc
in terms of the difference between two elliptic arcs.
Entry 19(iii). Let the perimeter
0 I t I 2n, be given by

L of the ellipse x = a cos t, y = b sin t,

L = x(u + b)(l + 4 sin’ @),

OlOl~,

(19.1)

where

sin 8 = &sin

cp and

x =

Then when e = 1,cp = 30” 18’6”, and as e tends to 0, cptends monotonically

(19.2)
to 30”.

Our statement of Entry 19(iii) is somewhat stronger than Ramanujan’s,
who says that cp“very rapidly diminishes to 30” when e becomes 0.”
PROOF.

We first show that cp2 7c/6.From (3.2), (3.6), (19.1), and (19.2),
3 - 2Jz

= 1 + 4 sin2 $tI = 2 a&,
1x1< 1. (19.3)
n=O
From (19.3), (3.7), and Theorem 1 in Section 3, it follows that
3-,/=13-2,/m.
Solving this inequality, we find that sin’ cp2 l/4, or cp2 7r/6.
Second, we calculate cpwhen e = 1.Thus, x = 1 and 8 = cp.Therefore, from
(19.1) and (3.2),
1 + 4 sin’ +q = ,F,(-3,

-3; 1; 1) = a,

(19.4)

by Gauss’ theorem (Bailey [4, p. 23). Thus,
sin’ 4~ = i - d = 0.0683098861.
It follows that cp= 30”18’6”.
Third, we calculate cpwhen e = 0. From (19.2) and (19.3),
sin2 e lim 4 sin’ 30
lim sin2 rp = lim =
x
.X+0
x-0 x
X-t0
C as”
1
= lim n=l
= aI = -.
X
4
X-r0
Thus, cptends to x/6 as e tends to 0.
Fourth, we show that cpis a monotonically increasing function of x. From
(19.3),
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4(1-xsin’q)=(2-$iqx”)l,
or
x sin’ cp= 2 CL& - -’

4(

n=l

F a,x”
n=l

*.
>

In order to show that q is increasing, it suffices to show that if we write the
right side above as a power series in x, then all of the coefficients are nonnegative. Putting
(19.5)
we observe that it suffices to show that

1, I 4a,,

n 2 2.

(19.6)

We first prove that
$+-&>‘+A,
I
” I

1
r+1

1 I I I i(n - 1).

(19.7)

a,+

Using the definition of a, in (3.7), we find that
---1

ar+l

~-1
an-,

1
a,

1

(n - r)*(2r + +)a,-,
= (r - $)*(2n - 2r - %)a,

an+

I (n- r)*a,-,
(r - +)*a,
(r + $)“(I + 8” * * * (n - r - +)’
= (r + l)*(r + 2)**.e(n - r - l)* ’ ”

Thus, (19.7) has been established.
Upon successiveapplications of (19.7),

a1a,-, I a2an-2 I a3an-3 < *** I o,,
a1 + an-1 a2 + a,-* a3 + a”-3 where
ia,,
0” =

amam+

a, + a,+, ’
Hence, by (19.5),

ifn = 2m,
ifn = 2m + 1.

(19.8)
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n-l

n-l

1, = 1 ujanej 5 20, C aj
j=l

j=l

~2W,~cli=2W,
j=l

4
--l
( IL

>

)

(19.9)

by (19.4).
Next, we determine those values of n for which
w n-k2 < a,,,

0, -

a, *

(19.10)

First, let n = 2m. Thus, by (19.8), we investigate when
u m+l
-S-.

a2mn+2

a,

aZm

This inequality is equivalent to
(m - 4)” (2m + $)2(2m - $)”
(m
’ (2m + 2)2(2m + 1)2’
It is easily verified that this inequality holds for each positive integer m, and
hence (19.10) is valid for every even integer n.
Second, let n = 2m + 1. Thus, from (19.8), we wish to determine when
am+2(am+ a,+J < a2m+3
am@m+1+ am+2)- tl2m+l’
After some simplification, this inequality is found to be equivalent to the
inequality
(m + +)2(2m2 + m + 3) < (2m + t)2(2m + f)’
2m2 + 5m+y
4(2m + 3)2
’
After some additional manipulation and computation, we find that this inequality is valid for m 2 3 but not for m = 0, 1,2.
In conclusion, (19.10) is true for n = 2,4,6,7,8,9, . . . . It follows from (19.9)
that, if n is even,

and if n is odd,

NOW, A2 = a: = I$ = 4a2, A3 = 2a,a2 = &

= 2u3, and 1, = 2(a,a, + a2~t3)
= 29/2r5 = gas. Hence, (19.6) has indeed been established, and this completes the proof.
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Entry 19(h). Consider the same ellipse as in Entry 19(iii), but now set
sin2 8
2 + cos2+e > ’

05esn,

(19.11)

where
sin 8 = &sin

cp and x =

Then when e = 1, cp= 60”4’55”, and when e = 0, cp= 60“.
PROOF. First, we prove that if e = 1, then cp= 60”4’55”. When e = 1, it follows
that x = 1 and 8 = cp.Thus, from (3.2), (19.11), and (19.4),

sin’ cp
=l+
2 + cos2 ;q

l+

sin’ e
= ,I$(-$,
2 + co2 qe

-4; 1; 1) = ;.

It can be verified numerically that cp= 60”4’55” is the solution of this equation.
Second, from (19.11), (3.2), and (3.6),
lim sin2 cp=

X-r0

sin2 e
=
x+0 x
32
lim

-

sin2 e
~(2 + ~0~2 $8)

f a,x”
= 3 lim n=l
= 3a, = i.
x
X-t0
Hence, cp= n/3.
Although we have satisfactorily proved Ramanujan’s assertions in Entry
19(iv), our result is weaker than Entry 19(iii). As we showed in Theorem 2 of
Section 3,
l+

3x
10 + J4-3x

2x sin2 cp
I f a,x” = 1 +
PI=0
s+JGzKp’

(19.12)

It easily follows from (19.12) that
3
5+J~~5+@z&Y

4 sin2 cp

(19.13)

Now the right side is an increasing function of sin’ cp.When sin2 cp= 2, we
have equality in (19.13). Thus, (19.13) implies that sin’ cp2 #; that is, cp2 7r/3.
It seemsquite likely that as e decreasesfrom 1 to 0, cpdecreases monotonically from 60”4’55” to 60”. However, the calculations seemingly needed to
prove this conjecture appear to be rather laborious.
Villarino [l] has strengthened Entries 19(iii) and 19(iv) by developing
power series expansions for cpin terms of the eccentricity e.
Villarino has offered a very credible explanation for Ramanujan’s rep-
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resentation (19.11). (A similar argument can be made for (19.1).) Setting
t = x = (a - b)‘/(a + b)’ in (3.5) and (3.6) and noting that sin2 (n/3) = 3, we
seethat
-$; 1; x)

,F,(-3,

fx sin* (743)

=1+
‘+j

1 -ix
{

sin2 (n/3)
-4x sin2 (43)
-)x
1
1
+
+

sin2 (n/3)
-8x
1
+

’
sin* (n/3)
+ .. .
1
I

Now replace the kth numerator of the continued fraction by -$x sin’ (a/3 +
a&. Thus, a1 = a2 = a1 = 0, but a4 # 0. Next, replace 7r/3 + ak by cpfor each
k, 1 I k < co, and also replace ix sin2 (7r/3) by 3x sin’ cp. Lastly, set
sin 6 = fi sin q. Then, formally,
,F,(-;,

-); 1; x) = 1 + ~
. 11 -isin
1+3I
1
sin’ 8
=1+3+‘i(-l+cose)

3 sin2 8
-isin
+

1

+*.* I

sin’ 8

=l+

2 + ~0~2(e/2)’

Hence, by (3.2), we have established a heuristic derivation of (19.11).
Corollary (i). Let the perimeter L of an ellipse be given by
tan 8

L = A(a + b)+-,

0 s 8 c rr/2,

where

tanl?=&cosrp

and

x=

Then as e increases from 0 to 1, q decreases from 46 to 0. Furthermore,
approximately given by

,A&

- A2

cp is

_ l”lo’55”

a+b
PROOF. We first examine the case e = 0. Then x = 0 and 6 = 0. From (3.2) and
(3.6),
tan 8
-=
1+3p+#P+...=
,F,(-4,
-3; 1; x) = f anxn,
(19.15)
8
n=O

for 101< 7r/2 and 1x1I 1. Thus, from (19.14) and (19.15),
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tan’ e lim c tan’ e
lim cos2 cp= lim ~
=
X-+0
x-0 x
x+0 x 82

2
3 fJ a,x” F a,x”
( n=O
> = 3a, = i.
= lim
“=l
x
X-‘O

Hence, cp= 7116.
We next determine cp when e = 1. Thus, x = 1 and tan 8 = cos cp.From
(19.15) and (19.4),
tan e
(19.16)

~e x=l
=z.a”=;.

Hence, 8 = 7r/4 and rp = 0.
It appears to be extremely difficult to show that as x goes from 0 to 1, cp
monotonically decreasesfrom 7r/6to 0. However, we can show that 0 I cpI 7r/6.
As a first step toward this end, we show that g(x) := (tan-’ x)/x is a monotonically decreasing function of x for x 2 0. Now,
1
g’(x) = x(1 + x2)
1
= x(1 + x2)

tan-’ x
x2
1 x du
x2 f 0 1 + u2
1

1

du < 0.

It follows that g is monotonically decreasing for x 2 0, as claimed.
Suppose that we can show that, for 0 I x I 1,

&/Kc

I

tan-l (&/G)
Since x/tan-lx

tan e

2 a,x” = ~

n=o

e

&
’ tan-’ JY

(19.17)

is increasing, it follows that
&/GItaneI&,

or
&,/3 I cos fp I 1;
that is, 0 I cpI 7c/6.Thus, it remains to establish (19.17).
In Chapter 12, Section 18, Corollary 1 (Part II [9, p. 133]), Ramanujan
records the continued fraction

X
tan-‘x=i+T+

x2

(2x)2
(3x)2
5 + 7 +...’

where here we take x 2 0. (For a proof, see Perron’s book [l, p. 1553.) It
follows that
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tan-’ x
1
x
’ 1 + x2/3’
or
X

tan-’

< 1 + $x2.

Hence, for 0 s x I 1,
< 1 + ix < 2 a,x”,
n=o

tan-‘@&)

which establishes the first inequality of (19.17).
To prove the second inequality in (19.17), first define
G(x) := tan-’ &

&
- Fo,

where F(x) = ,F,(-3,
-3; 1; x). We want to show that G(x) I 0,O 5 x I 1.
An elementary calculation gives
2&l

+ x)F2(x)G’(x)

= F’(x) - (1 + x)F(x) + 2x(1 + x)F’(x)

= --ix + 9 /l”X”,

(19.18)

n=2

where CL,> 0,2 I n < co. Equality (19.18) shows that G’(x) < 0 for x > 0 and
x sufficiently small. It is also clear from (19.18) that G’(x) = 0 at most once on
[O, 11. But since G(0) = 0 and G(1) = 0, by (19.4) (or (19.16)), it follows that
G’(x) = 0 exactly once on (0,l). Hence, G(x) I 0 for 0 -< x -< 1.Thus, the proof
of (19.17) is complete.
Lastly, we establish Ramanujan’s unusual approximation for cp.We observe that

and
Jl=(l-x)=($&-$)2.
Thus, Ramanujan is attempting to fmd an approximation to cpof the form
Ji-qA

+ B{l - J1-x)

+ Cx),

(19.19)

which will be a good approximation both when x is close to 0 and when x is
near 1. Our task is then to determine A, B, and C.
First, we find an approximation for cpin a neighborhood of x = 0. From
(19.15), we seek an approximation for 8’ in the form
O2 = 3a,x + px2 + *a*,
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where p may be determined by the equation
a,x + u2x2 + ... = +(3a,x + px2 + ...) + &(3a,x

+ px2 + -+-)’ + ***.

Equating coefficients of x2 on both sides, we find that
a2 = $p + $2:.

Solving for p, we find that p = -=&. Hence,
cos2 cp = Y&(1

++x+..*)($-&x+-g

Now write

ql=;+px+....
Then
3 + &x

+ ... = cos2(7c/6+ j?x + . ..)
= $(l + cos(n/3 + 2/?x + .a.))
= *(l + 4 cos(2/3x + ***) - (G/2)

sin(2fix + e-0))

= # + 2/Px2 + * ** - J5 /3x + . . 0).
Equating coefficients of x on both sides, we deduce that /? = -21$/160.
Hence, in a neighborhood of x = 0, we have the following approximation
for cp:
n 21$
cp= 6 - 16ox

+ 0(x2).

(19.20)

Next, we want to approximate rpin a neighborhood of x = 1.As seenearlier
in the proof, 8 is then in a neighborhood of n/4. A straightforward calculation
yields

E!$;+!$qL;)+

...)

p1<;.

(19.21)

Now 2FI( -3, -3; 1; x) is not analytic at x = 1. However, for x in a neighborhood of 1, we can deduce that (Erdelyi [ 1, p. 110, Eq. (12)])
tan e

e -

24(-b,

-4; 1; x) = ; + $x - 1) + 0(x - 1).

Comparing (19.21) and (19.22), we deduce the approximation

e2+ 4
as x tends to 1.

y&$x-

1)+4x-l),

(19.22)
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Lastly, we need the elementary expansion
5=

1 - 3(x - 1) + ... )

Ix - 11 < 1.

(19.24)

Thus, from (19.22)-(19.24), we conclude that, as x tends to 1,
tan 8 8
cos cp= -96
1
= 471+ ;(x
- 1) + 0(x - 1) ; + &)(X
>(
x (1 - 3(x - 1) + 0(x - 1))

(

=l+4(xf4 -

- 1) + 0(x - 1)
>

7T ( - 1) + 0(x - 1).

Since cos rp = 1 - &’

+ ... , we find that
4-x(1
(p2= 2(7r - 2)

- x) + o(1 - x),

or
(19.25)

asxtendsto l-.
Our last task is then to use (19.20) and (19.25) in (19.19) to calculate A, B,
and C. When x tends to 0, (19.19) tends to A. Thus, A = 7c/6by (19.20). Next,
examine (q - 71/6)/x as x tends to 0. From (19.19) and (19.20), we find that
-$A+$B+c=
Now check cpfJr

--.

21J3
160

x as x tends to 1 -. From(l9.19)and(l9.25),
A+B+C=

J

4-?c
2n-

(19.26)
we seethat
(19.27)

Using the value A = n/6 and solving (19.26) and (19.27) simultaneously, we
conclude that

and

Converting A, B, and C to the sexagesimal system and substituting in (19.19),
we finish the proof.
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Before stating Corollary (ii), we describe a geometrical diagram given by
Ramanujan. Consider an ellipse x = a cos u, y = b sin u, 0 I u I 211,with C
as the center, A = (a, 0), and B = (0, b). Let AN be perpendicular to AC. With
P and Q on the negative and positive x-axes, respectively, let CP = CB = CQ.
Choose a point M on AN such that L MPN = 3 L APM. Furthermore, put
cp= L MQA. Consider now a circle centered at P with radius PA. Suppose
that this circle intersects PN at K. Let J denote that point on the circle
obtained from the radius through B.
We abuse notation below in that, for example, PN may denote either the
line segment with end points P and N or the length of this line segment.
However. no confusion should arise.

Corollary (ii). Let L(UV) denote the length of an arc UV of an ellipse or circle.
Suppose that PKN is rotated until
L(AJ)
L(AB)
L(AK)=ANThen cp is approximately

(19.28)

equal to

30” - x(1 - x)(11’22” + 32’42”x),

(19.29)

where, us before, x = ((a - b)/(u + b))2.

Ramanujan states this corollary in a somewhat retrorse manner, because
(19.28) is given as part of his conclusion. He also made a calculational error
and so incorrectly asserted that cpis approximately equal to
30” + x(1 - x)(5”19.4’ - 6O3.5’~).

(19.30)

Ramanujan [7] also posed Corollary (ii) as a problem in the Journal of the
Indian Mathematical Society. Villarino [l] has established a stronger version
of Corollary (ii) in the spirit of Entries 19(iii) and 19(iv).
PROOF.

We first show that cp= 7r/6 when x = 0 or 1. Observe that
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tanrp=-,

AM
a-b

and so
AM
a+b

J xtancp=-.
Hence,
$ tan-’ (&

tan cp)= 3 tan-’

= $LAPM

= LAPN,

(19.31)

by Ramanujan’s construction. Thus, if L denotes the perimeter of the ellipse,
by (19.31) and (19.28),
tan($ tan-’ (&

tan cp))= tan LAPN

AN
L(AB)L(AK)
= ~
=
a + b (a + b)L(AJ)

L
UAW
4(a + b) L(AJ)
n L(AK)

- -,F,(-3,
= 4 L(AJ)

-3; 1; x),

(19.32)

by (3.2).
We now show that

LAPN = ?IL(AK)

(19.33)

4L(AJ)’

Since CPB is an isosceles right triangle, L CPB = x/4. Thus,
(L APJ)(a

+ b) = :(a + b) = L(AJ).

Also,
(L APN)(a

+ b) = L(AK).

Combining the last two equalities, we deduce (19.33).
Putting (19.33) in (19.32) and employing (19.31), we arrive at

tads tan-’ Cd tan44)= 2Fl(-L29 -L. 1.9x)*
2,

3 tan-’ (JJI tan cp)

When x = 1, this equality reduces to
tan&)
3 T’P
by (19.4). Hence, cp= n/6.

4
= ii’

(19.34)
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For x sufkiently

small,

tan($ tan-’ (& tan rp))
$ tan-’ (JG tan cp)
= 1 + $($ tan-’ (JJT tan cp))’ + A(3 tan-’ (&
= 1 + S(&

tan cp- +(fi

tan (P))~+ *a*

tan (P)~+ *a*)’

+ &$(& tan cp+ ...)” + ...
=1+$xtan2cp+.&jx2tan4cp+~*~.

(19.35)

In order to obtain a first approximation for rp, we can ignore the fact that cp
is a function of x. Thus, combining (19.34) and (19.35) and equating coefficients
of x, we find that
9 tan’ cp= $.
Hence, we can conclude that cptends to z/6 as x tends to 0.
Our procedure now is similar to that in the proof of Corollary (i). We find
expansions for cpin neighborhoods of x = 0 and x = 1 and combine them
together.
Thus, first we write
c=;+px+....
From (19.34) and (19.35),
1
1
-x+64x2+***=4
4

3xtan2(%+px+*.*)+ix2tan4(z+px+***)+***
2,

1+ -x+...)+;x2(;+...)+
*p
4 ( 3 3J3

. .. .

Equating coefficients of x2 on both sides, we deduce that p = - 1l&5760.
Thus, in a neighborhood of the origin,
7r llJ3
cp = 6 - mx

+ 0(x2).

(19.36)

Next, write

in a neighborhood of x = 1. From (19.22), (19.34), and a very laborious
calculation, we find that
4 1
tan($ tan-’ (6 tan(rr/6 + /I(x - 1) + **a)))
7c+ $x - 1) + 0(x - 1) =
3 tan-’ (& tan(rr/6 + /?(x - 1) + **a))
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Equating coefficients of (x - 1)on both sides and solving for fl, we deduce that

Thus, in neighborhood of x = 1,

R

7-c

(x - 1) + 0(x - 1).
(19.37)
>
We now want to combine the two approximations (19.36) and (19.37) into
an estimate of the sort
cp= 6 +

( 12X -

24

- g

q x ; - x(1 - x)(D + Ex).

(19.38)

Examining (cp- 71/6)/xas x tends to 0, we deduce from (19.36) and (19.38) that
D = 11*
5760=.

00033077.

Examining (cp- 71/6)/(x - 1) as x tends to 1 -, we seefrom (19.37) and (19.38)
that

D+E=
Thus,
EC

7~
fi
12a - 24 -8---.

0
- 00095141.
5760

Putting these values of D and E in (19.38) and converting the numbers into
the sexagesimal system, we complete the proof.
In a note following Corollary (ii), Ramanujan indicates a third value
(besides x = 0 and x = 1) at which cp= 7r/6. He also records the values for
which his version (19.30) of (19.29) achieves either a local maximum or minimum. In fact, from (19.29), we seethat on 0 I x I 1, the value 71/6is achieved
only at the end points. An elementary calculation shows that (19.29) has a
local minimum 29”52’33”. This value is obtained at x = 0.6213949 or e =
0.9929672, since e = 2x’j4/(1 + A).
In Entry 20(i), Ramanujan attempts to “square the circle.” His approximation in doing so is highly accurate and was given in his paper [ 11, [ 10, p. 221.
Since Ramanujan gave few details in [l], and since his argument is not very
long, we give it below.
Entry 20(i). Let 0 be the center and PR a diameter of a circle. Bisect OP at H
and trisect OR at T; more precisely, OT = 2TR. Let TQ be perpendicular to
OR, where Q is a point on the circle. Let RS = TQ, where S lies on the arc QR.
Let OM and TN be parallel to RS, where M and N lie on PS. Let PK = PM,
where K lies on the circle but on the opposite side of PR from Q and S. Draw
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PL perpendicular to OP and of length equal to MN, with L on the same side of
PR as K. Let RC = RH, where C lies on RK. Draw CD parallel to KL, where
D lies on RL. Then

RD2 = ‘PR2
4

355
* 113’

(We have again abused notation in that, for example, RC denotes the line
segment with end points R and C as well as the length of this line segment.)

In fact, Ramanujan says that the area of the circle is (approximately) equal
to RD2. Thus, he is approximating n by
355
_ = 3.14159292,
113
which differs from A by about O.OOOOOO27.
According to notes left by
G. N. Watson, this approximation to II was discovered by the father of
Adrian Metius. It might be recalled here that Hardy related that Ramanujan
[3, p. xxxi] had “quite a small library of books by circle-squarers and other
cranks.”
PROOF.For brevity, set d = PR. Thus, PT = id and TR = id. Therefore,
(zd)’ + QT2 = PQ2

and (&d)2 + QT2 = QR2.

Adding these equations and solving for QT’, we find that
QT2 = &d2.

Also,
f’s2 = d2 - RS2 = d2 - QT2 = +&d2
and
PK2 = PM2 = ($d)2 - OM2 = (;d)2 - ($‘(S)2 = &d”.

(20.1)
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Thus,
pL2 = MN2 = ($PS)’ = &$a2
and
RK2 = PR2 _ PK2 = “3d2
144

.

so,

RL2 = PR2 + PL2 = Bd2.

Finally,

The desired result now follows.
In a note following Entry 20(i), Ramanujan remarks that “RD is &th of
an inch greater than the true length if the given square is 14 square miles in
area.” Indeed, for a circle of area $wd2 = 14 x 633602 (in square inches),

= 0.0100653026,
which justifies Ramanujan’s claim.
The two mean proportionals between a and b are the two values x and y
defined by
a x Y
-c-c-*
x Y b
Corollary (i). Inscribe an equilateral triangle of side 8’ in the circle of Entry
20(i). Let m denote the first of two mean proportionals between G and PS. Then
m/($d,/k) d$ers fi om unity by approximately 1/30,000.

PROOF.First, from elementary geometry, 8 = ifid.
Thus, solving
k&mY
----m

Y

for m, we find that m = fd(31)‘16. Now,
-&=~zl-&,
which justifies the stated approximation.

ad

From (20.1), PS = ,&d.
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We have rephrased and clarified Ramanujan’s version of Corollary (i): “One
of the two mean proportionals between a side of an equilateral triangle
inscribed in the circle and the length PS is only less by 30000th part of it than
the true length.” In summary, Ramanujan has taken (31)‘13as an approximation to rr. In fact,
(31)“3 = 3.1413807,
which differs from 7cby about 0.00021.
Corollary (ii). I’ we approximate

n by (974 - &)“” in the expression id&,
then if a circle of one million square miles is taken, the error made is approximately l/lOOth of an inch.

PROOF.

Let and2 = lo6 x 633602 square inches. Then
id&

- ;d(97$ - #“”

= lo3 x 63360 1 (

(97) - &)l’*

= 0.0101561291,

fi

which justifies the given claim.
Recall that the approximation (973 - &)“” to it is given in Section 3. Our
version of Corollary (ii) clarifies Ramanujan’s original statement (p. 225).
The appearance below of Entries 2O(ii) and 2O(iii) is enigmatic indeed; there
does not seem to be any connection between these entries and any other result
in Chapter 18.
Entry 2O(ii) is due to Euler [2], [4, pp. 428-4581 and was rediscovered a
century later by Hoppe [l]. Because the result is not widely known and a
short proof can be given, we provide a proof of Entry 2O(ii).
Entry 2O(ii). Parametric

solutions of the equation
A3 + B3 = c2

are given by
A = 3n3 + 6n2 - n,
B=

-3n3+6n2+n,

and
C = 6n2(3n2 + l),
where n is arbitrary.
PROOF.

Assume that
A + I3 = 12n’.

Thus, factoring A3 + B3, we find that

(20.2)
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A”-AB+B2=$
where we may assume that n # 0. Thus,

(A - B)Z = $(A2 - AB + B2) - $(A2 + 2AB + B2)
=$

- 48n4.

(20.3)

We next assume that C can be written in the form C = n2(an2 + j?) for some
pair of integers a, /I. Furthermore, we would like to write
(A - B)’ = $n2(an2 - j?)‘.

From (20.3), we seethat if we choose a = 18 and /I = 6, both of these requirements can be met. Thus, we obtain the proposed formula for C, and we find
that
A - B = 6n3 - 2n.

(20.4)

Solving (20.2) and (20.4) simultaneously, we derive the proffered parametric
equations for A and B.
Entry 2O(iii). Parametric

solutions of the equation
A3 + B3 + C3 = D3

are given by

A = m7 - 3(p + l)m4 + (3~’ + 6p + 2)m,
B = 2m6 - 3(2p + l)m3 + (3p2 + 3p + l),
C = m6 - (3p2 + 3p + l),
and
D = m7 - 3pm4 + (3~’ - l)m,
where m and p denote arbitrary numbers.

This classical diophantine equation was perhaps first seriously discussed
by Vi&e [l] in 1591. Euler [2], [4, pp. 428-4581 completely solved the
problem by finding the most general rational solution; Ramanujan’s solution
is less general. A general solution may be found in Hardy and Wright’s text
[l, pp. 199-2011. Now, in fact, sometime later, Ramanujan did find the most
general solution and recorded it in his third notebook. SeeBerndt’s book [ 11,
Chap. 23, Entry SO] for details. A general solution in rational integers is not
known. Many papers have been written on this venerable diophantine equation, and one should consult Dickson’s book [l, pp. 550-5611 for further
references. In particular, there exist many ways in which to formulate solutions. Thus, we briefly indicate how Ramanujan’s solution can be gotten.
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PROOF. Some algebraic manipulation shows that the given equation may be
put in the form

(B + C){3(B

- C)Z +(B + C)"} =(D

- A){3(D

+ A)2 +(D

- A)Z}.

(20.5)

Assume that
B+C
D_A=m-

2

(20.6)

(The most general solution, in fact, is obtained by putting (B + C)/(D - A) =
m2 + 3k2.) After some additional manipulation, (20.5) can then be written
3{m2(B - C)2 - (D + A)'} = (1 - m6)(D - II)~.
Now define n by
m(B - C) - (D + A) = nm(1 - m6).

(20.7)

Thus,
3n(m(B-

C)+(D + A)} =(D iA'I.

From these last two equations, we seethat multiplying A, B, C, and D by the
same constant has the effect of multiplying n by the same constant, and
conversely. Thus, without loss of generality, we can set n = 1. Solving (20.7)
and (20.8) simultaneously for B - C and D + A, we deduce that
B - c = &l - m6)+ &(D

- ,4)2

and
D + A = -$m(l

- m6)+ &(D

-A)2.

Lastly, we solve for A, B, C, and D in terms of m and D - A. To avoid
fractions, we introduce another parameter p defined by
D-A

= 3m(m3 - l-

2~).

(20.11)

The remainder of the proof is quite straightforward. Equalities (20.6) and (20.9)
yield the proposed values of B and C; equalities (20.10) and (20.11) give the
stated formulas for A and D.
Entry 2O(iii) was discussed by Watson in his survey paper on the notebooks
c51.

Ramanujan offers several examples to illustrate Entries 2O(ii) and 2O(iii).
For each example, we append the values of the parameters needed to produce
the example.
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(113)s + ())” = 392 (n = 2)
(3 - &>” + (i&J3 = (%I2

(n = 9)

(3$)3 - (4)” = (5$)2

(3&)3 - (&”

(n = $)

= (S&g2

113+373=2282

(n = $3
(n=$)

713 - 233 = 5882 (n = 4)
33 + 43 + 53 = 63 (m = p = 2)
l3 + 123 = 93 + lo3

(m = 2, p = 3)

13 + 753 = (7093 + (4193

(m = 3, p = 11)

33 + 5093 + 346 = 118g3 (m = 4, p = ?)
183 + 193 + 213 = 283 (m = 2, p = 1)
73+143+173=203

(m=&p=

-1)

193 + 603 + 693 = 823 (m = 2, p = -2)
153+823+893=1083

(m=&p=

-3)

33 + 363 + 373 = 463 (m = 2, p = -4)
l3 + 1353 + 1383 = 1723 (m = 2, p = -5)
233 + 1343 = 953 + 1163 (m = 2, p = - 10)
133~ + 1743 = 453 + 1963 (m = 2, p = -13)
l3 + 63 + g3 = 93.
Observe that the example l3 + 63 + S3 = 93 does not fall under the purview of Entry 2O(iii). Thus, evidently, Ramanujan was aware that he had not
found the most general solution of A3 + B3 + C3 = D3. The example l3 +
123 = 93 + lo3 was immortalized by Hardy, who, when writing about his
recently deceasedfriend, recalled “I remember once going to seehim when he
was lying ill at Putney. I had ridden in taxi-cab no. 1729, and remarked that
the number (7 * 13 * 19) seemedto me rather a dull one, and that I hoped it was
not an unfavourable omen. ‘No,’ he replied, ‘it is a very interesting number; it
is the smallest number expressible as a sum of two cubes in two different ways”’
(Ramanujan [lo, p. xxxv]).
Hardy then asked Ramanujan if he knew the corresponding result for
fourth powers. After thinking a moment, he replied that he did not know the
answer and supposed that the first number is very large. In fact, the smallest
solution
1334 + 1344 = 1584 + 594 = 635,318,657
had been found by Euler [Z], [4, pp. 428-4581.
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Actually, the example l3 + 123 = g3 + lo3 was found much earlier by
Frenicle in 1657. Frenicle and J. Wallis each found several additional examples
for two equal sums of two cubes. A bitter argument between Frenicle and
Wallis ensued with each accusing the other of using trivial methods. A description of this feud may be found in Dickson’s book [l, p. 5521. For more
complete details, seeFermat’s Oeuores[ 1, Lettre X. Vicomte Brouncker a John
Wallis, pp. 419-420; Lettre XVI. John Wallis a Kenelm Digby, pp. 427-4571.
In 1898, C. Moreau [l] found the ten solutions of A3 + B3 = C3 + D3,
where the sum is less than 100,000. After 1729, the next largest sum is
4104 = 23 + 163 = g3 + 153.
The example l3 + 123 = g3 + lo3 can also be found on a fragment in the
publication of Ramanujan’s “lost notebook” [l 1, p. 3411.
Entry 21. Let x be any complex number, except that x cannot be a pole of the
functions given on the left sides below. Then
(i) --?-3&2

cash(+)
+ 2 COS(RX)=1
cosh(rc$x) - cos(nx)
2Jhx4
(-l)%
+ “El x4 + ,:,2

(ii) ~ K
3fix2

cosh(x$x)

+ n4 + 2 2
n=l (x4 + n2x2

+ n4)(ennfi

+ 2 cos(nx) + 6 cosh(rrx/$)
cosh(nfix) - cos(nx)

+ “El x4 + nt2 + n4

+2f

(-l)%
n=l (x4 + n2x2 + n4)(ennJ5 - (- 1)“)

(-lFv(n)
“=I x4 + n2x2 + n4’

where

(iii)

cosUhl$)
sinh(&rn$)

’

sinh(bnlJ3)
cosh(&rn$)

’

is n is even
,
if n is odd

9

2n
1
fix’
e2,fix - 2e”J5X cos(71x)+ 1
1
=@&-32+
+2g

1

1)“)’

fi
=211x4

+ 2 f

p(n) =

- (-

2n
3J3x2

(-l)%
n=l (x4 + n2x2 + n4)(ennJ5 - (- 1)“)

-- 1 cm
l + n2’
x “=I x2 + nx
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and
(iv)

2n
1
$x2 e2=JSx - 2e”JSX cos(37rx) + 1
c---e 1
6finx4

&+z

+6f

(-1)“n
3n2x2 + rr4)(en”fi - (- 1)“)

(9x4 -

a=1

3J3x2

5
l
-G,=13x2+3nx+n2’
Ramanujan’s formulation of Entry 21(ii) in the notebooks (p. 226) does not
appear to be correct.
PROOF OF

(i). Let
cosh(lr$x)

j(x) := --L
3*x2

+ 2 cos(xx)

cosh(nJ;jx)

- cos(nx) .

(21.1)

We shall expand f into partial fractions.
We note that f has a quadruple pole at x = 0 and simple poles at x =
n exp( +_ai/3), 1 I Inl < cc. After a moderate amount of calculation and considerable simplification, we find that

@/3

2J5n2

R nexp(-nij3)

if n is even,

ie-Xil3

=

ied/

24%
and

- R ncxp(43)

coth($rn,/$,

2$in2

=

tanh(2rcn$),

if n is odd,

coth(&rn$),

if n is even,

tanh(&rnfi),

if n is odd,

ie-%i/3

- 2J%

where 1 I InI < co.
Consider now the contributions of the four poles + PIexp( + ni/3) to the
partial fraction decomposition off. For n even, these contributions total
n
x4+n2x2+n4

(

l+

2
(pi-

1> ’

while for n odd, they sum to
n
lx4 + n2x2 + n4

2
p&+1

>’

(21.3)
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where 1 < n < 00. We also find, after a straightforward calculation, that

f(x)= ___
l
2&x4

+ O(1)

in a neighborhood of x = 0. Summing (21.2) and (21.3) over all even n and
odd II, respectively, 1 I n < co, and using (21.4), we deduce the partial fraction
expansion claimed in Entry 21(i).
PROOF OF

(ii). Let

w := &f(x) + g(x),
where f is defined by (21.1) and
2a
g(x) := ___
3$x2

cosh(nx/fi)
cosh(n$x) - cos(xxj

We shall determine the partial fraction decomposition of g and combine it
with that off from Entry 21(i) to obtain the partial fraction expansion of h
claimed in Entry 21(ii),
Observe that the poles of g are the same as those forf, with the same orders.
By routine calculations, for ;he poles of g,
ieni13cosh&n/,/3)
Rnexp(-k/3)

if n is even,

&I*
=

sinh($nfi)’
ieni13sinh(&r/$)
- fin’ cosh(+fi)’

if n is odd,

and

R nexp(ni/3)

=

ieeKi13cosh($nn/$)
- ,/%I’ sinh(&rn$)
. +I3 sinh($n/fi)
‘>n2 cosh(&,/?)
’

’

if n is even,
if n is odd,

where 1 I (nl < co.
The four poles _+n exp( & ni/3) contribute
2n cosh()nn/$)
sinh(&cnfi)(X4 + n*x* + n4)’

if n is even,

(21.5)

and
2n sinh($nn/$)
- cosh(&/?)(x4
+ n2x2 + n4)’

if n is odd,

(21.6)

to the partial fraction expansion of g. Finally, in a neighborhood of x = 0,

s(x)= k4

+ W).
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From (21.5)-(21.7), we may determine the partial fraction decomposition of
g. Combining this with the expansion off from Entry 21(i), we deduce the
desired expansion for h.
PROOF

OF

(iii). Let
1

f(x) := 25

Jrx’

PJ5x

- 2&x

cos(7cx)+ 1’

which we wish to expand in partial fractions. Observe that f has a quadruple
pole at the origin and simple poles at x = + n exp( f ni/3), 1 I n < co. Straightforward, but not quick, calculations show that
ieffi/3e-Zn

2$n2

R nexp(-d/3)

=

Js/2

if n is even,

sinh($n@)’
ieni/3e-UnJ5!2

- 2$n2

if n is odd,

cosh(&rnfi)’

and
Js!z

ie-Zi/3e-*n

R nexp(nil3)

- 2fin2
=

sinh()sn$)’

if n is even,

ie-lli/3e-~?lJF~2

2$n2

cosh&rn$)’

if n is odd,

where 1 I InI < co.
Adding the principal parts for the four poles x = f n exp( f ni/3), we obtain
the expressions
x3 sinh&n$)
+ n3 cosh(&n,/)
if n is even
7
n2 sinh(&m$)(x4
+ n2x2 + n”) ’
and
x3 cosh($rnfi)
+ n3 sinh(f&3)
if n is odd
3
n2 cosh()nnfi)(x4
+ n2x2 + n4) ’
where 1 I n < co. Lastly, the principal part about x = 0 is found to be
1
2&x4

-y+

1

2x

2n
---.
3J3x2

Hence,
2lT
1
fix2 e2nfix - 2&4x cos(7rx) + 1
1

=2&x4

-7;

1

2x

271
3$x2

R2
6x
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-$+x3“4f
+2f

n2(x4 + :x2 + n4) + 2 x4 + Lx2 + n4

(-1)“n
n=l (x4 + n2x2 + n4)(ennJj - (- 1)“)’

Replacing x2/6 by ~~CI ne2, we find, after a short calculation, that
-2+x3

2
“cl n2(x4 + t2x2 + n”) + $l x4 + Lx2 + n4

= -- 1 cc0
l
xn=~x2+nx+n2’
Substituting this into the penultimate equality, we complete the proof.
PROOF OF (iv). Let

f(x) := -I?-$x2

1
e2*fix - 2e”fiX cos(3ax) + 1’

which we now expand in partial fractions. We seethat f has a quadruple pole
at x = 0 and simple poles at x = + in exp( + +3)/d,
1 I n < co. Routine
calculations yield
e-xi/3e-nnJY/2

- 2n2 sinh(fxn,/?)’

Rncxp(nip)/iJX =

if n is even,

e-ni/3e-nnJS/2

2n2 cosh($n&’

if n is odd,

and
r

R nexp(-d/3)/i&

eni/3exn

J5/2

2n2 sinh&n$)’
=

if n is even,

eni/3ennJi/2

,2n2 cosh($rnfi)’

if n is odd,

where 1 I (nl < co.
The contributions of the four poles f in exp( f zi/3)/$
fraction expansion off total

to the partial

x3 sinh($rnfi)
- $n”x sinh($rn&
+ in” cosh($rn$)
n2 sinh(&rnfi)(x4
- $n’x’ + $n”)

,

if n is even, and
x3 cosh(&rn,/?) - $n”x cosh($nfi)
+ in” sinh($nnfi)
n2 cosh($nfi)(x4
- $r2x2 + &n”)

,
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if n is odd. Lastly, the principal part off about x = 0 is equal to
1
1
IT2
---. 71
---j+
6&x4
6x
3,/3x2
6x
Summing all of the principal parts, we arrive at
2s

1

fix2

e2%fiX - 2e”fiX cos(3ax) + 1
=-------1
6&x4
-;+9

x3 - 3n’x

g

“4 n2(9x4 - 3n2x2 + n4) +

+62
n=l

(9x4

Replacing x2/6 by cz=1

3”Zl

9x4

n
- 3n2x2
+ n*

(-l)“n
- 3n2x2 + n4)(ennfi - (- 1)“)’
nw2,

we find, after a simple calculation, that

x3 - $t2x
n
f
+3:
“4 n2(9x4 - 3n2x2 + n4)
n=l 9x4 - 3n2x2 + n4

-;+9
= --

1 + n2*
x‘2“=I 3x2 + 3nx

Putting this in the penultimate equality, we deduce the desired partial fraction
decomposition.
Example.
1
324&
= ___

11
A+
+ 756 + 27fi

18&l

+ :osh(3,/%c)j

Our version of this example differs from that of Ramanujan (p. 226) in two
respects.He has 25/756 instead of 1l/756 and - 7~/(54fi) rather than z/(27,/3).
If in (21.8) below, there appeared l/108 instead of -l/108, then we would
obtain 25/756. We have no explanation for Ramanujan’s other numerical
error.
PROOF.Putting x = 3 in Entry 2l(iii) and rearranging terms, we find that
(- l)“-‘n
2 (81 + 9n2 + n4)(ennfi - (- 1)“)
=------ 1
324&

i+
108

---ca
27J;j

+b

1 m
l
6 “=I9 + 3n + n2

ne-3Js,

- 18$(1

+ cosh(3&))’

(21.8)
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To evaluate the series on the right side of (21.8), we employ the formula
(Hansen [l, p. 1051)
1
(21.9)
n=l)
% nx + y)Z - z*
where I,!I(z)= T’(z)/T(z). Letting x = 1, y = $, and z = $(3,/$,

I? l

n=l n2 + 3n + 9

we find that

=-L{*(;+~)&gPi))
1
=*
-

2
I 1+3J5i

2
l--3$%

+*(;+sp)

-+q.

Since (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [l, p. 9451)
$($ + 2) - J1(* - z) = 71tan(nz),
we conclude that
2
’
= - $+ G
n=l nz + 3n + 9
= --+-1
7

(21.10)

tanh(3(3&)

71 sinh(3fin)
3,,h 1 + cosh(3&)’

Substituting this evaluation in (21.8) and simplifying, we complete the proof.
Ramanujan concludes Section 21 with a note claiming that
fl n2 + nx
l + y
“=I
can be evaluated exactly if x is an integer and y is arbitrary. This assertion is,
indeed, correct, for (21.9) can first be used to write the sum in terms of
$-functions. Using (21.10), the recursion formula
$(z + 1) = W) + 5,
and (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [l, p. 9451)
$(l - 2) = $(z) + 7rcot(xz),
we can reduce this evaluation to elementary functions.
Entry 22. If 0 < x < 1 and n > 0, then
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1 1 4x
=n+n+n+n+

9

16x
n +..*’

=- 1 -1 -x
n+
n

4x
-n+

9(1
____-x)
n

and

-

-16x
n + ..:

PROOF OF (i). Let

(22.1)

u:= s ovJg&q
Then sin cp= sn u and dtp/du = dn u. Hence,

However, Stieltjes Cl], [2] and Rogers [3] have shown that
m
32xlnZ
4’/n2
e-‘“‘dnudu=~+~+~+__
1 + 1 + **.’
s0
which is easily seen to be equivalent to Ramanujan’s formula.
PROOF OF (ii). Let u be given by (22.1). Then
dcp/du = dn u = dwd

= ,/w

and cos cp= cn u. Hence,

But by a result of Stieltjes Cl], [Z] and Rogers [3] (see also (13.3)),
a,

s 0

1 -12 _22x 3=
e-“Ucn udu = n+ n + n +T+

42x
n +.*-’

(22.2)

and the proof is complete.
PROOF OF (iii). Using the same substitutions as in the two proofs above, we

find that

In the notation of Jacobi, sin coam u = cn u/dn u, and he Cl], [2, p. 1473 has
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shown that sin coam u = cn(k’ac,ik/k’). Hence, the integral on the right side
above may be written

We may now employ (22.2) with k replaced by ik/k’ to find that

2’(ik/k’)*
n/k’

=- 1 12(1 - x) 2%
-T+
n+
n

3’
4’(ik/k’)’
+ nJk’ +
n/k’

+ ***

32(1 - x) 4*x
-y+..:
n

In order to ensure that this continued fraction converges, we appeal to a
theorem in Perron’s text [l, p. 53, Satz 2.161. The proof is now finished.
Entry 23. Let x and y be complex with Re(x + iy) > 0. Then

0)

JZ{;+%exP(-&)cos(&)l
= (J?TjP

+ x)“’

i + “cl ednznx cos(n’ny)
i

+ (Jm

I

- x)1/z g emnZnxsin(n’ny)
II=1

and

(ii)

fi~l-P(-$$$)s~n(&)
= (JFTJ?

- (Jm
PROOF.

- x)1/z k + fl
1

e+nx cos(n’7cy)
1

+ x)‘j2 J e-n2nxsin(n’7ry).

As we shall see, both (i) and (ii) follow from the inversion formula
(23.1)

where LX/~= n and Re a, Re j? > 0. This formula has been given three times in
the second notebook: as a corollary to Entry 7 in Chapter 14, as Entry 27(i)
in Chapter 16, and as a corollary in Section 6 of Chapter 17.
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Let LX’= n(x + iy), and so p2 = X(X - iy)/(x2 + y2). Then (23.1) yields
(x + iy)“”

i

i + “zI e-“2”X(cos(n271y) - i sin(n27ry))

1

=($~{~+$lex+~)
X(cos(&)+isin(&)))

‘9

where principal values are taken. Letting
/P = X(X + iy)/(x2 + y’), in (23.1), we find that
(x - iy)“4
I

a2 = rc(x - iy),

“2nx(co~(n2~y)+ i sin(n2ay))

;+ngle-

(23.2)

so that

I

=(~)‘“r~+~lexp(-~)(cos(~)
(23.3)

Elementary calculations give
114

(

3(x2

+y2)

>

+ %(x2
(

+ y’) l/4 = fi(pq
>

+ xy

114

- x)l12.
- S(x2
+ y2) 1’4 = i$(Jm
>
>
(
(
Thus, adding (23.2) and (23.3), we obtain part (i), and subtracting (23.3) from
(23.2), we deduce (ii).

X2(x2

+ y2)

Corollary. If Re(x) > 0, then

PROOF.Putting y = dr
proposed formula.

x2 in Entry 23(ii) and simplifying, we deduce the

Examples. Recall from Entry 22 of Chapter 16 that the classical theta-function
cp is defined by
(P(4) =

f
4”*,
n= -cc

141< 1.
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Then
(23.4)

c&z-“) = JQFZicp(eC5”)
and
CJS + J%cp(e- nJ+)
PROOF.

(23.5)

= (3 + &p(e-3”J3).

If we set a2 = 57r,and hence /?’ = z/5, in (23.1), we find that
(23.6)

JSfp(e-5”) = (p(e-““).
Next, let x = 1 and y = 2 in Entry 23(i) to deduce that
(Js + l)“‘&-“)
= 2Jj

!j + f
i
;

= 2Jz

+

&/j

f

1
e-(5nw5

i + i

emsnzn - cos 7

1 - cos $

=
4

$

2
n=l
n+O(mod

fl

epn+15
1

5)

e-5n2n + ~0s $

nzl e-n2n/5

n=1

i

=

+ ~0s

II=1

i

=

eenzn15 cos ?I!!$

Ii=1

>

(p(eC5”) + cos F’p(e-““)

2 5-G
-de-““)
4

+ +ficp(eC’“)},

by (23.6). Upon simplification, we may readily deduce (23.4).
To prove (23.5), we set x = $/3 in the corollary to deduce that

1

m

,+Ce

-n=xJ3/3

27w2
3

co&J ~

n=l

the penultimate equality reduces to
(1 -coslj”)p(e

=2$+Js+l
Js-1
Multiplying

-3nfi)

+ cos f

lp(e -n&3

sin $(&e -nJ53)

)

- (p(ee3”fi)).

both sides by ,/5 - 1 and simplifying, we obtain (23.5).
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Ramanujan commences the last section of Chapter 18 with a geometrical
construction (Entry 24(i)). Let y = L TMM’ be any angle, such that 0 c y < rc,
where MM’ denotes the diameter of a semicircle cutting the bisector of y at
R. Let RP be perpendicular to MM’ with P E MM’. Suppose that MP is the
diameter of another semicircle. Let Q be a point on this semicircle such that
PQ = PM’. Let 6 denote the angle QMP. Lastly, let S denote the midpoint of
MM’. (As in Sections 19 and 20, we abuse notation by using XY to denote
the line segment from X to Y as well as its length.)

Ramanujan now makes three claims.
Proposition
MR.”

1. "If RP divides MM’

in medial section, then MQ coincides with

The words “medial section” indicate the golden mean. Thus, Ramanujan
asserts that if
(24.1)
then MQ and MR are coincident.
PROOF. Transcribing Ramanujan’s conclusion, we are required to show that

cos 6 = cos +y, or that
(24.2)
From similar. triangles,
MR
-z---.
MM’

Hence, (24.2) is equivalent to
MP’=MQ.MR
=$iF=QF&iFXGF

MP
MR

(24.3)
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or
MP4 = (MP’

- PM”)MP(MP

+ PM’),

or
(24.4)

MP2-MP.PM’-PM’==O.

In summary, we have shown that the conclusion of Proposition 1 is equivalent
to (24.4). But solving (24.4) for MP, we immediately obtain (24.1).
Proposition 2. If t, and t, denote the times it takes for a pendulum to oscillate
through angles 4y and 46, respectively, then
MM
t, = MPt2
PROOF.

=: mt,.

(24.5)

From Hancock’s book [l, p. 911,

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, the length of the pendulum is MM’,
and c1= sin’ y. Likewise,

t2= 71y
J

t; 1;/a,

IFIG,

where /I = sin2 6. Hence,
t1
-=

2m3,3;

t2

ZFl(i,

4;

1;

4

1;

8’

(24.6)

Since QP = PM’, a brief calculation shows that
/3 = sin2 6 = (m - 1)2,
where m is defined in (24.5). Second, by (24.3),

(24.7)

a = sin’ y = 4 sin’ 37 co? 3r =4(&T(E)
=4(5&4(~)
= 4 M-4f;MP2)=4(~-;).
(
Thus, using (24.7) and (24.8) in (24.6), we find that
tl=2
t2

F12929(I I. 1.4(m
- 1)/m’)
7
2Fl(+, f; 1; (m - 1)2) .

(24.8)

(24.9)
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We now apply Landen’s transformation (Erdelyi [ 1, p. 111, formula (5)])
42
PI

$3 4; 4 (1

= (1 + z),F,(+, 3; 1; z’)
>

with z = m - 1. We seeimmediately that (24.9) reduces to t,/t, = m, and the
proof is complete.
From the definition (24.5) of m, we observe that m > 1. Moreover, this fact
and (24.9) imply that m < 2.
Proposition 3. Zf m is defined by (24.5), then
2PS
cos y = -.
mMP

The factor MP was inadvertently omitted by Ramanujan (p. 228).
PROOF.Using (24.3) and (24.5), we observe that
2

-1=2-2PS
z-c-*
MM’

MP
MM

1

2PS
mMP

In a note ending subsection (i) of Section 24, Ramanujan asserts that B is
of the second degree in a. Indeed, from (24.8),
m=

2-2Jl-a
a

’

(24.11)

and so, by (24.7),

p= (‘- 2F

- “)’ = f1- d$-

= (1+ &)4.

(24.12)

However, more appropriately, as we shall seebelow, /?is of degree 2 because
the relation (24.12) is a modular equation of degree 2.
Before proceeding further, we precisely define a modular equation of degree
(order) n. Let K, K’, L, and L’ denote the complete elliptic integrals of the first
kind associated with the moduli k, k’, e, and el, respectively. Suppose that the
relation
L’
-=nL

K
K

holds for some positive integer n. Then a modular equation of degree n is a
relation between the moduli k and 6’ which is induced by the equality above.
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Transcribing this definition into our notation and the terminology of hypergeometric functions, we conclude that a modular equation of degree n is an
equation relating a and /I that is induced by
n 2Fl(+, 3; 1; 1 - a) = 2Flk f; 1; 1 - B)
2Fl(t, 4; 1; 4
ZFl(3, t; 1; B) .

(24.13)

Entry 24(ii). Let

2Fl(*, 3; 1;a)

(24.14)

m = 2Fl(& 3; 1; /I)’
as in Section 24(i). We call m the multiplier.
second degree are given by

Then modular equations of the

mJ1-a+JB=l

(24.15)

and

m2J1-a

+ /I = 1.

(24.16)

Furthermore,

$m2=

l+JB
1+ *

l+B

(24.17)

= 1 + (1 - a)’

PROOF.First, we show that the equalities (24.15)-(24.17) are valid. Then we
demonstrate that these equalities, indeed, are modular equations of the second
degree.
Both (24.15) and (24.16) are easily verified by substituting (24.7) and (24.8)
into the left sides of (24.15) and (24.16). Likewise, the equalities of (24.17) are
similarly verified.
In order to show that (24.15)-(24.17) are modular equations of the second
degree, by (24.13) and (24.14), we need to show that
2FI(3, 3; 1; 1 - a)
m
2FI(+, 4; 1; 1 - B) = 3’

By (24.7), (24.8), and (24.10) with z = (2 - m)/m,
2Fl;(3, 3; 1; ((2 - Nd2)
zFI(!, ); 1; 1 - a)
2FI($, $; 1; 1 - /I) = 2FI(3, ); 1; m(2 - m))

1

m

= 1 + (2 - m)/m = 2’

which completes the proof.
Entry 24(iii). Modular

equations of degree 4 are given by

Jm(1 - a)“4 + /?‘I4 = 1

(24.18)
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= 1.

(24.19)

1 + fi”4
l+JB
1 + (1 - a)‘14 = 1 + *’

(24.20)

m(1 - ~1)~‘~+ Ja
Furthermore,
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the multiplier m is given by
fm=

It is clear from (24.13) that a modular equation of degree 2’, r 2 2, can
be obtained by iterating a modular equation of degree 2’-‘.
The equality (24.12) may be written in the form

PROOF.

(24.21)
Iterating to obtain a modular equation of degree 4, we find that

After a considerable amount of simplification, we deduce that
2
a=(11 -+ (1(1 -- Cx)“”
a)“4 > ’

(24.22)

We thus obtain the following curious algorithm to derive a modular equation
of the fourth degree from a modular equation of the second degree: replace /I
by fiand
1 -aby*.
We now find an expression for the multiplier m in modular equations of
degree 4. Using (24.14) and (24.11) and then iterating with the aid of (24.21),
we find that

2-2(1-(:;Z7

2-2J1-(x
=
a

c,$3
x

2+::

4

Thus, the new multiplier m is equal to

$3).
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= (1 + (1” a)‘/4)2)
after considerable simplification.
If we now substitute (24.22) and (24.23) into the left sides of (24.18) and
(24.19) and all expressions of (24.20), we readily verify each identity.
Observe that (24.18)-(24.20) may be obtained formally from (24.15)-(24.17),
and /I by fi.
respectively, by replacing m by A, 1 - LXby G,
There appear to be some errors in Ramanujan’s modular equations in
Sections 24(iv) and 24(v). In Entry 24(iv), Ramanujan claims that
Jm(1 - c?)“fJ+ /?I’4 = 1

(24.24)

is a modular equation of degree 8 and that

$Jm =

l+ P4

1 + (1 - a)“4

is a modular equation of degree 16. Equations of the 8th and 16th degrees can
be obtained by one and two further iterations, respectively, of (24.22) and
(24.23). Our calculations indicate that modular equations of degrees 8 and 16
are not nearly as elegant as those claimed by Ramanujan. Because the equations are not attractive and no new ideas are involved, it does not seem
worthwhile to pursue these details here.
Entry 24(v). If we replace a by 1 - /I, /3 by 1 - a, and m by n/m, where n is the
degree of the modular
degree.

equation, we obtain a modular

equation of the same

We call this process of obtaining a modular equation the method of
reciprocation. Alternatively, we say that the latter equation is the reciprocal
of the former. In the theory of modular forms, this modus operandi is called
Fricke involution.
Making the proffered substitutions in the definition of m given by
(24.14), we find that

PROOF.

_n =

zF,(i,

m

,F,(& 3; 1; 1 - a)’

i; 1; 1 -

B)
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But by (24.14), this may be rewritten
*F,(+, 4; 1; 1 - a)
n

zFl(3,3;

l;a)

=

zFl(a, t; 1; 1 - B).
Pl(3,4;
l;B)
’

that is, we obtain the defining relation (24.13) for a modular equation. This
completes the proof.
Ramanujan now offers several examples to illustrate his algorithm. Thus,
making the prescribed substitutions in (24.15), we obtain

a modular equation of the second degree. Next, solve (24.15) for m and
substitute its value in (24.25) to obtain the second degree modular equation
(1 -&X)(1

- JB) = 2JBo.

Using Entry 24(v) in conjunction with (24.18), we derive the modular
equation of degree 4,
Lfi114
Jm

+ (1 - a)‘j4 = 1.

This equation and (24.23) lead at once to another fourth degree equation
(1 - (1 - a)“4)(1 - /V4) = 2(8(1 - a))“4.
If (24.24) were correct, Entry 24(v) would immediately yield the modular
equation of degree 8,
0-/jB’@
tb

+ (1 - a)‘j4 = 1.

(24.26)

The purported equalities (24.24) and (24.26) taken together would then give
(1 - (1 - a)“4)(1 - jI’14) = 2&?(1

- a))lj8.

Entry 24(vi). Consider again (24.13) and (24.14). Then
da
a(1 - a)
n-=-----m.
db’ BU - B)

z

(24.27)

Using Entry 9(i) of Chapter 17, we differentiate both sides of (24.13)
with respect to /I to find that

PROOF.

n

da
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Noting the definition (24.14) of m, we see that the proposed formula follows
immediately.
Entry 24(vi) is due originally to Jacobi [l], [2, p. 1301. See also Cayley’s
book [l, pp. 201,216-2171.
Ramanujan appears to remark that if we can find da/d/l by differentiating
a modular equation (presumably a modular equation independent of m), then
we can determine m from (24.27).
Section 24(vii) consists of the following statement: “Equations in terms of
$ functions can be transformed to those of cpfunctions and vice versa while
those off and x functions remain unchanged. E.g. the identity
(24.28)

becomes
(24.29)
We are uncertain about Ramanujan’s intention in this claim. The functions
II/ and cpare related, and we shall show that (24.28) and (24.29) are readily
equivalent, so perhaps this explains part of the statement.
We first show that (24.28) implies (24.29). From the definition of I+G,
we find
that 9,(0, 2/2) = 24”*+(q), where q = eni*. Thus, (24.28) is equivalent to

MO, d6) = 1 + %6-h63 _ 1 1’3
$:(O, 3~/2)
9, (0,3~/2)
> ’
Replacing r by 2r/(3r + l), we transcribe the formula above into

By the transformation formulas for theta-functions (Rademacher [l, p. 182]),

and
92

(0,g& >=J3z+19,(0,2/3).
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Using these equalities in (24.30) and putting the resulting equality in a slightly
different form, we deduce that
(24.31)
Since 9,(0, z) = (p(q), (24.31) reduces to (24.29).
Ramanujan restates (24.28) and (24.29) in Section 1 of Chapter 20, and so
we defer proofs until then.

CHAPTER

19

Modular Equations of Degrees 3,5, and 7 and
Associated Theta-Function Identities

In several ways, this is a remarkable chapter. Not only are the results enormously interesting and often difficult to prove, but many questions arise in
regard to Ramanujan’s methods of proof. Undoubtedly, many of the proofs
given here are quite unlike those found by Ramanujan. He evidently possessed
methods that we have been unable to discern. No hints whatsoever of his
methods are provided by Ramanujan.
As the chapter’s title indicates, Ramanujan herein studies modular equations, primarily of degrees 3,5, and 7. For each particular degree, Ramanujan
appears to first derive a series of interesting identities involving theta-functions
of appropriate arguments. These are then used to establish an astonishing
battery of modular equations of that degree (order). We have not always been
able to follow this process, and so, at times, we have had to reverse this
procedure and employ modular equations to prove theta-function identities.
We emphasize, however, that no circular reasoning is involved in our presentation. Frequently, we prove modular equations in an order different from
that given by Ramanujan. It could be that, in arranging his numerous modular
equations, Ramanujan gave priority to those he felt were more important
and/or more elegant.
The theory of modular equations began with the work of Legendre and
Jacobi. Informative source about modular equations are the books by Cayley
[l] and Enneper [ 11.The latter book also provides much of the history of the
subject. Ramanujan’s development of modular equations is vastly more substantial, however, than that of his predecessors. Most of the modular equations given in this chapter are not found elsewhere in the literature. Not only
are the results new, but Ramanujan’s methods are apparently original as well.
Ramanujan published but one paper [2] in which modular equations are
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discussed, but because modular equations, per se, were not the raison d’etre
for this paper, Ramanujan’s methods in this theory are not disclosed.
Chapters 16 and 17 are crucial for the development of this chapter. Many
basic properties of theta-functions found in Chapter 16 are repeatedly used
here in proving theta-function identities. Many of the formulas in Chapter 17
are employed to establish modular equations and also to produce thetafunction relations from modular equations.
It is always assumed that 141< 1. Following Ramanujan, we frequently do
not use a compact summation notation because the laws of formation of the
signs and exponents are more easily ascertained by explicitly displaying the
first several terms.
Entry 1.

(i) Let cp and $ be defined us in Entry 22 of Chapter 16. Then
1,s1(/(q)
q

(PO=

--P

4

q2

cl3

1 +l+q+Fip+qz+-+...’

(ii) Recall that f(u, b) is defined by (18.1) in Chapter 16. Let
u= q

I,2 .0-q,
f(-q3,

-4’)
-q5)’

Then

4112
q2
cl4
v=~+q+iTYp+q3+-*+
1
- V

and

cl6

(P(q2)
’

=

(1.1)
(1.2)

ql/2$(q4)’

PM
;+v=q1’2w4)’

(l-3)

We employ Entry 12 of Chapter 16. Replace a’, b2, and q in Entry
12 by 0, - q112,and q1’2, respectively. This gives

PROOF OF(~).

(--q2; q2Lc= 1 - 4
t-4; q2)* i+ 1 +q+

- q2

1 +q2+

- q3

1 +q3+...’

Part (i) now follows immediately from Entry 22, Chapter 16.
K. G. Ramanathan [6] has also proved Entry l(i).
PROOF

OF

(ii). Applying Entry 3O(ii) in Chapter 16 with a = iq”2 and b =

- iq312, we find that
$(iq’j2)

+ $( - iq1j2) = f(iq1j2, - iq3j2) + f( - iq1’2, iq312) = 2f( - q3, -q5).
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Similarly, by Entry 3O(iii) in Chapter 16,
$(iq’/‘)

- $( - iq’j2) = f(iq’/2,

- iq3/2) - f( - iq1/2, iq312) = 2iq’12f( -q,

- q7).

Thus,
iu

=

t4iP2)

-

$(iq’/2)

Ic/(-iq”2)

=

+ rc/(-iq’12)

(-iP2;

-41m

(-iq”2;

-q)m + (iq”2; -q)m’

-

(iq”2;

-qJm

by Entry 22(ii) in Chapter 16. Now apply Entry 11 of Chapter 16 with a, b,
and q replaced by iq 1’2, 0, and -q, respectively. Thus, (1.1) follows at once.
Next, by Entry 30(i) in Chapter 16, with a = -q and b = -q3,
f(-49

-q71f(-q3v

-q5)

= f(--43

-q3M14)

= ti(-dW4)*

Thus, by Example (iv) in Section 31 of Chapter 16,
u

=

ql,2f2(-49

-4’)

=

H-4Mq4)

(P(4)

-

rp(q2)

w’2$k4)

and

A_ f2(-cl39 -q5) = (PM+ (Ph2)
u - P2t4-qMq4)
&P2W4) .
The truth of (1.2) and (1.3) are now evident.
Ramanathan [4] has independently given the same proof of (1.1).
Entry 2. Recall that f (- q) is defined in Entry 22 of Chapter 16. Then
0)

f(--4, -44)f3(-q15)
=f(-q51f(-d
f(-q2,

-d41f(-q4,

-$l),

-431f3e415)
=f(-q51f(-q3,

(ii)

-q91f(-s,

-4121f(-q2> --4131f(-q7, -q8),

f(--49 -461f3(-q21)
=f(--q71f(-q6?
f(-q2,

-q15)f(-q,

-4201f(-q8,

--d2),

-4121f(-42,

-d91f(-q5,

-P),

-P)f(-q4,

-4171f(-410,

-451f3(-421)
=f(-q71f(-q9,

and

f(-q3,

-441f3(-421)
=f(-q71f(-q3,

--411).

PROOF.Each of these five equalities is proved in precisely the same fashion by
expanding each side into an infinite product via Entry 19 (the Jacobi triple
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product identity) and Entry 22(iii), both in Chapter 16. We give the details for
only the proof of the first part of(i).
By the two aforementioned theorems,
f(-4,

-441f3(-q15)

= (4; q5M4;

q5M15; 45M415; 415):

and
f(-45)f(-q6P

-q91f(-4,

-4141fc--q4~ -P)

= (q5; 45M46; 415M?9; 415M4; 415L(414; 415M44; 415)m
x wl; 415Lo(415; 415):
= (q5; 45M?; 45ko(44; 45M415; 415)zY
and the proof of the first part of(i) is complete.
In fact, Ramanujan appends the words “and so on” at the end of Entry 2.
Thus, the next formula in this series would be for f( -4, - q*)f3( - q2’).
Entry 3. We have
(i)
(ii)

q$(q2)$(q6) = &

cp(q)rp(q3)= 1 + 2 4
( 1-q
4’
+1-*-..*

(iii)

- 41__
1-q

qe2(q)$“(q3) = 2 4
1-q

+ ---!&
1-q

- 7 q2
l+q

+

- 4”
1-q
q4
iq

-1

+ ***,
q5

>’
2q2
4q4
+ 4
+ 7
+ 10%I5 + ***,
1-q
1-q
1-q

and
(iv)

(p2(q)(p2(q3) = 1 + 4 &
+ &
+ &
+ &
+ ... ,
(
>
where in the last sum on the right side, the summation is over all values of n
which are neither a multiple of 3 nor an odd multiple of 2.
PROOFOF(~).First employ (8.5) in Chapter 17 with a = q and b = q5. Then use
Entries 19, 22(iii), (iv), 25(iv), and 24(iii) in Chapter 16. Accordingly, we find
that

fc-44bP(46)ti(412)
= qk2; d2Mt0; 412M412;412)m
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PROOF OF (ii). Entry 3(ii) is the same as Entry 8(iv) in Chapter 17, and a proof
was given there.
PROOF OF (iii). In part (i), replace q2 by q, expand the summands into geometric
series, and sum by columns, combining terms in alternate rows. Hence,

=-

“O4 3t1+3/2(~2n+l
c
1
n=o

= -2i

=

-

q-2n-l)

q6n+3

* q3”+3’2 sin(2n + 1)0
C

n=O
where we have put q = eie. Hence,
q~2(q)#2(q3)

_

-4

1 - q6n+3

‘f

q3”+3’2

sin(2n

+

’

‘Je

1 q6n+3
( n=O
Employing (13.10) and (14.12) in Chapter 18 and letting

2v

(3.1)

>

T:= $ =g csch2((n + +)y),
n 00
where now emy= q3, we deduce that
s2=4

3n+3’2sin(2n + 1)0 2
1 - q6n+3
( n=O
)
2”

= T - 2 $I ;-z’y;;!
=T+41

m nq3” sin2 (n(I)
1 - q6”
n=1

=T+41

03 nq3” sin2(n0)
1 - q6”
II=1

-

2

“11

q-3”

“_

q3”

m

(3.2)
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by (14.15) in Chapter 18. Using (3.2) in (3.1), we find that
a, nq3n sin2(ntI)

qti2W2(q3)

= -4 c

1-

PI=1

= Jl

q6”

ggA42n

2 + q-2”)

-

= z1 n(q” ;T3q;

q5”) - 3 I1 A!?$

=$l&-3g$P
which immediately yields equality (iii).
PROOFOF (iv). Writing (ii) as a double series and transforming it by columns,
while collecting terms in alternate rows, we first arrive at

(p(q)q(q3)=1+2
*+~+cJ+q4+q8+...
iTp
( 1-q

. (3.3)

>

Next, we employ the fundamental identity (14.3) of Chapter 18 along with
(3.2) above. Thus,

2 =$(p4(e-y)-

(

2

s14S(2n
.

+

WI

2

“=a sinh{)(2n + 1)~)
=

* (P4(e-Y)

_

2

2

n

sin2(3N,

(3.4)

“=I sinh(ny)
since e-’ = q3. Using (3.3), letting emy=
(3.4), we deduce that
$(p2(q)(p2(q3)=

1 + qll"
- ql"
2
q 3/2 _ q3/2

iq3j2 and eie = iq1j2, and employing

+ 41 + q
q

q-”

- qw

3 + q3 + q-9i2

_ q9/2

-q-q-1
+

=

$‘P4(e-Y)

_

2

f

-qe3

n sin2(6n@

“=I sinh(ny)

-iq3f2
_ 43

+

iq-912

+ iq-312
_ iq9/2
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- 2 + b-14. -“‘,n>

(-iq-39

n=1

Identities

_

(iq”)

m n{ (- l)“q2” - 2i”q3”j2 + q”}
1 - (- l)“q3”
*
n=l

= $(p4(iq3j2) + C

By Entry 8(ii) in Chapter 17,

Thus, using this equality above, we see that
(P2(dv2(q3)

m (-lyn{(-iq3/2)n
= 1 + 8 1
1
II=1

= 1+ 4 F

- (-iq3/2)2n}
-

(-

iq3/2)2n

I2 f

w”

“=11-(-q)“-

v3”

&l-(-q)3”’

where we have used the factorization 1 - x3 = (1 - x)(1 + x + x2). After
canceling those terms involving powers of q3, we transform the remaining odd
powers via the formula
4
4
&I2
-=--l-42’
1+4
1-q
Noting that we have now also canceled those terms involving odd multiples
of 2, we observe that the proof is complete.
Entry 4. We have

(9 qV(qM4”) - 942WW(q3)= ++
- 1

(ii)

9ddrp5(q3)

- v5Mv(q3)

-g
5295

= 8 1 + --%1+4

+3

+ *..,
2292
4294
- z
+
iq
l-4

52q5
-1-*-‘”

(iii)

*3k)cl+3
m

(

-.L1-q

q5

l--q5+--7

>’

4’
1-q

4
-1+-+“’

11

>’
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and
(P3kl)
(PO

(iv)

q4

--

G-g

(i). In (3.2), replace q3 by q and differentiate both sides with respect
to 8. Upon putting 8 = 7~13,we find that

PROOF OF

2 go q”+l” :i”(Qfn:,
(

W3))

(2 (2n + lh”~-c;;j~fn
n=O

+ W3)
>

= z1 n2q;syfy*

(4-U

By Entry 3(i),
m qn+l12

sin{ (2n + 1)7r/3} J5
c
n=O 1 - q2n+1 =~q”2eMq3).
By Example (iii), Section 17, Chapter 17,
.f (2n + l)q”+‘” cos((2n + 1)x/3}
1 - q2n+l
n=O
= ; z. ‘2; ‘_ ygLr= +(q1’2ip(q)

_ ; z. y+g

“”

- 9qyb4(q3)).

Using these last two results in (4.1), we obtain at once the equality
awlMq3)

- %24w$5(q3)

=5

m n2qn sin(2nz/3)
z1
1 _ q2”
’

which reduces at once to (i).
PROOF

OF

(ii). Recall the Fourier series (Whittaker and Watson [l, pp. 512,

5351)

and

Here u = 2KO/z, q = e- 2y, 8 is real, and K and E are the complete elliptic
integrals of the first and second kinds, respectively. Since ns2 u - cs2 u = 1
(Whittaker and Watson [l, p. 493]),
cot 8 - 4 1O3q” sin(2nO)> 2 and
n=l 1 + q”

csc2 8 - 8 1m nq”
n=l

cos(2ntl)

1 - q”
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differ by a constant. Differentiating with respect to 0 and then letting 8 = z/6,
we arrive at
cn nq” cos(nn/3)
csc2(rr/6) + 8 c
II=1 1 + q” >

cot(A/6) - 4 “EI ‘” p;rn’3)

* n2qn sin(nrr/3)
= cot(n/6)csc2(a/6) - 8 1
l-q”
.
n=l

(4.2)

By Entry 3(ii),
cot(rr/6) - 4 “zI ‘” Fr;‘3)

= $cP(-q)cP(-q’),

while, by Entry 8(ii) of Chapter 17,
m nq” cos(m/3)
csc2(7r/6)+ 8 c
PI=1 1 + q”

= fPv4(-q3) - (P4(-q)h
Using these two results in (4.2), we deduce that
%(-q)cp5(-q3)

- (P5(-q)(P(-q3)

Replacing q by -4, we finish the proof.
PROOF OF

$(qyP(

(iii). By Entry 8(x) of Chapter 17,
- q) = g (3n + l)q3nZ+2n
n=-m
=ddz ,,=-a,
f ’

3n2+2nz3n+1

IrEI

= %(zs(q5z39
q/z3)l
IF1
=f(4,4s&Log{m5z39
dz3)~L1
=m, 45&LcY3w~5~3;
@M-dz3;e9m(q6;
d7mL
where we have employed the Jacobi triple product identity. Now use Entries
19,22(ii), (iv), 25(iv), and 24(i)-(iii) in Chapter 16 to deduce that
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Nq2)f 2(q)(q3;
q6),
Hq2)f 2(q)
$(q2)f2(q)
f(-4, -47 = (4;q6)m(q5;
q6)m(q6;
q6), = (4;q2Mq6;4%
ti2(q)f2(q) ~2blMd!wq)
= 4@M--4~(q3) = 44q3)x(-q)f(q)
= ~2kMhk-q)
#3M
$(q3)x(4
=&a
Replacing qby - q in (4.3) and then using the result above, we finish the proof.
PROOFOF(iv). By Entry 8(ix), Chapter 17,

(p2(-q)f(-q) = f

*=-a3

(6n + l)q(3n2+n)‘2

=d dz ,,=-a
2 ’

(3n2+WZ6n+l

I*=,

= f Gf(q/-@,q2z6))IF1
= f(q, q’)~(LoP{zf(4iz”. q2~6)l)lz=l
= f(q, q2) 1 - 6 “z. 1 I;:+1 - 1
(
I
we are led to examine (p2(q)f
(q)/f(- q, - q2).By
T3;:+2}).

Replacing q by -4,
19 and 22(iii) and (22.4) in Chapter 16,

Entries

(P2(q)f
(4)
(P2M(-q; -4)m
f(-4, -q2) = (4; -q3)m(-q2; -q3)m(-q3; -q3),
= (P2M(-q; -do
(4; -4)cn

(4; -4)ul
(4; -43M-q2;

-43M-43;

1
-q3),

= (P3(4)(q3;
-q3)m (P3M
(--q3; -q3), =o’
from which the truth of (iv) is evident.
Recall that a modular equation of degree n is defined in Section 24 of
Chapter 18 and in the Introduction. In Section 5, Ramanujan offers several
modular equations ofdegree 3, and so we now summarize some of the notation
that is used in this and succeeding sections. Let
zi = 2F,(3, $; 1; a) and

z, = 2F,(3, 3; 1; B),

where n is the degree of the modular equation. The expressions & and fi
are the two moduli, and we say /I is of the nth order (degree) in a. Recall, from
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(6.4) in Chapter 17 and the definition of a modular equation (24.13) in Chapter
18, that
(p(q) = cp(e-‘) = z:‘*

(p(q”) = rp(e-“‘)

= z,ljz,

The multiplier m is defined by the equation
Zl

= mz,.

It seems that Ramanujan derived his modular equations of degree 3 by
taking formulas relating (p(q), $(q), . . . , (p(q3), $(q3), . . . and transcribing them
via formulas in Sections lo-12 in Chapter 17.
Entry 5. The following are modular equations, formkas
identities for degree 3:
(i)

~~-((:I~>““=l=((:_Bk”)L”_(~~;

(ii)

(c$)“~ + ((1 - a)(1 - /3)}“4 = 1;

0
3

(iii)

m=l+2

(vii)

?=I+2
m

;

a

4s
-a

m*I;i

7

( >;

l/8

_

a3

(iv)

for multipliers,

=

10

(1
l-8

a3
B

118
-8;
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$y

+ ((1 - a)“(1 - /?)}“8

= {f(l + (afi)1’2 + ((1 - a)(1 - /?)}‘~2))“2;
(ix)

(x)

(a(1 - p)}“’ + {/?(l - a)}“’

= 2{afl(l

- a)(1 - fl)}“8

=m’{a(l

- a)}“2 + {fl(l - p))l”

= sip(l

- fl)}“” + {a(1 - a)}“‘;

m(l - a)l12 + (1 - fl)1/2 = t(l

- fi)‘12 - (1 - a)l12

= 2{(1 - a)(1 - fl)}““;
ma’/2 _ p/2 = :,1,

64

m - G = 2((ap)“4

+ a1/2 = 2(a/j)‘fl;

- ((1 - W

- P)}“4);

m + i = 4(5{1 + (afl)‘12 + ((1 - a)(1 - fl)}“2})“2;
(xii) ifP = {16afl(l

- a)(1 -fl)}“’

and

Q=

1’4,

then

(xiii) if P = (a#?)‘j8

and

Q = (p/a)“4,

then

(xiv) $ a = sin2(p + v) and
then
(xv) if a is an appropriately

fi = sin’(p - v),

sin(2) = 2 sin v;
chosen root of the quadratic equation
a(1 - a) = q

then

( )
2-q
G-q’

m - B)= q3( 2

3

>.

We have written Entry I
in a more complete form than that given by
Ramanujan (p. 231). The appropriate root a is given in (5.13) below.
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(i). It is evident from Entries 4(iii) and (iv) that

2#3(4) _ rp3(4 : (P3c-q2)
m
(P(q3) (P3(-@I’
We now transcribe this equality by means of Entries 10(i), (iii) and 11(i) in
Chapter 17 and find that
(aey)3/8 z:”
z?‘2(1 - a)3@
2 2-Wz;lZ(fje3~)W
2-3’2zT’2
= p
+
z;/2(1
_ fi)
*
Upon simplification, the first part of(i) is obtained.
The second equality of (i) is obtained from the first by employing Entry
24(v) of Chapter 18.
PROOF OF

(ii). It is easily verified from Entries 3(i), (ii) that
4Mq2Mq6)

= dddq3)

- (P(--q)(P(-q3).

(This formula can also be readily deduced from (36.2) of Chapter 16.) Converting this formula with the aid of Entries 10(i), (ii) and 1l(iii) in Chapter 17, we
find that
(zlz3)‘~2e-y(aey)‘~4(/3e3y)1~4
= (~~2,)“~ - (z~z~)“~(~ - a)‘14(1 - /3)‘14,
from which (ii) is obvious.
This form of the modular equation is due to Legendre [2, p. 229) and can
be found in Cayley’s book [l, p. 1961 as well as Jacobi’s Fundamenta Nova
cl, P. 681, ~2,P. 1241.
PROOF OF

(iii). From Entries 4(iv) and 3(ii), it is readily shown that

(P3(q)+ 2 (P3(-q2)
= Wddq3).
dq3)
d-q61
Using Entries 10(i), (iii) in Chapter 17, we transcribe this equality and find that
312
$2+2

‘:/“(l
z;ql

- a)3’8 = 3z1/2z1/2
- /pJ
1 3 .

Canceling z:~“/z:~“, we derive the second equality of (iii).
The first equality of (iii) is simply the reciprocal of the second (in the sense
of Entry 24(v) in Chapter 18).
PROOFOF(iv). From parts (i) and (iii),
m-l
B =------)
a
2
C-J
3

l/l3

(1 - /3)3 l’*

m + 1

=-----)
2

( l-a
>
(5.1)
(1 - a)” 1/8 3 - m and
a3 ‘/* 3 + m
=x3
==*
( 1-B >
0s
Taking the product of the cube of the first and the fourth, and then the product
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of the cube of the fourth and the first equalities of (5.1),we find that,
B = (m - lY(3 + ml and
16m

a _ fin - ‘)f3 +
16m3

m)3

*

233
respectively,

(5.2)

Hence, by (5.1) and (5.2),
l”,

m2a - j? = (m2 - 1)

from which (iv) is obtainable immediately.
OF (v). In (5.1), multiply the first and the second, the third and fourth,
and the first and fourth equalities to deduce that, respectively,

hOOF

y

1:;)‘”

and

(a/‘?)“4 =

(a;;; 1;)“”

2!y,
m2 + 2m - 3
4m

2$,

(53)

.

Solving the first equality for m and the second for 3/m, we obtain two of the
desired equalities.
The remaining two equalities of(v) are readily verified by substituting from
(5.3).
OF (vi). Our procedure is logically somewhat different from that of
Ramanujan. Define p by the equation

PROOF

m = 1 + 2~.

(5.4)
Then the required formulas for a and /I follow immediately from (5.2.).
Next, in (5.1), multiply the cube of the second equation by the third. Then
take the cube of the third equality times the second. We then deduce, respectively, that
1 _ B = (m + 1)3(3 - 4 and 1 _ a = tm + ‘)c3 - m)3
(5.5)
16m
16m3
*
Using (5.4), we deduce the desired formulas for 1 - /I and 1 - a.
It might be noted that the first and third equalities of (5.1) immediately
imply that p > 0 and p c 1, respectively.
For 0 I p I 1, observe that
@

dp

=

2u

-

PJ2(2

+

(1 + 2p)4

d2

>

o

-

and
g = 6p2(1 + P)’ 2 o
(1 + 2pJ2
*
dp

There is consequently a one-to-one correspondence between a and p and also
between /I and p when p lies between 0 and 1.
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The parametric equations for a and /?in (vi) were actually first discovered
by Legendre [2, p. 2231 and rediscovered by Jacobi [l, p. 251, [2, p. 761.
PROOF OF (vii). The proofs of (vii)-(xi) depend on (5.2) and (5.5). Thus, we first
deduce that, respectively,
1 - p w m(m + 1)
-B ‘I2 m(m - 1) and
= 3+m
0a
(->l-a
- 3-m.
The first formula of (vii) now follows from a straightforward calculation, while
the second follows from reciprocation.
PROOF OF

(viii). From (5.2) and (5.5), respectively,

(a/35)1/8 =trn

-

'12t3

8m

+ m)

and

((1 - a)(1 - fi)5}1/8 = (m ’ ‘i2f

- m).

Hence,
(a/?“)“8 + ((1 - a)(1 - a5)}“8 = G
= 1 _ (3 - Mm - 1)
4m

by (5.2) and (5.5). This proves the first equality in (viii).
Taking the reciprocal of this equality, we find that
(a5/?)lp + ((1 - a)‘(1 - p)}“8 = 1 - (I$
3 + m2
=T’

:;;y
(5.7)

by (5.6). On the other hand, from (5.2) and (5.5),
1 + (a@‘j2 + ((1 - a)(1 - /3)}l/’
= 1 + (m - U2(3 + mJ2+ (m + 1)2(3 - ml2 = (m2 + 3)2. (5 *I
16m2
16m2
8m2
*
The truth of the second equality in (viii) is now manifest from (5.7) and (5.8).
OF (ix). The equality of the first and third expressions in (ix) is an
immediate consequence of (vii), and so is the equality of the first and fourth
expressions.
From (5.2) and (5.5),

PROOF

(a(1 - j?)}‘” + {/I(1 - a)}‘j2
= (m + l)(m + 3){(m2 - 1)(9 - m2)}‘12
16m2
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+ (m - 1)(3 - m){(m2 - 1)(9 - m2))‘j2
16m2
= {(m2 - 1)(9 - m2)ju2
= 2(afl(l - a)(1 - 8)}“8,
2m

(5.9)

and so the proof of (ix) is complete.
PROOF OF(x). From (5.2) and (5.5), it is easily found that each of the first three
expressions in (x) is equal to

k(m + 1)(3 - m)jle
1
Likewise, from (5.2) and (5.5), we readily see that the latter three expressions
of(x) are each equal to
112

A(m - 1)(3 + m) .
I
1
It is possible that this set of formulas was suggested by the simplicity of the
expression for m2a - fl, given in the proof of (iv); for this indicates the likely
existence of a simple expression for the factor m & - a.
PROOFOF(xi). From (5.2) and (5.5),
(aj3)“4 - {(l - a)(1 - /I)]“” =

(m - 1)(3 + m) (m + 1)(3 - m)
4m
4m

m2 - 3
=-Iy&-’
from which the first equality of (xi) is apparent.
The second part of (xi) follows immediately from (5.8).
PROOFOF(xii). From (5.2) and (5.5),
P2 = (m2 - I)(9 - m2) and
8m2

Q2 = (m2 - lb2
9-m’
*

Thus,
P 9-m’
m2 - 1
and -=-.
PQ=--,/iii
Qm2$
The elimination of m from the latter pair of equalities yields
f’&PQ
8-$PQ+l’
Rearranging this equality, we easily deduce the result claimed in (xii).
PROOFOF(xiii). From (5.2) and (5.5),
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Q2 = m(m - 1)
3+m *

It follows that
PQ=F

m-l

and

!! = 3 l km
Q 2m’

Eliminating m from this pair of equalities, we find that
P
-=
Q

2+PQ
2PQ+l’

which, upon rearrangement, yields the desired result.
(xiv). We assume that p + v and /A- v are positive acute angles, and
so 2v is also an acute angle. Since it is clear that a > /I, it also follows that v
is positive.
Using the given values of a and /I, we find that the first equality of (ix) can
be written in the form
PROOF OF

sin(2p) = (4 sin(2p + 2v) sin(2p - 2~))“~.
Hence,
sin4(2p) = 4 sin*(2p) - 4 sin*(2v);
that is,
(2 - sin*(2p))* = 4 cos*(2v).
Thus,
sin*(2p) = 2(1 - cos(h)),
and (xiv) follows at once, since v is a positive, acute angle.
We observe that
((1 - a)(1 - /3)}“* - (a/?)‘/’ = cos(2j.4.
On the other hand, by (5.2) and (5.5),
((1 - a)(1 - B)}“* - (a/I)“* = y.
Thus, we deduce that

We also shall later need an expression for cos v. By (xiv) and (5.9), we find
that
cos* v = 1 - sin’ v = 1 - $ sin*(2p)
= 1 - +({a(1 - /73)}“* + {B(l - a)}1’2)2
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- m2)

16m2
= (m’ + 3)2.

16m2 ’
that is,
m2 + 3
cosv=4m*

(5.11)

PROOF OF (xv). Recall that p is defined by (5.4) and that, after the proof of (vi),
we showed that 0 < p < 1. Define 4 by

4 = P + P2,

(5.12)

so that 0 < 4 < 2. We are then given that
41 - 4 = PU + PI

(1 - P13(2 + PI3
(1 + 2p)6
.

Solving this quadratic equation, we find that either
(5.13)
or
(5.14)
Suppose that u is given by (5.13). Then from (vi) it follows that
and

1 - JI = (1 + P)~

B(l-B)=q3(g-& >,
as desired.
Suppose that a is given by (5.14). If /I = p3(2 + p)/(l + 2p), then by
the one-to-one correspondence established after the proof of (vi),
Suppose that
= P(2 + PJ3M1 + 2P13, which is a contradiction.
i = (1 + ~)~(l - p)/(l + 2~). Then 1 - c1 = p(2 + p)‘/(l + 2~)~ and
1 - B = p3(2 + p)/(l + 2~). It follows that

However, this contradicts (i). Since the two values specified for B are the only
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two values that satisfy the equation j?(l - /?) = q3(2 - q)/(l + 4q), we must
conclude that when CLis given by (5.14), the value of /?(l - 8) is not the one
required in (xv). Hence, the appropriate root u in the statement of Entry 5(xv)
is that specified by (5.13).
Suppose that the root given by (5.13) is the smaller root, that is,

This reduces to
2q2 + 1oq - 1 < 0.

Hence, p(2 + ~)~/(l + 2~)~ is the smaller root when q < f(3 ,/
greater root when q > &3 fi - 5).

- 5) and the

Entry 6.
(i) Let p be defined by (5.4). Then

(ii) Let q be defined by (5.12),where p is defined by (5.4). Then if q < 3(3 a

(iii) Zf tan &I + B) = (1 + p)tan A, then

(iv) Zf tan *(A - B) = ((1 - p)/(l + 2p))tan B, then

tan +(C + B) =
then

2 tan B + 2(1 - x)tan3 B
’
1 - (1 - x)tan* B

- 5),

sLl-&
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--x:;2rp)l12.

It is tacitly assumed that 0 I A, B, C I 7r/2.
PROOFOF (i). Part (i) is simply a version of the formula (5.1), that is,
1; a) = m 24(3,3;
1; B),
when a and fi are given by the parametric equations of Entry 5(vi).
z&(3,3;

PROOF OF

(ii). By Entry 33(ii) in Chapter 11 (Part II [9, p. 94]),

2Fl(& a; 1; 4a(l - a)) = ,F,(3, $; 1; 3(1 - (1 - 4a(l -

a)}“‘))

= 2Fl(f, ); 1; a)

= (1 + 4q)“22&(&

a; 1; 4/?(1 - j?)),

where, to obtain the last equality, we merely repeat the prior steps, but in
reverse order. The equality in (ii) now formally follows from Entry I.
Observe that in taking the square root above, it was assumed that a < 3,
that is, ~(2 + ~)~/(l + 2~)~ < $. It is easily seen that the latter statement is
equivalent to the inequality 4 < *(3 a - 5), and so the proof of (ii) is complete. (With respect to the restriction on q, recall the remarks made at the
conclusion of the proof of Entry I.)
(iii). This formula is the general transformation of the third order.
There is no evidence as to how Ramanujan obtained it. Thus, rather than
derive a proof ab i&o, we merely content ourselves with demonstrating how
it can be derived from the form of the general third-order transformation
discovered by Jacobi Cl], [2, p. 761; namely,

PROOF OF

(6.1)

when
sin B = (1 + 2p)sin A + p2 sin3 A
*
1 + ~(2 + p)sin2 A
Solving this quadratic equation for p, we find that
P=

1 - sin A sin B + cos A cos B
’
sin A(sin B - sin A)

(6.2)

Since A and B vanish simultaneously, it is clear that the ambiguous sign above
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must be replaced by a minus sign. So,
sin )(B - A)
1 - cos(A - B)
’ = sin A(sin B - sin A) = sin A cos +(B + A)
= cos A sin $(B + A) _ 1
sin A cos +(B + A)
’
In other words, tan +(A + B) = (1 + p)tan A, and this establishes (iii).
OF (iv). In Jacobi’s result (6.1), replace p by -(2 + p)/(l + 2p), A by
-B, and B by A. We then deduce that

PROOF

when
sin A _ 3(1 + 2p)sin B - (2 + p)2 sin3 B
(1 + 2~)’ - 3p(2 + p)sin2 B .
Solving for (2 + p)/(l + 2p), or employing (6.2) with the designated substitutions for p, A, and B, we find that
1 - cos(A + B)
2+p 1 + 2p sin B(sin A + sin B)
sin +(A + B)
cos B sin $(A - B) + 1.
’
= sin B cos &A - B) = sin B cos ;(A - B)
that is
tan&A-B)=(s-l)tanB=stanB.
Therefore, the proof of (iv) is completed.
OF (v). By replacing B with C in (iii) and comparing (iii) and (iv), we
deduce that

PROOF

dv
x sin’ ~p)r’~= 3 s :(I -x~&p.
s Llwhere x = ~(2 + ~)~/(l + 2~)~, and B and C are connected by the relation that
is obtained by eliminating A from the equations
1-P
tan $(A - B) = -tan
B.
(6.3)
1 + 2p
From the addition formula for tan u and the latter equality of (6.3), it follows
that

tan &A + C) = (1 + p)tan A

and
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- B) + B} = (1 + :,‘, “_ [:tFpTtanz B.

Hence,
tan A = tan{&4

- B) + $(A + B))

(2 + p)tan B
1-P
tan
B
+
(1
+
2p)
- (1 - p)tan’ B
1
+
2p
=
(1 - p)(2 + p)tan’B
’ - (1 + 2~)~ - (1 - p)(l + 2p)tan’ B
=

3(1 + 2p)tan B - (1 - p)’ tan3 B
(1 + 2~)~ - 3(1 -p2) tan2 B *

(6.4)

Using both equalities of (6.3) and then (6.4), we find that
tan +(C + B) = tan{&4
=

+ C) - +(A - B)}

(1 + p)(l + 2p)tan A - (1 - p)tan B
1 + 2p + (1 - p2) tan A tan B

= 2 tan B + 2(1 - x)tan3 B
1 - (1 - x)tan4 B
’
after a somewhat lengthy computation, This finishes the proof of(v).
Although a triplication formula of this type is due to Jacobi [l, p. 291,
[2, p. SO], this form of the triplication formula with the relatively simple
expression connecting B and C is due to Ramanujan. The simpler relations
between A and B in (iii) and (iv) evidently made it possible for Ramanujan to
discover his elegant rendition of the triplication formula, whereas the analysis
needed from Jacobi’s relations would, indeed, be more formidable and less
discernible. Jacobi’s work is recapitulated in Cayley’s treatise [l, pp. 201-2021.
Entries 7(i), (ii). Recall the definition of z in (6.2) of Chapter 17. Let x =
~(2 + ~)~/(l + 2~)~. Let B denote an acute angle. Zf cos B = (1 - p)/(2 + p),
then
6)

s ck

7-L
dv
x sin2 ‘p}W = 3”

Zf sin B = (1 + 2p)/(2 + p), then

(ii)

dv

s :u-

lr

x sin2 q} II2 = 6”

We show that these two formulas are consequences of Entry 6(v) and
the associated conditions (6.3). From (6.3), we see that as B increases from 0

PROOF.
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to 42 to n, $4 - B) does the same. Thus, A increases from 0 to 3n/2 to 371.
Also, if A increases from 0 to n/2 to A, $(A + C) does likewise. So, C increases
from 0 to 7c/2to 71.Thus, when C is equal to n, so is A, and, furthermore, B is
a positive acute angle.
Using Entry 6(v) and recalling (6.9) in Chapter 17, we thus deduce that
IT
drp
x sin2 ‘p} l/2 = 7”

s :uwhen B is the positive acute angle that satisfies the equation

1-P tan B.
tan *(n - B) = __
1 + 2p

Using the identity
tan $(7t - B) = cot $B =

1 + cos B
sin B ’

we eventually find that cos B satisfies the quadratic equation
(2 + p)cos2 B + (1 + 2p)cos B + (p - 1) = 0.

Solving this equation for cos B and taking the proper root, we find that
cos B = (1 - p)/(2 + p), as desired.
Also, when C is equal to 42, so is A. Thus, by the same type of argument
as that above,

It
xdv
sin2
q>=gz’
W

where B is the positive acute angle that satisfies the equation
tan&

1-P
- $B) = -tan
1 + 2p

B.

From elementary trigonometry, this equation may be put in the form
sin B - 1 + cos B
1-P
= -tan
sin B + 1 - cos B 1 + 2p

B.

It is easily checked that sin B = (1 + 2p)/(2 + p) is the solution to this equation.
In the classical notation of elliptic functions, formulas (i) and (ii) assume
the respective forms

where k2 = x = p(2 + ~)~/(l + 2~)~. Other formulas of this nature are due to
Forsyth [l], Glaisher [3], and Burnside [l].
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Entry 7(iii). Let AP denote the diameter of a circle Q?with center 0. Let TB be
perpendicular to AP, with B E W and T E AP. Draw chords PR and PR, equal
in length to TB with R nearer to B. Form AB, AR, and AR,. Then a pendulum
oscillating through L~BAR, takes (AR - OT)/AO or 3AO/(AR + OT) times
the time required to oscillate through L~BAR.

PROOF.As we shall see, Entry 7(iii) can be derived from Entry S(xiv).
Let OP = a and LPAB = CL.Then AB = 2a cos p and
BT = AB sin p = 2a sin p cos CL.
Thus,
RP BT
sin LPAR=-=-=sin~cos~=sinv,
2a
2a
when v is defined by the equation sin(2p) = 2 sin v. By the converse of Entry
S(xiv),
a = sin’(p + v) = sin’ LBAR,
and
/I = sin’@ - v) = sin’ LBAR.
Let t, and t, denote the respective periodic times that it takes for a
pendulum of length Z!to oscillate through the angles 4BAR, and 4BAR. Then
(Hancock [I, p. 911)

dq

{1-asin2cp}‘~2
By Entry 6(i), t,/t, = m.
Now observe that L BOT = 2~. Thus,
3 - m2
OT = a cos(2p) = ax,

dv
(1 - j? sin’ cp}“”
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by (5.10). Also,
AR = 2a cos v = 2a

m2 + 3
xi-’

by (5.11). Substituting these values for OT and AR into (AR - OT)/AO and
3AO/(AR + OT), we find quite easily that each reduces to m, and so the proof
is complete.
Corollary. Suppose that T coincides with 0. Then L BAR = z/12, L BAR, =
5x112, and
AR-OT
A0

3A0
=AR+OT

Furthermore, a pendulum oscillating
required to oscillate through 60”.

through

=Jk
300” takes fi

times the time

PROOF. The hypotheses immediately imply that p = n/4, v = rc/6, and m =
fi,by(7.1).So,
LBAR=~v - 7~112and LBAR, = p + v = 5~112. The
assertion about the pendulum also follows at once from Entry 7(iii).

According to notes left by G. N. Watson, this special case concerning the
angles 60” and 300” is due to Legendre several years before the discovery of
the general cubic transformation.
The following geometrical description is an extensive elaboration of that
in Entry 7(iii). For convenience, we have divided Entry 7(iv) into three parts.
Entry 7(iv) (First Part). Let AP denote a diameter and PQ a chord of a circle
W. Let B denote the midpoint of the arc PQ. Draw AB and PB. Let B, be the
mirror image of B in AP and construct AB, and PB,. Let R be a point on V
such that PR = $ PQ and so that R is on the same side of AP as B and Q. Let
R, be the image of R in AP. Form PR, PR,, QR, and QR,. Draw AR and AR,,
cutting PB and PB, at C and C,, respectively. Construct a line perpendicular
to AP at P. Let the extensions of AB and AB, meet this line at M and M,,
respectively. Extend BP and AR, to their point of intersection C,, and extend
B, P and AR to their point of intersection C,.
Then a circle v’ will pass through M, C, C,, M,, C,, and C,, and this circle
will be orthogonal to the circle %. Furthermore, v’ will be tangent to the straight
lines AB and AB, at M and M,, respectively. Let 0 denote the center of ‘3’.
Form OM and OM,.
The circle W also passes through the intersections of the circles with centers
A and P and radii AB and PR, respectively. The distances of any point on the
circumference of V’ from A and P bear a constant ratio. Lastly,
QR’QR,

= 3RP’.
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Our procedure is logically somewhat different from that of Ramanujan.
Let the radius of %Zbe denoted by a. Let L PAQ = 2~, where Q is any point
on % Since the arcs PB and BQ are equal, it follows that LPAB = p. Also,
AB = 2a cos p and

PROOF.

(7.2)
Let v = LPAR. Then

Hence, (7.2) and (7.3) imply that
sin(2/r) = 2 sin v.

(7.4)

We now reorder the steps in Ramanujan’s line of reasoning. Draw a second
circle %’ that is tangent to AB and AB, at M and M,, respectively. We show
that v’ passesthrough C, C,, C,, and C3.
Since, by construction, A is the pole of MM1 with respect to v’, A and P
must be inverse points with respect to v’ (Coxeter [l, p. 783). Consequently,
the circle % with AP as its diameter is orthogonal to %” (Coxeter [l, p. SO]),
and v’ is the locus of points whose distances from A and P are in the constant
ratio (Court [l, p, 1731)
AM
-=
PM

1
iii$

(7.5)

To prove first that C lies on v’, observe that, by the law of sines,
AC sin LAPC
sin LAPB
x=sin
LPAC=sin
LPAR=by (7.4). Thus, by (7.9, C lies on V’.

cos p =------=-)
2 cos p
sin v sin(2p)

1
sin p
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Examining next C,, we have, by the law of sines,
sin L APC,
sin LAPB,
AG
PC,= sin LPAC~ = sin LPAR

cos p
1
= ~sin v = -’sin p

as above, and so, by (7.5), C, lies on %‘I.
Since C, and C, are the images of C and C,, respectively, in AP, C, and
C, must also lie on %‘. Thus, since C, C1, CZ, and C3 lie on W, our definition
of %” is reconciled with that of Ramanujan.
Next, draw the circles with centers A and P and radii r1 = AB and r, = PR,
respectively. If X is either of their points of intersection, then

Thus, by (7.5),X lies on W’ provided that r, = rl sin p. Since r1 = AB = 2a cos p
and r, = PR = 2a sin v, we seethat this condition is indeed met.
By the law of sines, elementary geometry, (7.4), (5.10), and (5.11),

QR
-=
RP

sin LQPR
sin LRQP

= sin(2p - v) = sin(2p)cos v - cos(2p)sin v
sin v
sin v
= 2 cos v - cos(2p) = m.

(7.6)

Similar considerations show that
sin LQPR,
sin(2p + v)
= 2 cos v + cos(2p) = ;.
~RP = sin L R,QP =
sin v

QR,

(7.7)

Thus, (7.6) and (7.7) imply that QR . QR, = 3RP2, as desired.
Most of the content of Entry 7(iv) (first part) was submitted by Ramanujan
as a problem to the Journal of the Indian Mathematical Society [S], [lo, p. 3311.
A solution to this problem was never published. However, more recently, the
first part of Entry 7(iv) was the basis of a Ramanujan Centenary Prize
Competition [l] held in Mathematics Today, an Indian journal aimed at
students of mathematics in high schools and colleges. A total of 24 solutions
were received, and three were published.
Entry 7(k) (Second Part). A pendulum oscillating through the angle 4BAR,
takes QR/RP or 3R,P/R,Q
times the time required to oscillate through the
angle 4BAR.
PROOF.

By the last statement of Entry 7(iv) (first part) and (7.6), the two ratios

QR/RP and 3R, P/R, Q are each equal to m. The given result now follows from

the proof of Entry 7(iii), wherein it was shown that the ratio of the two
respective designated times is equal to m.
Entry 7(iv) (Third Part). With the notation of the first part of Entry 7(iv) and
Entry S(xiv),
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(7.8)

,A?!!

QRI

3
RP’

m=R,P’

(ajq”4 + ((1 - a)(1 - /I)}“4 = g

BC, AP
=---BP AC,

+g

= 1,

(7.12)

AP
PC, AP
AC, = WAC,

(7.13)
and

=-- AP
AC

BCAP
-ACBP

= APCP
--=--=
ACBP

CPAM
ACPM

1. (7.14)

I’RooF. Since L BAC, = ,u + v and L BAC = p - v, it follows that
BC2

~

= sin(p + v) = c$~,

BC

AC = sin(p - v) = jP2,

AC2

AB

~

= cos(p + v) = (1 - fp,

and

$

= cos(p - v) = (1 - /I)1/2.

AC2

Thus, (7.8) is established.
From (7.8),

BY

(7.4),

(aj?)‘/8 = {sin@ + v)sin(p - v)}‘j4

= {sin2 p cos2 v - sin2 v cos2 p}“*
= (sin2 p - $ sin2(2p)}1’4
BP
=slnp=B~

(7.15)
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BP BM
AP=MP.

(7.16)

We thus find at once that

Thus, all the equalities of (7.9) are established.
Next, by (7.4),
((1 - a)(1 - /?)}“” = {cos(p + v)cos(/A - v)}1’4
= {cos2 p cos2 v - sin’ p sin2 v}lj4
AB
=cosp=DAp.

(7.17)

From similar triangles,
AB -~ AP
S-AM
and so

Thus, (7.10) has been proved.
The equalities of (7.11) have already been established in (7.6) and (7.7).
Equality (7.12) is a trivial consequence of (7.9) and (7.10).
Next, by (7.15), (7.17), and Entry S(xiv) or (7.4),

=

sin(p + v) cos(p + v)
sin p cos p

=

sin v
sin(2p)
sin p cos p = 2 sin p cos p = ”

On the other hand,
sin(p + v) cos(p + v) =---BC,AP
sin p cos p
AC, BP

--AB AP
AC2 AB

BC, AP
BP AC2

AP
AC,

BC, - BP AP
BP
AC,

PC, AP
BP AC,

PC2 AM
AC, MP’

by (7.16). Thus, all equalities of (7.13) have been established.
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Lastly, by (7.15), (7.17), and (7.4),

cos(p - v) sin@ - v)
sin v
=
= 1.
cos p sin p
sin p cos p

=
On the other hand,

cos(p - v) sin@ - v) =---MAP
cosp sin p
ACAB
=--AP
AC

BCAP
-ACBP
BCAP
-----ACBP

APBP-BC
AC
BP

APCP
= zi@

CP AM
ACPM’
by (7.16). This completes the proof of (7.14) and all of Entry 7 as well.
This concludes, for this chapter, Ramanujan’s study of modular equations
of degree 3, with the concomitant theory of theta-functions and associated
geometry. In Section 8, we begin the corresponding theory for degree 5.
Entry 8. We have
(0

4~3Mw)
=m

- 542w~3k5)
2q2

4

-1

3q3
-m+q6+y--

4q4
l-4

6q6
l-q

’

(ii) 5dh3(4”) - ~3(4hW)
2q2
3q3
c-g
-iq+

--

4q4
jq+

6q6

(iii)

(-- 4
=24+40

1+4

343
747
iTip
-ig+

999
---yj+**l+4

>

)

and
(iv)

*5(4)
11/o - 2%2t4?)~3h5)

2q2
1

3q3
-iTip+

4q4
6q6
4+1-q6-..*
l+4

The proofs of Entries 8(i), (ii) are rather difficult. Some results from Section
13 are employed in our proofs. However, no circular reasoning is involved,
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because the results from Section 8 are not subsequently utilized, except in
Entries 9(i), (ii), (v), and (vi), which are not used in Section 13.
PROOF OF (i). From (3.4),

1_q2”+l
) =J nu;syye,
(-fqn+l/2
sin@ + $)8 ’

n=O

Let 8 = 37c/5 and 8 = 7r/5 in turn and then subtract the two equalities to
deduce that
zl&{sin2(g)
=

- sin2(E)}

z. 1 “+Jz+l

{sin((jn

:gj)R

+ sin(2n &l)nj)

(
x

z. 1 “yl+l

{ sin(6n :03)r

- sin (2n L ““})

.

(8.1)

The cycles of values for the three expressions
$(sin2(g)

- sin2($),

$(sin@’

L3)n + sin(2n ,‘)n),

and
2 sin (6n + 3)71_ sin (2n + lb
10
10 >
(
are, respectively,
l,l,-1,-1,0,-1,-l

311
> 9cr7

l,l,O,l,l,-1,-1,0,-1,-l;

(8.2)

1,-1,-4,-1,1,-l

, 14
3 719-1.

Thus, (8.1) is equal to
2q2

4
m-7

1-q

3q3
4q4
-jqii-q6-B---+16
1-q

6q6
1-q

7q7
1-q

fW’
1-q

%I9

+
1+-=

4112
x

( l-q

4q512

4

312

rq

q112
-1

-1

++&!z+q+q
1-q

1-q
1712
+

4

1 -

q17

1912
1 4_

q19

+

...

> ’

(8.3)
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Let 5, denote the first series on the right side of (8.3). Expanding the
summands into geometric series and then summing by columns, we find that
n+1/2
S,=

+

q3n+3/2

+

q7n+7/2

+

q9n+9/2

i”
n=o

1

+

qlOn+s

We now apply (8.5) in Chapter 17 with a = q112 and b = -qg’2 and then with
a=q 3/2andb=
-q 7/2. It follows at once that

= {41’2fb74,
461f(-439-q7) + 43’2fk2,481f(-c17
-t19)l

d-a4z10)
xA-4,
-4g1f(-c73>
--q7)’

(8.4)

Applying Entries 29(i), (ii) of Chapter 16 with a = q, b = -q4, c =
d = q3, we find that
.lQ47 s61f(-c13~ -q7) = N-(49 -q41f(-42,

-q2,

and

q3) + f(--49 ~“lf(c12~ --!13)l
(8.5)

and
cm23 481f(-47 -q9) = w-(49 -44m-q2,

cl31- .I-(-% 441f(429 -q3)).
(8.6)

Adding (8.5) and (8.6), we see that
fb49 @lf(-439

--17) + d-b27 481fb-4~ --q9) =f(47 -441f(-427

43).

Substituting this into (8.4), we find that
s, = Pfh

-~41f(-~2~ 43)(P(-4s)$(410)
A-4, -491f(-439 -47)

= 4”2f(41f(45)(P(-q5)~(410)
A-49 -491f(-43F-q7) ’

(8.7)

by the corollary to Entry 28 in Chapter 16. By the Jacobi triple product
identity (Entry 19, Chapter 16),
d-4,

-dlf(--q3,

-q7) = (4; 410M43; 410M47; 410M49; 410M410; 41°)i

= (4; 42Lk’o; do): = Xc-41f2e40)
w; 410)m
x(-4)
by Entry 22 in Chapter 16. Thus, (8.7) can be written
s

=

4”2f(41f(45)x(-45)~o(_q5)~(410)

’

w3)

1
x(-df2(-~‘o)

.

Letting S2denote the latter series on the right side of (8.3), we rewrite it in

the form
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- 5q54p(q10),

by (8.6) in Chapter 17.
Now put (8.8) and (8.9) in (8.3) and change the sign of q. Employing Entries
10(i), 1l(iii), 12(ii), (iii), (v) in Chapter 17, we find that
4

2q2

1

3q3
4q4
-jq+q6+8+-7-7l-9

-1

6q6
l-9

?I7
l-9

88
l-9

gqp
+

1 _

ql8

+

..*

= 9f(-41f(-45)x(45)(P(45)~l/o($2(q2) _ 5q2$2(q’o))
X(9v2(-910)
-

z;;r

(cr3p)l/a

yg

I

;

5>,,,4(m

-

5($)m)

z;12zy
= 28/3

(a3/3)“82-

_

z:“4’:”

(a3/q

-

z:‘2J:‘2(.3B)l.(m

-(;-

l)(m-5(~)‘)

,,,5p-5m-m2
5-m
_

(8.10)

5(y4),

by Entry 13(iv) and (13.13), where p = (m3 - 2m2 + 5m)“‘. On the other hand,
by Entry 11(i) in Chapter 17, we easily deduce that

9ti3(9M5) - %2t49M3(95)
= F$E($&l~‘(m

_ 5(!!f1*).

(8.11)

Combining (8.10) and (8.1l), we at last complete the proof of Entry 8(i).
PROOF OF (ii). The proof of (ii) is not unlike that of(i). Examining Entries 16
(second part) (iii) and 17(ii) in Chapter 18, we observe that the difference of

(

csc 8 + 4 g q
n=O

and

‘“+l sin(2n + 1)0 2
1 - q2n+l
>

* nq2” cos(2ne)
csc’ 8 - 8 c
1 - 92”
n=l
is independent of 0. To that end, letting 8 = n/10 and 8 = 37r/lO in turn and
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subtracting the two formulas, we deduce that
csc(~)-cscf(g$-8~$+os(g-cos(~)}
=(csc(i)+csc($)+4J01

f~~+l{sin’2n~1)’

+ sin(6n + 3)7r
1o
x sin(2n + 1)~ _ sin(6n
10
Now,
>(cos(y)

- cos(T)),

$(sin(2n

L1)rr + sin(6n k3)‘),

and
-2

SinP + 1)~ _ sin(6n + 3)7r
10

10

>

repeat in cycles of length 10, respectively, according to (8.2). Consequently,

l-

2q4
3q6
-j-q-4+7+6+8+12+14-~
l-4

q2
i=ip

44’

64”

l-4

l-4

7q14

9q16

l-4

l-4

1 lql*
-jqis-*-‘”

=1+4 l-q+11q3+l-q’+1-q9
- q3 - 4’
I
4 11

13

- cl9

17

4

19

4

-1

4

-1

-~+-+“’

-1

x

I

I--...-.-

4

-

cl3

-

4q5

1

---

4’

1-q+1-q3+1-q5+1-q’
13

-1

q”

4

-p+

-1

11
~

4

1-q9+1-q”

44’5

4

cl9

19

jqir*-“’

.

(8.12)

t

Letting S, denote the former series on the right side of (8.12), we transform
it just as in the previous proof. We then apply, from Chapter 16, the corollary
to Entry 33(iii) twice, Entry 29(i), Entry 19, and Entry 22. Accordingly,
sl = 1 + g 4” + 4;+$;

+ q9”

n=l

1

&l-(4,

q9)

fb3,

4’)
‘p2(-410)

=

z G

(-4,

--q9)

+fb3.

-4’)

I
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= “o-q47-PM-q89 -412)(p2(-q’o)
f(--4, --4g1f(--43~
-4’)
= (q4;420M48;420L(412;
420M416;
420L(420;
q20)i(p2(_q10)
(4;410L(43;410L(47;
d0Mq9;410M410;
41°E
= (q4;44Lh20;420Lw; 410L(p2(-q10)
(4;42Mf10;ctOE
= f(-q4)f(-q20)x(-~s)(p2(~q10)
x(-df2(-q10)

(8.13)

Letting S, denote the latter series on the right side of (8.12), we rewrite it
in the form

S,=l--4+

q3
iq

1-q

2

4’

qg

4

11

13
4

-~+7+7+~-li
1-q

1-q

1-q

1-q
15

-...+5

+&-&+<

4

q5
( i-q

1-q

-jqiT+-“’
>

= t wP2W)- (P2ML

(8.14)

by Entry 8(i) in Chapter 17.
Denoting the left side of (8.12) by $S and putting (8.13) and (8.14) in (8.12),
we deduce that
s

=

.f(-44Y(-420M-q5)
(P2wt0)

FP2k5)

-

rp2Ml.

x(-df2(-q10)

Invoking Entries 12(iii), (iv), and (vi) in Chapter 17 and Entry 13(iv) below,
we find that
s

=

dq~s(q~;2(-qlo)(a;~;

I

agy-m4

= (5 - m)2&bPw)~2wo~
4m(l - a)“4
= 5p-3m+5
4m
(

- m

5~ - m2 - 5m dddq”)~2(-q10)
4m2
(1 - a)‘j4
>

= 5((1 - a)3(1 - j?)}“* - m(‘~~~)‘is)o(q)u;j4~~~~,~4~~)
(
= 5{(P(q)(P(-q)(P(q5)~(-q5)}1’2~2(-q10)

- (;;g-y$;)‘”

‘p2(-P)

= w-q2)(P3(-q’o) - (P3(-q2M-q10)P
where we have used (13.10) and (13.5) below, Entries 10(i) and (ii) in Chapter
17,and Entry 25(iii) in Chapter 16. Replacing q2 by -4, we complete the proof.
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(iii). For brevity, in the proofs of (iii) and (iv), we put

PROOF OF

S,(q) =

i=q

q

- 3q3
1-q

2q2
7-q

4
--l +q

S,(q)=

2q2

-1

4q4
w+

6q6
jqi2

4q4

6q6

3q3
-3+1+q4-6-.-’
l+q

3q3

4
S,(q)= --l +q

+

1-q
9q9
llq’l
y+jq---p-q”-“”
l+q

7q7

-iq+

1

- ***)

and
2q2

4
= ~l + q

s4kd

3q3
-3+1+q
l+q

1

4q4

6q6

4+1-q6-..*.

First,
S,(q) - &t-d

_

14q7

6q3

=&

-~+q’4+18--*

-1
3q3

4

7q7

-1+q7+9+--“’

iq

1-q

3q3

4
+lsq--3

l+q

18q9

22q”

1-q

1-q

llq”
1-q

9qg

1-q

7q7

9qg

9+1-q”-“‘.
l+q

-ig+

llq”
(8.15)

Second,
S2(-d

+

2S2(-q2)

4
1-q
2q2

-jq

2q2
jq+

3q3
jq+

4q4

6q6

-j-q+q4+--.-+8+++.*.
1-q

3q3
4
= -~ 1-q++1q3+i-Y-11+...

7q7
1-q

4q2

12q6

-jq+qz+6+-p-y+-*
1-q

3q3

---

28q’4

12q’2
1-q
1lq”

1-q
9qg

1-q

36q”
1-q

7q7

9qg

-1+q7+9+--.-.
1-q

3q3

l+q3

6q6
j-qc-“’

8q8

1-q

1-q

-1

4q4
jq+

7q7

-iq+

9qg

9+1-q”-“’
l+q

44q22
1-q

1lq”
1-q
1lql’

(8.16)

Combining (8.15) and (8.16), we see that
= S2(-cd + 2S2(-q2)
+ 3wd
- w-q)l.
Hence, by parts (i) and (ii), Entries lO(ii), (iii) and 11(i), (ii) in Chapter 17, and
5S,(d
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(13.10) and (13.11) below,
24 + 40&(q)
= lW(-drp3(-q5)

- 2v3(-qM-q5)

- 4~3(-k%(-q’o)

+ 2w-qz)(P3(-q’o)

+ 24kl~3m&5)

- %2t4?)ti3w)

+ q~3(-4~(-q5)

+ %24w-q)~3c-~5)~

= rp(q)(p3(q5)(10{(l - a)(1 - jI)3}“4 - 2m((l - a)3(1 - j?)}“4
+ 20((1 - a)(1 - p)“}“”

- 4m{(l - ~r)~(l - j?)}‘p + 6m(a3/I)‘m

+ 6m{a3(1 - a)3jI(1 - /?)}lB - 30(af13)‘p
+ 3O{a(l

- a)B3(1 - /3)3}“8)
5(p - m2 + 3m)2 _ (p - 3m + 5)2 + 5(p - m2 + 3m)
8m2
8m
112

= 4mP3k5)

- (p - 3m + 5) +

3(p + 3m - 5) + 3(m3 - llm2 + 35m - 25)
2

8m

- 15(p + m2 - 3m) + 15(-m3 + 7m2 - llm + 5)
2m

= dqh3(q5)W

8m

>

- m2)

which is formula (iii).
PROOF OF

(iv). Expanding the summands of S,(q) into partial fractions, we see

that
2sltq)

_

4
1-q
--

4

+1+q

2q2
3q3
4q4
G-ip -1+q3+4+6-...
1-q
2q2

3q3

i-T-g

-3+1+q
l+q

3q3

=

-(

68
1-q

4q4

6q6

---+1-*-..1lq”

7q7
9q9
-jq+q7+9+--.-*
1-q

iq

1-q

~+~-~-~-~-...)+s4(q).
1-q

Hence,

Sk?) =

2&

(4) f

2sd

- 4) -

s,(

- 4).

Applying parts @-(iii), Entry 11(ii) in Chapter 17, and (13.12) and (13.11)
below, we arrive at
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4 + 20&(-q)

= q -q~3wlM-qq5)- 5q2ti(-q)ti3(-q5)l
- g$
+ 5~3m4q5)
= 4+-q+3(-qM-q5) - %‘~klM3(-q5)l
+ dq)v3(qs)(5m
- m2)
= q2$(-q)ti3(-q’)

-;;!---;

- 200 + ‘py;;f;));y~qy))

(
= q2t&-q)ti3(-q5)

( -4Om (c)‘”
2

- 200+ {a(l

453;:

= q2H-qM3(---q5)

)8)3)”

--40m

(

>

4m2 - p2 _ 2oo + 64(5m - m2)m2

m2(m - 1)2

4ozm-15) - 20(-j +

= q2tw-dr1/3(-q5)

(

= q2!c-qM3(-q5)

p2 - (m’ - 3m)’ >
64m2
(m
>

(8.17)

-

But by Entry ll(ii) in Chapter 17 and (13.12) below,

*4(-q)

2 a(1 - a) ‘I2 = (4m2 - p2)2 (m - 5)2
m2(m - 1)4 =(mq2ti4(-q5)
= m ( B(1 - B) >
Utilizing this in (8.17), we find that
4+

= q2e(-q)rc13(-q5)

2OS4(-4

100

Replacing q by -4, we finish the proof.
Entry 9. The following

(i) fs(-q) f(-q5)

1-5

identities are valid:
--

4

( l+q

~-llq”
+l+q”

3q3

--T+m
l+q
12q’2
jqr-“’

4q4

7q’

-jq+q7

>

9q9

l+q

’

where the powers of q are not multiples of 5 but are otherwise all the odd
multiples of 22k, k 2 0, and where the signs of the terms are +, -, -, +,
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according as the power of q is congruent to 1,2, 3,4 (mod 5), rkspectioely;

(ii)

dqf5(q5)

+

&?5)

f(q)

(iii)

=

(p(q)(p3(q5);

(P(4)

(P2(q)- (P2(q5)= 4qx(41f(-q51f(-q20);

(3

bPk5) + W5f(q3, q7)12 + {(P(q5) + &P5f(q, qgn2
= (P2kP5) - 2P2kd + G2(q5);

1 f5(-q) - 5q&Logf(-42’ -q3).
f(-q5)
dq
f(-49 -q4) ’
ti5(4)
i&i7

w
(vi)
(vii)

f(--4, -q4)f(-q2, -q3) =f(-q)f(-q5);
and

f(q,q9)f(q3,q7) = x(q)f(-q5)f(-q20).
The most fundamental result in Entry 9 appears to be (iii), and so we prove
it first.
(iii). Employing Entry 8(i) of Chapter 17 and summing by columns,
we first see that

PROOF OF

q?(q) -

(p2(q5)

= 4(&

- &

-

1-q

+

4

=4
(
-4

+

qg
i=-g

11

4
-1

19

jqiT+-+“’
4

q2 + q’* +q3+q27+...
1 + q20
1 + q30

q3+q7
-----is
l+q

+

17

+ 1 -q’7
~- 4

q+qg
10
l+q

q7

1-q

13

-q’3

1

7

>
>

q6+q14+4g+q21+...
+

1 +

q20

1 + q30
>*
Now apply the corollary to Entry 33(iii) in Chapter 16 with a = q and
b = qg and then with a = q3 and b = q7. We next employ Entry 29(ii) of
Chapter 16 with a = q, b = qg, c = -q3, and d = -q7. Accordingly,
(

(P2(4)
- (P2(q5)
=2v2(-d0)
G(!; f)$)- ,“$

41b7)

>

,492(-r'o)f(-q:'

-q1*)f(-q69 Lq14)
f(-4, -q9)f(-q3> -q7)
= 4qf(q, q9)f(q3,q7),
by two applications of Entry 3O(iv) in Chapter 16.
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By Entries 19 (Jacobi triple product identity) and 22 of Chapter 16, and
also (22.2) of the same chapter,
f(4, q91f(q3, 4’) = t-4; 410)m(--43; 410)m(-47; 410)m(--4g; 410M410; qlO)i
= xMdO; 410)i
f-c?; 410)m
= xM(41o; dO)W;

410),&410;

41°)m

= xM(42o; 420M4s; qSL
= xMf(-q201f(-qs)*
Substituting (9.2) into (9.1), we complete the proof.

(9.2)

OF (ii). By Entry 24(iii) in Chapter 16 and Entries 12(i), (ii), and (iv) in
Chapter 17,

PROOF

4qfsw)= 4qX(q)fsks)
_ 4qx(4M28V - /w 1’24
f(4)

(P(4)

(PM
= 4q;;;;2'2

( 220q2s >
f(-qs)f(-q20)

= 2” b2k) - (P2W)l
(PM
’
by part (iii), and so (ii) is now immediate.
PROOFOF(i). Part (ii) may be rewritten in the form

= wdx-sw)

by Entry 24(iii) in Chapter 16 and Entry 12(v) in Chapter 17. The reciprocal
of this modular equation, in the sense of Entry 24(v) of Chapter 18, is

Transcribing this via Entry 12(v) in Chapter 17, we find that
5 (P2m

&4$!&4f~?M&,
0
by Entry 24(iii) in Chapter 16. It follows that

4f w
4m
s(45) = 5(P3(qMqS) - ~
rpk?)
which is complementary to (ii).
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Hence, by Entries 8(ii), (iii),
4f Yq)
fo
= 25&?)(P3W)

- 5;;;;

- 5{Wq)(P3(q5)

- (P3m&?5)l

For each value of n which is an odd multiple of 22k,for some k 2 0, we employ
the trivial identity
2q2”
4”
4”
=jqTj-qi*
1 f 4”
Upon simplification, we find that
P(4) _ 1 + 5

fW)

4

( l-q-----

llq”
+

1 -qll

3q3

1-q

4q4

7q7

-m++

-E-p

%I9

1-q

12q’2
+jqir-”

’
>

where each of the indices is an odd multiple of 22k, k 2 0, and the signs of the
terms are +, + , -, -, -, -, +, + according as the power of q is congruent
to 1,2,3,4,6,7, 8,9 (mod 10). Replacing q by -4, we complete the proof.
PROOF OF

(iv). By Corollary (i) of Entry 31, Chapter 16,

‘p2(q1’5) = {(P(q5) + w’5f(q3,

q7) + W5f(q,

q9)12

= b4q5) + W”f(q39 q7)12 + b(q5) + 2q4’5f(qs q9H2
- v2(q5) + 8qf(q3s q71f(q, 4’).
If we now employ (9.1), (iv) follows at once.
PROOFOF(v). From the Jacobi triple product identity, observe that

q&ogfh2’
-q3) = q&Log (q2;45Lo(43;
q5),
A--4, -q4)
4
4
(4;q5M4; q5ho
= g (5n + l)q5”+’
“=O 1 - q5n+l

+ 2 (5n + 4)q5”+4
“=o 1 - q5”+4

_ .f (5n + 2)q5”+2 _ g (5n + 3)q5”+3
“=() 1 - q5”+3 *
“=I) 1 - q5”+2
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We now use the elementary identity
2mq2” =--- mq”
1
1 -qm

mq*
1+ qm

on each even indexed term above when m is an odd multiple of 2=‘, k 2 0.
Observe that all expressions of the type nq”/( 1 - q”) cancel, and so we are left
with only expressions of the form f: nq”/( 1 + q”). Furthermore, note that we
obtain a plus sign when n = 1, 4 (mod 5) and a minus sign when n = 2, 3
(mod 5). Hence,

qdLogf(-42.
-cl31
4
=-l+q
4 J-(-q,
-cl41

w 3+ 4q4 7q’71 9qgg
‘,...)
l+q

iq

1+q
l+q
where the powers of q are odd multiples of 22k, k 2 0. The truth of(v) is now
manifest from (i).
PROOFOF (vi). Proceeding as we did at the start of the previous proof, we find
that

= 5 2 (5n + 2)q5”+= + 2 (5n + 3)q5”+3
“=I) 1 + qS”+3
( “=O 1 + q5n+=
_ f (5n + l)qs”+’ _ 2 (5n + 4)q5”+4
“=o 1 + q5n+l
“CO 1 + q5”+4 >
= 1 + 25q2N-?)93w)

*5(4)
- q@j’

by Entry 8(iv), and the proof is complete.
PROOF OF

(vii). By the Jacobi triple product identity,

f-(49441f~42, cl31= t--4; 45M-42;

45L(-q3;

45M-q4;

q5Lf2e-q5)

by (22.3) and Entry 24(iii), both in Chapter 16.
The second identity in (vii) is found in the corollary of Entry 28 in Chapter
16.
Lastly, the proof of the third equality in (vii) is given in (9.2.).
There are, in fact, several proofs of Entry 9(i) in the literature. The first is
due to Darling [l], who employs a heavy dosage of the theory of thetafunctions. Mordell [l] shortly thereafter gave a shorter proof based on a
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certain Hauptmodul in the theory of modular functions. Bailey’s [2] first proof
of Entry 9(i) depends on a certain formula for a well-poised basic bilateral
hypergeometric series, while his [3] second proof rests on the theory of the
Weierstrass Y-function. A more recent proof of Raghavan [l] depends on the
theory of modular forms.
Now, in fact, Entry 9(i) also appears in a manuscript of Ramanujan [ 1l]
on the partition function p(n). The formula is mentioned as a companion to
a formula forf’(q’)/f(q),
which leads to a rapid proof of Ramanujan’s famous
congruence p(5n + 4) - 0 (mod 5), n 2 0. For a further elaboration of this fact,
seethe papers mentioned above. Another proof by Ramanujan for this congruence is discussed by Hardy [3, Chap. 61.
An application of Entry 9(iii) to lattice sums has been given by I. J. Zucker

c31*
Ramanathan [l] has utilized Entry 9(v), which has also been proved by
Bailey [3], in providing proofs of some formulas from Ramanujan’s “lost
notebook” [ 111.
Entry 10. We have

(0

t4P5) - q3’511/(q5)= .fv9 q3) + P5f(4, q4),

(ii)

&P5) - (P(q5) = w’5fh3~

(iii) fC--dtf(-P5)

+ 4’/5f(-q5)}

4’) + 2q4’5fh, q9),

= f2(-q2,

-q3) - qY5f2(-4,

(iv)

v2(q) - (P2(q5)= w-k,

w

Ic12(q)- qti2(q5) = f(47 441f(42, q3)9

(vi)

q9m39 q’),

f5(q2, q3) + 4f5(4, q4)
= gg
(

(vii)

-q4),

- MIS)

>

W4(q) - W2W2(q5)

+ 11q2ti4(q5)),

32qf5(q39 4’) + 32q4.f5(q, q9)

= (g+ - dq5)>b4M - 44J2mP2(q5)
+ llv4(q5)l,
(viii) f’O(-q2,

-q3)

- q2f10(-q,

-q4)

=‘$&$

+ 11qf5(-q)f5(-q5).

PROOFS OF (i)-(iv). To prove (i), merely replace q by ql/’ in the third equality
of Corollary (ii), Section 31, Chapter 16. Likewise, (ii) follows from the second
equality of Corollary (i), Section 31, Chapter 16.
Part (iii) is simply a repetition of Entry 38(iv) of Chapter 16.
Part (iv) follows immediately from Entries 9(iii) and (vii).
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PROOF OF (v). The proof of(v) is more difficult and is similar to that of Entry
9(iii), which is obviously an analogue of Entry 10(v), a fact made even more
transparent by Entry lO(iv). To avoid fractions as much as possible, we shall
work with $2(q2) - q2t,h2(q1’).
Employing Example (iv) in Section 17 of Chapter 17, expanding the summands into geometric series, and summing by columns, we find that

$2(42)- 424e410)= “ZOl +;2”+1 - “JIO1 +“yo:+s
1 + 44 4 + q13
-j-q3=jq

q2 + q22
1 -q2s
-**.

+4+q3

q4 + q’O q’ + q”
--+
j--qK-*-“‘rq
We now turn to (8.5) in Chapter 17 and apply it twice, with a, b = iq’12, - iqg12
and a, b = iq312,-iq ‘I2. Adding the two results, we seethat the equality above
is equal to

Next, add the two formulas in Entries 29(i), (ii) of Chapter 16 with a = q,
b = q4, c = q2, and d = q3. Obtaining a formula for the expression in curly
brackets above, we deduce that

= (P(-4101f(-410)
x(-q2)
= f(q214*1m414%
where we have successively applied Entry 9(vii), Entry 25(iii) in Chapter 16,
Entry 24(iii) in Chapter 16, and Entry 9(vii) once again. Replacing q2 by 4, we
obtain the required result.
For another approach to (v) via modular forms, see a paper of Raghavan
and Rangachari [l].
PRCKIFOF (vi). Formulas (vi) and (vii) are the first of a type which is rather
numerous.
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Let 4’ denote an arbitrary fifth root of unity and replace q’/’ by q115{ in
Entry 10(i). Hence,
I) {$(qW

= v (f(q2, q3) + qYf(q,

q4) + q3’m4q5)},

(10.1)

where each product is over all fifth roots of unity. From the product representation of $(q) given in Entry 22(ii) of Chapter 16, we seethat

Thus, on multiplying out the product on the right side of (10.1) and using part
(v) and the equality above, we find that
V(4)
q-gj = q3ti5(q5) + f5k2P q3) + qf5(q, q4)
- 5q211/3(q51.f(q~
q41.f(q29q3) + 5ew1f2(q9

q41f2(q2, q3)

= q3ti5(q5) + f5(q2, q3) + 4f5(4, q4)
- 5q2ti3k5) M2(4) - 4ti2(q5)l + W(q5) W2k) - 4ti2(q5)12
= llq3ti5(q5) - l%2+2w3(q5)

+ W4W(q5)

+ f5k2, q3) + qf5h q4)9
which, upon factorization, yields the result we sought.
(vii). Formula (vii) is obtained in the same manner as (vi). Let < again
denote an arbitrary fifth root of unity. Employing (ii), we find that

PROOF OF

lJ bPw’5~)~ = v Mq5) + 2P5Ub139 4’) + 2q”5r4.fkl, q9)l.
Multiplying

out and using the same argument as above, we arrive at

(P%)
(PO = (P5(q5)+ 3w-5(q3, 4’) + 32q4f5k?9 q9)
- 2ow3k?51f(q3~ 4’Ml,
Thus, by (iv),
32qf5(q3, 4’) + 32q4f5(q, q9) = $g

q9) + ~Oq24dq51f2(q3, q71f2(q, q9)*

- rp5h5) + 5v3(q5Hrp2k) - (P2(q5U

- 544q5) b2M - (P2(q5)12s
which, upon simplification and factorization, yields the proposed result.
PROOF OF

f5(-4

(viii). Proceeding in the same fashion as above, we find from (iii) that
lJ uF--q1’5~)l

= p {f’(--q2,

-q3) - 42’552f2(-4,

-q4) - 41’5ubM-(-q5)).
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Upon expanding the products, we see that

f*

=f10(-q2, -q3) - q2f10(-4,-q4) - qf5(-q1f5(-q5)
- 5qf3(-q1f3(-q51f2(-q, -441f2c--q2,-q3)
- %f(-df(-q51f4(--q, -q4)f4(--q2,-q3).

Substituting the expression for f( -4, - q”)f( - q2, - q3) given in Entry 9(vii)
and simplifying, we complete the proof.
See Ramanathan’s paper [4] for another proof of Entry lO(viii).
Entry 11.
(i) There exist positive functions p and v such that
(11.1)

(p(ql’s) = (p(q5) + /.P + lJ5,
where

~ + v = (P2M- (P2(q5)
b4(4 - 4v2(q)(P2h5)
+ lb4(q5%
(Pb?)
~ _ v = (P2(4- (P2h5){5v2(q5)- (P2w b4(d - 2~2M(P2(q5)
dq5)
+ 5v4(q5))
1’2,
and
(PvY’5 = (P2(q) - (P2k5).

(ii) There are positive functions p and v satisfying the equations
q1/40$(q’/5)

=

q5/8r1/(q5)

+

g/5

+

9/s,

where
p + v = q”8
p _ v = qW’ ti2(q) - q+2(q5) (,j2(q) _ 5q$2(q5)}
*(q5)

x W4k) - W2(de2(qS) + %2+4(q5))1’2?
and

WP5 = q1’4w2(d- qJ12(q5)h
(iii) Zf
2/A= 11+

f6c-d
sf 6w)

and

2v = 1 + f(-q"5)

Pf(4’

(11.2)
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then
((p2 + I)‘/2 - p}‘/5 = (9 + 1)‘/2 - )I = !p

+ 4 + q + $ + f$ +

.. .

= 1,sf(--49 -q4)
q f(-q2, -c13)’
(iv) For certain positive functions p and v,
f(-P5)

= (5 +

g/5

_

(11.3)

vl/5)1/3,

cP5f(-q5)
where

(pv)‘/5 = 25 + 3 f 7-q)
4f Y-C15)
and

v-p=55.11+752

f6(-4)
Clf Y-q5)

+ 152 f 12(-4)
#f 12( -$)

f ‘*(-Cl)
- $f I*( .+)’

The functions p and v have different identities in different parts. In fact,
explicit identifications will be made in the proofs. In the sequel, when we speak
of a “positive function” p (or v), we mean that p (or v) is positive for sufficiently
small positive values of q.
PROOF OF (i). A consideration of Entry lO(ii) immediately shows that (11.1) is

valid with
$‘5 = 2q’j5f(q3, q’)

and

vu5 = 2qW5f(q, 49).

(11.4)

The formulas for p + v and (~v)“~ then follow at once from Entries lO(vii),
(iv), respectively.
It remains to prove the formula for p - v. Observe that
(p - v)” = (p + v)” - 4/0J

= (P2M
- (P2(q5)
2{rp4(4)
- 4v2b?bP2h5)
+ 1b4(q5)12
( (PG15)>
- +P2k) - (P2k5)15

= (P2(4)
- (P2h5)
2
- 124&d(P2(q5)
+ 5W4k)(B4h5)
( rp(q5) > {(P*(4)
Upon factoring the expression in curly brackets on the far right side above
and then taking the square root of both sides, we complete the proof.
PROOFOF(ii). From Entry 10(i), we can at once deduce (11.2) with

q3) and v1/5= q9/40f(q,4“).
Pl/5 = q1/40f(q2,
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The formulas for p + v and (TV)“’ now follow from Entries lO(vi), (v),
respectively.
It remains to prove the displayed formula for p - v. Now,
(p - v)2 = (p + v)Z - 4pv

I,4 ti2(q)- qti2(q5)2bh4(4)- 4q1c12(q)11/2m
=4 (
*G?) >
+ llq2$4w)Y - 4cP4W2(d- 4ti2W)15.
The remainder of the calculations are identical with those of the previous
proof, with (p(q) and (p(q5) being replaced by $(q) and q’j2$(q5), respectively.
Some care must be exercised in the determination of the proper square root.
PROOF OF (iii). By the celebrated Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction,
Entry 38(iii) of Chapter 16,

4115 4

cl2 cl3

I,5

1 +i+r+r+..*=q

A--4, -q4)
f(-q2,

-43)’

Let each of these equal expressions be denoted by J. Thus,
i-J=

f2(-q2, -q3) - 42’5f2(-4, -cl41
4’“f(-49
-s41f(-q2,
-q3)
= fbw(-41’5)
+ 4”5f(-q5)}
~1’5fhlv(-q5)
fhP5)
+ 1 = 2v
= q’15f( - q5)
’

(11.5)

by applications of Entries lO(iii) and 9(vii). Also, by Entries lO(viii) and 9(vii),
1
FJ5=

P0(-q2, -q3) - 42f10(-q, -q4)
4f5(-% -441f5(-42,
-q3)
= P(-4)

+ w-5ba-6(-q5)
d-5hw%-~5)

f Y-4)
+ 11 = 2/k
= d6(-c15)
Solving each of (11.5) and (11.6) for J, we deduce that
(v2 + 1)“2 - v = J = ((p’ + 1)1’2- ~}l’~,

(11.6)

and the proof is complete.
Before proceeding with the proof of part (iv), we derive parametric representations that will subsequently be useful.
From Entry 1l(iii) and the binomial theorem,
(p2 + l)l’2 + p = ((v” + 1)“2 + v}5
= (16~~ t 12~’ t l)(v’ + 1)“2 + (16~’ + 20v3 t 5~).
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Hence, upon subtraction of these two equalities,
2~ = 32v5 + 40v3 + 1Ov= (1 + w)’ + 5(1 + w)~ + 5(1 + w),
where w is defined by v = &(l + w); that is, from the definition of v,

f(-4”“)
w = q’/5f(-q5)’

(11.7)

Furthermore, by the definition of p and the formula for ,u above,

f %I) = w5 + 5w4 + 15w3 + 25w2 + 25~.
qf Y-q5)

(11.8)

Thus, from (11.7) and (11.8)

e5f Y-4)
f 7-q) P5f Y-q5)
f6(-q1/5) = qf6(-q5) f6(-q1/5)
= w5 + 5w4 + 15w3 + 25~’ + 25~
PROOF OF

(iv). Let J be

Now, from (11.5),

f 3(-q1’5)
q3’5f3(-c?5)

1- 3J5

53--.

3 + J5
J2

In light of (11.3), we are motivated to define

_ l - 3J5
Pl/5 -~
J3

and

y1j5 = ?$!?.

We then need to verify the proffered formulas for @v)“~ and v - p.
First, by (11.6),
(/w)“~ = 3(J-5 - J5) - 8 = 3 q;:;I;;)

=25+3

+ 11 - 8
>

f Y-4)
qf %15)’

Second,

= (J15 - J-15) + 258(J”

+ J-l’)

= 1056 + 312(J-5 - J5) + 258(J-5

- 315(J5 - J-5) + 540
- J5)2 - (J-5 - J5)3

= 34375 + 5625 f Y-4)

+ 225 f 12(-q)
f ‘Y-4)
q2f
12(-q5)
q3f
1’+q5)’
elf Y--q5)

upon the use of (11.6). The proof of (iv) is now complete.

(11.9)
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In Entries 12(i)-(iv), we have used the variable Q instead of 4 in order to
present the proofs more clearly. As in Entry 11, the functions p and v change
from formula to formula. J. M. and P. B. Borwein [6] have employed Entry
12(iii) in devising a quintic algorithm for calculating II.
Entry 12.
(i) There are positive functions p and v such that
1 +

,Q~(-Q”)

=

p

_

,,IP

f(-Q)

(12.1)

,

where

pv = 1

(12.2)

and

p - v = 11 + 125Q7:(1:.

(12.3)

(ii) For certain positive functions p and v,
(12.4)
where

(/a~)“~ = 1 + 15Qyj(;z
and
f ?-Q')

V -

P

=

11

+

152Q f

6(-Q)

2
f

5.15

zf
'2(-Q')
Q f l2f-QJ

-

25zQ3f

“(-Q5)

f"(--Q>

-

(iii) There exist positive functions p and v such that
5 -rp(Q") = 1 + $15 + p,

v(Q)
where

and
,+v=(,~-l)(ll-20%+25$$.

(iv) For certain positive functions p and v,
5Q3

ll/(Q2')
e(Q)

-

=

1 -

$15

+

p,

(12.5)
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where

(pv)“5 = 1 - 5Q%
and

@(Q5)
11_20Q
'/'*(Q5)
+25Q2
m
m
f(-q29
-q3)
f(-43-q4)
64 fof(-cP5)
= f(-q,
-q4) - q1’5 - q2’5f(-q*,
-q3)’
tvi)
‘P(-42’5)(P(-q10)
+
b4"')~(q5)
+$(-d'")IcI(-q5)
(P2(-q2)
11/*(q)
p

_

v

=

1

_

5Q

q*,5

PROOF OF

(i). Given q, define Q by the equation
5 Log(l/Q)Log(l/q)

= 47~~.

Letting a = ) Log(l/q) and /I = i Log(l/Q5) in Entry 27(iii) of Chapter 16 and
noting that afi = rc*, from above, we find that
q1’24 Log”4(1/q)f(

= Q5’24 Log”4(l/Q5)f(

-4)

- Q5).

(12.6)

Replacing q and Q by q1/5 and Q5, respectively, and then by q5 and Q115,
respectively, we deduce that
q”‘*’

Log”4(l/q)j-(-q”5)

= fiQ25’24

Log”4(l/Q5)j-(-Q25)

(12.7)

and
q5’24 Log”4(l/q5)f(

-q5)

= Q1’24 Log”4(1/Q)f(

- Q).

(12.8)

Dividing (12.6) by (12.8) and then (12.7) by (12.8), we deduce that, respectively,

A-4) = JsQ~/~-~(-Q~)
cP6f(-q5)
f(-Q)

(12.9)

and

f(-P5)
P5f(-q5)

=,Qf(-Q25)
f(-Q)

'

(12.10)

Now suppose that we can show, for certain positive functions p and v, that

1 + f(-cP5)
115 q1/5f(-q5) = p

915,

(12.11)

where
pv = 1

(12.12)

f6(-4)
+ 11
p-V = qf6(-q5)
.

(12.13)

and
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Then, from (12.10),
1 +

.0-P)

41’5f(-q5)

= 1 + 5ef:;;Q;;),

and from (12.9),

f 6(-q) = 125Qf6(-Q5)
qf6(-q5)
f 6(-Q) .
Thus, we seethat (12.1l)-( 12.13) translate into (12.1)-( 12.3), respectively, and
so it remains to prove (12.11)-(12.13).
From Entry lO(iii),

1 + f(-41’5)
“f-*(-q*? -cl31 cP5f2(-4, -q4)
41’5f(-q5) = 4’“f(-qlf(-q5) - f(-df(-q5)
*
This dictates to us the choices

PO(-cl*, -q3)
p = qf5(-df5(-q5)

and v = q”P0(-q9 -cl41
f5(-df5(--q5)’

and so (12.11) is established. Second, formula (12.12) is an immediate consequence of the second part of Entry 9(vii). Lastly, divide both sides of Entry
lO(viii) by qf’(-q)f”(-q’),
and we arrive at (12.13) at once to complete the
proof.
PROOFOF (ii). From (12.10) and Entry 11(iv),

Qf(-Q25)
f(-Q)

= .0-q"")

= a5 + P*1'5 - v*1'5)1'3

5q’,5f(-q5)

1+

=

_

$*1/s

$*1/s

25

l/3

,

where we have replaced p and v in Entry ll(iv) by p* and v*, respectively.
Thus, p* and v* are defined in (11.10). Therefore, by (12.4), we are compelled
to define p and v in Entry 12(ii) by p”’ = it’ll”
and vl/’ = iv*“‘. This
establishes (12.4).
Now by Entry 1l(iv) and (12.9),
(pv)“’ = &(j~*v*)l’~ = 1 + 25;;&;5)

= 1 + lSQ;~(;;)

and
v-p

= 5-5(v*

=

5-5

-p*)
55.

(

l1 + 75*.53Qf6(-Q5)
f '%-Q)

+ 15*. 56Q2$((;;;

which finishes the proof of (ii).

- 5’Q3 $aa(I;;),
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(iii). In Entry 27(i) of Chapter 16, let ~1~= Log(l/q)
Thus,
Lod’4U/dcpM

= Lod'4WQ5MQ5)~

and

B2 =

(12.14)

where
5 Log(l/q)Log(l/Q)

= a’.

Replacing q and Q by q115and Qs, respectively, and then by q5 and Q1ls,
respectively, we derive
Log”4(1/q)(p(q”5) = Jj

Log”4(l/Q”)cp(Q25)

(12.15)

and
= Lod'4UlQMQX

Log”4Wq5Mq5)

(12.16)

respectively. Thus, (12.14) and ( 12.16) yield

(PM =.@g,
(PO

(12.17)

while (12.15) and (12.16) imply
(12.18)
By (12.18) and Entry 11(i),
,dQ2?
cp(ql”)
1 + all”
-=-=
cp(Q)
(PW)
(P(q5)
where we have replaced /Aand v in Entry 11(i) by p*
(12.5) is established if we define

, v* l/5
I
(P(q5)’
and v*, respectively. Thus,

*1/s
g/5

-

p

-0

and

,,1/5

-

‘*“’

-(PO’

By Entry 11(i) and (12.17),

+ v*
p+v= p*
5cp(4 1 = ‘p2(q;iq:;(qs)PP4(q)
- 4~2M(P2w)+ 1lq4(q5)}
=($$-

l)($$-4$+

11).

Upon employing (12.17), we complete the proof.
(iv). We proceed as we did in Section 24(vii) of Chapter 18. Thus,
we transcribe the formulas involving $ into formulas involving 9,. We then
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use classical transformation formulas for theta-functions, which apparently
are not found in the notebooks. The transformed formulas are now given in
terms of cp.Appealing to (iii), we then complete the proof.
Put Q = exp(rrir), where Im(r) > 0. In the notation of Whittaker and Watson Cl], $,(O, r/2) = Q”*+(Q). Thus, transcribing Entry 12(iv), we want to
show that
5 $,a 25/r) = 1 - pus +
JJ2(0,@)

(12.19)

+/5,

where
hY’5

(12.20)

= 1 - 5 9;(o,7,2)

and

%(O,
W)
’ - ’ =

11 _ 2. %(o, 5r/2) + 25 9;(0,5r/2)

%(o,
7/2)

’ - 5 $;(o, $2)

$(o,7/z)

.

(12.21)

We further replace 7 by 2r/(25r + 1).Now, from Rademacher’s book Cl, p. 1821,
we may readily deduce that

=(257 +l)1’2&(o,
257),
= +1)“29,(0,
(257

z),

and

+ BS)

= (257 + 1)“2&(o,

57).

Hence, replacing 7 by 2r/(25r + 1) in (12.19)-(12.21), employing the three
equalities above, and using the fact that $,(O, 7) = p(Q), we find that (12.19)(12.21) are transformed into the equations
5

v(Q2')
= 1 - g/s + v1/s,
q(Q)

(12.22)

(pv)l’5 = 1 - 5$$),

(12.23)

and
,-v=(l-5%)(11-20%+25%).

(12.24)

We now apply Entry 12(iii), but with p replaced by -p. Then (12.22)(12.24) follow immediately. Examining (11.4), which gives rise to the values of
p and v in Entry 12(iii), we see that v is always positive for real 4 but that /J
takes on both positive and negative values for real values of 4. However, the
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positivity of v and the formulas for (~v)“~ and p - v in Entry 12(iv) clearly
imply that p > 0 for Q sufficiently small and positive.
PROOFOF(v). By Entries lO(iii) and 9(vii),

.f(-q2~-q3)
J-(--4,

2,5

-q4)

-q

B--4,
f(-q2,

-q4)
-q3)

=

fb?Hf(-q1’5)

+

J-(-q27

-q3M-4,

41’5f(-q5))
-+I41

= fblHf(-q1’5) + 4”5f(-q5)l
.f(-q1f(-q5)
’
from which (v) is apparent.
In fact, Entry 12(v) is a special instance of a more general theorem which
has been established independently by Ramanathan [8] and Evans [l]. Since
Entry 17(v) in this chapter and Entries 6(iii), 8(i), and 12(i) in Chapter 20 are
also particular case of this theorem, we state and prove it here.
12.1. Let n be a natural number with n = f 1 (mod 6). Zf n = 6g + 1,
where g 2 1, then

Theorem

fB

= (_ l)eq(+W4n)
(12.25)
f(-qk,

--crk)

’

while if n = 6g - 1, where g 2 1, then
m

=

(_

+

l)eq(n2-WW

(“-y
k=l

(_

1)k+Bqc’-8)(3k-3g+1),(2.)f(

A-qk,

q2k,

-q”-2k)
-q”-k)

(12.26)
*

Before proving Theorem 12.1, we note that setting n = 5 in (12.26) immediately yields Entry 12(v).
mO(,F. Let uk = ak(k+WbW-lY2 and V, = ak(k-1)‘2bk(k+1)‘2.From (31.2) in
Chapter 16, if n is odd,

Putting U, = a = -q”” and V, = b = - q2”‘, we lind that
f(pql/“) = f( vq(3n-1)/2, mq(3n+W)
(n-1)/2

+ kgl (_ l)kqk(3k-l)/(2n)f(_q(3n+6k-1)/2, -q(3n-6k+W)
(n-1)/2

k k(3f+1)/(2n)f(_q(3n+6k+l)/2,-qC+~-6k-l)/2).
+ klxl (-1) q

(12.27)
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We now assume that n 3 +_1 (mod 6). Suppose first that n = 6g + 1,g 2 1.
The gth term in the second sum on the right side of (12.27) equals
(_

l)eqW1M24n)

f(-4").

We partition the remaining terms in the two sums on the right side of (12.27)
into six subintervals. Note that the first term on the right side of (12.27) is
equal to the term when k = 0 in the second sum on the right side of (12.27).
Accordingly, we find that

f(+p/")
=

tl

- (- f)Sq(n2-1)1(24n)f(-q")
+

k=;+l

+

k;2+l)(-

l)kqWW’Mj-(

-q(3n+6’W2,

(-1) 4 (3
k

k

k+1)/(2n)

f(

_

-q(3”-6k+1)/2)

(3n+6k+1)/2

4

_

(3n-6k-1)/2

3 4

1.
(12.28)

We now combine the first and sixth sums above. Replacing k by 2g + k in
the latter sum, we find that the sum of the kth terms equals

(_ l)kqk'3k-'"'2"'{ f(
+

qk+of(-qn-3k-30,

Bqn+3k+3g,

mq2n-3k-38)

eq2n+3k+3e))

by an application of the quintuple product identity (38.8) in Chapter 16 with
x = qk+gand 1 = qn-3k-3a. Replacing k by k - g, we conclude that the sum of
the first and sixth sums on the right side of (12.28) equals

Next, we combine the fourth and fifth sums together on the right side of
(12.28). Replace k by -k and k by 2g + k, respectively, in these two sums.
Then by identically the same argument as above, these sums equal

Third, we combine the second and third sums on the right side of (12.28).
In the third sum, we replace k by 4g + 1 - k. Upon simplification, we find
that the sum of the kth terms equals

(_1)kqk(3k-1)/(2n){f(_q(3n+6k-1)/2,-q(3n-6k+1)/2)
_

q4g+1-2kf(-q21g+4-3k,

-q-3g-‘+3k)},

g+lrk<2g.

Applying the quintuple product identity, (38.2) of Chapter 16, with B =
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4 (48+1-2k)‘2and q replaced by -qd2,

we deduce that the expression above

equals

Replacing k by k - g, we conclude that the sum of the second and third sums
on the right side of (12.28) equals

Finally, substituting (12.29)-(12.31) in (12.28), we readily deduce (12.25).
Now suppose that n = 6g - 1. The gth term in the first sum on the right
side of (12.27) equals
(- ~~qw-1~1~24fo
A--4”).
The remainder of the proof of (12.26) is parallel to the proof above with the
roles of the two sums on the right side of (12.27) reversed. This concludes our

proof.
Evans’ [ 1] version of Theorem 12.1 is more general because it holds for all
odd n. His proof is different

from that of Ramanathan

and will be given in

Chapter 20.
The proof of (vi) that we give here is very difficult. Ramanujan must have
had an easier proof. Before proving (vi), however, we establish a “rational”
version of (vi), namely,

ti2(-c15)
=l
02(-ct0)11/“W)
rp2(-92)
+q(m- ti2(-9)
> ’

(12.32)

which will be used later in this chapter. We first prove a needed lemma.

Lemma.f( -4M4) =f( -1~)44 -q2).
PROOF.By Entry 22 of Chapter 16,
f(-df(4)

= (4; &.A-4;

4)m = (4; 4M-4;

= (4; 42M42; 92&9;

42M?2; q2),

92)m = b12;42kt(42; q4LJ

= f(-92M-92).
PROOFOF (12.32). By Entries 10(v) and 9(vii) in this chapter, Entry 25(iii) in
Chapter 16, and the lemma above,
1 _ q J/2k5) _ ti2(-d
ti2(--9) >
( 773
=(l-q$$)(l+

*2(-95)
2 ti2(95)rc/2(-95)
q ti2(-9) > + q ~2(9M2e-9)
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= ~(-q51f(-q5)~(q51f(q5)+ q2v(q5)~2(-q5)
x(-q4)xw2(4)~2k14)
ti2mk2(-q)
= ~2c-4101f(-451”fh5) 2 e2(q10)(P2(-q10)
x(-q2)ti2k2)rp2(-q2) + q r1/2(q2)(P2(-q2)
~3(--4101.f(--410) 2 92(q10)(P2(-q10)
= x(-q2M2(q2)(P2(-q2)+ q $2(q2)(P2(-q2)
(P2(-410) d--4101f(--410)
+ q2ti2et0)>
= cp2(
- q2)ti2(q2)
x(-q2)
(
p2c-q10) u-(q2,@1fh49@) + q2$2(q10))
= cp2(-q2)Ic12(q2)
+ q2r1/2(q10))
‘p2(-d0) ($2(q2)- q2#2(q10)
= (P2(-q2)$“(q2)
= v2(--410)
(P2(-q2)’
which completes the proof of (12.32).
PROOF OF(vi). Unless otherwise stated, all references in this proof are to results
in Chapter 16.
Using the third equality of Corollary (ii) in Section 31, Entry 25(iv), Entry
30(i), and Entry 25(iii), we deduce that

~(q”5)~k5)
+ @(-q1’5)ti(-q5)
ti2(-q)
= qti2k5)+ q2’5t4q51f(q29
q3)+ q3’5b4q51f(q,
q4)
*2(q)
_ q+2(-q5)- q2”@-q5)./-(q2,
-q3) + 43’5~(-q5)f(-q,q4)
ti2(-q)
= e4q’“M?5) + 42’5f(42,
4*1m3,q7)+ 43’5f(4,
q9)f(q4,q6)
*(q2kPM
_ cP14q’“)d-q5)- 42’5f(429
q81f(-q”, -q7) + 43’5f(-q,-q9)f(q4,q6)
t4!12M-q)

- d-q5Md)
= W2hL2) (qb4q10Hdq5bP(-q)
+ 42’5f(42,
q8){f(q3,
q7M-4,-d +A-q39-cmq,4))
+ 43’5f(44v
@w-(q9
q91f(-ch
-4)-“f-(--4,
--q91fbL
4))).

(12.33)

To simplify this expression, we first apply (36.2) with A = 1,B = - 1, p = 3,
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and v = 2. Using also Entries 18(iii), (iv), we find that
3{cpWM--4)

- d-q5Mq))

= qy-( - q40, - qZO)f( - q16, -q-y
+ q49f( - q*o, - q-*o)f(
= -2qf(-q4,

- q* y( - q60, - l)f( - q=, -4-y

- q3*, - q-*o)

-q*)f(-q*O,

-440).

Second, we apply (36.1) with A = q*, B = - 1, p = 3, and v = 2. Again using
Entries 18(iii), (iv), we arrive at
f(q39 q’)f(-49

-4) + A-q37

= 2 {f(-q3*,

--4’Y(4,4)

-q**)f(-q*,

-cl41 - 4*fl-q5*,

+ q**jJ - q’2, - q-‘2)f(
= g-(-q*,

-q4){f(-q3*,

-q81f(-P,

-4-4)

- q*4, -q-l*)}
-cl**)

+ q4j-t-q5*,

-q8)}.

Third, utilize (36.2) again with A = q4, B = - 1, p = 3, and v = 2 to realize
that
f(4> q91f( - 49 - 4) - SC- 47 - q91f(49 4)
= 2q4{q5f(-q44,

-q16)j-(-q20,

_ q*5f(-q64,

-q-4)f(-q**,

+ q5’f( - q*‘+, -q-*4)f(
= w-t-q47

-4-E)

-48)(-f(-q44,

mq-16)
- q36, -q-2‘+)}
47

+ q4f(-q4,

-q5y},

by Entries 18(iii), (iv) again. Using the last three calculations in (12.33) above,
we deduce that

f(-q4) (-4q*$(q’o)f(-q*o)
y = k4q2)(P2(-q2)
+ 2q2’5f(q2,q8){f( -cl**, -q3*) + q4f(-cl*, -q5*)}
-q44) - q4f(-q4, -q56)}).
- 2q8’5f(q4,dw-(-P9

(12.34)

We now simplify this expression by making several substitutions. First, by
Entry 24(iii),
f(-q4)

(12.35)

= k412M-q2).

Second, applying Entry 25(iii) and Entry 24(iii) twice, we seethat

~(q20M-q201f(-q20)
*(-do)
= t4q20kP(-q201f(q’o)
= f(
f(-q20)

hwO1f(- q20)=

-q4’)f(q1’).

(12.36)
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Third, in (38.6), replace q by -q’O and let B = l/q’. We accordingly deduce
that
f(-q4,

-436)f(489 442)

= f(-q40, -qaO){f(-P>
-q44) - q4f(-q4, -q5y-.
Similarly, replacing q by -q” and putting I3 = q6, we find that

(12.37)

f(-q52P -4-‘21f(44T P)

= f(-q40, -qE0Hf(-q6*9

mq-*) - q-12f(-q32, -q2*)}e

By Entry 18(iv),

f(-q-12,

-q52) = -q-12f(-q2*,

-q12)

-468) = -q-*f(-q=,

-q8),

and

f(-q-8,

Using these two equalities in the foregoing equality, we find that

f(-q2*9 -q12)f(q4, 47
= f(-q40,

-qs0){f(-q2*,

-432) + q4f(-q*,

-q52)}.

(12.38)

Substituting (12.35)-(12.38) into (12.34), we arrive at

y=x(-q2)

-4q2f(q’(,)f(-q4,,)

+ 2q2’5f(q2,q8)f~~-~o;q28)f(q47

q?

(P2(-q2)
_ 2q8’5f(q49q6)f(-q4, -q39f(q8, q12)
f(-q40)

(12.39)

By the Jacobi triple product identity, Entry 22(i), and (22.4),

= (q12;440)m(428;
440)m(420;
420M-420;420L
= w2; 440L(428;440Lh40; q40L
= f(-q12, -428).
Similarly,

Thus, (12.39) above may be written in the form
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q61f(-q2,-4181f(42>
418)f(48Y
412)
- 248’5f(44,
f(-440M-420)
>
x(-q2) -442fh’olf(-440)
= (P2h2) (
+ 242’5fk29 4*1f(+~ -d41fh4946M4’o)
f 2(-q20)
_ 2q8’5f(449 q6)f(-q2,
-q1*)f(q29
f 2(-420)

q8)4w0)
>

9

where we have employed Entry 24(iii) and Entry 30(i) twice, first with a = q6
and b = q4 and second with a = q2 and b = q*.
Invoking next Entry 24(iii) of Chapter 16 and Entries 9(vii), 9(iii), and lO(ii)
of this chapter, we deduce that

y=x(-12)
(

--q2f(4’o)f(-q40)

(P2(-q2)

+ (P(-q10)f(-q10)t4q10)
x(-q2)f
2(-q20)

1
= (P2(-q2)

(

{2q”5f(-q6,

-414)

- 2q8’5f(-q2,

-418))
>

-4q2x(-q2)f(4’o)f(-q40)

+ ‘p(-q10){2q2’5f(-q6,

-q14)

- 2q8’5f(-q2,

-q18)}
>

= ,2(~,2)w(-42)

- (P2(-410)+ cp(-410){cp(-410)
- cp(-42’5)))

= l _ cp(-410h(-42’s)
(P2(-q2)

’

which, at last, is the proposed formula.
We come now to a panoply of fifth-order modular equations, some of which
we have already utilized in Section 8.
Entry 13. The following

are modular equations and formulas for multipliers for

degree 5:

(i)
(ii)

(~w/I)‘/~+ ((1 - a)(1 - /I)}“’
~~-(‘:-~)‘“=~+2l,“(q;I:I~~I;

+ 2{16c$(l - a)(1 - jI)}“‘j

= 1;
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1-(E&y

1 + (aB3)lj8 = 1 - ((1 - a)(1 - /3)3}118’

+ ((1 - a)(1 - p)3}“8

= 1 - 21’3 (b-3;

I ;y

= (a”/?)‘l” + ((1 - co3(1 - /?))‘I8
=
(viii)

if a and b are arbitrary

1 + (a/I)“2 + ((1 - a)(1 - /?)}‘I2
2

(
complex numbers, then

>

l-21,3~~i:I~~)““-41”~~1:I~~)“li

= (1 - 3{16afi(l
(ix)

- a)(1 - j?)}‘j6 + {16a/?(l - a)(1 - /?)}“3)1/2’

1 + 41j3

$m(l

1 + 41,3(@.55: +I’>“”
(x)

= &(I

+ (aj3)“2 + ((1 - a)(1 - fi)}‘12);
+ (a/3)“’ + ((1 - a)(1 - j?)}‘12);

(a(1 - /?)}‘I4 + {/?(l - a)}‘14 = 41/3{aa(l
= m{a(l

- a)(1 - fi)}“24

- a)}“”

= (a(1 - a)}“”

(xi) (U~BJ’)“”

+ {/?(l - /?)}‘I4
+ :{/I(1

+ (PJ’8 = m(l + (aBP2+ I(; - a)(1 - W2)1’2i

(~~+((:~~~=~(1+(a~)1’2+/(:-a)(1-b)}1’2~;
(xii)

- B))““;

m=(!!!+(+d!~-(~~;

l/2*
,
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4((aj3)“” - ((1 - a)(1 - fl)}“2)
m - i = 1 + (afi)“2 + ((1 - a)(1 - fi)}‘/2 ‘j2’

(xiii)

2

(

>

m + z = 2(2 + (a/3)“’ + ((1 - a)(1 - /I)}“‘);
(xiv)

if P = { 16a/?(l - a) (1 - p)} 1/2and Q = @( 1 - /I)/a( 1 - a))l18, then
Q+;+2

(

P-k

>

co;

(xv) if P = (ap)l14 and Q = (/?/a)l’*, then

(Q-;y+8(Q-;)=4(P-;).
The formulas (i)-(iii) do not appear to be translations of any simple combinations of formulas given in Sections 8-12. It is likely that Ramanujan’s
method of attack proceeded along the following lines. He first discovered
(iv)-(vi), and then when he had deduced (i)-(iii) from (iv)-(vi), he decided to
give (i)-(iii) priority in placement because of their elegance and simplicity. This
conjecture is supported by an apparently similar rearrangement in Section 15.
PROOF OF (iv). Transcribing Entry 9(iii) via Entries 12(ii), (iv), and (v) in
Chapter 17, we obtain the formula

4. 2116
Zl -

25

112

= (a(l _ a)1”24$=(1

- /?)“68’“4$(1

- ~)lq?l’6.

Dividing both sides by z5 and simplifying, we deduce the first formula of (iv).
The second formula is the reciprocal of the first, in the language of Entry
24(v) of Chapter 18.
PROOFOF(v). Replacing q by - q in Entry 9(iii), we may deduce the formula
(P2(-4 - (P2h5) = -xF41”m5)
(P2(d - rp2k5)
xbdf(--45)’
Utilizing Entries 10(i), (ii) and 12(i), (ii), (v), (vi) of Chapter 17, we translate the
formula above into
_ p)jw4
z,(l - a)“’ - z,(l - fi)l’2 =- 21/6(1 _ a)ll12a-1/24z:/22-1/6(p(1
2V6{a(l
_
a)}-W4z;/22-l/6(1
_
p)WpW4
’
Zl -z5
which reduces to
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1 - a U8
( i-q’

>

On solving for m, we deduce the first part of(v).
From Entries 9(iii), (vii) and 10(v),
Pk12) - 42rl/2wo)
d-4101f(-410)
rp2(4) - (P2W) = 4qx(-q2)x(4)f(-q451f(-q20)’
By Entries 11(iii), lO(iii), and 12(ii), (iii), (iv), (v), (vii) in Chapter 17, the formula
above transforms into the equality
mJi-JB=a'/8
m-l

(>B '
after simplification. Solving for m, we obtain the second formula of(v).
PROOF OF (vi). The formulas of (vi) are simply the reciprocals of the respective
formulas of(v).

Before proving the remainder of the formulas in Entry 13, we derive
parametric representations for m and various radical expressions in a and /I.
Put
/a5\W4

Then, from (v) and (vi), respectively,
1 - 03
m=jqq

5
1 + u3
and - = ~
112 1 +uu2’

(13.1)

To eliminate u, we rewrite the first equation as
m - 1 = u(mu2 - u2),
square this, and then substitute the value
u2 = m(1 + u3)- 5
54
'
given by the second equation of (13.1). Accordingly, we obtain the cubic
equation in u3:
125u3(m - 1)2 = (mu3 + m- 5)(4mu3 + 5 -m)'.
It is easily checked that u3 = - 1 is one root of this equation. Upon dividing
out the extraneous factor u3 + 1 and performing some tedious algebra, we
arrive at the quadratic equation in u3
16m3u6 - (8m3 +40m2)u3 + m3 - 15m2 + 75m - 125 = 0.
The roots of this polynomial are
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(13.2)

'

where
p =(m3 -2m2 + 5m)'/'.

(13.3)

If q tends to 0, then m tends to 1 and u approaches 0. Thus, from (13.1), u3
tends to 4. Thus, we are forced to take the plus sign above in the determination
of u3; that is,
u3 =

m2 +5m+5p
4m2

'

We next want to determine u3. This is most easily accomplished by first
realizing that if u, u, and m are replaced by - V, - u, and 5/m, respectively, in
the equations (13.l), they are invariant. Thus, using (13.2), we find, after a brief
calculation, that
“3 =

-m-lfp
4

.

Since u tends to 0 as m tends to 1, we must take the plus sign above, and so
m-l
4

v3=p-

*

We now summarize, in terms of a and /I, the formulas that we have derived,
namely,

0

a5 us 5p+m2+5m
jf
=
4m2

and

/I5 v8_p-m-l
a
4
C-J

.

(13.4)

Their reciprocals are, respectively,
V8 =p+m+l
4

and

5p - m2 - 5m
.
4m2

(13.5)

We are now in a position to prove (i)-(iii).
PROOFS
OF (ii), (iii). By (13.4) and (13.5),
(gyggv+%;+2$
Using the formula for 5/m from (iv), we complete the proof.
Formula (iii) is the reciprocal of (ii). Alternatively, (13.4) and (13.5) can be
employed once again.
It might be noted here, that by Entries 10(i), (iii), 1l(i), and 12(i) in Chapter
17, Entry 13(ii) is equivalent to the formula
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(PY4)
rpY+)
+2f5(4)
4ti5(4)
(PO
+(P(-410)
fo= t415)’
for which no direct proof has been constructed.
PROOF OF

(i). Multiplying

the equalities of (13.4) and those of (13.5), we deduce

that
(a/?)“’ + ((1 - a)(1 - ji))“’
=

lop2 - 2m3 - 12m2 - 10m rr12- 4m + 5
=
16m2
2m
= 1 - 25’3(a/?(1 - a)(1 - j?))1’6,

(13.6)

by part (iv). This completes the proof of(i).
It might be observed that, by Entries 10(i), (ii), 11(iii), and lZ(iii) in Chapter
17, (i) is a translation of
g2M~2(q5) - ~2(-h+q5)

- 16q3$2(q2M2(q10)

= W-2(-q21f2(-410),
of which a direct proof has not been given.
We now derive some parametric equations for further radicals that will be
useful in the proofs of the remainder of the formulas of Entry 13.
From (13.6),

(

1 + (afi)“2 + ((1 - a)(1 - /3)}‘i2 1’2
) =(mf-;;+5)Q,
2

(13.7)

by (13.3). Furthermore, from (13.6),
(16ajI(l - a)(1 - /1))‘16
(13.8)
Now substitute for m - 1 from Entry 13(iv) and deduce that

Next, by combining (13.4) and (13.5) with Entries 13(v), (vi), we may easily
derive the formulas
(a3W8

=

p-+3m-5
4m

,

((1 - a)3(1 - j?))l” = ’ - :E + 5,

(13.10)
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(13.11)
Hence, by division,
U4

114

2m i-p
and
=m(m - 1)

2m-p
= m(m - 1)’

(13.12)

and by inversion,
1’4=- 2m - p and
5-m
Multiplication

1’4 2m + p
=5-m-

(13.13)

of (13.10) and (13.11) yields
(afi)"2 =

4m3 - 16m2 + 20m + p(m2 - 5)
16m2

(13.14)

and
((1 - a)(1 - /?)}'I2 =

4m3 - 16m2 + 20m -p(m2 - 5)
16m2

(13.15)

From (13.4) and (13.5),
= &{6m3

-4m2+

=&{6p"m+8

30m - p(m2 + 10m + 5)}

m3 -p(p2

+ 12m’))

= (2m- d3
16m3 *
Therefore,

PROOF OF (vii). If we properly combine (13.10), (13.11), (13.7), and (13.16), we
deduce all of the equalities of (vii).
PROOF OF (viii). Multiply
the first equality of (iv) by a and multiply the
numerator and denominator of the right side of (13.9) by b. The first formula
for m in (viii) is now easily verified.
To prove the second, first observe that

(~)‘=(~)‘-~=(6m-~2-5-~)‘_~
=1_)(6m-;2-5)+(6m-;2-5)2*
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Therefore, by (13.8) and the equality above,
m(1 - 3{16afi(l - a)(1 - j?)}“” + {16ajI(l - a)(1 - j?)“3}“2
= 35 - m2) = 1 - $I

- 1) - &I - 1)2

by Entry 13(iv), and so we obtain the second equality of (viii).
PROOF OF

(ix). Again, from Entry 13(iv),

The desired result now follows from (13.7).
The second formula follows from the first by reciprocation.
PRC~~F
OF(x). Rewrite (13.16) in the form

Using the process of reciprocation, we derive the companion formula
ywjl)ir-1_2;+;.
Upon adding the last two equalities, we readily derive the first part of(x).
From (iv) and (13.8),
m{a(l

- a)}“”

+ {j?(l - /?)}1’4

1 m ; - 1 s’4(m3 I(
>
=
-i(

5
m

I)‘/4

+ (m -

1)5/4

I - 1
(m
)I

l/4

114

- - 1 (m - 1)
>

I

= 41j3{a/3(1 - a)(1 - /IQ}~‘~~,

which is the second equality of(x).
The last equality follows from the second equality, reciprocation, and the
invariance of a/3( 1 - a) (1 - /I).
PRCKIFOF (xi). The first formula follows immediately from (13.4), (13.5), and
(13.7), while the second is the reciprocal of the first.
PROOFOF(xii). The first equality follows from (12.32), the rational version of
Entry 12(vi), by the use of Entries lO(iii) and 11(i), (ii) in Chapter 17. An
alternative proof can easily be constructed with the aid of (13.13). The second
part is simply the reciprocal of the first.
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PROOF OF (xiii). The former formula is apparent from (13.14), (13.15), and (13.7).
The latter formula is obtained from squaring (13.7), substituting for p2 via
(13.3), and then rearranging the terms.

PRooF OF(xiv). Let P and Q be as defined in (xiv). Then from (13.8) and (13.13),
respectively,
m-l
and Q’=s.
-- 1
m

Hence,
2PQ=m-1

and

2P

5

Q

m

-=--1,

from whence it follows that

The desired result now follows by rearranging the terms.
PRCMFOF(xv). With P and Q as defined in (xv), we write parts of(v) and (vi)
in the forms
1 - PQ3 and 5 1 + P/Q3
m
m=l-P/Q
-=
l+PQ’
respectively. It is now obvious that
(l-PQ3)
whence (xv) follows upon rearrangement.
Entry 14.
(i) Let /? be of the fijlh degree in a. If cc= sin’(p + v) and /I = sin?@ - v),
then

sin(2p) = sin v(1 + cos’ v).
(ii) Zf p is defined by
(14.1)

m = 1 + 2p,
then for 0 < p < 3(5 fi

- 1l),

( >
2-p

4a(l - a) = p 1 + 2p

5

and

48(1 - fi) = p5 3
(

>

.
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(iii) Zf p is defined by (14.1) and 0 < p < 2, then
l-2a=1-llp-p*
(1 + 2p)2
and

( >

1 + p2 1’2
1 - 28 = (1 + p - p2) 1
.

(iv) If a and p are given by the equalities immediately above, then
24(f,
(v) Zf 0 < p < $(5 fi

3; &a) = (1 + 34 2F10, i; 1; 8).
- 1l), then

Observe that (i) is an analogue of Entry S(xiv). Formulas (ii) and (v) are
more accurate versions than those stated by Ramanujan.
PRCIOFOF(i). Substituting in Entry 13(i), we find that
sin(p + v)sin(p - v) + cos(p + v)cos(p - v)
+ 2{4 sin(p + v)sin(p - v)cos(p + v)cos(p - v)}~/~ = 1,

or
cos(2v) + 2{sin 2(~ + v)sin 2(~ - v)}‘13 = 1,

or
sin2(2p) - sin2(2v) = &(l - COS(~V))~,
or
sin2(2p) = $(l - cos(2v))(3 + COS(~V))~
= sin’ v(1 + cos’ v)‘,
and so (i) is established.
PFWOF OF

(ii). By Entry 13(iv),

4a(l - a) = -& t - 1 5(m - 1).
(
>
Using (14.1), we find that the foregoing equality takes the shape
2-p
5
4a(l - a) = p =: f(p).
( 1 + 2p >

(14.2)

(14.3)

Using elementary calculus, we can easily show that f increases as p goes from
0 to $(5 fi - 1l), and then decreases back to 0 as p varies from 3(5 fi - 11)
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to 2. Hence, for each value of o!between 0 and 1, there are two values of p such
that (14.3) is satisfied. Now, as a tends to 0, m approaches 1. By
tends to 0. Thus, the appropriate value of p is that with 0 < p < i(5
By Entry 13(iv) and (14.1), for p as above,
4P(l-/3)=&m-

1)=p”&-),

1)J(;-

(14.4)

and this completes the proof.
PROOF OF

(iii). For brevity, set

Then solving for a from part (ii), we find that
a = $(l + *).

If p = 0, then m = 1 and a = 0. Thus, we must take the minus sign above.
Hence,
l-2a=J1-a=

( l-p

(k!JLy;~~2(!%J.

Denoting the far right side by g(p) and employing elementary calculus, we
find that g decreasesmonotonically from 1 to - 1 as p goes from 0 to 2. Thus,
for each value of a, 0 < a c 1, there exists just one value of p, 0 < p < 2, such
that 1 - 2a = g(p). Clearly, this representation for a is valid for 0 < p < 2.
The proposed formula for 1 - 28 follows in the same fashion. Thus,

PROOF OF (iv). By (14.1) and part (iii), we observe that (iv) is simply a version
of the equality z1 = mz,.
PROOF OF

(v). By (ii), the proposed formula reads
2Fl(& a; 1; 4a(l - a)) = 2FI($, t; 1; 4/?(1 - /I)).

The proof of this is exactly the same as that for Entry 6(ii).
In Section 15, we assume that B is of the fifth degree in a and y is of the
lifth degree in /I, so that y is of the 25th degree in a. Let m denote the multiplier
connecting a and B, and let m’ be the multiplier associated with /I and y. Put
(see (13.3))
p = (m3 - 2m2 + 5m)‘12 and

p’ = (mr3 - 2m’2 + 5m’)“‘.

(15.1)

Ramanujan’s formulation of Entry 15 is in terms of hypergeometric series; for
simplicity, we employ the notations m and m’.
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Entry 15. Zf a, j?, and y are as defined above, then

&!.!I

m”

and

1
=-

w
l+

m
m”

It seemslikely that, in arranging these formulas, Ramanujan gave (i) and
(ii) priority over (iii) becausethey involve a and y only and not the intermediate
modulus fi. As we shall see, (i) and (ii) arise from (iii).
PROOF OF

(iii). Replacing q by q5 in Entry 12(vi), we find that

cp(-q2M-qS0)+ q2 t4dW5) + ti(-qM-q2’) = 1
(P2ht0)
df2(-qS) > .
( ti2(q5)
Employing Entries lO(iii) and 11(i), (ii) in Chapter 17, we translate the formula
above into

+ z:/2{a(l

- a)}“*z~f{y(l

zg{/3(1 - /I))“,+
Multiplying

- y)}‘/*

= l.

both sides by z~/(z,z,,)‘~~ = (m’/m)“2, we finish the proof.

PROOF OF (i). We first derive, from (iii), two equalities connecting m, m’, p, and
p’ by using the trivial equalities
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and a corresponding set for { (1 - a)(1 - y)/( 1 - 8)‘) ‘la. First, by (13.4) and
(13.10),

Second, by (13.5) and (13.10),
(

1

-

a

> 118
((1

-

8)3(1

-

y)}u8

=

p’

-

3m’

+

5

m'(p + m + 1)’

(1

Upon multiplication,

we obtain the equality

(

ay(1 - a)(1 - y) l@.=(m - 1)(5 - m’)’
m'2(m - 1)3 ’
B2U - PI2 >
where, of course, (15.1) was utilized. Thus, Entry 15(iii) now assumesthe form
p'+ 3m'- 5
p' - 3m' + 5 (m' - 1)(5 - m')' =
m'(p -m - l)+ m'(p + m + l)+
m'2(m - 1)3
Combining terms together, we obtain our first new form of Entry 15(iii),
namely,
2mpp' + 2m'(m + 1)(3m’ - 5) + (m' - 1)(5 - m')2
mr2(m - 1)3

(15.2)

Similarly, by (13.11) and (13.4),
mr2(p + m2 - 3m)
(af13)‘m
$ l/8=m(5p'
+ ml2 + 5m')'
0
By (13.11) and (13.5)

Upon multiplication

of the two equalities above, we deduce that

ay(1 - a)(1 - y) ‘/* = m'3(m - 1)2(5 - m)
m(5 - m')3
.
( B2U - PI2 )
Hence, Entry 15(iii) may be written in the form
m’ l/2
m’2(p + m2 - 3m)
m'2(p - m2 + 3m) + mr3(m - 1)2(5 - m)
m(5p' + mr2 + 5m') + m(5p' - m" - 5m')
m(5 - m')3
= 0 iii
'
which simplifies to
10m’pp - 2mm'2(m - 3)(m' + 5) + mr3(m - 1)2(5 - m) =- m' 'I2
,
m(5 - m')3
0m
the second desired new form of Entry 15(iii).

(15.3)
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We remark that (15.2) and (15.3) make it evident that pp’ and (m’/m)“2 are
expressible as rational functions of m and m’; this fact will be useful as a guide
in proving (iv). In fact, in the proof of(i), only (15.3) is used, but the foregoing
work should provide some rationale for the seemingly unmotivated proof of
(iv).
By (13.4) and (13.5),

(~~+(~~=(~~(~~i8+(~~(~~
m"(p - m - 1) m”(p + m + 1)
= Sp'i ml2 + 5m' + 5~’ - mr2 -5m'
= 10m’pp + 2m"(m + l)(m’ + 5)
(5 - m')3
'
Hence, by (15.3),

= (5 -1m,)3 {2m"(m + l)(m’ + 5) + 2mm”(m - 3)(m’ + 5)
- m'3(m - 1)2(5 - m)}

= ~~~~~3 {2m"(m + 5)- m'3(5 - m)}
(m~f~{m’3(m
= (5

- l)-

2(m'3 - 5m"))

(m - l)j
=(;-ly+2(;::j
=(c2y+2(~y2,

(15.4)

by Entry 13(iv). Hence, formula (i) is established.
PROOFOF (ii). Formula (ii) is simply the reciprocal of(i).
It might be remarked here that, with the help of Entries lO(iii), 11(i), (ii),
and 12(iii) in Chapter 17,it can easily be shown that Entry 15(ii) is a translation
of the formula

the?)t4-4 =5q3
.ft-q2)
(P(--q2)
+
2qm
m - c-q25)
d-q50r
q3

for which no direct proof has been constructed.
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Formula (iv) appears to be more recondite than the preceding three formulas, and it is not obvious how it can be deduced from them in any simple
manner. Undoubtedly, Ramanujan had some ingenious method of obtaining
it, for it is inconceivable that it could have been discovered by the process of
verification given below.
(iv). We first express m and m’ as Simple
By Entry 13(iv),
PROOF OF

functions of a parameter

t.

(m - 1)’ t - 1 = 28/?(1 - /I) = (m’ - 1) -$ - 1 ‘.
(
>
(
>

(15.5)

m-l
5

(15.6)

Now put
t=-,

-m’

1

so t approaches 0 as m tends to 1. It is also evident from (15.5) that
m’ - 1
t5 = -.
--5 1
m

(15.7)

Moreover, from Entry 13(iv) again,

t = YU- Y)1’24
(a(l- >

(15.8)

When we substitute in (15.6) the value of m’ obtained from (15.7), we obtain
the quadratic equation in m,
m2(t5 - 1) + m{(t - l)(t5 - 1) - 5(t5 - t)} - 5t5(t - 1) = 0.
Solving this quadratic equation, we find that
2m(t5 - 1) = -(t - l)(t5 - 1) + 5(t5 - t)
+({(t - l)(t” - 1) - 5(t5 - t)}” + 20tyt - l)(t5 - 1))“2.
(15.9)
In order to simplify the radical, we write
{(t - l)(t 5 - 1) - 5(t5 - t)}” + 20tyt - l)(P - 1)
= {(t - l)(t5 - 1) + 5(t” + t)}’ - loot6
= {(t - l)(P - 1) + 5(t5 + t) - 10P) {(t - l)(P - 1) + 5(t5 + t) + lots}
= {(t - l)(t5 - 1) + 5t(t2 - l)“}((t
= (t - 1)yt2 + 3t + ly{P

- l)(P - 1) + 5t(t2 + l)‘}

+ 4t5 + lot3 + 4t + l}.
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Substituting this in (15.9) and letting t tend to 0 in order to determine the
proper sign on the radical, we conclude that
A+BR
- 1)’

(15.10)

m = 2(t5

where
A = -(t - l)(t5 - 1) + 5(t5 - t), 1
B = (t - l)(t2 + 3t + l),
R = (t6 + 4t5 + lot3 + 4t + 1)“2,

(15.11)
t

B2R2 - A2 = 20t5(t - l)(t5 - 1).

I
We now determine mm’ in terms oft. From (5.6), m’ = 5t/(m + t - 1). Also,
from (15.10) and (15.11),
B2R2 - A2
lOt5(t - 1)
m = 2(t5 - l)(BR - A) = BR - A *
Hence,
mm’ =

5t
t-1=
l+p
m

5t
50t6
1 + BR - A = BR - (A - lot’)
lot5

50t6(BR + A - 10t5)
= B2R2 - A2 + 20At5 - 100t6
St(BR + A - 10t5)
= 2(t - l)(t” - 1) + 2A - lot5
= $(10t5 - A - BR),
by (15.11). Thus, by (15.11) again,
4mm’ = 2t6 + 8t5 + 8t + 2 - 2BR
and
2,/h?

= R - (t - l)(t’ + 3t + 1).

From this, (15.10), and (15.11), it follows that
m(t5 - 1) = 5(t5 - t3) + B(mm’)‘12.

(15.12)

Combining (15.12) and (15.7), we find that (mm’)l12 satisfies the quadratic
equation
mm’ + B(mm’)“’ - 5t3 = 0.
(15.13)
After these preliminary calculations, we are now in a position to establish
(iv). Multiplying (iii) by 2(p2(1 - j?)2/(ay(l - a)(1 - JJ)})“~ and using the
proposed formula (iv), we seethat we are required to prove that
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B
(1- iv2 >‘“+(l-2~)Lila~~(L~(~)ly))Lc=5~,
0G + ((1- a)(1- Y)
2

l/4

which can be rewritten in the form

(15.14)
We now prove (15.14) by using several previously derived formulas to
reduce the left side. Employing the following formulas in turn: (13.12) and
(13.13), (13.10) and (13.11), Entry 13(iv), (15.4) and (15.6), (15.12), (15.13),
(15.11), and (15.11) and (15.12), we find that
L=

(2m - p)(2m’ + p’) + 5(m’ - 1)(5 - m)
1 _ (2m + p)(2m’ - p’)
(m - 1)(5 - m’)
m(m - 1)(5 - m’) - m(m - 1)(5 - m’)

= 2pp’ + 2m(m - 3)(5 - 3m’)
m(m - 1)(5 - m’)
= (p + m2 - 3m)(p’ - 3m’ + 5) + (p - m2 + 3m)(p’ + 3m’ - 5)
m(m - 1)(5 - m’)
16m’
= (m - 1)(5 - m’) WV/8{(l

- /VU

- r>>“”

+ ((1 - a)(1 - /?)3}1’8(j33y)“s)
= 16m’{a(l - a)f13(1 - /?)3}‘fl
I(s)‘”
(m - 1)(5 - m’)

+ (y}

= m’(5 - m)(m - 1)
m(5 - m’)
= v(13

+ 2t2 + (mm’)‘12)

= m(t’f-

1) {5(t” - 1) - B(mm’)“2}(t3

= m(t.te

l)(5(t3

+ 2t2 + (mm’)‘“)

- l)(t3 + 2t2) + {5(t” - 1) - Z?(t3 + 2t2)}(mm’)1’2

- 5t3B + B2(mm’))

= m(t5f- 1) { 10(t4 - t2) - (2t4 - 2t2 - 4t + 4)(mm’)“‘}
= f {m - (mm')'12},
and this completes the proof of (15.14) and hence of (iv).
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(v). By Entry 13(iv), the left side of(v) is equal to
l+i(m-1)

G-1

> =---m 4m’ + (m - 1)(5 - m’) =- m
m’ 4m + (m’ - 1)(5 - m) m”
1 + a(m’ - 1) t - 1
(
>
which completes the proof.
(

Entry 16(i). Let fl be of the fi#% degree in 01.If
A
B
dq
drp
a
sin’
&r/2
=
m
o
(1
/?
sin2 (P)‘~
f 0 (1
I
for some pair A, B, with 0 < A, B 5 1~12,then

tan($(A - B)) =

p tanB

1 + 3(1 + p + ((1 + 2p)(l + p2))1’2)tan2 B’

where m = 2p + 1, as in (14.1).
PROOF. Entry 16(i) gives the general transformation of the fifth order, which
is due to Jacobi [l, pp. 26-281, [2, pp. 77-791. As in the corresponding
analysis of Entry 6(iii), it seemssufficient to derive Ramanujan’s formulation
from that given by Jacobi. Converting Jacobi’s result into our notation, we
seethat

sin A =

a sin B + a’ sin3 B + a” sin5 B
1 + b’ sin2 B + b” sin4 B ’

(16.1)

where
1 + b’ sin’ B + b” sin4B f (a sin B + a’ sin3 B + a” sin5 B)
= (1 _+sin B)(l & p sin B + q sin’ B)2,

(16.2)

where q is the positive root of the equation
2dq + P + 1) = P3;

that is,
2q + p + 1 = ((1 + 2p)(l + p2)}?

(16.3)

Moreover, a = m, a’ = 2q + pz + 2pq, a” = q2, b’ = 2p + 2q + p2, and b” =
2Pq + q2.

We first prove that
tan&r - )A) = tan(&x - $B)

1 - p sin B + q sin’ B
l+psinB+qsin’B’

(16.4)

By the “half-angle” formula, tan&c - $A) = cos A/(1 + sin A). Thus, (16.4)
can be written in the form
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cos B 1 - p sin B + q sin* B
cos A
+psinB+qsin’B’
1 + sin A = 1 +sinBl
Squaring both sides and simplifying, we determine that it now suffices to show
that
1 - sin A 1 - sin B (1 - p sin B + q sin’ B)*
(16.5)
1 + sin A = 1 + sin B (1 + p sin B + q sin* B)’ ’
Now substitute (16.1) for sin A on the left side of (16.5). Simplifying while
employing (16.2), we immediately ascertain the truth of (16.5), and hence of
(16.4).
Hence, by (16.4),
tan{$(A - B)}
tan(iA - $7~)- tan($B - $n)
= 1 + tan($A - $z)tan($B - &r)
-tan&
=

1 - p sin B + q sin* B
+ tan&c - fB)
1 + p sin B + q sit? B
1 - p sin B + q sin* B
1 $ tan2($n - +B)
1 + p sin B -t q sin2 B
- $B)

2p sin B tan($n: - $B)
= 1 + p sin B + q sin2 B + tan*& - tB)(l - p sin B + 4 sin2 B)
=

cos2($n-

gB)(l

+ p

2p sin B sin& - $B)cos(& - fB)
sin B + q sin’ B) + sin’& - fB)(l - p sin B + q sin2B)

p sin B cos B
= 1 + q sin’ B t- p sin’ B

p tan B
= 1 + (q + p + l)tan* B’
and, because of (16.3), this is Ramanujan’s formula.
Ramanujan begins Section 16(ii) with the following geometrical construction. Let 0 be the center and AP a diameter of a circle V of radius a. Let G
denote the point of medial section on AP; that is, AG/GP = $(l + $). Let
T be any point between G and P. Draw a perpendicular line segment RR1 to
AP at T, where R, R, E % Form PR, AR, and AR,. Letting M denote the
midpoint of TP, draw MN parallel to PR, with N on AR. With B E ‘3 on the
same side of AP as R, draw BD perpendicular to AP such that BD = MN. Let
Q E % be such that the arcs BQ and BP are equal. Form AB, QR, and QR,.
It appears, at first glance, that the introduction of the point of medial
section G is irrelevant. However, it can be shown that the condition that T be
to the right of G is necessary to ensure that MN I a, which, in turn, is
necessary for the construction of BD. In fact, if T = G, MN = a.
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Entry 16(Z). Let t, and t, denote the times required for a pendulum of length 4

to oscillate through the angles 4BAR, and 4BAR, respectively. Then t, = mt,,
where m is the multiplier of degree 5. Furthermore,

(16.7)
and
--5
m

m=8%.

(16.8)

PROOF. Let v = L PAR. Then AR = 2a cos v. Since also cos v = AT/AR, we
seethat AT = 2a cos’ v. Now,

AT=AO+OM-TM=a+OM-(a-OM)=20M.
Thus,
AM = a + OM = a + $AT = a(1 + cos2 v)
and
MN = AM sin v = a(1 + cos2 v)sin v.

(16.9)

Now define p to be the angle between 0 and @I determined by the equation
sin(2p) = (1 + cos2 v)sin v.

(16.10)

Then, by (16.9), (16.10), and the fact BD = MN,
sin(2p) = !%f = 2gg
a

= 2 sin LPAB cos LPAB = sin 2LPAB.
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Hence, /.J= L PAB. By the converse of Entry 14(i), we conclude that

a = sin2(p + v)= sin2 LBAR,
and

/I = sin2(p - v)= sin’ LBAR.
Furthermore, /I is of the fifth degree in a.
The equality t, = mt, now follows just as in the proof of Entry 7(iii), but
now, of course, Entry 16(i) is utilized in place of Entry 6(i).
By Entry 13(xiii),

5
m

--m=

4{cos(p + v)cos(p - v) - sin(p + v)sin(p - v)}
1 + sin(p + v)sin(p - v) + cos(fi + v)cos(p - v) II2
2
(
>
4 cos(2p)
4 cos(2p)
=(l+c;s(2v))‘“=
cosv

OD/a
=4ARl(2a)=

80j
AR'

(16.11)

which is (16.8).
From Entry 13(xiii) again and (16.10),
4 sin(2p)
-; + m + 2 = 6 + 2 cos(2v) = 4(1 + cos2 v) = -.
sin v

(16.12)

Subtracting (16.11) from (16.12), we find that

--___ =
sin(2p)
sin v

cod
cos v

4 sin(2p - v)
sin(h)
’

(16.13)

Since L BOP = 2~, L ROP = 2v, and arc QB = arc BP, it is not difficult to
seethat L OQR = &t + v - 2~. Thus, by the law of cosines,
sin(2p - v) = cos($7t + v - 2~) =

QR2+a2-a2
2aQR

QR
=%'

Hence, from (16.13),
(16.14)
which establishes (16.6).
Adding (16.11) and (16.12), we find that
;+1=2

cos(2~) + sin(2p)
= 4 sin(2p + v)
cos v
sin v >
sin(h)
’

(16.15)
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Since LQOR, = 4~ + 2v, we find that L OQR, = $t - 2~ - v. Thus, by the
law of cosines,
sin(2p + v) = cos($n - 2~ - v) =

QRf + a2 - a2

2aQRl

QR,
=7&i-.

Hence, by (16.15),

-; + 1=4QRJ@L2
RT/a

QR,
RT’

which is (16.7).
Example (i). If AP = 1, then
TP = {16a/?(l - a)(1 - /?)}‘j6,
DT = (aj?)“2,
OD + OT = ((1 - a)(1 - /3)}1’2,
and
(aB)“2 + ((1 - a)(1 - /?)}‘l’ + 2{16afi(l

- a)(1 - p)}1’6 = 1.

The last equality above is a trivial consequence of the first three, since
AP = 1. Thus, Ramanujan has found an interesting geometric derivation of

the fifth-order modular equation Entry 13(i).
In our proof below, we proceed without the assumption AP = 1, which
yields only a trivial simplification.
PROOF.

First, by (16.10),
TP = RP sin v = 2a sin’ v

= 2a{sin2 v(1 + cos2 v)’ - 4 sin’ v cos2 v}lj3
= 2a{sin2(2p) - sin2(2v)}“3
= 2a(sin(2p + 2v)sin(2p - 2~))“~
= 2a{4a’i2(l - a)‘/2fi1/2(l _ p)wju3
= 2a{16ab(l

- a)(1 - /3)}“6.

Second,
DT = OT - OD = a cos(2v) - a cos(2p)
= 2a sin(p + v)sin(p - v) = 2a(a/3)“2.

Third,
OD + OT = a cos(2p) + a cos(2v)
= 2a cos(p + v)cos(p - v) = 2a{(l - a)(1 - j?)}“2,

which completes the proof of Example (i).
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and T divides AP in medial

PROOF.Since the arcs BP and BQ are equal, it is clear that D = 0. Thus, from
(16.1l), 5/m - m = 0, that is, m = fi.
Lastly, from similar triangles,
AT
AT
W=RT~~AT=
From (16.14), with m = fi

AR2 - RT2
RT~
.

and Q = A, we conclude that

that is, T divides AP in medial section.
Our formulation of Example (ii) is somewhat different from that of Ramanujan (p. 238).
The last three sections of Chapter 19 are devoted to modular equations of
degree 7 and associated theta-series identities.
Entry 17.

(9
13
q@(q)Ic/(q’)

=

14q

-

&

-

1-q

“‘,

+

1-q

4f

+

411

1-q

-

-A&

1-q

+

1-q

where the cycle of coefficients is of length 14.
(ii)

(Pb?Mq’) = 1 + 2 4l-q
(

-

q2
w

q3
-j-q+--4-

q4
1-q

cl5
1-q

+&6+&8+&3+&m
4 11

4 12

4 13

4 15

+w-7-7-7
1-q

1-q

16
+

4
1 -

18

4
q’6

1-q

17
1

where the cycle of coefficients is of length 28.
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4
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qll)

+ 2qg’7f(q, q13).

- q6’7t4q7) = f(q3, q4) + 41’7f(42, 47 + q3’7.f(q, $7.

(4

f(-P7)
fo

f(-q2, -q5)
=

“l-(--4,

47

1,7f(-q37
-

-cl41

f(-q2,

q

_

q2,7

+

q5,7

-q5)

J-f-4,

-4)

J-(-q39

-q4)’

The first two formulas are of extreme interest, since they appear to indicate
that Ramanujan was acquainted with a theorem equivalent to the addition
theorem for elliptic integrals of the second kind. Although it would appear to
be very difficult to prove (i) without this addition theorem, it is apparently not
found in the notebooks.
PROOF OF

(i). In the notation of the notebooks, the addition theorem assumes

the form
d-t - a, - q”l4f-( - b, - q2/W( - 4 - q2/4
&VI - aqv - q/4-( - bq, - q/W-( - ah, - q/4

d-d
=

j-3(

-q2)

m 4”
c-n=l

1 _

1

~---&,”

q2n

1

1

un

b”

+

‘”

+

b”

-

lZnb”

’

(17.1)

(

A direct proof of this theorem has been constructed by Glaisher [1] who wrote
the left side of (17.1) as a product of three Laurent series and multiplied them
together. It does not seem worthwhile to give the details here.
To deduce (i) from (17.1), replace q, a, and b by q7, q2, and q4, respectively.
Thus,
m q” - q3” -

c

n=l

q5”

+
1 -

q9”

+

qlln

_

q13n

q14n

= qf3(_414M-42P--4121f(-q4,-q101f(-q6,-q8)
d-q7) f(-q5, -q9M-q3, -PM-4, -413)
= qf3(-q141f(-q2)X(-q7)
d-471f(-414M-4)
= MUMIn the analysis above, we expanded six of the theta-functions by means of the
Jacobi triple product identity (Entry 19 of Chapter 16), simplified, and then
employed Entry 24(iii) in Chapter 16 to obtain the final form.
Now take the summands in the series on the left side and expand them into
geometric series. After inverting the order of summation in the resulting
double series, we obtain the series displayed on the right side of(i) to complete
the proof.
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We remark that, in more classical notation, (17.1) is equivalent to the
identity
E(u) + E(u) - E(u + u) = kZ sn u sn u sn(u + D),
where E(u) denotes the incomplete elliptic integral of the second kind.
hooF
OF (ii). In order to prove (ii), we appeal to a modular equation
of the seventh order given in Entry 19(i). Multiply both sides of it by
((1 - a)(1 - fi)}“8 to put it in the form

((1 - cl)(l - /?)}“S - ((1 - I%)(1- /?)}“4 = {a/3(1 - a)(1 - /3)}‘?
Transforming this equality by Entries lO(ii), (iii) and 11(ii) in Chapter 17, we
obtain the theta-function identity
(P(-d(P(--4’) - d-q2M-q14)
= -2M-q)rc/(-cl’).
Replace q by q2” and sum both sides on n, 0 I n < co. Using part (i), we arrive
at

(P(---4h(--4’)- 1 = -2 “ZOq2”J/(-q2”M-q2”7)
4
=- 2 ( -l+q

q2

q6
--

q3

+1+q2
-~

cl8

1 + q6 +1+qs
4 12

--

11
4

lo+jqi
l+q

+1+qg
13

q5
l+q

410

qg
15

4

4
p+***

-----i3+~+q
l+q

-iTp

q4

7+m-5
l+q

)
>

where the cycle of coefficients is of length 7. Replacing q by -4, we deduce that

q2
q3
q4
q5
(P(d(P(q’)
= 1+ 2 ( -!-1
-jq
-iq
ip
1-q
+1+q6
-- q6

q8

413
-j--qi3+

4 10

qg

8+~+q9+-ii+--n
l+q

l+q

11
4

1-q

12
4

l+q

15
4
jqiF-”

7
>

where the cycle of coefficients is now of length 14. For each even value of n
above, write
2q2”
4”
4”=
1 + q” 1 - q” -1.
We now readily see that the right side of (ii) is obtained, with a cycle of
coefficients of length 28. This completes the proof.
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(iii). In Entry 31 of Chapter 16, put a = b = q and n = 7. Then

(P(4) = (P(q4g)+ &if(PY 463) + 2q4f(qZ19 4”) + 2q9f(c179qgll.
Replacing q by ql/‘, we complete the proof.
(iv). In Entry 31 of Chapter 16, let a = 1, b = q, and n = 7. Using
Entry 18(ii) in Chapter 16 and the definition of +, we find that

PROOF OF

4&d = f(421, q2*) + 4fW4, q37 + q3f(4’9 442) + cPt4q4g).
Replacing q by ql/‘, we complete the proof.
PROOF OF (v).

Set n = 7 in (12.25).

Entry 18(ii) below serves as the basis for a septic algorithm for calculating
rcthat has been devised by J. M. and P. B. Borwein [6].
Entry 18.

(i) There are positive functions II, v, and w such that
l + f(-ql”)
q”‘f( -q’)

=

u1/7

-

+

vll7

(18.1)

wl/7,

where
f 4(-q)
qf4(-q’)

u-v+w=57+14
uv - uw + VW= 289 + 126;;;;;;)

f *(-q)

(18.2)

+ q2f *(-q’)’

+ 19q;;(I;7)

+ q;l;\;;71,
(18.3)

and

(18.4)

uvw = 1.
(ii) With u, v, and w as above,
1 + TqZfW
f(-4)

= u1/7 _

vll7

+

w1i7

>

where

and

uv-uw+vw=289+

3

f”(-4’)

18.7 q f4(-q)
+ 7eq3f 12(-q’)
f 12(-q)

.

4 2f8(-4’)
+ 19.7 q
f *(-q)
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f(4?46)f(42~q5)f(q3~q4) =fg;)(Pw).
f(-47 -@)f(-q29

-q5)f(-c73T -q4) =f(-q)f2(-Cl').

f(4d113)f(43411)f(q54g)=

x(cw(-~7)f2(-~14).

(vi) If
f"(-4)
p = 4f4(-q7)

and

v=

f(-P7)
q2'7f(-q7)'

then
2p = 7(v3 + 5v2 + 7v) + (v2 + 7v + 7){4v3 + 21v2 + 28v}‘?
Proofs OF (i), (vi). Our primary aim here is to establish (i), but, along the way,
we also prove (vi).
In view of Entry 17(v), define a, b, y, v, U, u, and w by
a = u117 = f(-q2,

-q5)
42'7f(-q, -4)

y=

w1/7

=

q3/7

-p =

f(--4, 4)
f(-q3, -q4)'

v’l7

=

f(-q3, -q4)
P7f(-q2, -q5)'

f(-4"')
and v = q"7f(-q7)'

Thus, from Entry 17(v), we deduce immediately that v + 1 = a + j? + y, which
is (18.1). It is also clear that (18.4) is trivially satisfied. It remains to establish
(18.2) and (18.3).
Let the cubic equation satisfied by a, /I, and y be given by
z3 - pz2 + sz - r = 0.
Thus, p = v + 1, by (18.1). It also follows from (18.4) that r = - 1.
For brevity, we let Jo, Ji, . . . , J6 denote power series in q. From Entry 24(ii)
in Chapter 16, it is easy to seethat v3 has the form
v3 = Jo + q- (j/751 + q-5’7J2 + q-3’7J4.

(18.5)

But on the other hand,
v3 = (a + jl + y - 1)3 = Jo + q-6’7Jl + qe517J2 + qew7J3
+ q-3’7J4 + q-2’7J5 + q-1’7J6,

(18.6)

where
J,,=

-1 +6a/?y=

-7,

qT4”J3 = 3(y - a2 + up’),
qm217J5= 3(a - 8” + By”),
qw1j7J6 = 3(/I? - y2 + ya2).

(18.7)
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By comparing (18.5) and (18.6), we find, from (18.7), that
y - a2 + a/?’ = 0,
a - /I’ + fly’ = 0,

(18.8)

/I - y2 + ya2 = 0. 1

That these three formulas are equivalent to a single relation may be seen
by multiplying them by y, a, and /I, respectively, and observing that, since
aj?y = - 1, they merely undergo a cyclical interchange. To obtain this relation
in a symmetrical form, multiply them by a, b, and y, respectively, and add them
to get the equation
(18.9)
CBr - Ca” - CB2y2 = 0,
where each sum is over all cyclical interchanges of the summands. Easy
calculations show that
Ca3=p3-3ps+3r
(18.10)
and
cp2y2

= s2 - 2pr.

(18.11)

Thus, (18.9) becomes
0 = s - (p3 - 3ps + 3Y) + s2 - 2pr
= s2 + (3p + 1)s - p3 - 3Y - 2pr

(18.12)

= s2 + (3v + 4)s - v3 - 3v2 - v + 4,

since p = v + 1. Solving (18.12) for s, we find that
2s = -(3v + 4) - (4v3 + 21~’ + 28~)“‘.

(18.13)

To see why we chose the minus sign on the radical, observe that, from the
definitions of a, B, y, v, and s,
v-4

-Z/7

and

s - -qm317,

as q tends to 0.
Next, replace q1j7 by [q’/7, where c is any seventh root of unity. Then, since
v=a+p+y-1,

A-W”) = c5a +
52q2’7f(-q7)

C6/? + C3y - 1.

Taking the product of each side over all seventh roots of unity and using an
argument analogous to that used in the proof of Entry lO(vi), we deduce that
f Y-4)
= l--I f(-bP7)
= n (c’a + 16jl + C3y- 1). (18.14)
q2f8(-q7)
5 C2q”‘f(-q7)
5
We now face the challenging task of calculating the product on the right side
above. For brevity, in the sequel, we put s, = a” + /?” + y”.
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First, replacing c by l/c, we determine the product
(Pa + 168 + r3r - ma

+ CB+ r4r - 1)

= 1 + s2 - (a - Y4K2 + C5) - (B - ~B)K + PI - (Y - BYK3 + 14).
There will be two additional products of this type. Multiplying these three
equalities and the equality a + /.?+ y - 1 = p - 1 together, we deduce, from
(18.14), that

.fY-4)

= (p - l){(l

+ s2)3 + (1 +

s,)‘C(a

- ya)

q2f8(-q7)

- 2(1 + s2)C(a - M2 + 3(1 + s2)C(B - WNr - BY)
- C (0:- v03 + 4C(B - M2(r
- 3c(B
where the summations
changes of a - ya, /I of evaluating all terms
First, since

- BY)

- ~~)(y - BY)’ + (a - rNB - NNr - BY)), (18.15)
are extended over all cyclical (not symmetrical) interap, and y - /3y. We now are presented with the task
on the right side of (18.15).
(18.16)

s2 = p2 - 2s,

(1 +

s2)3

= 1 + 3(p2 - 2s) +
+ p6 - 6p4s +

3(p4

- 4p2s + 4s2)

12~‘s’ - 8s3

= -8s3 + 12(p2 + 1)s’ - 6(p2 + 1)2s +
Second, by (18.16) and the definitions of
(1 +

p

(p2 +

1)3.

(18.17)

and s,

- 74

s2>“C(a

= (1 +
= -4s3

2(p2 - 2s) + (p2 - 2s)2)(p
+ 4(p2 + p +

+ (p5 + 2p3 +

l)? -

- s)

(p” + 4p3 + 2p2 + 4p +

1)s
(18.18)

p).

Next, by (18.8) and (18.16),
(18.19)

Ca2y=Ca2-Ca=p2-2s-p.

Thus, by (18.19), (18.16), and (18.11),
-2(1 +

s,)C(a

- ya)2

= -2(1

+ p2 - 2s)C(a2

= -2(1

+ p2 - 2s)(p2

= 4s3 + (6 -

2~‘)s’

- 2a2y + a2y2)
- 2s - 2(p2 - 2s - p) + s2 + 2p)

- (8~’

-

+ (2p4 - 8p3 + 2p2 - 8~).

16~ + 4)s
(18.20)
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With the help of (18.19), it can readily be verified that
C/3”y = ps - 3r - p(p - 1) + 2s.
Thus, by (18.16) and (18.21),

(18.21)

3(1 + s,>Cca - No(Y - BY)
= 3(1 f S2)CVY - USY- B2Y + @r)
= 3(1 f p2 - 2s)(s -

3r - ps + 3r + p2 - p - 2s + pr)

= 6(p + 1)s’ - (3p3 + 9p2 - 9p + 3)s + 3(p2 + l)(p2 - 2~).

(18.22)

By (18.19),
Ca3y = (pa2 - sa + r)y + (p/3’ - sfl + r)ct + (py’ - sy + r)fl
= pCa2y

- s2 + rp

= p(p(p - 1) - 2s) - s2 + rp

= -s2-2ps+p3-p2-p.

(18.23)

By (18.11), (18.21), and (18.16),
c a3y2 = (pa2 - sci + r)y2 + (p/I2 - sp + r)a2 + (py2 - sy +
= pCa2y2

- sCay2

r)j3'

+ rca’

= p(s2 - 2pr) - s(ps - 3r - p2 + p + 2s) + r(p2 - 2s)

= -2s2 + (p2 - p - 1)s + p2.

(18.24)

By (18.10), (18.23), and (18.24),
c a3y3 = (py2 - sy + r)a3 + (pa2 - sa + r)jT3 + (pp2 - s/3 + r)y3
= pCcr3y2 - sCa3y

+ rCa3

+ (p2 - p - 1)s + p2)

= p(-2s2
- s(-s2

- 2ps -t p3 - p2 - p) + r(p3 - 3ps + 3r)

(18.25)

= s3 + 3ps + 3.

Hence, by (18.10) and (18.23)-(18.25),
-C(a - ~a)~ = --Ccc” + 3Ca3y - 3Cu3y2 + Ca3y3
= - (p3 - 3ps - 3) + 3(-s2

- 2ps + p3 - p2 - p)

-3(-2s2+(p2-p-l)s+p2)+s3+3ps+3

= s3 + 3s2 - (3~’ - 3p - 3)s + (2p3 - 6p2 - 3p + 6).
(18.26)
Next, by (18.21),
CD3r

=Cv(pP2

-sS+r)

= p(ps - 3r - p(p - 1) + 2s) - s2 + pr.

(18.27)
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Thus, by (18.21), (18.27), (18.16), and (18.19),
4C(B - Gv(Y - BY)
= 4 c (j?*y - p3y - 2c$*y + 2c@3y+ u*j?*y - c?/Py)
= 4C (/3’y - fi3y + 2j3 - 2/?* - @I+ a/?‘)
= 4{ps - 3r - p(p - 1) + 2s - p(ps - 3r - p(p - 1) + 2s) + s*
- pr + 2p - 2(p* - 2s) - s + p* - 2s - p}

= 4{s2 - (p2 + p - 3)s + (p3 - 3p* + 3)).

(18.28)

Now, by (18.11), (18.19), and (18.16),
CB3Y2 = C(PS2 - SB + r)Y*
= pCa*/3*

- sC/?y* - Ca’

= p(? - 2pr) - s(p2 - 2s - p) - (p2 - 2s)
= s2(p + 2) - s(p2 - p - 2) + p*.

(18.29)

Hence, by (18.19), (18.11), (18.29), and (18.21),
- 3 c (B - WY - BYI2
= -3 C(/3y” - spy* - 2/!?*y*+ 2aj?*y* + /!?3y*- spy*)
= - 3 c (By2 + y - 2/Py* - 2/?y + p3y* + py)
= -3(p*-2s-p+p-2(s*-2pr)-2s+(p+2)s2
- s(p2 - p - 2) + p* + ps - 3r - p(p - 1) + 2s)
= -3(p?

+ (2p - p2)s + p* - 3p + 3).

(18.30)

Lastly, a direct calculation gives
(a - r@(B

- aP)(y

- BY) = P - s - 2.

(18.31)

Substituting (18.17), (18.18), (18.20), (18.22), (18.26), (18.28), (18.30), and
(18.31) into (18.15), we at last derive the formula

fY-4)
= (p - l){ -7s3 + (14p2 + 7p + 35)s2
q2f8(-q7)
- (7p4 + 7p3 + 35p* - 14p)s + p6 + p5
+ 8p4 - 6p3 - 13~’ - 6p + 8)
= -7(p

- l)s3 + (14~~ - 7p2 + 28p - 35)~~

- (7p5 + 28p3 - 49p2 + 14~)s
+ p’ + 7ps - 14p4 - 7p3 + 7p2 + 14p - 8.

Since p = v + 1, (18.32) may be written in the form

(18.32)
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f8(-4
= -7~s~ + 7v(2v2 + 5v + 8)s’
q2f8(-q7)
- 7v(v4 + 5v3 + 14v2 + 15v + 5)s
+v7+7v6+28v5+56v4+42v3-7v2-7v.
Using (18.12) to reduce the right side to a linear function of s and then
employing (18.13), we find that

2f8c-4
= 2{ -7v(v4 + 12v3 + 49v2 + 84v + 49)s
q2f8(-q7)
+ v’ + 21v6 + 126~’ + 322~~ + 294~~ - 147~~ - 343~)
= 2v’ + 63v6 + 532~~ + 2009~~ + 3724~~ + 3087~~ + 686~
+ 7v(v4 + 12v3 + 49v2 + 84v + 49)(4v3 + 21v2 + 28~)‘“.
Taking the appropriate square root of both sides, we deduce that
zp=2

f4(-d
qf"(-4')

= 7(v3 + 5v2 + 7v) + (v2 + 7v + 7)(4v3 + 21v2 + 28~)“~,
(18.33)

which is formula (vi).
We next calculate s7. To do this, we employ a general formula for s,, which
may be found in Littlewood’s book [l, p. 831. Omitting the rather tedious
algebraic details, we deduce that
p

100000

2s p

1 0 0 0 0

3r s p 1 0 0 0
s7=

0

r

s p

1 0 0

OOrsplO
OOOrspl
OOOOrsp
= -7~s~ + (7r + 14~~)s’ - (7p5 + 21p’r)s + p’ + 7p4r + 7pr’.

(18.34)
Hence, from (18.32) and (18.34),

f8(-4

q2f *(-q’)

- s7 = 7s3 + (- 7p2 + 28~ - 28)~~
+ (- 28p3 + 28p2 - 14~)s
+ 7p5 - 7p4 - 7p3 + 7p2 + 7p - 8.
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By (18.2), it remains to show that
2 f4(-4

= -2

+ (p2 - 4p + 4)s2 + (4p3 - 4p2 + 2p)s

4f4(--q’)

(18.35)

- p* + p4 + p3 - p2 - p - 7.

With the use of (18.12) and (18.13), it is a straightforward, but laborious, task
to reduce the right side of (18.35) to the right side of (18.33). This concludes
the proof of (18.2).
Examining (18.3), we are led to calculate c/17y7. To do this, we can use
(18.34). Thus, in (18.34), suppose that a, 8, and y are replaced by a/?, By, and
ya, respectively. Then r, p, and s are replaced by r2, s, and rp, respectively.
Hence,
C/.ry’

= s’ + 7ps5 + 7s4 + 14p%3

+

21ps2 +

7(p3 +

1)s +

7p2.

(18.36)

By (18.3), we want to show that the right side of (18.36) is equal to
-289 - 126~ - 19p2 - p3.

(18.37)

To do this by hand would be a superhuman feat. Therefore, we employ
MACSYMA. In (18.36), we set p = v + 1 and substitute the value of s given
by (18.13). In (18.37), we substitute the value of p given by (18.33). Both (18.37)
and the right side of (18.36) then reduce to
-${21vi”

+ 595~~ + 6468~s + 37229~’ + 127421~~

+ 270445~~ + 355103~~ + 275723~~ + 113484~~ + 19208~ + 578
+ (v9 + 63v8 + 910~’ + 5929~~ + 21007~~ + 43099~~ + 51107~~
+ 32907~~ + 9800~ + 882)(4v3 + 21~’ + 28~)“~).
Of course, the proof that we have given is quite unsatisfactory, because it
is a verification which could not have been achieved without knowledge of
the result. Ramanujan obviously possessed a more natural, transparent, and
ingenious proof. A proof of (18.2) via the theory of modular forms can be found
near the end of the introductory material in Chapter 20.
Compared to our proofs of (i) and (vi), the proofs of the remaining four
parts are almost trivial.
PROOFOF (ii). Applying Entry 27(iii) of Chapter 16 with
and /zI= $ Log(l/q), where q and Q are chosen so that
7 LoiiWQ)Log(l/q)

a = $

Log(l/Q’)

= 47r2,

we find that
q1’24

Replacing

q

Log”“(l/q)f(-q)

= Q7’24Log”4(1/Q7)f(-Q7).

by ql/’ and Q by Q’, we find that

(18.38)
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- ql”) = J? Q4v’24 Log”4(l/Q7)f(

- Q4’).
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(18.39)

Lastly, reversing the roles of q and Q in (18.38), we deduce that
q7’24 Log”4(l/q7)f(

- q’) = Q1’24 Log”4(1/Q)f( - Q).

(18.40)

Dividing (18.38) by (18.40) and then (18.39) by (18.40), we deduce that,
respectively,

f(Y)
=~iQl"fc-Q')
41pfc-q7)
f(-Q)

(18.41)

and

f(-$"I
42nf(-!17)=

7Q2f(-Q4v)
f(-Q)
'

(18.42)

Thus, by (18.42) and part (i),
1+

=

,Q2f(-Q4v)

&7

_

+ ,,,1/7

“1”

f(-Q)
Furthermore, by (18.41) and part (i),
u-u+w=

57 + 14.7’Q~&$;

+ 74Q29t-;;.

The formula for uu - uw + uw is proved in the same way.
PROOF OF

(iii). By Entry 19, (22.4), and Entry 22, all in Chapter 16,

f(47 461f(42, 451f(4344)
= (-4; 4'M-d

47L(-43; 47M-44; 4'M4;

x (-q6; 4'M-4';

= t--4; 4hJ4’;4’):
t-4';

4'1,

47)al

4'):

(4’;4’)z3(4’; 4’L

f2(-47)(p(-q7)
q'), = x(--q)

= (4;(--q';

'

which completes the proof.
PROOF OF (iv). The proof employs Entries 19 and 22 of Chapter 16 and is
even easier than the proof of (iii) above.
PROOF OF (v). With the aid of the Jacobi triple product identity, it readily
transpires that

(-4; 42M?14;414);
t-4’; 414L
= X~d$(-~‘)f 2(-414),

f(4, 4131f(43>
P1fW~ $7 =
by Entry 22 in Chapter 16.

Chapter 19 ends with a battery of modular equations of degree 7.
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(a/?)“* + ((1 - a)(1 - j3)}l’* = 1,
(+(l + (a/?)‘12 + ((1 - a)(1 - /?)}“2))“2

= 1 - {ab(l

- a)(1 - /?)}““,

(ii)

(iii)

= m(+(l + (a/?)“’
= i(f(l

+ ((1 - a)(1 - j?)}“2))“2,

+ (a/3)1’2 + ((1 - a)(1 - ~)}“2))“2,

- 1 = ((1 - a)(1 - /3)}“*

64
1 + WY2

+ ((1 - a)(1 - B))“’

1 + (a/Q112 + ((1 - a)(1 - /3)}“”

(vii)
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and

(viii)
m - f = 2((a/?)lB

- ((1 - a)(1 - /?)}“8)(2 + (@$)“4 + ((1 - a)(1 - 8)}“4).

(ix) 4f
1’6,
then
Q+;+7=2$

P

= (app2

(

and

P+;,

>

Q = (fi/a)“‘,

P + f = Q + ; + (P”* - p-u*)*<

(xi) If a = sin2(p + v) and b = sin2(,u - v), then
cos(2p) = (2 cos v - I)(4 cos v - 3)“2.

The seventh-order modular equation given in the first equality of(i) is due
to Guetzlaff [l] in 1834. Fiedler [ 1) in 1835 and Schriiter [ 11, [2], [4] in 1854
also proved this modular equation. More complicated modular equations of
degree 7 have been discovered by Schlafli Cl], Klein [l], Sohncke [l], [2],
and Russell [l].
PROOF

OF

(i). Let p = 4 and v = 3 in (36.8) of Chapter 16. This

yields

the

equality
w?)ve4’) = (P(q2*M18) + Mq1”M12)
where we have used the equality

+ ctMP)(P(q4),

W-1)

44f(4129 q-4) = f(44Y q4) = dq4),
deducible from Entry 18(iv) in Chapter 16. Transforming (19.1) by means of
Entries 10(v) and 1l(i), (iii), (v) in Chapter 17, we deduce that
I’m”

= $(l - (1 - lx)“4 } ( 1 + (1 - j3)“4} + $(a/?)“4
+ ${I + (1 - a)“‘} (1 - (1 - jQ’14}.

Simplifying, transposing, and taking the square root of each side, we arrive at
the first equality of(i).
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Second, square the first formula of(i) and transpose. Then square the result
and transpose again. This gives, in succession,
(Mw4 + ((1 - a)(1 - s>>u4 = 1 - 2{a/?(l - a)(1 - B)}‘@
and
1 + (ajI)‘j2 + ((1 - a)(1 - /?)}‘I2
= 2 - 4{a/3(1 - a)(1 - j?)}lp + 2{afi(l - a)(1 - jI)}‘14.
Dividing both sides by 2 and then taking the square root of both sides, we
deduce the second equality of(i).
In order to derive further modular equations, we need to obtain expressions
for a, j?, and various radicals in a and /I in terms of a positive parameter t,
which we define by
a/I = P.

(19.2)

(1 - a)(1 - j?) = (1 - t)*.

(19.3)

Hence, from part (i),
It now follows that a and B are roots of the quadratic equation
x2 - (1 + te - (1 - t)*}X + t* = 0.

(19.4)

Now,
(1 + t* - (1 - tyy2 - 4t8
= (1 + t* - (1 - t)* + 2t4) (1 + t* - (1 - t)* - 2t4)
= ((1 + t4)Z - (1 - t)“>((l - t4)2 - (1 - t)“}
= ((1 + t4) - (1 - t)“} ((1 + t4) + (1 - t)“} ((1 - t4)
- (1 - t)“} ((1 - t4) + (1 - q”>
= 16t2(2t2 - 3t + 2)(1 - t + t2)2(2 - t + t2)(1 - t)2(1 - t + 2t2).
Hence, solving (19.4), we obtain the roots
a,/I = *(l + t*) - $(l - t)* + 2t(l - t)(l - t + t2)
x ((2t2 - 3t + 2)(2 - t + P)(l - t + 2P)}“2.

(19.5)

Clearly, from the definition of a modular equation, a is the larger root. For
brevity, we then write
a=A+BR

and b=A-BR,

where
A = +(l + t*) - )(l - t)*,
B = 2t(l - t)(l - t + t2),
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and
R = ((2 - 3t + 2t2)(2 - t + t*)(l - t + 2t2))“2.

(19.6)

From (19.4),
(a f t4)2 = ((1 f t‘+)2 - (1 - t)E}a,
and so by the same factorization process as used above,
a + t4 = 2(1 - t + t2)(at(2 - 3t + 2t2)}“2
and
a - t4 = 2(1 - t){at(l - t + 2t2)(2 - t + t2)}“2,

(19.7)

for clearly, by (19.2), a > t4. Consequently, by addition,
Jx = (1 - t + t2){t(2 - 3t + 2t2)}“2
+ (1 - t){t(l - t + 2P)(2 - t + P)}‘?

(19.8)

If a is replaced by /3, the only change in the preceding argument is that the
sign of the second radical must be changed, since B < t4. Hence,
JB = (1 - t + P){t(2 - 3t + 2P)}“2
- (1 - t){t(l - t + 2P)(2 - t + P)}“?

(19.9)

It is quite obvious from (19.2) and (19.3) that expressions for G
and
J1-s
can be obtained by replacing t by 1 - t and choosing the appropriate
signs of the radicals. Therefore,
Ji-z

= (1 - t + t2)((1 - t)(l - t + 2t2)}“2
- t{(l - t)(2 - 3t + 2t2)(2 - t + t2)}“2

(19.10)

and
J1-B

= (1 - t + P){(l - t)(l - t + 2ty
+ t((1 - t)(2 - 3t + 2P)(2 - t + t2)}“2.

To calculate ,/m

(19.11)

in its simplest form, it is perhaps wise to let

t = $(l - u). Thus, replacing t by 1 - t has the effect of changing the sign of u.

Under this change of variable, (19.8) and (19.10) take the shapes, respectively,
8 ,/it = (3 + u’)((l

- u)(2 + u + u~)}“~

+ (1 + u){(l - u)(2 - u + u2)(7 + u2)}“2
and
8Ji-7

= (3 + u2){(1 + u)(2 - u + .2)}1’2
- (1 - u)((l + u)(2 + u + u2)(7 + u”)}“?

Hence,
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64 a(1 - a) 1/Z
~
= ((3 + u2)Z - (1 - u2)(7 + #2)}{4 + 3u2 + u4}1’2
( 1 -u2 >
+ (3 + u2)(7 + u2)“2{(1 + u)(2 - u + u2)
- (1 - u)(2 + u + u’)}
= (2 + 12~’ + 2u4){4 + 3u2 + u~)“~
+ 2u(3 + 4u2 + u4)(7 + u2)1’2
= 3{(4 + 3u2 + u4p2 + u(7 + u2)1’2}3.
Therefore,

( t)>
a( 1 - a) lb

~
t(1 -

= a((4 + 3u2 + u4p2 + u(7 + u2p2>.

(19.12)

Similarly, from (19.9) and (19.1l),

B(l- B)lb= a((4 + 3u2 + u4p2
( t(1 - t)>

- u(7 + u2p2>.

(19.13)

On squaring (19.12), we deduce that
= 9{2 + 5u2 + u4 + ~(28 + 25u2 + 10u4 + u~)“~}
= )(2 - 7t + llt2 - 8t3 + 4t4 + (1 - 2t)R},

(19.14)
where R is defined by (19.6). It is seenfrom (19.13) that an analogous analysis
yields

1’3= &(2 + 5u2 + u4 = 3{2 - 7t + lit’

~(28 + 25u2 + 10u4 + u~)“~}

- 8t3 + 4t4 - (1 - 2t)R).

(19.15)

Hence, by (19.14) and (19.15),

are the roots of the quadratic equation
x2 - $(2 + 5u2 + u”)x + A(1 - u2)2 = 0,

(19.16)

or
x2 - (2 - 7t + lit’

- 8t3 + 4t4)x + t2(1 - t)2 = 0.

In the proofs of Entries 13(iv), (v), we derived formulas for the multiplier
m from Entry 9(iii). In the absence of any formula analogous to Entry 9(iii),
we must proceed differently here. Thus, in order to find a parametric representation for m, it seems necessary to use Entry 24(vi) of Chapter 18 with
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n = 7, namely,
,2 = ,PU - BIda
qc&.qa)

(19.17)

By differentiating (19.4) with respect to t, we find that
(2a - (1 + t* - (1 - Q8})g = 8({t’ + (1 - t)‘)a - t’),
with a similar equation involving /I. Hence, from (19.17) and (19.2),

m2= -,B(l - B) it’ + (1 - O’b - t’
a(1 - a) (t’ + (1 - t)‘}B - t’
= -71-/3Bs+t(l-t)‘-/?
1 - a t* + t(1 - t)’ - a
= -7t(l

- 0’ - B{(l - t)* + t(1 - t,‘}
t(1 - t)’ - a((1 - t)* + t(1 - t)‘}’

where in the last step we multiplied out the numerator and denominator and
then substituted for /I” and a2 by (19.4). Hence, upon cancellation and the use
of (19.2) and (19.4),
m2 = -7- t-P
t-a
== -7

7

(t - P)”
t2 - (a + /?)t + aB
(t - /v2
t2 - (1 + t8 - (1 - t)8}t + t*

(t - m2
= t’(1 - t)‘(l - t + t2)2’

(19.18)

Consequently,
t-8
(19.19)
In = t(1 - t)(l - t + t2)’
We have, indeed, chosen the proper square root, becausefrom the first equality
in (19.18) and the fact that a > j?, it follows that B < t.
We are now in a position to easily prove (ii)-(
PROOF OF

(ii). By (19.5), (19.6), and (19.19),
m=

t - 3(1 + P) + 3(1 - t)* + 2t(l - t)(l - t + t2)R
t(1 - t)(l - t + t2)

= -3+8t-6t2+4t3+2R.

(19.20)
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It follows that
(1 - 2t)m = -3 + 14t - 22t2 + 16t3 - gt4 + 2(1 - 2t)R.
Hence, from ( 19.15),
(1 - 2t)m = urn = 1 - 4

B(1- B)1’3
(
>
t(l’

(19.21)

and from (19.2) and (19.3),
mzl-4(4:i;$a)“‘*

l-4r;;;+;)1114
= ((1 - a)(1 - /3)}@ - (a/I)“”

(l-t)-t

and this is the first formula of (ii).
The second formula of (ii) follows from the first by the process of
reciprocation.
PROOF OF

(iii). Observe that, by (19.2), (19.3), and (19.19),

= m{l - t(1 - t)}
= m(1 - {afi(l - a)(1 - j?)}“8).
Employing part (i), we readily deduce the first formula of (iii).
The second formula of (iii) is simply the reciprocal of the first.
(iv). The first formula in (iv) is achieved by substituting for t and
1 - t from (19.2) and (19.3) in the obvious identity

PROOF OF

l&1+$).
The second part of (iv) is the reciprocal of the first.
PROOFOF (v). Let
T:= (t4 - /I)((1 - 8) - (1 - t)“}.
First, by (19.3), (19.10), and (19.11),
l-B-(l-t)‘+=Jiq(Ji-q-J1-Go
= Jiq2t((l

- t)(2 - 3t + 2t2)(2 - t + ty.

Using an analogue of (19.7) and the identity above, we deduce that
T = 2(1 - t){j?t(l - t + 2?)(2 - t + t2)}“2
x 2t((l - /q(l - t)(2 - 3t + 2t2)(2 - t + t2)}“2
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= 4P(l - t)2(2 - t + t2)2((1 - t + 2t2)(2 - 3t + 2t2)}“2

42

$$
(

=&l-P7
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>

) ( + u2)(4 + 3u2 + u4p2

where, as above, u = 1 - 2t and where we utilized (19.12) and (19.13). Rearranging terms, we arrive at
T = &l

- u2)2(7 + u2)

-4(1 - +I$~}
l/3

by (19.16). Now, from (19.21),
-~(&!&++!d~+‘+~

Hence,
2’3 + (l+ $mW(l - U”)]

u2)3
64u2 (4(1 - u2)2 - i(l - u2)
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Solving for m2, we deduce that

which is precisely the first formula of(v).
The second formula of(v) is the reciprocal of the first.
We remark here that Entries lO(iii), 11(i), (ii), and 12(iii) in Chapter 17 can
be employed to convert the former equality of (v) into the theta-function
identity

fP4(-ct4)+ q3 @“(q’) ti4(-q7) _
(
>
(P4(-q2)

m

-

11/“(-4)

8q2f4(-414)
f4(-q2)

=

1
*

No direct proof of this fascinating identity has ever been constructed.
PROOF OF (vi). By (19.18),

Hence, by (19.2), (19.3), and part (i),

= m2{1 - t(1 - t)}’
= m2(&1 + (I$)“~ + ((1 - a)(1 - /1)}1’2))“2,
which is the former formula of (vi). The second is the reciprocal of the first.
PROOF OF (vii). From (19.20),

m = -(l

- 2t)(3 - 2t + 2t2) + 2R,

and so
m2 = (3 - 8t + 6t2 - 4t3)2 + 4R2 - 4R(l - 2t) - 8R(l - 2t)(l - t + t2).
Using (19.5) and (19.15), we deduce from the foregoing equality that
m2 _ 8 m - b) 1’3_ 4;1--2;;~
( t(1 - t) >
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= (3 - 8t + 6t2 - 4t3)* + 4R2 - 4(2 - 7t + lit* - 8t3 + 4t4)

after a rather tedious calculation. Hence, from the equality above, (19.2), and
(19.3),

which yields the first formula of (vii). The second is the reciprocal of the first.
(viii). From the analysis leading to (19.20), it is clear that similar
reasoning yields the companion formula
7
-= -3+8t-6t2+4t3-2R.
(19.22)
m
Adding this formula to (19.20), we find that
PROOF OF

m - T= -6 + 16t - 12t* + 8t3
m
= 2{t - (1 - t)}{2 + t2 + (1 - t)‘}.
(19.23)
Formula (viii) now follows at once upon the use of (19.2) and (19.3).
In the notebooks (p. 240), Entry 19(viii) contains two misprints.
PROOF OF

(ix). By (19.2) and (19.3), P = t(1 - t)fi,

and by (19.16),

= 2 + 5(1 - 2ty + (1 - 2t)4
4t(l - t)
= 2 - 7t(l - t) + 4?(1 - t)*
t(1 - t)
0
=p-7+2fiP,
P
which completes the proof of (ix).
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Ramanathan [lo] has given a different proof of (ix).
PROOF OF (x). From part (i),

(1 - P4)s = (1 - ((r/?)“8)8 = (1 - a)(1 - ,!?)=
Dividing both sides by P, we find that
(1 - PQ),

which immediately yields the desired result.
PROOF OF (xi). From the second formula of part (i),

1 - {sin(p + v)sin(p - v)cos(j~ + v)cos(p - v)}“~
= ()(l + sin@ + v)sin(p - v) + cos(p + v)cos(p - v)))“’
= ($(l + cos(2v)))“2 = cos v,
and so
sin(2p + 2v)sin(2p - 2v) = 4(1 - cos v)~;
that is,
cos72v) - cos2(2/A)= 4(1 - cos v)“.
Hence,
COS72~)= (2 cos2 v - 1)2 - 4(1 - cos v)”
= 16 cos3 v - 28 cos’ v + 16 cos v - 3
= (2 cos v - 1)2(4 cos v - 3),
and so the proof of (xi) is complete.
Employing the theory of modular forms, Raghavan [l], [2] and Raghavan
and Rangachari [l] have proved several results in this chapter.

CHAPTER

20

Modular Equations of Higher and Composite Degrees

In this chapter, we continue to examine Ramanujan’s discoveries about modular equations. In the previous chapter, modular equations of degrees 3,5, and
7 were derived. Modular equations of degrees 11,13,17,19,23,31,47,
and 71
are established in this chapter. Also, modular equations of composite degree,
or “mixed” modular equations, are studied. Most of the equations of the latter
type involve four distinct moduli, and so we begin by defining such a modular
equation. Let K, K’, L,, L;, L,, L;, L,, and Lj denote complete elliptic
integrals of the first kind corresponding, in pairs, to the moduli &, fi, fi,
and $, and their complementary moduli, respectively. Let nl, n,, and n3 be
positive integers such that n3 = n1n2. Suppose that the equalities
K’
ntz=G,

L;

K’
L;
n2K=G,

and

K’

L;

n3-=(0.1)
K J53
hold. Then a “mixed” modular equation is a relation between the moduli 4,
&?, ,/$, and $ that is induced by (0.1). In such an instance, we say that B,
y, and 6 are of degrees n,, n,, and n3, respectively. Recalling that z, = #(q’),
we define the multipliers m and m’ by
m = zJz, , and m’ = z,Jz,,.
Amazingly, in this chapter, Ramanujan derives modular equations for
twenty distinct sets {n,, n2, n3} of degrees, namely,
3, 5, 15;
5, 27, 135;
3, 7, 21;
7, 9, 63;
3, 9,27;
7, 17, 119;
7, 25, 175;
3, 11, 33;
9, 15, 135;
3, 13, 39;
3, 21,63;
9, 23,207;
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3, 29, 87;
5, 7, 35;
5, 11, 55;
5, 19,95;

11, 13, 143;
11,21, 231;
13, 19, 247;
15, 17, 255.

Hardy [l, p. 2201 recorded, without proof, two modular equations for the
triple { 3,5,15} of degrees. Otherwise, none of Ramanujan’s work on “mixed”
modular equations had been published until Berndt, Biagioli, and Purtilo
[ l]-[3] published proofs of a small portion of Ramanujan’s modular equations in Chapters 19 and 20.
In Chapter 19, we employed the theory of theta-functions and elementary,
but often complicated and tedious, algebra to prove Ramanujan’s modular
equations. For many of the modular equations of this chapter, we have been
unable to establish them by these techniques. Instead, we have had to invoke
the theory of modular forms. In some ways, this approach is the best of the
three methods of attack. The first two methods become rapidly more difficult
as the degree of the modular equation increases, while the complexity of the
approach through modular forms increases only slightly as the degree increases.Becausea modular equation is always equivalent to an identity among
theta-functions of several arguments, the theory of modular forms provides
the theoretical backdrop explaining the raison d’etre for such identities. The
primary disadvantage of this method, as well as most elementary algebraic
approaches, is that the modular equation must be known in advance. Thus,
the proofs are perhaps more aptly called verifications.
In order to avoid a lengthy diversion later in the sequel, it seemsadvisable,
at this juncture, to present the theory of modular forms that will be necessary
to establish many of Ramanujan’s modular equations. General references are
Rankin’s book [2] and Petersson’s notes [ 1).
Let 2 denote the upper half-plane, that is, % = {r: Im(r) > O}. Put q =
e nir, where r E %. For each A4 = (: f;) E M,+(R), the set of real 2 x 2 matrices
with positive determinant, the bilinear transformation M(z) is defined by
az + b
MT

:=

M(z)

:=

a.

It is easy to see that composition of bilinear transformations is compatible
with matrix multiplication; that is, M(Sz) = (MS)r, for any M, S E M:(W). For
A4 E M:(R), it is well known that M(r) maps &? onto Z and R u (00) onto
itself.
For each real number I, we define the stroke operator of weight r by
(&$4)(z)

= (det M)“*(M

: r)-‘f(Mr),

where (A4 : z) = (cz + d) and the power is determined by taking --A I
arg(M : z) < X. We usually suppress the index and write the left side above as
f 1M. This operator satisfies the equality

flMS = 4M wvw,

(0.2)
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which Knopp [l, p. 521 calls the consistency condition, where
a(M, s) = eZnirw(M,S),
and where
271w(M, S) = arg(M : Sr) + arg(S : r) - arg(MS : 7).
The value of w(M, S) is either 1, 0, or - 1 and is independent of z. It is not
difficult to seethat if either M or S has the form (g i), with a and d positive,
then w(M, S) = 0. Hence,
flMS

= flMlS,

a fact that we shall use without comment many times in the sequel.
We shall usually write fin and fl: as abbreviations for fl(;; y) andfl(t
respectively. Similarly, fl: i; is an abbreviation for fl(: f;).
If A = (: I;) and n is a positive integer, we define

II),

(0.3)
which have the properties
fl’“‘Aln

= flnlA

= &,A

i.

(0.4)

The modular group lY(1) is defined by
r(1) =

EM;(Z):ad-bc=l

We shall be concerned with certain subgroups of the modular group, namely,

r, =
r”(n) =

~r(l):a

+

c

c b + d(mod2)

,

E r(1): b E O(mod n)

and

r,(n)
=
where n is a positive integer. The index of T’(2) in r(1) is 6. The subgroups
r,(2), r’(2), and r, form a conjugacy class in r(l), and their intersection is
r(2). Each of them has index 3 in r(1) and index 2 over r(2). Also,

ml): r,(n)) = n lJ (1 + $
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where the product is over all primes p dividing n. See the books of Rankin [2,
pp. 26,291 or Schoeneberg [l, Chap. 4, @3.2,4.2] for proofs of these facts.
We always denote by I a subgroup of I( 1) with finite index. Such a group
acts on J!? u Q u {co} by the transformation V(r), for I/ E I, and this induces
an equivalence relation; the equivalence classes are called orbits. We call
P E 2 u Q u {co} a fundamental set for I if it contains one element of each
equivalence class, and 9 n (Q u (co}), which is always a finite set, is called a
complete set of inequivalent cusps.
A function f: Z + $7is a modular form if there is a subgroup I E r(1) of
finite index, a real number r, and a function u: I + {z E V: lz[ = l} such that
the following three conditions hold:
(i) f is analytic on #.
(ii) fl V = u(V)f, for all V E r.
(iii) Let A E I(l) and U = (h i). Define
N = min{k > 0: fA-‘UkA

E r}

and
fA = cT(A,A-‘)j-lA-‘.
Then there exist an integer m,, complex numbers b,,, with m 2 m,, and a
real number rcwith 0 I K < 1, such that fA has the expansion
fA(z) = 2 bme2Xi++K)/h’,
lll=lltlJ
in some half-plane {r: Im t > h 2 O}.
The weight off is I and the multiplier system for f is u. The set of all modular
forms on I of weight I and multiplier system u is denoted by {I, I, u}. The
positive integer N = N(T; c) is called the width of I at the cusp c = A-loo.
The cusp parameter rc = rc(T; c) is defined by
e2niK= u(A-’ U”A),

OIK<l.

If b,,,O# 0, then we write
OrMf;

0 = m. + K,

which is called the order off at c with Respect to r. We also write
ord(f; c) = y,
which is called the invariant order of S at [. For each z E &‘, ord(f; z) denotes
the order off at z, as an analytic function of z. The order off with respect to
I is defined by
Ord,(f;

z) = f ord(f; z),

where e E (1,2,3} is the order of z as a fixed point of r.
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We are now in a position to state the valence formula (see Rankin’s book
[2, Theorem 4.1.4, p. 98]), which is the most important fact for us as we employ
modular forms to establish theta-function identities. If f E:(r, r, u} and 9 is
any fundamental set for r, then, provided that f is not constant,
&

O&-Lf;

4 = w-,

(0.5)

Pr = Tw(0

n

(O-6)

where
If f E (L rl, ul> and g E (r2, rz, u2}, then fs E (rl n r,, rl + r2, ~1~2}
andf/g E (rl n r,, r1 - r,, u,/u,}. Observe thatf + g a modular form only
if rl = r,, in which case it is a form on the subgroup I- E l?, n r2 determined
by v1 = oz.
If f E {r, r, u>and A4 E Ml (Z), then by (0.2),

Thus, fl A4 is a modular form on M-’ TM with multiplier system v(M defined
by
o(MVM-‘,
WWV)

=

o(M

M)
7

v)

uW’M-‘I.

Let M = (;f y) and V = (: i). Then MVM-’
= (“)V, in the notation (0.3).
If f E {r, r, u>, then f(nz) = n -‘/2fln has multiplier system vln(V) = u((V),
by (0.7), since a(M, *) = 1. Thus, f(z) and f(nz) are modular forms on
r n M-‘TM.
In particular, if r = r(l), then r(1) n M-‘T(l)M
= To(n), and
f(r) and f(nr) are modular forms on r,,(n).
We shall need to determine the multiplier systems for the various thetafunctions that appear in the identities to be proved. To determine these
multiplier systems, it will be convenient to introduce some notation. Let
neg(c) = 1 or 0 according as c < 0 or not, respectively. We define a pair of
symbols closely related to the Legendre-Jacobi symbol (f). Let (c, d) = 1 with
c odd. Define

(Z)’=($7

VW

and for d # 0,
(0.9)
Finally, define

(4
0

-1

*=

(0.10)
-l-

These symbols possessproperties analogous to those of the Legendre-Jacobi
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symbol, and we summarize those that are needed in the sequel. If c and d are
odd, with (c, d) = 1, then
c

= (-

l)‘c-W-W

0L

f

*.

(0.11)

0

Also,

and

Similar properties hold for (5), .
Recall that the Dedekind eta-function r](r), z E Z, is defined by q(r) =
enir’12(q2; q2)m, where q = eniT. (See Section 22 of Chapter 16.) Now define

r+l
v2 2

z

v2 2
0
so(4 = -3
VW
h,(z) = 4Z0,

g1b) =

(

>

g2(z)

?b + 1) ’

= q2(2z)
xr’

(0.12)

h,(z) = -.v2b)

hltz) = e-W8 q2r++ :) ,

1(W

fl;
VT
T--l
0
Note that if r is replaced by r f 1, then q is replaced by -q, and if 22 is
substituted for r, q is supplanted by q2. Thus, from Entry 22 of Chapter 16,
we obtain the relations
41’24f( - 4) = .m,
d-4)

41’24f(4) = fl(3,
444) = Slbh

= gob),

P2f(-q2)
q”“4h2)

=

= VW,
92wv

(0.13)

PW-4)
= k(a
(P(-q2)
= h,(r).
PW)
= how,
We shall need to determine the multiplier systems for fj, gj, and hj, 0 I j I 2.
From the definitions of these functions, it is clear that we should employ the
multiplier system of q(r). From either the books of Knopp [l, p. 511 or
Rademacher [l, p. 1631,q(r) is a modular form of weight 3 on the full modular
group I( 1) with multiplier system v,, given by
e2xi{

-3c-bd(cz-l)+c(o+d)}/24
9

if c is odd,
(0.14)

e2ni{3(d-l)-ac(dz-l)+d(b-c)]/24

, if d is odd.

(Recall that the definitions of ($)* and (g), are given by (0.8)-(O.lO).) Setting
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MO= (A 8),Ml = (A i),andM, = (i? ?I,we may readily verify that fj, gj, and
hj are modular forms of weight 3 on q = r( 1) n Mjp’ I-( l)Mj, 0 I j I 2. Note
that r, = r’(2), r, = r,, and r, = r,(2). As observed earlier, r. n r, n r, =
I(2). Thus, all nine functions are modular forms of weight 3 on T(2). For
A = (: i) E T(2), their multiplier systems are given by
e ni(d-1)/4e2ni(ac(d2-l)+(b-4c)d/2)/24

3

*
eni(d-1)/4e2ni{ac(d2-l)+(b-c)d/2}/24

(0.16)

3

VJI(~)

=

2c

_

eni(d-1)/4e2ni{ac(d2-1)+(4b-c)d/2)/24
7

0d

(0.15)

(0.17)

*

(0.18)
(0.19)
(0.20)
(0.21)
e ni(d-1)/4eni(b-c)d/8

3

*

(0.22)

and
(0.23)

To prove these formulas, we first note that

Thus, (0.15) and (0.17) follow upon observing that 3(d2 - 1) is a multiple of
24. From the identity
(4; 4L(44; q4M-4;
we deduce that

-da

= (q2; q2L
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and (0.16) easily follows. Since go(r) = f~(r)/~(r), h,(r) = $(r)/fO(r), and so
on, the multiplier systems for gj and 5,O I j I 2, can readily be derived from
those of fj and q. Hence, (0.18)-(0.23) readily follow.
Each of the nine multiplier systems may be written in the form vF =
tit1 t2, where

to=(f)* Or(:)*p
ni(d-1)/4

tl=e

,

and
,z2

=

e2ni@W.c,dV48,

where Q is a polynomial in a, b, c, and d with integral coefficients.
If F(r) is any of the functions fi, gj, or hi, 0 5 j < 2, then, when n is
F(nr) is a modular form on

as seen after (0.7). Since (2, n) = 1, the index is multiplicative
Theorems 1.4.2, 1.4.3 ff]), and so

odd,

(Rankin [Z,

(r(l): r(2) n I,(n)) = 6n n
(0.24)
Pb
Also, from discourse after (0.7), the multiplier system of F(m) is (o,ln)(A) =
v,(‘“‘A). If (6, n) = 1, then
c - nc(mod 48),
n
and since every (nontrivial) term of @has exactly one factor of b or c, it follows
that
WG)

= i 5ollG.
0 *
By (0.25), the multiplier system of F(nz)/F(z) is equal to

WW)
n
u&q = 02 * K’,

(0.25)

(0.26)

and the multiplier system for F(r)F(nz) equals
(0.27)
= f Et;“.
0 *
We now offer a few remarks on orders and poles. The following lemma
allows us to calculate the orders at the cusps of a transformed function fl M.
The conditions permit cc as a cusp, in the form r/s = l/O.
~&O(W)(4
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Lemma 0.1. Suppose r and s are relatively prime integers, M = (: i) E Ml(H),
m = ad - bc, and g = (ar + bs, cr + ds). If f is a modular form, then

ord(flM;i)=$ord(f;M(L)).
PROOF. If A E I(l),

then from the definition of order,

ord(f; A-loo) = ord(f IA-‘; co).
If M = (8 i!, then MT takes eZnir into e2nih’ke2nigr’k.Thus,
ord(f IM; co) = Eord(f; co).

(0.28)

More generally, if M = (: f;), we choose A = ( ZS t) E I(1) so that A-‘co =
r/s. Then

= ord(flMA-‘;
co).
ord flM;i
(0.29)
(
>
Observe that the first column of MA-’ is (:;tf;,s). Thus, there exists B E I(1) so
that, for some h,
=: Ml.

Hence, by (0.28),
ord(f IMA-'; co) = ord(f IBM,; co) = ord(f IBIM,; co)
= $ord(f

IB; co) = $ord(f;

= $ord(f;

BM,oo)

Bco)

= %ord(f;

MA-‘co)

which, by (0.29), completes the proof.
Applying Lemma 0.1 to M = (A i), (k i), and (i y) and recalling (e.g., see
Rankin’s book [2, Theorem 4.1.2(i)]) that ord(q; [) = &for each c E Q u {co},
we obtain the following expressions for ord(F; r/s):
Table 1
F

48 ord(F;

?

b-9
(r +2J2s, 2)2

f2

(ST

2J2

r/s)

F

24 ord(F;

90
91
92

(I, +2)2s,-2)21 - 1
(r
(s, 2)2 - 1

r/s)

F

48 ord(F;

h,
ho
h,

4 - (r,
(r +2)2s, 2)2
4 - (s, 2)2

r/s)

Thus, for each of the nine functions, ord(F; r/s) 2 0 for every r/s E Q u (00).
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From the definition of q, it follows that ~(7) has no zeros or poles on %‘.
This and the conclusion above show that if F = fi, gj, or hj, 0 I j I 2, and
M E M,+(Z),
Ordr(F1 M; z) 2 0,

~E%YJQ~(~o},

for any group I on which FJM is a modular form.
Suppose now that F is a modular form of weight r without poles on
I = I(2) n IO(n), for some odd integer n 2 3. If the coefficients of q”, ql, . . . , qp
in F are equal to zero, then, since the width of I at cc is 2, it follows that
Ord,(F; co) 2 p + 1. Suppose further that p + 1 > rp,. Then
(0.30)

c Ord,(F; z) 2 Ord,(F; co) 2 p + 1 > rp,.
ZE9

We conclude that F E 0, for otherwise we have a contradiction to the valence
formula (0.5). In our applications, generally F will be a linear combination of
products of functions fj, gj, and hi, 0 I j I 2.
We now obtain what is known as the reciprocal relation by applying a
stroke operator and show how this helps in reducing the amount of computation needed in proving a modular equation.
Let n be odd. Choose B = (: I;) E I’(l) such that d E 0 (mod n), and set
M = B(G 7). In the present situation, we assume B E I’(2), and, to aid in
computation, we require that b E c E 0 (mod 16), (f) = 1, d E 1 (mod 8), and
UC E cd E bd = 0 (mod 3).
For each modular form F of weight 3 on I(2) with multiplier system up,
F(z)1 M = o,(B)Fln

(0.31)

= n1’4u,(B)F(n~)

and
F(nz)lM

= n-“4FlnlM

= n-“4F
=n

I I
an
c

b n
d/n 0

0
n
F(4.

(0.32)

If F = ?I,fi, gj, or hj, 0 I j I 2, then the conditions that we imposed on B
imply that uF(B) = (i), and also that

where c0 = c or 2c and where we have used the facts that (2) = 1 and d/n z n
(mod 8). Hence, by (0.31) and (0.32),
F(z)lM

= nil4

i
0

and

*

FW,

if F = q, fj, gj, hj, 0 I j I 2,

(0.33)
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ifF

=

v,fl,

go,

gl,

g2,

h,

(0.34)

=
n-1/4

2

c
00

d*

eni(n-1)‘4F(z), if F = fo, fi, ho, h,,

n*

since (i) = 1. Combining these, we deduce that

(0.35)

if F = fo, fi, ho, h,,
and
n-1/2eni(n-1)/4

F(z)
ifF

=

v,h,

go,

gl,

F(nz)’

2_

n-1/2
i

0

exi(n-1)/4

hl,

(0.36)
F(z)

if F = fo, f2,

F(nz)’

n

92,

ho,

h2.

For n = 11, 19, we shall also be considering gj(2r) and gj(2nr), j = 1, 2, in
the sequel. First, by (0.33),
(gjl2(Z))lM = gj a 2b n 2
I c/2 d II

Second, by (0.34),
(gjl2(nT))lM = n-“4gj/21nlBln

=n -114gj
=n

na
I c/2

2b
2
d/n I
eni(n-1)/4gj(T)12.

Hence,ifn=llor19andj=lor2,

(gj12(z)).gj12(nz))lM = -bjlW)gjl2(n~)-

(0.37)

Applying this operator M to an equality involving modular forms yields a
new equality that is either valid or invalid together with the original. This new
equality can also be obtained from the theory of modular equations and is
known as the reciprocal relation. (See Section 24(u) of Chapter 18.)
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Lemma 0.2. Let F and A4 be as abooe, and let r = r(2) n I?,(n). Then
(i) f = M(a)
c

(ii) Ordr(FIM;

is a cusp that is not equivalent

to 00 modulo r;

co) = Ordr

(i). If A E I and A co = r/s, then n 1s. Since B = (: i) E I( 1) and n 1d,
then n j c. Hence, r/s # a/c, and the proof of(i) is complete.
PROOF OF

PROOF OF

(ii). Recall that U = (A i). If k E Z+,

if and only if 2nl k. Thus, N(T; a/c) = 2n. Since M = (E i), an application of
Lemma 0.1 with r/s = l/O and 9 = n yields
Ord,(FlM;

co) = N(I; co) ord(FIM;

co)

This completes the proof of (ii).
As before, suppose that F is a modular form of weight I without poles on
I = I(2)nro(n), where n is an odd integer, n 2 3. If Ord,(F; a/c), Ordr(F; co) 2
P + 1 > frp,, then
1 Ordr(F; z) 2 Ordr(F; co) + Ordr

ZE;9

2 2/4 + 2 > rp,.

(0.38)

By the valence formula (OS), this is a contradiction unless F E 0. In conclusion, by Lemma 0.2 and (0.38), we only need to show that the coefficients of
q”, ql, . . ., q’ are equal to 0 in both F and FIM to conclude that F = 0.
In summary, the number of terms that must be computed without using
the reciprocal relation is generally equal to the total number of terms that
must be computed using the reciprocal relation. But in the latter approach,
half are in one identity and half are in the reciprocal identity. This produces
a considerable savings of time, as lower order terms are much easier to
compute than higher order terms. Moreover, if the modular equation, or
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theta-function equivalent, is self-reciprocal, then the number of terms to be
computed is actually halved.
Another approach, based on the theory of modular forms, to proving
certain identities in Chapters 19 and 20 has been devised by R. J. Evans [l].
His elegant methods are more analytical and less computational than the
methods described in the preceding pages. Instead of working on the subgroup
I,,(n), Evans employs IO(n). Evans’ ideas are especially valuable in proving
identities in which the quotients

zmn/p_ l--2mlp)

*f(--q
G,,,(z):= G,,,,(z) := (- l)mqm(3m-p)‘(2p
) f (_ q,,,P; _ &,,p)

(0.39)

appear, where m is a positive integer, p is an odd positive integer (usually a
prime), and q = e2niz.
Let z E X and y E %. The fundamental function employed by Evans is the
classical theta-function
&(y, z) = f exp(rciz(n + 3)” + 2ni(n + *)(y - +))
“=-al
= _ ieni(Y+z/4)(e2niYq)m(e-2xiY)co(q)oo,

(0.40)

by the Jacobi triple product identity.
So that we may eventually relate 9, to modular forms in z of arbitrary
weight, following H. M. Stark [l, Eq. (lo)], we set, for U, u E ‘3 and z E Z,
9,(uz
cp(u,

u;

z)

=

+

0,

z)

enWuz+N
1(z)

*

The function cpis analytic in each variable, for z E Y? and u, u E W.Furthermore, put
F(u, u; z) := ?(Z)cp(U,0; 4,

(0.41)

F(u; z) := F(u, 0; z) = tjqz)cp(u,0; z).

(0.42)

and, when u = 0,

Combining (0.40), (0.41), and (0.42), we find that
F(u, u; z) = eni”(“z+“)$l(uz + u, z)
= -i .=g, (- 1)” exp(niz(n + u + 3)’ + niu(2n + u + 1))
= -ie.

ni(r(u+l/2)2+v(u+l)}

2niv
(e

u+l
4

L(e-2”i”q%(4)m.

(0.43)

In particular, for u = 0,
F(u; z) = eniu2zgl(UZ, z) = _ i $ (_ l)nq(n+u+1/2)2/2
n=-cc
iq(“+1/2)2/2(qu+l)00(q-U)co(q)m.
=

(0.W
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From the series in (0.43), it is easily seen that, for arbitrary integers I and s,
F(u + r, u + s; z) = (- eniu)s( - emni”)r( - l)ISF(u, u; z)

(0.45)

and that
F(-24, -u; 2) = -F(u, u; z).
In particular, when u = 0,
F(u + 1; z) = -F(u; z)

(0.46)

F( - u; z) = - F(u; z).

(0.47)

and
By (0.44), for fixed z E &‘, the zeros of P(u; z) are the points u in the lattice
Z + Zz-‘, and these zeros are simple. Thus, F(2u; z)/F(u; z) is an entire function of u. The following lemma shows, in fact, that F(2u; z)/F(u; z) is a linear
combination of F($ + u; 32) and F($ - u; 32).
Lemma 0.3. For z E A? and u E 59,
F(2u; z)
= F(+ + u; 32) + F(+ - u; 32).
iv(z) ~
J’(u; 4

(0.48)

PROOF.Replace all the functions in (0.48) by their triple products, found in
(0.44) above and Entry 22(iii) of Chapter 16. Setting a = 4” and simplifying,
we find that
t-w;

4L(--a-1;

4Mazq; 42Ma-2q; q2M4; 4h

= a-‘(a3q; q3LW3q2;
+ (a3q2; q3LW3q;

q3Mq3; q3),
q3M3;

q3),.

(0.49)

However, (0.49) is just a version of the quintuple product identity. To seethis,
apply the Jacobi triple product identity to each theta-function on the left side
of (38.9) in Chapter 16 and then replace z by -a in (38.9). This completes the
proof.
We focus on the quotients F(2u; z)/F(u; z) when u is a rational number m/p,
with p odd. Thus, if m and p are integers with p odd and p > 1, define
G(m; z) := (- 1)”

Wmh; 4
F(mlp; 4 *

(0.50)

By (0.46), for fixed p and z, G(m; z) depends only on the residue class of m
(mod p), since p is odd. By (0.47),
G(m; z) = G( - m; z) = G(p - m; z).

By the product representation of F(u; z) in (0.44), G(O;z) = 2, and so

(0.51)
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G(m; z) = 2,

if p(m.

(0.52)

By the Jacobi triple product identity, (O&I), and (0.47),
z)*
f( _ q”, - ql-“) = _ ~q-‘“-uw2qU;
Thus,
F(2u; z)
F(u;=q

4ju-1),2 A- q2”, - 9’-2”)
j-(-q”,
-P)
’

and so
qm;

pz) = (_ lyqM3m-rM2p)

j-(-p,
A-4”,

-qr2m)
-4p-“)

.

(0.53)

This shows that
G,,(z) = G(m; z),
where G,(z) is given by (0.39) and G(m; z) is given by (0.50).
We need one additional fact before we prove some theorems about G,,,(z).
From (0.41), (0.14), and Stark’s work [l, Eq. (17)],
F(u, u; Vz) = u,“(V),/=

F(u,, u,; z),

(0.54)

where u, u E %‘,z E 2, I/ = (: i) E r(l), and (uy, uV) is a row vector defined by
(uy, uy) = (u, u)V = (au + cu, bu + du).

(0.55)

Theorem 0.4. Let p be an odd integer exceeding 1, and let E,, 8, (1 < r I s) be
nonzero integers with

&,/I: + *.* + E,P,~= 0 (mod p).

(0.56)

Then
g(z) := c n

ln r

GW,;

z)Er E (r’(p),

0, I>,

(0.57)

where the sum is over all m (mod p), and the product is over all r with 1 5 r <- s.
Moreouer, g(z) has no poles on H or at the cusp 0.

PROOF.Let V = (“, i) E l?‘(p). We first prove that g satisfies the transformation
formula
z E 2,
N4 = g(z),
of a modular function. By (0.42), (0.50), and (0.57),

(0.58)

(0.59)

By (0.52), the expression within braces in (0.59) is to be interpreted as 2 when
pimp,. Applying the transformation (0.54), with the notation (0.55), we find that
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Since plb, mj?,b/p is an integer. Thus, by (0.60) and (0.45), with I = 0 = u,
(0.61)
where
E

(m)

=

(_

(0.62)

l)mS,(a+l+b/p)e3niobm~~~/p*

I

Using (0.50), we may rewrite (0.61) as
Mz’z) = c n {M4G(mBra;

(0.63)

41er.

Now, by (0.62),
3aiabm’

fl E,(mF = exp nim(a + 1 + b/p) c E,/?, + pz
r

I

7 H’).

(0.64)

The sums c, E,/?,and 1, s,p,Zclearly have the same parity, and the latter sum
is a multiple of p by (0.56). Thus, if a is odd, the right side of (0.64) equals 1.
If a is even, then b is odd because ad - bc = 1, and so again the right side of
(0.64) equals 1. Thus, (0.63) reduces to the equality
(0.65)
g(Vz) = c n G(m&a; z)e,.
In I
Since ad - bc = 1 and pjb, (a, p) = 1. Thus, am runs through a complete
residue system (mod p) when m does. Thus, (0.58) follows from (0.65).
If m/p E Z, then G(m; z) = 2 for all z E &‘, by (0.52). If m/p $ Z, then since
m/p is not half of an integer, both F(2m/p; z) and F(m/p; z) are analytic
functions of z on ti that never vanish on &’ by (0.44). It follows from the
definition of g in (0.57), that g(z) is analytic on SE It remains to show that g(z)
is meromorphic at every cusp Leo (L E r(1)) with no pole at the cusp 0.
By (0.50), (0.54), and (0.55), for each integer m and L = (I: $) E r(l),
GM; W = (-- 1)”

Wmalp,
F(ma,p

2mPlp; 4
mb,p. z) 9
>
9

(0.66)

where, by (0.52), the right side of (0.66) is to be interpreted as 2 if plm. By (0.43)
and (0.66), for each pair of integers m, E,G(m; Lz)” has a Fourier expansion of
the form
G(m; Lz)e = f

akeZnizniP,

n=N

where N is finite. Thus, g(Lz) also has a Fourier expansion of this form and
therefore is meromorphic at every cusp. This completes the proof that g(z) E
(r’(p), 0, l}. It remains to show that g(z) has no pole at the cusp 0.
To prove this, we show that, for each integer m, G,,,(- l/z) has a Fourier
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expansion of the form
‘A,(- l/z) = f. VI”,

(0.67)

co = 2( - 1)” cos(nm/p) # 0.

(0.68)

where
If p(m, then (0.67) and (0.68) are true because G,,,(- l/z) = 2, by (0.52). Suppose
that p j m. Then by (0.66),
G,,,(- l/z) = (- 1)” ;;

z2;;‘,;).
7
>

(0.69)

Now, from (0.43),
4 -“~F(o,

- m/p; z) = _ i .=$, (_ lye -Ri(2n+l)m/pq(n2+n)/2

(0.70)

= -2”z0(-lrsin

From elementary trigonometry, we seethat (0.67) and (0.68) follow from (0.69)
and (0.70).
Corollary 0.5. Let p be a prime such that p > 5 and p = 1 (mod 4). Let R denote
the set of quadratic residues (mod p) between 1 and p/2. Then
(0.71)

h(z) := n G&z) + (- l)(p2-1)/8
BER
is in (r’(p),

0, l> and has no poles on SF or at the cusp 0.

In Theorem 0.4, let s = (p - 1)/4, let E, = 1 (1 < I < s), and let
P1, . . . , & denote the members of R. (Note that ( + 8,: 1 5 r I s} is a complete
set of quadratic residues (mod p).) Set B = S: + ..* + /I,“. If g is a primitive
root (mod p),

PROOF.

2 rFR

8,’

+

2

,FR

(s8r)2

=

‘.f
m=l

m2

=

0 (mod

p),

and therefore B(l + g2) E 0 (mod p). Since p > 5, 1 + g2 f 0 (mod p), and so
B = 0 (mod p). Thus, (0.56) holds. For g(z), as defined by (0.57),
g(z) = 5 pvR WNR 4 = 2(p-1)‘4 + z
!;I=1

)-JR G,(z) +
=

c

#vN G,(z),

(&

by (0.52), where N is the set of s quadratic nonresidues (mod p) between 0 and
p/2. Therefore,

g(z) = 2(p-1)‘4 + +(p - 1) n G&z) + c G,(z) .
PER
BEN
>

(0.72)
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BY WO),
(P-1)/2

n G,(z) jjN GB(z)= ll
PER

G,,,(z)= (- l)(~~-~)l~“fl;I
=

(_

;;;;z”,’

l)WfV8,

since F(u; z) = F( 1 - u; z) by (0.46) and (0.47). Using this calculation in (0.72),
we deduce that
g(z) = 2(p-1)‘4 + $(p - l)h(z),
where h(z) is defined by (0.71). The result now follows from Theorem 0.4.
Corollary 0.6. Let p be a prime = 1 (mod 4), and let /3 be a primitive fourth root
of unity (mod p). Then for E = 1 or - 1,
k,(z) := mt$dp) GV; W(Bm;
is in {r’(p),

4

0, l} and has no poles on Y? or at the cusp 0.

PROOF. Apply Theorem 0.4 with s = 2, s1 = s2 = E,p1 = 1, and fiZ = /I.

Corollary 0.7. Let p be odd and greater than 1. Then
g(z) := ncm;dp) Wz)
is in {r’(p),

0, l} and has no poles on SF or at the cusp 0.

PROOF. This follows from Theorem 0.4 with s = 1, .sl = p, and fil = 1.

If p is an odd prime, Theorem 0.4 provides a method for proving identities
of the type
(0.73)
g(z) = E(z),
where g(z) is given by (0.57) and E(z) is a relatively simple function in
{T’(p), 0, l}. The idea is to construct a function E(z) E {r’(p), 0, l} with no
poles, except possibly at the cusp co, such that g(z) - E(z) has a zero at co.
Then since 0 and co are the only inequivalent cusps (mod r”(p)) when p is
prime (Schoeneberg [l, pp. 87-88]), it follows from Theorem 0.4 that g(z) E(z) has no poles at all. But the only entire modular functions in {I’O(p), 0, l}
are constants (Rankin [2, p. 108]), and so g(z) - E(z) is a constant, which, of
course, must be zero. Thus, (0.73) follows.
To examine g(z) at 00, we need the Fourier expansion of g(z). Thus, we must
determine the Fourier expansion of G,,,(z).This can be obtained by utilizing
Lemma 0.3 in conjunction with (0.44) and Entry 22(iii) of Chapter 16. Thus,
by Lemma 0.3, which we saw was equivalent to the quintuple product identity,
and (0.44),
l(z)(-

l)mqm;

z)

=

i

n=-CO

(_

lyyq3(n+ml~-1/W/2

+

qW-m/~-UW/2).

(0.74)
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Since G(m; z) = G(p - m; z), by(0.51), wemay assume that 1 s m 5 (p - 1)/2.
Isolating the terms in (0.74) with n = 0, + 1, we find that
vtz)t - l)“‘Gtw 4
=4

U24q(3~*-wMW){

1 +

qmlp-qW2m)/p-

q(p+3Wp

_

q(2P-WlP

+

o($)}.

(0.75)

By Entry 22(iii) in Chapter 16,
q(z) = ql’=(l

- q - q2 + o(g)).

(0.76)

Thus, by (0.75) and (0.76), for 1 I m I (p - 1)/2,
(- l)yqm; z) = q(3~2-wYW2){ 1 + qd~ _ q(P--2WlP_ p+3m)lp
-q(2~--3mV~+ 4 + 4(P+W/P_ q(2r2m)/p _ q(3p--3m)/p+ o($)}
= 4’3+-wN(W){

1 +

g/p

_

q(~-2W~

+

o(~~/P)}.

(0.77)

To first illustrate the usefulness of the theory developed above, we give a
second proof of (18.2) in Entry 18(i) of Chapter 19. Recall that our first proof
was laboriously tedious. We reformulate (18.2) in terms of G,(z) and q(z) before
proving it.
Theorem 0.8 ((18.2) of Chapter 19). Zf p = 7, then
G:(z)+G;(z)+G;(z)=

-57-14(%)1-(gy.

(0.78)

PROOF. With

we seethat (0.78) is equivalent to
g(z)=&28(@&)L-2(@&)8.

(0.79)

By Corollary 0.7, the left side of (0.79) belongs to {r’(7), 0, l} and has no poles
on 2 or at the cusp 0.
Now, for V = (: i) E r’(p) and p E 1 (mod 6),

r4w/P) = 0:

tcz+ 42?4tz/P)

= u;(V)(cz + d)2q4(z/p).

Thus, for p = 1 (mod 6),
14(z/P)/?4(z) E u-O(P), 0, 11.

In particular, for p = 7, if E(z) denotes the right side of (0.79), then E(z) is in
{r’(7), 0, 1) and has no poles except at co.
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Since both sides of (0.79) are in {r’(7), 0, l}, by the procedure described
above, (0.79) will follow if g(z) - E(z) has a zero at co. By (0.76),
- 12q-“’

E(z) = - 24 -“’

+ 86 + O(ql”).

(0.80)

BY (0.77),

G:(z) = -q-“‘(1
G;(z) = q-l”{1

+ ql” + O(q5”)}‘,

(0.81)

+ O(q2”)}‘,

(0.82)

G;(z) = O(q3”).

(0.83)

and
Thus, using (0.81)-(0.83), we find that
- 12q-“7 + 86 + O(ql”).

g(z) = - 2q -2”

(0.84)

Hence, by (0.80) and (0.84), g(z) - E(z) has a zero at co, and the proof is
complete.
We close this long introduction to Chapter 20 by proving a generalization
of Theorem 12.1 in Section 12 of Chapter 19.
Theorem 0.9. For each odd integer p > 1,
(0.85)

mfzddp, Ww 4 = 2(;)$
where ($) denotes the Legendre symbol.
PROOF.
1(z)

By (0.74),
C

G(m;

z)

=

m

C
m

=

g

(_

l)m+n(q3(n+m/p+l/6)2/2

+

q3W-m/~+W)2/2)

“=-co

2 2

(_ l)jqW/p+VV/2

j=-*

=

2

2

(_

l)iqXi+p/WICW)~

j=-m

However, from Entry 22(iii) of Chapter 16,
1(z)

=

2

(_

l)nq3(n+W/2.

(0.86)

ll=--00

It therefore remains to show that

j=ga(_l)iqW+p/W/2
= 2p .=zm
(- q”q3(n+W)2/2e
0

(0.87)

This is easily verified in the cases p = f 1 (mod 12) and p = + 5 (mod 12),
= 1 and - 1, respectively. Suppose that 31p, so that

= 0. Then
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the left side of (0.87) equals
S := _+ f

(-l)jq3(j+1/2P/2.

j=-a

Replacing j by -j - 1, we seethat S = -S, that is, S = 0. Hence, (0.87) hoids,
and the proof is complete.
Recall that the functions x(q), +(q), (p(q), and f( - 4) are defined in Entry 22
of Chapter 16.
Entry 1. Define u by u := q1j3x( - 4)/x3( - q3). The following

equalities are then

valid:

(i)

4 113

4 + q2 cl2 + q4 q3 + cl6 + ,..
-x_____
1 +
1 +
1
’

O=T+

l + ; = tw3)
tJ q”3!&13)’
and

(ii)

1+ 11/(-q”3)= 1+ ti4(-q) 1’3
q1’3$(-q3) ( d4(-q3) 1 ’
*u

=

1

_

4eP3)
(PC-cl31

’

and

(iii)

1+3q!!!cz53= 1+ gqti4(-43) 1’3.
a-4
ti4(-q) > ’
(
Y!!&+(g!!&-l)li3,
3o=1+ff$Y-gLy’3,
(P(q9)
cos 40” + cos 80” = cos 20”,

and

1
1
y+p=----.cos 40” cos 80”
(iv)

3 + f3(-P3)

P3f3(-q3)

1
cos 20”

+6;
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.
The introduction of the continued fraction in (i) appears adventitious, for
it seemsto have no intrinsic connection with the remainder of the results in
Entry 1. Entry l(i) was communicated by Ramanujan [lo, p. xxviii] in his
second letter to Hardy.
The first equalities of (ii) and (iii) are, respectively, (24.28) and (24.29) in
Chapter 18. A. J. Biagioli [2] and J. M. and P. B. Borwein [2, pp. 142-1441
have given proofs of these interesting identities. The proofs provided below
are in the spirit of much of the material of the present book.
We are unable to relate the trigonometric equalities in (iii) to any other
material in Entry 1.
(i). By (22.4), Entry 24(iii), Entry 19, and Corollary (ii) of Entry 31,
all in Chapter 16,

PROOF OF

! = t--4; 4bP(-q”)
u
P31c1k3)

= (-q3; q3)mf(q9q2)d-q3)
P3t4q3M3; q3Lc
f(q, q2)
=

q’/3+(q3)

4wP3) _ 1
=

q’/31(/(q3)

*

(1.1)

Thus, the second equality of(i) is apparent.
In the result just proved, replace q1j3 by wq113and co2q1/3in turn, where o
is a primitive cube root of unity. Note that u is replaced by ou and 02u,
respectively. Multiplying these three equalities together, we find that
1 , 1 _ ~(q”3)~(oq1’3)~(0241/3)
(1.2)
V3
qti3(q3)
*
Now using the product representation for $ given in Entry 22(ii) of Chapter
16, we find that (1.2) becomes

1+J =(q2;
q2E
(q2;
q2M3;
q6L 1 *4(d
u3 q(4;
q2)2
(4;q2Lo(@;
@Lm =ivm’

This establishes the third part of(i).
Lastly, Watson [4] has shown that the continued fraction of(i) is equal to
q113@(q3)/f(q,q2). By (l.l), the truth of the first equality of(i) is evinced.
This continued fraction also appears in the third notebook [9, p. 3733 in
the form

f(--49-47
f(-q3,-qy=i+

1

q+q2
1

q2+q4
+

1

+*..I

(1.3)
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which, by the Jacobi triple product identity, is readily seen to be equivalent
to the formulation in (i). Proofs of (1.3) have also been found by A. Selberg
[l, p. 191, [2, p. 173, Gordon [Z], Andrews Cl], and Hirschhorn [6]. Seealso
Ramanathan’s papers [l], [4]. The convergence of (1.3) on 141= 1 has been
thoroughly examined by L.-C. Zhang [l]. In fact, Ramanujan has recorded a
considerable generalization of (1.3) in his “lost notebook” [ll]. For proofs
and discussion of this more general theorem, see papers by Andrews [lo],
Hirschhorn [3], and Ramanathan [4].
PROOFOF (ii). The last two equalities of part (i) yield two expressions for u, and
when these are equated and the sign of q is changed, we obtain the first equality
of (ii).
From (1.1) above, (22.3) of Chapter 16, and Example (v) and Corollary (i),
both in Section 31 of Chapter 16, we find that
zv

= w’3x(-4M43)
(P(-q3)

= w’3f(-%
-q5) = 1 _ (P(-cP3)
d-q31
(P(-43) ’

and so the second part of (ii) is established.
The third equality of (ii) follows from the first equality of (ii) by elementary
algebra as follows: replace q by q3, cube both sides, cancel 1 on each side,
multiply both sides by 9q4t,b4( - q9)/t+b4( -q), add 1 to both sides, and finally
take the cube root of each side.
PROOFOF (iii). In Section 24 (vii) of Chapter 18, we showed the equivalence of
the first equalities of (ii) and (iii).
Alternatively, a proof dependent on the second equality of (ii) can be given.
In the aforementioned equality, replace q113by 04~‘~ and dq1/3 in turn, where
o is a primitive cube root of unity. Multiplying the three equalities together,
we deduce that

where the last equality is readily ascertained from the product representation
of cpgiven in Entry 22(i) or (22.4) of Chapter 16. Hence,

Equating this expression for -2~ with that from part (ii) and changing the
sign of q, we deduce the first equality of (iii).
The second equality of (iii) follows from the first by very elementary algebra,
completely analogous to that outlined in the proof of (ii).
To prove the first trigonometric equality, we employ the elementary
identity
cos

38 = 4 c02e

- 3 cos 8.

By taking 8 = 20”, 40”, and 80” in turn, we see that --OS 20”, cos 40”, and
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cos 80” are the three roots of
4x3 - 3x + * = 0.
The frrst trigonometric equality is now evident.
Replacing x by l/x above, we deduce that the reciprocals of -cos 20”,
cos 40”, and cos 80” are the roots of
x3 - 6x2 + 8 = 0,
and the second trigonometric equality follows at once.
PROOF OF (iv). To obtain one part of (iv), first observe that, by Entry 24(ii) in
Chapter 16 and parts (i) and (ii) above,

f3(-q1’3)

= ~2(-q1’3)~(q”3)

P3f3(-q3)

= (1 _

4”3v2(-43w(43)

1+ i

zv)2

(

= 4”z + i _ 3,
>

which gives part of (iv).
Now replace q1j3 by coq113and co2q’j3 in turn, where w is a primitive cube
root of unity. Observe that u is replaced by wu and 02u, respectively. Multiplying these three equalities together and using the product representation for f
found in Entry 22(iii) of Chapter 16, we deduce that

f ‘2(-4) =(4v’+~-3)(4v’+t-3w)(4v’+~-30f)
4”P2(--q3)

This easily yields the second equality of (iv).
The last equality of (iv) follows from elementary algebra. With q replaced
by q3, cube the first equality of (iv). Cancel 27 and multiply both sides by
27q4f1’( -qg)/fi2(
-4). Add 1 to both sides and take the cube root of each
side to complete the proof.
We employ the series representation forf3( - q113) given in Entry
24(ii) of Chapter 16 and separate the terms into three subsets according to the
residuacity of the index modulo 3. Hence,

PROOF OF(V).

j-3(

mq1/3)

= “El

(-

I)“@

_

+ “zl (_

3)q(3”-1)(3n-2V6

l)7jn

_

l)qn(3W2

+ “z. (- 1)“(6n + l)qn(3n+1)‘2
= -3q”3f3(-q3)

+ j-(-q)

+ 6 “fl (-l)nnq”(3”+‘)‘2

+ 6 “gl (- l)‘+~q”(~“-~)‘~,

where we have utilized once again Entry 24(ii) as well as the series representa-
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tion for f( - q) given in Entry 22(iii) of Chapter 16. Therefore,
f3(-41’3)
=

6

-j-(-q)

+ 341’3f3(-43)
i

(-

l)nnqn(3n+1)/2

“=-co

=

6

$

=$
n

=

6

(+5$‘(3”+1)/2
03

$-(-u/a,

> a=1

-cd
> a=1

where we have employed the Jacobi triple product identity. Identity (v) is now
obvious.
Entry 2. We have

(9 4+d4Qg) - (~~(4~)= 2w(-42W(~gMs3b

(ii)WI)
- %d44g)
=s,
(iii)444M4g)
+ (~~(4~)
= Wkh+-PM3),
(iv)t4Pg)- 41/g$kd
=f(4*,8) + 41/3f(42,
4’)+ 42/3f(4,
ff9,
w fht”) = f(-4*, -4) - P3f(-q2,4) - q2’3f(-q,-49,
64 .fh~ -4*UT-s2~-4’M--q*, 4) = fk71f3(-c7g)
ft-q3J
,
(vii) f(-q4’ -45) + 4 f(-4’ -4’) = f(_q2, -4’)
f(-42> -4’)
f(--q4v -s5) .I-(--49-dv ’
(viii) f(-q4’ -45) + qf(-42’ -4’) = f(-4, -cl*)
f *h3)
o--4> -q8)
f(--4*, -+I51 v-(-q27 -4’) + fk-df3(-~g)’
and
(ix) q(q”g) - (p(q) = 2q”‘f(q’,

qll) + 2q4/gf(q5, q13) + 2q16/gf(q, f$‘).
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PROOF OF (i). By Corollary (i) and Example (v), both in Section 3 1 of Chapter
16,
bw3)

- (P(q3)h(q3)

= w3”m

q5M13)

= w’3t4-

q3MdP(q3)

= 2q1’3~(q3)(P(-q6)x(4),

(2.1)

where we have used the equality $(-q)(p(q)
= t+b(q)rp(-q2), which is easily
deducible from Entries 25(iii), (iv) in Chapter 16. Using again the same two
facts from Section 31 of Chapter 16, we arrive at
bw3)

- dq3)Mq3)

= 2q”3~(q3)GP(-q2’3)

+ 2q2’3.f(-q29 -q10M4)

(2.2)
= 2q”3~(s3)(P(-q2’3)x(q) + 4q11/(q3)11/(q6)x(q)x(-q2).
Next, by Entries 1l(i), (iii) and 12(v), (vii) in Chapter 17, if /?is of the third
degree in LX,

4q1c1(q3)1c1(q6)x(q)x(-q2)= 2 ” 1’S (P2M
1
=(p2(43)-y
(P2(q3)
0a
by Entry S(iii) in Chapter 19. Substituting in (2.2), we deduce that
(PkP3)(P(q3) = 2q”3~(q3)(P(-42’3)x(4)
Replacing q by q3, we complete the proof of(i).

+ (P2k).

PROOF OF (ii). Employing Entries l(i), (ii) above and Entry 24(iii) of Chapter

16, we find that
+(q1/3)

_

3q1/3$(q3)

=

q1’3ti(q3)(,
V

=

P3d-cP3)

_

2V)

=

vx3(--q3)

=

q”‘!w+&q”))

d-P3)
id-41

’

where we lastly used the definition of v. Replacing q by q3, we complete the
proof of (ii).
PROOF OF (iii). By Entry 19, (22.3), and Entry 24(iii), all in Chapter 16,

f(q 7q2) = t--4; 4M43; q3)m= x(-q31f(-q3)
(-q3; q3),
d-4)

(P(-q3)
=x(--4)*

(2.3)

Hence, by (2.1), Corollary (ii) of Section 31 in Chapter 16, and (2.3),
(PW3M3)

- (P2(q3)= 2P31c/(q3)d-@)x0
= WW3)

- f(4, q2M-q6M4)

= 2J(q1’3)cp(-q6)xo2”(-q3~~~~;6)x(q).

(2.4)
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Next, by Entries 10(i)-(iii) and 12(v), (vi) in Chapter 17 and Entries 5(i), (iii)
in Chapter 19,

2d-q3hwM4) = 2 (1- /v3 l’*
cp’(43M-q)
( l-a >
3

=2+2

;

l/8

0

=l+$.

Substituting this in (2.4), we deduce that
dP3Mq3)

= wk”3kJ(-@M4)

- (P2m

Replacing q by q3 completes the proof.
PROOFOF (iv). We apply Entry 31 in Chapter 16 with a = 1, b = q, and n = 9.
Using also Entry 18(ii) in Chapter 16, we find that
wd = f(436> 445) + 4”fb?279qS4) + q3m*> cP3) + 4vlqg9 472) + 410t4481).
Replacing q by ql/’ and then utilizing Corollary (ii) in Section 31 of Chapter
16, we complete the proof of (iv).
PROOF OF

(v). In Entry 31 of Chapter 16, set a = -q, b = -q2, and n = 3.

Hence,
- 4f(--@, -421) - 42fc--q3, -424).
A--4) = f(-4129 -P)
Replacing q by q1/3, we complete the proof.
PROOFOF (vi). Set n = 4 in (28.1) of Chapter 16.
PROOFSOF (vii), (viii). With A = f( -q4, -q5), B = f( -q2, -q7),
we write (v) in the form
f(-q”3)
= A - Bql/3 - cq2/3,

and C =

f( - q, -q*),

which when cubed yields
f3( -q1’3)

= A3 - B3q - C3q2 + 6ABCq - 3(A2B + B2Cq - AC2q)q1’3
- 3(A2C - AB2 + z?C2q)qT

Comparing this with Entry l(v), we deduce that
A2C - AB2 + BC2q = 0

and
A2B + B2Cq - AC2q = f”( -q3),

which, with the use of (vi), immediately yield (vii) and (viii), respectively.
Alternatively, (vii) is a corollary of Theorem 0.9.
PROOFOF (ix). Apply Entry 31 of Chapter 16 with a = b = q and n = 9. Hence,
(P(4) = (P(q8’) + &fw3~

qggl + 2q4.fk145~q117)

t 2q9f(q2’, q’35) t 2q’6f(qg, q’53).
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Replacing q by 4” and using Corollary (i) in Section 31 of Chapter 16, we
complete the proof.
Using Entries 2(v), (vi), (viii) and Theorem 0.9, Evans [l, Theorem 7.21 has
established the following beautiful identity. For p = 9,
G,(z)G$(z) + G,(z)G,(z)

= 6 - ~(43) {313(~/3) + +(427)1
1w%3(4

+ G,(z)G:(z)

.

Entry 3. Let /? and y be of the third and ninth degrees, respectively, with respect
to a. Let m = z1/z3 and m’ = z3fzg. Then the following modular equations are
valid:

(0
(ii)

~+41’3~~~:I~~3)Lill=v/n;n;:

a3y3(1 - a)3(1 - JJ)~

(iii)
(iv)

1 - 41’3

(v)

(ay)“2 + ((1 - a)(1 - y)}l”

+ 2{4/3(1 - jI)}1’3

= 1 + 8{B(l - /I)}“4{ay(l

- a)(1 - y)}l/*,

(a(1 - y)}“* + (~(1 - a)}“” = 21’3{fl(1 - /3)}1’24,

64

(1- B)”1’4_ 1
( l-a >

(vii)

3

l-

1’4

!!-

0

1 - ((1 - a)(1 - /?)}“* = m = 1 - (ai)li4 ’

(viii)

1 + y$

1 ir>“”

= m(&{l + (aj?)“2 + ((1 - a)(1 - /?)}1/2})1/2,

(ix)

1 + (‘ii:

I:)“”

= :(1(1

+ (a/l)“’

+ ((1 - a)(1 - fi)}1’2})1/2,

(x)

(xi)

(F!?”+(L$Jl” - (ffy’”
B
0G
2

(xii)

1’4

(

(1- iv2

+ (1 - a)(1 - y)

1’4

>

=&,

B2U
- l-v2
ay(1
a)(1
- y)>
(
l/4

-

= -3m
ml’
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““fi); y4

=$

- /3)}1’24

{cl(l - y)}l’S - {y(l - LX)}l’S= F ,“7
{(lyy4(1-cr)“4}4=({cI(1-y)}1’4-{y(1-c1)}1’4)4,

+4)4+

and

(xvi)

1 = (~ry)“~ + ((1 - cr)(l - ~)}l’~ + 2{4/7(1 - /?)}r/‘;.

It is not clear why (vii)-(ix) are placed here, because they are third degree
modular equations. For several other modular equations of degree 3, see
Section 5 of Chapter 19.
PROOFS OF (i)-(iii). In order to prove these formulas, we first need to express
cr(1- 01),/I(1 - /I), and ~(1 - y) as rational functions of a parameter t.
Let q be defined by (5.12) in Chapter 19. Thus, by (5.4) and Entry 5(xv) in
Chapter 19,

m = JEqi
and

a(1 - a) = q

(3.1)
b(l - p) = q3

(3.2)

Analogously, let q’ connect /I and y. Then
m’ = JTFQ,

and

(3.3)
~(1 - y) = q’3

(3.4)

Trivially, (3.2) and (3.4) indicate that
(3.5)
Regarding this as an equation to determine q as a function of q’, we see that
one solution is q = (2 - q’)/(l + 4q’). However, because q = O(a) and q’ =
O(p) = O(a3) as a tends to 0, this solution must be irrelevant. Dividing out
this root in the quartic equation (3.5), we find that the relevant solution is a
root of

%’
43-1+4qA2-

%‘(2 - 4’)

co2 - q’j2

(1 + 4q’)Z q -

(1 + 4q’)2 = O*

Setting q = x + 3q’/(l + 4q’), we transform this equation into
x3 -

18q’(q’ + 1)
2q’(2q’3 + 6q” + 33q’ + 2) = o
(1 + 4q’)Z x (1 + 4q’y
*
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This cubic equation may be solved by Tartaglia’s method (Hall and Knight
[l, p. 4801). Omitting the details, we find that the roots of the original cubic
equation are
4 = 34’ + 30(2q’~)“~ + 02(1 + q’)(4q’)“3
1+4q’

9

(3.6)

where o is any cube root of unity. Of course, the relevant root is the real one.
Moreover, q is a rational function of (4’)‘j3.
Accordingly, if we set 4’ = 2t3, then a(1 - a), fi(1 - /I), and ~(1 - y) are
expressible as rational functions of t. Thus, from (3.6) and (3.1)-(3.4), we
deduce that
2t(l + t + t2)
q = 1 - 2t + 4t2 ’
(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)
,2

= (1 + w4
1 + 8t3 ’

(3.10)

and
ml2 = 1 + 8t3.

(3.11)

Moreover, from (3.7)-(3.9),
a3(1 - a)3 = 256

BU - B)

1 - t 24
1
( + 2t >

(3.12)

and
(3.13)
It is now a simple matter to establish (i)-(iii). By (3.10)-(3.12),

which is (i). By (3.10), (3.11), and (3.13),
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which establishes (ii). By (3.10)-(3.13),
1 - 24’3 a3y3(1 - ~)~(l - r)3 1’24 = 1 - 2t + 4tZ = 1 + 8t3 = m’
1 + 2t
(1 + 2t)2 m ’
m - lv*
(
>
and so (iii) is proved.
J. M. and P. B. Borwein [2, pp. 142-1441 have also given a proof of(i).
PROOF OF (iv). Applying

Entries 10(i), (iii), 11(i), and 12(v) in Chapter 17 to
Entry 2(i), we readily find that it translates into the first equality of (iv).
Similarly, the same entries in Chapter 17 can be invoked to translate Entry
2(iii) into the second equality of (iv).
PROOF OF (v). By (5.2), (5.3), and (5.5) in Chapter 19,

(ay)“*+((l-a)(l-y)}“*
= (a/l)“*(~)“*

+ ((1 -a)(1 -fl))“*

(s)l’*

= (m + 3)*(m - l)* m’(m’ - 1) + (m + 1)*(3 -m)* m’(m’ + 1)
16m*
3+m’
16m*
3-m’
m’
{(m+3)2(m-1)2(m’-1)(3-m’)
= 16m2(9-m’*)

= 2m2(~~m,2){m’(m4-2m2+9)-m(m2-3)(m’2+3)}.
We now substitute (3.10) and (3.11) into the foregoing equality, and, after
considerable simplification, we deduce that
(cry)“* + ((1 - a)(1 - y)}l’*
= 1 - 4c + 4t2 + 8t4 = 1 _ Wl - t3)
(1 + 2t)2
(1 + 2#
= 1 _ 8t(l - t3) + 32t2(1 - t)(l - t3)
1 + 8t3
(1 + 2t)(l + 8t3)
= 1 - 2{4/?(1 - /3)}1’3 + 8{/?(1 - jI)}“4{ar(l

- a)(1 - Y)}“~,

(3.14)

where we have employed (3.7)-(3.9). Thus, (v) is evident.
PROOF OF (vi). Using (5.1) in Chapter 19, then (3.10) and (3.1 l), and then finally
(3.8), we find that
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8m’(m’ + 3m)
= (m* - 1)(9 - m’*)
1 + 8t3
= 2t(l - t3)
= {$(l

:

8)}“3’

(3.15)

from which (vi) follows.
PROOFOF (vii). By (5.1) in Chapter 19,
1’4 _ 1
1 - ((1 - a)(1 - p)}‘14 = 1 _ (m + 1)(3 - m) = m’
4m
The proof of the second equality is similar.
PROOFOF (viii). By (5.1) in Chapter 19,

while
m(+{l + (a/I)“* + ((1 - a)(1 - j?)}1/2})112
=fi

1 + (3 + m)*(m - l)* + (m + 1)*(3 - m)* ‘I2 _ m* + 3.
16m*
16m*
4
>

Jz
Hence, (viii) follows.

PROOFOF (ix). This formula is simply the reciprocal of (viii), in the sense of
Entry 24(v) of Chapter 18.
PROOF OF

(x). By (vi) and (3.7)-(3.1 l),

from which (x) is apparent.
PROOFOF(xi). This is the reciprocal of(x).
PROOF OF

find that

(xii). Employing once again (5.1) of Chapter 19 and (3.7)-(3.1 l), we

20. Modular

B
(1- 8J2
TJ +((1- a)(1
- Y)>
(-)
(1 - /I?)” l/4
=- B
m9-“4 + ___
a
0
( (1 _ a) > ((1 2
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l/4

l/4

3

l/4

ml

- YP4

m’(m - 1)2
m’(m + 1)’
= (m’ - 1)(3 + m’) + (m’ + 1)(3 - m’)
4m”(m2 + 1) - 4mm’(3 - m”)
=
(m” - 1)(9 - m’2)
1 + 2t
=t(1 - t)
(1 + 2t)(l + t + t2)
3(1 + 2ty
= t(1 - t)(l - 2t + 4t2) - 1 + 8t3

(

P2(l- iv2

l/4

>

= ay(1 - a)(1 - y)

-3m

(3.16)

m”

which completes the proof of (xii).
PROOF OF

(xiii). By (3.16) and (3.7)-(3.1 l),
(1 - a)(1 - y)
(1 - PI2

ay(1 - a)(1 -7)
P2U - 8J2

= ay(l- a)(1- 7)1’4 (1 “,,y,,)‘“+(y4( B’(l- /a2 > K
=‘~;J’:I;‘,;,‘~‘,;;;){L&=

lj

1 - 2t + 4t2 m’
1+2t
=m’

PROOFOF (xiv). As in (3.15),

8m’(mm’ + 3)
= (m’ - 1)(9 - m”)
m’(1 - 2t + 4t2)
=

‘I4

1}
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where we have utilized (3.10), (3.1l), and lastly (3.8). Inverting the last equality
and dividing both sides by {)/I(1 - fi)}“3, we complete the proof.
PROOF OF

(4””

(xv). By (5.3) in Chapter 19,

- MY4

=

(m - 1)(3 + m) (m’ - 1)(3 + m’) (m - m’)(mm’ + 3).
4m
4m,
=
4mm’
’

by (5.1) in Chapter 19,

((1-B)U -w4

-

{(1-a)(l-p)}l/4

=

(3-my%$‘+l)

_

(3-?J+l)

= (m - m’)(mm’ + 3).
4mm’
’
and by foregoing expressions,
kw4{(1
- B)U - Y)Y4 - uw’“~U
=(m - m’)(mm’+ 3)
4mm’
*

- a)(1 - 8)P4

From these formulas it is evident that
(1 - BHw-v’4

- /w - w4 - ((1 - a)(1 - 8))“4)4
= WW4{U - LOU - 19)~‘~ - (jIy)“4{(1 - cr)(l - j?)}“4)?
Dividing both sides by /I( 1 - /I), we obtain (xv).
PROOF OF

- mJ)“4~4 + /ml

(xvi). By (3.14), (3.10), (3.11), and (3.8),
(f~y)‘/~ + ((1 - a)(1 - y)}“’ = 1 - “,:‘\it;:,
= 1 _ 8t(l - t3) m’
l+ 8t3 -ii= 1 - 2{4/?(1 -/I)}“‘;,

which establishes (xvi).
Entry4. We have
6)
(ii)
(iii)

Y-+ql*)
d-q2)

+ q

(P(-q2) 1 4w _ 1(1(-q)_
d-ql*) + 4(-4w19)-b
t4-q9) 33
2 twr1/(q2’)t4-dt4-q2’)
d-q2M-q5”)
q
+ 4+q3M-q9)>= A
(PWM-d8) + (J/h3Mq9)

(3.17)
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and
(iv)

4MiG’)

- +q)d-q*‘)

= Qf~-q6)f(--q1*)

+ 4q7t4q2)$(qs4).

PROOFSOF (i), (ii). If we transcribe the proposed equalities via Entries lO(iii)
and 1l(i), (ii) in Chapter 17, we obtain Entries 3(x), (xi), respectively, and thus
(i) and (ii) are established.
PROOFOF (iii). Employing, in turn, Corollary (i), (ii) in Section 31 of Chapter
16, Entry 4(i), Example (v) in Section 31 of Chapter 16, (2.3), and Entry 24(iii)
in Chapter 16, we find that

(P(-q2M--q5”) * 11/klMq2’)+(-M-q*‘)
(P(-@M-P) + q ( t4q3Mq9)
+ d4-q3M-q9)
>- l
= M-P) - 2q2f(-q69
-430)l(P(-q54)
4’(-@)d-PI
{f(q3,q6)+q~(qg)}~(q*‘)+If(-q3,
-&-q~(-q9)}t4-q2’) -1
(
4413Mq9)
c-q3)4+q9)
>
= -2q2f(-q69
-430)(P(-4’4)+4*f(43,q6)~(q*‘)+q*f(-q3,
-dw-q2’)
d--q6)v(-q1*)
t4q3Mq9) 1c1(-q3hw-q2’)
(P(-q9Mq2’) (P(q9M-q2’)
=- q* 2J1(q’8)x(-46)(P(-q54)_
( (P(-@M-4’“) ~(q3)~(qg)x(-q3)-~(-q3)~(-qg)x(q3)
>
whP)(P(-qs4)
_ cp(-q9)~k2’)(P(q9w-q2’) (4-l)
=-&
( 4+-P)
Nq9)
w-q9)
)*
+q2

2

Now by Entries 10(i)-(iii) and 1l(i)-(iii)

in Chapter 17,

2t4q2M--q6)_ cp(-qMq3)_ (PMw-q3)
44--q*)
*bd
rl/(-d
= &(~g----@J{
(;)“* - (k&y

- I] = 0,

by Entry 5(i) of Chapter 19. Hence, the far right side of (4.1) is also equal to
0, and so the proof of (iii) is complete.
PROOFOF (iv). We employ in turn the following results from Chapter 16:
Corollary (i) in Section 31; (36.2) with A = B = 1, p = 2, v = 1, and q replaced
by qg; (36.1) with A = 1, B = q6, p = 2, v = 1, and q replaced by qg; Entry
18(iv) three times with n = 1; Entry 31 with a = kq, b = &q*, and n = 2;
(36.2) with A = qg, B = qm3, p = 2, v = 1, and q replaced by qg; Entry 18(iv)
three times with n = 1; and Corollary (ii) in Section 31. Hence,
dd(Pk2’)

- (P+d4+--q27)

= (P(q9Mq2’) - (P(-q9M-q2’)
+ f(-$9

-415)d-427)~

+ %u-(q39 41sM427)
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+ q”7f(qz7~,q-~4)f(q1~~,

q-54)}

q1261f(q30, 442) + 424f(418~ 41Q*u-(469 PI)

= 4qQf(q54, q’621f(q’8,
+ 2d{f(qQ09

454)

q12Y + Pm*9

41Q8)l u-k3o,

442) + 4vbf9

d?)

+ Lf(qQ09 q’26) - 418f(4189 41Q8)l M130> 442) - 4V(q6v P)))
= 4qQ~(q54)~(q’8)+2q{f(q18,
+ fl-ql*,

--4361f(-q6,

= 4qQf(q54, P2MP,
+ %{f(d8,

4361f(469 412)
-412)1

454) + w-f-q’“,

4361f(469 412) -.fl-ql*,

= %Q~(q54Mw8)
+ 4q’0{q2’f(q’62,
= 4qQt4q5”Mq1*)

= GY-~--d%-(-ql*)

-q3w--q6,

-412)
-d2)}

+ 4qfFq’*1f(-q6)
q54)f(q102,

q-30 I+ q’23f(q270,

q-541f(q’38,

q-9)

+ w-(-q’*1f(-@)

+ 4q7f(q549 4162){f(430>
= 4qQt4q54M?18)

-q3V(-q6,

442) + 46f(46, P))

+ w-(--q’*1f(-q6)

+ 4q7$(q541f(q69

412)

+ 4q74%15’M2).

This completes the proof of Entry 4(iv).
Entry 5. Let a, /3, y, and 6 be of the first, third, ninth, and twenty-seventh degrees,
respectively. Let m be the multiplier connecting a and /?, and let m” denote the
multiplier associated with y and 6. Then

(i)

-2
(iii)

BY0 -/w-Y)
a6(l _ a)(l _ 6,)“8{1+(~~‘8+(~:~~~~~~~~~‘8}

= -3&L

1 - (as)“” - ((1 - a)(1 - 8)}114
mU
2{16j?y(l - j?)(l - y)}“”
= J- m’

and
(9

{16j?y(l - /I)(1 - Y)}“~~ + (a&l - a)(1 - @}“*
{WYU - B)(l - ~~~~~~~
+ {Br(l - /VU - 19)“~ =

PROOF OF (i). If we utilize Entries lO(iii) and 11(i), (ii) of Chapter 17 in Entry
4(iii), we obtain the desired result immediately.
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PROOF OF (iii). Employing Entries 10(i), (ii), 1l(iii), and 12(iii) of Chapter 17 in

Entry 4(iv), we obtain (iii) with no difficulty.
PROOF OF (ii). Since 6 has degree 3 over y, we proceed as in Section 3 and (see

(3.11)) define a parameter u by
mu = 1 + 8u3.

(5.1)

Thus, we deduce analogues of (3.7)-(3.9), namely,
(5.2)
(5.3)
and
6(1 -6) = 16u9 &$
.
(
>
Let m’ be as in Section 3. It follows from (3.10) and (3.11) that

(5.4)

(5.5)
from which we readily deduce that
t3( 1 - 2u + 4uZ) = u( 1 + u + u2).

(5.6)

From (3.7), (3.9), (5.2), and (5.4)
a(1 - a) q1 - 6) l’* = u(1 + 2u)(l - t)
t(1 + 2t)(l - u)’
( Y(l - Y) B(l - B)>
while from (3.10), (3.1l), (5.1), and (5.5),
g=pz&

(5.7)

(5.8)

Thus, from Entry 5(i), (5.7) and (5.8),

c-j(
a6

BY

‘I8

+ (1 - a)(1 - 6) l’*
1 + 2u
(1 -/I)(1 -y) > =--1 + 2t

u(1 + 2u)(l - t)
t(1 + 2t)(l - u)

(1 + 2u)(t - u)
= t(1 + 2t)(l - u)’

(5.9)

Next, by (5.7)-(5.9),

(

(1 - a)(1 - 6) U4
as U4 + 1 + 3fn- U6(1 - cr)(l
(1 - BMl - Y)> +Bv
0
mw( Ml - B)U
(1+2u)2(t-u)2
_ 2U(1+2u)(l-t)
1+2t
= tZ(1+2t)2(1 -u)2
t(l+2t)(l-u)+1+3
1+2u
(

- 6) 1’4
- Y)>
2U2(1+2u)2(1-t)2
> t2(1+2t)2(1 -u)2
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(5.10)
where we have omitted a heavy amount of tedious elementary algebra to
obtain the penultimate line, where (5.6) was used in the penultimate step, and
where (5.8) was employed at the end. Multiplying the extremal sides of (5.10)
by (/?y(l - /?)(l - y)/aS(l - a)(1 - S))““, we arrive at

Lastly, if we substitute the formula for m,
above, we obtain (ii).
PROOFOF

(iv).

given in (i), into the left side

Using (3.7)-(3.9) and (5.2)-(5.4), we observe that

{16&(1 - /?)(l - ~)}r/~~ + {16a&l - a)(1 - 6))“s
{WW
- I-W - Y)Y’~~ + UWU - B)(l - 19)“~
256a3(1 - a)3 d3(1 - ~5)~ 1’24

1+

=

(

1+2-

BP - P) Y(l - Y) >
25683(1 - lo3 Y3U - r13 1’24
Y(l - Y) 8U - B) >
l-t

1 +2tU
=
l-u
1+21 +2ut
where we have used (5.8). Thus, the truth of (iv) is manifest,
Entry 6. We have
(i)

$(ql/“)

- q15/11 rl/(q”)

= fW9 47 + P’f(q4,
+ PY(q2,

(ii)

(p(ql’ll)

- (p(qll)

= 2q1’“f(q9,
+ 2q9”‘f(q5,

4’) + q3’11f(q3, cl*)

q9) + qlo’llf(q,

413) + 2q4’l’“f(q’,
ql’)

+ % 25’11f(q, q21),

qlO),
q15)

+ 2q’6”‘“f(q3,q19)
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and
(iii)

f(-ql’ll)
“0-P)

= f(-q4,
f(49

-4’)
-q9)

+

+

q5/ll

1,1J(4
- q
f(-4,

q7/11

-q9)
-4lO)

- q

2,11f(-q5,
f(-$9

-47
-q8)

f(-89 -q8) 15,1Jb??-4lO)
f6-44, -4’) - q f(-q5, 4)’

PRC~OF
OF (i). In Entry 31 of Chapter 16, set a = 1, b = q, and n = 11. Using
Entry 18(ii) of Chapter 16, we obtain the equality
t44) = f(455T d=T + 4f(4449 4”) + 43f(4337 488)
+ q6f(q22, q9y + qlOf(qll,

q”O) + q15ti(q121).

If we replace q by ql/l l, we complete the proof.
PROOFOF (ii). Putting a = b = q and n = 11 in Entry 31 of Chapter 16, we find
that
(PM = ‘pw21) + &Lf(q99, q’43) + 2q4f(q7’, P5) + 2q9f(q55, q’87)
+ 2q16f(q33, qy

Replacing q by qllll,
PROOF OF

(ii)

q23l).

we achieve the desired result.

(iii). Set n = 11 in (12.26) of Chapter 19.

Entry 7. The following
(i)

+ 2q25f(q”,

are modular equations of degree 11:

(c$)“~ + ((1 - a)(1 - /?)}“4 + 2{16a/?(l - a)(1 - jl)}l’12
m- i

= 2((a/?)‘14 - ((1 - a)(1 - 8))“4)
x (4 + (aj?)“4 + ((1 - a)(1 - j?)}“4),

(iii)

m + g = 2fi(2

+ (a/?)“”

+ ((1 - a)(1 - jI)}‘j4)

x (1 + (a/?)“2 + ((1 - a)(1 - /?)}1’2)1’2,
(iv)

(‘:_“k’)“”

_ (/y

= :(l
(v)

(gyj8

+ (a/I)“’

&J8

= L(l

4

_ (FY;

+ ((1 - a)(1 - /3)}1’2)1’2,

_ (a;;;

+ (ap)“’

1 yy’”

+g

+ ((1 - a)(1 - ~)}‘~2)‘/2,

= 1,
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~{1+210,3(“‘:~~~~~‘)““}~~{1+210,3(01~~~~~~~’24}

= 2((@)“2 - ((1 - cl)(l - /I)}“Z),
and

(vii)

~{I+2lo,3(BL~;v~~l)l'24j+~{l+2lO,3(.;~~~))ll)l'24j

= ~J?((c$)‘/~

+ ((1 - a)(1 - /1)}“4)

x (1 + (a/3)“2 + ((1 - a)(1 - fl)}l’2)?
These modular equations are followed by two further modular equations
of degree 11, designated by (viii) and (ix). However, Ramanujan (p. 244) has
crossed them out.
The first modular equation of degree 11 to appear in the literature was
established by Sohncke [l], [2]. The modular equation (i) is due, in 1858, to
SchrSter [3], [4], who earlier Cl], [2] had established slightly more complicated modular equations of degree 11. The remaining six modular equations
in Entry 7 are due to Ramanujan. More complex modular equations of degree
11 were discovered by Schhifli [ 11,Fiedler [ 11,Fricke [ 11,and Russell [ 11,[Z].
Because of its extensive use throughout the sequel, we record here the
equality
f(a, b) = f(a3b, ab3) + af i, %a4b4 ,
(
>

(7.1)

which can be deduced either by adding Entries 3O(ii), (iii) or by applying Entry
31 with n = 2, where the cited entries are in Chapter 16.
PROOF OF (i). Setting A = B = 1, p = 6, and v = 5 in (36.2) of Chapter 16, we

find that

cp(QMq) - cp(--QM-4

= 2“iOq

11(2n+1)+12n2f(~10-4n,~14+4n)f(q-10-20.,q34+20n),

(7.2)

where Q = q I1 . Next, in (36.10) of Chapter 16, replace q by q2 and set p = 6
and v = 5. Thus,

12n(n+l)f(~10-4n,~14+4n)f(~2-20n,~22+20n).

(7.3)

The last equality can be demonstrated by showing that the terms of index n
and 5 - n, 0 I n I 2, are equal. In order to do this, we apply Entry 18(iv) of
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Chapter 16 twice to deduce that

.f(Q-10+4n,

Q34-4n)=Q-lO+4nf(QlO-4n,Q14+47

and
f(*-

98+20n

,q122-20n)=

Multiplying(7.3)

q15(-98+20n)+10(122-20n)f(q2-20nlq22+20n)~

by 4q3 and subtracting the result from (7.2), we deduce that

rp(Q)dq) - d-QM--4)
= 2 to *

- 4q3ti(Q2)+(q2)

12n2+22n+llf(~10-4n,~14+4n){f(q-10-20n,q34+20n)

-10n-8f(q2-20n,q22+20n)}o

-4

We next apply (7.1) with a = -qM8-10” and b = -ql*+““. The expression
within curly brackets above is thus found to equal f( -qmEel’“, -q’*+““).
Hence,

dQMd

- d-QM--4)

- 4q3NQ2Mq2)

12n*+22n+llf(~10-4n,~14+4n)f(~~-8-10n,

-q14+10").

= 2 i. 4

(7.4)

Replacing n by n + 3 in the last three summands above, we find, after an
application of Entry 18(iv) in Chapter 16, that
4

12(.+3)2+22(n+3)+11
=

f(Q10-4(n+3),

~14+4(n+3))f(-~-E-lO(n+3),

+4+10(n+3))

12n*+94n+185f(Q-2-4n,~26+4n)(~~-38-10n)15(_q44+10n)10

4

x f(-q-8-10n,-q14+10n)
=

_

4

12n2+22fi+11Q4+2nf(Q-2-4n,~26+4n)f(-q-8-10n,

-q14+10").

Thus, the right side of (7.4) may be rewritten in the form
2”i0 q

12n2+22n+11{f(Q10-4.,Q14+4n)_Q4+2n~(Q-2-4n,~26+4n)}

x f(-q-8-10n,

-q14+107.

Applying (7.1) with a = - Q4+2nand b = - QZm2”,we find that the expression
in curly brackets above equals f( - Q4+2”, - Q2-2”). Thus, from (7.4) and the
observations just made, we deduce that

(P(Q)&) - d--QM--4)

= 2“IFi0
4

12nZ+22n+11f(-Q2-2n,

= 2q1’{f(-Q2)f(-q-8,
= W(-Q21.ft-q2),

- 4q3HQ2Mq2)
-~4+2n)f(-~-E-lOn,

-q14)+qQ2f(-Q-2,

-q'4+10")

-Q8)f(-q-“,

-q3*))
(7.5)
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where, to obtain the penultimate line, we used the fact that f( - 1, - Q6) = 0
(Entry 18(iii) of Chapter 16), and, to obtain the last line, we employed Entry
18(iv) of Chapter 16 three times.
Lastly, we utilize Entries 10(i), (ii), ll(iii), and 12(iii) in Chapter 17 to
transcribe (7.5) into the proposed modular equation.
The theta-function identity (7.5) has also been proved by Kondo and
Tasaka [l, Eq. (T24)].
Before proceeding with the remaining proofs, which utilize the theory of
modular forms, we observe that (v) is the reciprocal of (iv). Thus, it remains
to prove (ii), (iii), (iv), (vi), and (vii). Transcribing these modular equations
via Entries 10(i)-(iv), 11(i)-(iv), and 12(i) of Chapter 17, we deduce that,
respectively,
(P4k)- l14J4(q”) = wq3t4q2Mq22)

- d-4bP(-411))

x (4~(q)cp(q1’)+4q3~(q2)lcl(q22)+(P(-q)cp(-q11))~
(7.6)
(P4M+ llrp4(q”)

= 4((P(q2)(P(q22)+4q6~(q4)~(q44))
xm(q)cp(q”)

+ 4q3t4q2Mq22)

+ cp(-&P(-4”))9
(7.7)

(7.8)

(

=‘p4(P)

JYPM4
l+W

-__

f(q)qll(qll)

(P4(d1+32f11M4$411) (7.9)

>

11

(

f(ql’W’M

> ’

and
wq3t4q2Mq22)
= (p4(q11)

+ (P(-q)(P(-q”))((P(q2)(p(422)

(

1 + 32q5

+ wwq4M(q44N

f”(411bP(4)
+ rp4(q)
1+ 32f11mP(P)
f(4WW1)
f(411)(P”(4)
> 411
>.

(7.10)

Next, we convert (7.6)-(7.10) into equalities relating the modular forms fi,
go, gl, g2, ho, h,, and h,, defined by (0.12). Thus, we deduce from (0.13) that
gm-

11dUW

=

W92(492U

14 - s&)s0(1l4)
(7.11)

x (491(~)91(1l~)+4g,(~)g,(l1~)+g,(~)g,(l~~))~
cm+

1 ld(ll4

=

4(9l(W9l(W

x (wkh(w

+

492(W92(2W)

+ 49,(49,w)

+ go(4gowa

(7.12)
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and

=d(lW
We next determine the multiplier system of each term in (7.1 l)-(7.15). From
the theory at the beginning of this chapter, fi(r), fi(l lr), gj(r), gj(l lr), hi(r),
and hj( 1lr), 0 I j I 2, are modular forms on the subgroup E(2) n I-,(1 1). Let
A = (: i) E I(2) n I-,(11). From (0.16), (0.19), and (0.25), we find that g:(r),
g~(ll~)~S~1(ll~)gl(~)/~fl(~)g~‘(ll~)~~andf~’(~)gl(ll~)/~f,(ll~)g~‘(~)~each
have a multiplier system identically equal to 1. Also, gj(r)gj(l lr), 0 I j I 2,
has a multiplier system equal to (&), by (0.18)-(0.20), (0.27), and (O.ll), since
b and c are even, where (i) denotes the Legendre-Jacobi symbol. By (0.21)(0.23), (0.25), and (O.ll), for 0 I j I 2, hj3(11r)/hj(r) has a multiplier system
equal to
(7.16)

*

It remains to find the multiplier system for g1(2r)g,(22r) + 4g2(2r)g2(22r).
Lemma 7.1. The function g1(2t)g,(22r)
+ 4g2(@g2(22r)
r(2) n r,(ll) with multiplier system (fi).

is a modular form on

By multiplying out, if necessary, in (7.11)-(7.15), we now seethat each side
is a modular form on I(2) n r,( 11). Furthermore, the modular forms on each
side of each equality sign have the same multiplier system. Except for (7.13),
each of these multiplier systems is identically equal to 1; the modular forms
on each side of (7.13) have a multiplier system equal to (A).
PROOF OF LEMMA 7.1. Note that gj(22), j = 1, 2, is a modular form on I’ =

r(2)

n

r,(4). Since
r(2)=

rf

u

:

(

y

>

r',

it follows that (I(2): I’) = 2. Now gj(222), j = 1, 2, is a modular form on
I’ n I,,( 11).The index of I’ n r,,( 11) in I(2) n r,( 11) equals 2, for by a lemma
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in Schoeneberg’s book [l, p. 743, it can be shown that
r(2)

n r-,(11)= (r n r,(ii)) u A(r’ n r,(i i)),

where A = (: i), with a z d E b + 1 E 1 (mod 2), c z 2 (mod 4), and c = 0
(mod 11). (The indices of these two subgroups will not be explicitly used in
the sequel.)
Suppose first that A = (: I;) E r(l), with a, c, and d odd. Then
2

F

g1IA
=

b+d
2d
b+d

C

a+c

:-

2

a+c

2
=

%
i-

vq (

C

a+c
c

=: v;(A)2g,,

where, by (0.14), with c odd,
(7.17)
Similarly,

g2,Azk
‘p5: 1)
JI
21

a b-al
c

d-c0

1
1

enic(o-1)/41
2g17

where again we have employed (0.14).
Now let A E r(2) n r,(ll) with c E 2 (mod 4). Then, by (7.17),

(7.18)
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u;((2t4)u;(‘22’A)4g2~2*g,~22

eni(c/2+c/22)(d-1)/44g212.
g2122

= (ai&)

(7.19)
by (0.8). Similarly, by (7.18),
(7.20)
Let j = 1 or 2 and A E I(2) n I,,(1 1) with c - 0 (mod 4). Then c/2 is even.
By (0.4), (0.19), (0.20), (0.25), and (0.1 l), it follows that

(9j12a9j122)lA = (gj’gj111)l’2’A12
= i
0

(gj*Sj111)12

= ;
0

gj12*gj122.

(7.21)

Equalities (7.19)-(7.21) imply the truth of Lemma 7.1.
We now are in a position to prove (7.1l)-(7.13). Clearing denominators (if
necessary) and collecting terms on one side, we can write each proposed
equality in the form
F:=

Fl + ... + F,,, = 0,

where F is a modular form of weight r on the group I(2) n r,,(l 1). From (0.6),
(0.24), and (0.30), if we can show that the coefficients of q”, ql, . . . , qp in F are
equal to zero, where p + 1 > 6r, then, in each case, (7.1l)-(7.13) are established. For 0 I j I 2, gj and hj each have weight 3. Thus, we obtain the
following table:

(7.11)
(7.12)
-t--t
(7.13)

r

P

2
2
512

12
12
15.

By employing the computer algebra system MACSYMA, we have, indeed,
verified that all of the required coefficients are equal to 0. Thus, the proofs of
(7.1l)-(7.13) are completed.
In principle, the same procedure can be used to verify (7.14) and (7.15).
However, in each case, r = 10, and so p = 60. Since the amount of computation is considerably greater, we show how to decrease the value of p by
deriving more information about the orders at the cusps.
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Let I := I(2) n I,(1 l), and recall that N(I; l) denotes the width of I at the
cusp c E Q u {i}, where $ denotes the point at 00.
Lemma 7.2. Zf I and s are coprime integers, then

PROOF. If we choose B E I(l)

so that

we find that
P:= II-(:,

:)B = (1:;:

1 :a>.

Thus, P E I if and only if 21k and 111ks2. The smallest positive integer k with
these properties is k = 2.1 l/(1 1, s).
Lemma 7.3. Zf we set
r,=f,

i,=g

ia=;.

i,=;,

is=;.

and

&=j,

1

then
(0 51, .-., c6 is a complete set of inequivalent

cusps for r, and

(ii) if rI, r2, sl, and s2 are integers such that (rI, sl) = (r2, s2) = 1, then II/s1
and r2/s2 are equivalent

cusps modulo r if and only if

rI E r2 and s1 = s2 (mod 2)
PROOF. If rl/sl

and

(11, sl) = (11, s2).

(7.22)

and r2/s2 are equivalent cusps modulo I, we can choose B E I

so that
~!A=!?*
Sl s2
Then the conditions (7.22) follow, which shows that they are necessary.
Using (7.22), we easily check that no two of cl, . . . , c6 are equivalent cusps
modulo I. Then an application of Lemma 7.2 shows that
,$ iv(r;

c) = 72 = (r(i):

r).

By a theorem in Rankin’s book [Z, Eq. (2.4.10)], this shows that cl, . . . , & is
a complete set of inequivalent cusps for r.
Now suppose that the conditions (7.22) hold. Choose i and j so that
rllsl N Ci and r2/s2 - cj modulo I. But then by (7.22) and the definitions of
r 1, . . . , c6, it follows that i = j. Thus, II/s1 - r2/s2, and the proof is complete.
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Recall that for a cusp c and a modular form f, the order off with respect
to I at [, Ordr(f; c), and the invariant order off at c, ord(f; 0, are related
by the equality
(7.23)
Ord,(f; 0 = W; Cbrd(f; 0,
where, as above, N(T; c) is the width of I- at [. We also recall from Lemma
0.1 that if M = (z i) is an integral matrix with determinant m = ad - bc > 0,
and if (I, s) = 1, then
= gord(/;

ord(fIM;i)

(7.24)

MB),

where g = (ar + bs, cr + ds).
Lemma 7.4. Let r = r(2) n r,(l 1) and M = (; $)($’ y), where 6 E 0 (mod
11) and (I: g) E r(2). Let f denote any modular form on r, and let c denote any
cusp of r. Then

O=MflM;

0 = Or44f; MO.

PROOF.Set
Mr=
S

llcrr+/3s
llyr+&s=s”

r’

where (r’, s’) = 1. Then, by (7.23), (7.24), and Lemma 7.2, if [ = r/s,

=(11,s’)(ll~r+Bs,llyr+~s)20rd
ll(11, s)

l-

feMr
7 s .
(
>

It thus suffices to show that, for each cusp r/s,
(11, s’)(llcrr + j?s, llyr + 6~)~= 1
ll(11, s)

(7.25)

By examining each of the inequivalent cusps in Lemma 7.3, we may easily
verify that (7.25) holds in each case. This completes the proof.
Lemma 7.5. Let M and r be as given in Lemma 7.4, and let cl, . . . , & be as
defined in Lemma 7.3. Then
lIiI3,
Mli - li+3,
where, of course, the symbol - denotes equivalence.
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PROOF.Lemma 7.5 follows by direct computation with the aid of Lemma 7.3.
We are now in a position to find improved values of p in order to prove
(7.14) and (7.15).

By (0.33), (0.34), (0.35), and (0.37), we find that both (7.14) and (7.15) are
self-reciprocal. In particular, if we set

then F2 = F11M. We use Table 1 in the introduction of this chapter to calculate
Ord,(F, ; [) and Ord,(F,; c), when c = cl, cz, &. We next employ Lemmas 7.4
and 7.5 to calculate Ord,(F,; 0 and Ordr(F,; [), when [ = 14, cs, &. Each of
the remaining terms in (7.14) and (7.15) does not have any poles, and so we
just use 0 as a lower bound for the order at each cusp of each such term. Now
write each of the proposed identities (7.14) and (7.15) in the form F(r) = 0.
Suppose that the coefficients of q”, ql, . . . , qp in F(r) are each equal to 0. We
now summarize our calculations in the following table:

By (0.30), we may conclude that F(r) = 0, provided that
2(p + 1) - 20 > &r(I-(1): I-) = 12,

where we have used (0.6), (0.24), and the fact that the weight I equals 2. Thus,
p> 16.
Using the computer algebra system MACSYMA, we have, indeed, verified
that the coefficients of q”, ql, . . . , q”j are each equal to 0 for each of (7.14) and
(7.15). This finally completes the proofs of Ramanujan’s modular equations
of degree 11.
Entry 8(i). Defhe

&f-(-q49-q9)
PI

=

q7~~3f(-q2,

p3

=

q5/13f(-q,

-q~1)’

p2

A-cl69 -4’)
= @/‘3f(eq3, mqlO)’

p4

=

cl6

=

f(-c129 -ctl)

A-q57 4)

-p)’

’

an’

q”13f(-q4,

vq9)’

4w13f(-q,

-q12)

f(-@7

-4’)

*
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Then
A-P3)
q’/13f(-q13)
1+

=

h

f2(-4
d2(-q13)

-

p2

-

p3

=

plp2

-,-f2(-q)+

-

114

PlP2

+

p3p5

1

qf2(-q13)
3

+

1 -

-

,&

+

p6,

(8.2)

p4p6,

1
P3Ps

1

pZp3114

-

(8.3)

Lz’

f2(-4)
=

03.1)

k~5~6,

(8.4)

qf2(-q13)

and

PROOF OF

(8.1). Put n = 13 in (12.25) of Chapter 19.

PROOF OF (8.2). Using (0.39), (0.51), and (0.52), we first translate (8.2) into the
equivalent form

mcmz13, G(m; z)G(Sm; z) = -4f12(z’13)
r120’

03.6)

This, in turn, is a special case of the following theorem of R. J. Evans [l,
Theorem 6.21.
Theorem 8.1. For each prime p E 1 (mod 4),

m(zdpjG(m;Ww% 4 = 2a,$$,
where /I is any primitive

fourth
up =

(8.7)

root of unity (mod p), and where

(- l)m+“.

c
Pn,“Ez

(8.8)

(6m-1)2+(6n-l)*=Zp

To seethat (8.6) follows from Theorem 8.1, let p = 13 and /I = 5 and observe
that al3 = -2.
8.1. By a general theorem on Hecke operators (Rankin [2,
pp. 289-290, Theorem 9.2.1]), the space of cusp forms (l-(12), 1, l}c is invariant under the Hecke operator T, defined for fc {l-(12), 1, 1}0 by

PROOF OF THEOREM

f(z)1

Tp

:=f(pz)

+

;

p$;fpg.
n

Evans [l, Lemma 3.11 has shown that the dimension of {l712), 1, l},, is 1.
Moreover, since q(z) is a modular form of weight 3 on P(1) with multiplier
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system given by (0.14), we easily see that v’(z) E {I-(12), 1, l},. It follows that
for some complex number a,,

q’(pz)
+; pg;
‘12
(v )
n

= apq2(z).

Since by (0.76), q”(z) = q”i2(1 - 2q + . . e),a comparison of the coefficients of
4l/l2 in (8.9) shows that a,, is the coefficient of qp’12 in the Fourier expansion
of v”(z). Squaring the Fourier series of q(z) given in (0.86), we seethat ap equals
the expression for up given by (8.8).
For a modular form h(z) with a Fourier expansion of the form
h(z) = c

&qk’(12P),

(8.10)

bk E %

keZ

define

W) = $ 4cqk’(12P)
= 1p pg
=. h(z +
”

12n).

Thus, Z(h) is the sum of those terms in (8.10) that are integral powers of q1/i2.
Therefore, (8.9) can be written in the form
(8.11)

r2(pz) + w12(Z/P)) = a,?%).

Squaring both sides of (0.86), we arrive at
?‘(z/P) = $

c

m, nfmod

~v(Pz)G,(Pz))

(8.12)

~I(PZ)G,(PZ)I.

P)

BY (0.74),
v(Pz)G,(Pz)

= (- l)mnq1’24,z,

(- l)k(q(pk+m)(3pk+3m-p)l(2p)

+ q(pk-m)(3pk-3m--P)/(2p)).

Thus, either all or none of the terms in the Fourier expansion of the product
{~(pz)G,,,(pz)} {~(pz)G,,(pz)} will contain integral powers of qi/” according as
m2 + n2 is divisible by p or not. Now m2 + n2 is divisible by p if and only if
n = + rnZ?(mod p), for /?as defined above, and then there are two such values
for e&h nonzero m(mod p). Thus, by (8.12), (OSl), and (0.52),
I(v~(z/P))

= -v”(Pz)

+ 4

c
{rl(pz)G(w
m(modp)

pz)> (v(pz)GW;

pz)}.

(8.13)

In conclusion, (8.11) and (8.13) yield
m(gdpJ GM; PWW;

PZ) = 2(u2(pz) + Z(V~(~/P)))/?~(P~)
= 2~p~2(z)/v2(Pz)~

and (8.7) follows.
(8.3), (8.4). Transcribing (8.3) and (8.4) by means of (0.39), (0.51),
and (0.52), we find that, respectively,

PROOFS OF
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G;‘(z)G;~(z) + G;‘(z)G;‘(z)

+ Gil(z)G,-‘(z) = 4 + fg

375
(8.14)

and
= 3 + ?WPl
(8.15)
-?G-’
where p = 13. By Corollaries 0.6 and 0.5, respectively, the left sides of (8.14)
and (8.15) are in {r”(13), 0, l} and have no poles on X or at the cusp 0.
We now follow the procedure outlined at the end of the introductory
material in this chapter. By (0.77), for p = 13,
G,(z)G,(z)G,(z) - G;‘(z)G;‘(z)G,-‘(z)

G,(z) = -q-5’p’(1

+ ql’p f O(q2’p)},

(8.16)

G,(z) = q-7’pz(1 + O(q2’p)),

(8.17)

W) = -4 -Wp2(1 + O(q2’P)},
G,(z) = q-2’p’(l + O(q2’p)},

(8.18)

G,(z) = -q5’P’(l

(8.20)

+ O(q2’P)),

(8.19)

and
G&z) = q15’P’(l - q”P + O(q2’p)}.

(8.21)

For p E 1 (mod 12) and V = c I;) E rO(P), by (0.14),
v12(fi/P) = u’($?c b~p)(cz + d)r+(z/p) = u2(V)(cz + d)$(z/p).
Hence, for p = 1 (mod 12), r2(z/p)/q2(z) E (r’(p), 0, l}. Thus, both sides of
(8.14) and (8.15) belong to (r”(13), 0, l} and have no poles except at co. By
(0.76),
$l(z/p)/lJ(z) = qc*-““‘“““‘(1

- ql’p + O(qZ’P)}.

Thus, for p = 13,
tj2(z/p)/rjZ(z) = q-‘/p - 2 + O(q”P).

(8.22)

Finally, from (8.16)-(8.21) and (8.22), both sides of (8.14) equal
q--l/p + 2 + O(ql’“),

while both sides of (8.15) equal
q-l/p + 1 + O(q”P).

This completes the proof of (8.14) and (8.15).
PROOFOF (8.5). The desired result is an immediate consequence of the definitionsofp,,...,p,.
Evans [l, Theorem 7.11 has proved another beautiful identity in the spirit
of (8.2)-(8.4). For t = q1/13,
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1
(t2),(t3),(t’O),(t”)m
+ (t4M~6L~~7MtgL
which is equivalent to, for p = 13,
G;‘(z)G;‘(z)

1
= (t),(t5),(t8),(t’*),’

+ G4(z)G6(z) = 1.

Entry 8(ii). We have
A--42

--4121f(-q2,
u-(4,

--411)f(--43,

--4101f(-q4,

-q9M-q5,

-4)

-I71

=.fkd.P(-d3).
PROOF.

This identity is just the special case n = 6 of (28.1) in Chapter 16.

Entries S(iii), (iv). If /I is of the 13th degree,

and

The modular equation (8.24) is simply the reciprocal of (8.23), in the
senseof Entry 24(v) of Chapter 18, and so it suffices to prove (8.23).
By Entries 10(i), (ii), 11(i), (ii), and 12(i) in Chapter 17, (8.23) is equivalent
to the theta-function identity

PROOF.

q3t4q26M113)
+(P(-ct3h(d3)
_ q3w6)(P(-q13)
*(q*Mq) d--4M4) e12M-4
_ 4q2f4(q13hJ2(q)
=1
(8.25)
f4(aP2h13)
a
Employing (0.13), we translate this identity into an identity involving modular
forms,
g2(134g1(134
S*(~h(~)

+ 90(13~)91(134
so(4g1(4
-

92(13490(13~)
szWso(4

(8.26)

Since b and c are even, it follows from (0.26), (0.16), and (0.18)-(0.20) that the
multiplier system of each term of (8.26) is trivial; that is, o(A) = 1 for each
A E r(2) n r,( 13).Clearing denominators in (8.26) and collecting terms on one
side, we can write the transformed equation in the form
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F:= Fl + *** + F, = 0,

where F is a modular form of weight 3 on I = I(2) n I,,(13). By (0.6) and
(0.24), pr = 7. From (0.30), we then seethat p = 31.
To decreasecomputation, it seemsadvisable to use the reciprocal relation.
Applying (0.36) in (8.26) and then converting the new equality back to an
equality involving q-series, we find that
*(q2bP(q)
d-d&)
43$(426kP(413) + d-q’3Mq’3)
_ 4 f4(q)v2(q13)

W2M-q)
- 43!&26M-413)

= 13

q2f4(q’3h2(d

(8.27)
*

(Of course, we can also obtain (8.27) directly from (8.24) by using Entries 10(i),
(ii), 11(i), (ii), and 12(i) in Chapter 17.) Thus, by (0.38), p = 15. Clearing
denominators in both (8.25) and (8.27), transforming all terms to one side of
the equation in each case, and employing the computer algebra system MACSYMA, we have indeed verified that the coefficients of q”, ql,. . . , q15 are equal
to 0 for each of the two proposed identities. This then completes the proof.
Modular equations of degree 13 have been developed by Sohncke [ 11, [2],
Schllfli [ 11, Klein [ 11,and Russell [2], but all of these modular equations are
considerably more complicated than those of Ramanujan established above.
Entry 9. We have
(9

t4q3M15)

(ii)

(P(-@M-qlo)

+ &lbG3Mq5)

(iii)

44-q2M-q30)

+ 2q2~GlM(q15) = 44q3Mq5)9

(iv)

t4N(q15)

(4
(vi)

- $(-q3M-q5)

+ 44-qM-q15)

(PMdq15) - dq3ha5)

= 2q3t412M30),

= 4wP(d5),
= wwMllo)~

= 2qf(-q21f(-q30)x(q3)x(q5),

cp(drp(q15) + (P(q3Mq5) = 2f(-q61f(-q10)x(q)x(q15),

and

(vii)

W(q3h&15) - q~(q)~(q’5)}cp(-q3)rp(-q5)
= W(q3Mq5)

+ q~(q)Ic1(q15)}(P(-q)(p(_q15)

=f(-qlf(-q31f(-q5)f(-q’“).
PROOFOF(~). In (36.8) of Chapter 16,let ,u = 4 and v = 1 to obtain the identity

w3hw?5) = t4f%(q60) + q3t4q2Mq30) + 414d44M4120).
Now replace q by -q and subtract the result from the equality above. This
yields (i) at once.
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PRC~~F
OF (ii). As in Entry 11 below, let a, /?, y, and 6 be of the first, third, fifth,
and fifteenth degrees. As in previous work, we set (~(4”) = &,. Then, translating Entry 9(i) via Entries 1l(i)-(iii) in Chapter 17, we find that
(jly)“* - {/?y(l - B)(l - y)}“” = (a6)“4

z
(

l”.

(9.1)

>

Inverting the roles of a and 6 and also of fi and y, we derive the reciprocal
modular equation
((1 - y)(l - @}“8 - ((1 - y)(l - p)yB}“” = ((1 - 6)(1 - a)}‘14 E

1’2.
>
(9.2)

(

By Entries lO(ii), (iii) and 1l(ii) in Chapter 17, the translation of this equality
is the identity
(P(-46h(-4’o)
- hPi4-43)+(-45)
Changing the sign of q gives (ii).

= (P(-4bP(-4’5).

PR~~F oF(iv). In (36.10) of Chapter 16, replace 4 by q2 and set p = 4 and v = 1.
We then apply Entries 3O(ii), (iii) in Chapter 16 twice apiece. Thus,

awm(410)

= vbfv

4101f(4go, 4150) + W6f(q2, 4141f(430, q210)

= w-(4, cl31+A--43
+ W(49 c13)-A-49

-q3)l Lf(P9 445) +f(-ct5,
-q3)l u-(415, 445) -fbt59

-445)1
-445)1

= t44M415) + t4-4M(-415).
Thus, (iv) has been established.
PROOF OF (iii). Translating Entry 9(iv) via Entries 1l(i)-(iii) in Chapter 17, we
deduce that
(ad)‘18 + {a8(1 - a)(1 - 6)}“8

= (/?y)“”

s
(

1’2.
>

The reciprocal of this formula is
((1 - a)(1 - ~5))~‘~ + {ad(l - a)(1 - 8)}1’8 = ((1 - B)(l - y)}1/4(E)1’2.
Employing Entries lO(ii), (iii) and Entry 11(ii) in Chapter 17, we find that the
translation of this formula is the identity
cp(-42M-430)
+ 24211/kw(-4’5)
Replacing 4 by - 4, we deduce (iii).

= rp(-43M-45).

We postpone the proofs of Entries 9(v)-(vii) until Section 11 where it will
be convenient to use the theory developed there.
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Entry 10. We have

0)

f(-4’>

-47 + 4fb-d

(ii)

f(-q49

-4ll)

(iii)f(-q7,
(iv) {f(-q4,

-4’)

.I-(49 -43)f(-q5),
= f(-q, -q4)

-PI

.I-(-47 -44)f(-4”),
- 4f(--4, -414) = f(-q2, -q3)

- qf(-q2,

--411) + 40-4,

-q13)

=f(-q2’3,

-414)}41i3

-q)

+ q2’3f(-q3,

=A-#,

-4’)

4

17

-q12),

-f(-P3,

4 19

--P3),

4 23

+1-q17+19+23

4

l-4

l-4

- 4f
l-4
4 11

+ 44_
l-4

29

-m+.+“”

and

(vi) (p(q3)(p(q5) + (p(q)(p(q15) = 2 1 + &
(

8
+w-qS

- 47__i
l-4

4 13

4 14

-i_q’3+14
l-4

l-4

16

17
4

4 #‘5

+

1 -

+

1 -

g7

+
28

423

4 26

29

4

4

+1-~23+26-28-l-4

l-4

l-4
34

4 31

4 32

37

4

4

+1-q31+32-34-37
1-q

l-4

1-q
44

4 38

4 41

-1

-j-q=

4 43

4

-jx-p

-j-q=
52

49
4
+

4
+

1 -

4

--++**
l-4

1 -

4
q4g

53
q53
59
.
>

In (v), the cycle of coefficients is of length 30, while in (vi), the cycle of
coefficients is of length 60. These rules of formation were not made explicit by
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Ramanujan (p. 245), since he recorded only six and four terms, respectively,
in the two series.
PROOFS
OF (i), (ii). For the derivation of(i), first use the identity f( - qm2, - q1 ‘)
= -q-2f(-ql3,
-q2), which is deducible from Entry 18(iv) in Chapter 16.
In the quintuple product identity (38.2) of Chapter 16, replace q by q512 and
let B = - q3j2, -q112, in turn. Formulas (i) and (ii), respectively, now follow.
PROOFSOF (iii), (iv). In Entry 31 of Chapter 16, set n = 3, a = -q2’3, and
b = - q to achieve (iii), and let n = 3, a = - q1/3, and b = - qw3 to obtain (iv).
The proofs of(v) and (vi) are considerably more difficult.
PROOF OF (v). Let S denote the series on the right side of (v). Taking the
summands of S, expanding them into geometric series, and then inverting the
order of summation, we find that
IllI
s=

g

13~1

+

q17n

1 -

q30a

+

q19n

+

q23n

_

q29n

-4

4n-47n-q

n=l

= jsl 4” - qS” - q”;

‘: p:
1311

+ 2 P

+

+ q25” - q29”
q17n

- q’” - 4 1 _ q30n

+

q23n

_

q25n

n=l

Applying next the addition theorem, (17.1) of Chapter 19, with q replaced by
4 15,a = q4, q2, and b = qlO, q8, respectively, we deduce that
s

=

f3(-q30)

d-(-q49

d-P)

+

(

q5f(-q2,

f(-ql’,

--4261f(-410,

f(-41g,

-4111f(-425P

d-q’51f(-q25

-4131fc-423,

-471fe425,

4f(-q4,

-q5)

(

A--49

-4)

-q20)

-4221fe410,

3

-q9

-451f(-42g,

-4281fc-4*>

f3(-q301f(-q10)

=

-4201f(-414,

-q5)

-4261fc-q14,

-42gM-q11~

>

-416)f(-q24,

-41g1f(-421,

-q6)

-q9)

+ 45fc--q2,-4281f(-412,-4181f(-422,-q8) f(-q3, -q2’)
A--4’9 -4231f(-417,-d31f(-q2’, -q3) f(-412, -cp8)>
f3k?301fe-q10) 4”ft-q4,--+%T-qg, -q21)
= d-d5M(q15M-q5) ( f(-4, -q91f(--q6,-q24)
+ q5f(-q29-481fb?3, -q2’)
fk13> -471f(-412, -418)>’
where we have employed the Jacobi triple product identity and Example (v)
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in Section 3 1 of Chapter 16. Putting everything under a common denominator
and then using the Jacobi triple product identity to transform the denominator, we arrive at
S=

4f3(-q301f(-q10)x(-q5)
cp(-q’5)Ic/(q’5)x(-45)x(-qlf2(_qlolfoq61f(-q30)
x (“I-f--q39 --4’M--q4,

-d%l-qg,

-4211f(-412,

-P)

+ q4f(-q9 -q9M-q29

-481f(-43P

-4271f(-q6~

-q24))

4
=2x(-q’51f(-q’o)f(-q6)x(-q)
x K%-q3~ --4’1fc-q4, -4

+ a”(---4, -q9M-q2, -q8)}

x {.f(-q99 -4211f(-412, -418) + q3f(-q3, -q2’M-@,

-424)}

+ u-(-q3~ --4’M-q49 -8) - 4f(--4, -q91f(-q2, -q8))
x (f(-q9, -4211f(-412, --418)- 43w-43~-427u-(-q6, -q24)})9
(10.1)
where we have used two of the equalities in Entry 24(iii) of Chapter 16.
Next, applying Entries 29(i), (ii) of Chapter 16, we find that, respectively,
f(49 q41f(-q29 -q3) +A---49 -441.f(42, q3) = w-q39
and

-q’V(-q4,

4)

.I-(49
441.f(-42~
-q3) -“f-(--q,-q41f(q2,q3)= WI-q2, -q8)f(-4, -q9).
The results gotten by adding these two equalities and then by subtracting
them are used in (10.1) to give us

s=

4
2x(-q’51f(-q’olf(-q6)x(-4)
x u-(49q41f(-q2, -q3Mq3, 4121f(-q69-cl91
+f(-4, -441f(42, 43w-q3? -4121f(469q9))

d2(-q5)
= 2f6(-q15)x(-q151f(-q101f(-q6)x(-q)
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= cLl-“(-q5Mq3?
4121.f(46~
4g1f(-q3?-9121.fb16,-q9)
2f6(-q15)x(-q15)f(-q101f(-q6)x(-q)
x u-(494141f(44?
d11f(-q2, -4131f(-q79-49
+A--49 -q141f(-q4?-d11f(q2?413u-(479
q8h
where in the penultimate equality we utilized the Jacobi triple product identity
several times. Employing the Jacobi triple product identity as well as Entry
18(iv) in Chapter 16, using the corollary of Section 30 in Chapter 16, utilizing
the Jacobi triple product identity three more times, and invoking results in
Entries 24(ii), (iii) of Chapter 16, we deduce that
s=

q2f2(-q5)(P2(-q151f(-q61f(-q30)
2f6(-q15)x(-q151f(-q10)f(-q6)x(-q)
x u-@l-‘9 P1.f(-q2~
-A-4-‘9

-413v(44,

-4wk29

411)f(-q7,

d31f(-q4,

-49

-411v(47,

q8N

4f2(-qq5)(P2(-q15)f(-q30)
=

f6(_415)X(_q151f(_q10~X(_q~f(-q3’

-q12)f(-qg,

-8)

x “f-k59
q10hw5)

= qf(-q51f(-q3)(P2(-q’5)~(q15)
f3(-PM-PM-q)
= 4”f~-a-(-q31.f(-q5) 9(P)(P2(-q15)
d-d
f3(-d5M-q’5)
= 4f(-qlf(-q31f(-q51f(-q’s)
(P(-4M-d5)
*
Invoking Entry 9(vii), we complete the proof.
PROOFOF(vi). Combining Entries 9(ii), (iii) and 10(v), we find that
{(P(-q3)(P(-q5)+(P(-4)(P(--415)}-{cp(-q6)(P(-41o)+(P(-q2)(P(-q3o)}
= -&14+q3M-q”)
=

-2

+ 2q2~(-M-q’5)

( 4

4’

=Y7--

4

11

l+q

____-

423

l+q

13
4
-‘3+l+q
l+q

17
4
17+jq3

29
4

I

. . .

+ 1 +qz3
1 +q2g
>
Replacing q by q2” and summing on n, 0 s n < co, we deduce that

19
4
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d-q3M-q5) + (PC-qM-4’7 2p

=-

(

4

2

q4 -1+7-Bq7

q +A+
l+q
l+q
13
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q8

iTq

4

11

l+q

l+q

14
4
-y++.*

-iTip

)
l+q

>

where the cycle of coefficients is of length 15. If we change the sign of q, we
find that
(P(q3Mq5) + (Pmw)

4 13

4 14

4 16

4 17

4 19

4 22

-p+q’3-14+16+17+19
l+q
23
+

1 _4

l+q

1-q

26
q23

+

1 +4

1-q

28

q26

+

28
l+q 4

l+q

29
-

29
1-q 4

+

“’

’

where now the cycle of coefficients is of length 30. For each even value of n,
use the trivial identity
-=--4”

2q2”

4”

1 + q”

1-q”

1

in the foregoing series. We then obtain the proffered identity, with a cycle of
coefficients of length 60.
Entry 11. Let a, /I, y, and 6 be of the first, third, f$th, and fifteenth

degrees,
connecting a and B, and let m’ be the

respectively. Let m denote the multiplier
multiplier relating y and 6. Then,
0)

(a6)“’

+ ((1 - a)(1 - 6))“’

(ii) (/?y)“8 + ((1 - /I)(1 - y))1’8 =
J

=

s

= (BY)“8 - {BY(l - P)(l - Y)p8
(aS)1’4
= ((1 - m

(iii)

(aS)l” - ((1 - a)(1 - S)}“”

- YV8 - {BY(l - m
((1 - a)(1 - S)}“”

- Y)Y8
’

= (j3y)“8 - ((1 - /I)(1 - y)}l18,

(iv) 1 + (By)‘18 + ((1 - /.I)(1 - y)}lj8 = 41j3 “2:::
(

I $:lmm8j3’

>

1’24,
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- ((1 - a)(1 - S)}‘/”

(ad)“‘“({(l

+ &)(l

= 4113

+ JS)}‘”

+ ((1 - &)(l

+ ((1 - a)(1 - S)}“‘“({(l
+ ((1 - &Q)(l
(vii)

(BW6({(l

+ J&U

+ Jr>>‘”

g

l/4

+

;

0

+ J1-s,}1’4
= fi,

- ((1 - JiM

- r))“‘6({u

- ((1 - Ji-q)(l

1

- &J>‘“)

+ J1-B)(l

+ J=311’”

- Ji-q”“)

1;;;;

- $)}““)

+ JTz)(l

- J1-s,}““,

+ ((1 - /Ml

(x)

1’24,

;;y4

= J2,

-

(y;

1

:;I;

1;;)‘”

(

_

4

B&l

-

/ml

-

6)

-

Y)

l/6

=

mm,
7

P41

(

+

0

(

-4

(xii) ($)‘”

4(1

>

(1 - a)(1 - y) u4

l/4

;

(xi)

-

(1 - ml

- 4>

ay(1 - a)(1 - y) ‘I4

- ( BW - ml

Ml - a1 - Y) 1’6 _ 9
mm”
( /3S(l - /I)(1 - 6) >

+ (i: I$

I il)“4

+ (:;I:

I i’,:

1 “B,)‘”

_ 2 YW - YNl - 6) l’*
{1+($~+(;:2;~::;;~}
( a/?(l-.)(l-B))

z5z15

= 25-,

ZlZ3

and

- 4>
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(afiy15)‘~ + ((1 - a)(1 - fi)(l - y)(l - S)}“”
+ 21’3{aj?yiS(l - a)(1 - B)(l - y)(l - 8)}1’24 = 1.

(xv) 1.
P = {256a/+S(l - a)(1 - p)(l - y)(l - 8)}1’48
and

Q=

a6(1 - a)(1 - 6) l/l6

then

If we multiply (i) by the first equality in (ii), we obtain a modular equation
sent by Ramanujan [lo, p. xxix] in his second letter to Hardy. Entry 1l(xiv)
also appears in the same letter [ 10, p. xxix]. Both (iii) and (vi) were recorded
by Hardy [3, p. 2203 in his brief description of some of Ramanujan’s work on
modular equations. (In his statement of (vi), Hardy made two sign errors.)
If we multiply (viii) and (ix) together, we obtain a modular equation
established by Weber [l]. Weber [l] also established (xiv).
PROOFOF (i). If we translate Entry 9(iii) via Entries 10(i), (iii) and 1l(i) in
Chapter 17, we obtain Entry 11(i) at once.
PROOFOF (ii). Transcribing Entry 9(ii) by means of Entries 10(i), (iii) and 11(i)
in Chapter 17, we obtain the first part of Entry 11(ii) immediately. The second
and third equalities of (ii) are (9.1) and (9.2), respectively.
PROOFOF(iii). Let
A = (aS)“8,

A’ = ((1 - a)(1 - 8)}l/*,

B’ = ((1 - fi)(l - y)}1’8, and

B = uw”8,

M=~~)lii=(~!,

where the notation of Section 9 is used. Then in this abbreviated notation,
Entries 11(i) and (ii) yield the equalities
1

B-BB’

--=B+B’=,=

A + A’

B’-BB
A,2

The last three expressions yield
B - BB’ - (B’ - BB’) = MA2 - MA”,

or
B-B
(A - A’)(A + A’) = M’

= M.

(11.1)
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Using the extremal parts of (1l.l), we conclude that
B - B’ = A - A’,

(11.2)

which is (iii).
PROOFSOF (iv), (v). According to (11.1) and (11.2), we may set
A = +(M-’ - p),

A’ = &M-l

B = $(M - p),

and

+ p),

B’ = $(M + p),

(11.3)

where p is positive when a is small. Taking the equality B - BB’ = AM2 from
(11.l), substituting for B, B’, and A from (11.3), and solving for p2, we deduce
that
p2 = l+M-M2
(11.4)
M
’
Thus, from (11.4) and (ll.l),
4

- rJ2 l” = qB28’2_ (M2- p2)’= (M + 1)3
b2r2(1- B12(1
M-2 - #
AA’
a&(1 - a)(1 - 6) >

= (mJ)“8 + ((1 - /I)(1 - r,]“” + 1)3.
Taking the cube root of both sides, we deduce (iv).
Similarly, from (11.4) and (11.l),
4 a2a2(1 - a)‘(1 - S)’ 1’8= 4 A’A” _ (Me2 - p2)’ =
3
BB
M2-p2
BrU - B)(l - Y)
= (1 - (aS)“8 - ((1 - a)(1 - ~5))“~)~.
Part (v) is now apparent.
PROOF OF

(vi). First, by (11.3) and (11.4),
(((1 + &Cl

+ $)}l’2

= 2(1 + $8

+ ((1 - &Cl

- $)11’2)2

+ J(1 - a)(1 - 6))

= 2(1 + A4 + A’*)
= 2(1 + &M-l
=(M3-M2+3M+1)2
4M4

- p)4 + &(M-’

+ P)~)

’

after some algebraic manipulation and simplification.
Hence, from the last calculation, (11.3), and (11.4),
(a~)‘~8(((1 + &)(l
= (ad)‘/8

+ $)}‘”

M3-M2+3M+1
2M2

+ ((1 - &Cl
+ 2A”

- @)}“4)2
>

(11.5)

(11.6)
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= (ad)“*

- pM)l

1+2Mp+M+M’-MM3

+

2M2

= &(I
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+ M;2+

2M2

>

2M

= (M - PI’
2M2

’

Thus, we have shown that the first expression on the left side of (vi) is equal
to W - d/(M,/%
Suppose now that we repeat the analysis above, but with a and 6 replaced
by 1 - a and 1 - 6, respectively. The calculations are seen to be exactly
the same, except that p is replaced by --p. Hence, the second expression
on the left side of (vi) is equal to (M + p)/(M,/?). The truth of (vi) is now
apparent.
PRooFoF (vii). The proof is analogous to that above. First, by (11.3) and (11.4),
(((1 + JB)(l

+ J4>‘”

+ ((1 - JB)U

= 2(1 + JBr + Jo

- Jw’2)2

- B)(l - Y))

= 2(1 + &CM - /I)” + &M

+ p)“)

J1+M+3M2-M3)’
4M2

’

Thus,
mY’8(w

+ JB)(l

+ Jr)>‘”

- ((1 - A/m

=uw8 1+M+3M2-M3-2B’z
2M
= m4”8

1+M+3M2-M3
2M

= (M - p)(2M2

- Jw’4)2

>
M3+2M2p+1+M-M2
2M

>

- M3 - M’p)
2M

= +(l - Mp)‘.
Hence, the first expression on the left side of (vii) is equal to (1 - Mp)/fi.
We now repeat the procedure above but with /I and y replaced by 1 - b
and 1 - y, respectively. As in the proof of (vi), we seethat the calculations are
the same except that p is replaced by -p. Hence, the second expression on
the left side of (vii) is found to equal (1 + Mp)/$.
The truth of (vii) is now
manifest.
PROOF OF

(viii). Observe that, by (11.3),
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0 (
ad lb3 +

(1 - a)(1 - 6) l”

Br

(1 - B)(l - Y))

=

M-‘-p
M-p

a6(1 - a)(1 - 6) 1/8
- ( Ml

- ml

- Y)>

M-’ + p M-2 - p2
+ M+p
- M2-p2

2 - 2p2

1

M-2-p2

=M2-p2-j,42-P2

=$

upon the use of (11.4). Thus, (viii) is established.
PROOF

OF

(ix). The proof is analogous to that of (viii). Thus, by (11.3) and (11.4),

Br1’8+ (1- /wl - Y)lE_ BrU- B)U- Y)1’8
0crs ((1 - a)(1 - 6) > (aS(1 - a)(1 - 6) >
M-P

M2-p2

M+P

2-M2-p2

=~-1-~+~-1+~34-2-~2=

M-2mp2

=-M'

which verifies (ix).
The proofs of (x)-(xiii) are somewhat difficult. It seemsnecessary to express
a, B, y, and 6 as algebraic functions of a single parameter. To that end, we set

t= (

z3z5
ZlZ15

or

1

l/2

>

=-7

M

m’ = mt2.

(11.7)

41,3B2r2(l- BJ2(l- Y)’ 1’24= 1+ 1
t’
( a6(1 - a)(1 - 6) >

(11.8)

Thus, from (ii) and (iv),

and from (i) and (v),
41,3 a2d2(1 - a)2(1 - ~5)~ 1’24
(

Ml

- ml

- Y) >

=1-t.

(11.9)

Since /3and 6 are of the third degree in a and y, respectively, it follows from
(5.2) and (5.5) of Chapter 19 that
a=

(m - 1)(3 + m)3

16m3

p = (m - 1)3(3 + 4

’

16m

y = (m’ - 1)(3 + m’)3
16m13
’
1 _ a = (m + 1)(3 - mJ3

16m3

6 = (m’ - 1)3(3 + m’)

16m’

’

1 _ B = (m + 1)3(3 - 4

’

16m

1 _ y = (m’ + 1)(3 - m’)’

16m’3

’

’

1 _ 6 = (m’ + U3(3 - m’)

’

16m’

’

(11.10)
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Put

p=z andp’=??
z15

and note that, from (11.7),
jd =

pt2.

(11.11)

Since y and 6 are of the fifth degree in a and j?, respectively, it follows from
(14.2) and (14.4) of Chapter 19 that
a(l _ a) = (P - 1)(5 - d5
28$
’

fi(l _ /j) = w - 1)(5 - P’Y
28//
’

y(l _ ))) = (P - l)Y5 - CL)
2*/l
’

q1 _ 6) = w - lY(5 - P’)
27d
*

(11.12)

Substituting these values in (11.8) and (11.9), we find that, respectively,
(m2 - 1)5(9m’4 - 1)s l/24 = 1 + t = (p - 1)3(5P’-’ - II3 l’*
(WC2- 1)(9m-Z - 1) >
( (p’ - 1)(5p-l - 1) >
and

t

(
(

(mr2
(m2 -- 1)5(9m+
1)(9mle2 -- 1)
1y > 1’24

If follows that

= 1_ t =

( (p’(/A-- 1)3(5/J-’
1)(5/r’

-- 1)3
1) > l’*

( > t)
t)5
(

(

.

1 + f 5(1 -

= (m2 - 1)(9mle2 - l),

(11.13)

1 + f (1 >

= (m" - 1)(9mm2- l),

(11.14)

1,;

>

j~l-t)=(~--1)(5~)-1--I),

and
(1 -

(11.15)

t)3

= (p’ - 1)(5/4-l - 1).

(11.16)

From either (11.13) or (11.14) and (11.7), it readily follows that
m2+-.--=9
m2t4

t6 + 5t5 + 5t4 - 5t2 + 5t - 1
t5

Also, from either (11.15) or (11.16) and (ll.ll),

(11.17)

it follows easily that

t4 + 3t3 + 3t - 1
t3

(11.18)
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Solving (11.17) for m2 and (11.18) for p, we find after a considerable amount
of elementary algebra that
2tw

= t6 + St5 + St4 - 5c2 + 5t - 1 - 4tyt2 + 2t - l)RS

(11.19)

and
2t3p = t4 + 3t3 + 3t - 1 - 4t2RS,

(11.20)

4t2R2 = t4 + t3 + 2t2 - t + 1

(11.21)

where
and
4t2S2 = t4 + 5t3 + 2t2 - 5t + 1 = (t2 + 4t - l)(t2 + t - 1). (11.22)
The negative signs on the two radicals were chosen in order to be consistent
with the fact that t tends to 1 as m and m’ tend to 1. Since LX,/?,y, and 6 can
be expressed in terms of m and m’, it follows from (11.7) and (11.19) that Q, /I,
y, and 6 can be expressed in terms of a single parameter t.
PROCIFOF (x). By (11.12), (11.15), and (11.16),

(

/?S(l - /?)(l - 6) U4 = (/A’ - 1)6(5/A’-’ - 1)6 U4
a0 - a)(1 - Y)>
( (p - 1)6(5p-’ - 1)6 >
= (p’ 1 1)3(5/r’
(1 + t-‘y(l

-

1)3 = (p’ -

- ty

1)3(5/P
(t-l

- ty

-

1)3
.

On the other hand, by (ll.lO), (11.13), and (11.14),
(m2 - 1)2(m’2 - 1)2 ‘I4 = (m2 - l)(m” - 1)
PW - B)(l - 6) 1’4=
(9mm2
- 1)2(9m’-2 - 1)2>
(t-l - t)3
*
( ad1 - a)(1 - Y))
(
(11.23)
Equating the right sides above, taking cube roots, and using (11.1l), (11.18),
(11.20), (11.21), and (11.22), we find that
{(m’ - l)(m” - 1)}113= 4+;)
t-l1
=

t4 + 3t3 + 2t2 - 3t + 1 - 4t2RS
2t2

= (R - S)2.

(11.24)

@(l - B)(l - 6) 1’4 (R - S)6
41 - a)(1 - Y)> = (t-1 - t)3’

(11.25)

Thus, by (11.23),

Next, by (ll.lO), (11.23), (11.13), (11.14), (11.7), and (11.17),
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(m - l)(m’ - 1)
2(mZ - l)(m’2 - 1)
(m + l)(m’ + 1)
= (3m-’ + 1)(3m’-’ + 1) + (3m-’ - 1)(3m’-’ - 1) +
(t-l - t)3
= 20 +

2mm’

+ 18/(mm’) + 6(m + m’)‘/(mm’) + 2(mZ - l)(m’” - 1)
(t-l - t)3
(9m-’ - 1)(9m’-’ - 1)

= 2(m2 - l)(m’2 - 1) 10 + mm’ + 9 + 3(m + m’)2 + (t-l _ t)3
(t-l - t)6
mm’
mm’
(
>
- 1)(
t6 + 5t5 + 5t4 - 5t2 + 5t - 1
= 2(m2 - l)(m’2
t3
(t-l - ty
10 +
+ 3(1 + t2)Z + (1 - t2)3
t2
t3 >
= 16(m2 - l)(m” - l)(t’ + t3 + 2t2 - t + 1)
(t-l - t)V
So, taking square roots and utilizing (11.24) and (11.21), we deduce that

ps
- u4+ (1 0aY
( (1 -

/I)(1 - 6) 1’4= 8R(R - S)3
(11.26)
(t-l - t)3 *
a1 - Y)
Because of the pervasiveness of t-’ - t, it will be convenient to introduce
a new parameter
u := t-1 - t.
(11.27)
Thus, by (11.19), (11.21), and (11.22), respectively,
2m2t2 = 10 - 8u + 5u2 - u3 - 4RS(2 - u),

(11.28)

4R2 = u2 - u + 4,

(11.29)

4s2 = u2 - 5u + 4.

(11.30)

and
We are now prepared for the final calculations necessary to complete the
proofof(
Employing(11.26),(11.25),(11.28),(11.29),and(11.30),
wededuce
that

= 8R(R - S)3 - (R - S)‘j - u3m2t2
= 8R4 + 24R2S2 - (R2 + S2)(R4 + 14R2S2 + S4)
- +u3(10 - 8u + 5u2 - u3)
- RS{24R2 + 8s’ - 6R4 - 20R2S2 - 6S4 - 2u3(2 - u))
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= $(u” - u + 4)2 + $4” - u + 4)(U2 - 5u + 4)
- $?(lO - 8u + 5u2 - u3)
- &u’

- 3u + 4){(u2 - u + 4)2 + 14(u2 - u + 4)(u2 - 5u + 4)

+ (u2 - 5u + 4)2} - RS{6(u2 - u + 4)
+ 2(u2 - 5u + 4) - &u’ - u + 4)2 - Z(u’ - u + 4)(u2 - 5u + 4)
- $(u2 - 5u + 4)2 - 2u3(2 - u)}
= 2u5 - 12u4 + 30u3 - 48u2 + 32~ - 8RS(u3 - 3u2 + 4~)
= 4u(R4 + 6R2S2 + S4) - 16uRS(R2 + S2)
= 4u(R - S)4
= 4u3

BW
( ad1

- ml

-

4

- a)(1 - Y) )

1’6
’

by (11.25) again. Hence, at last, (x) is established.
PROOF OF

(xi). Formula (xi) is the reciprocal of(x).

tioo~

(xii). First, by (ll.lO), (11.13), and (11.14),

OF

(

(t-lty

yS(1 - y)(l - 6) l” = (m’2 - 1)(9mfe2 - 1)
(m2 - 1)(9me2 - 1) = (m2 - 1)2(9m-2 - 1)2’
a/V - a)(1 - 8) >
(11.31)

Second, by (ll.lO), (11.12), (11.15), and (11.16),
((m’ - 1)(9mT2 - l)}” = 216a(1 - a)/?(1 - /?)
= (p - l)($ - 1)(5/A-’ - 1)5(5/K’ - 1)s
= (t-l - t)“(sp-1 -

1)4(5/p

-

1)4;

that is
(m2 - 1)(9mm2- 1) = (t-l - t)(5p-’ - 1)(5j~‘-l - 1).

(11.32)

We want to express (m’ - 1)(9mm2- 1) entirely in terms of t. By (11.17),
(11.19), (11.21), and (11.22),
(m2 - 1)(9me2 - 1) = (1-P
2t5

+ 5t’ + 6t6 + 5ts + 2t4 - St3

+ 6t2 - 5t + 1 + 4t2(t2 + l)(t2 + 2t - 1)RS)
= (t-’ - t){(2 - t-’ + t)R + (t-’ + t)S}‘.

(11.33)

We have omitted some rather tedious, but straightforward, algebraic computations. We now claim that
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+ t)s. (11.34)

To verify this equality, cross-multiply and express everything in terms oft via
(11.21) and (11.22). Putting (11.34) in (11.33), we seethat
(m2 - 1)(9m-2 - 1) = (t-’ - t)5((2 - t-’ + t)R - (t-l + t)S}-2.

(11.35)

Hence, by (ll.lO), (11.31), and (11.17),

iGyP+LawJ
I
(1 - y)(l - 6) 1/S 2

2(t-’ - t)3
= (m’ - 1)(3m‘-l + 1) + (m’ + 1)(3&-l - 1)
(m
+
1)(3m-’
1)
+
(m2
1)(9mW2- 1)
1)(3m-’
+
1)
Cm’
(8-2(i-m)($-m.>.,(1;:2)3)
= (m2 - 1)(9me2 - 1)
’
(*-2(m2P+~)+6(1ft4’+2(1pt’)‘)
= (m2 - 1)(9mm2- 1)
= 4(1 - t2)(1 - t + 2t2 + t3 + t4)
(m2 - 1)(9mm2- l)t3
16(1 - t2)R2
= t(m2 - 1)(9me2 - 1)‘

(11.36)

Thus, by (11.36), (11.35), (11.27), and (11.29),

y61’8
+ (1 - y)(l - 6) l’* + 1 = 4R((2 0OlB ((1 - a)(1 - B)

t-’ + t)R - (t-’ + t)S> + 1
(CC’ + t)Z

= K2{4R2(2 - t-’ + t)
- 4RS(t-’ + t) + u’}
=u-~{~-~u+~u~-u~
- 4RS(t-’ + t)}.

(11.37)

Using our calculations in (11.36), as well as (11.32), (11.31), (11.17), (11.27),
and (11.35), we find that

{(~)‘“+((1--y)(1--S))L”+(~~I:~~j:~~~-~}(m2-1)
(1- a)(1- B)
x (9mm2- 1)

- (t-l - t)(5 - p)(5 - p’)
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2 - 4t + lot2 + 8t3 - lot4 - 4t5 - 2t6
t3
(t-l + ty
+ (m2 _ 1)(9m-2

_ 1) -

UP - PM

- P’)

= u(2u2 - 4u + 16) + ~((2 - u)R - (t-’ + t)S}”
(11.38)

- ~(25 - 5~(1 + t2) + p2t2).

The expressions in p must be converted to terms in u. By (11.18) and (11.20X
5(1 + t’)p - t2p2
= 5(1213 t2)@4 + 3t3 + 3t _ 1) _ (t4 + 3t32; 3 - u2 _ 5

+ $4

+ 3t3 + 3t - 1 - 5t(l + t2))RS

= +(u’ + 4)(u + 2)(3 - u) - 5 - 2(2 + u)(t + t-‘)RS.
Using this in (11.38) and utilizing (11.29) and (11.30), we find that

{($)‘“+((l-a)(l-/?))
+(z~K;J1”-~]
(1 - y)(l - 6) V4

x (m2 - 1)(9rrP - 1)

= u{2u2 - 414+ 16 + ((2 - u)R - (t-’ + t)S}’ - 20
+ +(u’ + 4)(u + 2)(3 - u) - 2(2 + u)(t-’

+ t)RS}

= ~(16 - 12~ + 8u2 - 2u3 - 8(t-’ + t)RS}.

(11.39)

By comparing (11.37) and (11.39), we conclude that

yd u4+ (1 - y)(l - 6) l’4+ yS(1 - y)(l - 6) 1’4
C-J
aD ((1- a)(1- B)> ( aB(l- a)(1- B)>
2u3
= (m’ - 1)(9&

- 1)

ZlZ3
25215

{l+($~+(~;~~;~;~;;)y

Y6(l-Y)(l-6))“8~1+(~~+(1:~~jj:~~~~~,

= 2 ( ajI(1 - a)(1 - j?)
by (11.31). This completes the proof of (xii).
PR~~F OF (xiii). This formula is the reciprocal of (xii).

After the proofs of(x) and (xii), the proofs of (xiv) and (xv) are comparatively
simple.
PR~~F OF (xiv). By (11.3) and (11.4),
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- p)(M - p) = 1 + 2m - M2 - p(M2 + 1).

Similarly,
4M{(l

- a)(1 - B)(l - y)(l - 8))l” = 1 + 2M - M2 + p(M2 + 1).

Thus, by (11.4),
I@YU

- a1 - l-w - Y)(l - 4y

=&{1+2M-M2-p(M2+1)}{l+2M-M’+p(M’+l),

= &{(l

+ 2M - M2)2 - $1

= &(M2

+ M - M2)(M2

+ l)‘}

- 1)3.

It is now clear that by combining these last three calculations, we achieve (xiv).
PROOFOF(xv). From (11.6),
(11.40)

PQ =

and from (11.5)
P
-=

Q

256fi4y4(1 - /I)“(1 - y)4 u4*
= &M
aW(1 - a)2( 1 - sy
Jz

+ 1).

(11.41)

Hence, upon multiplication,

Adding (11.40) and (11.41) and using the formula above, we deduce that
P(Q+;)=$(M+Z-;)=$=(2P2+2).

Dividing both sides by P, we complete the proof.
With all the groundwork developed in Section 11, it will now be a relatively
easy task to prove Entries 9(v)-(vii), which we left unproved in Section 9.
PROOFOF ENTRY 9(v). By Entries 12(iii), (v) in Chapter 17, as well as (11.40)
above,
2qf( -q2)f(

-q30)1((q3)x(q”)

= 22/3&(

a2;;;;

I

;;yIy;)2)1’24
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=&x&bz
= rp(qMP) - Pk3M15)T
which completes the proof.
PROOF OF ENTRY

9(vi). Again, by Entries 12(iii), (v) in Chapter 17, as well as

(11.41) above,

2f(-q61f(-q10)x(q)x(q15)
=22’3&z
=

2

l/24

>

+ 1)

JZ3Z5(M

=&L+&Z
= rpblMq’5)

+ (P(q3Mq5).

9(vii). Employing Entries 11(i), lO(ii), and 12(ii) of Chapter
17, (11.3), (11.40), (11.41), and (11.4), we find that

PROOF OF ENTRY

hMq3Mq5)

- q2~(q)~(q’5)}(P(-q3)o

= 4f(-q41f(--431f(-q51f(-q15)
2{(1 - a)(1 - S)}“”

x w-’2M +P)(M+l)-7
I

1-L

m)I

(

= 4f(-41f(-431f(-q51f(-q15)
(M-l + p)2M2
x ((1 + pM)(M

+ 1) - M(M

+ p)(M

-

1,)

= 4f(-q41f(--431f(-q51f(-q15).

This concludes the proof of part of (vii).
The second equality of (vii) is established by completely analogous reasoning. Thus,

w(q3h4d
+
q2~(q)~(q’5)
=tJZ,Z,Z,Z,,{(Br
BNl
w4
+
P)W
+
1)
+
MM
+
P)
W’
r
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lP3+ M(cd)“*} (1 - a)‘14( 1 - ~5)“~

= 4f(-q41f(-q31f(-q5)f(-q15)
2{(1

X

2

2

(

1-b

)I

= 4f(-q1f(-q31f(-q51f(-q15),

which completes the proof of Entry 9(vii).
Entry 12.
(i) Let
qw17f(-q3,

J-(-d?
p3

=

q10/17f(-q4,

fi5

=

q5/17f(-q5,

qwj-(-q2,

-q14)’

-q9)

-q15)’

“R-q29 -d5)

-q13)’

p4

=

q7/17f(_q,

mq16)’

“f-(-q72-4lO)
-q12)’
’

Then
A-P’l)
qw17f(-q17)

=

h

-

p2

-

p3

plp5p6p7

+

=

p4

+

p5

~2b3~3~4

-

1 -

=

l,

p6

+

p7

-

h,

(12*1)

(12.2)

and
h/h

+

112/h

-

p3p4

-

p6p7

=

(12.3)

-la

(ii) f(-df7(-q17)
= A--4,

-PM-q2,

The following

-q4’41f(-q4,

-411)f(-479 -4101f(-48,
are modular equations of degree 17:

x f(-q5,

-4121f(-46,

-4151f(-43,

-d3)
-q9).
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and

PROOF OF (i). We first observe that (12.1) follows from (12.26) of Chapter 19

with n = 17.
The equalities of (12.2) follow immediately from the definitions of PI,. . . , ps.
A proof of (12.3) depending on Entry 22(iii) in Chapter 16 could be constructed. However, it seemseasier to use the identity
j-2( eq)

= z (_l)m+nqn(n+l)/2-m(3m-1U2,

(12.4)

nl,n=-a3
n22lml

first proved by L. J. Rogers [l] in 1894, rediscovered by Hecke [ 11, [2,
pp. 418-4271 in 1925, and more recently proved by Andrews [16], [17],
Bressoud [3], and Kac and Peterson [l].
First, square both sides of (12.1) and equate rational parts on each side to
deduce that
f2(-ql/17)

a ( q-24’17
f

=

2(-417)

ww5

+

P2P8

-

P3P4

-

CL&‘)

+

1,

>

where a( *) denotes the rational part of (.). From (12.3), it thus suffices to show
that

f 2(-qw’)
f2(-q17)

=

-”

(12.5)

>

Now, by (12.4),
4 -W1’j-2(-qW’)

=

z

(-1)

m+s

q a(n+1)/34-m(3m-1)/34-24/17

nl,n=-cc
nL2lml

We thus want to isolate those terms where
n(n + 1)/2 - m(3m - 1)/2 = 7 (mod 17).

(12.6)

Examining complete residue systems of m and n (mod 17), we seethat the only
solutions of (12.6) are
n = 8 (mod 17) and

m = 3 (mod 17).

Thus, setting m = 3 + 17k and n = 8 + 17[, we discover that
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d

k+C

=

_

k f,

(_
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(8+17C)2+(8+l7L))/34-(3(3+17k)*-(3+17k))/34-24/17

l)k+lq17C(C+1)/2-17k(3k+l)j2

k>2lkl

= -j-2( - q17),

by (12.4). Hence, (12.5) is established, and the proof of (12.3) is complete.
We offer a second proof of (12.3) that depends on Theorem 8.1. By (0.53),
(0.51) and (0.52), (12.3) is equivalent to the identity
c
m(mod

G(m; z)G(4m; z) = 0.

(12.7)

17)

However, (12.7) follows immediately from (8.7) for p = 17, since al7 = 0.
PROOFOF(ii). This identity is merely the special case IZ = 8 of (28.1) of Chapter
16.
(iii), (iv). First, observe that (iv) is the reciprocal of (iii).
Using Entries 10(i)-(iii) and 1l(i)-(iii) of Chapter 17, we find that (iii) and
(iv) are equivalent to, respectively,
PROOFS OF

1 = q4(cl(q34Mq17) + (P(-417M417) + q4t4134M-q”)
k412kPh)
d-4hM
t4q2)(P(-q)

_ 2q2t4-q17Mq17)_ 2q4$(434h(-q34)_ 2q2t4417bP(-q17)
t4-4)&)
W2M-q2)
Ic/(qM--4)
(12.8)

and

17 =

t4q2Mq)
(P(-4hM
q4w134)dq17) + d-q17h(q17)
_ 2

tic--4Md
42t4-417M417)

_ 2

t4q2M-q)
+ q4~h3”M-q1’)

t4q2M-q2)
q4w34M-q34)

_ 2

WM-4)
q2tw7M-q1’)

(12.9)
Using (0.13), we transform (12.8) and (12.9) into equalities involving modular
forms. Thus, respectively,
1 =

92(1W91(17~)
g2(+hW

and

+

9oUW91(17~)
S&h(~)

+

92(1W9,(1W
s2(4so(4

_

2ww91u7~3
hbh(~)
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g*W!J1(4
92UWg1(17d
_ 2

hzmlz(d
h,um,u7~)

cmgo(4
_ 2 h(%ll(4
90(4g1(4
hl(lwgl(lw
+ 90(17~)91(17~) + 92(17490(174
ho@)goM
- 510(17r)g,(17t).

(12.11)

Since b and c are even, we seefrom (0.18)-(0.23) and (0.26) that the multiplier
system of each term in (12.10) and (12.11) is trivial; that is, u(A) 3 1 for each
A E r(2) n I,(17).
By (0.6) and (0.24), pr = 9 for I = I?(2) n I?,( 17). By clearing denominators
in (12.10) and (12.1 l), we may write each of the proposed identities in the form
F:=F,+.**+F,=
0, where 4, 1 < j < 7, is a modular form of weight 3 on
I. Thus, by (0.38), it suffices to show that the coefficients of q”, q’, . . . , q13 are
equal to 0 for the functions F arising from (12.10) and (12.11). Using the
computer algebra system MACSYMA, we have, indeed, shown that all of
these coeficients are equal to 0. Thus, (12.10) and (12.11) are established, and
the proofs of (iii) and (iv) are complete.
Modular equations of degree 17 have previously been established by
Sohncke [l], [2], Schlafli Cl], Russell [l], [23, and Greenhill [2], but none of
these has the simplicity of the two modular equations of Ramanujan that we
have just proved.
At the end of Section 12, Ramanujan remarks:
N.B, Thus we see that cp(xr’“), I&““) or f( -xrh) n being any prime number can
be expressed as the sum of f(n - l), nth roots of several functions and rp(x”),
J&X”) or f( -x”). In finding the values of these functions, quadratics only appear
in the case of the 5th, 17th, 257th, etc. degrees, and cubits in case of the 7th,
13th, 19th, 37th, 73rd, 97th, 109th, 163rd, 193rd etc. degrees not as cube roots
but as sin0 sin-‘@ and quintics in case of the llth, 41st, 1Olst etc. degrees.
f”( - xl’“) can also be similarly expressed.

We are unable to provide a proper interpretation for most of this statement.
As we have seen in past entries, for example, Entries 12(i) and 18(i) in Chapter
19 and Entries 6(i), 8(i), and 12(i) in Chapter 20, by employing Entry 31 in
Chapter 16, we may express (p(ql’“), I,!@“), and f( -$I”) in terms of (p(q”),
+(q”), and f( -q”), respectively. Moreover, in each case, there appear 4(n - 1)
additional expressions that involve nth roots of q, The words “these functions”
of Ramanujan evidently refer to what he calls “nth roots of several functions.”
We cannot identify the “quadratics,” “cubits,” and “quintics” to which
Ramanujan refers, nor do we know what 13denotes. It does not seem possible
to find the values of “these functions” by purely algebraical means, which is
what is seemingly indicated; Ramanujan evidently has something else in mind.
In the last sentence, Ramanujan possibly is employing the identity f3( - q) =
cp2(- q)$(q), which is part of Entry 24(ii) of Chapter 16.
Entry 13. If 8, y, and 6 are of degrees 3,7, and 21, respectively, m = .z1/z3, and
m’ = z,/zzl, then
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Observe that (ii), (iv), and (vi) are the reciprocals, respectively, of (i), (iii),
and (v).
PROOFS. Our proofs utilize the theory of modular forms.

Using Entries 10(i)-(iii), 1l(i)-(iii), and 12(iii) in Chapter 17, we convert (i),
(iii), and (v) above into the equivalent theta-function identities
11/(q6)~(q14)(P(q3)(po
(p(q3)(P(q7)(p(-q3)rp(-47)
q311/(q2)~(q42)(P(q)(p(421)+ (P(q)(P(q”)(P(-q)(P(-q21)
~(q6)~(q’“)(P(-q3)(P(-47)
- q3~(q2)~(q42)(P(-4)(P(-421)

+ 4 f2h61f2(-q’4)
42f2(-q21f2(-q42)

= 1 (13 1)
’
.
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q3t4q7)ti(q2’)+ cp(-4’4M-442) _ q3t4-q7M-q2’)
t4?Mq3)
(P(-q2M-q6)
N-qM-q3)
_ 242f(-q14M-q42) = 1
.f(-q21f(-q6)
’

(13.2)

and

q4~(q6)1c1(q42)(P(q3)(P(q21)
+ (P(q3)(P(q21)(P(-q3)(p(_q21)
t4q2hw4kPb?)(P(47) &)cp(q’bP(-dd-47)
+ q4~(q6)~(q42)(P(-q3)o _ 242~(-43)~(-421)rp(q3)~(q21)
~(q2)11/(q14)(P(-q)o
bwdlcI(-q’M&P(q’)
_ 2q4~(q6)~(q42)(P(-q6)o _ 2q211/(q3)~(q2’)(P(-43)(p(_qz1)
=1
Ic1(q2)~(q14)(P(-q2)(P(-q14) 11/kd11/(q7)(P(-q)~po ’
(13.3)

respectively. Because the theta-function identities equivalent to (ii), (iv), and
(vi) are similar to (13.1)-(13.3), respectively, we do not record them. ‘Next,
we transcribe, via (0.13), the identities (13.1)-(13.3) into the modular form
identities

_

g0(3~)s0(7~)s2(3~)s2(72)

g0(r)g0(21r)g~(z)gz(21r) + 4::;:;;:;:;:;

= l7

(13.4)

ho(7r)ho(21r) + h2(7r)h2(21r) h,(7r)h1(21r) _ 2t1(7r)~(21r)
= 1, (13.5)
hoWo(3r)
Mr)h2(3r)
- k(r)h1(3r)
rl(r)rlOr)
and

_

2

92(3~)g2(21~)~2(3~)~,(212)
sz(z)s2(7z)h2(r)h2(7z)

_

290(3~)go(21~)~o(3~)h,o

so(~)so(7~)~o(~)~o(7z)

= 1, (13.6)

respectively.
In the introduction to this chapter, we showed that if F = gj, hi, or rl,
0 I j 5 2, then F has a multiplier system uF of the form
(13.7)
Furthermore, if n is a positive odd integer, then F(nr) is a modular form on
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I,(n) with a multiplier system uFln that has the values
(13.8)

provided that (n, 6) = 1. Here, (: j) E I(2) n l?,(n) and c0 = c if F = q, go, gi,
g2, h,, while co = 2c if F = ho, hz. If n is odd and 31n, (13.8) is still valid for
F = gj or hi, 0 I j I 2, but is not valid when F = n. Moreover, from (0.14)
and (0.18)-(0.23) we note that on I’(2), <: = 1 for F = gj and <i = 1 for F = hj,
where 0 I j I 2. Using (13.7), (13.8), and the foregoing observations, we may
easily verify that each expression in (13.4)-( 13.6) has a multiplier system that
is identically equal to 1, with the possible exceptions of the two expressions
involving eta-functions. Now observe that, in the instance at hand, 3 k d, so
that dZ - 1 = 0 (mod 24). Thus, from (0.14), the multiplier system of q(nz) is
eaual to

Using (13.9) for n = 1,3,7, and 21, we readily verify that the last expressions
on the left sides of (13.4) and (13.5) each have a trivial multiplier system. In
conclusion, for each proposed identity, (13.4)-(13.6), each expression has a
trivial multiplier system.
If we were now to use (0.30) or (0.38), we would find that the amount of
computation is fairly high because the weights I are relatively large. Thus, as
in Section 7, we derive additional information about the orders at the cusps
in order to decrease the amount of computation. Because similar knowledge
is needed in Sections 18 and 19, we proceed more generally than is necessary
here. Furthermore, we discuss the function fr, which appears in Sections 18
and 19 but which is irrelevant in this section.
Let n = ~4, where p and 4 are odd primes, let I = I(2) n I&r), and let
N = N(T; [) denote the width of I at the cusp [ E Q u {A}, where 6 denotes
the point at co.
Lemma 13.1.

If

I and s are coprime integers, then

N r;: =2&.
(
>
PROOF. The proof is exactly like that of Lemma 7.2; just replace 11 by n

throughout the proof.
Lemma 13.2. Zf we set
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then
0) l 1, . . . , c12 is a complete set of inequivalent

cusps for r, and

(ii) if rl, r,, sl, and s2 are integers such that (I~, sl) = (r2, s2) = 1, then rl/sl
and rz/sz are equivalent cusps modulo r if and only if
rI = r,

and

s1 = s2 (mod 2)

and

(n, sl) = (n, sz).

(13.10)

PROOF. If r-r/s1 and r2/s2 are equivalent cusps modulo I, we can choose

B E I so that

B ‘1 =5.
0Sl
s2

Then the conditions (13.10) follow, which shows that they are necessary.
Using(l3.10), we easily check that no two of cl,. . . , [r2 are equivalent cusps
modulo I. Then an application of Lemma 13.1 shows that
ig NC

Cl = 6(p + l)(q + 1) = (W:r),

which, by Rankin’s book [2, Eq. (2.4.10)], shows that cl,. . . , cl2 is a complete
set of inequivalent cusps for r.
Now suppose that the conditions (13.10) hold. Choose i and j so that
rl/sl - ri and r2/s2 - c modulo I. But then by (13.10) and the definitions of
r r, . . . , [r2, it follows that i = j. Thus, rl/sl N r2/s2, and the proof is complete.
Recall that for a cusp 5 and a modular form F, the order of F with respect
to I at [, Ord,(F; [), and the invariant order of F at c, ord(f; [), are related
by the equality
(13.11)
Ord,(FiO = MT; 63ord(F; 0,
where, as above, N(c c) is the width of r at c. We also recall from Lemma
0.1 that if M = (: i) is an integral matrix with determinant m = ad - bc > 0,
and if (r, s) = 1, then
ord(FIM;

r/s) = $ord

F; Mi
(

,

(13.12)

>

where g = (ar + bs, cr + ds).
Now let d be one of the factors p, q, or pq of n = pq and choose B =
(; $) E I(2) such that
6 = 0 (mod d)

and

y = 0 (mod e),

where e = n/d. We call

a Fricke involution of level d for I = I(2)
define MI = (A y).

n

r,,(n). For completeness, we also
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The following lemma is very important for later computations.
Lemma 13.3. Let r/s E Q v {co} and let F be any modular form on r. Let
M = Md, as above. Then
.

In our proof of Lemma 13.3, we use the following simple, general lemma.
Lemma 13.4. Let M and A be 2 x 2 and 2 x 1 integral matrices, respectively,
and let G = MA. Let m, a;and g denote the greatest common divisors of the
entries of M, A, and G, respectively, and let d = det(M). Then
malg

and

mglda.

PROOF. The first conclusion is clear. The second claim follows from the first
and the equality
dM-‘G

= dA.

PROOF OF LEMMA 13.3. We employ the elementary properties ((a, b), c) =
(a, b, c) and (a + b, b) = (a, b).
Let (r, s) = 1, let M = (t !), and set

With g = (r’, s’), the width of I at r//s’ is, by Lemma 13.1,
~(~~)=~(~;~)=2~=2~=2~.

(13.13)

By Lemma 13.4, gJd, since (r, s) = 1. Thus, since d16 and (d, j?) = 1,
g = (d, g) = (d, r’, s’) = (d, dar + /?s) = (d, /?s) = (d, s).

(13.14)

We now apply Lemma 13.4 to
G=(y)=(;

;)M(;).

We see that m, a, g, and d of Lemma 13.4 are replaced by d, 1, g’ := (nr’, s’),
and nd, respectively. We thus conclude that g’ln. Hence,
g’ = (n, g’) = (n, ndar + nj?s, dyr + 6s)
= (n, dyr + 6s)
=d(e,yr+is)

= d(e, 4

(13.15)
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since ely and (e, 6/d) = 1. Finally, from (13.13)-(13.15),
(13.16)
Thus, by Lemma 13.1, (13.11), (13.12), (13.14), and (13.16),

= N(l-; Mi)ord(F;

Mi)

which completes the proof.
Lemma 13.5. The Fricke involution Md interchanges the cusps cl, c2, . . . , c12
of r = r(2) n l?,(n) pair-wise. More precisely, we can group the indices into pairs
{i, j} such that Mdri N c and Mdrj - 5i modulo r, where j is determined by

j=

i + 9,

for i = 1,2, 3,

when d = pq,

i + 3,

for i = 4, 5, 6,

when d = pq,

i + 6,

fori=

i + 3,

for i = 1, 2, 3, 7, 8,9,

1,2 ,..., 6,

when d = q,
when d = p.

PROOF. The result follows from Lemma 13.2 and the definition of M,,.

We conclude that if we know the orders of F at cl, c2, and c3, then we can
use Lemmas 13.3 and 13.5 to determine the orders of F at cl, c2, . . . , c12.
In order to uniformly examine F(z), F(pz), F(qz), and F(pqz), where F = n,
fi, gj, or hj, 0 I j _
< 2, we consider the effect of Md on a modular form F(/mz),
where e 1d and m 1e. Then also 8 16and m 1y, and so
F(Jmz)I M, = (em)-““F

t’a

m/I md

I rim

V I- e

(13.17)
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In order to simply determine the multiplier system ur above, we impose
further restrictions on the matrix B. We require that B - (A y) (mod 243e), in
addition to our previous requirements that y = 0 (mod e) and 6 = 0 (mod d).
An examination of the multiplier systems (0.14), (0.16), and (0.18)-(0.23) for ‘I,
fi, gj, and hj, 0 I j I 2, now shows that
@(/a, mj?, y/m, 6/t) E 0 (mod 48),

in each case. Furthermore, since 6 = 1 (mod 8) and 4 is odd, s/e = e (mod 8).
Hence, by (13.7),
(13.18)
where
” =

Y> ifF = v, fl, go, gl, 92, hl,
if F = ho, h,.

2y,

Employing (13.18) in (13.17), we conclude that
Wm4M
(d/e2)‘”

(~)(~)~~i(e-1)/4~(~mr),

if F = Ir,fl,

go, gl, 92, hl,

=
(4~ 2) 1/4~~)(~)~ni*-1)/4~(4mr),

if F = ho, h,.

Now apply Md to the proposed identities (13.4)-(13.6). First, M3 and M,
transform (13.4) into the reciprocal identity, that is, the identity relating
modular forms that corresponds to the reciprocal modular equation (ii). On
the other hand, M21 (and M,) preserves (13.4). Second, M, and M,, transform
(13.5) into its reciprocal, and M, and M, preserve (13.5). Formula (13.6) is
preserved by M3 and M, but is transformed into its reciprocal by M,, .
If we clear denominators in (13.4)-(13.6) and collect terms on one side, we
obtain, in each case, an equation F = 0, where F is a modular form of weight
r = $J on I(2) n IO(n), and where v is the number of factors in each term of
F. Since q, gj, and hj, 0 5 j I 2, have no poles, neither does F.
Let F* denote the modular form corresponding to F that arises from
the reciprocal relation, and suppose we now calculate the coefficients of
0 1
4“ in both F and F* and find that these coefticients are equal to 0.
%iz’dy*Lemmas 13.3 and 13.5,
Ordr(F; [i) 2 p + 1,
for i = 1, 4, 7, 10. By the valence formula (0.30), (0.6), and (0.24), we may
conclude that F = 0, provided that
4(p + 1) > &r(I(l)

: I) = %(p + l)(q + l),
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or

V(P+ Ml + 1)

p+l>

16

’

(13.19)

In the present applications, p = 3 and q = 7; that is, (p + l)(q + 1)/16 = 2.
The following table records the minimum value of p necessary to effect a proof
of the identity, at least according to the reasoning we have used.

Using the computer algebra system MACSYMA, we have calculated the
coefficients of F and F* through q@and have verified that all, indeed, are equal
to zero. This then completes the proof of (13.4)-( 13.6) and therefore of Entry
13 as well.
Entry 14. Let fi, y, and 6 be of the third, eleventh, and thirty-third
respectively.

(i)

gs II8+ (1 0ccy
( (1 _ 2 DW
ay(l

and

(ii)

degrees,

Then

- ml

+

_ 2

41

1’12 = m

- 4

- a)(1 - Y) >

118(1 0 (
;

/I)(1 - 6) I’*
/3S(l - /I)(1 - 6) I’*
a)(1 - Y)> - ( vu - a)(1 - Y))

a)(1 - y) 1’s

(1 - B)U - 4 >
- Ml

ay(1 - a)(1 - y) lP3
- ( BW - NU - 6) >

- 7) l/l2 _

( BW - 8)U - 6) >
where m and m’ are the multipliers
respectively.

3

,

J&2

associated with the pairs a, /3 and y, 6,

PROOFOF(i). Applying (36.10) with p = 6 and v = 5 and utilizing Entry 18(iv),
both in Chapter 16, we find that

2awW1)

= ww5~q771f(q~q11)+ 2q'3f(q33,q99)f(q-9,q21)
+ 2q37fk?11,
q1211f(q-19,
q31)
= w-bl'11f(P~q77) + wtfk1349)f(q33499)
+ 2q11f(q5,q71f(q11,q12')
= Hfk, cl21-f(--4, -42)llf(P422)
+f(-dI,
-422)1
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+ w-(4>q2)+ A--49-I211 u-(PP 422)-f(-4119 -422))
+ 2q44h13Mq3”)
= “II47421f(411,
422)-A-49 -q21f(-P9 -422)
(14.1)
+ 2q4W3M?““X
where we have used Entries 3O(ii), (iii) in Chapter 16. Now by Entry 19, (22.3),
and Entry 22, all in Chapter 16, we find that
f(4, q2) = t-4; q3M-q2;

q3Mq3; q3L

= t-4; 4M?3; q3)co= (q3;4%(q3; q3L _ d-q3).
(-q3; q3L
(4; q2),
x(--4)

(142)
*

Using (14.2) in (14.l), we deduce that
2qll/(q)ll/(q”)

= d-q3)(P(-q33)- A-df(-4”)
x(--4M--411)

+ 2q4t413M?33).

(14.3)
Translating (14.3) by Entries lO(ii), 1l(i), and 12(ii), (vi) in Chapter 17, we arrive
at

Next, replace q by -q in (14.3) and transcribe the resulting identity via
Entries 10(i), 1l(ii), and 12(i), (v) in Chapter 17 to find that

(

j%S(l - /I)(1 - 6) l’s
ad1 - a1 - Y)>
(

23233

- a)(1 - y)}-“‘2

+ 2-“3{L%y(l

- a)(1 - 7))).

112

ZlZll

=-

+ 2-“3{ay(l

(-1

(14.5)

>

Now we apply (36.3) with p = 6 and v = 5 and Enry 18(iv) seven times,
both in Chapter 16, to deduce that
3bmw)

+ rp(-q)cp(-q”)~

= f(4132, 41321f(412Yd2) + 412f(4176~4881f(432, q-*)
+ 448f(4220, 444)f(452, 4-28) + 4108f(4264, llf(q72, 4-48)
+ q’y(q30*,

q-44)f(qg2,

4-y

+ q300f(q3’2,

q-88)f(q”2,

q-88)

= ‘p(412bP(4132) + 2q4f(q8, 416v(488~ ql’Y
+ W6f(q4,

4201f(444, q220) + 4q36J1(q24)J/(q264).

(14.6)
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But by Entries 25(i), (ii) in Chapter 16,
t{(PMdP)

+ d-qM-PI)

= a{dd

+ d--4)l+PW1)

+ tmd

+ d-P))

- (P(-4)) b(P)

- cp(-P)l
(14.7)

= (P(q4Mq4”) + 4q12~(q8)~(q88).
Substitute (14.7) in (14.6) and replace q4 by - q2 to deduce that
(P(-q2M-q”)

- %mq4Mq44)

= d-@M-P)

- 2q2f(q4, 481f(4449P)

-q”O)
- 4q’“11/(q’2)+(q’32).
+ %ff(-42, -4101f(-422,
Now replace q by q4 in (14.3) to obtain the equality
~~4$(~4)$(~44)

=

d-q12)d-q132)

-

f(-q4)f(-q44)

x(-44M-q44)

+ w”4w2Mq’32).
Combining the last two equalities, using (14.2), and invoking Example (v) of
Section 31 in Chapter 16, we deduce that
d--42)c4--422)

= (P(-@M-P)

+ ml-q2,

-4101f(-422,

-q”O)

- wf(-q4u-(-q44)
= (P(-dM-PI

+ 2q8J1(q6)x(-q2)~(q66)x(-q22)

- 2q2f( - q41f( - 444).
Translating this via Entries lO(iii), ll(iii), and 12(iv), (vii) in Chapter 17, we
find that

= p9{l

+ 2-1/3((1

$;f

_ ,,>““}.

(14.8)

Finally, we add (14.4) and (14.8) and subtract (14.5) to deduce that

/Is us+ (1 ay
c-1
( (1 -

j?)(l

( 23233

/?S(l
- ( ad1

- a)(1 - y)}-“‘2(((1

- /?)(l
-

- 6) us

a)(1 - Y) >

- /I)(1 - S)}“” + @@‘I4 - 1)

l/2

ZlZll

~

U8

a)(1 - Y) >

+ 2-“3{ay(l
=

- 6)

)

(3 + 2-‘/3{ay(l

+ (ay)“4 - l)}.

- a)(1 - y)}-“‘2({(1

- a)(1 - y)}“”
(14.9)
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By Entry 7(i), the last expression in parentheses on the left side is equal to
-2”3{/36(1 - /I)(1 - @}l’lZ, while the last expression in parentheses on the
right side is equal to -2q3(ay(l
- a)(1 - y)}1/12. Hence, (14.9) reduces to
Entry 14(i), and the proof is complete.
PROOF OF

(ii). Formula (ii) is simply the reciprocal of(i).

Entry 15. If /? is of the twenty-third

degree, then

+ ((1 - a)(1 - fl)}‘18 + 22’3{a/3(l - a)(1 - b)}“24

(i)

(afi)“8

(ii)

1 + (a#‘”

+ ((1 - a)(1 - jI)}‘j4

= 1,

+ 24’3{afl(1 - a)(1 - &}“‘2

= {2(1 + (a/?)“’ + ((1 - a)(1 - ~)}“2)}“2,

23
(iii) m - m

=2((a~)‘~8-{(1-a)(l-~)}‘~8)(11-13~41~3{a~(1-a)(l-~)}‘~24
+ 18.21/3{a/?(l - a)(1 - B)}l’12 - 14{a/?(l - a)(1 - /?)}“’
+ 2s~3{a~(1 - a)(1 - /?)}‘16).

Ramanujan’s formulation of Entry 15(iii) (p. 249) appears to be incorrect,
and we have corrected it here.
Entry 15(i) is due to Schroter [3], [4] who does not give his proof. A more
complicated modular equation of degree 23 is proved in his thesis [l] and is
also found in his paper [2]. Since the proof of(i) is decidedly nontrivial and
since there seemsto be no proof in print, we provide one here.
Formula (ii) follows from (i) by elementary algebra, and so we begin with
this deduction.
PROOF OF (ii). Put

(ap)‘j8 + ((1 - a)(1 - /1)}‘18 = 1 - t

and

{a/?(1 - a)(1 - /?)}‘I8 = u.

Then (i) is equivalent to the equality t3 = 4~. Now,
{2(1 + (a#/’

+ ((1 - a)(1 - /?)}“2)}“2

= {2(1 + (1 - t)4 - 4u(l - t)2 + 2u2)}l’2
= 2{1 - 2t + 3t2 - St3 + $4 - it5 + &6}“2
= 2 - 2t + 2t2 - $3

= 1 + (1 - t)Z - 2u +

(4u)2’3

= 1 + (afl)‘14 + ((1 - a)(1 - fl)}“4 + 2q3{afi(1
which completes the proof.

- a)(1 - /3)}“12,
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PROOF OF(~). We derive two modular equations of degree 23 and then combine
them to deduce (i).
In (36.11) of Chapter 16, set p = 12, o = 1, and Q = q23 to deduce that

+{ fVQ, Q/W-U%, q/B) + f( - AQ, - Q/N-( - Bq, - q/B))
= “to q4”2B-2Y- (t!!$z,

B23~4-4”)/(ABq”-‘“,

G).

(15.1)

Apply (15.1) with A = B = 1; A = -B = i; A = Q, B = q; and A = iQ,
B = - iq, in turn, to deduce that

+{cp(QMd + d-Q)+-4))
=“fo

(15.2)

q4n2f(~24+4n,~24-4.)f(q24-4n,q24+4n),

%f(iQ, - iQlf( - iq, id + A- iQ, iQlf(iq, - iq)}
= f. (- l)nq4nff(Q24+4n, Q24-4n)f(q24-4n,

fLf(Q', W(q2, 1) +A-Q',
=“fo

- M-q2,

q24+4”),

(15.3)

- 1,)

q4n2-2nj-(~24+4n,~24-4n)j-(q48-4n,q4n),

(15.4)

and
){f(iQ’,

- i)f( - iq2, i) + f( - iQ2, i)f(iq2,

,"~~(-1)"44"'-2"f(e24+4:

-i)}

Q24-4n)f(q48-4n,q4a)a

(15.5)

We now use Entries 18(ii), (iii) of Chapter 16 in (15.4). Also, easy exercises
show that
f(iq,

-iq)

= (p(-q4)

and f(iq’,

-i)

= (1 - i)$(-q2).

Multiply both (15.4) and (15.5) by q6 to get (15.4)’ and (15.5)‘, say, respectively.
Then add (15.2) and (15.5)’ and subtract (15.3) and (15.4)’ from them. Using
the aforementioned simplifications, we deduce that
S := ~{cp(Q)cpk) + +Q)d--4))
+ 2@~(-Q2bK-q2)

- d-Q4M-q4)

- 2q6#(Q2Mq2)
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q4(2n-l)2f(~20+8n,~28-8yj-(-q4+4n,

(15.6)

mq8-4n),

where we have applied (7.1) with a = -q8-4” and b = - q4+4”. Combining
the terms with indices n and 7 - it, 1 I n I 3, and employing Entries 18(iii),
(iv) in Chapter 16 and (7.1) once again, we find that, from (15.6),
s =4

i

q4(2n-l)tf(~20+8n,~28-8n)f(-q4+4n,

-q8-4n)

n=l
=

4q4f(Q28,Q201f(-q8,

=

4q4{f(Q28, Q2')

=

4q4f(-Q4, -Q8M-q4,

=

4q4f(

-

Q"l.0

-

-

-q4)

+

4q'00f(Q44, Q4M-d6,

Q‘%Q"", Q4M-q4,

-q-4)

-q8)

-q8)

q4).

Employing (14.7) with ql’ replaced by Q, we find that the foregoing equality
becomes

dQ4Mq4) + 4q2"NQ8Mq8) - d-Q4M--q4)

- 2q6$(Q2Mq2)

+ 2q6C-Q2W(-q2)
= 4q4S(-Q41.f(-q4).
Next, replace q2 by q above, and, consequently, Q2 by Q. Translate the
resulting equality by means of Entries lO(iii), (iv), 11(i), (ii), (iv), and lt(iii) in
Chapter 17 to obtain the modular equation
${(l + JFG)‘“(l

+ J1_B)“2

+ (1 - JiG)“Z(l

- J1-s)‘“}

- ((1 - a)(1 - /3))“8 - (a/3)“8 + {I$(1 - cr)(l - /?)}“8
= 2w3{a(tlB(1 - a)(1 - /?)}““;

that is,
(a/3)“8 + ((1 - a)(1 - /3)}‘j8 - {afi(l

- a)(1 - jI)}“8

+ 2”3{aj.?(1 - a)(1 - /?)}l/12
= {*(l + (a&“2 + ((1 - a)(1 - /?)}“2)}“2.

(15.7)

This is the first of the two modular equations that we have sought.
To obtain the second, we let p = 16, o = 3, and Q = q23 in (36.14) of
Chapter 16. Hence,

dQM4

+ cp(-QM-4

= 2 f.

q4n2f(Q32+4n,

+ 4q6$(Q2M(q2)
~32-4n)f(~8-6n,~8+6n)
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= 2dQ3"Md7

+ 2q256ftQ64,W-tq-40, qs6)

+ 4 nil q4ntf(Q32+4n, Q32-4n)j-(q8-6”,

q*+6n),

where we have combined the terms with indices n and 16 - n, 1 I n I 7.
Combining the terms with indices n and 8 - n, 1 I n I 3, and utilizing Entries
18(ii), (iv) in Chapter 16, we find that

cp(QMq) + cpt-QM-cd

+ 4q6t4Q2Mq2)

= 2{~(Q3*) + 2Q8$tQ"4)h@)

+ 8q481CItQ'6Mq'")

+ 4q4U-tQZ6>Q3? + Q"ftQ", Q60)Mq2> q14)
+ 4q'2Lf(Q24, Q"") + Q"JtQ", Q5'%ftq4~ ql')
+ 4q26{ftQ20, Q"") + Q*ftQ'", Q"*))ftcf,
= 2dQ8htq8)

do)

+ 8q4"11/tQ"%4d6) + 4q4ftQ6, Q'"lftq2, d4)

+ 4q'*~tQ")~tq")

+ 4qz6Y-tQ2,Q141f(q6,ql')

= btQ8) + 2Q211/tQ'6))(&t?

+ 2q2t4q16))

+ btQ*) - 2Q2~tQ'6)l {dq8) - 2q2+tq1'?)
+ 2q3{ftQ6, Q'O) + Q/IQ*, Q'",} {f(@, doI + d-k*, d4)}
- 2q3{ftQ6, Q") - QftQ*, Q'",} {ft@, $'I - d-h*, ct4)}
(15.8)

+ 4d2t4Q4Mq4),

where in the penultimate equality we employed (7.1) three times as well as the
equality
(15.9)
(P(4) = (P(q4) + aw)~
which is a ready consequence of Entries 25(i), (ii) in Chapter 16. Now use (15.9)
four times and (7.1) also four times to reduce (15.8) to the identity

dQ)cptd + d-QM--4)
= dQ*htq*)

+ 4@1CItQ*Mq*)

+ vt-Q*M-q*)

+ 2q3$(Q)W

- 2q3$t-QM-q)

+ 4q'*1CI(Q4Mq4).
Lastly, we translate this identity with the aid of Entries 10(i)-(iv) and
11(i)-(iv) in Chapter 17 to deduce that
1 + ((1 - cr)(l - /?)}“4 + (x/Q’*
= 3(1 + JFG)“2(1
+ Jl_p)l’2

+ ((1 - a)(1 - /3)}“8 + (a/?)“*

- (c$(l - a)(1 - /?)}‘I* + +(l - JG$/*(l
which can be recast in the form

- Jm)‘l*,
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1 + (a/?)“” + ((1 - cr)(l - p)}“* - (c$)“s - ((1 - a)(1 - S)}“”
+ (a/?(1 - a)(1 - /3)}“8
= ()(l + (LX/J)“2+ ((1 - a)(1 - B))“Z)}“Z,

(15.10)

which is the second of the modular equations that we sought.
Equating the left sides of (15.7) and (15.10), we deduce that
(1 - (@)1’s - ((1 - a)(1 - /!?)}“8}2 = 2”3{@(1 - cr)(l - jI)}“‘2.
For small a, the expression within the outside curly brackets on the left side
is approximately equal to $a > 0. Thus, in taking the square root of both sides,
we arrive at
1 - (c$)“8 - ((1 - cr)(l - /I)}“8 = 22’3{aj?(l - a)(1 - /3)}1’24,
which is formula (i).
Observe that, by adding (15.7) and (15. lo), we obtain (ii).
PROOFOF (iii). We employ the theory of modular forms. We first translate (i)
by means of Entries 10(i), (ii), 11(i), (ii), and 12(i), (iii) in Chapter 17 to find that
(P*(4) - 23q4(q23)
= 2(2q3NMq23)

- cp(--42M-q46))

lWq)dq23)

- 2WW-(q23)

+ 36q2f(-q21f(-q46)- 2fQ3t4-411/(-q23)

Using (0.13), we write this proposed identity as an identity involving modular
forms,
cm - 239m4
= (%(@d234

- 2h2(zP2(23z))

1ldhCW
+ 8 fw12(23d

- 26fl(4fl(234

(15.11)
91(49lW) > *
Using (0.14), (0.16), (0.19), and (0.21)-(0.23), we may easily verify that each
expression in (15.11) has a multiplier system identically equal to 1.
Letting I = I(2) n I-,(23), we seefrom (0.6) and (0.24) that h = 12. If we
clear fractions in (15.11) and rewrite (15.11) in the form F := F1 + F2 + ... +
F,, = 0, we observe that the weight r of each form equals 3. Thus, by (0.30),
in order to prove (15.1 l), we need to show that the coefficients of qj, 0 I j I 36,
in F are equal to 0. However, if A4 is as in (0.31)-(0.37), we readily find that
FIM = -F. Thus, by (0.38), we need only show that the coefficients of qj,
+ 36~(~)~(23~) - 28h,(z)h,(23z)
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0 I j I 18, in F are equal to 0. Using MACSYMA, we have, indeed, verified
this, and so the proof of (15.1 l), and hence of (iii), is complete.
Entry 16. If jl is of degree 19, then

Observe that (ii) is the reciprocal of (i), and so it suffices to establish (i).
However, we use the theory of modular forms and apply (0.38). Thus, in fact,
(i) and (ii) will be established simultaneously.
Previously proven modular equations of degree 19 by Sohncke [2], Schllfli
[l], Fiedler Cl], Weber Cl], Russell [l], and Fricke [l] do not have the
simplicity of Ramanujan’s modular equations in Entry 16.
(i). Utilizing Entries 10(i), (iii), (iv) and 1l(i), (ii), (iv) in Chapter 17,
we rewrite (i) in the form

tioo~

OF

(Ph2Mq38) + 4q’“t4q4Mq76)
= q3(-q3*)
(P(-q2)

_ 2q7ti3(q19)
tw

+ 2q7+3(-q19)
*t-cd

_2

-~

Written in terms of modular forms, by (0.13), the foregoing equality becomes
g1Wg,(W

+ %(Wg,WW

-~ h;(19r) + 2h;(19T)
~h,W
ho(t)
g:(19r)
9lM

(16.1)
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We now must examine the multiplier systems for each term in (16.1). By
identically the same proof, with 11 replaced by 19, we deduce as in Lemma
7.1 that g,(2r)g1(38t) + 4g2(2t)g,(38r) is a modular form on r = I(2) n I,(19)
with the multiplier system (A). If F = gl, h,, hi, or h,, then by the same
reasoning that gave (7.16), we find that F3(19r)/F(t) has a multiplier system
equal to (6). Thus, upon multiplying out in (16.l), we find that each term has
a multiplier system identically equal to 1.
Multiplying out and clearing denominators in (16. l), we may rewrite (16.1)
in the form F := FI + F2 + * ** + F,, = 0. The weight I of each modular form
4, 1 5 j I 19, is equal to 9. Also, by (0.6) and (0.24), pi. = 10. By (0.38), if we
verify that the coefficients of qj, 0 i j I 27, in both F and F IM are equal to
0, then the proof of (16.l), and hence of both (i) and (ii), is complete. Using the
computer algebra system MACSYMA, we have, indeed, found that all of the
required coefficients are equal to 0.
Entry 17. We have
(9 dqMq3”)
(ii) h5M4’)
(iii) ~Mdq135)

= cp(-q)d-q35)

+ 4qf(-q10)f(-q14)

= d-q5M-4’)

+ 4q3+(q10)+(q14)

= cp(-q10)d-q54)

+ 2qf(qg)f(q15)

+ 4qgt&qz)$(q70),
- 4q3f(-q2)f(--q70),
+ 2q41c/(q5)+(q27),

and

(iv) dq5Mq2’) = d-q2M-q270) + 2q17J/(dJ/(q135)
+ WAq31f(q45).
PROOF OF (ii), First, putting A = B = 1, p = 6, and v = 1 in (36.2) of Chapter

16, we find that
+{(P(q5Mq7) - rpk15M-q7))

=2toq

12n2+14n+7f(q35(14+4n),q35(10-4n))f(q26+4n,q-2-4n),

where we have employed Entry 18(iv) of Chapter 16 to show that the terms
with index n and 5 - n, 0 I n I 2, are equal. Second, setting p= 6 and v = 1
and replacing q by q2 in (36.10) of Chapter 16, we arrive at

l2n~+12n+3f(q35(14+4n),q35~lO-4n~)f(ql4+4~,qlO-4~)~

= 2i. q

Subtracting the latter equality from the former, employing Entry 18(iv) in
Chapter 16, and noting the cancellation of the terms with index 1, we see
that
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3{(P(q5Mq7)
- d-q%(-4’))
= 2f(q49O, 4350){45f(429

- 2q3w10Mq14)
422) - q3f(d0,

+ a-(q770, 470){47w410?

414)1

414) - 47x42Y 422)1

= -2q3{f(q’o,

414) - 4%q2, 422)} {f(435o,

= -2q3f(-q2,

-q‘yj-(-4’0,

q4go) - 470f(470v 4770)l

-qy

= -2q3f(-q2w--q70),

where we have applied (7.1) twice. This concludes the proof of (ii).
PROOFo;(i). In (ii), replace q by q1/5 to obtain the equality
dq)(P(q7’5) = d-qM-q7’5)

+ 4q3’511/(q2Mq1”5) - 4q3’5f(-q2’5)f(-q14).

Employing Entries 10(i)-(iii) in Chapter 19, we deduce that
ddb(q35)

+ 2q7’xq219 44g) + 2q2*‘w179 463)1

= (p(-q){(p(-qy
+ 4q3’Wq2)

- 2qT5f(-qZ1,
(q42’5N?70)

-449)

+ 2qy-(-q’,

-463))

++flq2*, 442) + 414’5f(414, P)}

- 4qY5{-q”Sf(-q2)f(-q’O)

+f2(-44,

-46)

.fht4)
- 4”5f2(-q2v-4vJo.
If we now equate rational parts on both sides, we obtain (i).
PROOF
OF (iii). The proof of (iii) is very troublesome, indeed. First, replace q
by -q in (iii) to find that

cp(-410h(-454)

- whg1f(-q’5)

+ 2q4t4-q5)H-q2’)

= (P(-dd-d35).
We now translate this into a modular equation via Entries lO(ii), (iii), ll(ii),
and 12(ii) in Chapter 17. With the subscript on each parameter below corresponding to its degree, we find that
(25z27)'/z{(1-a5)i1-a27)}1/8

- (zgz15)1’222’3(aga15)1/24((1
+

- a5)(l - a,,))“*

(z5z27Y'2{a5a27U

= (z,z,3,)“2{(1

- a,)(1 - a15)}1’6

- aI)(l

- a,3,)}“4.

Note that we have obtained a modular equation involving six moduli! Now
replace each modulus a, by its complementary modulus 1 - a135,n to obtain
the reciprocal formula
(z27z5Y’2b5a27Y’8 - (z15zg)1’222’3(aga15)1’6{(1
+ (z27z5Y’2{a5a27(l

- a,)(1 - a27V’8

- ag)(l - a,,)}‘124
= (z135z1)1’2(a1a135)1’4.
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Now this formula can be translated into the theta-function identity
2q4WMq2’)

+ %“~(-q5M(-q2’)

- +?%-q361f(-q60)

(17.1)
= 4q34w2M(q270),
via Entries 1l(i)-(iii) and 12(iv) in Chapter 17. Since (17.1) and Entry 17(iii)
have been shown to be equivalent, it suffices to prove (17.1).
In the remainder of the proof, all references, unless otherwise stated, will
be to results found in Chapter 16.
In (36.8), set p = 16, v = 11, and Q = q’35 to deduce that
= q4dQ16Mq32) + qg4011/(Q321f(q176,
q-‘44)

q4$(q5Mq2’)

Replacing q by - q and adding the result to the foregoing equality, we find that
q4w15Mq2’)

+ q44w-q5M-q2’)

= 2q4q(Q’6)$(q32)

+ 2qg40ti(Q32)j-(q’76,

6411~-22~1+4f(~16+4~1,

+&I

~16-4n)f(~44n,

q-‘44)
q32-44n)

fl=l
=

2q4dQ"%(q3')

+

2q540$(Q32Mq'6)

+

2q34f(Q'2, Q201f(q12,q2’)

+

2q3'%Q4, Q2?t-h4,

2q'36f(Q*, Q24V-(q*,q24)

+

q2*),

where we have made several applications of Entry 18(iv). Rewriting the right
side with the aid of Entries 25(i), (ii) and 3O(ii), (iii), we find that
q4d475Mq27) + q4$(-q5M-q2’)
= $MQ4) + d-Q4)l
+ ib(q’>

bh4)

- d-q4))

MQ4) - c~6-Q~)) + 2q136rl/(Q8M(q8)

+ d-q4))

+ &34tf(Q2, Q6) +A-Q2v

-Q‘% LI-k2, @) +A--‘,

-q%

+ iq34U-(Q2, Q6) 9-CQ2,

-Q")> {f(q2, @I -.f(-q2v

4%

= h4Q4Mq4)

- hd--Q4)d-q4)

+ 2q136ti(Q8Mq8)

+ q34ti(Q2M(q2) + q34t4-Q2M-q2)
= $b(Q) + k-Q))
+ ib(Q)

b(q) + d-4)

- cp(-Q)) b(q) - d-q))

- 3d-Q4M-q4)

+ q3"d4Q2Mq2) + q3"t4-Q2M-q2)

= tcp(QMq) + id-QM-4

- id-Q4M-q4)

+ q3"11/(Q2Mq2)+ q34$(-Q2M-q2).

(17.2)
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Next, we employ (36.1) with 4 replaced by q’* and ,u = 4, v = 1, A = q3’,
B = $8, and Q = q 135.Accordingly,

3{f(q”“, 4721f(460, q’20) +f(--436,
144&+12nf(~16+8f1,

-4721f(-q60~

-4120)l

~16-8n)f(~192+72n,

q96-72n)

=io4
=

dQ'6Y(~96,

q’92)

+

+ 2q552t,h(Q32)f(q48,

q15611/(Q8)f(~24,
q264)
q240) + q1212f(Q-8,

= &P(Q~) + cp(-Q4)) U-W2v #‘I
+ ib(Q")

- cp(-Q4)){f(~12,

+ d32J/(Q8){f(q’20,

Q40)f(q120,

+f(-q’2,

q’68)

-@‘I)

cf”) -f(-q12,

--@‘))

q’68) + q24f(q24, 4264)},

where we have utilized Entry 18(iv) several times and employed Entries 25(i),
(ii) and 3O(ii), (iii) as well. Employing once again these four entries as well as
(7.1) in this chapter, we deduce that
2q4{.f(q36, 4721fwo, q120) +f(-q36,

-4721”f(-q60s

= 2q4dQ41f(q'2, @‘I + 2q4d-Q41f(-ct2,

-4120))

-8’)

+ 4q'36NQ81f(q24, q48)
= &h(Q)

+ d--Q)Hfh3,

+ 2q4d-Q41f(-q12,
+f(-q3,

415) -f(-q3,
-@O) + h{dQ)

-d5))
- d--Q))

U-(q3, q15)

-415)1

= w(Qlf(43, q15) - w(-Qlf(-q3,
+ 2q4d-Q41f(-q12,

--c$~)

--f”)

= fv(QHcpM - dq9)) + hiC-QHcp(-4
- cp(-Q4M-q4)

- cp(--q3%

- &--49)l
(17.3)

where we have used Corollary (i) in Section 31 three times.
Third, we invoke (36.2) with 4 replaced by 418, p = 4, v = 1, A = q3’,
B = q-18, and Q = q’35. Then in the second equality below, we apply Entry
18(iv) several times. In the third, Entries 3O(ii), (iii) are employed. In the fourth,
we make four applications of (7.1) of the present chapter with a = )@,
b = + q66 and a = f q3’, b = f q42. Two further applications of (7.1), with
a = f q6, b = qi2, are made in the penultimate equality. Lastly, Corollary (ii)
in Section 31 is utilized. Thus,
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= q36f(Q12,Q201f(q84,qzo4) + q300f(Q4,Q281f(q’32, q’?
+ q312f(Q4,Q281f(q60,qzz8) + q6’f(Q12, Q201f(q12,q2’?
= kf(Q’, Q6) {q36f(q84,q204)+ q30f(q132,q’?
+ 442f(460,q228)+ 460f(412,q2’Y}
+ kf(-Q’,

- Q6){q36s(q84,q204)- q3“fkt32, P6)

- 442f(460,q228)+ 460f(412,q2’9}
= MQ’, {q36f(q6, @? + q30f(q3’, q42))
+ 3tWQ2){q36fC-q6,

--q’? - q3’f(--q3’, --442)}

= 3q30MQ21f(q6,q12) - 3q30~(-Q2W-@,

q12)

= 3q30ti(Q”HW2) - q2W8))
- 3q30W-Q2W(-q2)

+ q2C-q’“)l.

Rearranging slightly, in summary, we have shown that
2q4{f(q369 4721f(460>4’20) -f(-436,

-4721f(-460,

-4120)}

= 2q3'W(q2MQ2) - tWq2M-Q2))
- 2q3'%W8h4Q2) + W-q18M-QZ)l~
Subtracting (17.4) from (17.3), we deduce that
mq’20)
4q4f(-936, -q’2)f(-q60,
= %~kddQ)

+ d-&d---Q)

(17.4)

- M-q4M-Q4)

- 4q34ti(q2M(Q2) + 4q3"W-q2M-Q2))
- ib(qgMQ)

+ cp(-q')d-QQ)

- 2d-q3%(-Q4)

(17.5)
- 4q36W8)+(Q2) - 4q36C-d8)~(-Q2)).
Quite remarkably, the latter expression within curly brackets vanishes, as we
demonstrate in the next paragraph.
Let p = 8 and v = 7 in (36.3). Combine the terms with indices n and 8 - n,
1 I n I 3, with the aid of Entry 18(iv). Then apply Entries 25(i), (ii), 18(iv)
again, and 3O(ii), (iii). Accordingly,
f{(PWMd

+ (PC-PM-4))

= (P(4240M116)
+ w4N1480M432)
+

$1

q16nff(q240-60n,q240+60n)f(q16-28n,q16+28n)
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= ${(PkfO)+ rp+fO)l Mq4) + cp(-q4)l
+ mq”“> - cpbtO)l b(q4) - cp(-q4)l
+ 2q4f(q’80,
q3001f(P9qZO)
+ w6J1w20Mf)
+ 2q36fwo,44201fk4,
428)
= 34M0Mq4) + M-q60M-q4) + w6bw20Mq8)
+ 3q4{fW0,q90)+f(-4309 -490)llf(4278) +f(--q29-4%
+ t44{f(q30,q90)-f(-q309 -q90)l {f(q2>8) -f(-q2, 4))
= ${(PW) + 44-P)) {(P(q)+ 4e-4))
+ $bPW) - (P(--491b+?)- (P(-4))
+ 9+q60h(-q4) + q4t4q30Mq2)
+ q4c-q30w-q2)
= $(P(cl%(q)+ M-PM-4)
+ M-q60)d-q4)
+ q41c1(q30Mq2)
+ 44w--q30M-q2).
If we replace q by q9in the identity above, we seethat we have, indeed, shown
that the latter expression in curly brackets on the right side of (17.5) is equal
to 0. Thus, (17.5) reduces to the equality
%%-q361f(-q60)

= ;{dqMQ) + d--4M-Q))

- d-q4M-Q4)

- 2q3"W2MQ2) + 2q34rC/(-s2M-Q2)- (17.6)
If we now multiply (17.2) by 2 and then subtract (17.6) from the resulting
equality, we obtain (17.1), which is what we sought to prove.
PROOFOF(iv). Replacing q by qljs in (iii), we find that
(PwsM?27)

= d--42bP(--4s”5)

+ w’sf(q9’s1f(q3)

+ 2q4’st4?Mq27’s).
Applying Entries 10(i)-(iii) of Chapter 19, we find that the previous formula
becomes
(P(q2’) m?) + w’wq3~ 4’) + wxq,
q9)}
= (p(-q2){rp(-q2”‘)
_ 2qS4Pf(-q162, -q3’8)
+ 2q2’6Pj-( - qS4, -q486)}
+ 2q”s{q9’sf(q91f(q4s) +f2c--418,

fk3)

q2’) - 418’sf2(q9, -q36)}m

+ 2q”s~(q)(q81’s1c/(q135)
+ f(qS4,q81)+ q2v5f(q2’,qy}.
Equating rational parts on both sides, we complete the proof.
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Entry 18. Let /?, y, and 6 have degrees 5, 7, and 35, respectively. Let m and m’
denote the multipliers connecting a, fi and y, 6, respectively. Then
(i) (c#‘~ + ((1 - a)(1 - S)}“” + 2”3(a6(1 - a)(1 - 8)}1’12
+ (fly)“” + ((1 - D)(l - y,}“” + 24/3(j3y(l - /3)(1 - y))l’12
= 1 + (1 + 2”3{aj!?y6(1 - a)(1 - B)(l - y)(l - 6)}“24}2,
(ii) ((~95)“~ + {(l - a)(1 - S)}“”

+ 2~3(aS(l

- a)(1 - 6))“‘*}

- ml
= 1 - 27’3{afly6(1 - a)(1 - j?)(l - y)(l - @)1’24
x WYY4

+ ((1 - m

- Y)p2}

- Y>>“” + 24’3mu

x UQ-W)“8 + ((1 - a)(1 - IN1 - Y)U - J)}“*),
(iii) (a6)1’4 + ((1 - a)(1 - S)}“”

+ 2W3{j?y(l - /?)(l - y)}l’lz

$

“* = 1,

- a)(1 - 8)}1/12 s

1’2= 1,

0
(iv) (by)“4 + ((1 - p)(l - y)}“” - 2”3(a6(1

0
(v)

04

(16py(l - @(l - y)}1/24 - {16a6(1 - a)(1 - 6))“* = m’ ‘I2
{16&(1 - B)(l - 14)~‘~~+ {WY(~ - IN1 - r)>“”
0m
= {16a6(1 - a)(1 - S)]“” + (16a6(1 - a)(1 - 8)}1’24
{16fly(l - fi)(l - y)]l’* - {16a6(1 - a)(1 - 8))1’24’

us 1/S+ (1 07%
( (1 -

a)(1 - 6) 1’8

a&l

- a)(1 - 6) 1/8

/-wl - Y)>

- ( BYU - BN1 - Y)>
+ 2 a6(1 - a)(1 - 6) l/l*
)
q)“‘,
( BrU - m - Y)

and

(vii)

BY1’S
+ (1- PM1
- Y) 1’8 _ l-w 02
((1 - a)(1 - 6)> ( a@1 -

B)(l - y) l’*

a)(1 - 6)>

+ 2 arc1 - ml - Y)) ID2 -(;?
( a8(1 - a)(1 - 6)
PROOFSOF (iii), (iv). If we transcribe (iii) and (iv) via Entries 10(i), (ii), ll(iii),
and 12(iii) in Chapter 17, we obtain Entries 17(i) and 17(ii), respectively.
Hence, the proofs are complete.
Proofs of the remaining modular equations are accomplished by means of
the theory of modular forms.
PROOFS
OF (i), (ii), (v)-(vii). Using Entries 10(i)-(iii), 11(i)-(iii), and 12(i), (iii) in
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Chapter 17, we translate the six modular equations to be yet proved into the
proposed theta-function identities

(18.1)

(4qg$(42M470)+ cpk4M--435) + wf~-42M--q70N
x (443wto)w4) + d-h+-q7)
+ 4af~-q101f(-~‘4))

x (446~(4)~(45)~(47)11/o+ cp(-42)(P(-410)(P(-q14)(P(-q70)),
(18.2)
(P(q5)(P(q7)(2qJI(-qS)~(-q7)

+ 2~4$hhw-~35)

+fb?V(q7))

= Ip(4)(P(4351f(451f(47),
(P(4)~(4j5)(2~(-q5)~(-q7)

(18.3)
- 243~(-4M-435)

-fw(~35))

= (P(q5)(P(471f(41f(43s),

(18.4)

q3t4?M435)+ (P(-42)(P(-470) _ ~3t4-dK--~35)
twh4~7)
d-410M-414)
~(-hK--~7)
+ 242f(-42Y6470) = 1
.f(-4101f(-414)
’

(18.5)

and
44q”M~‘)
q34w~(43’)

P(-410M-q14)
+ cp(-q2w-~70)

w-4sM-47)
- cf3t4-dJI(-435)

+ 2 f(-4101f(-414)
= _1
42f(-42w-470)
*
Next, we employ (0.13) to rewrite (18.1)-( 18.6), respectively, as

(18.6)

(18.7)
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= sl(~)sl(5~)sl(7~)sl(3sz)

- 8
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fi (r)f1(5r)f, (7r)f1(35r)
sl(~)sl(~~)gl(7~)sl(35z)

x (4h~(~)h~(5Z)h~(7Z)h~(35Z)+ hz(Z)hz(SZ)h,(7Z)h,(35~)),
sl(5~)g1(7t)(2~l(5~)h,o

+ 2h,W,(35~)

+fi(5~)f,(7t))

(18.9)

= sl(z)s1(35~lfl(5zlfi(72),

sl(~)sl(35~)(2~l(5~)h,o

- 2hW,(35~)

-fiblfi(35~))

(18.10)

= Sl(5~)91(7~lfl(~lfl(35~),

W)ho(35~)
h(5r)ho(7~)

(18.8)

+ hzW,(35~)
~,(5~)~,(7~)

hWl(35~)
- h(5m(79

+ 211bh(35t)
1(5+l(7r)

= 1, (18.11)

and
~,(5%(7~)
Wvd35~)

+ &(5N(7~)
bbh(35d

h(5@,(7~)
- hwh(35~)

+ 2v(5th(7t)
tlwd35~)

= -1.

(18.12)

We now apply the theory developed in Section 13. By employing the
multiplier systems (0.14) and (0.18)-(0.23) in (13.7) and (13.8), we may easily
verify that each expression in (18.7), (18.8), (18.1l), and (18.12) has a multiplier
system identically equal to 1, while each expression in (18.9) and (18.10) has a
multiplier system equal to exp{ni(b - c)d/2}. In conclusion, for each proposed
identity, the terms have identical multiplier systems.
We now apply the operator Md to the proposed identities (18.7)-(18.12). In
all cases,(18.7) and (18.8) are invariant under the Fricke involutions. Each of
(18.9)-(18.12) is transformed into its reciprocal by M, and M, but is left
invariant under M, 5.
Proceed now as in Section 13. Here p = 5 and q = 7. Thus, (p + l)(q + 1)/16
= 3. Using (13.19), we obtain the following table of values for p and v.

V

P

(18.7)

(18.8)

(18.9)

(18.10)

(18.11)

(18.12)

8
24

8
24

4
12

4
12

8
24

8
24

Using the computer algebra system MACSYMA, we have calculated the
coefficients of F and F* (in the notation of Section 13) through qp and have
verified that, in each of the six cases,all, indeed, are equal to 0. This completes
the proofs of (18.7)-(18.12) and hence also of Entry 18.
If we multiply (vi) and (vii) together, we obtain a modular equation first
discovered by Weber [ 11.
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Entry 19.

(0 (Pk?Mq63)
- dq7)rp(q9)= 2qf(q3)f(qZ1)(ii)

twM?g) - cf?4d~k63)=f(-@)f(-4”‘).

(iii) Let 8, y, and 6 have degrees 3, 13, and 39; or 5, 11, and 55; or 7,9, and 63,
respectively, in each case. Then

1 + ((1 - a)(1 - S)}“” + (aS)“4 ((1 - a)(1 - 8))l’s - (a6)“S
1 + ((1 - B)(l - y,}“* + (By)1’4 = ((1 - /?)(l - y)}“” - (/$J)1’8
f {a&l

- a)(1 - @}I’*

= (PY)“” - Vr(l

- mu - Y)>“”

(ad)“*

=

m’
i rn’

where m is the multiplier associated with a and fi, and m’ is that associated
with y and 6. In the third expression, the plus sign is to be taken in the first
two cases, and the minus sign is chosen in the third instance.
(iv) If /I, y, and 6 are of degrees 3, 13, and 39 or of degrees 5, 7, and 35,
respectively, in each case, then

C-J(
a6 l” +

(1 - a)(1 - 6) ‘I*

BY

(1 - mu

- Y)>

a&l - a)(1 - 6) ‘Is
- ( BYU - /ml

+ 2 a@1 - a)(1 - 6) l/I2 =

- Y) >

m’
F m

( BYU - B)U - Y)>
and

C-J(
BY II8 +

aa

f1 - m

BY(l
as(l -_ B)(l
a)(l

- 7) I'* -

(1 - a)(1 - 6) >

(

Y) 1'8
_- 6)

>

+ 2 BYU - B)(l - Y) l/l2
=*&’
( aa(l-a)(l-6))
where the plus sign is taken in the first case, and the minus sign is assumed
in the second. The multipliers m and m’ have the same meaning as in (iii).

In fact, in the case of degrees 5, 7, and 35, the two formulas of (iv) are
identical to Entries 18(vi), (vii), respectively.
The first and third equalities in (iii) appeared in Ramanujan’s [lo, pp. xxix,
3531 second letter to Hardy.
When /.?,y, and 6 have degrees 3, 13, and 39, respectively, multiplying the
two modular equations of (iv) yields a modular equation first found by Weber

PI.
It will be simplest to first prove (ii) and then deduce (i) from it.
PROOF OF(ii). Unless otherwise stated, all references in this proof are to results

in Chapter 16.
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First, we employ Corollary (ii) of Section 31 and Entry 18(ii). With the use
of Entry 18(iii), we next apply (36.1) with p = 4, v = 3, q replaced by q9’2, and,
in turn, A = q21’2, q6” and B = qm912,q-3’2. Hence,
Ic1(q7Mq9) - @iw~h63)
= ukl219 442) + q7b4f3)Mq9)
= m25

4631fh3~ @I

36n2+15nj-(q42(7+3n),q42(5-3n))f(q42+54n,q30-54n)

=&
-ioq
=ioq

4421fu, q9) - ML

- @m3~ $7 + M!19)lW3)

36n2+33n+6f(q42(7+3n),q42(5-3.))f(q66+54n,q6-54n)

36t1~+15nf(~42(7+3n),~42(5-3n)){f(~42+54n,~30-54n)

18n+6f(q66+54n,q6-54n)}e
(19.1)
--4
If we now apply (7.1) of this chapter with a = - q6 and b = - q12, we easily
deduce that

f(-q6,

-d2)

=f(q30, 442) - 46f(q6, CP).

Furthermore, applying Entry 18(iv) twice with n = 2, we find that
f(-q6, mq12) = q132f(q-‘02, q’74) - q90f(q-78, q’50).

(19.2)
(19.3)

Using again Entry 18(iv) with n = 2, we seethat
q120) = 0,

(19.4)

while employing Entry 18(iv) with n = 5, we arrive at
f(q-'32,q204)q60’(q-‘56,q228)=om

(19.5)

f(q-=,qy

- qy(q-y

Using equalities (19.2)-(19.5) to simplify the terms with indices 0,2, 1, and 3,
respectively, we find that (19.1) reduces to the equality
vG7Mq9)

- hiww3)

= f(q210, q294)f( - 46, - 412) - qvj-(q-‘y
=f(-46){f(4210T

q546)f( - 46, - 412)

q294) - 442f(442? 4462))

=f(-dv(-q42)9

where we have applied Entry 18(iv) and then utilized (19.2) above with q
replaced by q7. This concludes the proof of (ii).
PROOF OF (i). Let aj have degree j, and let zj = rp2(qj), as usual. Translating

Entry 19(ii) via Entries 11(i) and 12(iii) in Chapter 17, we find that
(z7z9)1’2(a7a9)1’8 - (z1z63)1’2(a1a63)1/8
= 21~3(z3z2,)‘12{a3a21(1

- a,)(1 - a2,)}1/12.
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Replacing aj by its “complement” 1 - a63,j, we deduce that
(z~z~)~‘*{(~ - a,)(1 - a,)}“”

- (z63z1P2{(1

= 21~3(z21z3)‘~2{(1- a,,)(1

- a63)(l - a1)11’8

- a3)a21a3}1’12.

Translating this formula with the aid of Entries lO(iii) and 12(iii) in Chapter
17, we deduce that
d-q14M-q’8)
- (P(-q2)P(-q126) = 2q2fc-q61f(-q4*).
If we replace q* by -q, we obtain (i) at once.
OF (iii). All references in this proof are to Chapter 16, unless otherwise
stated.
Apply (36.6) with p = 8 and put Q = q64-v2. Then

Fk3oF

s := ~{fp(q8+‘)(p(q8-‘)

+ (p(-q8+‘)(p(-q8-‘)}

+ 2q4~(q16’2’)~(q16-*‘)

(19.6)
By two applications of Entry 18(iv), with n = 1,2v, we find that
416(8-n)Zf(~16+4(8-n),

~16-4(8-n))f(~4+2v(E-n),

16(8-PI)2

16+4a

(4-2~(8-n))v(2~+1)+(4+2~(8-n))v(2v-l)

=4

4

9Q16+4n)f(q4-2vn,

16-411
‘-

xf(Q
=

q4-2v(8-n))

q16n2f(~16-4n,

q4+2vn)

~16+4n)f(~4-2vn,

q4+2vn).

Using this equality in (19.6) for 1 s n I 3, we find that
S = (p(Q16)(p(q4) + 2q256t,b(Q32)f(q4+8’,
+

2 “il

q16n*f(~16+4n,

q4-8’)

~16-4n)f(~4-2vn,

q4+2vn)a

(19.7)

If v is an odd integer, we apply Entry 18(iv) with n = (v - 1)/2 and twice
with n = v to deduce that, respectively,
f(q4+y
f(4

4+6v

q4-4’) = ql+f(
,4

4-6~)

=

1, q8),

q-2vtf(q4+2v,

q4-2v),

and
f(q4+8v, q‘+8’)

= q-‘+Y’rp(q”).

Employing these results in (19.7), we find that
S = cp(Q'%(q") + 2Q411/(Q3*Mq4)+ 4qQNQ8Mq8)
+ %'6{f(Q12, Q*') + Q*f(Q", Q28))f(q4+2v, q4-*‘)
= dQ4Mq4)

+ 4qQ+(Q8M(q8) + 2q?-(Q*, Q61f(q4+*", q4-*‘).

(19.8)
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In the last equality, we applied Entries 25(i), (ii) and (7.1) in this chapter with
a = Q2 and b = Q6. Now in the three cases of part (iii), v = 5, 3, and 1,
respectively. By using Entry 18(iv) and Entries 25(i), (ii) once again, we see
that we can write (19.8), in all cases,in the form
S = ${cp(QMq) + d-QM--411

+ 2(Qd"*~(Q2Mq2)-

In summary, for v = $3, and 1,

(p(q*+')(p(q*-') + q(-q*+')q(-q*-')

+ 4q4~(q16+2')~(q'"-2')

= dQ)dq) + d-QM-4

+ 4(Qd"*$(Q2Mq2).

Translating this formula by means of Entries 10(i), (ii) and 1l(iii) in Chapter
17, we deduce that
(z*+vz*-“Y2(1
=

+ ((1 - B)U - Y)>“” + (BY)“*)
(z64-v2zl)1’2(1

+

((1

-

a)(1

-

s)}“”

+

(ad)“*).

This establishes the first part of (iii).
Next, the three parts of the corollary in Section 37 may be collectively
written in the form
q2w?*+‘M?*-‘)

- K-q8+‘w-q8-‘))

= (Qq)"*W(QhW

f +QM---4%

where v = 5,3, and 1, and where the plus sign is chosen in the first two cases
and the minus sign is assumed in the last case. Translating this formula via
Entries 11(i), (ii) in Chapter 17, we find that
(z8+“z8-“)“2((BYY’8

- {PYU - BMl - Y)}“*)

= (z64+zl)“2((ad)“8

f {ad(l - a)(1 - d))“‘),

(19.9)

which establishes the third equality of (iii).
The reciprocal of the preceding modular equation is obtained by replacing
a, /?, y, and 6 by 1 - 6, 1 - y, 1 - fi, and 1 - a, respectively. Accordingly,
(z*-J*+v

Y’2w - Y)(l - /w* - ((1 - Y)(l - B)YBl”*)
= (z~z~~+)~/~(((~ - 6)(1 - a)}l’* f ((1 - 6)(1 - a)ba}“*).

(19.10)

For brevity, set A = (aS)“*, A’ = ((1 - a)(1 - 8)}1’8, B = (fly)‘@, and
B’ = ((1 - /I)(1 - y)}r’*. Then combining (19.9) and (19.10), we deduce that
A’ f AA’
A + AA’
&BB’=B’-BB”
Consulting the statement of (iii), we seethat it sullices to prove that
A+AA’
B-BB’

A’-A

=B’-
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By cross-multiplication, it is easily seen that the last two equalities are equivalent. Thus, the proof of (iii) is complete.
tioo~
OF (iv). As we have already seen, we need only prove the case when /I,
y, and 6 are of degrees 3, 13, and 39, respectively. As in the proofs of Entries
18(vi), (vii), we employ the theory of modular forms. Since the modular equations to be established are exactly of the same shapes as those of Entries 18(vi),
(vii), the proofs are almost identical. Thus, we forego almost all of the details.
In particular, we do not record the relevant theta-function and modular form
identities.
In the instance at hand, p = 3 and q = 13, and so (p + l)(q + 1)/16 = 3.
Also, in each case, v = 8 as before. Thus, p = 28 in each case. With the same
notation as in Sections 13 and 18, we need to show that the coefficients of q”,
ql, .-*, q2* are equal to 0 for both F and F*. Using MACSYMA, we have,
indeed, done this, and so the proof of (iv) is complete.

Entry 20.
(i) Let /?, y, and 6 have one of the following

sequences of degrees:

3,21, 63;
5, 19, 95;
11, 13, 143;
7, 17, 119;
9, 15, 135;
respectively.

Then

{$(l + (a@“’ + ((1 - a)(1 - ~3))~‘~))~‘~
= (a@‘/* + ((1 - a)(1 - S)}“”
+ 24’3{/?7(1

-

/I)(1

* (a6(1 - a)(1 - S)}“”

- y)}l’2

;,
\i

where the plus sign is taken in the first three cases and the minus sign is
chosen in the latter two cases. Here m is the multiplier associated with a and
/?, and m’ is that attached to y and 6.
(ii) Let /I, y, and 6 have one of the following sequences of degrees:

5, 19, 95;
7, 17, 119;
11, 13, 143;
respectively.

Then

Ml +uw2+((1- B)U- rv’2v’2
=(BY)“”
+ ((1- B)U- Yv’*- Vr(l- B)U- w*
f 2”3{aS(l

- a)(1 - ~3))~‘~~ :,
\i m
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where the minus sign is chosen in the first two cases and the plus sign is
assumed in the last case. The multipliers m and m’ are as in part (i).

We first prove the three formulas of (ii). Then the second, fourth, and third
formulas in (i) can be deduced immediately. Lastly, the first and fifth formulas
of (i) are established. Because 3 and 21 as well as 9 and 15 have a factor in
common, a somewhat different argument is needed to establish these two
formulas.
PROOF OF (ii). Unless otherwise stated, all references in this proof are to
Chapter 16.
Let v denote one of the integers 7, 5, and 1 and put Q = q144-v2. First, in
(36.8), set p = 12 to deduce that
$(q12”)~(q12-‘)

= rp(Q’2)$(q24)

+ q432-6v$(Q24)f(q12’,

12h,f(Q12+2,,,

q24-‘2’)
q24-2vn)e

Q12-2n)f(qh,

Replace 4 by - q and subtract the result from the equality above to arrive at
$(p+‘)Ic/(p-‘)

- 4q42+‘)$(-q12-“)

= 2“fIO
q

12(2n+l)*-v(2n+ltf(~l4+4n,

q24-4vn-2v)+

Q10-h)f(q4Vn+2V,

(20~)

Second, in (36.2), let p = 12, set A = B = 1, and replace q by q2. Accordingly,
~(~(q24+2’)p(q24-2”)
- cp(--24+2v)(p(-q24-2v)}
=

f.

q(4n+2)(12+v)+48n2f(~52+8n,

Q44-8n)f($6+4v+8vn,

q-4v-8vn)e

(203

Third, in (36.10), let p = 12 and replace q by q4 to deduce that
t4148+4’ Ms48-4’)
=

i.

=

& “z.

q48n(n+l)f(~52+8n,

Q44-8n)f(q48+4V+8Vn,

q48n(n+l)f(~S2+8n,

q48-4v-8vn)

Q44-8n)f(q48+4v+8vn,

q48-4v-8vn).

(20.3)

We have extended the sum to 0 <_n I 11 by using the identity
48(11-n)(12-n)f(~52+8(11-n),

B

=

48~1(n+l)f(~52+8~,

Q44-8(11-n))f(q48+4v+8v(11-n),
Q44-8n)f(q48+4v+8vn,

q48-4v-8v(11-n))
q48-4v-8vn),

4

which is established by two applications of Entry 18(iv), with n = 1, v
there.
Combining (20.2) and (20.3), we find that
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- cp(-q24+2y/,(

q48n(n+l)+12f(~52+8n,

+f(q48+4v+8vn,

2

nio

q-4v-8vn)

q48-4v-8vn)}

48n(n+l)+lZ{f(~52+8n,

=

+ 24121(1(44*+4’)~(448-4”)

Q44-8n){q12+2v+4v”f(q96+4v+8vn,

=&
+Q

-$4-2’))

Q44-87

14+4nf(~100+8n,

~-4-8n)}f(~l2+2~+4vn,

q48n(n+l)+12f(~14+4n,

q12-2v-4vn)

~10-4n)f(~12+2~+4vn,

(20.4)

q12-2v-4vn),

where we have applied (7.1) of this chapter with a = q12+2v+4vnand b =
4 12-2v-4vn,utilized Entry 18(iv) with n = v to combine the terms with indices
n and n + 6, 0 I n I 5, invoked (7.1) once more but with a = Q14+4nand
b = Q10-4n,
and lastly utilized Entry lS(iv) again with n = v to show that the
terms with indices n and 5 - n, 0 I n I 2, are equal.
Combining (20.1) and (20.4), applying (7.1) of this chapter with
and
b =
-q3+v+2vn,
a= -q 3-v-2vn
invoking Entries lS(iv), (iii), and employing (7.1) once again but with a = -Q2 and b = -Q4, we find that
){‘p(q24+2~)~~q24-2~)

_

q(

_

q24+2’)(p(

-

q24-2’)}

+ 2q’zJl(q48+4’ M(q48-4’) - q3tw”+‘Mq’2-‘)
+ q31&q’2+‘)l&q’2-‘)
= 2 i.

q

4811(~1+1)+12f(~14+4~1,

3-~-2vy(~4vn+2v,

~10-4a){f(~l2+2~+4vn,

q12-2v-4vn)

q24-4vn-2v)}

-4

=

2 5

q48n(n+1)+12f(~14+4n,

~10-4n)f(-~3-v-2~,

-q3+v+2vn)

n=O

= 2q’Zf(Q’O,

Q’“)f(-q3-‘,

-q3+“)

+ 2q300f(Q2, Qz2)j-( - q3-“, - q3+‘“)
= 2q’2{f(Q10, Q”) - Q’f(Q’, Q22)}.f(-q3-‘,
= 2q’2f(-Q2,

-Q4)f(-q3-‘,

-q3+7

-q3+‘).

When v = 7,5, and 1, the last expression has the values

-2q8f(-Q21.1-(-q2),

-2q’0f(-Q21f(-q2),

and 2q’2f(-Q21f(-q2)9
respectively, by Entry 18(iv). In summary, we have shown that
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4q12+(q4t3+4v)+(q48-4v)

= 2q3+(q’2+‘)$(q12-‘)

+ cp(-q24+2”)q(-q2-)

- Zq3$( -q12+”

?I 4(qQ)"'Zf(-Q2)f(-q2),

M(-q’2-v)

(20.5)

where the minus sign is taken in the first two casesand the plus sign is chosen
in the last case.
We now translate this equality via Entries lO(iii), (iv), 11(i), (ii), (iv), and
12(iii) in Chapter 17. If we furthermore use the identity
$(l + J1_B)“2(

1 + fi)l’2

= Ml + JBr + J(l

+ 3(1 - J1-B)“2(1

- J1-r)‘”
(20.6)

- 8)(1 - rw2>

which is easily established by squaring both sides, we complete the proof.
PROOF OF

(i). In (20.5), replace q by q1/(12-v) to deduce that

(p(q(24+2v)/(12-y))rp(q2)

+ 4q’Y(‘2-“IcI(q’48+4’)j(12-v))lcl(q4)

= 2q 3/(12-~)lcl(~(12+~)/(12-~))1~/(~) + cp(-q(24+2’)/(‘2-‘))(p(_q2)

_ 2q3/(12-v)~(_q(12+v)/(12-v))~(_q)
f 4qW-WW-d)

-qW+v))f(

-qW2-v))+

We now equate the rational parts on both sides. In order to do this, we must
employ Entries 10(i)-(iii) in Chapter 19 for the case v = 7, Entries 17(iii)-(v)
in Chapter 19 for the case v = 5, and Entry 6 in Chapter 20 in the case v = 1.
The details are somewhat tedious as each case must be examined separately.
However, the details are straightforward, as in the similar proof of Entry
17(iv), and we eventually find that

dQ2Mq2) + 4(Qd"2$(Q4M(q4)
= 2(Qq)"*~(QM(d + cp(-Q"M-q2)
+ 4qZf( - q=+2’)f(

k 2(Qq)"*W-QW-4

- q24-y,

where the plus sign is correct when v is equal to 7 or 1, and the minus sign is
chosen when v = 5. Employing Entries lO(iii), (iv), 11(i), (ii), (iv), and 12(iii) in
Chapter 17, we see that the foregoing equality transcribes into the modular
equation
f(1 + JiQ)““(l
+ &z)l’2
+ )(l - &Y)‘l’(l
- &z)1/2
= (a6)“* + ((1 - a)(1 - S)}“” + {f&(1 - a)(1 - S)}“”
+ 24’3{/3y(l

- /3)(1 - y)}“‘2

$.
\i

If we use (20.6), we find that the equality above yields the required identity.
We now establish part (i) in case 1. In (36.8) of Chapter 16, put p = 8 and
v = 1. Then apply Entries 25(i), (ii) and Corollary (ii) in Section 31 of Chapter
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16. Accordingly,
44211/(47M4g)
= 4~2h1504MPv
+4

i

+ w26~(4’oo8MdT

q8n2-n+2f(q126(4+n),

q126(4-n))f(q2n,

$6-2”)

n=l
=

=

=

Hd4126)

+

(P(-4126wP(~2)

+

3{‘ph126)

-

+

4qgf(q630,

4378v(42,

+

4c13”bw12’“)~(~“)

d4’2”M42)

-

(P(-4126)l

-

(P(-c12)l

k412)
414)

+

+

(P(-q2)l

4c?71f(q882,

cp(-4’26)rp(-42)

41261f(46~

+

4432t44252M(44)

+

48{t4463)

+

11/(-463)1

W(4)

-

t4--4))

+

48{t4@3)

-

t4-@3)l

W(4)

+

tw-4))

(Pk’26Mq2)

+

-

(P(-4”6h(-42)

&18bw?h4~63)

-

+

410)

4432444252M(44)

24811/(-M-463)-

Hence, by Entry 19(ii) of this chapter,
4~8L4~Mw3)

+ w-(-@1.f(-442)

= (P(4126M42) - (P(-4126h(-42)

+ 4432$(4252M14)

+ 2~8t4dN163) - 248ti(-4)e(-463).
Transcribing this equality via Entries lO(iii), (iv), 1l(i), (ii), (iv), and 12(iii) in
Chapter 17, we complete the proof of(i) in case 1.
Lastly, we establish (i) in the fifth case. Rewriting (17.6) and using Entries
25(i), (ii) in Chapter 16, we find that
24341c1(42M4270) + cp(-q4M-q540)

- 2434w42)ti(-q270)

+ 4c?4f(-4361f(-q60)
= t{hlh(4135)
= m4)

+ cp(-dcp(-q’35)}

+ d--4))

+ ib(4)

{rp(4’35) + d-4135))

- (Pe-4)lM4135)

- P(-4135))

= (P(c14h(4540)+ 4~‘36w8M~10801
Replacing q by &, we find that
(P(42M4270) + 4@8w4M1540)
= WV(d~(P~j

+ (P(-&P(-PO)

+ 4q2f(-q18u-(-q30).

- WW-M-P)
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Transcribing this equality by the same entries in Chapter 17 as in the previous
four cases,we complete the proof.
Entry 21.

(i) Let u and B has degrees 1, 7; 3, 5; or 1, 15, respectively. Then
(a/?)“* + ((1 - cr)(l - fl)}“8 f {a/?(1 - cr)(l - /?)}“8
= {4(1 + JorB + J(1 - a)(1 - /?))}“2,
where the minus sign is chosen in the first two cases and the plus sign is
selected in the last case.
(ii) Let fl, y, and 6 have one of the following sequences of degrees:

3, 13, 39;
5, 11, 55;
7, 9, 63.
Let m and m’ denote the multipliers
respectively. Then

associated with the pairs u, B and y, 6,

((1- 4(l - w’* + WY)“*+ {Ml - /ml - r)}“*) J-;
= {3(1 + @

+ J(1 - a)(1 - 6))}“2

and

((1 - /Y)(l - y))l’8 + ((c@“* f {&(l

- a)(1 - S)}“8)

\i

;

= {&l + JBr + J(1 - B)(l - r))I”2V
where the minus sign is correct in the first
correct in the last case.

two cases and the plus sign is

Russell [2, p. 3881 has derived a modular equation of degree 15 similar to,
but more complicated than, Ramanujan’s modular equation in Entry 21(i).
All references in the proofs of(i) and (ii) are to Chapter 16 unless otherwise
stated.
PROOF OF (i). We first apply (36.12) and (36.13) when p = 8 and o = 3 and
subtract the results. Second, we employ (7.1) of this chapter with a = - q4-6a
and b = -q4’6n. Third, we apply Entry 18(iv) to the term of index 4 to find

that

f(-q209 -428) = -q-36(p(-q4).
By using Entry 18(iv), we next show that the terms with indices n and 8 - n,
1 I n I 3, are equal. Then we use Entries 25(i), (ii) and further simplify the
terms by using Entries 18(iii), (iv). Lastly, we invoke (7.1) again but with
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a= -q I4 and b = -q4’.
&$17M4)

Accordingly,

+ (P(-97M-9))

- 292!w4M92)

x {f(q16-12”, 4 16+12n)-q4-6nf(q32-12n,q12n)}

= (P(9”2M-94) - 2928J/(9224bP(-94)
+

2n~lq4nIf(ql12+28n,q112-28n)f(~q4-6n,

= f{d428)
=

+

2q2fkl'40,

cp(-428))(Pk14)

3{d97’2M9”2)

-

4841f(-q2,

d-428h(-94)

Replacing q by &,

-q4+6n)

-

-dT

3b(428)
+

-

hPY-w96,

d-928)h(-94)
4281f(-92,

-93

292t4-9'4M-92).

we find that
+ cp(-97’2)d-91’2))

= hM97M(9)

+ d-9’4M-92)

- 29$(-97M-9).

Transcribing this identity by means of Entries lO(iii), (vi), (vii) and 1l(i), (ii) in
Chapter 17, we arrive at
f(1 + &)‘“(

1 + fi)“’

+ $(l - &)‘“(l

= (a/?)“’ + ((1 - a)(1 - /l)}lP - {afi(l

- JB)“”
- a)(1 - /?)}‘I’.

Using an obvious analogue of (20.6) above, we conclude the proof of(i) in the
first case.
To prove (i) in the third case, we again first employ (36.12) and (36.13), but
now with p = 8 and o = 1. Subtract the results and employ (7.1) in this
chapter with a = -q4-2n and b = -q4+2n. We then apply Entry 18(iv) to
simplify the term with index 4 and to show that the terms with index n and
8 - n, 1 I n I 3, are equal. Next apply Entries 25(i), (ii) and 18(iii), (iv) to
further simplify the terms. Lastly, we appeal to (7.1) again but with a = - q3’
and b = -q9’. Thus,
+{&%(9)

+ (P(-9%(-9))

- 294ti(930M92)

= rp(9240bP(
- cl41- w”~(9480h( - cl41
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q4nff(q240+60n,q240-60n)f(~q4-2n,
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-q4+2n)

= 40(-460)(Pe-q4)
+ 2q4fwoo,41801fk429-8)
- 2q34f(q420, q60m-qZ~
= cp(-460)co(-q4)

Replacing q by &,

4)

(21.1)

+ 2q4~h30h4-q2).

we find that

5b$+P%+P2)

+‘PFP’2)44-q1’2)l

= 2q2Ns’5M?) + cp(-q30)co(-q2) + 2q2J/(-PM-4).
Employing Entries lO(iii), (vi), (vii) and 1l(i), (ii) in Chapter 17, we easily
transcribe the equality above into the desired modular equation in case 3. The
details are completely analogous to those in the first case.
In order to establish the desired modular equation in the second case, we
first replace q by q1/3 in (21.1) to arrive at
5bP(q5kP(q1’3) + 4-+q5M-q”3)l
= 2q‘y(qlO)$(q2’3)

+ cp(- q2O)(p( - q”3) + 2q”%j( - qlO)yQ( - 42’3).

Using Corollaries (i), (ii) in Section 31, we equate rational parts on both sides
above and deduce that
fbk5Mq3)

+ (P(-q5h(-q3)l

= 2q2W0M16)
When q is replaced by &,
3{dq5’*M?“)

+ &-420M-q12)

- 2q2t4-q10M(-q6).

the foregoing equality becomes

+ cp(-45’2M-43’2))

= 2a4?5M(q3)

+ (P(-q10M-q6)

- &?$(-q5hc-q3).

Translating this equality by the same set of results from Chapter 17 that we
used above, we complete the proof of(i) in the second case.
OF (ii). Apply (36.3) and (36.4) with p = 8 and v = 5, 3, or 1. Set
= q64-v2a The theorems that we use below are precisely the same that we
used in the proof of part (i), and so we proceed without further comment.
Hence,
b3OF
Q

~{rp(q*+‘)cp(q*-‘)

+ rp( -@“)(p(

-q*-y}

- 2q4~(q’6’2’)J1(q16-2’)
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q16n2f(~16+4n,

= dQ1%$-q4)
- 2q16QZf(Q2*,
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-q4+*‘,

~16-4n)f(-~4+2vn,

-q4-2vn)

- 2Q4t4Q32)(p(-q4)
Q4)f(

-q4-*‘)

_ q4+2v,

+ 24”f(Q2’,

Q121f(-q4+2v,

-q4-2v)

4-2’)

= cp(-Q4)(p(-q4)

+ 24’64h(-Q2)f(-q4+2v,

-q4-2v)

= cp(-Q4)d-q4)

k 2(Qq)"41C/(-Q2)~(-q2),

(21.2)

where the plus sign is taken when v = 1 and the minus sign is chosen when
v = 3 or 5. (We emphasize that we used Entry 18(iv) several times above.)
Replacing q by ,/& we deduce that

+ cP(--4’*+v)/2)(p(_q(*-v)/2)}

3{(P(4’*+“/2)(P(4’*-“‘/2)

- 2q"~(~"+')$(q*-')
= d-Q2M-q2)

+ 2(Qq)"*~(-QM-d-

Employing Entries lO(iii), (vi), (vii) and 11(i), (ii) in Chapter 17 and an obvious
analogue of (20.6) above, we readily find that
Ml + Jar + J(l

- /w

- YW2 - mv*

= (((1 - a)(1 - S)}“” * {crS(l - a)(1 - S)}1D)(~)1’2.
Replacing each modulus by its complementary modulus, that is, taking the
reciprocal of this modular equation, we obtain the second part of (ii).
To prove the first part of (ii), return to (21.2) and replace q by ql/(*-‘) to
find that
~{(p(4’*+““‘*-“‘)(p(q)
+ cp(++WV--Y~~(~)
_ 2q4/(*-v)~(q2(*+v)/(*-v))~(q2)
= cp(_ @W+v) )cp( +‘*-“)

f q@+~+W~))W+(

-q2’*+“)$(

+‘*-“),

where the plus sign is correct when v = 1 and the minus sign is correct when
v = 3 or 5. We now equate rational parts on both sides. In the case v = 5, we
use Corollaries (i), (ii) in Section 31. For v = 3, we appeal to Entries 10(i), (ii)
of Chapter 19, and for v = 1, we employ Entries 17(iii), (iv) of Chapter 19.
Omitting the straightforward details, we conclude that, in all three cases,

+b(QMd

+ d-QM-d)

- 2(Qd"4t4Q2M(q2)

= cp(-q32+4’)(p(-q32-4~)

+ 2q4~(-q'6+2")~(-416-2").

Replacing q by ,/& we deduce that

;{cp(Q"2h(q1'2) + d-Q""M+")I
= (PC-4

16+2~)~(-~16-2v

- 2(Qd"*~(QMd
) + 2q2$( -q8”)$(

-48-y.
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By Entries lO(iii), (vi), (vii) and 11(i), (ii) in Chapter 17, the translation of this
is the modular equation
$(l + &)‘“(l

+ J&r’2 + 3(1 - &)l’2(1

- $)‘”

1’2.
E
(
>
Using an analogue of (20.6) and replacing each modulus by its complementary
modulus, we obtain the first part of (ii).
= (a@“* + (((1 - /I)(1 - y)}“8 + {fiy(l - /?)(l - r)}“8)

Entry 22. Each of the following

modular equations is of degree 31.

(i) Let
qa, B) = (@8)“32({(1 + &)(l
+ ((1 - &)(l

+ JB)}“8{1

- JB)}“2}l’2

+ ((1 - J&)(1 - J&r’*{1
+ ((1 + &)(l

+ (aB)“4

+ (a/?)“4

+ &?)>“‘}“‘).

Then
CI(a, /?) + Q(l - /?, 1 - a) = B1j4.

(ii) 1 + (aj?)‘14 + ((1 - a)(1 - /Q}“4
- 2((a/3)“*
= 2{a/?(l

+ ((1 - a)(1 - B)}“* + (a/?(1 - a)(1 - B)}“*)

- a)(1 - p)}“‘6(1

+ (a/3)‘/* + ((1 - a)(1 - j?)}“8)“2.

(iii) 1 + (aj?)“4 + ((1 - a)(1 - fi)}1’4 - (+(l + JorB + J(1 - a)(1 - jI)))1’2
= (a/3)“* + ((1 - a)(1 - jI)}“*

+ (aB(1 - a)(1 - j?)}“*.

The statement of(i) in the second notebook (p. 252) is somewhat obscure.
The first and third of these modular equations of the thirty-first degree are
new. Entry 22(ii) is due to Russell [l]. See also Greenhill’s book [l, p. 3271.
The only other modular equation of degree 31 which is comparable to Ramanujan’s in simplicity is due to Schriiter Cl], [2], [3], who showed that

(ap)l/l6
((Lkff!?)‘” (’ +2fi)1’4+ (’ -2,>1’4(’
= ((1 - a)(1 - /.I)}l/16

((1 +FY“+(l

-2fi)1’4)

_

(ap)l/8

+yy

+(l--(I)‘c(l-~~)-((~-a)(l--~~jl,*,

This can be proved with the aid of (36.8) in Chapter 16, but we do not give
any details. Schrijter [2] further remarks that “une autre forme de cette
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equation modulaire, plus analogue aux formes precedents, mais plus compliquets.” Of course, it is pure speculation to conjecture that Schriiter had in
mind one of the three modular equations given above.
Considerably more complicated modular equations of degree 31 were
found by Weber [l], Berry Cl], and Hanna [l].
It will be convenient to prove Ramanujan’s modular equations in the
reverse order in which they are stated.
All references in the proof of Entry 22 are to Chapter 16, unless stated
otherwise.
PROOF OF (iii). Put Q = q31. We first app 1y ( 36.14) with p = 16 and w = 1. The

resulting term of index 8 is
q256s(q-8, q24)f(l, Q64) = 2q248dq8MQ64X
by Entries 18(ii), (iv). For 1 I n I 7, we apply Entry 18(iv) to show that the
terms of index n and 16 - n are equal. After combining terms with the aid of
Entry 18(iv), we employ Entries 25(i), (ii) and (7.1) of this chapter three times.
Lastly, we invoke Corollary (ii) in Section 31. Accordingly,

%dq)rp(Q) + d--4M-Q)l
Engo

+ 2q8$(q2MQ2)

q4ntf(q8-2n,q8+2n)f(~32-4n,~32+4n)

= dq8MQ32) + 2q248dq8MQ64)
+

$I

q4n2f(q8-2n,q8+2n)f(~32-4n,~32+4n)

= +dq*HdQ*)

+ cp(-Q*) + dQ*) - d-Q*))

+ 4q64ti(q'6MQ'6)

+ 2q“A& 8') {f(Q2*v Q3? + Q"f(Q", Q"")>
+ &ffk4>

q'2)tf(Q24, Q4') + Q"f(Q*, Q"")>

+ 2q3%q2, q14){f(QZo, Q44) + Q"f(Q'", Q">>
= dq*MQ*)

+ 4q64+(d6MQ'6)

+ 2&l@, ct0MQ6, Q")

+ 2q?-k4, q'"MQ", Q'") + 2q3%q2, q'"MQ2, Q14)
= ib(q",

+ d-q2))

+ %dq'> - d-q2)l

{cp(Q') + d-Q'))
b(Q') - cp(-Q2))

+ 2q1'?4q4MQ4) + iq4{W
+ h4Md
= tb(q2MQ2)

- N-41

+ N-q))

W(Q) + N-Q)>

Iti(Q) - H-Q)>

+ d-q2M-Q2))

+ 2q1'?4q4MQ4)

+ q40+GMQ) + t4-qM-Q)),
Using Entries 10(i)-(iv) and 1l(i)-(iv) in Chapter 17 to translate the fore-
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going formula, we find that
1 + {(l - a)(1 - fi)}“4 + (a/J)u4 = J(l + Jz$‘2(1
+ $(l - Ji-z$“(l

- J1_B)“2

+ JC-j)1’2

+ ((1 - a)(1 - S)}“”

+ (a/l)“* + {c$(l - a)(1 - 8)}1’8.
Using (20.6) to simplify, we complete the proof of (iii).
PROOFOF(ii). Let
(afl)“* + ((1 - cr)(l - /3))“* = t

and

{aj3(1 - a)(1 - /3))“* = u.

Then (iii) assumes the form
1 - t + t2 - 3u = {i(l + t4 - 4ut2 + 2u2))?
Squaring both sides, we arrive at
(1 - t)4 - 4u(3 - 3t + 2t2) + 16~’ = 0,
or
((1 - t)2 - 4u)2 = 4u(l + t).

(22.1)

Since /I = O(a3’) as a tends to 0, we find that
1 - t - 24

N 1 - (1 - $a) + O(a2) - $a,

as a tends to 0. Thus, when a is small and positive, (1 - t)2 > 4~. Hence, taking
the square root in (22.1), we find that
(1 - t)2 - 4u = 2&l

+ t).

Rephrasing this equality in terms of a and p, we deduce that
+ ((1 - a)(1 - /3))“*)

1 - 2((a/3)“*
= 2(afi(l

- a)(1 - j?)}“‘“(l

+ ((a/?)‘/* - ((1 - a)(1 - fl)}““)”

+ (a/I)“* + ((1 - a)(1 - /1)}“8)“2,

which readily is seen to be equivalent to (ii).
PROOFOF(i). The proof of(i) is a bit more difficult than those for (ii) and (iii).
As above, we set Q = q 31. First, we apply (36.3) with p = 16 and v = 15.
For the term of index 8, we apply Entry 18(iv), with n = 7 there, and Entry
18(ii) to deduce that
q2048f(q512, q-44*) = 2q256,j(q64).

We then show, with the aid of Entry 18(iv), that the terms with index n and
16 - n, 1 I n -< 7, are equal. Employ next Entries 25(i), (ii). We now simplify
the terms somewhat by using Entry 18(iv) to show that
q32n2f(q32+60n,

q32-60n)

=

q4n2f(q32+4n,

q32-4n).

Next, we combine the terms of index n with those of index 8 - n, 1 I n I 3,
and then make several applications of Entries 3O(ii), (iii). Accordingly,
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+ d-q)d-Q))

=fo

q32nff(q32+60n,q32-60n)f(~32+4n,~32-4n)

= dq3”MQ3”)
+

+I

q32.ff(q32+60.,q32-60n)f(~32+4n,~32-4n)

= t{dq*MQ*)
+

+ 4q25611/(q64MQ64)

2"il

+ +q*M--Q*)l

q4n2f(q32+4n,q32-4n)f(~32+4n,~32-4n)

= t(&"h(Q*)
+ d-q*M-Q*)l
+9
q4n2{f(q32+4n,q32-4n)f(~32+4n,~32-4n)
+4

64(4-n)S(q64-n,q4n)f(~64-4n,Q4n)}

= +{dq*MQ*)

+ d-q*M-Q*))

+ ; nil q4nz({f(q2(4-n),
j(

{f(~2(4-n),

~2'4'9

+

(f(q2(4-n),

q2(4+9

j(

=

+ &64~(q'6MQ'6)

{j-(~2(4-n),

tb(q*MQ*)

~2(4+9

+ 2@4W'6MQ'6)

q2(4+n))

+f(-q2(4-N,

+f(-~'("-"',

mq2(4+9}

-~2(4+n))}

-f(-q2(4-n),

-q2(4+n))}

-f(-~2(4-n),

-~2(4+n))})

+ d-q*M-Q*)}

+ 2q641C1(q16)ti(Q'6)

+ q4if(q6> q101f(Q6,Q'") +.I-(-@,

-q101f(-Q6,

-Q'",}

+ q'6b4q4M(Q4) + IC/(-q4M-Q4)}
+ q3?f(q2, q14)f(Q2, Q14) +f(-q2,
= 3{dq*)dQ*)

+ d-q*M-Q*))

-q141f(-Q2,

-Q'",}

+ 2q64$(q'6M(Q'6)

+ PW(q4)ICI(Q4) + H-q4M-Q4))
+ b4{fk> q3) +A--4, -q3)) {f(Q, Q3) +A-Q, -Q")>
+ 6q4{f(iq, -iq3) +f(-4,
h3)}{f(-iQ,
iQ3) +f(iQ, -iQ3))
+ $q4U-(q, q3) -A-q,

-q3)) Lf(Q, Q") -A-Q,

+ $q4{f(iq, -h3) -f(-4,
= 3{dq*h(Q")

iq3)}{f(--iQ,

+ d-q*M-Q*))

-Q">>

iQ3) -f(iQ,

+ %64t4q16MQ'6)

+ q'6{$(q4MQ4) + H-q4M-Q4))
+ h4{f(q,

q3U-(Q,Q3) +A--4,

+f(iq, -iq3)f(-iQ,

iQ3) +f(-iq,

-q3M-Q,

-Q3)

iq3)f(iQ, -iQ3)}.

-iQ3))
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Replacing q by q1’4,we find that

q(J/(q1'4M(Q"4) + ICI(-q1'4M(-Q"4)
+ Jl(iq”4)J/(-iQ”4)

f $(-iq1’4)$(iQ”4))

= cp(q1'4MQ"4) + +s"4M-Q"4)
- 4q%q4MQ4)

- dq2)dQ2) - rp(-q2M-Q2)

- 2q4MMQ)

+ J/(-h/4-Q)l.

(22.2)

By Entries 25(iv), (i), (ii),
t+k’(iql’“) = cp(iq’j4)JI( -q112)
= (${rp(iq”“) + cp(-iq”‘))
+ f(cp(iq”4)
= {v(4)

- cp( -iq1j4)))JI(

-q112)

+ 2iq1’4J/W)~J/(-P).

Using this in (22.2), we find that the left side of (22.2) equals

qb,Hq1'4)J/(Q"4) + ti(-q"4M(-Q"4)
Q"2))1'2((cp(4 + 2iq’14Jl(q2)Y’z

+ {J/t -q’%Y-

x iv(Q) - 2iQ"49(Q2))"2
+ iv(q) - 2iq1'4J1(q2)}1'2{dQ)+ 2iQ"4JI(Q2)j"2)}
’ +2G

= (z1231)‘/2(a/3)“32
+ (1 _

-

a1/4)1/2(1

’ +$*{(l

+

1- &

2

1 - JjI

+

ia1/4)1/2(1

>

x (2 + 2(afi)“4

jp114) U2 + (1 - ia”4)112(l

-

(

l+J;;l+Ji?

= (z1z31)1/2(ap)1’32

2

___

+ 2{(1 - &)(l
1 - Ji
2

+ (zlz31)“2(a~)‘/32

= 21~4(z,z31)“2~(a,

+ 2{(1 + &)(l
fi),

+ ip1’4)1/2}

l’*
2

>

- Jjj)}“2}“2

1 - Jp
2

(
x (2 -t 2(ajI)“”

/31/4)W

YE

zI

(
((1

+

p4)wj

+ (zlz31)1’2(afi)1132
x

a’/4)‘/2(1

l’*
>

+ JB))‘“}”
(22.3)

where we have employed Entries 11(iii), (vii)-(ix) in chapter 17 and analogues
of (20.6) above.
Using (22.3) and employing Entries lO(iii), (iv), (viii), (ix) and 11(i), (ii), (iv)
of Chapter 17 in (22.2), we deduce the modular equation
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+ /3’14) + (1 - a’14)(1 - jV4)

+ JC&)1’2(1

+ JC&l12

- ((1 - a)(1 - j?)}“”

- 3(1 - J~Yx)‘/~(~

- JC@j2

- (afi)“*

- {aZ?(l - a)(1 - /I)}“*
= 2 + 2(a/?)“”

- (a/?)“* - ((1 - a)(1 - /I)}“*

- {a/?(1 - a)(1 - /I)}lB - (${l + JaB + J(1 - a)(1 - 8)}P2.

Next, take the reciprocal of the modular equation above and add it to the
original equation to deduce that
21’4R(a, /?) + 2114R(1- /?, 1 - a)

= 4 + 2(a/3)‘14+ 2{(1 - a)(1 - /?)}“4 - 2(a/?)lp - 2((1 - a)(1 - jI)}lp
- 2{aj3(1 - a)(1 - j?)}“*

- 2(){1 + JolB + J(1 - a)(1 - /?)})‘I2

= 2,
by (iii). Thus, (i) follows immediately.
Entry 23.
(i) Zf /? is of degree 47, then
2(3{1 + JaB + J(1 - a)(1 - fi)})“’
+ 4”3{afi(1

= 1 + (a/?)“4 + ((1 - a)(1 - fi)}“4

- a)(1 - fi)}“24(1 + (afi)“*

+ ((1 - a)(1 - /I?)}“*).

(ii) Zf b is of degree 71, then
1 + (a/?)‘j4 + ((1 - a)(1 - /3)}‘14 - (){l + JolB + J(1 - a)(1 - jI)})“2
= (a/?)“* + ((1 - a)(1 - B)}“*

- {ajI(l

- a)(1 - ~)}‘~*

+ 4”3{aj.3(1 - a)(1 - /.?)}“z4(1 - (a/?)“* - ((1 - a)(1 - fi)}““).

These two modular equations are the climax of Ramanujan’s modular
equations involving two moduli only.
The first modular equation of degree 47 was offered without proof and with
two sign errors by Hurwitz in a paper by Klein [2]. Russell [l] corrected and
proved the result shortly thereafter. More complicated modular equations of
degree 47 were established by Fiedler [l] and Hanna [l]. Fiedler [l] also
constructed a modular equation of degree 71. Simpler forms of Fiedler’s
equation were obtained soon thereafter by Weber [l] and Russell [Z].
Before embarking on a proof of Entry 23, we show that Russell’s modular
equations can easily be derived from those of Ramanujan.
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Set
P = 1 + (c$)‘~ + ((1 - a)(1 - fi)}“s

and

R = {a/I(l - a)(1 - fi)}"*.

Then Russell’s modular equation of degree 47 assumesthe form

(P - 2)' - P(4R)'" - 2(4R)2'3- 4R = 0,

(23.1)

while Ramanujan’s equation takes the shape

2(3{(P - 1)4 + 1 - 4R(P - 1)2 + 2R2})1'2 = (P - 1)’ + 1 + P(4R)"3 - 2R.
Squaring Ramanujan’s equation and rearranging the terms, we derive the
equality

P(P - (4R)"3} {(P - 2)2 - P(4R)"3 - 2(4R)2'3- 4R) = 0.
By examining each of the first two factors above as a tends to 0, we seethat
they cannot vanish identically. Thus, the third factor must vanish; that is,
Russell’s equation (23.1) holds.
In the case of degree 71, set
P = (a/?)"* + ((1 - a)(1 - /I)}“* - 1 and

R = -(a/?(1 - a)(1 - /I)}“*.

Then Russell’s equation takes the form

P3 - 4(4R)'"(P2 + P + 1) + 2P(4R)2'3- 4R - (4R)4/3= 0,

(23.2)

while Ramanujan’s equation of degree 71 assumes the shape

P2 + P + 1 - P(4R)'" + R
= (;{(P + 1)4 + 1 + 4R(P + 1)2 + 2R2})"2.
Squaring and rearranging Ramanujan’s equation, we arrive at

$P{P" - 4(4R)"3(P2 + P + 1) + 2P(4R)2'3- 4R - (4R)"3} = 0. (23.3)
Now as a tends to 0,

P N O(a') + 1 - $a + ... - 1.
Thus, P cannot identically vanish. Hence, the second factor in (23.3) is identically equal to 0; that is, (23.2) is valid.
It is interesting to note that, by Entry 19(i) in Chapter 19, P does vanish
identically in the case that /I is of degree 7.
All references in the proofs of (i) and (ii) are from Chapter 16, unless
indicated otherwise.
BROF

OF

(i). Our proof

rests

on two representations for 47, namely,

47~3.2~-1~=3.2~-7~.

In (36.14), let p = 48 and o = 7 and set Q = q4’. After combining the terms
with index n and n + 24,O < n I 23, by an application of Entry 18(iv), and
using (7.1) in this chapter, we deduce that
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+ rp(-QM-41

q4n2(f(Q96+4n,

x f-(424+14n
=“fo

+ 2q'Zt4QZ)IClkZ)

Q96-4n)

+

Q24+2”j-(Q’92+4”,

Q-49}

3q24-‘4”)

q4nff(~24+2n,~24-2n)f(q24+14n,q24-14n).

(23.4)

Second, in (36.12), set p = 24, w = 1, and Q = q47. Replacing q by &,
find that
f{dQ"2h(q1'2) + cp(-Q"2M-q"2))
=nto

we

q2.tf(~24+2n,~24-2n)f(q24+2n,q24-2n)s

Subtracting (23.4) from the last equality, we deduce that
S := ;{(p(Q”2)(p(q1’2)
- ib(QMq)

=znzl

+ cp(-Q”“)cp(
+ cpC--QM-4)

-ql”)}
- 2q12t4Q2)11/(q2)

q2nff(~24+2n,~24-2n){f(q24+2n,q24-2.)

-q2n2f(q24+14n,q24-14n)}.

(23.5)

In the analysis above, we used the fact that the term with index 12 vanishes
and that the terms of index n and 24 - n, 1 I n I 11, are equal. These
deductions are easily made with the help of Entry 18(iv). Next, by repeated
applications of Entry 18(iv), the terms with indices n = 3, 4, 6, 8, 9 likewise
vanish. Further transforming via Entry 18(iv), we find that
S = 2q2f(Q22,Q2'? (f(q22, q2? - q2f(q1’, q3’))
+ 2q8f(QZo,Q28){f(q20, q2*) - q4f(q4>q44)l
+ 2q50f(Q'4, Q34){f(q14, q34) - q4f(q2, q4‘?l
+ 2qg8f(Q'o, Q3*){Skt0, q3*) - q-2f(q22, q2?)
+ 2qZo0f(Q4,Q"") {f(q4, q44) - q-4f(q20, q2*)}
+ 2q242f(Q2,Q4'? {f(q2, q4’? - q-4f(q14, q34)}
= 2q2{f(q22, q2? - q?-@t”, q3*)) U-(QZ2,Q2? - Q"f(Q'", Q"")>
+ 2qso{f(d4,

q34) - q4f(q2, q4’% O-(Q'4, Q3") - Q"f(Q', Q"")>

+ 2q8 (f(q20, q2*) - q4f(q4, q44)l U-(Q20, Q2*) - Q"f(Q', Q44)l.
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By Entries 3O(ii), (iii) and (7.1) in this chapter,
q2Y - 42fwoP q3v

ww2~

=fb?? 4’) +f(--q5,
=A-4,

-4’)

- cm CP) + d-t-4,

?P)

-q2) +&f-(4, -12)
(23.6)

=-f-(-q) +fM
and
Wf(d4~

434) - 44f(429 q4v

= 4f(4, 411) + @l--4, -4ll)
=.m

--“m5~ 4’) +f(--q59

-4’)
(23.7)

-J-(-4)-

Consequently,
S = h2(.f(-q)
+ h2{.fM

+fM)
d-(--4))

U-(-Q) +f(Q))
U-(Q) -d-(-Q)>

+ 248f(-q41f(-Q4)

= ~2f(QM-(4+ q2f(-Qlf(-4
+ 248f(-Q41fC-~4).
Referring back to (23.5) for the definition of S and transcribing the equality
above via Entries 10(i), (ii), (vi), (vii), 1l(iii), and 12(i), (ii), (iv) in Chapter 17,
we find that
3{(1 + &)1’2(1 + &)I’2

+ (1 - &)1’2(1 - &3)“2}

- 3(1 + ((1 - a)(1 - j?)}“‘+) - +(a/?)“‘+
= 2-1’3{cg(l

-

a)(1 - p)}“=

+ 2-‘/3{(1 - a)(1 - jI)}‘~6(a/?)‘~24

+ 2-“3{(1 - a)(1 - j?)}“24(a/3)“6.
Simplifying by an obvious analogue of (20.6) above and rearranging terms, we
complete the proof.
PROOF OF

(ii). Our proof depends on two representations for 71, namely,
71 = 3.25 - 52 = 3.26 - 112.

In (36.14), let n = 48, w = 5, and Q = q” . Combine the terms with indices
n and n + 24,O I n 5 23, with the aid of Entry 18(iv). Then using (7.1) in this
chapter, we deduce that

%P(Q)(P(cI)+ d-QM-4)

=“zo q4n2f(~24+2n,~24-2n)f(q24+10n,q24-10n)e

+ 2q18ti(Q2Mci2)

(23.8)
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Apply (36.14) once again, but now with p = 96, w = 11, and q replaced by
q2. Proceeding as above, we find that

i{dQ2Mq2)

+ d-Q2M-q2)l

96+44n

x "04
="io

+ 2q36ti(Q4Mq4)

9 qg6-44")

q8n2f(Q96+4n,Q96-4n)f(qQ6+44n,qQ6-44n)~

(23.9)

Third, let ,u = 96 and o = 11 in (36.13) to infer that
2q18$(~2)$(q2)=nfo

q4n2-22n+48f(~192+4n,~lQ2-4n)f(q384-44n,q44n)~

Replace q2 by q and -4, in turn. Add the resulting two equalities to find that

qgll/(QMd - qgti(-QM-q)
8n2-22n+24f(Q96+4n,

=“&I

q44~). (23.10)

Q96-4n)f(q192-44n,

Adding (23.9) and (23.10), employing (7.1) of this chapter, and combining
the terms with indices n and n + 24,0 I II I 23, we deduce that

+b(Q2)rp(q2) + cp(--Q2)cp(-q2)l + 2q3?4Q4Mq4)
+ qg@(QMq) - qgWQM(-q)
= “f.

q8n2f(Q96+4n,

Q96-4n){f(q96+44n,

24-22nj-(q192-44n,q44n)}

+4
="zo

q8n2f(Q96+4n,QQ6-4n)f(q24+22n,q24-22n)

="fo

q8nZ{j-(~96+4n,QQ6-4n)+

x f(4
=f

q96-44n)

24+22n

Q24+2"f(QlQ2+4n,Q-4,,)}

9 q24-22")

q8n2f(~24+2n,~24-2n)f(q24+22n,q24-22n),

by a calculation made in (23.4) above.
By subtracting the last result from (23.8), we seethat
S := f{dQhk)

+ cp(-QM-cdl

- +{dQ2Mq2)
- qgt4Q)W

+ 2q18rl/(Q2Mk2)

+ d-Q2M-q2))
+ qgt4-QM-q)

- 2q36$(Q4Mq4)
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where we have used Entry 18(iv) to show that the term with n = 12 vanishes
and that the terms with indices n and 24 - n, 1 I n I 11, are equal. With
several applications of Entry 18(iv), it is easy to show that the terms with
indices n = 3,4, 6, 8, 9 vanish. Thus, by further applications of Entry 18(iv)
and the same calculations that we made in the proof of(i), we deduce that

S = W'f~QZ2, Q2? (f(q14, q34) - df(q2, q4?l
+ 2q'6f(Q20, Q28){f(q4, q44) - q-4fk20, q28)l
+ 2q74f(Q'4, Q34){f(q22, q2'? - q2fkto, q38))
+ 2q'46f(Q'o, Q38){q4f(q2, q4? -f(d4,

q34))

+ 2q2'%Q4, Q44){fk20, q28) - q4f(q4, q44))
+ 2q358f(Q2,Q46){q2f(q10, q38) -f(q22, q2?)
= 2q4{f(Qz2, Q2? - Q'f(Q'"v Q"">>Lf(q14, q34) - q4f(q2, q4%
+ 2q74{f(Q'4, Q34)- Q"f(Q', Q"")> {f(q22, q2? - q2f(q1', q38))
- 2q'2{f(Q20, QZ8)- Q"sCQ"sQ"")> U-(q20,q28) - q4f(q4, q44)l
= 3q3M-Q)

+f(QW(q)

+ 3q3{f(Q) -A--Q)>

-.I----4))
U-(-d

+f(q)l

- W2f(--q41f(-Q4)

= q3f(Qlfk) - q3f( - QM - 4) - %'2f( - q41f( - Q4),
by (23.6) and (23.7).
Finally, we employ Entries 10(i)-(iv), 11(i)-(iv), and 12(i), (ii), (iv) in Chapter
17 to transcribe the equality above. Using (20.6), we immediately obtain (ii)
to complete the proof.
Entry 24. Let jl, y, and 6 have one of the following
3,29, 87;
$27, 135;
11,21, 231;
13, 19,247;

sequences of degrees:
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7, 25, 175;
9, 23,207;
15, 17, 255.
Let m and m’ denote the multipliers
respectively. Then
(9

W

+ JE

+ JU

+ uw8

associated with the pairs a, /I and y, 6,

- B)(l - Y)))“~

+ ((1 - B)(l - Y>>“” + uw

= (1 + (a6)“4 + ((1 - a)(1 - ~3))“~)

- /ml

- Y)Y’*

:
J

and

(ii)

(+{l + Jas + J(1 - a)(1 - ~3)))“~
+ (a8)“’

+ ((1 - a)(1 - 6))“’

+ {aJ(l

= (1 + (/3y)“4 + ((1 - B)(l - r)}“4)

\i

- a)(1 - S)}“”

;,

where the minus sign is chosen in the first four cases and the plus sign is assumed
in the last three cases.

A phrase about the appropriate signs is absent in the notebooks (p. 252).
Entry 24(i) can be found in Ramanujan’s [lo, p. 3531 second letter to Hardy.
All references in the proofs of(i) and (ii) are to Chapter 16, unless otherwise
stated.
(i). First, we invoke (36.6) with p = 16, v taking the values 13, 11, 5,
3,9,7, and 1, respectively, q replaced by q2, and Q = q256-v2. Thus,
32+2~)&~32-2~)
+ (p(-q32+2v)(p(-q32-2v)
+ 4q16~(q64+4v)~(q64-4v)
(P(4

PROOF OF

=

2

“F.

q64n2f(~64+8n,

~64-8n)f(~16+4vn,

q16-4vn)e

Second, let p = 16 in (36.4) with q replaced by &.
~q4~(q16+v),j(q16-v)

= “to

q16n2+vn+4j-(~16+2n,

This yields
~16-2n)f(~32+2vn,

q-2vn)e

Replace q by -q and add the result to the preceding two equalities. Then
combine the terms with indices n and 8 + n, 0 I n I 7, by making use of Entry
18(iv). Lastly, we apply (7.1) of this chapter twice. Accordingly, we find that
+ ~(-q32+2v)(p(-q32-2v)
s := (p(q 32+2~)~(~32-2v)
+ 4q16$(q64+4’ )$(q6”-“‘)
+ 2q4$( -q16”)$(

-q’+“)

+ 2q41+b(q’6+v)~(q’6-v)
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Q-8n)}f(q16+4vn,

q64n2+2vn+4f(~16+4n,

q16-4vn)

~16-4n)f(~32+4vn,

q-4vn)

n=O

+ 2 f.

q64n2f(~16+4n,

f(q16+4vn,

,16-4n){

+ q4+2vnf(q32+4vn,

q16-4vn)

q-4vn)}

In the next step, we combine the terms with indices n and n + 4,0 s n I 3,
with the aid of Entry 18(iv). We then apply (7.1) again. The terms of indices 1
and 3 are now found to be equal, by Entry 18(iv). Thus,
s = 2 "to

= 2 f.

q64nz{f(Q16+4n,

q64n2f(~4+2n,

~16-411)

+

Q‘t+hf(Q32+‘h,

Q-4n)}f(q‘%+h,

q4-2vn)

q4-2vn)

Q‘+h)f(q‘t+h,

= 29(Q4)(p(q4) + 4q64$(Q2)f(q4+2v, q4-2v) + 4q2s6~(Q”)f(q4+4v, q4-4v).
Now we apply Entry 18(iv) with n = (v +_1)/4, according as v s 4 1 (mod 4),
to discover that
q64f(q4+2V,

q4-2~)

=

q64+0-Vwf(q2,

q6)

=

(~~)114+(~2),

We also apply Entry 18(iv) with n = (v - 1)/2 to deduce that
f(q4+4”,

q4-4’)

=

2ql-“$(qy.

Employing lastly Entries 25(i), (ii), we find that
S = 2dQ4)cp(4") + 4(Qd'4ti(Q2h4q2)

+ 8QMQ*Mq")

= i{cp(Q) + cp(--Q)) b(q) + cp(-4))
+ %(Q) - d-Q))
= v(QMq) + d - QM-

{v(q) - d--4))

+ 4(Q~d"~ti(Q~)Nq")

4) + 4(Qd"4$(Q2Mq2)~

(24.1)

Finally, employing Entries 10(i)-(iv) and 11(i)-(iv) in Chapter 17, we translate the equality above into the sought modular equation and so complete the
proof of(i).
PROOF OF

(ii). In the extremal parts of (24.1), we replace q by q11(16-V)to find that

~(q'32+2W'16-~')(p(qZ)+

'p(-4(32+2y)/(16-y)),(_q2)

+ 49 16/(16-~)~(~(64+4~)1(16-~))~(~4) + 2qY(‘6-‘)~(q(‘6+‘)/(‘6-‘))~(q)
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+ 2q”“6-v’1c/( +6+WWW)+(
= (P(P+"M W-9
+ ~qW7-v2Y(WW)

mq)

+ cp(_q16+v)(p(_qll(16-v))
WI

32+2~)$(~2/'16-").

We now equate rational parts on both sides to deduce, except when v = 7, that

dQ2Mq2) + cp(-Q'M-q2)

+ 4(Qq)"2ti(Q4)ICI(q4)

+ 2(Qq)"*1CI(QMd f 2(Qd"*1CI(-QM-q)
= (P(416+“)(p(q16-v) + q( -q16+“)(p( -q’6-“) + 4q*~(q32+2’)J1(q32-2’x
(24.2)
where the plus sign is chosen when v = 9 or 1 and the minus sign is taken
when v = 13, 11,5, or 3. The details in demonstrating the validity of (24.2) are
rather tedious, and we shall be content with merely indicating the requisite
steps. Each of the six casesmust be examined separately. Corollaries (i), (ii) of
Section 31 in Chapter 16 are used when v = 13. Entries 10(i), (ii) of Chapter
19 are employed when v = 11. For v = 9, the rational parts are obtained by
using Entries 17(iii), (iv) in Chapter 19. When v = 5, utilize Entries 6(i), (ii) of
the present chapter. For v = 1, 3, Ramanujan has not explicitly recorded the
appropriate formulas, but they are very easily obtained from Entry 31 of
Chapter 16 in the same manner as the aforementioned results were derived.
We emphasize that when v = 7, (24.2) is not obtained, because when rational
parts are equated, additional terms arise. Note that 16 - 7 = 32.
The translation of (24.2) into Entry 24(ii) uses precisely the same formulas
from Chapter 17 that were employed in the proof of part (i).
There remains the proof of (ii) in the case v = 7. In this instance, the
requisite formula to be established is

dQ2Mq2) + 4(Qq)"2$(Q4M(q4) + 2(Qq)"*1C/(QhW
+ d-Q2M-q2)

+ 2(Qq)"*WQM-4

(24.3)
= (P(q23Mqg) + 4q8b4146Mq18) + (P(-q23M-qg),
whereQ = q 207. The translation of (24.3) into (ii) is exactly the same as above,
and so the proof will be completed on establishing (24.3).
We apply (36.6) with p = 16 and v = 7. Using Entry 18(iv), we first combine
the terms with indices n and 8 + n, 0 I n I 7. Simplify the resulting sum with
the aid of (7.1) in this chapter. After separating the terms with n = 0, 4 and
simplifying with the aid of Entries 18(ii), (iv), we use Entry 18(iv) to show that
the terms with indices n and 8 - n, 1 I n I 3, are equal. Next, we employ
Entries 25(i), (ii), and lastly we invoke Corollary (ii) of Section 31. Accordingly,
we deduce that
3{(P(q23Mqg) + 4+-q23h(-qg)~

+ 2q8~(q46Mq’8)
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Q8+2nf(Q64+4n,~-4n)}f(~8+14n,~8-1411)

=“io

q32n2f(~8+2n,~8-2n)f(q8+14n,q8-14n)

=dQ8hk8)
+ znfl

+ 4Q2q2~(Q'6Mq'6)

q32n2f(~8+2n,~8-2n)f(q8+14n,q8-14n)

= ${dQ2) + v(-Q2))

M2)

+ rp(-q2))

+ $b(Q') - cp(--Q2)) b(q2) - d-q2)l

+ 2q2?-(Q6,Q101.ftq6,doI

+ 2q'04t4Q4M(q4) + 2q234f(Q2,Q141f(q2,q14)
= h(Q2Mq2) + M-Q2)d-q2)
+ 2q104t4Q4M4)
+ q2‘%f(Q6, Q") + QftQ2, Q'")> U-(d ct") + d-tq2, q14))
+ {f(Q6, Q") - QftQ', Q'")> {f(q6, #'I - dlq2, d4)))
= hdQ2Mq2)
+ q2"WQMd

+ h+-Q2hC-q2)

+ 2q104ti(Q4Mq4)

+ $6QMC--4)).

Thus, the proof of (24.3) and, consequently, the proof of (ii) in the sixth case
are complete.
This concludes a truly fascinating chapter!

CHAPTER

21

Eisenstein Series

Chapter 21 concludes the organized portion of Ramanujan’s second notebook; after Chapter 21, there are 100 pages of unorganized material. Chapter
21 constitutes only four pages and thus is the shortest chapter in the second
notebook. Almost all of the previous chapters are twelve pages in length.
The focus of this chapter is similar to those of the immediately preceding
chapters. However, whereas in Chapters 19 and 20, the goal was to establish
identities involving theta-functions, here our task is to prove equalities relating
a certain linear combination of Eisenstein series with theta-functions. From
the viewpoint of modular forms, just as in Chapter 20, both the Eisenstein
series and theta-functions are forms on r(2) n r,(n) for some odd integer
n 2 3.
The key to establishing Ramanujan’s formulas is apparently (2.3) below.
This formula is not explicitly stated by Ramanujan, but we conjecture that it
is this formula to which Ramanujan makes allusion in Entry 2(v). Unfortunately, we have not always been successful in applying this formula or the
related formula (5.3). Thus, for seven of the results in this chapter, we have
had to rely on the theory of modular forms that was developed in Chapter 20.
As in the last chapter, the theory of modular forms provides the best means of
explaining why these identities exist. However, again as before, it is necessary
to know the identity in advance, and so the proofs are more properly called
verifications.
As in previous chapters, we employ the notation introduced in Chapter 17,
especially in Section 6.
We shall precisely quote Ramanujan (p. 253) for Entry 1.
Entry 1.

(1.1)
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is a complete series which when divided by z2 can be expressed by radicals
precisely in the same manner as the series

and the series

1- 504“Elg&q

(1.3)

when divided by z4 and z6, respectively.

(ii)

= z=(l - 2x).
n+ln3

(iii)

1 - 240 “zl e(n; ‘)
- (-1)

= z4{1 - 16x(1 - x)}.
= z6(1 -2x)(1

(iv)

+ 32x(1 -x)}.

The Eisenstein series (l.l)-( 1.3) were introduced by Ramanujan in Section
9 of Chapter 15 and were denoted by L - 3/y, M, and N, respectively. In
Ramanujan’s celebrated paper [6], [lo, pp. 136-1621, the series L, M, and N
are designated by P, Q, and R, respectively.
The definition of “complete” is given rather vaguely by Ramanujan in
Section 10 of Chapter 15 (Part II [9, p. 3201).
In fact, (i) is not quite accurately stated by Ramanujan, since the condition
that y2/rr2 be rational should be added. With this additional stipulation,
(i) was established by Ramanujan in his paper [2], [lo, pp. 32, 333. The
reader should consult [2] and the Borweins’ book [2, Chap. 51 to learn how
Ramanujan used such results to derive excellent approximations to 7~.
It might be noted that, in general,
(1.4)
where, as usual, K and K’ denote the complete elliptic integrals of the first kind
attached to the moduli k and k’, respectively, while E and E’ are the complete
elliptic integrals of the second kind associated with k and k’, respectively.
To prove (1.4), recall from Entry 2 of Chapter 18 that

s = 3,wt,
Since x = k2, y = xK’/K,
form

5; 1; x) - 2 + x - f.

and z = 2K/n, we rewrite this last equality in the

s = ;,F,(-+,

3; 1;k=)-

2

+ k=- 4KK’
.-%.

From (3.7) in Chapter 18, ,F,( -i, 4; 1; k2) = 2E/n. Using also Legendre’s
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relation (Whittaker and Watson [l, p. 520]), we find that

which yields (1.4) at once. (A recent, somewhat simpler proof of Legendre’s
relation has been given by Almkvist and Berndt Cl].)
With regard to (1.2) and (1.3), we recall from Entries 13(i), (ii) of Chapter 17
that

J%
nzlp& >=1-x+x2
(l +240
and

f (-Ed

1

= (1 + X)(1 - 3x)(1 - 2x),

respectively.
PROOF OF

(ii). By Entries 13(viii), (ix) in Chapter 17,
2n + 1

cc
l

-

24

“TO

e(2n+l)Y

+

2+24f&

1 =

a=~e

= 222(1 - ix) - z2(1 + x)
= z2(1 - 2x).
PRCKIFOF (iii). We use the procedure of “obtaining a formula by change of
sign,” described in Section 13 of Chapter 17. Thus, in Entry 13(iii) of Chapter
17, replace x by -x/( 1 - x), which induces the replacements of eTy by -e-Y
and z by zfi.
Hence,
nnSe-nY

1+240

g

a=l

(-‘) (_

1 _

l)ne--ny

=

Z4(l

’

-

which upon simplification yields the proposed formula.
PROOFOF (iv). We employ the “change of sign” process to Entry 13(iv) of
Chapter 17 to tind that

l-5()4?

(-l)

nn5e-nY

n=l 1 - (- l)nemny

=26(1
-*)(l-&)(I

+g+&).

After simplification, we obtain the desired result.
Entry 2.

0)

1%

1 - 24 j.

‘2; 1 l)::‘?,
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(ii)
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-g WW4)~
244
4“V(4)
= 4 ( 1 - 24 2 ripnq4n > - ( 1 - 24 $O (2; ‘, ;::“).
“=I

(iii)

244 $(41~24f(-4)~
4“24f( - 4)

=f-24Fnq”

“=I 1 - 4”’

w’24/x(4)~

(iv)

244 $

4 1’24/x(4)

=l-24$O(2;;;z:;+1.

(v) By differentiating the equation for m once or the equation for a, /Lltwice we
can calculate the value of the first series.

Parts (i)-(iv) are quite easy to prove. However, the meaning of(v), for which
we have quoted Ramanujan (p. 253) exactly, is rather opaque. Perhaps Ramanujan is referring to a more precise version of Entry l(i), or to a certain
formula, (2.3) below, which will be needed to prove many of the formulas in
the remainder of the chapter.
PROOF OF (iii). By Entry 23(iii) in Chapter 16,

Log{q'/24f(-q))

= hLogq

- $ql<

qk)’

Differentiating both sides with respect to q, expanding the summands, and
inverting the order of summation, we find that

2%

P2"f(--4)

= 1 - 24 2
k=l

qk
(1

-

4’)’

= 1 - 24 kzI qk “zl nqk(“-l)
= 1 - 24 $TIl n k$l 4”’
=1-24~-!Y“=I 1 - 4”’
which completes the proof.
PRCMIFOF (iv). From Entry 23(iv) in Chapter 16,
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Proceeding in exactly the same manner as in the proof above, we deduce that

2%

=1+24

q1’24/x(q)

2 (-1)”
k=l

k + qSk

(1 - q*y

= 1 + 24 ktl (- l)k(qk + q3k) “zl nq2k(n-1)
= 1 + 24 nrI n kzr (- l)k(qk(2n-1) + qk(*“+l))
*n-1

=1-24&r

“=l

’
( 1 + q*n-1

4*II+1
+

1

+

q2n+’
>

= 1 _ 24 T ‘“,= yzn:+l + W*“+l
1 + q*“+l >
n=O(
m (2n + l)q*“+l
=

l

-

24

IO

1 +

q2n+l

*

PROOFOF (i). From Entry 22(i) and (22.2) in Chapter 16, we can easily seethat
dq) =A-q*)x*(q)Thus,
Log (P(4) = L%{P2f(-q2)l
- 2 L%{P4/X(4)).
Differentiating and employing parts (iii) and (iv) above, we find that
,,,!?I&

f nq2”1 - 24$o(2; 1 l$::“).
n=l 1 - 4
(
PROOF OF (ii). Differentiating Entry 23(ii) of Chapter 16 and proceeding as in
the proofs of (iii) and (iv), we find that

2%

l-24

PW
= 3 + 24 f
k=l

qk
(1

+

qk)*

= 3 + 24 2 (-;T-;rq”
=3+24~o(2;+;::+1-24

F q
n=l

= 3 + 24 f

from which (ii) follows.

1 -

q
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PROOFS
OF Two INTERPRETATIONS
OF (v). We first prove a formula on which
much of the remainder of this chapter is based.
Let n denote any positive integer, and put u = q2 = e-2y. By using Entry
2(iii) above, we find that
e-nYf12(-e-2nY)

L Log

&

e-Yf12(-em2Y)

>

~{Ul’Z4f(_U)}
= 24~ d”
tY24f( - u)
= 1 - 24 kzI s

d{Uy-(4))
- 24~ d”
#“‘2‘y( -u”)
-

(2-l)

>*
Now let B have degree n over a, and let m denote the multiplier associated
with a and /I By Entries 12(iii) and 9(i) in Chapter 17,
e-nYf12(-e-2nY)

d Log
dy

e-Yf12(-e-“Y)

>

(2.2)

Thus, combining (2.1) and (2.2), we derive the important formula
1-24x

*

kc1 1

kqZk

-

n l-241
(

co

kq2”k

kc1 1

= -a(1 -,,,:$Log(;~(;$)
To derive our second possible interpretation
of Chapter 16 in the form
e-~/12y1/4f(-e-2Y)
= e-~‘/12y”/4f(

>
(2.3)

of(v), we utilize Entry 27(iii)
-e-2Y’),

(2.4)
where y, y’ > 0 with yy’ = z2. Set q = emyand q’ = eey’. Logarithmically
differentiating (2.4) with respect to y and using Entry 2(iii) above, we seethat

or
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l2k

1-24~Jf5
k=l

6-Cl-242
Y Y(

q

1 -

kq
kzl jyp

>

.

(2.5)

Now set y = n/G, where n is a natural number. Thus, y’ = Z&I. Combining (2.3) and (2.9, we conclude that

6J;;

--

71

or

Entry 3.

(9

=

jy-q)
i

(ii)

1 + 12 f
k=l

=

2’3

-I- 27qfy-q3)
f3(-41f”(-4”)
- 36 f

q
1 -

(P*(q)

I

q

+

kq6k

kc1

1

*

3q4h3)

= (P2mP2k3)
- 4qti2(-qM2(-q3).
(iii) Let /I have degree 3 with respect to a. Then
1+12c

m kq2k
k=l 1

-36fc

= &p2(q)(p2(q3){l

k=l

+ &j

1 -

4

+ J(1

- a)(1 - B)I.
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Ramanujan actually expresses (iii) in the variable y, where q = eVy. It will
be convenient to prove (ii) and (iii) before (i).
hooF

OF (ii). Putting n = 3 in (2.3), we find that

s := 1 + 12 cm kqZk - 36 2 kq6k
kc1 1
kc1 1
= $x(1 - a)zf $ Log

(3.1)

Now from (5.2) and (5.5) of Chapter 19,
/I(1 - B)

a(l _ a) = (m2 - UP - m213
256m6

’

m4(m2 - 1)2

a(1 - a)

(9 - my

’

(3.2)

and
16m4

dm
-=
da

(9 - m2)2.

Using these equalities and the chain rule in (3.1), we arrive at
s

=

(m2

-

W

-

m2)

16m2
= &(m2

2
z1 &I+
d

($23

+ 3)2

(3.3)
which establishes the first equality in (ii).
From the second equality in (3.3) and (3.2),
s=z z

1 _ (9 - m2)(m2 - 1)
16m2
(
>
= z,z,(l - {a/?(1 - a)(1 - fl)}‘14)
1

3

= (P2(q)(P2(q3) - %+2(-q)+2(-q3)9

by Entry 11(ii) of Chapter 17.Thus, the second equality of (ii) has been proved.
PROOF OF (iii). From (3.3) and from (5.8) of Chapter 19,

s= $$(m’

+ 3)2 = $z,z,{l

+ JaB + Jw},

from which the truth of (iii) is manifest.
PROOF OF (i). Once again from (3.3), and from (5.1) of Chapter 19,
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s = z1zg

(3 + m)z + 3(m - 1)2 ’
16m
>

=zlz3{!!(;~+gy]
= $3(q2)
+3q2J13(46)
2
xi?-’1
1m

(3.4)

by Entry 11(iii) of Chapter 17. If we now replace q2 by q, we obtain the equality
between the first and fourth expressions in (i).
By Entry 1l(i) of Chapter 17, (5.2) and (5.3) of Chapter 19, and Entry ll(iii)
of Chapter 17,
11/4(d + W4(q3)
NlMq3)

= $J;I;I{rn($)"'

+ $c)"")

&X
2
_

m + 3 3(m - 1)
2m t
1 2 +

= JG(m2

+ 6m - 3)

= (Pm(q3)

+ 4a4?2M@).

(3.5)
We next invoke Entries 3(i), (ii) of Chapter 19. For each summand of even
index, we use one of the two equalities,
2n
4”
42n
2q4”
42n
4”
4
and jqi=
1
=jyqi-qn
jqp
-1.
1-q
We thus deduce that

(P(q)(P(q3)
+ W(q2Mh6)
(3.6)
Combining (3.5) and (3.6), we establish the equality between the second and
fourth expressions of part (i).
Next, by Entry 13(i) in Chapter 17 and (3.2) above,

1+24kzls
= &{z:(l

m ksq6’

+ 216 1
k=l 1

- u + a’) + 9z5(1 - /3 + j12)}
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= &zfz:
= &zfzj

m2 + f

(

I

>

+ 12m2 + 54 + 108me2 + 81me4)

z:z:
= m(m2
*3(q2)
m

- /I)

(m2 - 1)(9 - m2)3
9
9(m2 - 1)3(9 - m2)
m2 + - m2
256m4
256m4
>

= &z:zi(rn4

=

- m2a(l - a) -G/3(1

+ 3)4
+ 34’$$y]‘J

by the same calculation as in (3.4). Replacing q2 by q, we establish the equality
between the third and fourth expressions in (i).
By Entries 24(i), (iii) in Chapter 16,

f(-q)

= f(dx(--4)
x(4)

=.&--q2M-d

= bwx2(-4).

Using Entries l(i), (iv) of Chapter 20, the definition of o given in Entry 1 of
Chapter 20, and (3.7), we find that
ti4k) + 3q$“(q3) _ qti3(q3)
*m4?3)
113

j-12( -4)
KP2(-q3)
e3(q3)x6(-q3)
= w)x2(-qlf4(-q3)
=

-4)

+

{f12(-q)

+ 27qf’2(

27qf12(-q3)}l/3

-43)

f3(-4f3(-q3)

Thus, we have shown that the fourth and fifth expressions in (i) are equal. In
conclusion, the equality of all five expressions of(i) has been established.
Entry 4.

(0 1+ kzl
s
6

= u-‘2(-q)

+ a?f6(-qlf6(-q5)

+ 125qfP2(-q5)}“2

fc-4m-45)
= #4(q) + W2(q)ti2W)
4w&5)
x W4(d

- W2(q)ti2(q5)

+ 5q2ti4(q5)
+ 5q2$4(q5)}“2.
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10k

(ii)

1 +

6 kzl

- 30 F kq
k=l 1

&

={(P2mw)
- af2(-92)f2(-910)l
( 1- x4(q;(qI))1’2.
(iii) Let j? have degree 5 over u. Then
10k

- 30 F kq
k=l 1

= trp2(q)rp2($){3
+ fi
x {&l + fi

+ Ju - a)(1- /VI

+ J(1 - a)(1 - B))}“2

= (p2(q)rp2(9s)(3{l + aB + (1 - a)(1 - P>>
- ${ 16a/?(l - a)(1 - fi)}“3)“2.
Ramanujan has stated (iii) in terms of y, where q = emy.
PROOFOF (i). Setting n = 5 in (2.3), we find that
10k
S :=

1 +

6

F

k=l 1

kq2k

30 F kq
k=l i=j=

= $x(1 - a)zf $ Log

(4.1)

Now take (14.2) of Chapter 19 and differentiate both sides with respect to m.
After simplification, we find that
da a(1 - a) 25 - 20m - m2
-=1 - 2a ( m(m - 1)(5 - m)>’
dm
Furthermore, from (14.2) and (14.4) of Chapter 19,
B(l - /?)
-=
a(1 - a)

(m - 1)4m4
(5- m)4 .

(4.2)

Lastly, in Entry 14(ii) ofchapter 19,make the substitution p = (m - 1)/2, from
(14.1), simplify, and use the definition of p given in (13.3) of the same chapter.
Accordingly, we find that
1 _ 2a = (25 - 2Om- m2b
8m3
’
Employing these last three equalities in (4.1), we deduce that
s = $(l - 2a)zf

m(m - 1)(5 - m) d
25 - 20m - m2 -dm Log (&-$4)

= Am - 1)(5 - m)zf
32m2
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= p(m2 + 2m + 5)z:
16m3
= =(rn’

+ 2m6 + llm’ + 12m4 + 55m3 + 50m2 + 125m)‘12. (4.3)

By Entry 12(iii) in Chapter 17 and Entry 13(iv) in Chapter 19,
f 5(-q2)
f( - qlO)

Also, by Entry 12(iii) in Chapter 17 and (4.2),

2f”(-q10)
q f6(-42)

1 /?(l - /?) U2 (m - 1)2
= m” ( a(1 -a) > =m(5-m)“’

Employing these last two results in (4.3), we find that
s = f5(-q2)
f(-qlO)

m6 + 2m5 + llm4 + 12m3 + 55m2 + 50m + 125 l/2
m2(5 - m)4

(

>

m2(5 - m)” + 22(m - l)‘m(5 - m)2 + 125(m - 1)4 II2
m2(5 - m)4

= f5(-q2)

f(-qlO)

= f5(-q2) 1 + 22q2f6(-410)
+ 125q4f12(-410)
1’2
f(-q1o) (
f Y-q2)
f12(-q2)
> ’

(4.4)

from which, upon the replacement of q2 by q, the first equality of(i) is apparent.
We now prove the second equality of(i). First, from (4.3) and the equality
m = ~2W~2(q5)~
s = p(m2 + 2m + 5)~:

16m3

= (P4(4)
+ 2~2(4(P2(q5)
+ 5v4(q5)
bP4(q)
- 2~2(q)(P2(q5)
+ 5v4(q5)y2.
lWq)dq5)
Observe that (4.4) is invariant under a change of sign of q. Thus, by (44, the
first part of(i), and the foregoing equality,
{fy-42)

+ 125q4f’2(-qlO)}“Z

+ 22q2f6(-qZ)f6(-q’O)
(P2(q)(P2(q5)f(-q2)f(-q10)

= (P4(-d

+ 2v2(-qb2(-q5)
16~2(q)(p2(q5)(p(-q)rpo

+ 5q4(-qS)

(4.5)
Converting (4.5) into a modular equation via Entries 10(i), (ii) and 12(iii) in
Chapter 17, we find that
x b”(-4

- 2v2(-qh2(-q5)

{m3a(l - a) + 22Jab(l
24’3{@(1

+ 5rp4(-q5)y2.

- a)(1 - /3) + 125me3b(1 - fi)}“2
- a)(1 -

b)y’*
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= m(1 - a) + 2J(l - a)(1 - @)+ 5m-‘(1 - /?)
16{(1 - a)(1 - j)}“4
x {m(l - a) - 2J(l

- a)(1 - fi) + 5m-‘(1 - /?)}‘lz.

(4.6)
The left side of (4.6) is self-reciprocal and so is equal to the reciprocal of the
right side of (4.6). Hence, by (4.5) and (4.6),
(f12( - q2) + 22q2f6( - q2)f6( - qlO) + 125q4f12( -qlO)}l’2
~2(q~~2(q51f(-q21-q10)
= 5m-‘fi + 2&j + ma
{5m-l/? - 2Jij
16(aB)“”

+ ma}1’2

= e4(q2) + 2q2e2(q2M2(q10) + %41c14(q’o)
(P2(q)(P2(q5)~(q2)~(q10)

x {J/4(q2)- 2q2+2(q2)r1/2(q10)
+ 5q4+4(q10)y’29
by Entry 11(iii) in Chapter 17. Replacing q2 by q, we complete the task of
showing that the second and third expressions in (i) are equal.
PROOF OF

(ii). By Entry 12(iii) of Chapter 17 and (13.8) of Chapter 19,
1 _ 2qf2klv2w0)

= 1 - 2-1/3{a/?(1 - a)(1 - /?)}“6

(P2(qh2W)

= 1 _ (m - 1)(5 - 4
8m
= m2 + 2m + 5
8m
.
Similarly, by Entry 12(v) in Chapter 17 and (13.8) in Chapter 19,
l-

(4.7)

4q
= 1 - 22’3{aj?(1 - a)(1 - j.?)}1’6
x4(dx4(q5)
= 1 _ (m - 1)(5 - m)
4m
=

m3 - 2m2 + 5m p2
4m2
= 4m2)

(4.8)

by (13.3) of Chapter 19. Hence, combining (4.7) and (4.8), we conclude that

1_ 2qf2(-df2(-do) 1_
(P2k)(P2(q5) >(

p(m2 + 2m + 5)
16m2
’

Appealing to (4.3), we finish the proof of (ii).
PROOF OF

(iii). By (13.7) in Chapter 19,
{$(l + fi

+ JW)J’”

= &.

(4.9)
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Thus,
3+~+~~=2+(l+~+Jil-ol)(l-B)}
=2+$
=

m2 + 2m + 5
2m
’

(4.10)

Hence, by (4.9) and (4.10),
4(3 + J$

+ J(1 - lx)(l - B)} (&(l + fi

+ J(1 - a)(1 - P))I”=

= p(m* -t- 2m + 5)
16m2
’
By (4.3), we complete the proof of the first equality of (iii).
By (13.7), (13.8), and (13.3) of Chapter 19,
f(1 + ~$3+ (1 - a)(1 - fi)} - 5(1601/3(1- a)(1 - fi)}“3
- {clfl(l - rx)(l - fi))“’ - ${16@3(1 - cl)(l - /3)]lD
- 6m + 5)*
64m2
= &(m6

+ 2m5 + llm4 + 12m3 + 55m2 + 50m -t 125)

= &(m’

+ 2m + 5)=.

(It is quite clear that we have omitted a heavy dosage of tedious algebra.)
Taking the square root of both sides and using (4.3) again, we complete the
proof of the second equality of (iii).
Entry 5.

=

I

1+24
q*

+1-q8

( 1-q

q2
cl3
--l-qj+y--y-y
+1-q2

+ .. .

cl4
1-q

q5
l-q

=

>I

2’3
= f8b?) f l%f4(-q)f”(-q’)
+ 49q2f8(-q’)
i
f(-alfh’)
1.
In the middle expression, the cycle of coe$cients has length 7.

d
l-q
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(ii)

1+4x

m

kq2k

14k

- 28 f

kq

= bPkkPh7)- 2M-9M-9’)12.
(iii) Let p have degree 7 over a. Then
1+4x

*

14k

kqZk

- 28 2

= &?(q)(p2(q7){1

kq

+ JorB + J(1

- a)(1 - B)).

In our proof of Entry 5, all references of the form (19.-) arise from Chapter
19.
PR~XF OF (i). We begin by replacing q by -q on the left side of (i). Thus, we
first derive an analogue of (2.3) wherein q2 has been replaced by -9.
With q = eey and u = q”, where n is a positive integer,

’

(5.1)

by the same argument that we used in (2.1).
On the other hand, by Entries 12(i) and 9(i) in Chapter 17,
2iLog

Thus, combining (5.1) and (5.2), we conclude that

(5.3)

Now, setting n = 7 in (5.3), we find that
s:=

1+ 4 2
k=l

k(-cdk
1 -

(-q)k

_ 28 2
k=l

k(-q71k
1 -

(-q7)k
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- 12;

Log m

d
= ;(l - 2fi)z; - &(l - 2a)zf - 2a(l - a>z: & Log m,

(5.4)

where (19.17) has been utilized.
Let t > 0 be defined by (19.2). Observe that, for any positive integer n,

Also, in general, if p has degree n and F is any differentiable function, then,
from (19.17), it is easily shown that
a(1 - a)zl2dF
da = n/q1 - jqz. 2dF
qj’

(5.6)

Thus, from (5.4)-(5.6),

s = ;zlz,

(

f(1 - 28) - m(1 - 2a) - 12ma(l - a)f

= &z1z7 i(l

% Log m

>

- 2/I) - m(1 - 2a)

(
dt dty(m
- 12 7a/I(l - a)(1 - j3)zdg

+ ix’g(rn

- i)).

(5.7)

i

By (19.23),
7

m - m = -6

+ 16t - 12t’ + 8t3,

(5.8)

= 16 - 24t + 24t2.

(5.9)

and so

From (19.20) and (19.22), respectively,
m=

-3+8t-6tZ+4t3+2R

and
7
- = 3 - 8t + 6t2 - 4t3 + 2R,
m

where R is defined by (19.6). Thus,
7
m

m + - = 4R.

(5.10)
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Hence, from (5.7), (5.9), and (5.10),

s = *zlz, ((m+f)h-B+(m-$(a+B-1)
(5.11)

- 24 7aj?(l - cr)(l -

Our next goal is to obtain a suitable expression for (dt/dct) (dt/dB). From
(194
and

p+ctg=8t7g

a+/l$=8t7$.

Therefore, from these equalities, (19.17), and (19.18),

= t2(14m2ag(l - cl)(l - fl) + m4aB(1 - a)’ + 49ajI(l
448a2b2(1 - a)(1 - j3)m2

- /3)2)

= _ t2(-2(t-a)(t-B)(1-cr)(l-B)+(t-B)2(1-Cr)2+(t-a)2(1-B)2)
64a/3(1-a)(1

-fi)(t-cr)(t-/I)

= _ t2{@ - B)U - 4 - @- N(l - B)12
64a/I(l - a)(1 - a)(t - /3)

fi)(t
- /?)2(1 - ty
= 64a/?(l - a)(1 - /?)(a - t)(t
- jl)’
As we observed after (19.19), u > tand j3 c t.Thus, taking the square root on
each side above, we deduce that
t2(a

t(a - /ml - t)
--dt dt ‘I2
( da dB > = 8{@(1 - a)(1 - B)(a - t)(t - B)}“”

Hence, from (5.8), (5.10), and (5.11),
S = izlz,

4R(a - /?) + (-6

+ 16t - 12t2 + 8t3)(a + /3 - 1)

-3t(l-t)(o-8)((a-t;t-8))1’22-3~3t2).

From (19.18) and (19.19),
(a - w - B) = $(t

- jq2 = 7t2(1 - t)2(1 - t + ty.

(5.12)
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Hence.

By (19.5), a - jI = 2BR and c1+ j? = 2A. Substituting these expressions and
then the values of A, B, and R into (5.12), we discern that
S = kz1z7 8BR2 + (-6 + 16t - 12t2 + 8t3)(2A - 1) = &zlz,

6B(2 - 3t + 3t2)
1--+t2
>

16t(l - t)(l - t + t2)(2 - 3t + 2t2)(2 - t + t2)(1 - t + 2t2)
+ (-6 + 16t - 12t2 + 8t3){(1 + t8) - (1 - t)* - l}
- 12t(l - t)(2 - 3t + 3P)

>

= z,z,(l - 2t + 2ty
= z,z,{(l

- Q2 + t2}2,

(5.13)

where the algebra was effected by a computer algebra package. Utilizing (19.2),
(19.3), and Entries lO(ii) and 1l(iii) in Chapter 17, we deduce that
S = z,z,(((l

- a)(1 - fl)}‘j4 + (L$?)“~)~
(5.14)

= M-q)d-q’)
+ 4q2N12M(q’4))2.
Lastly, we use Entries 17(i), (ii) in Chapter 19 to find that
dq)dq’)

+ 4q2t4q2)W4)

=1+2

4+
( 1-q

q2
rip

q3
-1+y-4--6+.**, cl4
1-q

2
1-q

cl6
1-q

>
(5.15)
where the cycle of coefficients is of length 7. Changing the sign of q in (5.14)
and combining the result with (5.15), we complete the proof of the first equality
in part (i).
In order to establish the second equality of(i), we first observe, by Entry
12(i) in Chapter 17, (19.2), and (19.3), that

2q f2(df2(q7)
~
=
t(1
1 - t)l
213

ZlZ7.

It follows that
z,z,(l

-

2t + 2ty

1 - 6t + 18t2 - 32t3 + 36t4 - 24t5 + 8t6
=(w2’3f2w-2k?7)
t(1 - t)

(5.16)
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On the other hand, by Entry 12(i) in Chapter 17, (19.2), (19.3), (19.14),
(19.15), (19.6), (5.8), and (5.10),
f 4(4) + 4g 4f4(q7)
4f40
f40

+ 14(2 - 7t + lit’
=-

1
2(-3+8t-6t2+4t3)
t(1 - t) I

(

- 8t3 + 4t4)

(2-7t+llt2-8t3+4t4)

x (-3 + 8t - 6t2 + 4t3)
+ 2(1 - 2t)(2 - 3t + 2t2)(2 - t + t2)(1 - t + 2P)
+ 7(2 - 7t + llt2 - 8t3 + 4t4)

>

1

1
=- t(1 - t) 2( - 3 + 8t - 6t2 + 4t3)(2 - 3t - 3t2 + 2t3)
+ 7(2 - 7t + llt2 - 8t3 + 4t4)
= &(2

+ t + 23t2 - 64t3 + 72t4 - 48t5 + 16t6).

(5.17)

Combining (5.16) and (5.17), we deduce that
z1z7(1 - 2t + 2ty

= q2’3f2(q)jyq’)

(

$$)

+ 49 4f4(q7) _ 13 2’3
f40
>

= P(q) + 49q2f8(q7) - 1%f4(q1f4(q7) 2’3
.fMf-(47)
(
)*
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Using the equality above in (5.13) and changing the sign of q, we complete the
proof of the second part of(i).
PROOFSOF (ii), (iii). Replacing q by - q2, we showed in (5.14) that
1+ 4 f

kq2k

- 28 i

kq

14k

= {(P(q2Mq1”)
+ 4q4rc1(q4Mq28)~2.

(5.18)

By Entries lO(iv) and ll(iv) in Chapter 17, (20.6) in Chapter 20, (19.2), and
(19.31,
dq2b?W4)

+ 4q4~(q4Mq2*)

= &&({l

+ JTz}““{l

+ (1 - Ji-T}1’2{1
= J&&(1

+ J1-B)“’
- J1-B}“2)

+ Jap +

(1 - cl)(l - 8)})“2

= &&{

1 + t4 + (1 - t)4})“2

= fi{l

- t(1 - t)}

= &(l

- {c&l - a)(1 - /?>}““)

(5.19)
= (Pmw
- 2qJI(-qM-q7)?
where we have invoked Entries 10(i) and 1l(ii) of Chapter 17. Substituting the
far right side of (5.19) into (5.18), we complete the proof of (ii). Furthermore,
substituting the second expression on the right side of (5.19) into (5.18), we
deduce (iii).
Entry 6.

(i) If b has degree 3, then
1 + 12 ,gI

1

“;$k

- 36 2 k(-q)3k
k=l 1 - (-q)3k

= (P2(q)(P2(q3~uGv’4
- ((1 - a)(1 - 8)}“4)2.
(ii) If B has degree 5, then
1 + 6 kzI “;$k
1

- 30 2 k( - ‘)”
k=l 1 - (-q)5k

= (P2hh2(q5)(Jorp
+ Ju - 4(1 - B))
x (${l + &

+

(1 - a)(1 - B)})“2.

(iii) If fi has degree 7, then
1+ 4 f
k=l

k(-dk
1 -

(-q)k

_ 28 .f
k=l

k(-q)7k
1 -

(-q)7k

= ~2(d~2(q7M$v’4+ ((1 - a)(1- 8)}“4)2.
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PROOFOF (i). By Entry 3(i), the series on the left side of Entry 6(i) is equal to

\y.= ti4(-4 - W4(-q3)2
- { $(-4M(-q3) I .
Using Entry 1l(ii) of Chapter 17and (5.2) and (5.5) from Chapter 19,we deduce
that
~ = zf{a(l - “)}I’2 - 3z:{/l(l - /?)}“2 2
I 2(z1z3)1’2{a/?(1 - a)(1 - p)}“8
= zf(9 - m2) - 3z:@rl2- l)m2 2
8m2(z,z3)‘/2
i
I
= (9 - m”) - 3(m2 - 1)

2

8m
= ZlZj

(m + 1)(3 - m) (m - 1)(3 + m) ’
4m
4m

= z,z,({(l

- a)(1 - /I)}“4 - (c$)“4)2.

(6.1)

Hence, the truth of(i) is made manifest.
PROOFOF(ii). By Entry 4(i), the series on the left side of Entry 6(ii) is equal to

y .= ti4(-q) - 2qti2(-qM2(-q5)+ 5q2ti4(-q5)
ti(-4M-q5)
x W’(-4) + 2qe2(-q)$2(-qs)+ %2$4(-q5)}1’2.
By Entry 1l(ii) in Chapter 17 and (14.2) and (14.4) in Chapter 19,
\y = t+b5(-q5)q3

Gt4-4

2m*(a(l - a)}“’ _ 4m(a(l - a)}‘j4 +
{DU - 8))“2
iB(l fil”*
( w - P)13’4

( >
314

= V(-q5)q3
be-41

2m 2-l
(mt

1)9/4

>
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V(-q5)s3
- II3((5 =9+(--q)@

m)’ - 2(5 - m)(m - 1) + 5(m - 1)2>
x ((5 - m)2 + 2(5 - m)(m - 1) + 5(m - 1)2)1/2
V(-q”)q3

(40 - 32m + 8m2)(20 - 8m + 4m2)1’2.

(6.2)

= tit-q)@ - lJ3

From Entry ll(ii) in Chapter 17 and (13.3)-(13.5) in Chapter 19,
16q3$5C-q5)
4zY2 (I?;;: I yy
- 1)3 = z:‘“(m - 1)3

J/( -q)(m

= z~‘~(JI~ - (m + 1)2)

4zi”(m - 1)3

z5512
=&p=$p*

ZlZ5

Using the calculation above in (6.2) and then employing (13.6) and (13.7) in
Chapter 19, we discern that
Y = z1zg

m2-;;+5(m’-frmn+5)L”

= ZlZ,(Ja

+ J (1 - a1

- mou

+ $4

+ J(l

- a1

- B)lP2>

which completes the proof of (ii).
OF (iii). Observe that (5.14) is precisely Entry 6(iii), and so the proof has
already been accomplished.

hOOF

Entry 7.
(0 1 + 3 k$l &
f6(-q3)

= f2(--q)f2(-q9)

{f6(-q)

+ 9qf3(-q)f3(-q9)

+ 27qzfy-q9)}“3

= !b4(q3)
+ W2W2(q9)
2 ti2(q3)
*kw(sg)
I
I Wh419)’
18k

(ii) 1 + 3 /!I &

-27kflJ%k

E

=

(P4(q3)

+

3v2W(P2(q9)

4

i=

-4
(P2(q3)

P3(!7)F3(qg)’

(iii) 1 + k$ &

f5cd
=f(-41foq25)

{f2(-c?) + 2qf(-qlf(--qZ5)

+ 5qfp(-q25)}“2.
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Throughout the proofs of (i) and (ii), we use the notation of Section 3 in
Chapter 20.
PROOF OF (i). It will again be judicious to make a change of sign. By (6.1),

s := 1 + 3 g
k=l

=

f

’

+

_ 27 g

M-dk
1

l2

-

(-dk

kzl

v-dgk

k=l

1 “;$k

-

36

1 -

(-q)gk

kgl

1 ““;$k
>

(

’

+

l2

kzl

1”;$3k

-

36

kf?l

1:;$9k
>

(

(m + 1)(3 - m) (m - 1)(3 + m) 2
4m
4m
>
(m’ + 1)(3 - m’) (m’ - 1)(3 + m’) 2
+ $2329
I
I
(
>

= $zlzg

-ilz3($;;,zg(~&f

(7.1)

Our next task is to express these last expressions in terms of t. By (3.10)
and (3.11) of Chapter 20 and (7.1),
S = $mm'z3zg (Y)'

+ $z3zg(g)

z3zg {3(1 + 8t3) - (1 + 2t)4}2 + 3(3 - (1 + 8t3)}2
C---T-16
(1 + 2t)2(1 + 8t3)
1 + 8t3
>
= 16(;3f98t3)({3(l

= 4(lz$3)({l

-

2t + 4t2) - (1 + 2t)3}2 +

12(1 -

4t3)2)

- 6t - 4t3}2 + 3(1 - 4t3)2)

= +(l

- 3t + 9t2 - 8t3 + 12t4 + 16t6)

= $$(l

+ t + t2)(1 - 2t + 4ty

= S(l

+ t + P)(l - 2t + 4t2).

(7.2)

Next, we attempt to identify this last expression with the middle expression
of(i). By Entry 12(i) of Chapter 17 and (3.7)-(3.11) of Chapter 20,

41’3f6(43) z:w - 8)Y4
fMf(q9)
=(Zl
z9)“222/3

Ml

-

4YU

-

r)>

1’24
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- t3)“3(1 + 2t)“3
= z,z,m’3’V(l
~+‘~(l - t)lj3(1 + 8t3)2’3
= z,z,(l + 8t3)P3(1 - t3)2’3(1 + 2t)“3
(1 + 2t)(l - t)“3(1 + 8t3)2’3
=

z,z,t”3(1 - 2t + 4t2)“3(1 - t)“3(1 + t + t2y3
(1 + 2t)‘”

Hence, we may rewrite (7.2) in the form
s = q1’y6(q3)
fMf-(q9)

(1 + t + P)(l - 2t + 4ty u3
t(1 + 2t)2(1 - t)
(
>

113
= 41’3f6(43) (1 + wu - 0 _ 9 + 27
t
(1 + 2&
- t) > ’
fbdfb19) (
where the last equality is verified by straightforward algebra.
It now suffices to prove that

f 3(q)
m=

(1 + 202u - q
t
’

(7*3)

(7.4)

for upon substituting (7.4) into (7.3) and changing the sign of q, we then obtain
the first equality of part (i).
Employing Entry 12(i) in Chapter 17 and (3.7), (3.9), (3.10), and (3.11) in
Chapter 20, we find that

f3M

_ (z$y;z;

I 3’”

clf3(q9)
= (m&)3/2 ~(1 - t) = (1 + 2t)2(1 - t)
t(1 + 2t)
t
’
as desired.
To establish the second part of (ii), we first observe that by Entry 1l(ii) in
Chapter 17 and (3.7)-(3.11) in Chapter 20,
q2~2(-q3M-qM-qg)
=

- P)l”“{W

a23&&9u

- 4Y(l - r)>‘l”

= z3zgu - Ml - t3)t2
1 + 8t3

’

Thus, by (7.2), we seethat

s = q2~2(-q3M-bw-qg)
(1,:‘-:,“‘2)
2

= q2~2(-q3M-M-qg~

(

‘gy2

- 3 .
>

(7.5)
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By Entry 11(ii) in Chapter 17 and (3.7)-(3.11) of Chapter 20,
*“(--q3)

WV

qQP(-q)tfP(-q9)

= m(a(l

- 8)l”’

- a)y(l - ?I))“” =

l+t+P
t(1 - t) *

(7.6)

Substituting (7.6) into (7.5) and changing the sign of q, we establish the second
part of(i).
PROOF OF

(ii). By part (i), the series on the left side of (ii) is equal to

q2’3f6( - $7
T:=j-(-q2)f(-q’8)

f 3(-q2)
q2f3(-q18)
(

42f3(-418)
+ 9 + 27 ~-3(-~2)

>*
Utilizing Entry 12(iii) in Chapter 17 and (3.7)-(3.11) in Chapter 20, we deduce
that
4 (P(l - B)) 1’2
T = 2~3(21zg)1’2{cI(1 - a)y(l - y)}“‘Z
x{(ff~(f=?~+,+,,(!!~(~~~

z:P(l - t3)“3(1 + 2t)"3
= (z~z~)“~(~ - t)2’3(l + 8t3)q3
x

(1 + wu

- o2 + 9 + 27

113

(1 + 2t)(1 - t)21

t2

I

t2

m’ (1 + t + t2)“3(l + 3t2 + 4t3 + 9t4 + 6t5 + 4t6)‘”
(1 + 8t3)(l - 2t + 4t2)“3

= z3(z1 zgp2 ;

=

Z3blZ9)

1,2 1 + 8t3 (1 + t + t2)’
(1 + 2t)2
1 + 8t3

= z3(z1zg)1’2
= z3(z1zgp2

(‘:::,t’)
2,

(4

1 + 8t3 2
4(1 + 2t)2 >
f 2

= z3(zlzg)1'2

;+:

(
= (P2(q3MqMq9)

>
(P4(q3)
2 +
4v2(q)(P2(q9)
( 4

2
> '

(7.7)

from which (ii) now readily follows.
PROOF OF

(iii). We employ the notation

f(-4)
w = @-(-q25)'

(7.8)
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which is a modification of (11.7) in Chapter 19. Returning to Entry 4(i) and
utilizing (11.8) of Chapter 19, we deduce that
1+ 6 i
kqk - 30 2
kc1 1

kq5k

125 f12(-q5)

1’2

~q'Of'+q25)
f5(--4) 1 + ;(w5
=R=a

+ 5w4 + 15w3 + 25w2 + 25~)
112

+ $(w5
= f;:;;;;5

+ 5w4 + 15w3 + 25w2 + 25~)~
>

(wl’ + 22~’ + 235~s + 1580~’ + 7425~~ + 25550~~

+ 65625~~ + 125000~~ + 171875~~ + 156250~ + 78125)“2

=45f5(-425)
(w” + low3 + 45w2 + 100~ + 125)(w2 + 2w + 5)“2.
f(--q5)
Again using Entry 4(i) and proceeding in the same manner as above, we
discover that

f6(--q5)

q10f12(-q25) + 22q5f6(-q25)

=45f5(-425)
f(-q5)

112

+ 125

((w5 + 5w4 + 15w3 + 25w2 + 25~)~
+ 22(w5 + 5w4 + 15w3 + 25w2 + 25~) + 125)“2

=q5f5(-q2') (wl’ + 10~’ + 55w8 + 200~’ + 525~~ + 1022~~
f(-q5)
+ 1485~~ + 1580~~ + 1175~~ + 550~ + 125)“2
= qy;~;5+w4

+ 4w3 + 9w2 + low + 5)(w2 + 2w + 5)“2.

Multiplying (7.9) by & and (7.10) by 2, adding the two resulting equalities,
and using (11.8) of Chapter 19 and (7.8), we conclude that
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25k

- 25 2 kq
kc1 1

= 45f5(-425)&w”
f(-c15)

+ low3 + 45w2 + 1OOw+ 125)

+ Z(w” + 4w3 + 9w2 + low + 5))(w2 + 2w + 5)“2
= q5f 5(-425)
f(-cf5)

(w” + 5w3 + 15w2 + 25~ + 25)(w2 + 2w + 5)“2

,= 9f 5(-45)
f(-4)

(w2 + 2w + 5)“2

= sf 5(-95)
f(--4)

f 2(-9)
( 4Y(-P)

f(-4)
+ 29f(-925)

l/2
+ 51

’

from which the truth of Entry 7(iii) is evident.
Entry 8.
22k

- 132 2 kq
k=l 1

(9 5 + 12 ktl s
= 5~2(9)rp2w1)

- 209f 2(9)f 2(411)

+ 32q2f2(-q2)f2(-q22)

- 2oq3+2(-q)J/y-q11).

(ii) Let j? have degree 11 over a. Then
22k

5 + 12 f kq3’k=l

132 2 -%.k=l

1 -4

= (p2(q)(p2(q”)(2

1 -

q22k

+ 2(L@)“2 + 2{(1 - a)(1 - /I))“2 + (a/I)“”

+ ((1 - cr)(l - /3)}“4 - {c$(l - a)(1 - j?)}“‘+).
(iii) Zf /3 has degree 19, then
‘38k

-762%
k=l

1- q

= (p2(q)q?2(q19)(1 + (a/3)“2 + ((1 - a)(1 - /9)}“2 + (app4

+ ((1 - a)(1 - &}“4 - {c&l - a)(1 - jI)}“4).
We are unable to prove either (i) or (iii) using (2.3) or (5.3). Thus, the proofs
of(i) and (iii) will be deferred until Section 11 where the theory of modular
forms will be invoked to establish several results that we cannot otherwise
prove. Part (ii) follows from (i), and so this proof will be the only one given in
this section.
PROOF OF (ii). By Entries ll(ii) and 12(i), (iii) in Chapter 17 and Entry 7(i) in
Chapter 20,
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whwkl”)

- mf2(q1f2(q”)

+ 32qy(-qy(-q22)

- 2Oq3$‘(-q)lp(-q”)

= z1z11(5 - 20*2-2’3(a(1 - a)/?(1 - /1)}“12
+ 32.2-4’3(a(1

- a)/?(1 - Z?)}“6 - 5{a(l - a)B(l - ~3))“~)

= z1z11(5 - 5(1 - (a/3)“4 - ((1 - a)(1 - fl)}‘j4)
+ 2(1 - (afi)1’4 - ((1 - a)(1 - b)}““)’
- 5{a(l

- a)/3(1 - fi)}‘14)

= z,z,,(2 + 2(aj?)‘j2 + 2{(1 - a)(1 - p)}‘12 + (a/I)‘14
+ ((1 - a)(1 - /I?)}“” - {aB(l - a)(1 - /?)}‘j4).
Hence, (i) implies the truth of (ii).
Entry 9.
46k
6)

11

+

12 kzl 5

- 276 T kq
k=l 1

= ~2(q)92(q23H%l

+ J2

+ JU - a)(1 - B))

- 10{16a/?(l - a)(1 - P)}“‘j
- 8(16aB(l - a)(1 - j?)}“‘2(1 + (a#‘4

+ ((1 - a)(1 - b)}“4)}.

(ii) Zf B is of degree 15, then
7 + 12 fJ

kq2k - 180 1m kq30k

k=l 1

kc1 1

= +q2(q)(p2(q15)({1 + (a/3)“8 + ((1 - a)(1 - fi)}““}”
- 1 - &j

- J(1 - a)(1 - /I)).

(iii) Zf ZI is of degree 31, then
m kq62k

1
5+4krl$$k - 124 k=l
1
= v2k)v2(q3%3{l

+ J3

+ J(l

- a)(1 - I%)

+ (1 + (afi)“” + ((1 - a)(1 - B)>““}’
- 2{afl(l

- a)(1 - /?)}‘/“{l

+ (a/?)“’ + ((1 - a)(1 - /I)}“*}).

We defer the proofs for Entry 9 until Section 11, where we employ the
theory of modular forms.
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Entry 10.

(i) Let p have degree 5 with respect to a. Then

= (P2(q)(P2(q5)W+ 4 + (1 - a)(1 - I-VI
- A{1 - fi

- J(1 - a)(1 - /I)}2)“?

(ii) If fi has degree 9, then
18k
1

+

3 kzl

&

- 27 F
kq
kc1 1

= (P2(d(P2(q9)
(411+4 +(1- a)(1- s>>
- K{l - %./a- Ju - w - m2
3

wu

- w

- B)l”2

112

+ z 1 - (a/I)“2 - ((1 - a)(1 - /3)}“2 > .
(iii) If /3 is of degree 17, then

= (p2(4)(p2(q1’)(2{l+ 4 + (1 - W - S)>
- B{l

- J;xg - J(1 - a)(1 - /?)I2

- g{l

- a

- J(l

- a)(1 - j?)} {16a/3(1 - a)(1 - /?)}“6

- 3{16ajI(l - a)(1 - fl)}1’3)1’2.
F%oo~ OF (i). Comparing Entry 10(i) with Entry 4(iii), we see that it suffices to

prove that
(1 - &$

- J(l

- a)(1 - /?)}2 = 4(16a/?(l - a)(1 - /?)}‘13.

But this equality follows immediately from Entry 13(i) of Chapter 19, and so
the proof is complete.
PROOF OF (ii). Employing the notation of Section 7, (7.7), and (3.10) and (3.11)

of Chapter 20, we deduce that the left side of (ii) is equal to
zlzg(5>‘“(’

;;;:‘>’

= zlzg(l ;;y(l
= z1zg (1 - 2 g’:‘;!v+

-;,t’)
t + t2J2. (lo*l)
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Now by (3.17), (3.7), and (3.9) in Chapter 20,
@

+ J(1 - a)(1 - /?) = 1 - :::21;!

(10.2)

and
(10.3)

M-V - a)(1 - B) = ~3’

Employing (10.2) and (10.3) and performing a very laborious calculation, we
find that
(1 - 2t + 4P)(l + t + P)4
- +{l + a/I + (1 - a)(1 - B)}
(1 + 2ty
= (1 - 2t + 4?)(1 + t + P)4
- ${l + (@
(1 + 2ty

+ J(1 - a)(1 - fl))’

- 2JNl - a)(1- S>>
= (1 - 2t + 4t*)(l + t + t2)4 _ 1 + 8t(l - t3) 32t*(l - t3)*
(1 + 2t)2 (1 + 2ty
(1 + 2ty
+ 16t5(1 - t)‘(l - t3)
(1 + 2t)4(1 + 8t3)
- 18t* + 36t3 - 69t4 + 30t5 - 78t6 + 168t’ - 39ts + 42t9 - 72t’O
(1 + 2t)3(1 + 8t3)
(10.4)
Next, from (10.2)-( 10.4),
=

(l-

2t +(~~‘$

t + t2)4 - 3{1 + aj? + (1 - a)(1 - /I)}

+ &{l - JorB - J(1 - a)(1 - /I)}”
=

3t4(1 - 2t - 2t2 + 8t3 - 7t4 + 2t5)
(1 + 2t)3(1 + 8t3)

3P(l - t)4
= (1 + 2t)*(l + 8t3)

3
{aB(l - a)(1 - 8))“*
= 2 1 - (a/?)“* - ((1 - a)(1 - /I))“*’
By combining (10.1) with the result just obtained, we obtain (ii) to complete
the proof.
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The proof of (iii) will be deferred until Section 11.
Entry 11. If /I has degree 35 over u, then
70k
1’

+

12

ktl

- 420 2
kq
k=l 1

s

= (P2M(P2(4”‘)

(1 - (f$)l’4 - ((1 - a)(1 - /?)}“4)3
2{16c$(l - a)(1 - /?)}“l*

+ (up)“4 + ((1 - a)(1 - jq}“4 - {@(l - cr)(l - p,,‘/4).
In fact, Entry 11 is listed as 1l(i) in the second notebook (p. 256), but no
further result is stated in this section.
There remain now seven formulas in Chapter 21 which we have not yet
proved but which we now establish via the theory of modular forms. Our first
task is to identify the series on the left sides of these formulas as modular forms.
Theorem.

Let
E,(T) = 1 - 24 kzl 5,

where q = enir and z E s!?. Define
F,(z) = E,(z) - nE,(nz).
Then F,, is a modular form on r,(n)

of weight 2 and trivial multiplier

system.

PROOF. Set Ef(r) = E,(r) + 3/(7cy),where y = Im(r). It is well known (e.g., see
the treatises of Rankin [2, pp. 194-195-J or Schoeneberg [l, p. 681) that if
V = (: j) E r(l), then E;(r) satisfies the transformation formula

E;(M)

= (CT + d)2Ef(z)

- ;(cx

+ d).

(11.1)

Observe that F,(z) = Et(r) - nEz(nz). So, by (11.1) and (0.4) of Chapter 20,
if VE To(n),
F,(k)

= (cz + d)2E;(z)
-n
= (CT + d)2F,(z).

The desired conclusion now follows.

- ;(c,

+ d)
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PROOFS OF ENTRIES 8(i), (iii), 9(i)-(iii),

lO(iii), 11. We first translate those six
entries written in terms of a and jI into proposed identities involving thetafunctions. Thus, using Entries 10(i)-(iii), 1l(i)-(iii), and 12(iii) in Chapter 17,
we find that Entries 8(iii), 9(i)-(iii), lO(iii), and 11 can be written as the
respective theta-function relations
38k

3

+

4

ktl

gkk

- 76 2 kq
kc1 -i=-i$=

= ~“(q)~“k’g)+ 16q’“+2k2)+2(q38)
+ v2(-dv2(-dg)
+ 4951c/(92)~(938)(P(9)o
+ cp(9)cp(919)cp(-9)cp(-419)
(11.2)
- 495~(92)~(938)(P(-9)(p(_q19),
46k

11 + 12 F kq2k - 276 2
kc1 1

kq

= Y(v2Mv2(q23)+ 16q’2$2(q2)$2(q46)
+ v2(-q)v2(-q23N
-16q2f(-q21f(-q46)(~(q)~(q23)+4q6~(q2)~(q46)+~(-q)cp(-q23))
(11.3)
- 40q4f2(-q2)f2(-q46),
30k

7 + 12 g kq2k - 180 g kq
k=l 1
kc1 1

1
2 15 whw)
= 2v2(9kP (4 )
- %%d~2(q15)

+ 2924ww15)

+ cpc-q2)cp(-q30))4

+ 16@Ic/2(q2)~2(q30) + v2(-q)(p2(-q’5)),

(11.4)

62k

-124f

kq
k=l i=ij=

= %“Mv2(q3’) + 16q’6+2(q2)$2kf2)
+ v2(-dv2(-q39)
+ cPmQ3’) + wv(92M9”‘) + rp(-9h(-931N2
- 494~(-9)~(-931)((P(9)(P(931)
+ 2944w$(93’)
+ cp(-42M-962))9

(11.5)

= W4(q)v4(q1’)+ 256q’8+4(q2)$4(q34)
+ v4(-q)rp4(-d7))
- %v2(dv2(q”) - 16q9$2(q2)$2(q34)
- v2(-q)v2(-q”))’
- ~q3f2(-q2)f2(-q34)((p2(q)(p2(q17)
- 16qg+2(q2)$2(q34)
(11.6)
- v2(-dv2(-q”N - 48q6f4(-q21S4(-q34h
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and
70k

- 420 -f kq
k=l 1
1
70

= wfb12M--q

)

GPmP(q35)

-

4qgr1/(q2M70)

-

d-qh(-q35))3

+ 4qg~(q2)~(q70)(P(q)o+ cp(q)cp(q3”)cp(-q)cp(-435)
(11.7)
- 4qg1c12(-q)+2(-q35).
Next, we rewrite Entry 8(i) and (11.2)-(11.7) as proposed identities relating
modular forms. Thus, by (0.13) in Chapter 20, we find that, respectively,
22k

5 + 12 .f kq2k - 132 2
kc1 1
= 5gf(z)gf(llz)

kq

- 20f:(z)f:(llz)

+ 32q2(r)q2(11~) - 2Oh:(r)h:(llz),
(11.8)

38k

- 76 F

kq

= d(4dW) + 16&)gWW + &kdUW
+
492(7)92(197)9,(7)9,0

-

+

sl(7)sl(lg7)so(7)so(19z)

(11.9)

492(7)92(197)90(7)900,
46k

- 276 2 kq
k=l i=ij=
= Y(d(4dW4

+ 16g;(M234

-

16~(7)?(237)(sl(7)sl(232)

-

‘@‘2(~h2(2W,

+ g;(4giWW)
+ 4gz(+GW

+ goWgoW4)

(11.10)
30k

- 180 2
1
= &:(49:w)

kq

(9,(7)9,(157) + 2ho(4ho(154

+ b(+2(15~))4

- ~(gf(4dW4 + 16d(4dW) + g;(M(W),

(11.11)

62k

- 124 f
kq
k=l 1

= ~(g:(~)g:(W+ 16g;(7)g:W4+ d(4dW))
+ hb)g,(317) +
%2(7)92(317)

-

4hl(z)hl(317)(gl(7)g1(312)

+

+

so(7)sow7))2

2ho(#o(31d

+

h,b)h,(3l7)),

(11.12)
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34k

-51

5 kq
kc1 1
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2

>

and
70k
17

+

12

kzl

+

- 420 g
kq
kc1 1

&

492(~)92(35~)9,(~)9,(352)

+

sl(~)sl(35~)so(~)so(35z)

(11.14)

- 4h:(r)h:(352).

We next demonstrate that the multiplier system for each term on each side
of (11.8)-(11.14) is trivial, for transformations belonging to r = r(2) n To(n),
where n = 11, 19, 23, 15, 31, 17, and 35, respectively.
First, by the theorem proved above, the multiplier system of each of the
seven left sides is trivial. Using (0.14), (0.16), and (O.lS)-(0.23) in Chapter 20,
we easily check that each term on the right sides in (11.8)-( 11.14) has a trivial
multiplier system. We note that (0.27) in Chapter 20 facilitates the computations. Furthermore, for (11.1l), we need to use the remarks made after (13.8)
in Chapter 20, because here 3 1n.
After clearing denominators in (11.11) and (11.14), we write each of the
proposed modular form identities (11.8)-(11.14) in the form
F := Fl + F2 + *a. + F,,, = 0.

The following table indicates the weight r of each modular form F, the value
pr calculated from (0.6) and (0.24) in Chapter 20, and the number p determined
from (0.30) in Chapter 20.

6
10
12
12
16
9
24
By the theory

surrounding

12
20
24
48
32
36
12

(0.30) in Chapter 20, if we can show that the
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coefficients of q”, ql, . . . , 4” for F are equal to 0, then F = 0. With the help of
the computer algebra system MACSYMA, we have, indeed, verified that the
required coefficients are equal to 0. Hence, the truths of (11.8)-(11.14) have
been established, and so the proofs are complete.
After the statement of Entry 11, Ramanujan draws a short horizontal bar
and offers below it three equalities relating cpat certain arguments. Although
the material is unrelated to the subject matter of Chapter 21, we provide proofs
here because the results appear on the last page (p. 256) of Chapter 21.
Final Entry. If the principal branch of each root is taken, then
dq) - d-4

(P4(q4) - (P4(--q4) 1’4 (11 15)
(P4(q4)
>

= (P2(q2) - (P2(-s2)

ds) + cp( - 4)

(P2(q2) + 4+q2)

and
{(p(q) + icp( - q)}1/2 =

(p(q) + :(q2)fi)1’2

) 1’2.
2
+ ( CPM - (P(q2)Jz

(11.16)
PROOF.Squaring and employing Entries 10(i)-(iv) in Chapter 17, we find that
the first proposed identity of (11.15) is equivalent to the equality
(:$:;:r)‘=

f(1 + JiG)
$(l + JLG)

- (1 - x)“4
+ (1 - x)“4’

This equality is obvious,
From (10.1) and Entries lO(iii), (iv), all in Chapter 17, we find that
(p‘y-q4)

= qJ2(q2)(p2(-q2)

= $22(1 + G)(l

-LX)“?

(11.17)

Taking the fourth power of the extremal sides of (11.15), using Entries 10(i),
(ii), (v) in Chapter 17, and utilizing (11.17) above, we deduce the equivalent
identity

(

1 - (1 - x)“4 4 &(l + (1 - x)“4)4 - $(l + Ji-G)(l
- x)l’4.
1 + (1 - x)“” > =
&(l + (1 - X)l’4)4
A modest calculation verifies the truth of the latter identity.
Squaring both sides of (11.16), we find that it is equivalent to the formula
d4) + id-d
= d4) + {v2(q) - 292(q2)l”2.
By Entries 10(i), (ii), (iv) in Chapter 17, the last identity is equivalent to the
eaualitv
1 + i(1 - x)“” = 1 + (1 - (1 + fi)}‘“,
which is obvious.
Some of the results in this chapter were independently derived by S. Ghosh
in her doctoral dissertation [l].
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